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: ATOiv1lC ENERGY ACT OF 194:6
(Abridgement) :
S. 1 717, 79th c.ongress

SENATE
pecember :20, 194.5-.-.Seh. McMahon introduced s. l 71 7; referred fo the
·
Speciai Committee on Atomic Energy, Congressional Record,· 91:
1240(3' (Permanent Edition). ·
January 22.anci.23,l.946-Senate.hearings were held on the Atomic
Energy Act of 1946. Q parts.
April 19, 1946-·-Sen. l\icMahon, Chairman of the Special Committee on
Atomic Energy, submitted S. Rept. No. 1211 cm S. 1717 with an
amendment, Congressional ReGord,
92:4031 (Permanent Edition).
.
..

:

May 8, 1946-·-·.Sen. McMahon sub~itted amendments. intende.d to be
proposed to S. 1717, ibid., 92:4603 (Permane~t Edition).· . ·
'

'

_June 1, 1946-_--· ':['he bill was debated and passed by a voice vote, ibid.,
92:6076-6098 (Permanent Edition).
HOUSE
June 5; 1946-· S. 1717 was referred to the Committee on Military
Affairs; ibid., 92:6351 (Permanent Edition).·
June 11-12, 26, 1946-House hearings were held on S. 1717 before the
Committee on Military Affairs.
.

.

July 10, 1946-Rep. May submitted H. Rept. No. 2478 on S. 1 717 with
amendments; referred to the Corµmittee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union, Congressional, Record, 92 :8602 (Permanent
Edition) ..
.

.

.

.

,

.

-

.

.

.

\

July 16, 1946-Rep. Sabath submitted H. Rept; No. 2518 on H. Res. 708
to provide for the consideration of S. 1717 by th~ Committee of the
.. Whole House on the. State of the Union. The resolution was agreed
to, ibid., 92:913p-:9144 (Permanent Edition).
.

.

'

.

.

.

.

July 17.,.20, 1946-.-_The House debated S. 1717-.-Atomic Energy Act-·and passed it with several amendments by a record vote of 265 to
79,,ibid., 92:9249-9275, 9340-9386, 9463-'-9493, 9545-9563
(l>ermanent Edition).
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SENATE
July 22, 194:6-_.-· S. 1 71 7 as passed by the House was presented to the
· ·Senate~ The Senate c;lisagreed to the amendments of the House arid
the conferees were named, ibid., 92:9609-9611 (Permanent Edi:..
tion).•
HOUSE
July 22, 1946-.-.· Rep. May asked that the House amendments to S. 1 71 7
·· · be agrE!ed to. by the Senate and conferees were ·appointed, ibid.,
92:9663. (Permanent Edition) .
.July 25,· 1946--.'-· Rep. Thomason asked that Rep. Brooks be ·replaced as
a HouseCo~feree due to his enforced absence from th~ city, ibid.,
92 :10020 (Permanent Edition).
SENATE
July 26, 19.46.-Sen. McMahon submitted the conference report to the
Senate which was agreed to, ibid., ~2:10167-10168 (Permanent
Eiliti~~
.
.
.
HOUSE
July 26, 1946.-.Rep. Thomason submitted the conference report and
statement on S. 1717, ibid., 92:10189-10192 (Permanent Edition).
July 26, 1946-.-The Conference report was agreed to, ibid~, .92:1019310199 (Permanent Edition).
.
'
SENATE
July 29, 1946-The President pro-tempore of the Senate signed
S. 1717,. -ibid., 92:10411 (Permanent Edition).
.
HOUSE·-·

July 29, 1946-.-The Speaker of the House signed S. 1717, ibid.,
. 92:10329 .(Permanent Edition).
·SENATE
July .30, 1946-..-The Secr.efary ofthe Senate reported that on July 29,
1~46, he presented S. 1717tothe President, ibid., 92:10412
(Permanent Edition).
August 1;·1946.-S. 1 71 7 signed by the President, Public Law 585,
· · ibid., 92:106.19 (Permanent Edition).
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· surrounding region 1n the interest o! the
control e.nd prevention of floods, the irrlga' tion and reclamation of lands, the promotion
of navigation, the providing of employment,
the strengthening of the national defense,
and for other pt1rposes; to the Committee on
Commerce.
By Mr. McMAHON:
S.1717. A bill for the development and
control of atomic energy; to the Special Com. mittee on Atomic Energy.
By Mr. McCARRAN:
S. 1718. A bill to provide for the transfer
1
'of certain federally owned aircraft, curi-ently
, available as surplus, to State avia~ion authorities; to the Committee on Military Af·
;fairs.
By Mr. MORSE:
s. 1719. A bill to provide, through aid to
the States, for surveys of the need for public
educational plant facilities, for the prepa·
. rntion of drawings and specifications for
such facilities, and for their construction_ or
· acquisition; to the Committee on Education
and Labor.
By Mr. MURDOCK:
.
s. J. Res.128. Joint resolution authorizing
, the construction, maintenance, and opera: tion of a laboratory to be devoted to the
scientific study and development of artificial legs and appliances therefor; to the
Committee on Finance.
HOUSE BILL REFERRED

The bill (H, R. 4590) to authorize .the
use by industry of silver held or owned
by the United States, was read twice by
i its title and referred to the Committee
on Banking and Currency.
1

HARDSHIPS OF POLISH NATION AND
PEOPLE-SYMPATHY OF THE CON•
GRESS

Mr. WALSH submitted the following
concurrent resolution (S. Con. Res. 46),
which was referred to the Committee on
Foreign Relations:
Whereas throughout centuries of struggle
and sacrifige the people of Poland have estab.
lished their unmistakable place in the family
, of nations and have demonstrated their .capacity for self-government; and
Whereas Poland was one of our most faithfu1 allles in the great conflict just ended,
and fought courageously and gallantly to
1
, preserve ideals of democracy and liberty; and
Whereas conditions developing in Poland
today, in the judgment o! many, are threatening the sovereignty, self-determination,
and autonomy of the Polish nation; and
I Whereas these conditions reflected in the
United States and elsewhere bring into controversy the war alms of the United Nations
' and may possibly constitute infringement
and denial of the basic freedoms for which
,1 the- war was waged, thereby endangering
permanent peace: Therefore be it
·
Resolved, by the Senate (the House concurring), That the Congress hereby extends

deepest sympathy to the Polish nation and
1 people for the hardships, trials, and suffer, ings they are sustaining and, mindful of our
, desire to p_romote freedom and self-deter: mination among all the nations of the earth,
both great and small, the Congress pledges
. its assistance and good offices to the Polish
' cause and to the cause of all other nations
, desiring and seeking freedom, and expresses
'1 the hope that the accredited diplomatic rep'resentatives of tlie United States ·may urge
. the justice of the Polish cause upon the
· ·united' Nations and may move as speedily
possible to arrange for the negotiation o!
: permanent treaties of peace, Which will in. sure autonomy, freedom, and democratic institutions to Poland and all other nations
aspiring to these basic rights.
1

. as

OUR SOIL AND THE NATIONAL FERTILIZER
BILL-ADDRESS BY SENATOR HILL
[Mr. HILL asked and obtained leave to have
printed 1n the RECORD an address entitled
"Our Soil and the National Fert!lizer Bill,"
delivered by him at the annual convention
of the American Farm Bureau Federation,
Chicago, Ill., December 18, 1945, which ap•
pears in the Appendix.]
PARITY IN HEALTH AND EDUCATION FOR
FARM PEOPLE-ADDRESS BY SENATOR
HILL
[Mr. HILL asked and obtained leave to have
printed in the RECORD an address on the subject, Parity in Health and Education for Farm
People, delivered by him to the Associated
women of the American Far_m Bureau Federation at Chicago, December 17, 1945, whlclt
appears In the Appendix.]
FEDERAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO STATES
FOR OLD-AGE ASSISTANCE
[Mr. FULBRIGHT asked and obtained
leave to have printed In the RECORD a letter
received by him from the Chairman of t1;'e
Social Security Board, relating to Senate bill
1653, together with a ·statement by himself
on the same subject, which appear in the
Appendix.]
STATEMENT OF PHILIP H. HILL BEFORE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON BANKING AND
, CURRENCY REGARDING SENATE BILL
1592
(Mr: TAFT asked and obtained leave to
haye printed in the RECORD a statement by
Philip H. H1l! before the Senate Committee
on Banking and Currency in regard to Senate
bill 1592, which appears in the Appendix.]
BRITISH EXCHANGE CONTROLS-LETTER
FROM ACTING SECRETARY OF STATE
DEAN ACHESON

Mr. MOORE. Mr. President, some
weeks ago I offered for the RECORD some
correspondence I had with the State Department with reference to the attitude
of the British Government toward what
I thought was a discrimination against
our nationals in their efforts to rehabilitate facilities which had been demolished
during the war. I asked that the State
Department, in the consideration· of the
British loan, exact from the British Government a more liberal attitude toward
our nationals in these matters, and at
the same time J brought up another
question which had to do with a loan
which was made by the Reconstruction
Finance Corporation to the British Government, the status of which loan now,
if it is liquidated in this country, would
give to the British about $500,000,000 in
dollars which they need.
In reply to the letter I wrote on the
thirtieth of November, I have now a letter from the Acting Secretary of State,
Mr. Dean Acheson, which I should like
to have unanimous consent to have
printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, th,e letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
DECEMBER 17, 1945,
The Honorable E. H. MOORE,
United States Senate.
MY DEAR SENATOR MOORE: I refer tci your
letter to :Mr. Clayton of November 30, 1945,
concerning our financial discussions with the
British.
,
I am sure you will be satisfied with the
arrangements we have worked out with the
British with regard to the relaxation of their
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exchange control~ and the early abolition of ,
the sterling area dollar pool. I may state that
in our dlscms!ons we have continually had
in mind the problems raised by the existence
of the sterling area, Including those to which
you had previously called our attention. As
to the actions of the British Government to
which you refer concerning the Importation
of materials and equipment into the sterling
area by A1rier!can companies, the two governments are well on the way to an under.standing on this matter and I have reason to
b_elieve that it will be sat!sfactorUy.
stralgh tened out.
I shall see that the detailed questions
which you raise, particularly those relating
to the Reconstruction Finance Corporations
loan to the.British, are carefully studied and
that the Department's views on them are
communicated to ycu as soon as possible.
I sincerely appreciate yqur interest in this
whole matter and the trouble you have taken
to discuss these issues with us in such detail.
Sincerely yours,
DEAN ACHESON,
Acttng Secretary.

PRESIDENT'S FACT-FINDING PANELS IN
OIL REFINERY
AND
AUTOMOBILE
LABOR DISPUTES

Mr. MOORE. Mr. President, the sug- :
gestion that President Truman's · ~o- ,
called fact-finding panels in the oil '
refinery and the automobile labor disputes should use profit-and-loss state- .
ments as a yardstick for fixing wages 1
is an example of the impracticability of ·
his fact-finding proposal. The suggestion is fundamentally unsound, and
presages what may be expected if the
Congress passes the President's bill.
'
The proposal is unadorned socialism ,
and only a short step behind commu- :
nism. It is the opening gun for an :
indirect socialization of all . industry.
The division of profits through the medium of wages implies a proprietary in- ,
terest'. The proposal is as unsound ;
from labor's standpoint as it is from the ·
investor's. If wages are to be fixed on .
. the basis of past high earnings in ce~- 1
tain units of industry, then what 1s ,
labor's position in those units with small
elil,rnings or even losses? The only :
yardstick by which the true . level of '
wages may be properly determined is
the productive value of the wage earners. In a free economy wages must be
commensurate with the productive value of the employee. Whether the employer's earnings are large or small is
one of the competitive hazards of private enterprise. If labor is to insist that .
earnings in this or that case are to be ,
the factor on which wages are to be determined, then labor must be willing to
take the good with the bad, and be will- .
ing to reverse the principle in cases of
small earnings or losses. The suggestion is not only economically unsound,
but it is wholly impractical. The factor
of earnings as a wage yardstick would
mean that everybody would want to
work for the man who was making
money and no one would work for the
man who was not making money. Manufacturer A sells a product at $100 per
unit; by reason of efficient operations
and the superior quality of his product ·
his sales are large and he shows a good
earning, The wages of his employees
are high. Manufacturer B makes the
same product. sells it for the same c~- ,
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fliigheld·ln Wyndmere, N. Dak:, on Me.rch''.16, ' legislation· to''.remedy ·said labor extortion:
S. 1569>A blll for the relief of Gwyrin c.
:. voted as being In !avor of the following rll/!O•
therefore be it , ·
.
.
.
Triplett, and for other purposes; without
.lution:
., ·
.
'
. . · Resolved; That we' ·urge the ·senate and
amendmen.t (Rept. No. 1219);
'.'.The llvestock industry, as represented by· . Legislature to vote !or the Hobbs blll, H .. R.·
H. R. 2188.. A b!ll for the relief of George
1 the joint livestock committee which Ili.'com-.
32.
·
·
W. Balley: without amendment (Rept. No.
I posed of representatives of producers and
· 1220);
feeders of cattle, hogs. and sheep and all
Re~olutlon 6
· H. R. 3100. A b!ll for the relier' of· the legal
marketing agencies and stockyards, 1n meet•
We are.opposed to passage of the so-called· guardian of Rolland Lee Frank, a minor; with.
1
I Ing at Chicago this 1st day o! March 1946,
Fair Employment· Practice Control Act ·beamendments (Rept. No. 1227)·
l 18 unanliftcmsly of the opinion that the·oov- ·ca~e w;e·belleve 1n the American ,practice
H.R .. 3823. A blll for the r~Iier.of·oertrude
f ernment s program of price controls aµd . that au employer. should be. allo~ecf to hire McGllt; ·· without amendment (Rept. No;
i subsidies, as affecting the livestock ,lndustz:y, any employee he .wishes, regardless of ·race · 1221);
·
,
. ·
I has. bee:n proved· to be UD','\'Orkable,. ~nen- . or !)teed.
H. R. 4115. A bill for the relief o± the estate
, forceable, has retarded, and is now retarding,
of Eleanor Doris Barrett; without· amend~ ·
1.prod:uction of food and thereby Interferes
. RESUMPTION OF LOCAL LAND-USE
ment (ReP.t. No. 1222 );
.
with the reconversion and readjustment pro-.
·
·
P;LANNING. ·
H. R 4.210 A "lll f th u f Of th t t . ,
gram and, has not been, and ls not now,
.
·
.· "
or ere e
e es a e ·
beneficial to.this country.
· .Mr.. LAr:,J'OER .. Mr. President, I ask ,,of Bob Clark and the estate of ,George D.
tfull
d
unanimous ·consent to· liave printed in
Croft; without amendment (Rept. No. 1223);
I ·"W · th f
recoi:~ende~~a~r:he g;:i:;ess n~t e~:~d f:is
the RECORD a resolution adopted by
H. R. 4270. A blll for the rellef ·Of Southern
1 program beyond June 30, 1946.''
·
· · . farmer 'members of the North· ·Dakota
California Edison Co., Ltd.; without amendR,esp'ectfully yours,
·
.
.
Agricultural, Advisory Council, relating
ment (Rept. No. 1224 );
. ,
WYNDMERE cooPERATIVE SHIPPING
to the.' ·restimptio.'l of local land-use
H. R. 4400. A bill.for the relief of Nolan v.
.
AssocIATION,
·
.
.
Curry, indlv!dua.J!y, .and as- guardian for ·his
1
EDD CioERGER, President.
planning; · ·
,
·
,a.
minor son, Hershel Dean Curry; with amendt
There being no objection, the· res"oluments (Rept No 1228) ·
d
OLE
I.
HAUGEN,
secretary.
t1·on
was·
ord·
ered.
to
be.
printed
1·n
t'he
·
· for ' the
an rellef
·
,
.
H. R. 4537. ·A bill
of Lillian
. 'ELIMINATION OF DVAL WAGE SCALE
RECORD,. as follows: .
,Jacobs; wlj;bout amendment (Rept. No. _1225-,,.)
, .. ,-.Mr. LANGER. Mr. President, I ask .. We, the farmer members of the North Da.: . DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC
r unanimous consent to have printed in kota Agricultur~l.Advisory Council, urge that
ENERGY-REPORT OF SPECIAL COMthe RECORD resolutions. adopted at the
provisions be made to resume local land-use·
MITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY
, Thirty.seven to Annual. convention of planning with · facllltfes .aml personnel to
t ,,_
·
afford desirable and appropriate technical
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, from
I t"e Vegetable Growers'· Association of guidance and research to make possible great- : the Special Committee on Atomic EnAmerica. · The resolutions have been
est· service and aid to the needs of the com- : ergy, r ask unanimous consent to reporv
.· sent to'·me attached to a letter signed by· :p:iunlty and Nation with such coordinating
favorably with an amendment the bill
. H. D. Brown; secretary. In part; they· mechanisms as wlll make these plans avail(S 1717
·deal with the matter of. eliminating the
able, for consideration and action ori com·
> for the development and condual wage scale in America. ,Complaint
mu nitY, count Y, Sta t e, and nationa1· 1eve1s. , trol of atomic energy, and I ·submit a
is made that that system has made it imWe reco=end also that these groups be. · report (No. 1211) thereon.
f·possible for American fdrmers to 'hire
elected by farmers at the same time as regu- .. 1 I wish to state to the Senate that the
lar Production and Marketing Administration , report I am submitting in connection
· farm help.
·
.elections.
.·
· ·
. , with the bill is quite comprehensive. In
· ·. There being rib objection, the resoluObed A. Wyuni, Rutland, N. Dak.,
addition to the regular report, it contains
.tions were ordered to be printed in the
Chairman, Farmers co=lttee, . a clarifying article on the development
l! . RECORD, as follows:.
.North Dakota Agricultural Adviand·application of atomic .mergy by Dr.
Re.solution .2
's0 ry Conn cII ; Oscar Bl essum, Rug by ,N. Oak.; Harry Haroldson, CoE. U. Condon, scientific advise·r to the ·
We reaffirm our position of previous. years
teau, N. Dak.; John Kennedy, Voss, , committee; reprints of various historical
that present price cell!ngs for perishable veg- ·
N. Dak.; H. w; Mcinnes, Kelso, : documents relating to the atomic bomb,
· etables are unsound In principle, have proved
N. Dak.; James Maher, Morristown, , a chronology of developments in nuclear
impossible of administration, and have-mains. Dak.; Thore Nae.den, Braddock, ! physics and the atomic-bomb project, a
tained higher prices to consumers because of
N. Dak.; -John D. O'Keeffe, Lans' higher distribution expense than would
. ford, N. Dak.; Ray Schnell, Dicklnglossary of scientific terms relating to
have prevailed If normal price relationships·
son, N. Dak.
atomic energy, and a bibliography of
had existed bas.e,d on supply ·and demand.
REPORTS. OF A COMMITTEE. ,
i books and articles on scientific and poWe protest most strongly, 11galnst the un·; litical aspects of atomic energy.
necessary losses caused to growers ·by the
The following reports of a committee , Because of the extreme importance of
long and uncalled-for delays which have ocwere submitted:
·
curred In the establishment of price adjustthe subject matter I believe Senators will
ments required by Congress under the crop
By Mr. HUFFMAN, from the Committee on · 1 find it helpful to study the report as
dislµ;ter amendment. In·some instances the
Claims.: ·
.' 1 well as the provisions of the bill.
entire damaged crop has been harvested beH. R. 4174 · A bill for the relief of Mayer G. 1 The PRESIDENT pro tempore. With.
Hansen; without amendment (Rept. No. ·
: 'fore the price ·adjustment has been com·
, ,,ut objection. the report will be received,
1212 ).
P let ""
By Mr; WHERRY, 'from the Committee. on. · and the bill will be placed on the cal1 endar.
!.
,,
Claims.:
29
that- .thereR:!u!~~:~!i labor pr~ctlce
~!yn~s~~l z!f!or~h~l:~~~
BILLS INTRODUCED --·
--,
.. fn force, namely, in certain terminal mar- ment (Rept. No. 1213);
. ·
Bills were introduced, read the first 1
.kets and warehouses farmers are forced ·to ' H. R. 3018. A bill for the rellef of R. Fred . time, and, : by unanimous consent, the
pay an unloading charge to .unions;· though
Baker and Crystal R, Stribling: with amendsecond time, and re.ferred as follows:
· no labor Is ·furnished· by said unions, and
ments (Rept. No. 1216);
said unloading charge Is extortion and sheer
H. R. 3454. A bill· for the relief of William
By Mr. KILGORE:
..· "feather bedding": Be It
Clyde McKinney; with an ameni:lment (Rept;
S. 2082. A bill for the relief of Mary Lomas;
Besg!veit, That the secretary ot th!) V.. G. A.
No. 1215); and
,
,
to the Committee on Immigration.
of A. be Instructed to place a copy of this
H. R, 46t9, A bill for the relief of Jerome
By Mr .. DOWNEY:
,
I
, resolution_ In 'the hands of all United States
Dove; without amendment (Rept. No. 1214),
S. 2083. A b111 to amend section, 6 of the '
Representatives and Senators and request
By Mr. WILEY, from the co=ittee on
Classification Act of 1923, as amended; to the ,
,·legislation to remedy said labor extortion.
Claims:
Co=ittee on Clvll·Service.
, i
'· .In that there Is ~ certain labor .Practice
H. R. 3618. A bill for .the rellef of Mrs. VanS. 2084. A. blll for the rellef of H. T. Duffy; :
Sn force, namely, in certain ·cities drivers of
nas H, Hicks; without amendment (Rept. ·, to the Co=lttee on Claims,.
" ·;
)'. farmers' trucks are forcibly forbidden from
No. 1217); and · ·
·
.By Mr. MEAD:
,
\ dellverlng their produce to terminal markets
H. R. 4074. A b!ll for the rellef of Mrs. Jen8. 20!l5. A bill to amend title V of the act ,
r and warehouses unless extortion ts paid to nie Burnison; without amendment (Rept. entitled "An act to expedite. the. provision of ,
f :local teamsters' unions: Be It
·
No. 1~18).
·
housing in connection with the national®· 4
.Besolveit, That the secretary of the
0. A.
By Mr. ELLENDER, from the Committee ·rense, and for other purposes," approved 1
: of A. be Instructed to place. a copy of this
on Claims:
·
.
· .. October 14, 1940, as amended, ·to aut~rize ,
, resolution. In the hands of all United Stat~s
· S. 1061. A bill for the relief of Violet Ludothe Federal V\7orks Administrator to provide ;
L R_epresentatives and Senators and request klewlch; with am~nd.ments (R11pt, No. 1226); ~.eeded etlucatlonal facilities, other .than 1

'
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Commfttee- -~R~ 5212.-An· act for-the- relief ol. tiie --committee:-:r desire- to give n·otice that' a:

rayMr:-o'MAHONEY; from-the
Indian Affairs:
!
H. n. 4386. A b_lll to facilitate and_ simplify
1 the administration of Indian. affairs; wlt11
, a,nendments (Rept. No, 1318), and
H. R. 4567. A bill to amend the act en: titl~d "An act conferring jurisdiction upon
the United States Court of Claims to hear,
ei<amine, adjudicate, and render Judgment
or. any and all claims Which the Ute Indians,
or any tribe, or band thereof, may have
: against the United States, and for other purposes," approved June 28, 1938; withou.t
amendment (Rept. No. 1319),
1
:
BILLS INTRODUCED
' Bills were introduced, read the first
'time, and, by unanimous consent, the
l second time, and referred as follows:
·
By Mr. BUTLER:

I or..

s. 2161. A bill to provide for the payment
; o~ a bonus of 30 cents per bu~hel on wheat
1 and corn of the 1945 crop produced and sold
before April 19, 1946; to the Committee on
Agriculture and Forestry.
By Mr. THOMAS of Utah:
. s. 2162. A bill for the rellef of Claris U.
i Yeadon; to the Committee on Immigration.
,
By Mr. BYRD:
: s. 2163. A bill to provide additional facili: ties for the mediation of labor disputes, and
1 for other purposes; to the Committee on
tile Judiciary.
By Mr. MEAD:
s. 2164. A bill for the relief of George McMullen (with an accompanying paper); to
the committee on Claims.
MEDIATION OF LABOR DISPUTESAMENDMENT
,

Mr. BYRD submitted an amendment
i intended to be proposed by him to the
J bill <H. R. 4908) to provide additional
, facilities for the mediation of labor disi putes, and for other pur"""es,
which was
,-,vu
ordered to lie on the table and to be

i

----t~,f

dependents of Cecil M. Foxworth, deceased;
and
_
H. R. 6110. An act f;>r the relief. of the
estate of Marion S. Griggs, deceased, to the
Committee on Claims.
H. R. 4046. An act authorizing the issuance
of a patent in fee to Richard S. Fisher; to
the Committee on Indian Affairs.
H. R. 6097. An act to amend the act of
March 10, 1934, entitled "An act to promote
the conservation of wildlife, fish, and g:mie,
and fO; other purposes"; to t11e Committee
on Agriculture and Forestry.
EDUCATION FOR WORLD PEACE-ADDRESS BY SENATOR THOMAS OF
UTAH
[Mr. THOMAS of utah asked and obtained
leave to have printed in the RECORD an address on the subject Education for World
Peace, delivered by hlm at the University
of California, Berkeley, Calif., on May 3, 1946,
at the Institute of Labor Education and
World Peace, which appears in the Appendlx.J
FOOD FOR THE CHILDREN OF EUROPE
AND THE FAR EAST-STATEMENT BY
ADMINISTRATIVE BOARD OF NATIONAL
CATHOLIC WELFARE CONFERENCE
[Mr. MEAD asked and obtained leave to
have printed in the RECORD a statement dealing with a campaign for food for the chi!dren of Europe and the· Far East during
the week beginning on Mothoc's Day, May 12,
1946, issued by the administrative board of
the National Catholic Welfare Conference,
which appears in the Appendix.]
THE ISSUE OF OPA-EDITORIAL FROM
LONG BEACH INDEPENDENT
[Mr. WILEY asked and obtained leave to
have printed in the RECORD an editorial entitled "The Issue of OPA," from the Long
Beach, Calif., Independent of April 26, 19'1c6,
which appears in the ~ppenctix.J

_:p,u·
THE ALCATRAZ RIOT-EDITORIAL FROM
DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC.
THE WASHINGTQN EVENING STAR
ENERGY-AMENDMENTS
[Mr. McMAHON asked and obtained leave
tv have printed in the REconD an editorial
Mr. McMAHON, on behalf of the Special Committee on Atomic Energy, sub-· elltitled "The Alcatraz Riot" published in the
':Vashington
Evening Star of May 4, 1946,
mitted amendments intended to be pronhich appears ln the Appendix.]
·
posed to the bill (S. 1717) for the deNOTICE OF HEARING ON NOMINATION OF
velopment and control of atomic energy,
HARRY E. KALODNER TO BE JUDGE OF
which were ordered to lie on the table
THE UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT
and to be printed.
- -----~OF APPEALS, THI~ CIRCUIT
HOUSE BILLS R ~ Mr. McCARRAN;· Mr. President, on
The .following bills were severally read
behalf of the Committee on the Judiciary,
twice by their titles, and: referred, as
and in accordance with the rules of the
indicated:
committee, I desire to give notice that a
H. R. 3010. An act for the relief of Mrs.
public hearing has been scheduled for
Marie Edens Nast, Mrs, Bessie Amann, and
Wednesday, May 15, 1946, at 10:30 a:m.,
George R. Townsend:
in the Senate Judiciary Committee room,
H. R. 3967. An act for the relief of Ahto
upon the nomination of Harry E. KalWalter, Lucy Walter, and the legal guardian
odner, of ·Philadelphia, Pa., to be judge
of Teddy Walter, a minor;
H. R. 4122. An act for the rellef of Guy B. of the United States Circuit Court of ApSlater and Grace M. Collins;
. peals for the Third Circuit-a new posiH. R. 4142. An act for the relief of Johnnie
tion. At the indicated time and place
V. Nations;
.
all persons interested in the nomination
H. R. 4172, An act for the relief of Carlton
may make such representations as may be
G. Jerry;
pertinent. The subcommittee cC1nsists
H. R. 4298. An act for the relief of Severo
of the Senator from Nevada [Mr. McApoluna Dinson and Candilarla Diuson, and
CARRAN], chairman, the Senator from
the legal guardian of Laura Dinson and the
legal guardian of Teresita Dinson;
Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND], and the SenH. R. 4301. Au act for the relief of Philip
ator from Wisconsin [Mr. WILEY].
Naope Kaili and Susie Kalli;
NOTICE OF HEARING ON NOMINATION OF
H. R. 4338. An act for the relief of Anna
JOHN W. MURPHY TO BE UNITED STATES
Blanchard and others;
H. R. 4527. An act for the relief of 0. T.
DISTRICT JUDGE, MIDDLE DISTRICT OF
Nelson, and wife, Clara Nelson;
PENNSYLVANIA
H. R. 4763. An act for the relief of R. L.
Mr. McCARRAN. Mr·. President. on
Benton;
behalf of the Committee on the Judiciary,
[ H. R. 5152. An act for the relic,. .'f ,T, F.
L Pownr::::·
,
!',nd in accordance with the rnles of the
.,
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public hearing has been scheduled for
Wednesday, May 15, 1946, at 10 :30 a. m., i
in the Senate Judiciary committee room,;
th
. t'
fJ
W M
h I
upon e nom1;1a ion o o_11n. · urp. Y,:
of. Pen_nsylvama, to be U:mtea S~at~s dis- :
trict Judge for the middle d1stnct of
Pennsylvania, vice Hon. Albert W. John-.
son, resigned. At the indicated time and
place all persons interested in the nomination may make such representations as,
may be pertinent. The subcommittee l
consists of the Senator from Nevada:
[Mr. McCARRAN], chairman, the Senator'
from Mississippi [Mr. EASTLAND], and the'
Senator from Wisconsin [Mr. WILEY].
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

A message from the House .of Representatives, by Mr. Maurer, one of its:
reading clerks, announced that the House
had agreed to the amendments of the '.
Senate to the bill <H. R. 3936) to provide for the evacuation and repatriation
of the remains of certain persons who ,
died and are buried outside the continental limits of the United States and:
whose remains could not heretofore be;
returned to their homelands due to war- i
.
time shipping restrictions.
I
The message also announced that the,
House had agreed to the report of the'
committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill'
<H. R. 5890) making appropriations to'.
supply deficiencies in certain appropria- ·
tions for the fiscal year ending June 30, :
1946, and for prior fiscal years, to pro-';
vide supplemental appropriations for the·
fl cal ear endi·ng Ju 11 e 30 1946 and for:
s
Y
•
,
th
th t th H
d d
O
er purposes;
a
e ouse rece e
from its disagreement to the amend- :
ments of the Senate Nos. 40 and 46 to'
the bill, and concurred therein, and that:
the House receded from its disagreement,
. to the amendments of the Senate Nos. 1
9 and 62 to the bill, and concurred there- ·
in, each with an amendment, in which ,
it requested the concurrence of the Sen- !
ate.
PROPOSED LOAN TO GREAT BRITAIN
The Senate resumed consideration of''
the joint resolution (S. J. Res. 138) to :
implement further the purposes of the i
Bretton Woods Agreements Act by au- !
thorizing the Secretary of the Treasury l
to carry out an agreement with the ;
United Kingdo::::;., and for other purposes.,
Mr. CAPPER. Mr. President, on April'
19, the Wichita Beacon printed an able ·
editorial in opposition to the British loan, ·
which I ask unanimous consent-to have,
printed in the RECORD.
'
'
There being no objection, the editorial :
was ordered to be printed in the REGOR.D, :
as follows:
OU: f(i:G.H' GIFT

In the face of the most conclu.,j! ve
overwhelming opposition from the ~me'·
public, the Banking and Currencv dv·
of the United States Senate~ l,ai
majority approval t<2> the p. . ,-,cstd $3,7.5~.000.vOO so-called loan to Great·Britaiu. ·
The Joan matter is not yet settled, elthough
the vote in the Senate commit.tee ·: .·· ·. to 5
in favor of making t.!!.e huge .· :"'I
- ~ thl3
American t~·rr,,aver~· mnnev i • ."·,. • ":<~·
The vote r;r.,r, -...); t~!t:.:i'!. .. u 1nfHQaie ~· :: atti-

tude "~- ':"':,,·\"!c, 6 ,oti. officials regarding th!s
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~~
~
. , , ~.
, . , ,, ·.Y:-. ,' "··~· .:r~0""'~':~ J:rr:~ ... "~- ..,"' . .~""1'---·:;r:s
'and the control of rerits arid: building · ·: stores, the :.73 :items n/jwi cost 'the '.hous~wife .· j Ing the _standard of living, strengthening free
materials in the Office of Civilian .Pro-'.. a minJ.;num of $.~6.20-;-an ln~rease ot.approx.-, .·, competition In private enterprise, and production Administration. The Office of : }mately, 1~~:perce~~ -over J-.9~!}:_.:, ,t.•'·!·.,.. : . ·. :) mating world peace.
Price Control would be abolished·on July , .~n.:19_3!!:Wash_lngton::stores, were ..rpnning:·,c:.: (b) Purpose of act: It Is the purpose of
.,· ·d
th
. .
f th'
d ':- full~p11ge'.a9s,.begglng·hou!lewlve,s~O·bµybut~ l this act to effectuate the policies set out In
1-'· un er
e provis10ns o
e amen -_- '. ;:ter .. 1)-t: 23, cen_ts,_a/-poµnd; _slic~d ,.bacon ,~t 24 .) section 1 (a) by providing, among others, for
ment..
. ;
.
_.cents a~J>oUn?!·sllgar_•cured,ham,-at 23_ ~ents. :/ the following major programs relating to
.. Mr. Presi~ent, we will ~ot have Pr?s-. ,a,;poun.~, ;,11rd·,.1:iig, r~~ w,inesap · aptJJes,. at 6 ·"l atomic energy:
.per_!ty in this country until we establlsh...centsa.pound,: .•., , ·:.. ·.:,. ··»''.'' . > ,, ' < ·,,, · <l
(1) A program of assisting and fostering
'freedom in production' and distribution:: :· . .' 'The.i;;urvey:show,ed'the price on·these items.:) private research and development to encourThe planned economy has been given, too·:;., has, ne~IY. d~u-~led. und.er, 0PA,· and. they are,, ··I age maximum scientific progress;
, long : a. trial; and· has .proved to be· 'an'.'.'' ,.nO'\V:_Rr,a_~tlcaUy-.,;uD;obtain,~ble ;,_a~ any ,Price,;{;j
( 2) A program for the control of scientific
expensive· failure· ··Leti'lis · get' dowil'. t'<i '"i·Bllr_i~au,,ot,·J:,al:)orStl!tistl!)S,av~ra_ge,pt,ic~flg•;:,.l and technical information wh!ch will permit
·; ·
. · ..· k··.
,
·.
..· ... ·...
,.,,;;;;Ur~s,Jt!,YVft1sh,lllg~p f.oi,}9.~9 show,ec;t_,:b~tter,·~ the dissemination of such Information to en,production ~uic ly as: an Ind1~pensablEl- > th(!n~eY,.lnfa.t:31.c.~;i~s. ~aqon,32 ~ents; and; courage scientific progress, and for the shar·r.emedy for .inflation ....•·..
..: · . ,,. , :: , :'j-'sllceduham,JiOccents:.'~,':..~:,:..,,, --·- ·--"-··· ing on a reciprocal basis of information con·.·. .' Since February the OPA's principal ~f-',:,.: DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC
cerning the practical Industrial application
:feet ,_in lllost ·areas has be.en :_t~ .l)l:15,h ·80 ,,.:3
ENERGY
of atomic energy as soon as effective and eni·Percent of .the beef and lumber. business J
.
. forceable safeguards against Its use for de'irito .the'black market, so. the:real price '.'.i
Mr: BARKLEY. Mr. President,
ask
structive purposes can be devised;
levels are not .OPA prices ·at·all ·but the' 'I unammous consent that the unfinished
(3) A program of federally conducted re·regularly ,quoted prevailing bl~ck:.;mar-· J business be temporarily laid aside, withsearch and development to assure the Gov:.ket prices-: Business ls done
that'Ievel :' ,>j out prejudice, and that the Senate proernment Of adequate scientific and technical
'Beef is bi"i.tchered behind the ·'bai:ri 'Un.::';,1 ceed to the consideration of Calendar No. acc(o4m)pA!lshment; f G
'd ·
h
k
.. h
·
'
· 1251 Senate bill 1717 a bill for th de
program or overnment control of
.. er t e oa tree, over. t ,e hill_. '.];'he.:.,1
•
•
.
e
the production, ownership, and use of fis:h1des. are buried. The valuable ,byprod.;:~! velopment and control of atomic energy,
sionable material to assure the common de.nets.for vitamins arid medicines and·fer- :~':
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. The
fense and security and to Insure the broadest
:·tllizer are all wasted.- For that ·waste'.) clerk will state the bill by title.
possible exploitation of the field; and
'the American public pays; A'free:mar-:,,1. The CHIEF CLERK. A bill (S. 1717) for
(5) A program of administration which
.;itet would save them, and reduce' the ' the development and control of atomic
wm be consistent "Yith the foregoing policies
,price of steaks.. This is merely one evi.:.,\ energy.
and with mternat1ona1 arra:::igements made
:dence of· the operation- of th Offl . f" :
The PRESIDENT pro tempore.
Is
by the United States, and which will enable
, .. ,,
.
,
e
ce !) .~ th
b. t·
.
the Congress to be currently informed so as
_Price· Admimstrat1on.
.
· .. _ . ere o Jee ion to the request of the Sento take further legislative action as may·
I further assert, Mr. President, that ·, ator from Kentucky?
hereafter be appropriate.
; the. Office of Price Administration is vio-/;
Mr. GURNEY. Mr. President, I should
onaANIZATioN
·_lating the law in its expenditur_e_.-'o_f h_uge :_..11 like to
ask the majority leader if i_t is
1 t 1
d
t 00 d th t th
1 t
SEC. 2. (a) Atomic Energy Commission:
,sums.of the taxpayers' m_oney_ for·carry.:..~) com? e e.Y un ers .
a
. e se_ ec ive(1) There ls hereby established an Atomic
ing on false propaganda designed to set.·: service bill, Senate bill 2057, is laid aside
Energy Commission (herein called the comup Mr. Bowles as the indispensable man: -: only temporarily for this afternoon.
mission), which shall be composed of five
· . I ask unanimous consent to·· have-.,
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. That
members. Three members shall constitute
'printed in the RECORD a report· upon the :1 ls the request.
a quorum of the Commission. The Presiicost of food products which.' was pub- . ; .Mr. BARKLEY. That is the fact. I
dent shall designate one member as Chair· 1ished in the Washington Post..
,. · : "'.Ill say to the Senat.e that we h. ope to
man of the Commission.
· d
f
th
t
b
11
d
(2) Members of the Commission shall be
1
;:. ·: There being no objection, thil · report: J ispose O
. e a omic-energ:I'. .
a~
appointed by the President, by and with the
:,.was ordered to be printed in'the RECORD,' also the agricultural appr?pnatwn bill
advice and consent of the Senate. In sub·-as follows;
today, and then recess until Monday at
mitting any nomination to the senate, the
'. .: A. Washington housewife would· pay today
which time the consideration of the sePresident shall set forth the experience and
·"at !_east $18 for the same. bundle of.'groceries, ·. lective-service bill will be resumed.
the qualifications of the nominee. The
.:she:could buy 1n 1939 for 'less than $H; t_he' ,·;
Mr. GURNEY. I thank the Senator.
term of office of each member of the Com-·
'·Republican Congressional Food study com:..
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is
mission taking office prior to the expiration
?mlttee reported yesterday;
·. ·
'·.: ..: there objection to the request of the Senof 2 years after the date of enactment of this
f. If she shopped at a hlgher-prlced,so-called'· : ator from Kentucky?
act shall expire upon the expiration of such
:;~~ass. 1 store she would pai $26;2Q .:for the.,
There being no objection, the Senate
2 years. The term of office of each member
·::same.groceries, the report said.
·, . ·. . . :,, proceeded to consider the bill (S. 1717 )
of the Commission taking office after the
J'._ :Representative
JENKINS. '(Republlcan/i
expiration of 2 years from the date of encOhlo); chairman of the study:. group, made ·;J for the development and control of
actment of this act shall be 5 years, except
';:;the· report public. He said ·the· price -survey :.I. atomic energy, which had been reported
that (A) the term of office of the members
.,,was.made to.refute OPA clalms.tb.a:t"it had'') from the Special Committee on Atomic
first taking office after the expiration of 2
·held the line on food prlces·durlng 'the·'war.. '' Energy, with an amendment, to strike
years from the date of enactment of this
,: , Tp,e comparative price figures represented ."l out all after the enacting clause and to
act shall expire, as designated by the Presl;-.the theoretical purchase of 73 food items.<: insert:
dent at the time of appointment, one at the
:.In ·April ·1939 the total cost .of the'.·1tems>i
DECLARATION OF POLICY
end of 3 years, one at the end of 4 years, .
iJl,ased on. chain-store prl~e lists. at the tim~ >.;
one at the end of 5 years, one at the end of
:was $10.94.
.
. ;.
'.:(
SECTION 1, (a) Flnqings and declaration:
6 years, and one at the end of 7 years, after
:,. Today. the min~mum .purchase·,prlce.~for.~ Research and experimentation In the field of
the date of enactment of this act; and (B)
''the . same bundle would. be $18.06----0r an·· nuclear chain reaction have attained the
any member appointed to fill a vacancy oc\i.tncrease of more than 60 l)er,cerit, tl:i.e•rel)ort
stage at which the release of atomic energy
curring prior to the expiration of the term
, said. ...
·
. . .
·, , .. , . .· . , on a large scale is practical. The significance
for which his predecessor was appointed,
t"' _This percentage Increase was.' higher, than of the atomic bomb for military purposes is shall be appointed for the remainder of such
·_:indicated. by Bureau of Labor- Statistics fig- , evident. The effect of the use of atomic
term. Any member of the Commission may
'·-ures. A spokesman said'the Bureau of Labor'.) energy for civilian purposes upon the social,
be removed by the President for inefficiency,
tstatlstlcs food Index, based· on -61 ·market·:, economic, and political structures of today
neglect of duty, or malfeasance in office.
:,'-item,s, · showed a 51-percent . Incre~~·.:trom,'::J cannot now be determined. It Is a field In
Each member, except the Chairman, shall
'iAugust 1939 to April 1946 in Washington. ; which unknown factors are Involved. Therereceive compensation at the rate of $15,000
said. their figures _did ,not. compare· April''; fore any legislation wlll necessarily be subject
per annum; and the Chairman shall receive
fl939 __ .with April ,this, year, but that· the:· ·J to revision from time to time. It Is reasoncompensation at the rate of $17,500 per an'..;August· ,1939. prices were somewhat. lower : able to anticipate, however, that tapping this
num. No member of the Commission shall
:;;tl:ian:. those of April 19~9 .., .
.,'i., ·''. '. ;.,:.-: ,J new source of energy wlll cause profound engage in any other business, vocation, or
t}',/:J'~INS_' study emphasized ·-that the·,73 __ ..J changes in our present way of life. Accordemployment than that of serving as a niem.;·.1terii -total"of $18.06 was the lowest price 'ror :, lngly it Is hereby declared to be the policy of
ber of the Commission.
::the>least'expenslve brand of each-,food-ltem "! the people of the United States that, subject
(3) The principal office of the commission
,,;,f<ii,lnd 1n·washlngton chalil'markets: ··Many.,., at all times to the paramount objective of
shal~ be in the District of Columbia, but the
·'.of the prices are below OPA ceilings;·
· ·;, assuring the common defense and security,
Commission or· any duly authorized repre" Far higher legal prices for the same com-.· the development and utilization of atomic
sentative may exercise any or all of its powers
t-modlties are charged in individual ·or class"·. energy shall, so far as practicable, be directed
in any place. The Commission shall hold
"'l · stores. At actual selling prices 1n ·these·:'; toward Improving the publlc welfare, increassuch meetings, conduct such hearings, and

't...N".
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receive such reports as may be necessa1'y to
enable it to carry out the provisions of this

the Secretaries of ·War and. Navy. If either
Secretary concurs, he may refer the matter
a~t.
to the Preisiden t, whose decision shall be
(4) There are hereby established· within
final,
the Commission.RESEARCH
( A) a General Manager, wi10 shall dis·SEC. 3. (a) Research assistance: The Comoharge such of the administrative and ex.ecmission Is directed to exercise its powers- In
uti7e functions of the Commission as the
such manner as to Insure the continued conCommission may direct. The General Manduct· of research and development activities
age1· shall be appointed by the President by
in the fields specified below by private or
ai,d with the advice and consent of the Senpublic institutions or. perso.ns and to assist
ate, and sl1all receive compensation at the
in the acquisition of an ever-expanding fund
rate of $15,000 per annum. The Commission
of theoretical and practical knowledge in
may make recommendations to the Pres.ident
such fields.· To this end tl1e Commission is
with respect to the .appointment or removal
authorized and directed to make · arrangeof the General Manager.
ments (.including contracts, agreements,
(B) a Division of Research, a Division of
gpu~ts-in-aid, and loans) for the. conduct of
Frcd.uction, n Division of Engineering, and a
l'esearch and development activities relatDivision of Military Application. Each dlviing to.;icn shall be under the direction of a Direc( 1) nuclear processes;
tor w,~o shall be appointed by the Commis(2) the theory and production of atomic
sion, and silall receive compensation at the
energy, including processes, materials, and
rate of $14,000 per annum. T_b.e Commission
devices related to such production;
se1al! require eacl1 such ell vision to exercise.
(3) uti/izatlon of fissionable 11nd radiosuch of the Commission's powers -under this
active mat.erlals for medical, biological,
act as the Cmn1nission may determine, except
hefj.lth, or military purposes;
that the authority granted under section
(1) utilization of fissionable and radio3 (a) of this act shall not be exercised by
. active materials and processes entailed in
the Division of Research.
the production of such materials for all
(b) General Advisory Committee: There~ other r:urposes, Including industrial uses:
shall be a General Advisory Committee to adand
vise the Commission on wien tific and tech(5) the protection of health-· during renical matters relating to materials, producsearcl1 nnd production activities.
tion, ancl research and development, to be
The Commission may· maim such arrangecomposed of nine members, who shall be
ments without regard to the provisions of
appointed from civilian life by the President.
section
3709 of tl.le Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
Each member shall hold office for a term of 6
title 41, -sec. 5) upon certification by the
years, excapt that (1) any member appointed
Commission that such action is nec3ssary
to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the expirain the interest of the common defense and
tion of the term for \7hicl1 his predecessor
security,
or upon a showing that advertiswas appointee\, shall be appointed for the reing is not l'eaeonably practicab'.e, and may
mainder of such term; and (2) the terms of
make partial and advance -payments under
cffic2 of the members first tal<ing office after
such arrangements, and may make available
the date of the enactment of this act shall
for use in connection therewith such of Its
expire, as designated by the President at the
equipment and facilities as it may deem detime of appointment, three at the end of 2
sirable. Such arrangements shall contain
years, three at the end of 4 years, and three
such provisions to prote::1; health, to mini·
at the end of 6 years, after the date of the
mize
dange1· from explosion and other he.zenactment of this act. The Committee shall
ards ta life or property, and to require the
designate one of its own me1nbers as Chairreporting and to permit the inspection of
man. The Committee shall meet at least
work performed thereunder, ns the Commisfour times m every calendar year. The memsion 1010.y determine; -Jmt shall not contain
bers of the Committee shall receive · a per
any provisions or conditions which prevent
diem compensation of $50 for each day spent
the dissemination of scientific or technical
in mestings or conferencEs, a:c.d all members
information, except to the extent such disshall receive their necessary traveling or
semination is prol1lblted by law.
oth :ir expenses while engaged in the worl: of
(b) Research by the Commission: The
the Ccnunittee.
Commission is authorized and directed t-o
(c) Military Liaison Committee: There
conduct, through Its own facilities, activishall be a Military Liaison Committee conties,-and studies of the types specified In subsisting of representatives of the Departments
section
(a) above.
cf War and Navy, detailed or assigned thereto,
PRODUCTION OF FISSIONABLE MA·r~nIAL
without adclitlonal compensation, by the
Secretaries of War and Navy in such number
SEC. 4. (a) Definition: As used In this act,
as they may determine. The Commission
the term •·produce," when used in 1·elatlon to
shall advise and consult with the Cammittee
fissiom:ble material, means to manufacture,
on a!! atomic energy matters which the Comprodu-2e, -or-I'efin~ fissionable 1naterial, as dismittee deems to 1·elate to military applicatinguished from source materials as defined
tions, including the development, manufecin section ·5- (b) ( 1), or to separate fissionable
tura, use, and storage of bon1bs, the allocamaterial from other su)Jstances in which
tion of fissionable material for military reSJ1Ch material may be contained or to produce
seurch, and the control of information relatnew fissio11able material.
ing to the manufacture or utlllzatlon pf
(b) Prol1i!Ji:tion: It shall- be unlawful for
atomic weapons. The Commission shall keep
any perso11 to own any facilities for the prot,ie Committee fully informed of all such
duction of fissionable mat.erlal or for any
matters before lt and the Committee shall
pe.rson to p~odl.]qe fissionaple material, exkzep tile Commission fully informed of all
cept to tJ1e extent authorized by subsection
atomic energy activities of the War and Navy
(c).
Dapartments. The Committee shall have
· ( c) Ownership and operation of produc,.uthorlty to malce written recommei1dations
tion facilities:
to the Commission on matters relating to
(1) Ownership of production facilities:
military applications from time to time as
Th.a Commission shall be the exclusive owner
it may deem appropriate. If the Committee
of all facllJties for the production of fisslonat any time concludes that any action, pr.oab,le- materi.al other than facilities which (A)
posecl action, or failure to act of the Commlsare useful i)l the conduct of research and
sio!l on such matters is. adverse to tl1e redevelopment activities In the fields specified
sponsibilities of the Department of War or
In section 3, and (B) do not, in the opin•
Navy, derived from the Constitution, laws,
ion of the Commission, have a potential proand treaties, the Committee may refer sucl1
duction rate adequate to enable the operator
action, proposed action, or failure to act to
of such facilities .to produce within a reason•
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able period of time a sufficient quantity of
fissionable . m[!.tetlal to }Jroduce an atomic
bomJJ or any other .atomic .weapon.
. (2) Operation of the Commission's production facilities: The Commission is authorized
and. directed to prcduce or to provide for the
production of fissionable material in its own
facilities. To the extent deexned. necesEary,
the Commission is authorized to make, or to
continue In effect, contracts with persons
obligating them to produce fissionable material In facilities o.wned by the Commission.
The. Commission ls alse authorlz3d. to enter
into research and developxnent contracts authorizing the contractor to produce flss'.onable material in facilities owned by the Coxnmisslon to the extent that the production of
such fissionable material may be Incident to
the conduct of research and development·
activities under such contracts. Any contract entered into under this section shall
contain provisions (A) prohibiting the contractor with the Commission from subcontracting any part of the work he J.s obligated
to perform under the contract, and (B) obllgatlng the contractor to make such reports to the Commission as it may deem appropriate with respect to hb activities under
the contract, to submit to freauent lnsuectlon by employees of the Commission of all
such activities, and to comply with all safety
and security regulations which may )Je prescriqed by the Commission. Any contract
made under the provisions of this paragraph
may be made without regard to the provisions
of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
(U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5) upon certification
by the Commission that such action Is necessary in the interest of the common defense and security, or upon a showing that
odvertislng is not reasonably practicable, and
partial and advance payments may be mada
under such contracts. The President shall
determine at least once each year· the quantities of fissionable material to )Je produced
under this paragra9h.
(3) Operation of other production. facilities: Fissionable material may be produced
ln the conduct .of research· and development - · - -·activities ln facilities which, under paragraph
( 1) above, are not required to be owned by
the Commirsion.

(d) Irradiation of materials: For the purpose of increasing the supply of radioactive
materials, the Commission is authorized to
expose materials of any kind to the radiation
incident to the processes of producing or
utilizing fissionable material.
·
CONTROL OF MATERIALS·

SEC. 5. (a) Fissionable materials:
( 1) Definition: As used In this act, the
term "fissionable material" means ptutonlum, uranium enriched ln the isotope 235,
any other material which the Commission
determines to be capable of releasing substantial quantities of energy through nuclear
chain reaction of the material, or any material artificially enriched by any of the foregoing; but does not include source materials, as defined In section 5 (b) (1).
(2) Government ownership of all fissionable material: All right, title, and interest
within or under the jurisdiction of the
United States, In or to any fissionaJJ!e material, now or hereafter produced, shall be the
property of ·the Commission, and shall be
deemed to be vested in the Commission by
virtue of this act. Any person owning any
Interest In any fissionable material at the
time of the enactment of this a.ct, or owning
any Interest In any material at the tillle
when such material is hereafter determined
to be a fissionable material, or who lawfully
produces any fissionable material Incident
to privately financed research or develop)nent activities, shall be paid Just compensation therefor. The Commission may, by
action consistent with the provisions of paragraph (4) below, authorize any such person
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to retalh possession Of such fissionable mnte. (3) rss.unhc/of licenses: 'The Commission,
rial, but no person shall l1ave any title 1n · shall establlsb such sfandards for the is-'
or to any fissionable material.
· ··
suance, refusal, or revocation of Ilcenses .as.·
(3) Prohibition: It shall be unlnwful for
it mny deem necessary, to nssurc adequate·
any person, aiter 60 clays from the eITective
source materials for production, research, or
date of this act to (A) possess or t.ransrer
development activities pursuant to this act
any fissionable material, except as authorized
or to prevent the use of such materials in a
by the Commission. or (B) export from or
manner Inconsistent with the natlo1ia1 welim;::ort into the United States any fissionable . fare. Licenses shall be lssuecl in accordance
matarial, or (C) directly or indirectly engage
with such p1'ocedures as the Commission may
!n the production of any fissionable material
by regulation establish.
outside of the United States. .
·
.. (!) Reporting: The Commission ls author(<;,) Distribution of fissionable material:
lze'd to issue· such regulations or order's· re•
Wi;;hout prejudice to its continued ownership
quiring reports of. ownership, possession, e:t 0
thereof, the Commission is authorlzed·to clistraction, refining, shipment, ,or ·other hantribute fissionable material, with or without
dllng of source materials as It may cleem
charga, to applicants requesting such matenecessary, e::cept that su:h reports shall not
1·ial (A) ior the conclttct of research or develbe required with respect to (A) ahy source
opment activities either indepenclently or unmaterial prior to removal from its place of
der contract or other arrangement with tile
deposit in·nature, or (B) quantities of source
Commission, (B) for use in medical therapy,
materials which in the opinion of tile Comor (C) for use pursuant to a license issued
mission are unimportant oi· the reporting of
under the authority of section 7. Such mawhich will discourage independent prospecttcrlul shall be cllstributed in such quantities
ing for 1iew deposits.
.ancl 01\ such terms that no applicant will be
(5). Acquisition: The .Commission is ai,tcnnbled to obtain an amount sufficient to
thorizecl and directed to purchas~. take, reqconstruct a bomb or other military weapon.
uisitlon; condemn, or otherwise acquire, sup-The Commission ls directed to distribute eufplies of source materials or any interest in
ficient fissionable material to permit the conreal property· conta,ining · deposits of source
duct of widespread independent research and .~ materials to the extent it deems necessary to
development activity, to the maximum exe!Iectuate tl,ie provisions of this act. Any
tent practicable. In determining the quanpurchase made under this paragrnph may be
titles of fissionable material to be dlstrib•
made without regard to the provisions of
uted, the Commission shall make such prosection 3709 Of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
visions for its own needs and for the contitle 41, sec. 5) upon certification by tI1e
servation of fissionable material as It may
Commission that such a"ctlon ls necessary in
determine to be necessary in the national
the interest of the common defense and scinterest for the future development of atomic
curity, or upon a showing that advertising is
energy. The Commission shall not distrib·
not reasonably practicable :md partial, and
ute any material to any applicant, and shall
advance payments· may be made tl1ereunder.
recall any distributed material from any apTile Commission may establish guaranteed
plicant, who is not equipped to observe or
prices for all source materials delivered to
wl10 fails to observe such safety standards to
it within a specified time. Just compensaprotect health and to minimize clanger 'from
tlon shall be made for any property taken,
explosion or other liazard to life or-proJ)erty
requisitioned, or condemned under this paraas may be established by the Commlssion.,,or
graph.
who uses such material in· violation of law
(6) Exploration: The Commission is auor regulation of the Commission or in a manthorlzcd tq conduct and enter into contracts
ner other than as disclosed in the application
for the conduct of exploratory operations,
therefor.
investigations, ancl inspections to determine
(5) The Commission is authorized to pur•
the location; extent, mode of occurrence, use,
chase or otherwise acquire any fissionable
or conditions of deposits or supplies of
material or any interest therein outside tlie
source materials, malting Just compensation
United States, or any interest in facilities
for any damage or injury occasioned thereby.
for the production of fissionable material,
Such exploratory operations mey be conor in real property on which such facllltles
ducted only with the consent of the owner,
are located, without regard to the provisions
but such investigations an'd, Inspections may
of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes
be conducted with or without such consent.
(U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5) upon certiflcntion
(7) Public lands: All uranimn, thorium,
by the Commission that such action is neeancl all other materials determined pursuant
essar,, in the interest of the common defense
to paragraph (1) of this subsection to be
ancl security, or upon a showing that adverpeculiarly essential to the production of
tislng is not reasonably practicable, and parfissionable material, contained, in whatever
t!al and advance payments may be made
concentration, in deposits in the public lands
under contracts for such purposes. 'I11e
are hereby reserved for the use of the United
Commission is further authorized to take,
States; except that with respect to any loca1·equlsltion, or condemn, or otherwise acouire
tion, entry, or settlement made prior to. the
any interest in such facilities or real propdate of enactment of this act no reservation
erty, and just compensation shall be made
shall be deemecl to. have been made, if such
therefor.
reservation would deprive any person of any
(b) Source materials:
existing or inchoate rights or privileges to
(1) Definition: As usecl in this· act, the
which he would otherwise be entitled or
term "source material" means uranium,
would otherwise enjoy. 'l'hc Secretary of tl1c
thorium, or any ot11er material which ls deInterior shall cause to be inserted in e,ery
termined by the Commission, with the appatent, conveyance, lease, permit, or other
proval of the President, to be peculiarly esauthorization hereafter gran,t.ed to use the
Ee'1tial to the production of fissionable mapublic lands or their mineral resources, under
terlals; but includes ores only if they contain
any of which there might result the extracone or more of the foregoii1g materials in
tion of any materials so reserved, a rescrvasuch concentration as the Commission may
tion to the Unitecl States of all such mateby regulation determine from time to time.
rials, whether or not of commercial value,
(2) License for transfers required: Unless
together with the right of the Unltecl States
nuthorlzed by a license issued by the Comthrough its authorized agents or representamission, rio person may transfer or deliver
tives at eny time to enter upon the land.
and no person may receive possession of or
and prospect for, mine, and remove the same,
title to any source material after removal
making just compensation for any· damage
from its place of deposit In nature, except
or injury occasioned thereby. Any lands so
that licenses shall not be required for quanpatented, ·conveyed, leased, or otherwise distitles of source materials which, in the opin•
posed of may be used, and any rights under
ion of. the Commission, are unimportant.
any such · permit or authorization may be
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exercised, ns if nci' resei-vation of such materials had been made· under this subsection;
CJ!Cept :that; when. such use results. in .the
. extraction of any sttch material from· the
land in quantities which mny not ·be transferred or deliverecl without a license under
. this subsection, such material shall be tl10
property of the commission and the Commission may require delivery of such material to it by. any possessor thereof after
such material hl\3 · been separated as such
from the ores in which it was contained. If
the Commission requires the delivery of such
material to It, it shall pay to the person
mining or extrr.cting the same, or to such
other person as tl1e Commission determines
to be entitled thereto, such sums, including
profits, as the· Commission deems fair and
1·easonable for tile discovery, mining, development, production, extraction, and other services performed with respect to such material. prior to sucl1 delivery, but such payment shall not include any amount on account of the valtte of such material before
removal from Its place of deposit in nature.
If the Commission ·c1oes not require delivery
of such material to It, the reservation made
pursuant to this paragraph shall be of no
further force or efi'ect.
(c) Byproduct materials:
.(1) Definition: As used In this act, the
term "byproduct material" means any radioactive material (except fissionable material)
yielde~ in or made radioactive by exposure
to the radiation incident to the processes of
producing or· utilizing fissionable material.
(2) Distribution: The Commission Is authorized to distribute, with or without
charge, byproduct materials to applicants
seeking EUch materials for research or development activity, meclical t11erapy, industrial uses, or such other useful applications
as may be developed. In distributing such
materials, the Commission shall give preference to applicants proposing to use such
mo,terial~ in the conduct of research and development activity or medical therapy, Tl10
Commission shall not distribute any byproduct materials to any applicant, and shall
recall any distributed materials from any
appllcant, who is not equipped to observe or
who falls to observe such safety standards
to protect health as may be established by the
Commission or who uses such materle.ls in
violation of law or regulation of the Commission :,or in a manner other than as disclosed in the application thernfor.
(d) General provisions:
(1) The Commission shall not distribute
any fissionable or source material to any
person for a use which ls not under or·withJn the jurisdiction of the United st'ates or
to .any foreign government.
,. (2) The Commission shall establish by
regulation a procedure by which any person
who is dissatisfied with the distribution or
refusal to distribute to him, or · the recall
from llim, of any fissionable or byproduct
materials or with the· issuance, refusal, or
revocation of a license to him for tile transfer or receipt of source materials may obtain
a revfow of such determination by a board
of appeal consisting of three members UP•
pointed by the Commission. The Commission may ln its discretimt review and revise
any decision of. such board of appeal.
l\IlLITA!l.Y APPLICATIONS OF ATOMIC ENE..'WY

SEC. 6. (al Authority: The Commission Is
authorized to(1) conduct experiments and do research
and development work in the military application of atomic energy; and
·
(2) engage in the procluctlon of atomic
bombs, atomic-bomb parts, or oth~r military
weapons utilizing fissionable materials; except that such activities shall be carded on
only to the extent that the express consent
and direction of the President of tha Uuitecl
States has been obtained, whlcll consent and
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direction shall be obtained at least once each
year ..·
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as the Commission may establish, and ,may, where ~peclal· bu~dens have been cast upon
be renewed ).lpon the- expiration of such, ·the State. or .local government by activities
period. Where activities under any I!cense, of -the Commission, the Manhattan Engineer
The Presidant frOin time to time may direct
might
serve to maintain or to foster the
District, or their agents. In any such case,
the Commission to deliver such quantities of
growth of monopoly, restraint of trade, unany benefit accruing to -the Stat(l or local
weapons to the armed forces for such use as
lawful competition, or other trade position
!;Overnment by reason· of such act!v!t!es shall
he deems necessary in the interest ..of· nainimical
to
the
entry
of
new,
freely
combe
considered ln. determining the amount of
tional defense.
petitive enterprises in .the field, the Comthe. payment, Tl1e_, Commission, and Ute
(bl Prohlbltlon: It shall be unlawful ::ror
mission is authorized and directed· to refuse
property, activities, and Income of the Comany person to' manufacture or produce any
to Issue such license or to establish such
miss!on,·are hereby ei:pressly exempted from
device or equipment designed to utlllze fisconditions . to prevent these results ils the· taxation in any manner .or form by any State,
sionable material as a m!lltary weapon exCommission, In consultation with tlie At-· county, mun!clpaHty, or any · subdivision
cept as may be (1) incident to research and
torney
General, may determine. The Comthereof.
development activities or (2) authorized by
mission shall repor_t promptly to the At-.
CONTROL OF INFORMATION
the Commission. Nothing in this subsection· torney
<Jenera!
any
mformatlon
It
may
have
·
· · · · · · ·
shall be deemed to modify the provisions bf
with respect to any utilization of fissionable)
S:cc, 10, (a) Policy: It ,shall be the policy
section 4 a! this act. ·
·
material or atomic energy_whlch.Jlpp_e.ars~to · o! the Commission to control the djssem!naUTILIZATION OF ATOMIC ENERGY
.have these resujts,JN_ olicense may be glvef\tion of restr!cte_d data in such a manner as
te-,ury-'""person
·ror activities which are not
to assure the common defens,e and security:.
SEC. 'I. (a) License required: n shall be
under or · within the. jurisdiction of the. Consistent with such poUcy, the Commission
unlawful, except as provided ln sections 6
United Stat(ls cir to any foreign government. )shall be guided by the following principles:
(a) (4) (A) or (B) or 6 (a), for any person to
(d) Byproduct power: If energy which
(1) That information with respect to the
rnanuf::.ctt:re any equipment or device utillzmay be utilized Is .produced In the produc-· us_e.of atomic -energy for Industrial purpose~
ir.g fo,;.:,ion?.. ble· material or atomic energy or
tion of fissionable material cucli energy may
should be shared, with other. nations on a
to utilize fissionable material or atomic
be used by the Commlss!~n, transferred to, , reciprocal basis as soon as the Congress deenei·gy with or without such equipment or
other Government agencies or sold to nubl!c
clares by joint resolution. that effective !\lld
clevice, except under arid In accordance with
or private ut!lltles under ~ontracts provldenforceable International safeguards against
a license issued by the Commission authorizIng for reasonable resale prices
the use of such energy for destructive puring such manufacture or ut!llzat!on. No
.
poses have been established; and
license may permit any such activity lf fisINTERNAT+ONAL
ARRANGEMENTS
(2) That· the dissemination of sclentlfi<i
sionable material ls produced incident to
·sEc. 8. (a)' Definition: As used 111 this.act,
and technical Information relating to atomic
such activity except as provided in sections
the term "International arrangement" shall
energy should be _permitted and encouraged
3 and 4. Nothing In this section shall be
mean any treaty approved by the senate or
so as to provide that free Interchange of
deemed to require a license for the -conduct
international
agreement
approved
by
the
ideas and criticisms which ls essential to
of research or development activities relatCongress, during the time such treaty or
scientific progress.
ing to the manufacture of such equipment
agreement ls In full force and effect.
(b) Dissemination: The Commission ls
or devices or the utilization of fissionable
(b) Effect of international arrangements:
authorized and directed to establish such inmaterial or ·atomic energy, or .for the manuAny
provision
of
this
act
or
any
action
of
the
formation
services, publications, libraries,
factu,·e or use in accordance with such proand other registers· of available Information
medical therapy.
·.
· Commission to the extent that it conflicts
with the provisions of any international aras it may deem necessary or desirable to pro,
( b) Report to Congress: Whenever in !ts
t·angement made after the date of enactvlde for the dissemination of Information In
opinion any Industrial, commerclal, or other
ment
of
this
act
shall
be
deemed
to
be
of
no
accordance
with subsection (a).
nonmilitary use of fissionable material or
further force or effect.
(c) Restrictions:
atomic energy has been sufficiently developed
(c) Policies contained In International ar(1) The term "restricted data" as used in
to be of practical value, the Commission shall
rangements.: In the performance of its functhis section means all data concerning the
prepare a report to the President ·stating
tlons under this act, the commission shall
manufacture or utlllzat!on of atomic weapall the facts with respect· to such use, the
ans, the production of fissionable material,
Commission's estimate of the social, politlca~, glve maximum effect to the policies contained
in any such International arrangement.
or the use of fissionable material In the proeconomic, and international effects of sue
duction of power, but shall not include any
use and the Commission's recommendations
PROPERTY OF THE COMMISSION
data which the Commission from time to
for necessary or desirable supplemental legisSEC.
9.
(a)
The
President
shall
direct
the
time
·determines may" be published without
lation. The President shall then---fransm!t
transfer to the Commission of all Interests
adversely affecting the common defense and
this report to the Congress together with his
owned
by
the
United
States
or
any
Governsecurity.
recommendations. No license for any manument agency in the following property:
(2) Whoever, lawfully or unlawfully, havfacture or use shall be issued by the Com(1)
All
fissionable
material;
all
atomic
ing possession of, access to, control over, or
mission under this section until after ( 1) a
weapons and parts thereof; all fac!lltles,
being entrusted with, any document, writreport with respect to such manufacture or
equipment, and materials for the processing,
ing, sketch, photograph, plan, model, !nstruuse has been fl.led with the Congress; and (2)
production,
or
utilization
of
fissionable
ma.
ment,
appliance, note or Information lnvolv•
a peria,d of 90 days in which the Congress was
terial or atomic energy; and all contracts,
ing or incorporating restricted datain session has elapsed after the report has
technical information of any kind, and the
(A) communicates, transmits, or discloses
been so filed. In computing such period of
source thereof (including data, drawings,
the same to any individual or person, or at90 days, there shall be excluded the days on
specifications,
patents,
patent
applications,
tempts
or conspires to do any of the forewhic11 either· House is not in session because
and other sources) relating to the processing,
going, with intent to injure the United
of an adjournment of more than 3 days.
production, or utilization of fissionable maStates or with intent to secure an advantage
( c) Issuance of licenses: After sucl1 90•
terial or atomic energy; all processes and
to any foreign nation, upon conviction thereday P,eriod, unless hereafter prohibited by
agreement~,
·leases,
patents,
applications
for
of, shall be punished by a fine of not more
law, the Commission may license such manupatents, inventions and discoveries (whether
than $20,000 or imprisonment for not more
facture or use in accordance with such propatented
or
unpatented),
and
other
rights
of
than 20 years, or both;
cedures · and subject to such conditions as
any lt!nd concerning any such items;
(B) communicates, transmits, or discloses
It may by regulation establish to effectuate
(2)
All
facilities,
equipment,
and
matethe same to any individual or person, or atthe provisions of this act. The Commission
rials, devoted primarily to atomic energy retempts or conspires to do any of the foreis authorized and directed to Issi.le licenses
search and development; and
going, with reason to believe such data will
on a nonexclusive basis and to supply to the
(3) Such other property owned by or in
be utilized to injure the United States o,· to
extent available appropriate quantities of
the custody or control of the Manhattan
secure an advantage to any foreign nation,
fissionable material to be consumed; (2) who
Engineer District or other Government agenshall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine
proposed activities wlll serve some useful
cies as the President may determine.
of not more than $10,000 or Imprisonment
purpo~e proportionate to the quantities of
for not more than 10 yea,ts, or both.
(b) In order to render financial assistance
:fissionable material to be consumed; (2) who
to those States and localities In which the
(3) Whoever, with illtent to injure the
are equipped to observe such safety standactivities of the Commission are carried on
United States or with Intent to secure an
ards to protect health and to minimize
danger · from explosion or other hazard to
advantage to any foreign nation, acquires or
and in which the _Commission has acquired
attempts or co,nsplres to acquire any doculife or property as the. Commission _may . property previously subject to State and local
establish; and{(3T\'vho-a-greeto- make avail- 1 taxation, the Commission ls authorized to
ment, writing, sketch, photograph, p:an,
able to the Commission such technical in- , make payments to State and local governmodel, instrument, appliance, note or inforformation and data concerning their act!vl- ,1 ments in lieu of property taxes. Such pay•
mation Involving at Incorporating restricted
ties pursuant to such licenses as the Com- 1
, ments may be in the amounts, at the times,
data shall, upon conviction thereof, be punmis;;ion may determine necessary to encour- 1, and upon the terms the Commission deems
ished by a fine of not more than $20,000 or
age similar activities by as many licensees as ' appropriate, but the Commission shall be
imprisonment for not more than 20 years, or
possible. Each such license shall be Issued
both.
guided by the policy of not making payments
for a specified period, not to exceed 1 year,
in excess of the taxes which would have been
(41 Whoever, with Intent to Injure the
shall ba revocable at any time by the Compayable for such property in the condition
United States or with intent to secure an
miss1011 In accordance with such procedures
in which It was acquired, except In cases
advantage. to any foreign nation, removes,
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conceals, tampers with, alters, fuutllates, or
destroys any document, writing, sketch,
photograph, plan,' model, instrument,· appliance, or. note involving or incorporating restricted data and· used ·by any lndivldUal or
pere,m In· connection with _the production
of fissionable material, or research ·or development relating· to atomic energy, conducted by the United States,, or financed In
wh::ile or in part by Federal. funds,· or conclupted witl1 the aid of fissionable material,
sl1al! be punished by a fine of not more than
$20,000 or imprisonment for not more than
20 years or both.
(5) No person shall be prosecuted for any
violation under this section unless and until
the Attorney General of the United States
has advised and consulted with the Commissio;1 with respect to such prosecution.
(G) Tl1ls section shall not exclude the applicable provisions of any other laws, except
that no Government agency shall take. any
act10n under such other laws inconsistent
with ,:.he provisions of this section. . .
( d) Inspections, records, and reports: The
Commission 18-'--( l) Authorized by regulation or oraer to
.rnquire suc11 i:eports and tile keeping of such
records with respect to, and to provide for
such inspections of, activities and studies
of -types specified 111 section 3, and of activlti~s under licenses issued pursuant to section 7 as the Commission may determine;
(2) authorized and directed by regulation
or order to require regular reports and reco.ds with respect tc,, and to provide for
:frequent inspections of, the production of
fiss:onable material 111 the conduct of research and development activities.

tlon or discovery are ·hereby · revoked to the
extent that such Invention or discovery is
oo used, afid Just compensation shat! be
made therefor:
·
(c) Nonmllltary utlUzatlon:
(1) It shall be the duty of the Comm.ls-.
sion to dee.late any patent to be affected with
the public Interest if (Al the invention or.
discovery covered by the patent utlllzes or is
essential.In the utl!lzatlon of fissionable material or· atomic energy; and .(B) the licenslng of such invention or discovery under the
subsection is necessary to effectuate the
po!lcies and-purposes of this act.
(2) Whenever any patent has been declared, pursuant to paragraph (1), to b~
affected with. the public intcrest(A) The Commlssion·is hereby llcensecl to
use the invention or discovery covered by
such patent in performing any of Its powers
under this act; and
· (B) Any person to whom a license has
been issued under section 7 ls hereby licensed
to use the invention or discovery covered by
such patent to the extent such invention or
discovery Is used by him in carrying on the
activities authorized by his llcense · under
section 7.
·
The owner of the patent shall be entitled to
a reasonable royalty fee for any use of an
invef.itlon or discovery licensed by this subsection. Such royalty fee may be agreed upon
by such owner and the licensee, or in the absence of such agreement shall be determined
by the Commission.
(3) No court shall have Jurisdiction cir
power to stay, restrain, or otherwise enjoin
the use of any invention or discovery by a
. licensee, to the extent that such use is
PATENTS AND INVENTIONS
licensed by paragraph (2) above, on the
Sze. 11. (a.) Production and mllitar.Y utlliground of infringement of any patent. If In
zat:on:
any nctlon for infl'l11geme11t against such
(1) No patent shall hereafter be granted
licensee the court shall determine that thP.
!or any invention or discovery which is. use~
defendant Is exercising such license, the
ful solely in the production.of fissionable mameasure of damages shall be t11e royalty
terial or In the ut!lizatlon of fissionable
fee determined pursuant to this section, tomaterial or atomic energy for· a. military
gether with such costs, interest, and reasonweapon. Any patent granted for any such
able attorney's fees as may be fixed by the
Invention or discovery ls hereby revolted, and
court. If no royalty fee has been deterjust compensation shall be made therefor.
mined, the court sl).all stay the proceeding
(2) No patent hereafter granted shall con-· until th!! royalty fee Is determined pursuant
fer any· rights with respect to any invention
to this section. If any such licensee shall
or discovery to the extent tllat such invention
fall to pay such royalty fee, the patentee
or discovery ls used in the produc~lon of fismay bring an action in any court of comsionable material or in the utilization of fispetent jurisdiction for such royalty fees, tosionable material or atomic energy for-;,. mm-· gether with such costs, interest, and reasontary weapon. Any rights conferred . by any
able attorney's fees as may be fixed by the
patent heretofore granted for .any invention
court.
or discovery are herebly revoked to the ex(d) Acquisition of patents: The Commistent tl1at such invention or cllscove;y....is_~o
sion ls authorized to purchase, or to take,
used, and just compensation shall be made'
requisition, or condemn, and make just comtherefor.
·
pensation for, (1) any invention or discovery
(3) Any person who has made or hereafter
which ls usefuI In the production of fissionmakes any invention or discovery useful in
able material or in the utilization of fissionthe production of fissionable material or in
able material or atomic energy for a military
the utilization of fissionable material or
weapon, or which utlllzes or /s essen tlal In
atomic energy for a military weapon shall
the utilization of fissionable material or
file with tl1e Commission n report containing
atomic energy, or (2) any patent or pate·nt
a complete description thereof, unle.ss such
application covering any such Invention or
111ventio11 or discovery Is described in an ap-·· discovery. The Commission,er of Patents
plication for a patent filed In the Patent Ofshall notify the Commission of all applicafice by such person Within the time required
tions for patents heretofore or hereafter filed
for the filing of stich report. The report cov.· which. in his· opinion disclose such inventions
erlng any such invention or discovery shall
o.r discoveries· and shall provide the Com"be filed on or before whichever of the foJlowmission acc11Ss to all such applications.
1ng is the latest: (A) The sixtieth day after,
(e) Compensation awards an:d royalties:
tl~e elate of enactment of this act; (B). the
(1) Patent Compensation Board: The
su,::tieth day after the completion of such in•
CommlsSi011 shall designate a );'atent Comvention or discovery; or (C) the s!xtie-.h ciay
pensation Board, consisting of two or more
after such person first discovers or first has
employees of the Commission, to consider
reason to believe that such lnventlon or. disapplications under this subsection,
covery is useful in such production or
(2) Ellgib!l1ty:
utilization.
..
(A) Any owner of a patent licensed under
(b) Use of Inventions for research: No
subsection (c) (2) or any licensee therepatent hereafter granted shall confer any
under .may It).ake application to the Commisr~ghts with respect to any Invention· or dission for the determination of a rl)asonable
c.every to the extent that such invention or
royalty fee in accordance with such· procediscovery Is used in the conduct of research
dures as l t by regulation may estabiish.
(Bl Any person seeking to obtain the just
or development activities in the fields specified in section 3. Any rights conferred by
compensation provided In subsections (a) , .
(b), or (d) shall niake application therefor
any patent heretofore granted for any inven-
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to the Commission in accordance with· such
procedures as It may by regulation establ!sh.
CC) Any person .making any invention or
discovery useful in the' production. of fissionable material or in.the utilization· of fissionable material or atomic energy for a military
weapon who ls not entitled to compensation
· therefor under subsection (a) and who ho.s
complied with imbsectlon (a) ·(3) above may
· make application to the Commission for, and
the Commission may grant, an award.
(DJ Any person making appllcatlon under
this subsection. sh9,ll have. the right to be
represented by counsel.
(3) Standards :
(A) In determining ·such reasonable royalty fee; the Commission shall talce into consideration any defense, general or special,
that might be pleaded by a defendant In an
action for infringement, the extent to which,
if any, such patent was .developed t11rough
federally financed researc11, the degree of
utility, novelty, and Importance of the invention or discovery, and may consider tlie
cost to the owner of the patent of develop·
Ing such invention or discovery· or acquiring
such patent.
,
(B) In determining what constitutes just
compensation under subBection (a), (b), or
(d) above, the Commlsslq11 shall take into
account the considerations set forth in paragraph (A) above, and the actua1·use of such
invention· or discovery, and may determine
that such conipensatlon be paid .-in periodic
payments or in a lump sum.
(C) In determining the amount of any
award under paragraph (2) (C) of this subsectlr;n, the Commission shall" take into accour,t the considerations set forth in paragraph (A) above, and the'actual use of such
Invention or discovery. Awards so made
may be paid by the· Commission in periodic
payments or in a lump sum.
(4) Juclic!al ·review: Any person aggrieved
by any determination of the Commission of
an award or of a reasonable royalty fee may
ootaln a review of such determination in
the court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia by filing in such court, within 30
-days after notice of such determination, a·
written petition praying that- such determination be set aside. A copy of such petition
shall be· forthwith served upon the Commission and thereupon the Commission shall fl.le
with the court a certified transcript. of the
entire:record in the proceeding, including the
findings and conclusions upon which the
determ_inatlon was·based. Upon the filing of
such transcript the court shall have exclusive jurisdiction upon the record· certified to
it to affirm the determination 111 its entirety
or set it aside and remand It to the Commission for further proceedings ... The findings
of the Commission as .to the facts, if supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive. The cciurt'.s judgment shall be final,
subject, however, to ·review by the Sljpreme.
court of the United States upon. writ of cer•
t.!orari on,petltlon therefor under section 240
of the Judicial Code (U. S. C., title 28, sec.
347), by the Commission or any party to the
court proceeding.
GENERAL AUTHORITY

12. (a) In the performance of Its functions the Commission ls a1'thor!zecl to( 1) establish · advisory boards to advise
with and make recommendations to the
Commlssloh ·on legislation, policies, administration, research, and other matters;
(2) establish by regUlation or order such
standards and instructions to govern the
possession: and use of fissionable and byproduct materials as the Commission may
deem necessary or desirable to protect health
or to minimize danger from explosions and
other· hazards to life or property;
.
(3) make such studies and investigations,
obtain such information, and h_old such
hearings as the Commission may deem necessary or proper to assist It in exercising any
authority provided In this ·act,. or in the
SEC.
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administration or enforcement of this act,
or any regulations or orders issued thereunder. , For such purposes the Commission
is authorized to ndmlnlster oaths and amrmatlons, and by subpena to require any person to appear and testify, or to appear and
produce documents, or both, at any designr,ted place. No person· shall be excu.sed
from complying with any_ requil'ements under this paragraph because of his privilege
against self-incr!m!natlon, but the immunity provisions of the Compulsory Testimony
Act of February 11, 1893 (U, S. C., title 49,
sec. 40), shall apply w! th respect to any
individual who specifically claims· such privilege. Witnesses subpenaed under this subsection shall be paid the same fees and
mileage as are paid witnesses in the district
coul'ts of the United States;
( •1) appoint and fix the compensation of
sucl1 officers and employees as may be neces,
sal'y to carry out the functions of the Commission. Such officers and employees shall
be appointed in accordance with the civilservice laws and their compensation fixed
in accordance with the Classification Act of
1923, as amended, except that to the extent
the Commission deems such action necessary
to tl1e discharge of its responsibilities, -personnel may be employed and their compen•
sat ion fixed with out regard to such laws.
Attorneys appointed under this paragraph
may, appear for and represent the Commission In any case In any court. The Commission shall make adequate provision for
administrative review of any determination
to dismiss any employee;
(5) acquire such materials, property,
equipment, and facilities, establish or construct such buildings and facllltles, and
modify such bnildings and facilities from
time to time as it may deem necessary, and
construct, acquire, provide, or arrange for
sucl1 fucllltles and services (at project sites
where such facll!ties and services are, not
available) for the housing, health, safety,
welfare, and recreation of personnel employed by the Commission as it may deem
necessary;
(6) with the consent of the agency concerned, utilize or employ the services or personnel of ·any Government agency or any
State or local government, or voluntary or
uncompensated personnel, to perform such
functions on its behalf as may appear desirable;
·
(7) acquire, purchase, lease, and hold real
and personal property as agent of ancl on behalf of the United States, and to sell, lease,
g,:ant, and dispose of such real and personal
property as provided in this net;
(8) contract for the expenditure of funds
for the purposes specified in section 10 (b)
without regard to the provisions of section 87
of the act of January 12, 1895 (28 Stat. 622),
and section 11 of the act of March 1, 1919
(40 Stat. 1270; U. s. C., title 44, sec. 111);
and
(O) without regard to the provisions o!
the Surplus Property Act of 1944 or any
other law, make such disposition as it may
deem desirable of (A) radioactive materials, and (B) any other property the special
disposition of which is, In the opinion of the,
Commission, in the interest of the national
security ..
(b) Security: The President may, in ad•
vance, exempt any specific action of the Commission In a particular matter from the provisions of law relating to contracts whenever
he determines that such action ls essential
in the' Interest of the common defense. and
security,
.
/
COMPENSATION FOi\ PRIVATE PI\OPEJ!TY ACQUIRED

SEC, 13. (a) The United State's shall make
just compensation for any property or inter•
ests therein talrnn or requisitioned pursuant
to sections 5 and 11. The ·commission shall
determine such compensation. If the com•
pensatlon so determined ls unsatisfactory tq
the person entitled thereto, such person shall

be paid 50 percent of the amount ·so deter•
I\lined, aml shall be e1itltled to sue the
United States in the Court of Claims ·or in
nny dlstrlct court of the United States in
t~e manner provided by sections 24 (20) ·
and 145 of the Judicial Code to recover such
furthe1· sum as added to said 50 percent wlll
maim up such amount ns will be just com•
pensation.
·
(b) In the exercise of the right of eminent
do:qi.ain and condemnation, proceedings may
be instituted under the net of August 1, 1888
(U. s. C., title 40, sec. 257), or any other
applicable Federnl statute. Upon or after ·
the filing of the condemnation petition, im•
mediate possession may be taken and the
property may be occupied, used, and improved for the purposes of this act, notwl thstandlng any other law. Real property
acquired by purchase, donation, or other
means of transfer may also be occupied, used,
and improved for the purposes of this net,
prior to approval of title by the Attorney
General.
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1923, as amended, for comparable duties. Tho
c9mmlttee is authorized to utll!ze the serv1P,es, information, facll!ties, and personnel o!
tµe departments and establishments of the
·Government,
·
ENFORCEMENT

SEC. 15. (a) Whoever wlllfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate, any
p1·ovlsion of sections 4 .(b), 5 (a) (3), or 6 (b)
shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished
by a fine of not more than $10,000 or by 1111prisonment for not more than 5 years, or
both, except that whoever commits such an
offense with intent to Injure the United
States or with Intent to secure an advantage
to any foreign nation shall, upon conviction
thereof, be punished by a fine of not more
than $20,000 or by Imprisonment for not more
than 20 years, or both.
(b) Whoever wlllfully violates, attempts
to violate, or conspires to violate, any provision of tl1ls act· other than those specified in
subsection (a) and other than section 10 ( c),
or of any regulation or order prescribed or
JOINT COMMlTIEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY
issued under sections 5 (b) (4), 10 (d), or
SEC, 14. (a) Tl1ere is hereby established o.
12 (a) (2), shall, upon conviction thereof, be
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy to be
punished by a fine of not more than $5,000
composed of nine Members of the Senate to
or by Imprisonment for. not more than 2.
be appointed by the President of the Senate,
years, or both, except that whoever commits
and nine Memqers of the House of Represuch an offense with Intent to injure the
sentatives to be appointed by the Speaker
United States or with Intent to secure an adof the House of Representatives. In each
vantage to any foreign nation shall, upon
instance not more than five members shall
conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of
be members of the same political party, .
not more than $20,000 or by imprisonment
(b) The joint committee shall make confa, not more than 20 years, or both.
tinuing studies of the activities of the
· (c) Whenever in the judgment of the ComAtomic Energy Commission and of problems
mission any person has engaged or ls about
relating to the development, use, and con- · to engage in nny acts or practices which control of atomic energy, The Commission
stitute or wlll constitute a violation of any
shall keep the joint committee fu!ly and
provision of this act, or any regulation or
currently informed with .respect to the Comorder issued thereunder, it may make applimission's activities. All bllls, resolutions,
cation to the appropriate court for an order
and other matters in the Senate or the House
enjoining such nc~s or practices, or for an
of Representatives relating primarily to the
order enforcing compliance with such proviCommission or to the development, use, or
sion, and upon a showing by. the Commission
that such person has engaged or ls about to
control of atomic energy shall be referred
engage in _any such acts or practices a perto the joint committee, The members of the
manent or temporary injunction, restraining
joint committee who are Members of the
order, or other order shall be granted withSenate shall from time to time 1·eport to the
out bond.
Senate, and the members of the joint com(d) In case of failure or refusal to obey a
mittee who are Members of the House of
Representatives shall from time to time re- · subpena served upon any person pursuant to
section 12 (a) (3)., the district court for any
port to the House, by bill or otherwise, their
district In whlcll such person is found or rerecommendations with respect to matters
sides or transacts business, upon application
within the jurisdiction of their respective
by the Commission, shall have jurisdiction to
Houses which are (1) referred to the joint
issue an order requiring such person to apcommittee or (2) otherwise within the jurispear and give testimony or to appear and prodiction of the joint commltt.ee.
duce documents, or both, In accordance with
(c) Vacancies In the membership of the
the subpena; and any failure to obey such
joint committee shall not affect the power
order of the· court may be punished by such
of the 1·emnin!ng members to execute the
court as a contempt thereof,
functions of the joint committee, and shall
be filled In the same manner as in the case
REPORTS
of the original selection. The joint com•
SEC. 16. The Commission shall submit to
mi ttee sI1all select a chairman and a vice
the Congress, in January· and July of each
chairman from among Its members:
year, a report concerning the activities of
(d) The joint· committee, or any duly
the Commission. The Commission shall Inauthorized subcommittee thereof, ls· auclude In such report, and shall at such other
thorized to bold such hearings, to sit and
times as it deems desirable submit to the
act at such places and times, to require,
Congress, such recommendations for addl·
by subpena or otherwise, the attendance of
tlonal legislation as tl1e Commission deems
such witnesses and the production of such
necessary or desirable.
books, papers, and documents, to admln•
DEFINITIONS
ister such oaths, to take sucl1 testimony, to
procure such printing and binding, and to
Sxc. 17. As used in this actmake such expenditures as It deems ad(a) The term "atomic' energy" shall invisable. The cost of. stenogrnphic services
clude all forms of energy liberated In the
to report such hearings shall not be In excess
transmutation of atomic species.
of 25 cents per hundred words. The pro(b) The term "Government agency" means
visions of sections 102 to 104, inclusive, of
any executive department, commission, in•
the Revised Statutes shall apply In case of
dependent establishment, corporation wholly
any failure of any witness to comply with a
or partly owned by the United States which
subpena or to testify when summoned under
Is an instrumentality of the United States,
authority of this section.
board, bureau, division, service, office; officer,
(e) The joint committee ls empowered to
authority, administration, or other establish•
appoint and fix the compensation of such
ment, In the executlvP branch of the Gov•
experts, consultants, teclmlclans, and clerical
ernment.
and stenographic assistants as it deems nec•
(c) The term "person" means any indl•
essary and advisable, but the compensation
vldunl, corporation, partnership, firm, asso•
s,o fixed. shall 110.t exceed the compensation · elation, trust, estate, public or private inst!•
prescribed :under the Classification Act ot
tutlon, group, the United States or· any
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agency thereof, any government other than
the United States, nny political subdivision
of any such government, ancl any legnl sue- .
cessor, ·representative, agent, ·or agency of
the foregoing, or other entity, but shall not
· include the Commlsslon or officers or employees of the Commission 1n the exercise
of duly a1c1thorized functions.
·
(d)' The term "United Stntes", when used
in a geographical· sense, Includes. all Territories and possessions o! the United Stntes.
( e) Tl).e term "research and development"
means theoretical analysis, exploration, and
experimentation, and the extension of investigative findings and theories of a scientific or technical nature into praetlcill application for experimental arid demonstrat10n purposes, including the. experimental
production and testing of models,· devices,
equipment, materials, and processes ..

committee's endeavors and about the bill
as it finally shapes up before us.
It was soon concluded that there could
be. no private 'produc.tion of fissionable
matei'ial within the boundaries of the
United States. · It was concluded t11at
national safety and national welfare demanded that all faciliUes producing fissionable material, of which atomic bombs
are composed, should be under the sole ··
management and control of the Government. ·we also concluded that it was
necessary at this time to impose certain
security restraints in regard to this subject.
· '.rhose security restraints will be found
written into the bill. This was one of
the most difficult subjects with which we
APPROPRIATIONS
· had to deal, because we realized that if
SEc. 13. (a) 'There are hereby authorized
we were to progress, as we must progto be appropriated such sums as may be ress in this science, the maximum
necessary anci appropriate to carry out the amount of freedom had to be allowed to
provisions and purposes. of this act. The scientists. At the same time, it was apnets appropriating such sums· may appropriate specified portions thereof. to be. ac~ preciated that during the pending state
counted for upon the certlflcat!on of the of the world's a!Iairs it was absolutely
Commission only. Funds appropriated · to necessary that we impose some restricthe Commission shnll, If obllgated by con- .tive clauses. We ·discovered that the estract during the fiscal year for which appro- pionage act as it was written would not
priated, remain available for expenditure for do, so S. · 1717 was written so as to
4 years foliowlng the expiration of the fiscal strengthen the provisions of the Espionyear for which appropriated. After such age Act and thus cover the subject.
4-~'ear period, the unexpended balances or,
I sl1ould like to take a few moments to
appropriations shall be carried to the surrefer to the patent features of the b1ll.
plus fund nnd covered Into the Treasury.
(b) Such part as the President may de- Obviously if all production of fissionable
termine of the unexpended balances of ap- , material is to be under. Government conpropriations, allocations, or other funds trol and management there is no field
;,.vailable for expenditure in connection with
the M;mhattan Engineer Dis.trict are hereby for private patents on the production of
transferred to the Commission and shall be such material. However, the bill proavailable for expenditure for the purpose of vides that anyone who makes such an
invention shall be properly compensated.
carrying out the provisions of this act.
It is provided that there shall be no patSEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS
\ SEC. 19. If 'any provisions o! this act, or ents on the invention of atomic weapthe appllcation of such provision to any per- ons. Obviously, this is a wise provision of
son or circumstances, Is held invalld, the the bill; but compensation is provided for
remainder of this act or the application of the discovery.
suph provision to persons or circumstances
Mr. President, what is the treatment
other than those as to which It Is lleld that we have given to inventions of what
invalid, shall not be affected thereby.
might be termed atomic-energy devices?
sHonT TITLE
In such cases the bill provides that patSEc. 20. This act. may be cited as the
ents shall be issued by the Patent Of"Aton:,ic Energy Act of 1946."
flee, but a license must be secured from
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, I rise the Commission, which I shall describe
in my remarks. After the applicat o propose to t h e sena t·e th at i t adopt· later
tion for the license is made to the Atomic
Senate bill 1717, as amended and reported by the Special committee on Energy Commission, under the terms of
Atomic Energy. The bill provides for
the bill the Commission must submit to
the development and control of atomic the Congress a complete study of the
energy; Your committee, constituted at economic, social, and international conthe ·end of last October, has engaged in sequences of the issuance of such Iimore than 5 months of continuous study cense, and the Congress shall have 90
of a problem which challenged the comdays in which to enact any legislation
plete attention, the intelligence, and the
which it feels may be necessary in the
earnestne'ss of the committee members. premises. That is a distinct departure
I wish to pay tribute to the members of from our usual way of doing things; but
the committee who worked morning and
we must remember that atomic energy
afternoon 011 this subject, which was en- makes its own rules. It is sui generis.
tirely new· to them when they com- After the Congress has 90 days in which
menced, as it was to me, and who pored to act and either acts or does not act,
over every detail of the bill. I am happy the Commission, as the case may be, may
to tcll,the senate that after this 5 months issue a license to the patentee to use
of worlc in which there was. not even the atomic-energy device.
for 1 mdment a scintilla of partisanship,..-----Lshould like to describe the administhe committee has agreed on every word,
trative organization of the Commission.
and every line, and every clause of the
The Commission is composed of five
bill.
members, to be appointed by the PresiI have said, Mr. President, that it is a
dent, with the advice and consent of the
challenging subject. It is complicated. Senate, the chairman to be paid $17,500
Atomic energy can make or destroy a year and the members $15,000 a year.
America. So, I should like to speak·for l'his is the over-all policymaking com'a few moments about the result of the mission.
·
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Under this Commission, provision Is
made for a :iµilitary liaison committee
composed of members of . tlie · . armed
forces, to be appointed, respectively, by
the Secretary of War and the Secretary
of the Navy, ,to advise and consult with
the Commission on military matters relating· to atomic energy. This committee
has the right, if it sci desil;es, to appeal to
the 1:lecretary of War and the Secretary
of the Navy on any ma~ters pertaining
to military .affairs and the. way they are
being. handled by the Atomic. ·Energy
Commission.
,
The bill further providec for a technical advisory committee, to be appointed
by the President, which shall meet four
times a year, and which shall be on a
part-time basis, to advise and consult
with the Commission on scientific and
.technical matters relating to materials,
production, research,. and development.
Finally, the bill provides for the establishment bf a new standing committee-Mr. DOWNEY. Mr. Pr~ident, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. McMAHON; I yield.
Mr; DOWNEY. Is the technical advisory committee which the Senator has
mentioned to be composed of scientists
and technicians?
·Mr. McMAHON. The Senator is correct. ' The· bill also provides for a new
standing committee, to be composed of
nine Members of ·the Senate and nine
Members of the House of Representatives, who will act in all respects as the
agent of the Congress for the purpose of
keeping in congressional touch with the
developments of atomic energy and the
actions of the Commission.
The bill makes provision for free mining. We have not attempted to take over·
all the uranium in the United States. We
have provided the Commission with the
power to condemn and pay just compensation fo1· any uranium supplies
which it is unable to buy in the open
market. We believed that it was important and necessary to see to it that the
independent mining system which now
exists in the United States should not
be disturbed any more than was absolutely imperative fo1· the security of our
country. We have tried to provide for
free science and free research, because
we realized that unless we left men's
minds free to research, invent, and discover in this field we would be doing a
disservice not only to nuclear physics,
but to science as a whole.
Mr. President, there are two kinds of
security. One kind comes from locking
the doors, pulling down the shades,
watching the files, and seeing that this
man does not talk .with, that man-compartmentalization, as it is called in Army
circles. Then there is the kind of security which I call security by achievement;
in other words, security which will come
from a more speedy, more complete, and
more efficient way of producing atomic
energy.
Security by achievement cannot be
realized if we try to encompass by stringent security rules the ininds and intellects of our scientists. So we have left
our scientists free to think and free to ·
produce, We have had to impose some
l'estrictions which perhaps we might·
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wish we did not have to impose. -Yet, Mr.
that Congress would be the judge and
President, until there can be interna- woqld weigh the problem of a proposed
tional control of atomic energy we could change, and would, therefore, be found
not do otherwise than see to it that any in a position to renounce progress or to
possible enemy of our country should keep it static? It merely means that all
not niceive information which, in the the people will know what is happening.
z.bscnce of safeguards and controls, Is not that the idea?
mirrht be used for aggression against us.
Mr. McMAHON. There will be no disl'!Ir. TUNNELL. Mr. President, will position, I am sure, to restrict the use of
the Senator yield?
atomic energy in our industrial life. We
~./Ir. l\~cMAl-ION. I yield.
have tried to write the bill with the idea
Mr. TUNNELL. I should like to ask in mind of promotfog the further inventhe Senator what the license which the tion, the further discovery, and the furCom::r,ission grants authorizes to be ther use of atomic energy. All we have
·c.on2?
tried to do is to set up certain safeguards
Ml'. McMAHON. I assume that. the
against throwing atomic energy into· ClUr
Sc.-:ntor is asking me about the license economy in such a haphazard way or
in connection with an atomic-energy_ de- such an overnight way as to cause con~
vice.
sternation, chaos, and even, perhaps, the
M;:. TUNNELL. That is correct.
destruction of our economy.
?.d:;·. McMAHON. Under such a IiLet me say to the Senator-from Utah,
cense the owner of· the invention may suppose there was -no such. provision as
prcceed to manufacture, further develop, the one contained in the bill; suppose a
and use the device.
license were to be granted, upon applica- .
l:-'or instance, let us assume that there tion, to the Pennsylvania Railroad, and
was an atom:c-energy device whlch was suppose that railroad proceeded to use
capable of being placed in a locomotive it. What would happen? Certainly the.
and hauling a train from Washington to coal mines would immediately decrease
New York. Let us assume. that the their production. Perhaps hundreds of
Pennsylvania Railroad was the licensee. thousands of miners would be thrown out
The Senator will appreciate, . as was so of work. The railroad itself, inasmuch
well said by the Senator from Michigan as it secures a large income from the
during the conduct of our deliber,ations,
transportation of coal, might be serious-·
that if we were to wake up some morn- · ly affected. As the Senator knows, the
ing and were to read in the Washington securities of the railroad companies are
newspapers a story that that developowned in large part by the insurance
meht had come about overnight, with- companies of the United States. Such a
out the proper amount of planning and
change might undermine the values of
forethought, it might precipitate the
all such stocks and securities held by the
economy of the country Into chaos.
insurance companies; their present
Mr. TUNNELL .. rrhen,. as I undervalues might be reduced l!O percent, so
stand the- Senator, in order to manufac- that overnight w.e would have economic
ture devices for the use'of atomic energy, chaos.
it will be necessary, will it not, to have a
I wish to emphasize to the Senate that
license from the Commission?
the committee wrestled long and seriMr. McMAHON. The Senator is exously with this problem just as it did
actly correct.
with every other problem involved.
Mr. TUNNELL. Very well.
Every facet was examined. Every arguMr. McMAHON. I reiterate that the ment was met. So, the bill as reported
Commission cannot grant a license until by the committee is the unified concluit reports to the Congress on the basis
sion of the 11 Senators who spent 5
of a thorough and complete study of mcnths on this bill.
what the Commission believes will be
Mr. HUFFMAN. Mr. President, will
·the economic, social, political, and in- . the S211ator yield?
ternational consequences of the use of
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
the device.
Mr. HUFFMAN. Then the purpose,
Mr. TUNNELL. The Commission, as the committee conceives it, is to bring
then, will report to Congress in t11e case about evolution in the use of atomic enof each device?
ergy in our industrial life, rather than
Mr. McMAHON. Exactly so.
to bring about revolution by a sudden
Mr. TUNNELL. I thank the Senator. substitution of atomic energy for our
Mr. THOMAS of Utah. Mr. President, existi;ig forms of energy. Is £hat corwill the Senator yield to me, to permit rect?
me to ask a question at this point?
Mr; McMAHON. We went to school
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. to the scientists, as I am sure Senators
JOHNSTON of South Carolina in the
·wm realize,· and we talked with just
chair). Does the Senator from Connec- about everyone whom we thought could
ticut yield to the Senator from Utah?
help us with this problem. I say to the
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
Senator that.I have great faith in the
Mr. THOMAS of Utah. That does future of atomic energy, industrially as
not mean; does it, that Congress would well as medicinally; indeed in those .reput a lid upon progress or upon improve- spects it is here today. Let us consider
ment? No provision is made or method
an example of perhaps lesser imporpresc,·ibed which would require the tance: As an aid, for instance, in the
showing of economic necessity for the discovery of new oil wells, it has been
use of a lighter metal than steel, for used recently. However, after all, we
instance, or something of that sort which-n~v have an economy which is built upon
might affect the steel industry, just as water power and upon coal and upon an
the use of stronger energy might P.fl'ect integration of our. natural resources as
industries which fore now using energy they are today. · If overnight a cessation
of another kind? It does not mean of one of those great industries were to
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occur, ·we · might ·lose· the benefits of
atomic energy because of the very destruction of the base of our Go,vernment,
which is economic stability.
'Mr. HUFFlVIAN. Yes. And if we were
to be plunged into the use of atomic energy overnight, it would, in the Senator's opinion, would· it not, completely
wreck our present economic system?
Mr. McMAHON. I can say to the Senator that it is my conviction that if what
I cited in the example to the Senator
from Delaware were to occur, withot\t
any previous planning .with respect to
how to provide for the employment of
the men wh,o would be thrown out of
work by even the one use which I th.en
suggested, we would be playing with fire.
Mr: HUFFM:AN. I thank the Senator.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
Mr. HATCH. I have been reading
the provisions relating to public lands,
as found on page 43 of the bill. I should
like to have a little information, about
the provisions, if the Sena tor is able to
give it to me. I observe in subsection
(7), on page 43, a provision that all fis~
sionable materials in the public lands
"are hereby reserved for the use of the
United States."
·
First, I observe that there is a provision that all fissionable material is reserved to the United States-that is to
say, such material which Is in the public lands of the United States. Then
there follows an exception.
Mr. McMAHON. Yes.
Mr. HATCH. That exception is in the
languageExcept that with respect to any location,
entry, or settlement made prior to the date
of enactment of this act no reservation
shall be deemed to have been made, 1f such
reservation would deprive any person of any
existing· or inchoate rights or privileges to
which he would otherwise be entitled or
would otherwise enjoy.

Mr. McMAHON. If a man takes out
a patent on a piece of public land and
spends the necessary $100 a year in order to perfect his right, he has title to
the uranium which may .be mined until
he separates it from its place in Nature.
When he separates it from Its place in
Nature he must receive a license from
the Commission before he may dispose
of or remove the material.
,Frankly, there is only this difference
between the Senator from New Mexico,
who after the passage of the bill takes a
patent .on a Piece of land, and myself,
if I have heretofore obtained in the State
of Colorado, let us say, a patent on a
piece of land containing this material:
In the Senator's case, when he goes to
the Secretary of the Interior he will have
placed in his patent a reservation to the
title of all the uranium, thorium, and all
the materials which are later determined by the Commission to be ca~abl~
of producing atomic energy, whereas the
Senator from Connecticut, who ha.ct previously acquired his patent, will have the
title, but will be unable to sell any of
the source materials to anybody except
the Commission when he takes them
from their place in Nature.
Mr. HATCH. Suppose that subsequent to the general release to the public
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of the discqvery and uses of atomic en- terial, the man .who separates it from the studied by the members of the ciimmitergy, numbers of persons have gone into. ground· does not, under the terms of the tee from.·the Western States. First, the
the Western States .and have merely filed · bill, have any right to export it. Under object was to give the United States a
mining claims on lands which proved · this bill, the exportation of source ma- preemptive right ii1 the material itself,
later to be capable of ,producing sum- terial ·\\'oUld be a ci'iine punishable by· reserving the· greatest ·possible freedom
cient material of the kind to which the imprisonment. What will the mirier do for private exploration and mining deSenator has referred. They have no with it? Will he go to the labor ·of , velopment; In. other' words, we dispatent now, but they do have the right 'rugging it and. bringing it above the cussed the fact that if we were to insist
which was acquired by the filing of the ground if he may not· export it or sell upon too many restrictions it would perclaim in the first instance. They have it to the Commission? The result will haps discourage, if not put an end to,
done nothing from that time · to the be that the material will remain in its mining development and exploration.
present date, but all the fissionable mate~ · place in nature.
It will be noticed that in paragraph
rial in all those lands-I can conceive of the Commission say(5) on page 42, under the heading "Ac1\1:r. McMAHON. The source material.
ing to the Senator from New Mexico and quisition," the Commission is directed.,...,.
Mr. HATCH. The sottrce material be- to the Senator from Connecticut; who . the bill uses the word "directed"-to purJonas, under this. bill, to those individ- may be working ·a deposit in the State of chase· uranium that is discovered on aluals.
'
New Mexico, for example, "vVe do not 1·eady patented property or property in
M:r. :MCMAHON. It may seem that want to buy it. For the purposes of con- which rights have already been ac. the right is worth money, but allow me to servation we do not want to touch it. quired. In paragraph (7), on page 43,
;.\oint out that the minute the individual We shall refuse you a license to remove · referring to public lands, there is first a
digs-the source material from the ground your uranium." Very well; sihce we may preemption of. such material; in other
and separates it ftom its place in nature, not export it or sell it to tl1e Commis- words it is reserved primarily in place
he has only one customer, namely, the sion, would the Senator from New Mex- . for the Government of the United States
Cbmmission which is created under this ico proceed to dig the uranium· and · subject to the Government through this
bill. He must receive a license before he thorium out of the ground?
Commission, . belhg able, if it is of no
may move that source material from
Mr. HATCH. Perhaps he would. not, value to the· Government, to divest itabove the ground, where he has' sepa- but I am trying to understand what the self eventually of uranium that might be
rated it from its place in nature, to the bill means, and I am already convinced a drug on the market at some time in the
smelting mill.
that there is not a complete reservation future. It was an attempt, first, as I
Mr. HATCH. I am sure that it license of title to the United States Govern- understand-and I wish to be corrected
would hot be denied arbitrarily, He ment in the Government-owned lands. by the chairman of the committee if my
would receive the license and he would
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Mr. Pres- statement is not correct-to reserve
sel! to the Commission.
ident, will the Senator yield?
uranium in any public lands· for the unMr. McMAHON. He would receive
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
disputed use, control, and acquisition by
just compensation as provided under the
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. One fur- the Government, and the right of the
bill.
· ther difficulty which the Senator from Government to fix just compensation for
Mr. HATCH. There is another clause Connecticut has not mentioned lies in the its separation from other ores, so that it
in the same section which causes me to fact that uranium ore is a complex mawould not necessarily disturb the disquestion the meaning of it. Suppose the terial. In our area of the country, at covery and production of other metals.
Commission did not wish to buy material. least, it is usually found with vanadium. Consequently-and this is, perhaps,
Mr. McMAHON. That situation is There are times when it is very neces- rather important--it allows the Governprovided for in the last. sentence. of the sary to have vanadium production. If ment at some time in the future to divest
paragraph. The language there is:
the restrictions which the Senator from itself and to get out from under the
If the Commission does not require dellvNew Mexico is insisting upon are to be responsibility of buying, if, as, and when,
cry of such material to _'It, the reservation
placed in the bill, not only would· the. it may .not be desirable on the part of
made pursuant to this paragraph shall be of production of uranium be stopped but the Government to do so. That time
no further force or effect.
·
also the production of any of the ores may never come, but I can assure the
which are found with it, such as vana- Senator from New Mexico that a- very
Mr. HATCH. Under those circum- dium. That would be a very serious great deal of thought was devoted to
stances,' the individual would have a matter. The vanadium industry In the this question by. the two Senators from
complete right to sell or otherwise dis- States of Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Colorado, who are vitally interested in
pose of his material?
and Utah-the only States in the United the mining industry, and I believe they
Mr. MCMAHON. Yes.
States which meet together at·fom' cor- are both satisfied with this pro,vision.
Mr. ·HATCH. Is that what the com- ners-is very important. The area
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, will the
mittee wants to accomplish?
formed by the joining of the four States Senator yield?
Mr. McMAHON. Yes; because if the holds deposits of vanadium and uranium.
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
Commission should ever take the posi- Vanadium is highly desirable in the steel
Mr.
HATCH. Did the committee have
tion that it did not want any specific industry. If there Is to be an absolute
witnesses from the Bureau of Mines
amount of thorium or uranium, the Sen- restriction to the removal of uranium any
ator may be assured that it would ·be from its natural place in the earth, the of the Department of the Interior?
Mr. McMAHON. . Yes, we did. I do
of such concentration that it would not production of vanadium will be brought
not recollect whether they came from
. be feasible to use it for the production of to an end.
fissionable material.
Mr. McMAHON. I thank the Sene.tor. the Bureau of Mines, but I remember
Mr. HATCH. Then, there ls no absoMr; HATCH. I have not insisted on talking witi1 the Solicitor, Mr. Gardner,
lute reservation to the· United States. any restrictions whatever, I may say to about these provisions. The Department
It is subject to the will of the Commis- the Senator from Colorado. I am trying made no objection to them. The only
sion.
,
to find out what the blll means. How- suggestion they made was that if this
Mr. McMAHON. The reservation ever, I repeat that an absolute reserva- · bill was to be long ·delayed, they would
which is made by the Secretary of ·the tlon has not been made to the United like to· see put in operation the general
Interior is in favor of the Government-- States. A reservation has been made bill which the Senator reported some
in this case, the Commission. The Com- which may or may not be effective .on days ago and which is on the calendar.
mission ha~,the right to purchase every the commission. That may be a wise The then Secretary of the Interior, Mr.
single ounce CJf the material at a fair course to follow, but. that is the effect Ickes,. also appeared and testified. I do
not recollect that his testimony went into
and just price. If the Commission of the language, as I read it.
should decide that it did hot want to
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Mr. Presi- de.tail as to the treatment of the public
lands, but I do remember the subject was
buy the material, theoretically·the miner· dent, will the Senator yield to me?
would have the right to sell It to someMr. McMAHON. I yield to the Sena- referred to in the testimony, I know of
no objection, by the Secretary of the
one else. Such right, I believe the Sena- tor from Iowa.
tor from New Mexico will agree with me,
Mr. mcKENLOOPER. I may sug- Interior.
Mr, HATCH. The general bill?
is illusory and is ·worth nothing, If the gest to the Senator from New Mexico
Mr. McMAHON. . Yes, that is correct.
Commission does µot buy the source ma- that this matter .was very thoroughly
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Mr. HATCH. That is the present Sec-.
retary of the Interior?
·
Mr. McMAHON. Yes, Mr. Krug .. ·
Mr. HATCH. The Senator is aware,
is he not, that under Executive order all
these lands are withdrawn from any development or exploration?
Ml'. McMAHON. That is true.
Mr. }£ATCII. It was considered so import,rnt at that time that they were absolutely withdrawn.
·
:>)!fr. McMAHON. That is correct.
Mr. HATCH. And they have J:ieen
,vithdrawn by another Executive order
wnich I think wa:s issued later, because it
w1:.s deemed that the first one was not
s1.1fiicient, and it was thought that they
shou:ct be withdrawn prior to the Con-·
gress enacting the provisions contained·
in this bill.
Ivir. lVicMAHGN. That is why the particular provision is in the bill.
:Mr. HATCH. There are involved monopoly p1·actices, and the absolute control of western lands, as against those
who have gone out and secured prior
rights. I did not want to raise any question about. it, but I did want to point out.
what I think may happen under the bill.
The Senator and his committee have
probably given consideration to the matter, but there still is perhaps a private
monopoly created by the bill.
Mr. McMAHON. Let me give the Senator the other side of the picture. Upon
the sources of these materials may well
rest the very security of this Nation. We
must, as the committee sees it, make any
effort to encourage the independent
prospector to go out and develop. That
is the basis of the committee's action.
I learned, I may say parenthetically to
the Senator, many lessons in mining law
from the Senators from Colorado, who
are on the committee, and I learned
much about the way independent prospectors carry on their operations. So we
weighed this problem from every angle,
and decided it was better to encourage
the independent prospector to find and
discover other deposits and to see to it
that when they were discovered the commission would be the only buyer of them
at a price fixed by the commission.
I might add that in the case of the
public lands, where uranium and thorium
are dug out of the earth, the S2nator will
see that there is no compensation to be
paid for the mineral per se, but only to
reimburse for the discovery and the digging of it and the necessary work involved in getting it out of the ground.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President-Mr. McMAHON. I yield to the Senator from Oregon.
Mr. CORDON. I do not quite underst:mcl how exploration would be encouraged under the terms of paragraph 7,
on pages 43 and 44, in view of the fact
that the Commission is given the power
of determining, first, that it will purchase source materials; or, second, that it
will not. In other words, a prospector is
f::i,ced with a contingency that, no matter
w11at the discovery, he cannot do anythil1g-wi!.h it.
Mr. McMAHON. That may be a correct conclusion, but before the prospector goes out, t~1ere is no question but
that the Commission will have a standing
offer for so much uranium at such and
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· such a price, so that the prospector will a trace of uranium. We wanted to be
go out looking for ancl digging uranium
certain, in writing. this section on· pubwith that offer in mind. We certainly lie lands, that. under . the theory that
. cannot force the Commission, leaving. there might be uranium in complex ores,
them without discretion to purchase· all, the Government might restrict all ores
the uranium that may be offered to them,. in the United States, simply under the
because that !night result in moving the theory that there was a trace of uranium.
material from its place in nature, where. So we had to protect the mining laws, as
maybe it ought to be kept for the time well as protect the Government in the
being, and only so much taken out as is· acquisition of uranium ores. It is not so
necessa1·y for the propei development of simple a problem as one might· think.
thi.s science.
'if we put in our law an absolute proMr. CORD.O:N. Mr. President, will the. hibition with respect to the mining of
Senator further yield?
·uranium ores, we are .going to stop the
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
.
mining of all ores, and, of course, that
. Mr. CORDON.. Would it be the. Senwould be a very great disadvantage to the
· ator's view, then, if the Commissi011 decountry, and to t.he West particulariy.
sires the source.materials and advertised.
Mr. McMAHON. I thank the Senator.
that it was in the market for the mate- "- Mr. HATCH. If the Senator will yield,
rials, that that holding out on the part to some extent that did happen vihcn
of the Commission would represent any the withdrawal order of the President
liability on the part· of the Government was issued. ·We stopped much prospectto purchase in case the prospector, .rely- ing in the Western States. My point was
ing upon that statement, had expended simply to see, if possible, if the Governhis time and money and made a discovment was protected. I am wonderin:,
ery and produced the source materials.
whether it has. not been proposed by un
Iii.Ir. McMAHON. I think that if the
international authority that all ere;,
Commisslon posted a price of "X" dollars should be somewhat controlled by that
a ton for uranium and while that price authority.
·
was posted the Senator were to go out · Mr. McMAHON. . The bill provides for
and dig a ton of uranium, certainly the outright ownership of the material itself.
ethics of the situation, if nothing else,
Mr. HATCH. 'Wherever it may be
would require the Commission to take located?
· over the ton of uranium.
Mr. McMAHON. That is ·correct. I
Let us assume that after the Senator· might say to the Senator that there is a
has dug his ton of· uranium the Comprovision in the biil that any arrangemission says, "Now, Brother ConooH, ment made internationally on this subthat is all we want. If you dig any more ject shall take precedence over any proyou will have to store it on top of the vision in the bill.
ground." Then the Senator would go
Mr. HATCH. I thank the Senator for
ahead and dig at his own risk.
his explanation.
Mr. CORDON. The question, if I
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Will the
may call the Senator's attention to it Senator yield further?
again, was, in the Senator's opinion, is
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
there any legal obligation upon the ComMr. JOHNSON of Colorado. I should
mission to purchase, if it has held itself like to call attention to the fact that once
out as being prepared to purchase, and this source material is removed from its
has, as the Senator suggested, placed its natural place in the earth the bill propurcl1ase pric::? or offer price on the ore?. vides for an absolute confis~ation of it.·
The Senator·says that on the ground of That is, if the Commission wants to conethics ti1ere may be an obligation, but it fiscate it, it takes it over at its own price.
has been my experience that the Gov- But the thing we wanted to be careful
ernment of the United States may desire about was placing a prohibition against
that its people be ethical, but it do~s not its development-while it was in place, for
always follow suit.
fear of doing violence. to other metals
Mr. HART. Mr. President-and other resources, and to the developTi1e PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. ment of our whole mining area. Tha.t
HUFFMt.N in the chair). Does the Sen- is the thing we· had to guard against.
ator from Connecticut yield to his col- But the committee did not hesitate, and
league?
this bill provides that when the source
Mr. lVIcMAHON. I yield.
material has been removed from its natMr. HART. Mr. President, I think it ural place in the earth it shall go to the
should be said that it is not so simple United states Government. It goes to.
as to be merely a question of ore that the Commission directly, and at the
contains only uranium. Uranium ores Commission's own figures and own price.
are ulways· complex. Vanadium is alMr. HATCH. I would not· quite agree
most always found in the same ore, and with that statement if it were not for the
up to the time when we began to use last sentence that was used, that if the
uranium, the ore was picked over for
Commission does not desire the matethe ex~raction of vaneclium l:md uranium rial, tµen the .. ress?rvation is no longer
went out on the dump. Mining tlevel- effective. Thatwould leave it wide open
opment should and will go on even if the to sale, export, or anything else, if it were
uranium is not used.
not for the other provisions of the bill,
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Mr. Pres- which I assume, from what the Senator
ident, will the Senator yield?
from Connecticut said, do prohibit sales
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
and export.
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. The
Mr. McMAHON. That is true. Not
uranium deposits in the United States only is the export of source material
are very limited. As a matter of .fact,. prohibited, but the export of fissionable
the only uranium ores we have discov- material is also prohibited. We :>.Isa in
ered so far are very low grade, with only the· amendment prohibit the export of
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any important component part of any
Mr.· CORDON. The. point I make is was thoroughly•understood in the comdevice to produce fissionable material.
that in·the last analysis, if it comes down mittee .that these extraordinary measI may say, Mr. President, that there
to a purely legal question of the po,ver . ures shall not be considered as· a preceare one or two industries in the United of the Government to control these patdent for other legislation.
· ·
States which use thorium today, though ents by license or othe:rwise; the decision
Mr. McMAHON. · I stated,
the Sennot in very great quantities. I taliced ,' as to whether this activity; or the rights
ator from Colorado knows, my opinion
with the president of one of these com- · under the· patents, as the case may be,
during the deliberations of the commitpanies recently. It interested me very
are affected with pi1blic interest, would tee exactly to the effect just stated by
much to discover what a wide market rest in the ·court, and the court woUld the Senator from Colorado. I think it
there st.ill was for gas mantles, and there. not be bound by any legislative· decla- is all bound up in the thought that logic
is some thorium used for that purpose. ration.
compelled and necessity required that
Let us assume that the Senator from.
Mr .. McMAHON . . J think not: I do we should do what we have done in reNev.' Me:clco owns a claim and produces not agree with the Senator. I think when spect to mining, in respect to patents, in
a ton of thorium. He offers it to the the Commission is authorized to declare respect to the question of Government
Commission, and the Commission says,
a patent affected wHh the public inter- ownership of the production facilities of
"Vie have enough thorium, but we will
est, it would of course only do so pro- fissionable ·material, and In the requirelet you sell it to the X Manufacturing
vided the patent used atomic energy, ments that no one shall be permitted to
Cc., which in turn has to get a·license for · and provided it used fissionable matehave at his· disposal material which
:,hat purpose.
rial, and before it granted a license to · might constitute a .private army or the
:Mr, President, I think I have pretty · use the invention It would first have to - force of a private nan. It was the 1:ealweU go:ie through the bill.
,
come to the Congress with a thorough- · · izatlon that this material contained
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will the
going report on the whole subject.
within itself that from which, great
senator from Connecticut yield?
Mr. CORDON. Will tlie Senator furblessings might flow, but also, unhapMr. McMAHON. I yield.
ther yield?
pily, unless we handle it correctly and
Mr. CORDON. I thought the Senator
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
unless it is internationally controlled,
was going through the bill section by
Mr. CORDON. The question is going
unless we get effective-and I emphasize
section. I have a couple of questions to· to arise, I think, sooner or later, and I
"effective"-methods of control of
ask, if r may.
want to call attention to :the decision
atomic energy, I say to the senators that
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
of the Supren1e Court, I believe, in the I for one will feel most discouraged as
l.VIr. CORDON. I note on page 58 of AAA case, in which Congress attempted to our future. It is because we realized
the bill this provision:
to regulate agriculture, and the Supreine
all that, that we decided that it had to
It shall be tile duty of. the Commission Court found that the act· was unconstibe treated as we have treated.it.
to declare any patent to be aliected with the tutional because agriculture was not afMr. CORDON. Sui generis. ·
public interest i f fected with public interest, even though
Mr. McMAHON.
Sul generis, as I
the Legislature had attempted to say
previously stated to the Senate today .
.Then certain conditions are set out. that it was.
Mr. MUFtDOCK. Mr. President, will
Does the Senator take the view that It is
Mr. McMAHON. I will say to my good
the Senator yield?
within Lhe power of the legislative body
friend from Oregon that, with all due
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
of the United States by statute to deterdeference to him, I would attempt to
Mr. MURDOCK. Realizing that the
mine what is or is not affected. with pubdraw from the Butler case, frequently
distinguished Senators from Colorado,
lie interest? Is not that purely and referred to as the AAA case, 110 analogies
as I understand, have both participated
sclely within the province of the courts?
which would govern the interpretation of in the consideration and framing of the
Mr. McMAHON. No; I think not. If this subject, wi.1ich has within it's being
bill in committee, and due to the fact
the Senator will turn to the policies and the power to destroy us or make for a
that I have not had time to give it expurposes of the proposed Act, as Set out
better ,vorld in the future.
tensive study, I ask what is the effect. of
at tlie beginning of the bill, he will find,
Mr. CORDON. I have no doubt that
the bill on the status of a prospector who
I think, a very cogent statement of the
that determination will be made by the
goes out and locates a lode claim, or a
policies and purposes of the proposed Court, but the point is that I think it is
placer claim for that matter, prior to
act contained on pages 26, 27, and 28.
up to the Court to make it.
patent or prior to the Issuance of a
The Commission would be bound, in
Mr. McMAHON. I tried to emphasize license or permit of any kind by the Deexercising its power under the section , to the Senate when I started that the
partment of the Interior? What effect
to which the Senator has refei'red, to · committee became convinced that this
does it have on the status of the orditurn to the policies and purposes set subject wrote its own rules. It writes
nary prospector who goes forth looking
fortll in the bill. What,.are those,polithem out of the compulsion of logic. It for ore of any kind?
cies and purposes? I read from the · writes them out of the sheer necessity
Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, will
bill:
·
that is inherent in this tremendous force.
the Senator yield?
(b) Purpose of act: It is the· purpose of I say to the Senator that included in this
Mr. McMAHON. I .shall be glad to
this act to e!Iectuate the policies set out in bill are some things which the committee
refer that question to one of the mining
section 1 (a) by providing, among others, for
accepted only reluctantly, because I
experts on the committee, the other
the following major programs relating to would be less than frank with the Senbeing the senior Senator from Colorado
·atomic
ate if I did not emphasize t11at in some
[Mr. JOHNSON],
·
(1) Aenergy:
program of assisting and fostering
private research and clevelopment to encour- respects we have departed from our
Mr. MURDOCK. Realizing that we
. age maximum scientific progress;
former method of handling public queshad two siich experts I wanted their
(2) A program tor tile control of sclen- tions. I say to the Senator that logic
opinion on this question.
,tlfic and technical lnforinatlon which will compels our ·conclusion.
Mr. MILLIKIN. I think my distinpermit the dissemination of such lnformaMr. 1\1:ILLIKIN. Mr. President, will
guishecl colleague the senior Senator
tion to encourage scientific progress, and for the Senator yield to me?
from Colorado will agree that we were
ti1e sharing on a reciprocal basis of !nforMr. McMAI-ION. I yield.
both very meticulous to see that if a
mati9n concemlng the practical Industrial
Mr. MILLIKIN. I should like to emman has a valid mining claim, if he has
application of atomic energy as soon as ef. fectlve and enforceable safeguards against phasize further the thought that the dismade a valid location, the reservation
its use for destructive p1,1rposes can be detinguisl1ecl Senator from Connecticut shall not apply as against him.
vlscci;
has just e,:pressed. This bill is full of
Mr. MURDOCK. As I understand
(3) A program of federally conducted re- provisions which I would not subscribe
the Senator, if the location of the claim
search and development to assure the Gov- to in any other connection. I could not
has been perfected before the effective
ernment of adequate scientific and technical
possibly regard what has been done
date of this act, then the Senator says
nccomp!islunent;
1
t
ti
(4)_,.A'program for Government control of
1ere as a preceden In any o 1er direcany locator in that situation is fully
tho-production, ownership, and use of fls- . tion. I think it would be useful for the
protected by the provisions of the bill.
slonable material to assure the common de- RECORD to have the distinguished chairBut having in mind. the prospector who
fense 0.nd security and to insure the broad- man of the committee say that that was
does not have a perfected location on the
est possible exploitation of the field.
t.he sense of the committee, and that it effective date of this act, but has one

as
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after its enactment, after it becomes
effective, what is the effect of the bill on
his activities as a prospector and a
locator on a valid lode claim or placer
claim after. the eITectlve date of the act? ·
Mr. MILLIKil-T. I should say that if
he· does not have those vested and inchoate rights which a locator on the
public domain acquires from making a
valid location and doing the things subsequently required by law-if he is not
in that status, if he has not reached that
status-he continues to have his exploratory rights, but if he should find fissionable material, then it would be subject
to the reservation which applies to the
public domain which has not been
validly entered for mining purposes.
Mr. MURDOCK. If the Senator will
indulge me for a further question or two,
let us assume, as has been suggested by
the distinguished Senator from Connecticut [Mr. HART], that uranium is
found in complex ores. Let us assume
that the prospector, after the eITective
date of tlils act, discovers a ledge or a
lode of leaci ore. The large percentage
of commercial value is in lead, but his
assay shows at least some values in
uranium or other fissionable material.
What does that mean so far as the locator of the claim is concerned?
Mr. MILLIKIN. Has he made a valid
location?
Mr. MURDOCK. We will assume that
after the effective date of the act he
makes a valid location. He. has perfected the location, so far as it can be
perfected, but it still is a location, and
has not proceeded to patent. In the extraction of his ores from the lode, he
finds that among other values it has
some values in fissionable materials.
Mr. MILLIKIN.
Under the case
stated, it is my judgment that the uranium part of his ore would belong to the
United States Government, but that that
would not prevent him from· exploring
and developing the other ores.
Mr. MURDOCK. Of course, the mine
locator is not in a position to separate
the fissionable material from other material. Will he be interfered with at all
in his regular processes or proc~dure of
shipping the ore to the smelter and handling it as he handled it prior to the ·
enactment of the law?
Mr. MILLIKIN. In my judgment some
regulatory 'power would have to be exercised to see that such a situation did not
arise. The Commission proposed to be
established would prescribe certain rules
and standards regarding the protection
and handling of source materials. It
seems to me that the Department of the
Interior, on its part, could make rules
which would not hinder the prospector,
but would allow him to develop those
things which were not fis'sionable; and
that between the two bodies it would
be possible to enable him to mine complex ores, and at the same time not allow fissionable materials to get out of
control.
Mr. MURDOCK. In the opinion of the
distinguished Senator from Colorado, is
there anything in the proposed legislation which would discourage prospecting
for ores on public lands?
Mr. MILLIKIN. I will say to the dis•
tinguished Senator that we tried scrupu-

lo1.1sly to accomplish what we had to accomplish in this bill,. and at the same
.time encourage prospecting, because we
.all realize that we want to obtain fissionable materials, and that the only
way we .can get them is to encourage
.Prospecting. We received many sugges.tions which would have locked up this
whole thing in the public domain; wherever there was a suggestion of a fissionable material, it would at once become
locked up and taken away, removed from
the opportunity of the prospector. But
we all decided that since we want fissionable materials we should encourage the
production of such materials. That is
one of the reasons why we were so .careful to exempt the rights of a man who
has a valid location, We felt that so far
as we could draw an analogy there
should be preserved the same ldnd of
freedom in the prospector to find the
fissionable ores as we want to preserve
in the scientist to develop fissionable
ores.
Mr. MURDOCK. I thank the distinguished Senator for his answer. Coming from him, it is a sufficient assurance
to me as·to the rights of the prospector.
I think I realize as keenly as does anyone else that in the mining, production,
and treatment of fissionable materials
there is a problem. I heartily approve
what the Senator from Connecticut has
said, but I thoroughly agree with the
·senator from Colorado that we want to
encourage the discovery and location of
fissionable· materials. I believe that we
can repose full confidence in the American prospector. He will be just as anxious and just as willing as any other part
of our population to cooperate in safeguarding this ma.terial.
·
I than!, the Senator.
Mr. MILLIKIN, I should like to ask
my distinguished colleague the Senator
from Colorado [Mr. JOHNSON] if he is in
accord with the expressions which I have
made,
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Yes; I
·am in full accord with them. Any
claims which are located prior to the
enactment are not in any way interfered
with, as is shown in the language which
appears on page 43, paragraph (7), beginning in line 10 after the semicolon:
Except that with respect to any location,
entry, or settlement made prior to the date
of enactment of this act no reservation shall
be deemed to have been made, Ii such reservation would deprive any person of any existing or Inchoate rights or privlleges to which
he would otherwise be entitled or would
otherwise enjoy.

That takes care of the man who al~
ready ]1as a claim or title to a claim.
The next sentence is:
The Secretary of tile Interior shall cause
to be inserted in every .patent, conveyance,
lease, permit, ·or other authorization hereafter granted to use the public lands or
their mineral resources, under any of which
there might result the extraction of any
materials so reserved, a reservation to the
United States of all such materials, whether
or not of commercial value, together with
tl1e right of tho United States through its
authorized agents or representatives at any
time to enter upon the land and prospect
for, mine, n.nd remove the same, making just
compensation for any damage or injury occasioned thereby.
·
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The reservation in that second sentence goes only to the fissionable material; If there is a trace, the Government
could control that trace. If there is a
considerable quantity, the control extends to the considerable quantity. If
the owner of the claim should not wish
to mine the fissionable material, if he
should adopt a dog-in-the-manger attitude and- refuse to mine it, then under
this provision the United States Government could go in and mine the fissionable
material and pay him for such damage
as it might cause to his holdings.
I completely agree with the statement
of my colleague.
Mr. McMAHON. I thank the Senator.
Mr. CORDON. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
Mr. McMAHON. I yield to the Senatqr
from Oregon.
Mr. CORDON. First, let me compliment the members of the committee on
a magnificent job in a field of substan~
tlally original research. I have run
through the bill, and while I realize that
no cursory attention to it could put one
in possession of even an outline of the
amount of research, study, and application necessary before this bill collld be
drafted, I do recognize that it is a magnificent piece cir work.
·
Mr. McMAHON. I thank the Senator
on my own behalf and on behalf of the
other members of the committee.
Mr. CORDON. Even so, may I be critical again for a moment?
On page 61, continuing on page 62, are
provisions in connection with the powel'
to take patent rights. I find there standards for determining fair compensation,
It has always been my understanding of
the law that that is solely the judicial
province, and that standards may not be
established by the legislative body, I
should like to have the view of the chairman on that question.
Mr. McMAHON. I regret to say that I
cannot agree with the Senator's contention that the legislative body has not the
right to establish standards for fair compensation. In this bill we have tried to
establish fair and just standards in every
case in which we provide for the taking
of private property, and standards which
can be wisely administered.
Mr. CORDON. Please understand
that I have no criticism of the standards
which have been established, or of the
good faith and intention of the committee in establishing them; but that question arose in my mind, and I desired to
have the Senator's view on it. I thank
the Senator.
Mr. McMAHON. I thank the Senator
from Oregon.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Mr. President,
will the Senator yield to me?
·
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. May I suggest
to the Senator from Oregon that on page
62 there is provided an ample judicial
review for .anyone who is aggrieved by
the application of the standard rule by
the Commission?
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, there
are only two more matters which I wish
to refer to briefly, because time goes
apace and, under the agreement, for this
all-important matter we have only 2
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hours in which to conclude its consideraI believe it Is an enlightened, forwardtion.
. loolcing, common-sense bill, based on the
I wish to refer, first, to the fact that realities· of the world In which we live,
in th~ bill we have made ample provi- the peculiarities of atomic energy, and
sion for the promotion of research, be- ·the fm:idamental principles of our Govcause, as I have previously indicated, we . ·ernment. It is a bill based on careful
re2,lized that unless -we have progress in. -·study and extended consideration.
this E.eld, we shall certainly drop baclc ·.':Aware of their unique responsibility as
into a second-place position.· So, under ·.bUilders of the atomic agei the commit~ection 3 of the bill the Commission is·, tee members labored long and arduously
c.:rected to .exercise its powers in such fo forge in the fires of democratic action
manner as to continue the conduct of the finest instrument they could devise
resea;.·ch and development activities. in the discharge of their gi·ave assignUnder the bill the Commission Is em- ihent.
.
·
po·,-,m·ed to conduct it:; own research op·Mr. President, It strikes me that right
c:ztions. I call attention to the fact here is an appropriate time to express
that the Commission is also authorized again my profound sense of apprecia:md directed to malce arrangements, in-, tion of the support and consideration
ciudi::ig contracts, agreements, grants- · shown by members of the committee to
in-aid, and leans, for the conduct of re- its chairman.
.seJ:,d:1 and development activities relat~
Mr. VANDENBERG. Mr. President,
in::; to atomic energy.
.
will the Senator yield?
I desire to refer briefly to the fact that
"Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
in sec~ion 6 of the bill we have carefully
· Mr. VANDENBERG. The senator is
considered the subject of military_ ap- very kind in his comments in respect to
plications of atomic energy, and under the members of the committee.
thr,t section we provide for the comI should like to say at this point in
.plete monopoly of production of atomic the RECORD that I am sure the committee
weapons within the proposed Commis- reciprocates the chairman's feelings,
sion. Tl1at does not mean that the Navy Orte of the i\mazing things about this
and the Army will not have a right to report upon this highly technical and
co:1duct res-earch in the field of atomic involved subject is the fact that it is
ez,ei·gy and atomic weapons. That does unanimous. That does not mean that
nG·i; me:.in that any citizen may not, inthere have not been the sharpest dllfer~eper.dently of Government or of grants ences in the course of the consideration
in aid of the Army or the Navy, proceed during the last 5 months. On the conto u~e his inventive genius for the pur- trary, there have been almost bitter difpose of brlnging about an improvement ferences in the committee in the course
in ti1e science.
of the evolution of the final product.
Mr. President, I wish further to call
I wish to say that in my 18 years of
attention to the fact that your committee service in the Senate and in my service
realized that what we were-writing was on many committees, I have never
in a new field-a field In which there had known a· committee which more zealbeen no experience. So we wisely,' I ously and faithfully and loyally underthink, concluded to write into the bill a toolc its task than this· one,· nor a comrecognition of tl1at fact. If Senators mittee which tnore earnestly eitplored
will examine the bill, they will see that every avenue of its responsibilities. For
we specifically declare that we are writ- that net result the chairman of the coming interim legislation. I certainly would mittee himself is entitled to a very large
not be one who would believe that this share of credit. I wish the RECORD to
bill may not have to be amended within show that, despite all the interim difa short period of time, becaUSE), although ferences, the net report is not only unanI think the committee has labored wisely imous on paper, but it is unanimous in
and well, I think it would be impossible fact and in spirit. I think that is a great
for any group of Senators to sit down compliment to the chairman, and I preand try to write a bill which would be· a sent him with this orchid.
permanent blueprint in this new science.
Mr. President, I should iike to have
Mr. President, it is my sincere convic- the R!i=CORD show, in this connection,
tion that this bill deserves the immediate what the membership of the committee
·and favorable action of the Senate. It was. It was headed by the Senator from
is in every sense a nonpartisan bill. .The Connecticut [Mr. McMIIHONJ, and the
subject was of too great importance to other members were the Senator from
receive anything but consideration from Georgia [Mr. RussELL], the Senator from
the point of view of the national interest. Virginia [Mr. BYRD], the Senator from
It was approved, as I have indicated, Colorado [Mr. JOHNSON], the Senator
after months of study and preparation, · from Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS], the Senby men of both parties whose only con- ator from Texas [Mr. CONNALLY], the
cern was the best interests of our coun- Senator from Vermont [Mr. AUSTIN],
try and the people who compose it. That the Senator from Colorado [Mr. MILLIwas the anvil on which ·every action was KIN], the Senator from lowa [Mr.
hammered out. That· was the criterion HrcKENLOOPER], the Senator from Conby which every word was judged.
-necticut [Mr. HART], and the senior SenThe bill comes to the Senate with· ator from Michigan [Mr. VANDENBERG].
unanimous committee approval. No secMr. President, my time is running out
tion, 110 paragraph, no word was adopted and I do not intend to prolong the deexcept by unanimous ·.consent. The bate, but I wish to add before taking my
achievement of unanimity on every phase seat that not ohly were there tremendous
of a subject so complex and so vital merits differences within the committee but
the approbation of senators.
:also in_ the scientific world, as well as
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differences between the scientific world
· and the congressional :viewpoint. Those
· differences often flamed during the
course of the 5 months into what sometimes promised to be almost a fatal difficulty. But ·there again we reached
unanimity, of..conclusion at .the end of
our consideration, and I think the scientific world approves the proposed legislation as completely as does· the committee. I merely make that statement inasmuch as the Sen.ate, on a matter of this
utterly technical 'Character; must necessarily -accept the judgment of Its committee, and must· act substantially on
the basis of confidence and faith in .the
committee's work, although in this instimce confidence and faith are justified.
I express only the prayer and hope
that the success which we have had in
thus meeting the domestic problem may
soon be paralleled in the larger area
where, under the auspices of the United
Nations, we must find an· international
formula for the international control of
atomic energy on a basis which will effectively prohibit the use of atomic energy for ·destructive purposes anywhere
ih the world, and which will depencfa]Jly
police such situation against anyone who
exercises bad faith. Except as we can
move from-this unanimous action· to the
larger unanimous .action in the· world
itself, we shall hereafter confront the
kind of destruction which may involve
a war wl'!ich will last minutes instead of
months, and in which the first casualty
list will be the last.
Mr. McMAHON: Mr. President, I am
very grateful to the Senator from Michigan for his most generous remarks. I
appreciate ·them very much.
Mr. . JOHr-JSON of Colorado. Mr.
President, will. the Senator yield?
Mr. McMAHON. I yield to the Senator from Colorado.
Mr. JOI-INSON of Colorado. I wish to
concur in the eloquent remarks of the
Senator from Michigan, and the statement of the. Senator from Connecticut,
the very able chairman of the Special
Committee on Atomic Energy,
While we are passing out compliments
I do not believe that we should overlook
our very efficient staff consisting of Dr.
Condon, of the Bureau of Standards;·
James Newman, our counsel; Christopher
Boland, the staff director; and other persons who were certainly faithfuI, and efficient. We had· differences of opinion
even with them,. but all those differences
were resolved. One difference of opinion-the Senator from Michigan hinted
at it-was between the scientists and the
Army. Our committee was able even to
resolve that difference to the entire sat~sfaction, I think, of the scientists and
.of our highest military authorities. So,
in our committee, Mr. President, we have
really been· doing sonie resolving.
Mr. McMAHON. If we could only get
the Senate to resolve the bill, we would
be entirely satisfied. I thank the Senator from. Colorado.
Mr. WHERRY. · Mr. President, I have
not been on the floor during all the de: bate concerning the pending measure,
and during the time when orchids were
. being handed out, but I shou_ld like to
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t1i.e distinguished 'Senator' froni . Con- to requlre a' license for such manufacture,
necticut for their· statements relative to production,. transfer, or acquisition incident
to or for the conduct of research or developthe question which I propoupded. . I feel
staff. At the same time, I should like
ment activities In the United States of the ·
to bring them all back to the reali_ties of that they have cleared up· satisfactorily. types specified In section 3, or to prohibit
the point Which I had in mind.
·
the bill.
the Commission from manufacturing or pro. Mr. McMAHON. Mr, President, when ducing such facilities _for ·1ts own use.
Bas there· been any statement made
with reference to international arrange- the opportunity came to present this very
On page 47, strike"out .lines 4 thr_ough
me,1ts?
- necessary bill to the Senate we found
that we had only 2 hours in which to do· 10, and in lieu thereof insert the followMr. McMAHON. Yes. .·
ing:
so.- I had prepared and was ready to
Mr. WHERRY. Is there any limita(b) Prohlbltlori: It shall_ be unlawful for
tion wl1ich is to be placed upon the au-· deliver a very extensive and · minute
thority in respect to whatever arrange-· analysis of each section of the bill. The any person to manufacture, produce, transfer,
or-acquire any equipment or device utilizments may be made by the Commisr;ion, committee report was filed with the Sening fissionable material or atomic energy as
and are those arrangements to be reate on April 19. It has been widely disa m!Iitaty weapon, except as may be authorferred back to the United States Senate tributed to newspaper editors and to the
ized by the Cc.mmlssion. Nothing in this
in the form of a treaty to be ratified by 1;,ublic. I believe the subject has been subsection shall be deemed to modify the
the Senate?
. . so well discussed in the public press, and provisions of section 4 of th!s act, or to proMr. McMAHON. Of course, we must the proceedings of the committee have hibit research activities in respect of ml!ltary
appreciate that this bill deals with been so thoroughly understood, that it is weapons, or to permit tl1e export of any such
equipment or device.
. atomic energy within our own country. not necessary for me longer to trespass
It is 1i1e business of _the executive de-:·. upon the time of the Senate by making a
. On page 47, line _14, after the word
partment, under the Constitution, to more detailed explanation.
"manufacture" insert "produce, or exconduct negotiations looking to interna, I ask unanimous consent, however, to
port.'f
tional arrangements. As . the Senator- have printed in the RECORD at the close
On page 47, line 19, after the word
knows, a very eminent and distinguished of debate as a part of my remarks the "manufacture", ins,ert "production, ex, American, Mr. Bei·nard Baruch, was ap- explanation which I had intended to_ port." .
pointed by the President and confirmed make, had more time been available.
On page 48, line 13, after the word
by the, Senate as our delegate to the
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
"manufacture", insert "production, e;;. United Nations Committee which will objection? The Chair hears none, and it port."
, try to reach an agreement on this sub- is so ordered.
,
On page 48, line 15, after the word
ject. When that agreement is reached- .
<The explanation appears in the REC"manufacture", insert "production, exand may God be willing _that it shall ORD at the conclusion of the debate on port."
. be reached-it will have to come back the bill.)
On page 48, line 23, after the word
. to the Senate for. ratification.
·
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, I close
"manufacture", insert "production, exI may say further that the Speciat my remarks by saying that I hope that
port."
Committee on Atomic Energy has kept we may, with all possible speed, conclude
Ori page 55, lines 5 and 6, strike out
in const:mt touch with the State Departconsideration of this bill. It is my opin"as the Commission may determine" and
· ment and with Mr. Baruch. Next_ week ion that consideration of the matter has
in lieu thereof insert "as may be necesthe committee will confer with Mr. already been delayed too long. I should
sary to effectuate the purposes of this
Baruch for the purpose of discussing his have been delighted if the Commission,
act.''
conclusions with regard. to the exact which is provided for in the bill, had
On page 66, aftElr line 5, insert the folcourse which should be pursued in the been appointed a month ago so that it
lowing new subsection:
coming negotiations.
·
could have been in conference with Mr.
(c) Advisory committees: The members of
Mr. VANDENBERG .. Mr. President, Baruch and with the State Department
the General Advisory Committee established
will the Senator yield?
in aiding and helping in the project of . pursuant to section 2 (b) and the members
. Mr. McMAHON. · I yield.
preparing a proposal for the internaof advisory boards established pursuant to
Mr. VANDENBERG. I should like to
subsection (a) (1) of this section may serve
tional control of atomic energy. When
as such without regard to the provisions of
make one further answer to the Senator the bill has been passed we shall have
sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code
from Nebraska. The point which I wish taken a historic step ih a solution of one
(18 U. S. C., secs. 198 and 203) or section.
to make is a":l utterly fundamental one . of the greatest problems which ever chal19 (e) of the Contract Settlement Act of
and has been, so far as the Senator from
lenged the mind of man. I hope it will
1944,
except insofar as such sections may
Michigan is concerned, ever since the· be found the committee has done its
prohibit· any such member from receiving
bomb was dropped upon Hiroshima.
work we!l, and I trust that Senators can
compensation in respect of any particular
The United Nations Atomic Energy see their way clear to vote for the bill.
matter which directly lnvolvE'S the ComCommittee has been set up under the
mission or in wl1lch the Commission is
Mr. SMITH. Mr. President, will the
directly inte,·ested.
'
action of the General Assembly of the Senator ·yield for a question before he
United Nations. Dming the course of takes his seat?
On 'page 69, line 13, after "4 (bl",
that action the record was clearly and
Mr. McMAHON. Will not the Senator insert "4 (el."
distinctly made that every nation re- permit me to offer several committee
On page 71, strike out lines 13 and 14,
~erves to itself, by its own constitutional
amendments to the amendment now and in lieu thereof insert the following:
process, the approval of the ultimate
pending? They provide for prohibition
(a) The term "atomic energy" shall be
recommendations of the committee.
of the export or the component parts of construed to mean all forms of energy reWhen Mr. Baruch was appointed as
atomic energy production devices. I call
leased in the course of or as a result of
the American member of the United Nanuclear fission or nuclear transformation.
up the amendments.
tions Atomic Energy.Committee, and beThe PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
On :r;age 72, after line 15, insert the
fore lie was confirmed by the Senate, I
amendments will be stated.
following new paragrai;>hs:
sent him a questionnaire in order to be
The CHIEF CLERK. On page 37, after
(f) The term "equipment or device utilizperfectly sure that there· could be no
line 19., it is p1;oposed to insert the fol.lowing fissionable material or atomic energy"
doubt with reference to the subject. One ing new subsection:
shall be construed to mean any equipment
of the questions was the one which has
(e) Manufacture of production facilities:
or device capable of making use of fissionbeen asked by the Senator from Ne- Unless authorized by a license issued by the
able material or peculiarly adapted for makbraska this r.fternoon, and Mr. Baruch's Commission, no person may n1anufacture, ln<? use of atomic 'energy and any important
ca.tegorical reply was that the Senate of -produce, transfer. or acquire any facilities for
co~po~ent part especially designed for such
equipment or devices, as determined by the
the United states must pass upon the the production of fissionable material.
ultims.te treaty which will contain the Licenses ehall be issued in accordance with Commission. such
procedures
as·
the
Commission
may
by
(g) The term "facilities for the producultimate arrangements for the interna-·
regulation establish and shall be issued in
tion of fissionable material" shall be contional control of atomic· energy. and, I
accordance with such standards and upon strued to mean any equipment or device
hope, for the outlawry of its use for
capable of such production and any Imsuch conditions as wlll restrict the producdestructive purposes.
portant component part especially designed
tion and distribution of such facilities to
Mr. WHERRY. I thank the distin(!ffectuate ·the policies and purposes of this for such equipment or devlces,-as determined
guished Senator from Michigan, and also act. Nothing In this section shall be deemed by the Commission.
add my appreciation to the services of

the members of the comrrtittee and its
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The.
Mr. McMAHON. To · those who -go·
question is on agreeing to the amend- down to the Interior Department today,.
ments proposed by the Senator from .. after the passage of the pending bill and
C01inecticut on behalf of the committee file a perfecting ·claim, no compensation ·
to the committee amendment now pend- ·wm be paid for the material itself. In
ing.
· ·
the case of those who have perfected
The amendments to the amendment· claims 011 the public lands, the Commiswere agreed to.
sion would be empowered to make comThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The pensation for the material itself.
question now is on· agreeing to the
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I
amendment of the committee as am talking · about a specific class of
amended.
'
claimants,'namely, claimants who might
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, ·1 possibly, for the purpose of acquiring
regeet very much to rise to ask a ques- private rights have utilized their access
tion at this moment. Perhaps it has to secret information, and their access
2fready been covered, but I observe the to a development which was made pospi·cvision with respect to public lands . sible by the appropriation of billions pf
op. page 43. I am wondering whether dollars of public funds. I cannot believe
';he committee is of the opinion that the that the committee would leave the door
,1nguage appearing thei·e. is sufficiently open to such a raid upon the public dobr::ad to prevent any .person, corpora- main and upon the Public Treasury. Not
tion, or association which may have had, that it may have happened; I have no
anything to do with the atomic project reason to believe· that it ever did happen,
during the war, and which may have ac- but certainly the door should not be left
quired, or sought to acquire, locations or open.
rights, inchoate or otherwise, upon the
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado; Mr. Prespublic domain, from, perfecting such ident, will the Senator from Connecticut
cl2ims, would such claims be barred by yield?
Mr. McMAHON, I yield.
the provision referred to?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. The SenChair will take the liberty of stating that ator Will discover, if he reads carefully
the Senator from New Mexico [Mr. the provisions of the bill, that the GovHATCH] asked the same question of the ernment itself has a complete monopoly
Senator from Connecticut.
· of all fissionable materials.
Mr. McMAHON. All source materials,
lVIr. McMAHON. They would not be
barred.
as well as of fissionable materials.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Such claims would
Jl.1:r. JOHNSON of Colorado. All source
riot be barred?
·
materials. Of course, we could not do
Mr. McMAHON. They would not be violence, and did not care to do violence,
. to anyone who had a claim on the public
barred.
IVIr. O'MAHONEY. I believe that domain, but he cannot market, really,
such claims should be barred, and I shall any of this mi;iterial. There is only one
endeavor to write an amendment which, market, and he has to take the price that
I should like· to present for considera- is offered him by the United States Govtion. I think it is rather difficult to ernment.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I submit that the
conceive that the Senate would be willing to pass a bill which would permit Senator does not concentrate his attenany corporation, association, or indi- tion upon the point I am asking. I have
vidual who participated in· the Manhat- no desire to deprive a person who in good
tan project, or any other project, to take faith made ·a location upon the public
advantage of such participation to .as- domain of the right to complete the locasert rights upon the public domain.
tion, provided such a person was not in
Mr. McMAHON. Perhaps I did not privity with the atomic project. I think
understand the Senator's question. Let any person who was in privity with the
us assume that ,the Vanadium Corp. of atomic project should not. be entitled to
America were digging uranium on the any benefit whatsoever.
public lands 'for. the purpose of sale to
My thought is, Mr. President, that
the Manhattan project. Is that the there should be added at the appropriate
situation the Senator has in mind.
place an amendment which would read
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I have no refer- something like this:
ence to any corporation at all.
Provided, however, That no person, corMr. McMAHON. I understand that; poration, partnership, or assqciation wl1ich
I am merely using that as an illustration had any part, directly or indirectly, !11 the
because the Vanadium Corp. was a sup- clevelop1nent of ,the atomic bomb project,
may benefit by any location upon the public
plier of the Manhattan project. ·
domain taken after su.ch person took part In
If the Senator will read carefully the
the project.
provision written to take care of the
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Mr.
public lands, he will find that if there is
a perfected claim the owner of such President, the r.mendment which the
claim can proceed to prospect it and Senator proposes is not necessary at all
mine it, but when he has separated the because there has been no occasion of
uranium from its place in nature, then that kind._ No corporation or person, up
he must get a license from the Commis- to. the present moment, has made one
sion to move it, and he must sell it to red cent out of the mining of uranium
the Commission. I might say to .the ore.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I ani. not talldng
Senator that all that he is compensated
for is the digging, the exploring, the tak- about what may have been done in the
past; I am talking about what may be
ing of it out of the ground.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. No, compensation done in the future. I know that the air
is allowed for the value of the material was fuil of rumors of efforts upon the
itself?
part of some who w.ere in I>rivlty witb
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the. project to obtain rights upon the
public domain. Whether there is any
basis for those rumors, I know not, but
certainly the amendment which I now
suggest would harm no person who was
in good faith. It wotild deprive no bona
fide locator of any right, and it certainly
would not be . disadvantageous to the
Government. .
,
I suggest that· the' committee accept
the amendment and. take it to conference, so that the.matter may be surveyed.
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Will the
Senator yield to me for a moment?·
. Mr. McMAHON.. I yield.
Mr. JOHNSON · of Colorado. The
holder of such a. claim as the Senator
described cannot make any profit out of
it. He has to·sell all the source material
to the Government at the Government's
price.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. What ofit?
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Who is
going to make any ~'killing" on that kind
of a proposition? It simply is not within
the provisions of the bill for anyone to
make a profit.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, all
I know about the bill ls wl1at I have read
in the report, at which I just glanced,
and in the print which which appears
before us, on_ page 43, I find this language:
All uranium, thorium, and all other matei'lals determined pursuant _to paragraph (1)
of this subsection to be peculiarly essential
. to the production of fissionable material,
contained, in whatever concentration, in deposits in the public lands are hereby reserved
for the use of. the United 'States; except that
with respect to any location, entry, or settlement made prior to the date of enactment of
this act no reservation shall be deemed to
have been made-

Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. "If."
Mr: O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I
thir;tk, perhaps, rather. than by the proposed amendment I dictated while extemporaneously talking about the matter, the idea I have in mind would be
much better by striking out the words
"Prior to the date of enactment of. this
act", and substituting in lieu thereof
''prior to the date of the beginning of any
Government experimentations for the
development of the atomic bomb."
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. The Senator did not finish the sentence he was
reading.
.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Very well, I shall
finish it.
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Beginning with the word "if" in line 13, I wish
the Senator would proceed.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I read:.
Shall. be deeme_d to have been made, if such
reservation would deprive any person of any
existing or inchoate rights or privileges to
which he would otherwise be entitled or
would otherwise enjoy.

In other words, at an:y time from now
on until the bill is signed a right may be·
asserted, and by this language it is protected, no matter ,by whom the right is '
claimed. It may be made by any person
.who participated in the atomic-bomb
project .. Certainly, Mr. President, it is
not the intention of the committee to
grant such a wide-open opportunity for
the exploitation of the public domain.
I certain!~ hope the amendment which I

.
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have suggested will be accepted by the.
Mr. O'MAHONEY.·· 'I can see ·no pos- . terided to protect prospectors upon the
committee and taken to· conference. ,
sibility of it complicating anybody or public domain, shall· be so interpreted
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. I wish
as to permit those who were brought into
anything, because all it does it to say
this project· by the Government ,of the
the Senator would proceed and read at that a person- who was. in privity with
tlle bottom of page 43, beginning with. this great project shall not gain any United States in defense of its life to
the word "any"; I wish he would read
assert title to the public domain?
advantage· thereby, • That is a fundathat language in connection with the mental principle of ethical conduct. If
Mr. President, it seems to me that the
· the amendment which I· have hastily
language which he has just read.
question answers itself. I hope the comdrafted-I do not want to ask the Senate
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Very well.
mittee wiII accept the amendment which
to delay consideration of the bill-is not I originally suggested, and take i.t to conThe Secretary of the Interiorsufficient, or if it is too much, it can be
ference. Let us consider this question.
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. No; begin
perfected in conference. The bill has Let us put the flashlight of public opinion
with the wo·rd "any", at the bottom .of
to go to the House. Now let. it go out
on it. . I cannot understand why the
page 43, in line 25.
· · .
of the Senate with a clear implication
amendment should .be resisted. If no
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Let me read the that we do not want to open the door to
wrong has been done, no one will be inprior sentence so we may an understand
abuses.
.·
.
jured. · If no advantage has been taken
the connection.
·
Mr. MILLIKIN: Mr. President, will
of the Government and of the private
M:r. JOHNSON of Colorado. Ve1y wen.
the Senator yield?
·
and secret knowledge, no one wil~ be
Mr. O'MAHONEY: .
Mr. McMAHON. I yield to the Senharmed. The amendment· which I. sugThe Secretary of the Interior shall cause
ator from Colorado.
gest has only one purpose. It is to proto be inserted ·In every patent, conveyance,
Mr. MILLIKIN. If I understand the
tect the public domain of the United
lease, permit, or other authorization herepurport of the distinguished Senator's
States from exploitation by those who,
after granted to use the public lands or their
suggested amendment, it might put· the
having participated in this project, may
mineral resources, under any of which there
have attempted to go out upon the public
might result the extraction _of any materials. Congress in the position of retroactively
so reserved, a reservation to the United States · destroying the rights which the Senator
domain and acquire rights.
of &.11 such materials, whether or not of comknows a man who has made a valid locaMr. MILLIKIN. Mr. Pr_esident, will
rr,ercial value, together with the right of
tion comes into even against the United
the Senator yield? .
the United States through Its authorized
States Government. If there is a
Mr. McMAHOR I yield.
agents or representatives at any time to enter
fraudulent location, no matter by whom
Mr. MILLIKIN. I should like to sug. upon the land and prospect for, mine, (!.nd
made, then the law has many remedies
gest to the distinguished Senator from
remove the same, making just compensation
for vacating such a location. If the lofor any damage or injury occasioned thereby.
Wyoming that there has been no secret
cation is not fraudulent I know of no way
about the growing value of fissionable
Mr. President, the reading of that senwhereby we can retroactively. exclude a
materials. In Colorado the humble man
, tence to my mind only increases the conman from those rights which he gets
who has taken up a claim and developed
. fusion and proves emphatically the neeven against the United States Governsuch materials has been able to seII them
' cessity for writing into the biII such an ment if he has made a valid location and
for the first time and obtain money for
amendment as I suggest.
has done the otller things required by
them. , He proceeds on· his own expectaMr. JOHNSON of Colorado. The last law to be done .
tions that a certain ore wiII be profitable
. sentence the Senator read pertains to
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Of course the if he can find it, and he locates his claims
land which will be flied upon after the Senator is quite correct. I have no deaccordingly. I do not know of any facts
passage of this measure.
sire to block any such person, b1,1t I do
which would sustain the fear of the disMr. O'MAHONEY. Not at alI. It does have a desire to say in language that
tinguished Senator · from Wyoming.
not say that. It merely says "in every
cannot be misunderstood that any perWhat I am afraid of is this: I do ·not.
patent, conveyance, lease, permit, or son who benefited by the tremendous
believe that we can now say that anyone.
other authorization hereafter granted." · expenditure of public funds, by the ac. who has made a valid location under the
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Yes;
tivities of scientists which were carried
existing standards at the time he made it
"hereafter granted."
on in a patriotic effort to defend the
can be deprived of the location because
M1·. O'MAHONEY. Certainly. But Nation, shall be in a position to make a
he may have had inside information that
the rights which have accrued by allocaclaim after he acquired secret Governsuch a location, if he could find the ore,
tion heretofore are exempted from that ment information. It seems to me outmight be valuable. I appeal to the Senprovision, or else there is no meaning in rageous, Mr. President, that such a posator's wide experience in such matters,
language. By this language a lawsuit is
sibility should be encouraged.
anci suggest that we would be doing
being created.
Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, will
something that is not sound.
Mr. JOHNSON of C.olorado. Will the
the Senator yield?
Mr. O'MAHONEY. The Senator has
Senator proceed and read the rest of the
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
answered himself. I say without any
paragraph,' beginning with the word
Mr. MILLIKIN. I most respectfuIIy
reservation whatsoever that no person
''any."
·
suggest that, it seems to me, if a valid
having inside information-to use the
Mr. O'MAHONEY. What I am unable location has been made we cannot upset
phrase of the Senator from Coloradoto understand, Mr., President, is why.the it by retroactively declaring that because
should be permitted to profit by such
Senator resists a perfectly simple amenda man has been engaged in atomic
inside information, since he secured it as
ment that can cause 110 trouble to any
energy work his location, because of that
the result of the appropriation of bilperson wl10 has acted in good faith. All
fact, retroactively has become fraudulions of doIIars from the Treasury of the
in the world I. want to do is to close the lent. I earnestly suggest to the distinUnited States.
door to a possible wrong, and. certainly guished Senator from Wyoming, who is
Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, will
no member of the committee can take
so well acquainted with our western
the Senator yield?
the position that it is the desire of the mining law, that that is something which
Mr. McMAHON. I y~eld,
committee to permit any person who had would not be warranted.
Mr. MILLIKIN. Every mining prosany part whatsoever in this tremendous
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, the
pector in Colorado who has produced fispublic expenditure for the development
Government of the United States made
sionable material has benefited through
of fissionable materials to assert and
an appropriation and placed it under
the expenditure of Government money
maintain any claim upon the public
the highly secret custody of the Presifor fissionable materials, and they have
domain to deposits of such materials.
dent of the United States to be expended
all acted on the expectation of profit.
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. While I· for the purpose of smashing the atom
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. Mr. President,
have no objection to the Senator's
and developing the atom bomb so as to
will the Senator yield?
amendment, I do not think it is at all protect the very life of the Nation. TB.at
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
necessary. I do not think it wiU add having been done, the scientists of the
Mr. HICKENLOOPER. I further suganything t,o the monopoly which the. Nation, and of the world in some inGovernment already possesses of .the stances, were brought into an organiza- . gest to the Senator from Colorado· that
most of them acted as employees, in one
source materials, and the only fear I
tion to search the country for deposits
capacity or another, of the Manhattan
have of his amendment is that it may of fissionable material. Now shaII we
project. Prospectors were prospec_ting
say that the mining law, which ·was incomplicate other matters.
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for these materials all over the West, use again the phrase used .bY the junior
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I have sent to thefma:nced, in many instances, as I under:- Senator from Colorado-"inside infor- official reporters for the language which
staiid, by the Manhattan project itself. mation.''. I suggest that if. the language .· I dictated ..· It "has not come back.
We would deprive those men of theil· which has been reported by the commitMr. McMAHON. · I myself see ho oblivelihood.
. tee is intended to mean what the junior jection to it:· B:owevei';Iwish to emphaIf the Senator will further yield, I
Senator from Colorado says it ought to .size to the Senator the· fact--·
should like. to suggest another phase. mean, this is the way it ougM to read:
Mr. O'MAHONEY; I know that in
Are we to say to the atomic scientist, in
Except that with respect to· any location,
this bill the committee has exercised
a hastily drawn amendment applying to entry, or settrement, made prior to the date every care to protect· the rights of the
this }Jarticular subject, that as a profes- of enactment of this act no reservation shall
Government. I have the highest adsor in a university in years to come he be deemed to have been made, If such res- miration for the committee mid for the
may not use the information which he ervation would deprive any person, whether great work it has done.
·
was acting as an e.gent of the Govgained in the laboratory? ~re we to say or not he of
· Mr. McMAHON. I thank the Senator
the United States, whether or
to the engineer who worked on the Man- ernment
not he !lad inside information derived from
very much;· but I am not now engaged
hattan project· or the Hanford project, · an appropriation ·made by the Congress of in distributing· orchids either to myself
"You may not, as an eJJ1ployee of priv_ate the United States; of any existing or inchoate or to any other members of the commitindustry, use the engineering techniques rights or privileges wl1lch he may have astee, I merely wish to point out to the
which were developed at Government serted after he became associated with the Senator that the so-called chance for
expense, and which form a part of your atomic project.
great profit which is at the heart and
knowledge and capabilities"? Are we to
The absurdity of such a position is so root of what the Senator is pointing out
say to persons who heretofore have valapparent that I am utterly unable to un- is illusory.
idly, and without fraud, as suggesied by derstand why the members of the comMr. O'MAHONEY. There is nothing
the Senator from Colorado, located prop- mittee resist the suggested amendment.
illusory about It, if I may reply. to the
erties in connection with their business,
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. Mr. senator, because what we are doing here
in .which some uranium may be found,
President, will the Senator yield?
is granting away a title to the public
''\Ve are going to enact a retroactive
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
domain. · 'l'he law which is proposed here
scatute destroying existing legitimate
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. I should may be amended next year. It may be
pl'operty rights"? I do not believe we like to ask t11e Senator from Wyoming if changed
in· many particulars. The limican, unless we want to go into the brai_n he has a proviso which he wishes to in- tations upon
profit may be withdrawn.
of'the scientist and deal with the handisert after the word "enjoy" in line 15. But the title will still be given away.
work ' of the engineer and say to him,
Would he state his amendment in the
The official reporters ·have now fur"You may not use any of your engineerform of a proviso, and what would the nished a copy of the sui;gested amending training or any of the education you language of the proviso be? ,
ment which I stated. It would be to
have obtained in the Manhattan project,
Mr. O'MAHONEY. As I stated to the
simply because you have obtained that Senator, I dictated a suggested amend- add, in line 15, on pag!') 43, after the word
information at Government expense and ment on the floor. Perhaps the official "enjoy" the following provis.o:
Provided, however, That no person, corpoa part of the war effort."
reporter who took down the amendment
partnership, or association which had
I believe that a broad principle is in- will come back and reread. it. I would ration,
any part, directly or indirectly, in the devolved which we should consider very insert it precisely at that point.
velopment of the atomic bomb project may
carefnily. I am convinced that under
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. I am benefit by any location, entry, or settlement
the terms of the bill the ownership of this sure that the committee would not re- upon the public domain made after such
person, corporation, partnership, or associametai and the control over the metal is sist such a proviso.
tion took part· in such project,
so reserved in the Government that I do
Mr. O'MAHONEY. It would be innot see how in the world any company or serted on page 43, line 15, after the word
Mr, CORDON. . Mr. President, will
individual could make a really worththe Senator yield?
"enjoy."
\yl1ile profit from the di~covery or translVIi:. McMAHON. I yield.
Mr. McMAHON. Would it.not be posfer of uranium.
sible to repeat, after the word "enjoy"
Mr. CORDON. I shoul.d like to in·Mr.McMAHON. I may say to the Sen-. language similar to that which appears quire of .the Senator from Wyoming, if
ator from Wyoming that I am no more in line 18, on page 44? It would then I may, whether he believes that the Govanxious than he is, or than anyone else read:
ernment of the United States can, by
is that anyone should profit at the exstatute, take property rights created by a
reservation. would deprive any perp~nse of the Government of the United sonIf such
valid and subsisting mining location .on
of any existing or inchoate rights or
States by taking undue advantage of a ·privileges to which he would otherwise be the public domain?
holding of public land. However, I in- entitlecl or would otherwise enjoy: Provided,
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I
vite the Senator's attention to the fact however, Ti1at no payment made for source do not believe tllat a mining location
that if X corporation, which has been materials, as defined in this act, shall include made under the circumstances which I
supplying uranium to the Manhattan any amount on account of the value of such have described would be a valid mining
project, extended its claims on the pub- material before removar from its place of claim which should be supported.
lic lands for the purpose of obtaining deposit in nature.
Therefore the suggestion of this amendmore uranium to sell to the Government,
Mr. O'MAHONEY. The Senator sugit''would not profit to any appreciable or gests an amendment which does not deal ment is to eliminate law suits. Let us
· measi.irable extent, because the Senator with the point I have in mind. At that close the door. Let us take this amendwill see in section 5, on page 42, that the
point in the bill it would not cover the ment to conference, as I have said over .
and over again.
Commission sets the price. The Commis- defect to which I am referring.
The point I make, Mr. President, is
sion is the sole effective possible buyer.
I invite the attention of the committee
simply that where the people of the
II X company were not to take the price to the fact that at the beginning of subset by the only purchaser in America, the paragraph (7) on page 43 there is an ex- United States have speJ:!t billions of dclGovernment, which price would be based press and I complete declaration of· a lars of public money subscribed by the
on 'the work of getting the material out reservation to the United States of all people of the United States who bought
of the ground, it would not be able to fissionable deposits. That is followed by the bonds and paid the taxes to develop
profit very greatly under the situation an exception. The deposits which are this program and to develop this project,
covered by the eitcepUon are not reserved and where by reason of that expenditure
which the Senator has described.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Why permit the to the United States. My only suggestion they sent their agents out upon the pubpzrson who had inside information to is that there be withdrawn from that lic domain-I say "their agents"; they
exception all claims and locations of are the agents of the people of the United
acquire" the title?
States-then I .say that as to those
What the Senator from Iowa has said whatever kind or character which might
in attempting to compare the situation be made by those who were in privity agents, those possessors of inside information, as the Senator from Colowhich I have· described with that of a with the atomic-bomb project.
Mr. McMAHON. What is the Sena- rado has so· aptly termed them, nothing
scientist is utterly without basis. Of
we write into this blll should undertake
course· there is no analogy whatever. I tor's specific suggestion?

as
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to protect them in obtaining title to the
pulJl!c domain.
·
Mr. l\IcA!IAHON. Mr. President, let me
say to the Senator that there is no member of the committee who wants any unfair a;ivantage to accrue to anyone who
toolc part in the Manhattan project.
Neith~r do we want any unfair penalties
to be apJ)lied.
'I'he argument the Senator makes·
which appeals most to me is that he has
offered a suggestion which he believes is
necesJary to safeguard the public interest. Perhaps the suggestion is a good
one; perhNJS it is not. Fersonally, I
should like to study it further. I should
be quite willing, personally, to accept
the arr,endment, so that we can study it
fo:-t,,er and talk it over with the Senator
when v,e get into c:mference on the bill.
NJ:r. O'MAHONEY. That is precisely
wl":r.t I am suggestjng.
Mr. MILLIKIN. Mr. President, will
the Sena tor yield?
Mr. ?.[cMAHON. I yield.
Mr. MILLIKIN. I should like to make
my position a little clearer. I am in accord with every ethical sentiment the
S:mator from W:voming has expressed.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I am sure of that.
Mr. ,-,IILLIKIN. I would no more go in
the face of those sentiments than either
of us would go in the face of the Ten
Commandments.
My point is simply that we cannot
retroactively attach the quality of fraud
to rnmething that was not ·fraudulent.
If at tl1e time of the location of a claim,
locating· it by inside information, under
the circumstances described by the Senator, was fraudulent, then the claim is
fn.uctulent without our sa:ving anything
about it. If it was not fraudulent, there
is nothing we can say about it now that
would 1~1al-:e it fraudulent then.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. Mr. President, I
will say to the Senator from Colorado
that in the history of the development of
the West, many a claim jumper paid for
taking advantage of inside information
by dangling at the end of a rope or
standing before a pistol in the hands of
an outraged principal.
Mr. GURNEY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?
M:r. McMAHON. I yield.
I'1·1r. GURNEY. At the time when the
Senate temporarily laid aside the selective-service bill, which had been made
the unfinished business for consideration toda:v, there was something of an
agreement that consideration of the
atomic-energy bill would take only a
certain length of time. That time has
pass·ed, I may say, and we still have to
consider today the agricultural appropriations bill.
So I suggest now that it might be
proper to set aside temporarily the pending bill, when those who are most interested could get together on an amendment which they could later, after consideration of the agricultural appropriation bill is concluded, submit for the concurrence of the entire Senate. I make
that suggestion in good faith, because the
originai agreement was, I am sure, entered into in good faith by all of us.
Mr. McMAHON. I say to 'the Senator
from South Dakota that I think we are

fairly near a final vote on the· bill: I believe it will take only a few minutes
more.
If the Senator . from Colorado ·wm
concur in the suggestion I made to the
Senator from Wyoming, I think we could
adopt it.
'
·
M:r. :WiILLIKIN. Mr. President, . will
the Senator yield? ·
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
Mr. MILLIKIN.. I think it is of the
utmost importance,· ah,10st of vital importance, that this bill pass the Senate
promptly and go to the House of Representatives and be passed by the House
of Representatives and become the law.
I understand, and I do not think we
should violate the agreement which permittEd the Senate to consider this bill
at this time. It ls my opinion that if
we do not. pass the bill on this occasion
we probably shall not pass It prior to the
summer recess of Congress.
.
So, merely ·to· get it out of the way,
and although I am in complete disagreement with the theory of the Senator from
Wyoming, but not with the ethics involved, I am willing to accept the proviso in the hope that the conference will
eliminate the amendment, so that we
may not have a new crop of litigation,
which we hope to avoid by this bill.
Mr. McMAHON. I thank the Senator.
Mr. MURDOCK. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield to me?
Mr. McMAHON. I yield.
Mr. MURDOCK. I thin!~ the matter
is too important to pass over hurriedly.
In my opinion, the Senate of the United
States simply should not, for the sake
of expediency, adopt an amendment
which would be retroactive as to vested
rights.
I agree largely with what the Senator
from Wyoming has said; but when rights
are vested under any law of the United
States, as they have been vested, according to the statement of the Senator from
Wyoming, then how-can we, as the Senator from Colorado has well pointed out,·
by statute do anything about them? I
am a little surprised that any Senator
would ask, for the sake of expediency or
anything else, that the Senate put its
stamp of approval upon that type of
legislation.
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, I
should like to answer the Senator from
Utah, if I may, with the permission of
the proponent· of the amendment, by
saying that if the theory of the Senator
from Wyoming is correct, namely, that
as a result of the acquisition of inside
information persons went out on the
public lands and flied claims for future
use and for future development I do not
thinlc that with regard to the legalities
of the situation we are doing any violence to the laws based on ethics as to the
amount of profit which such a proponent
of a claim may have.
Mr. MURDOCK. Mr. President, I will
say to the Senator that we may have a
perfect right, so far as fissionable material is concerned, to reach out and take
it when it becomes personal property of
the miner who has located the claim.
But if we take the position today that
we can retroactively destroy a vested
title or a vested possessory right merely
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·. for the sake of expediency, then we can
do it on any occasion for the sake of expediency. Mr. President, I simply do not
believe the Senate of the United States
•should engage in that type of legislation,
regardless of ethics or anything else.
Mr. FERGUSON and other Senators
addressed the Chair.·
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Does the
Senator from Connecticut yield; and, if
so, to whom?
Mr. McMAHON; I yield first to the
Senator from· Michigan.
l\'fr. FERGUSON. Mr. President, it
appears to me that we should take a little more time and should devote a little
more atteritlon·to the problem now before
the Senate; namely, this amendment.
I agree wholeheartedly that if any person, corporation, part:.:iershlp, or association by fraud has acquired land or
property rights in our public domain,
we have the power, under this amendment, to take those rights from him. If
one has committed a fraud upon the
Government by entering upon the public domain and obtaining rights, he
should not be entitled to them. If he
has, however, at the time he acquired
his rights obtained them legally under
the law, we should not attempt to take
them away without due process of law.
We cannot by the adoption of this
amendment take away such rights legally acquired merely because the person
who acquired them was an emplo:vee. To
do so would be taking private property
without just compensation in violation of
the fifth amendment of the Constitution which provides, in part, "nor shall
private property be taken for public use,
without just compensation."
This bill could not take away legally
vested rights without just compensation, and what is just compensation is a
judicial and not a legislative question.
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. Pi"esident, I am
sorry that I cannot yield any further
time to the Senator. I am working under a limitation of time.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, a parliamentary inquiry.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The
Senator will state it.
Mr. HATCH. Vv"as a unanimous consent reached limiting the time of speakers?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. No such
unanimous-consent agreement has been
reached.
Mr. McMAHON. There was, however,
a statement on behalf of the senior.Senator from Michigan and myself to the
majority leader, and to the Senator from
South Dalrnta, and the Senritor from
Georgia, to the effect that we belieYed we
would be able to conclude action on the
bill within 2 hours. I ask unanimous
consent that we have until 3 o'clock to
discuss further the matter and see if we
cannot come to a conclusion.
Mr. RUSSELL. Mr. President, I am
willing to withhold any demand for tho
regular order until 3 o'clock, but if we
. cannot reach a vote on the bill by then,
. I shall demand the regular order so that
I may be in position to move th!it the
Senate take up and consider the agricultural appropriation bill.
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Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado.'. Mr. Pres- hand down to our children and our children"s
ident, will the Senator yield?·
·: . .,: ·· children.
.
Mr. McMAHON.· I yield. :
· · · . It Is now, In the· infancy of the atomic
age, that. the form of the future .will be
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado.· Mr; Presshaped.· it is· now; before ·the atomic fire
ideht; I have tried to· consider the
grows too hot, that we can make the mold
amendment offered by the Senator from
and pour the steel which will l1arden into set
\Vyoming [Mr. O'l\:IAHONEY] within the
patterns of thought and behavior. It ls now
few minutes at my disposal. I see no
while the age of atomlc··povier stretches beharm in· the amendment, because there
fore us, lilce an undeveloped continent, that
simply is no such case as he describes.
we can still set our compass by the .light of
He is trying to cover what is only a
human lntelllgence and decide In which
directions humanity wlll travel.
theory. Therefore, I see no harm in
Although the problem of controlling the
accepting the amendment and allowing
use of etom!c energy Is one which fronts the
it to go to conference. I agree whole- ·whol3 world, It Is particularly an American
heartedly with what my co11eagtie has
problem for we wrought It and we were the
said, and with what has been said by
first .to use It. The responsibility may be
the Senator from Michigan. But inasgreat, but than!( God that responsiblllty Is
much .. as the amendment is entirely
ours and not that of our recent military ad"
versarles.
harmless, I see no reason why it shou)d
In the light of that responsibility this
· not be agreed to.
body established a special committee, sent It
The PRESIDING OFFICER Will the
out to study the problem, and instructed it
Senator from Connecticut state whethe1•' to return with some answers. That comor not the committee accepts the amendmittee Is now reporting back. It has studied
ment which has been offered by the senc
the problems and It ls providing the best
ator from Wyoming [Mr. O'MAHONEY]?
answer It Is c;ipable of giving. It ls unanlMr. McMAHON. We accept the ' mously recommending the immediate pasamendment.
sage of S. 1717, 118 amended in committee.
Mr. O'MAHONEY. I thank the Senator.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the amendment
offered by the Senator from Wyoming
[Mr. O':i'.'IAHONEYl.
The amendment was agreed to. •
(The explanation of Senate bill 1717 ,
for the development and control of
/ 2.tomic energy, submitted by Mr. McV lVit.HON, and ordered to be printed in the
REconn at the close of the debate on the
bill, is as follows:)
Mr. President, In delivering my remarks on
tl1e pe,1C!ing b111, I would appreciate being
permitted to proceed without interruption
until I conclude. I ask this because the bill
under discussion deals with a subject which
is not only new but extremely teclmlcal and
difilcu!t. In addition, the blll is so much of
one piece that the significance of its various
parts may be apparent only In the light of
the whole and, therefore, can be explained
clearly if I nm permitted to describe the
whole bill, without stopping to answer questions. If the Senators have any questions
when I get through, I shall be glad to answer
them to the best of my ablllty.
THE PROBLEM

Mr. President, on August 6, 1945, a single
American plane flew over Hiroshima, in
,Japan, and dropped a single American-made
bomb.
That bomb destroyed the. city,
lcnocked Japan out of the war, and served
notice en the world that aclence had at last
harnessed "the basic power of the universe"
and made available to man the giant force
of atomic energy-for good or for evil. In
war it had given us the most fearful of weapons. In peace it might bring us greater
freeclom than we had dared dream of before-,.
greater freedom from toll, from hunger, and
from disease.
In the blinding flash of that· bomb men
· saw the birth of a new era In the history
of civilization. When the smoke and the
dust had settled over the rubble men discerned in the red sky above the ruins the
shape of a huge question mark: What can
be done to control this powerful giant of the
split personality?
Today, almost a year later, this problem
Is still with us. In the light of its Importance, all other problems seem Insignificant,
for ·011 our answer depends not only whether
we go on living, but more Importantly,
whether or not we have any civilization to

COMMITTEE WORK

Mr. President, your committee did not take
Its taslc lightly. Impressed with the gravity
and the magnitude of the Job to be done, it
labored long and arduously at the task as~lgned to ·It by the Senate.
In acquiring a background of Information
and In the consideration of legislation, the
committee hrnt in almost daily session from
November 27,' 1945, through April 11, 1946.
It listened to well over a million words of
testimony In open and e:{ecutivo sessions
from more than 100 witi,esscs. In conformlty witl1 the democratic process, it also
gave consideration to points of view expressed by citizens and their organizations In
more than 70,000 letters, telegrams, petitions,
and resolutions which were · addressed dir·ectly to the committee, 111 addition to those
sent to its individual members.
Instead of bcc,innin:s Itri work with consideratlon of specific legislation, the committee held public hearings of a {leneral nature
111 order to acquire the scientific background
and the haslc technical fact& necessary to
an understanding of the problems Involved.
In a procedure which has heen described as
·"unique In the history of congrnss," commlttee members literally went to school to
the only people who knew the answers--tl,e
men who had split the atom, released atomic
energy and made the atomic bomb-the
scientists. Perhaps never In the history of
eclucatlon have pupils gone to school to a
more distinguished and more cooperative
faculty, for the men of science had looked
upon their handiwork, they were filled with
fear, and they wanted us to understand·why.
As they taught us what they lmew, as they
revealed to us what they had done, their
rear communicated Itself to us, too. "There
are men living." we were told by Dr. Edward
U. Condon, Director of the National Bureau
of Standards and scientific adviser to the
committee, "who know hov, to make a single
bomb as destructive as 1,000,000 10-ton
blockbusters. One such bomb, dropped on
Washington or any other major city, may be
expected to destroy its buildings utterly and
wipe out Its population."
In consldera1;1on of such testimony, and
the testimony of scientific and military experts who had carefully measured what was
left of the atomlzecl cities of Japan, we would
have been less than human had we failed to
extend our Imaginations from Hiroshima to
Hartford, from Nag11Sakl to New York.
Nor could we find any comfort in the
Imowledge that the monopoly we now hold
In the production of atomic weapons Is pre-
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carious and certain ·to be short-lived. But
most alarming of all was the conviction
brough.t home to us by. the scientists; and
confirmed·. by our military witnesses, that
there Is no real mllltary defense against the
atomic bomb, nor Is any defense in sight.
Having bombs of our own may give us the
satisfaction of knowing that if some other
nation wipes out our cltles, we can wipe out
theirs. That may be a grim sort of satisfaction, but it ·1s not security.
The words of the great blind poet of
Paradise. Lost became meaningful for us:
"What If the breath that kindled thote grim
.
fires,
Awaked, should blow them into sevenfold
rage,
And plunge us lri the flames?"
Mr. President, when there Is .no milltary defense against a military weapon, then men
must look elsewhere for their safety. The
more we studied the problem the ·more it
became obvious that our true security must
rest on a much broader foundation than
purely mllltary might.
To be secure we need economic and Industrial strength.
To be secure we need scientific advancement and achievement.
To be secure we need a people strong,
healthy, and prosperous In the enjoyment
of the fruits of such aclllevement.
To be secure we need a people :whose patriotic fiber Is fortified through constant
reiµforcement of their traditional forms of
clvlllan government and their free Institutions.
To be secure we need an International
control strong enough and effect! ve enough
to keep war out of the world, entirely.
As the mass of evidence accumulated· before' the committee, it became apparent to
us that our need for security In this dangerous age of atomic weapons, and our desire
as a people to share In the benefits which
atomic energy might bring to our dally lives.
were not antithetic but, on the contrary,
were collateral.
our desire to put the powerful giant of
atomic energy to work for the common go6d
grew more and more Impatient with the
1·eallzation that we now have in our hands
keys to health and plenty in a world that is
rife with disease and starvation. How could
we stop our ears to the cries of agony all
around us, knowing that every day of delay
In deciding what to do about the uses of
atomic energy ls a needless prolongation of
human suffering In our own land and across
the face of the earth? Last year one cf
every nine of all the men and women who
died In the United States,· died c;f cancer.
This terrible scourge takes a toll year by
year far in excess of the worst of our military casualties. In 1943, we had five times
as many deaths from cancer as from combat.
Yet the scientists tell us that radioactive
Iodine can be used to treat thyroid cancer,
that radioactive strontium can treat bone
tumors and that phosphorus made radioactive Is a specific for leukemia.
We know that the availability of cheap
radioactive materials maims them a promising researcl1 tool in fields of mcdlclne, biology, chemistry, metallurgy, botany, and
other sciences, as well as in industrial applications of these sciences.
The scientists assured us, too, that radioactivity can be used, In conjunction with detecting instruments, to map underground oil
pools, to speed Industrial .analysis of metals
in steel plants· or refineries, to replace expensive X-ray apparatus in the analysis or
testing of large metal 'pieces, to trnce a
specific molecule through a cl1emical reaction, to Investigate the complex structure
and properties of organic chemicals, to discover how therapeutic drugs work, to study
plant growth and ,photosynthesis, to follow
a liquid through a maze of pipes, to trace the
1
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course of underground water, and in a host
of )the:- applications.
1

The possibilities. of this new energy as a
sour1Je of power are tremendous. The heat
rele::.sed fro1n time to tilne during the opera-

tio:1s c, Hanford, Wash., raised perceptibly
the tem])ernture of the Columbia River.
What could this kind of energy, properly
harnessec:, do for us In our daily lives, in the
heating and lighting of our cities, In running
engmes and turbines? What could It do
this ene:-g;y-releaslng uranium, this portabie'.
pac:<ageC: source of power, if it were introduced in tloose rich and remote regions o!
the e2rth now far removed from sources of
power? The possibilities are almost beyond
imagination, but the scientists assured our
committee, they will certainly come to pass
withm our own lifetimes if free development
m atomic energy is able to continue.
Knowing all this llealth and wealth and
happiness for our people Is at our fingertips.
I ask you, Mr. President, how could we do
otl;erwise than apply ourselves with vigor
anr! determination to the devising of the con1,ro!s wl11ch will release this flood of Godgiven ciOOclness to a world in dire need?

It wa8 indeed fortunate in the framing
ol' such controls through the writing of this
bill, tilat the means to greatest national security coincided- so lnrgely with the desire
of the committee to foster and promote research and development for the benefit of
all the people. The scientific advancement
which will give us these benefits, wlll also
make us strong and secure.
In this day and age the thin<> which w!ll
bring us the greatest measure of security Is
to give our scientists the green light. To
have them move forward, advancing the endless frontiers of science, developing new
sources of power, and new ways of using
power. To help them in every possible way
to keep for America the lead v:e now have
in tl1e race for knowledge, which ls tl1e only
reRl source of .power and the only real guarantee of freedom, For today, as in the time
of our Lord, the road to freedom Is illuminated by the words: "And ye shall know the
truth anti the truth shall make you free."
Today, more than ever, security ls something dynamic.
In the final analysis, however, we can have
complete and perfect security only 111 a world
without war. And such a world can be
brought about only through international
cooperation and control among nations determined to preserve the peace.
· Mr. President, as Jong ago as September 6
1945, only 1 month after the bomb fell on'.
Hiroshima, I publicly urged internntional
control over atomic weapons. And I have
found no reason since then for changing my
mind. This bill, which you are being urged.
to enact Into law, was specifically written to
give ma:,imum eliect to policies agreed to by
tlie United States and formulated by international agreement for the control of atomic
energy.
Just what forms ·such international agreements should take it ls not the function of
this bill to determine, for it is confined entirely to domestic controls. -However, to
avoid e,ny future conflict between domestic
and international controls the bill provides
for future changes nnd maims agreements
automatically become void.
T,1.e committee's studies made it apparent
th:1t rlomestic legislation would have to be
provided which did three things:
?int. Give the country the greatest security.
Secondly, make ava!lable to the people the
benefits of atomic science and its appllcauons.
~
And, thirdly, promote a~d facllitate international cooperation for th control of atomic
energy.
Mr. President, It is my incere conviction
that S. 1'"117, as a1nGndcd a d as unanimously

appro,ecl by the committee accomplishes t11e

job which needs to be done. It does this, in
the opinion of the committee, in the most
efficient, most effective, and most far-sighted
manner possible.
I would now like to examine the bill in the
light of these objectives.
I turn first to a consldera t!on of the powers
granted the org:miza tion set up in this bill.
Throughout my consideration I beg the Senators never for a moment to forget that these
legal powers are being granted to equip a
strong organization for controlling a physical power thn t can remake or destroy the
world.
POWER TO CONTilOL

This b!ll takes strong measures to protect
us against a great menace. First of all, It
prohibits any private ownership of the explosive material In an atomic bomb, the socalled "fissionable" material. It absolutely
p~ol11bits export of such material and pro!nb1ts Its Import by private persons. It prolublts private ownership of facilities producing this material. It prohibits private
patents on production processes or on m!lltary devices using atomic energy. It prohibits unauthorized dissemination of Information regarding production processes or
regarding uses of atomic energy that have
military Importance. The production and
ownership of this explosive material is to
re~t _exclusively in the Atomic Energy comm1ss1on established in tills bill. The Commission Is to hold all patents on production
processes and on military devices, paying
just compensation to Inventors and patent
owners. The Commission alone Is permitted
to release information from the restricted
category set up !11 the bill and to permit Its
free cl!ssem!natlon.
.
In. approving this bill our committee agreed
unanimously on the powers granted. They
are the minimum powers necessary to protect this Nation, this city, this JJUl!d!ng Itself against an atomic bomb manufactured
within our own borders, or from tl1e misuse
of Information or material In our possession.
Is there anyone among you who will contend that the times are now so propitious,
the world so well-intentioned, and America
so supremely secure that we can permit any
Tom, Dick, or Harry to play ball with tl1e
sturr annihilation Is made of? When a push
lmtton may destroy a city can we afford to
leave such buttons in private hands? If not,
then we cannot allow private persons to own
the facil!t!es for producing fissionable material.
Would you allow anyone to own the rights
to an atomic ,veapon now?
This bill prevents anyone from holding
patents on the explosive material in atomic
weapons.
Would you spread before the world the
blueprints of the atomic bomb now?
This bill keeps military information secret
until its release can no longer injure our
national security.
Furthermore, by providing that only the
Atomic Energy Commission shall own and
operate tlic plants producing fissionable material and atomic bombs, the blll Insures
that current production processes are known
Intimately only by Government workers or
by the employees of firms under clirect Government contract.
Even if these provisions occasioned financial loss to many private persons, even if
their enforcement required the confiscation
of extensive properties, mortal danger would
still provide the grim necessity for their
enactment. In fact, 11owever, these provisions simply extend powers already held by
the Government and they continue a Iegar
situation which already exists.
Atomic energy was developed by the people's money, $2,500,000,000 of it. The Government now owns all fissionable materials
and the plants where these materials are
made. The Government guards tl1ose plants
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and· the technical Information about them
as secrets of national importance. To main:
ta!n· these tights· of ownership and the
essentials of these secrecy provisions under
the Atomic Energy Commission does violence
to no one., It is not merely a step toward
the conversion of our atomic energy installations to peaceful purposes; It ls a necessary
measure to Insure tl1elr continued development and operation for aII purposes.
The contention which I made at the outset
of this speech, that this bill provides first
of all for the security of this Nation, would
be a. mere bundle of hollow, words if these
provisions were any less strong or less comprehensive. These provisions for a Government monopoly over the information, the
patents and the productive facilities required
for making fissionable material and over the
material itself, the patent provisions and
those controlling information, are lnsepara•
ble from one another. They are made to
support and reinforce one another. Together they constitute our only Immediato
defense.
If anyone should say to me, "Such controls are extensive," I will agree with him.
But if he should say to me, "Such controls
are more extensive than necessary," then I
will be forced to conclude that he has not
real!zed, or has forgotten, the power of the
atomic bomb. And I would want to paste up
on tl1e Inside of his brow, where his mind
could always see It, the sobering slogan: "Remember Hiroshima!" And to this I would
add that the atomic barn!) of Hiroshima is
but a model T version. The scientists who
made the bomb testified before our committee that the atomic bomb of the future mav
be a thousand times more powerful, may lciil
or mnlm everyone within 5 miles of wl1ere it
strikes, and may affect every building within
40 m!les. So far as we know now, such a
bomb has not yet been bu!lt, but the scientists tell us it ls perfectly feasible.
I have said that S. 1717 provides, first of
all, for the national secul'ity. I have shown
!1ow the b!ll contains the controls necessary
to avert immediate and sudden catastrophe.
But the committee In approving s. 1717 was
not so short-sighted as to think that we can
achieve security by stagnation. A Government monopoly protects .us only from dangers within our own borders. But any nation In time can learn our secrets-If not
from us, then from that same boolc of Nature
from which we learned· them. We can be
secure only by everlasting progress. This bill
provides the means for tl1e continuous development of atomic energy In all its aspects
and applications.
The Atomic Energy Commission, as organized In the bill, ls perhaps, first of all, a production agency. It ls the agency empowered
to produce materials releasing ato1nic energy

.and to make them Into mil!tary weapons, if
needed. There Is nothing unusual in tl1is
as~ignment of duties.

In time of peace, and

for the most part in wartime too, the tas:,
of production is a civilian job. Production
has never been a military function, and it is
not a job for which military men are well
equipped. The Atomic Energy Commission
will in this bill bear roughly the same relation to the Army and Navy's procurement
programs that any pr!'vate industry-the
steel, or the automotive industry, for instance-has always borne. It will receive orders for fiss!oneble material and for atomic
weapons from the Commander in Chief of the
armed forces, the President; it will fi!l those
orders; it w!ll deliver on those ordern as
authorized by the President.
Like any good production agency. the Commission is also charged in Its other divisions
with research and development; it can devise
new techniques of production; it can assist
the armed forces· In devising new weap:ms.
Production and research in production, military work and research on military weapons
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are activities of the organization which complement and strengthen one another. . The
b!ll establ!shes a Division of Mll!tary Appllcations in which mllltary research .is to be
carried on, but nothing in this bill· prevents
any other person or agency In .the United
States frcm developing new designs for
atomic weapons. The Atomic Energy Commission is expressly directed, under sec tlon
3 of this bill, to encourage such research by
-gr,\nts of money ·and loans of facll!tles and
equipment, The only restrictions ·on military worlc apply to.the manufacture of atomic
weapons and to the use and manufacture of
at?mlc explosives.
FREEDOM OF RESEARCH

Mr. President, If our national security de-··
pei,ded merely upon our progress In the military arts, if tllis bill could stand or fall. on
how well It protects and promotes this progress, if simple ,,mllltary strength had been
all our committee was concerned with, our
tasl, would !rave been simple indeed and we
would have' reported a bill back to you
montl1s ago'. For surely nothing that makes
for mllitai·y strength Is lacking from · the
pro·;isions · I have been discussing.
But the fact is-and I cannot repeat It too
often-this blll is not ,a good bill because of
the precautions it takes, ]?ecause of the controls it establishes, because of the llmita'tions it places on free development of atomic
energy. This bill ls· a good bill because of
the ireedom it allows and because of the
enccuragements it gives to this development.
Let me read from sec.tiJ)n-,1 of the bill:
"Accordingly, it Is hereby declared to be
the policy of the people of tile United States
that, subject at all times to the paramount
objectives of assuring the common defense
ancl security, the development and utilization of atomic energy shall, so far as practicable, be directed toward Improving the
public welfare, Increasing the standard of
living, strengthening free competition . In
private enterprise, anfl p~omotlng world
peace.

"(b) Purpose of act: It is the purpose of
this act to effectuate the policies set out In
section 1 (a) by providing, among others, for
the following major programs relating to
atomic energy:
" ( 1) A program of assisting and fostering
private research ancl development to encourage muximum scientific. progress;
"(2) A program.for t11e control of scientific
and technical information which will permit
the dissemination of such Information to encourage scientific progress, and for the sharing on a reciprocal basis of Information concerning the practical Industrial application
of atomic energy as soon as effective and enforceable safeguards against its use for destructive purposes cau be devised;
"(3) A program of federally conducted research and development to assure the Government of adequate scientific and technical
accomplishment.''
There follow the other programs of the blll
directed toward assuring the national security through
atomic-energy control.
Throughout the bill, provision Is made 'for
indepenclent work by private individuals and
for encouragement of this :work by the commission. Let me ·mention a few sections
where these features are most obvious.
Along with the organ12:atlon's own researc,1 conducted under Its division of research. the bill provides In section ~for assistance of all sorts to the research of other
Government agencies, of private academic
institutions and Industrial establishments.
The Atomic Energy Commission Is authorized
and directed to give financial assistance and
loans of equipment .and facllltles for such
research. In the dlstrlubutlon of fissionable
material under s~o~, It Is to give priority
'to applicants requiring this material In research.
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DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION
. uranium ores from which the fissionable material is made. · This material Is at the founProviding a progral'ii, for the control of
dation of. all. atomic energy production. A
·scientific and technical Information was one
supply of this material Is Indispensable to the
· of the most difficult <lf the problems which
Atomic: Energy. Commission's production
came before the committee. ·-we were faced
program .. To keep track of our supplies cf
with a dilemma; To provide, on the one
this
material and to prevent their export or
hand, for our lmmeqlate military security,
diversion
Into unauthorized channels, s.
and, on the pther hand, for the freedom
1717 requires that all .transfers of source
necessary for scientific research and develop•
material be licensed by the Commission. To
ment on wl11ch our long-range national secu,
assure an adequate supply of source material
rlty depends.
for
the Commission's production program,
It became apparent In the early etages of
the· bill enables the Commission to acquire
our work that existing legislation was Inadestocks ·of this material or l?,nds containing
quate to protect those secrets whlcl1 all
deposits of this maljerlal by purchase or
agreed should be safeguarded. Under the
through exercise of the right of eminent doEspionage Act, an ·agent niay be prosecuted
main. Title to source materials ,on public
for the transmittal of secret docume;nts, but
lands ls reserved to the Commission and the
the transmittal of "Information" as such Is
Commission ls authorized to make Investiganot limited ·by that act. Thus, accotdi.ng to
tions to determine the existence of deposits
the Attorney General's office, a foreign agent
of this material on private property but ls
could receive or transµ,.lt top-secret Infornot authorized to explore on private property
mation concerning the atomic bomb and not
without the owner's consent. Thus far tho
sufier any consequpnces.
bill goes-and no farther. There Is no subBwause of the Immediacy of the problem
stantial Interference in this bill with the
and the changing nature of the types of
rights of private mining Interests. It Is not
Information to be safeguarded, amending the
the Intent of the committee to authorize the
Espionage Act was not the answer. Neither
Commission to engage in mining operations
was It to be found In trying to draw, by
in competition with private mining activity
legislation, a dlst11ictlon between "basic sciunless such operations are necessary to Inentific information" and "related technical
sure to the Commission a--£Upply of source
information." It would be possible to emmaterials ade,quate for carrying out Its duties
power the Commission to Issue regulations
and responslbllltles under the provisions of
on what information can and cannot be freethe bill. There Is no discouragement to the
ly disseminated, but there were objections
indl-,ldunl private prospector who, as Senator
to this method; constitutional guaranties of
MILLIKIN has reminded us, goes out witl1
free speecli and press might be endanger~d;
nothing else but "beans, bacon, ancl Indethe Commlss.lon would be empowered to act
pendence" and on whom the real burden of
arbitrarily and capriciously and a heavy burdiscovery of our mineral deposits 11as always
den would be placed on everyone to become
rested. ·
familiar with all the changing regulations of
FREEDOM OF INVENTION
the Commission.
How, then, could the problem be solved?
There Is a third great area In the developThe committee became convinced that
ment of ato~lc energy which this bill keeps
customary legislative devices could not suffree. This is the development of devices
fice and only after much bard work was
using atomic energy for peaceful purposes.
the solution evolved which would obviate
There Is no restriction in this bill on private
all the difficulties I have mentioned.
Invention.
Section 10 of the blll estabiishes certain
Patent rights are preserved for invention
categorffilrof information which are desigand discoveries that will bring into our dally
nated as restricted data. Briefly, one who
lives the wonderful benefits that atomic
transmits or receives restricted data with inenergy promises. Certain limitations are put
tent to Injure the United States or Intent
on these patent rights, It Is true. In parto give advantage to a foreign power wlll be
ticular, It Is provided that the Congress shall
subject to a penalty of not more than 20
have the opportunity to legislate before any
years' imprisonment; $20,000 fine, or both.
economically revolutionary device Is put on
One who transmits such information with
the market. This Is only a sensible, necessary
reason to believe that his action wlll have ·provision to protect our economic system
against sudden upheaval. It is only a recogsuch a consequence is subject to a penalty
nition of the, revolutionary possibilities of
of not more than 10 years' imprisonment,
atomic energy and the need to retain in times
$10.0~0 fine, or bot11.
of sudden change the firm hand of con· The Commission Is empowered to withgressional control.
draw, from time to time, ·any data which may
rt Is provided, too, that where the patent
be published without adversely affecting the
monopoly of any device using fissionable
common defense and security. Thus, the
material
would be Inimical to the purposes
outside limits of the crime have been affirmaof this bill, the Atomic Energy Commission
tively established, placing everyone on notice
may make the device available by licenses to
as to what !<Inds of Information are classified.
the general public, with payment of royalties
It will then be a simple matter to find out
whether any particular piece of information to the patent owner. This provision constitutes no restriction on the operation of
has been withdrawn from the restricted cateour system of private enterprise under free
gory. The Commission's withdrawal power
comp~tltlon. It Is necessary Indeed to precan only reduce-It cannot enlarge-the
vent monopoly and to promote free comscope of the cr\me.
petition. It Is necessary to malte generally'
Section 10 also establishes .the Commission
available, for example, devices using fissionas the top authority In the Government with
able material In hospitals for the cure of
reference to what will or will not remain as
cancer. Surely If one believes In the pur· restricted data, except In any case where a
poses of this act, he can raise no objections
decision of the Commission concerning lnto patent provisions that are expressly deform.atlon Is appealed by the Military Liaison
signed to effectuate those purposes. The
Committee through the Secretary of War or
Important thing to remember is that this
secretary of the Navy to the President.
blll provides incentives to Inventors In the
Section 10 satisfies the needs of both mlll·
form
of financial rewards and wherever postary security and scientific progress and ls
sible in the form of traditional patent rights.
consequ.ently acceptable to military men and
This bill puts no damper on that private
scientists alike.
Inventive genius which has helped to make
FREE MINING PRIVILEGES
our country powerful and rich and wh!ch
In section 6 of the bill, provision ls made
Is one source· of our future security· and
for the""'"ccmtrol of source materials, the
we.alth.
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:Mr. ?rcsldcnt, I hnve ·~;aken cons1Ucrtft.!o
·time in cxpound!ng the pl1llosophy iJchi.:.;c'.
thl5 bill-showing what it oeel::s to do nnd
why, But I have as yet, said nothing about
the means to nccompllsh HG alms-the In- ·
strument for d0l:1g the Job. That lnstm::coant is the organization which thlo bill
·,1)uid bring Into being. Tills organization Js
'20t only the most efficient and· e!Iectlvc lnstruoent for doing the job to be done-it Is,
,n fact, part and parcel of the objectives o!
~he lllll. The committee, after months of
study, could llnd no other way to protect
:.1.:·.t'.:.or:.~l s~::u:·!ty. foster sclent!D.c udvo.11cc ..
:2:."': ,t ~or a prosperous economy and promo to
i:cs.;:·:w.t!onal cooperation for control or
4to::·,;c energy wlllle nt the same thne pre•
se,·vug and strengthen.Ing our traditional
fol'ma 2nd institutions of government.
i:..eI me begin my explanation or this organizational structure by going at once to
the very heart of !t---the, Atomic· Energy
Commission.
THE COMMISSION

To accomplish objectives as broad as these,
in a field of lrnman activity as new and compl!catecl as atomic energy, to handle powers
as extensl ve as required Is a task demanding
the full-time attention of wise, experienced
and independent men. The committee, seeing the problem in this light, rejected all
proposals for an Atomic Energy Commission
which might become a conglomeration of
part-time representatives of special groups.
To make policies a!Iecting our lives, our safety, and the whole shape and substance of
our future demands constant attention to
the whole problem of atomic energy in our
society. This is no job for part-time executives or a single administrator, eitller in the
Army O\· outside it, no matter how long may
have been his practical engineering experience; how brilliant his recent success, or how
complete his understanding of our atomic
energy development In all its scientific, technological and administrative deta!l.
S. 1717 would give the principal responsibility for the control and development of
atomic energy to a Commission of five civilians of unquestionable caliber appointed by
the President, with the advice and consent
oI the Senate and responsible to the President and the Congress. These men would
devote their complete time end attention to
the responsibilities of their high position.
They would serve at salaries comparable to
·~hose on the highest level Of government.
As a- special precaution, it ls provided that
the President shall submit to the Senate the
qualifications of nominees for these positions
nt the time· that their names are submitted
for confirmation.
This bill, In short, considers the making of
4merican atomic policy more than a problem in science, in military technology, or 111
production techniques; it cons/ders it primarily as a problem in statesmansl1ip.
Under the Commissioners, the bill sets up
an organization with two main purposes: the
efficient execution of the Commission's pollc!es and programs nncl the proper participation of other groups, military and scientific,
that have legitimate interests and responsibility in the atomic energy field;
I would lilrn now to explain these two
s.spects of the organization structure. They
are fundamen ta! in understanding how this
bill provides for our national security without retarding unnecessarily the peaceful economic progress of the country or endangering
our chances for a lasting peace,
GENE!lAL MANAGER

Zt ls essential that the organlzutlon subordinate to the Commission be able to operate efficiently. It should operate, as any
other orgunlzatlon In business or Government operates, under the administrative di·
rectlon of one man, who has some independence and power in his office and Is responsible
for the faithful execution of policies. S. 1717
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provides far a General Manager to be apthe Departments or War nnd Navy. Upon
pointed IT; th<i President to carry out tho
their discretion these Department heads may
plans and pollcies laid down by the Atomic
carry the protest to the President !er final
Enm•gy c0=1l!sio'.!l.
decision.
'rhla Oener.:il Manager, it ls expected, will
Surely no l'.a!rer or more proper method
have the sc.me administrative authority over. .could be devised for enabling the armed forces
the plant, oqut;;llr.,mt, and employees of the
to guard !ts legitimate Interests In the work
orga11lzntlo11 ·ob.at the hea~ of any old-line
of the Commission. FUrthermore this bill
Government clep&.rtment has where efficient permits the armed forces to carry on research
admln!stratlon io the administrator's real job,
on atomic weapons. Subject to the Commission's right to set up safety regulations and
FOuR DIVISIONS
to !ts powers over the actual materials tllat
·~'he !ramework- of the four divisions subrelease atomic energy, research on, but not
ordinate to the General Manager can bJ
the manufacture of, atomic weapons Is left
juclgeci only 111 relation to the powers which
free and open to all. There Is nothing In
tho or 5&nl.z!'.tlon ls to exercise and the probthe bill to l11nder the Army's and Navy's millems it is e,:wc'Ged to meet. These four diviitary research programs. Tl1e Military
sions a:·a ?1·-od1.ictlon, Engineering, Research,
Liaison Committee Is, however, limited
and Mllltary Appllce.t!ons.
strictly to matters of military applications
The Dh·lsion of Production will carry out
of atomic energy. Laclclng the dignity of
producLlon programs-the running of plants
Presidential appointment, It w111 at all times
and the provl5lon at raw materials fo1· this
be subordinate to the clvlllan Commission
work.
on matters of general policy.
Problems In the construction of new plants
ORGANIZATION SUMMARY
or redesign o! exlstl,1g plan ts or engineering
Here then, Mr, President, ls the outline of
problems related to lndustrial uses of atomic
the organization that is to direct this· most
energy will oome under the supervision of
difficult and crlt!cal activity. It provides for
expert engineers .of all kinds in the Division
an organization equipped to continue whatof Englnecrtng. This work was set up in o.
ever production and engage in whatever miliaeparate division as the result of testimony
tary research the Immediate security of this
ln committee hearings on the experience of
country requires, while advancing, at the
the Manhattnn district project and the many
same time, the scientific and technological
unusual and difficult engineering problems
work on which the long-run security and
involved.
economic welfare of this country depend,
The research programs of the organization
Mr. President, this 15 a strong organizaitself are placed under the Division of Retional mechanism. It is designed for a
search, but this Division is given no power
heavy
load and for difficult operations. It !s
over private research and no responsib111ty
designed to bear large powers ancl to work
for extending the many aids to private requickly and efficiently In complex and unsearch provided for under the bill. These
tried fields.
·
responElbilltles are left with ihe Commission.
CONGRESSIONAL PARTICIPATION
The m111tary applications of atomic energy
M:r. President, this bill ls written for
are set up In a Division of Military Appi!cachanging and difficult times. Its main purtlons. This Division ls to carry on the depcse Is to strengthen .our national security,
velopment work on atomic weapons wl1lcl1
and one of the ways In which It cloes this Is
the organization ls directed to undertake,
by re!nforclnr; our tradltlonal Institutions ofj
though riot to the exclusion of the armed
government. It ls in l!ne with our tradiforces or of any person or agency.
tions that the Congress should play a large,
These divisions were set up in the bill after
part !n such an enterprise as this bill cona thorough study .of the duties and anticitemplates. Nothing could be so necessary as
pated problems of the organizations. They
t11at the Congress should have the means of
are designed to make the organization opwatching over this new and powerful orerate efficiently both !11 its Immediate Job of
ganization, to nsslst It with new laws when·
production nnd control and in Its long-rane:e
new laws arc require,!, to assess Its opaatask of developing both military and peacetions and alter Its powers and structure when
time applications of atomic energy. 'Ihey
necessary, to be ready to adapt it continua
reflect clearly the intention of the bill to
ously to changing circumstances.
·
provide for both the military security and
Because of its Importance, I have purthe peaceful progress cf the United States.
posely left until now all discussion of the role
I now turn to the other aspect of the orof Congress In the operation of the atomic
ganization's structure: The provisions for
energy organization set up by this bill. Secparticipation by skilled scientists and techtion 14 provides for the establishment of a
nicians and by the armed forces.
joint congressional committee of 13 members. Nine Members of the Senate are to be
ADVmon.Y COMMITTEE
sppolntea by the President of the Senate,
A General t.dvlsory Committee ls set up
and 9 Members of the House are to be apto be composed ot nine civ!linns appointee!
pointe,l by the Speaker of the House of
by tlie President. They are to meet at least
Representatives. In both cases no more the.n
four times a year to advise nnd consult with
5 of the committeemen are to be members
the ·commission on scientific and technical
of the same political party.
matters. 'There can bo no doubt that this
This Joint committee ls to maim continC01nmlttee will make It possible for scienuing studies of the activities of the Comtists to participate in t;11s work as a matter
mission and of problems relating to the cleof right and will make It impossible for the
velopment, use, ancl control of atomic energy.
Commission to go astray in its policies beAll bills, resolutions, and other matters in
cause of lack o! scientific Information.
the Senate or the House o{ Representatives
MILITARY LIAISON
relating to the Commission or to atomic
energy are to be referred to this joint comThe Milltary Liaison Board is the principal
mittee, which ls to report back to Congress,
avenue for milltary participation In the organization. Tl1ls Board, to be composed of
by bill or otherwise, from time to time. 0·
There Is another provision in the bill for
Army and Navy representatives appointed by
congreESlonnl act!.on whicl1 I want to mentheir department heads, is given power be·
tion hem, This ls tho provision in section 7
yond the mere advisory power gra11 ted to the
for congressional control of the llcerisnrg'cir
General Advisory Committee. The Comato:n!c energy devices.. It provides the
mission !a to advise and consult with the
means for a carefully planned and well-conMilitary Liaison Committee on all matters
slc\ered introduction of this new energy ln Its
rnlat!ng to mllltary applications of atomic
clvlllan uses into our economic system . . Be;
energy. On any matter which the Commitfore any new uze of atomic energy ts· per- V
tee bel!eves relates to m111tary applications
mltted,
the
Atomic
Energy
Commission
~s
to
it has the right to protest to the heads of
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report to the Congress the probable effects
of such an innovation on our economy and
on our international position.
After making such a report the Commission must wait 90 days during which the
Congress is in session before authorizing
the innovation by licensing .its manufacture
or use. This provision looks into the future,
to the time when new uses of atomic energy
may make obsolete whole industries and
create serious technological unemployment.
The bill provides for the free development of
Industrial uses of atomic energy under private enterprise, with private patents, and a
licensing system to prevent the evils of monopoly. But it provides that first the Congress shall be apprised of the full effects of
such development and shall have the oppor( tunity, either to let It move along freely
1 or to guide It where Its progress threatens
to cause sudden hardship or widespread economic shock and suffering. Through these
provisions, this bill preserves the prerogatives and the powers of the Congress and
provides the means for their wise and effective employment.
Mr. President, I have told you about the
powers contained In this bill. I have explained the organization which this bill sets
up and I have described how, In the preservation of our traditional forms, provision Is
made for the active participation of the Congress In the development and control of
atomic energy.
Now, there is just one more point I would
like to make and I will touch on it only
briefly because of the length of my remarks.
I want to point out that this bllr looks hopefully forward to the day when, through international agreement, or by other means,
the magnificent power of atomic energy can
be used solely to bring prosperity and progress to the people of a peaceful world.
The bill on the one hand, creates a favorable atmosphere for the achievement of international control, but on the other hand
in no way compromises our supreme objective, the defense of the Nation. The bill
opens the way for collaboration with other
nations on a reciprocal basic, and yet provides complete safeguards for the security of
the Milltry Establishment. It is expressly
stated In the bill that International arrangements approved by the Senate or by Congress
will supi,rsede the provisions of th:s act in
case of conflict and furthermore, the Commission Is directed to give maximum effect
to the policies contained in any such International arrangements.
Mr. President, the development and control of atomic energy is an enormous and
complicated endeavor. It has many parts;
it can take many shapes; It can affect our
lives in many ways-indeed, it can make or
destroy us. If we can consider this whole
bill In 1·elation to the whole activity it covers, its real spirit and its true wisdom will
become clear. This bill provides for free
mining, free invention, free science, free industrial research. Even if this bill had been
drafted only to provJde this Nation with the
means of waging war, It would have been a
foolish and near-sighted bill if it had failed
to provide for these freedoms. Freedom is
the source of our strength. And in fact
freedom is more than this, it ls a precious
possession in itself and the source of our
wealth and happiness.
At the same time that this bill gives these
freedoms It takes the necessary police measures over atomic energy for our troubled and
dangerous present. With these police measures, the b111 provides us with the means of
retaining our immediate military strength
and of continuously increasing it as long
as the unfortunate necessity for it shal! remain.
With all this power of control and develpment~ the organization established in this
bill is set witliln the traditional forms of
that government we so cherish and we so
(

!

~

hope to preserve. The atomic-energy organization ls responsible to the courts and to the
Congress, not merely in theory but in actual
practice, through specific provisions of this
b1!l. The b1!1 is written not only for the
world of power politics which we must soon
outgrow but it aids that growth by encouraging international agreements and by creating the atmosphere of perrceful cooperation
in which such agreements can be formed and
successfully executed.
Loo!ting at the problem as coolly as a man
can, and keeping in mind all its aspects and
possibilities, I can conceive of no other combination of powers and duties and no other
stl'Ucture of org~_nization, eo other provisions
for contingencies that could be better fitted
to this complicated and diflicul t subject.
Mr. President, it is my sincere conviction
that S. 1717 deserves the immediate and
favorable action of the Senators.
It Is in every sense of the word a nonpartisan bill. 'Ihe subject was of too great
importance to receive anything but considerations of national interest. It was approved,
after months of study and preparation, by
men of both parties whose only concern was
the best interest of our country and the people who compose it. 'Ihat was the anvil on
which every section was hammered out.
That was the criterion by which every word
was judged.
It is a b111 which comes to you with unanimous committee approval. No section,' no
paragraph, no word was adopted except by
unanimous consent. The achievement of
unanimity on every phase of a subject so
complex and so vital merits the Senators'
approbation.
It is an enlightened, forward-looking, common-sense bill based on the realities of the
world we live in, the peculiarities of atomic
energy and the fundamental principles of
our Government.
It is a bill based on careful study and
extended consideration.
Aware of their
unique responsibility as molders of the
atomic age, the committee members labored
long and arduously to forge in the fires of
democratic action the finest instrument they
could devise in the discharge of their grave
assignment. Mr. President, it strikes me that
right here is a good time to do something
I have wanted to do for a long time-and
that is, to pay public tribute to the devotion, the energy and the zeal with which the
members of the committee tackled their Job,
It required from each one of them many
hours of painstaking work In a field new to
all of us. Without their selfless application
to the complex problems before us, we might
still be floundering around in the uncharted
seas of atomic energy legislation.
Mr. President, S. 1717 is a single bill. It
is a unified structure. Certain provisions
are so closely connected with others that
amendments to one section might destroy
or damage several other sections. Each provision is a necessary strand in the closely
knit fabric of the bill as a whole.
Mr. President, it is now within the province of this body to say "Yes" or "No" to this
bill-but not to this bill alone. The principles which underlie United States legislation on atomic energy must serve as the
foundation stone for the mansion of tomorrow. They are principles which will undoubtedly guide the framing of legislation in
many countries. We are faced with a responsibility of immense gravity. In His infinite
wisdom, the Almighty God had placed it in
the power of the Senators to be architects
of the future. That task will require from
the men of Government in this Congress wisdom, imagination, and courage to equal the
wisdom, imagination, and courage displayed
by the men o! sciences in giving us atomic
power.
Mr. President, now, i! ever, time is of the
essence, for humanity stands today at the
cross roads of history. We hold 1n trust Ill
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power that is capable of unraveling the very
fabric of our civilization or of development
as a mighty force for human welfare. The
"force from which the sun draws its powers"
is at the beck and call of man. Shall this
force be used for good or for evil? For construction or destruction? For life or death?
The Senators must say.
Mr. President, the only power on earth
greater than atomic power is the power in
the brain of man. I have supreme faith that
through the exercise of that power we will
refuse to be the engineers of our own destruction. Instead, God willing, we will, pu1.
the giant of atomic energy to work buildin 5
a nobler country in a finer world for the
benefit of all the people.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question now recurs on agreeing to the
committee amendment as amended.
The amendment as amended was
agreed to.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on the engrossment and third
reading of the bill.
The bill <S. 1717) was ordered to be
engrossed for a third reading, read the
third time, and passed.
~~r~Y~?~t;rA~~~~~i!!~N'.l'.

~PPFo.c;

!}/¥r>·RqSSELL. , Mr. P~esident, I move :
f.that .',the. Senate. proceed ' to consider ,
fff6us~,,bill;5605, the Agricultural Depart_.·,
J,anent aJ)propriation bill for 1947.' , ,
t";{,Tlle., ·!::RESIDING OFFICER. ·'The
\{question.' is on agreeing to, the motion of :
~tlie?Sei;ia'.tor froin 'Georgia. , ·
'
~1~J.\l!r. Q£RNEY. ;~r. President,,reserv-,
frJng,the: r1ght to obJect; it is conceded; is ·
tit\not;;:~hat ~t is 't~e intention of the :
!i,§ena~or fi;om Georgia to conclude' coli- :
r~s.idcr:att2n.,of the l::>iH ·,this afternoon, and ·,
v:,thl:).t, on·¥onday next, we :shall proceed
fwith tlre'.·regular:order of -business? ·
~:,:.M{, RUSSELL. I do not' expect that
!t~OI).,Sid~ra~/on .ofthe· bill will require more'
t;th;;if!,.a;few-mmutes, .. I know of no con~'ti;,bversial .pointv_with regard to the. biJ:' :
rwhich,,would prevent disposing of It so '
htl;lat,};ye ,may b( able to adjourn by 4
~6'.clotk:,:;,,,> ·,., ,,,, .:
·
,· ,
~-, The:;c,.1PRESIDrnG OFFlCE.R. Tae 1
ri:!uestiori/is on agreeing to the motion of
ntie'Se1fa. trrJrom Georgia.
,
.
~t:;:q1:E(;~2tion y,'~S agre~d, to; and tl,.e
t§tnate proceeded. to.consider the b~ll <.If.
IR:'.-'5605), making' appropriation for the
ipeparfan~pt.of Agriculture for the fisc,1.l
,year ending June 30, 1947, and for otht.r
(purposes;",wl).ich :had. been reported frorn
:;the"Committee .9n Appropriations with
U'all}endme~ts.
' . '
' .
~,, Mr. RJJSSELL. Mr. P.resident, I' ask
~iipanimoµf": copsent .that, the formal.·:
tr)l_ading;",of ,·the .·bm. be. dispensed with, .
[that it•be reai:! for"amendment, and that
btheicommittee amendments be first con~idered. ,\.... . , . .' .. ,.
.
:;,, The:PRESIDING OFFICER. Is ther,1
~objection? The Chair hears none, aml
fit;is so, ordered.
.
.
.
~;':::r,'l;le, clerk ~ill P,~9ceed ,to state th:,,
fc;9p1/Jl1\teesa/Jl~n<:1P1~11.ts. :?.i,// "<,.:; : f' ,
!{;,~he first amendment' bf the Commit~
[tee : ori _;Appropriations 'was, · under the ·
[4i~idjng;$"Departnient ,of· Agriculture-· .
r<E>ffi:!e 'of the Secretary.:..salaries and ex-'
1/'penses;·::~on' page 3; line' 20,. after the
t~br'<l_''sanie'.', fo strike outthe colon and
JJhe •foHoy;ing additional proviso: '.'Prof,vt<!
cd,Jitrther;,
That
no. part of the funds.,. •
~,,,', ,,, ' i '
-_'
,,
, '
~
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Interior. I am informed by the Public
Printer that this will exceed two pages
of the RECORD and will cost $140, but I
'ask that it be printed notwithstanding
that fact.
The SPEAKER. Without objection,
notwithstanding the cost, the extension
may be made.
There was no objection.
; Mr. NEELY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unan)mous consent to have printed in the
;RECORD an article by Dr. F. S. Hammett,
\urging legislation in behalf of govem'mental aid to the war against cancer,
'which appeared in the Provincetown
·<Mass.) Advocate on the 29th of May.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from West
Virginia?
There was no objection.
COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS
Mr. BOYKIN. Mr. Speaker, by direc-.
tion of the Committee on Accounts, I offer
a resolution and ask for its immediate
conside,ation.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Speaker, a
,point of order.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will
-state·it.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. This is Calendar Wednesday, Mr. Speaker. I submit
that the only business before the House
that may be considered is the call of
. committees.
The SPEAKER. The point of order is
sustained. However, the Chair desires
first to make an announcement.
EXERCISES IN COMMEMORATION OF THE
LIFE, CHARACTER, AND PVBLIC SERVICE OF THE LATE FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
The SPEAKER. Pursuant to the provisions of House Concurrent Resolution
152, Seventy-ninth Congress, the Chair
appoints as members of the joint comI mittee to make arrangements for the
. joint session to be held on Monday, July
1, 1946, for appropriate exercises in commemoration of the life, character, and
public service of the late Franklin D.
Roosevelt, the following Members on the
part of the House: Mr. BULWINKLE, Mr.
WALTER, Mrs. DOUGLAS of Illinois, Mrs.
, ROGERS of Massachusetts, and Mr.
, LEFEVRE.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
By unanimous consent, leave of absence was granted to Mr. HALE (at the
request of Mr. HERTER) for June 6 and 7,
. to attend a meeting of the governing
board of Bowdoin College whereof he is
a member,.
'.
SENATE BILLS REFERRED

!

Bills of the Senate of the· following
titles were taken from the Speaker's table
and, under the rule, referred as follows:
8. 1717. An act for the development and
control of atomic energy; to the Committee
on Mi!!tary Affairs.
B!LL AND A JOINT RESOLUTION PRESENTED TO THE PRESIDENT

Mr. ROGERS of New York, from the
Committee· on Enrolled Bills, reported
that that committee did on this day present to the President, for his approval, a

bill and a joint resolution of the House
of the following titles:
H. R. 4510. An ac~ granting the consent
and approval of congress to an In tcrstate
cc1mpact between Colorado and New Mexico
with respect to the waters of Costilla Creek;
and
H.J. Res. 340. Joint resolution to amend
the Joint resolution creating the Niagara
Falls Bridge Commission.
MOTION TO ADJOURN
Mr. RICHARDS•.. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House do now adjot\rn.
Mr. MARCANTONIO and Mr. B!EMILLER demanded the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
the motion.
The question was taken; and there
were-yeas 103, nays 199, not voting 128.
as follows:
[Roll No. 141]
YEAS-103
Abernethy
Gathings
O'Hara
Allen, La.
Gifford
Pace
Almond
Gore
Patman
Andrews, Ala. Gossett
Peterson, Fla.
Barden
Grant, Ala.
Peterson, Ga,
Bates, Ky.
Gregory
Pickett
Beckworth
Hare ·
Poage
Bell
Harrla
Pratt
Bland
Hays
Price,.Fla.
Bonner
Hebert
Priest
Boykin
Hendricks
Rains
Brooks
Hobbs
Rankin
Brown, Ga.
Jarman
Richards
Bryson
Jennings
Riley
Bulwinkle
Johnson, DI.
Rivers
Camp
Johnson,
Robertson, Va.
Cannon, Fla.
Luther A.
Rockwell
Cannon, Mo.
Johnson,
Roe,Md.
Chelf
Lyndon B.
Rogers, Fla.
Clark
Kerr
Russell
Cooley
Kilburn
Short
Cooper
Lanham
Sikes
Cox
Larcade
Smith, Va.
Cravens
Lyle
Stockman
Tarver
Crawford
McGehee
Davis
McKenzie
Thomas, Tex.
Domengeaux
McM!llan, S. C. Thomason
Doughton, N. C.Maloney
Trimble
Drewry
Manasco
Weaver
Earthman
Mansfield, Tex. West
Eaton
May
Whitten
Fisher
Mills
Whittington
Flannagan
Morrison
Wickersham
Folger
Murray, Tenn. Worley
Gary
Norrell
Zimmerman
NAYS-199

Adams
Allen, DI.

Andresen,

AugustH.
Andrews, N. Y.
Angell
Arends
Arnold
Auch!ncloss
Baldwln,N. Y.
Barrett, Pa.
Barrett, Wyo .
Bates, Mass.

Bender
Bennet, N. Y.
Biem!ller
Blackney
Bloom
Bolton
Boren
Bradley, Mich.
Bradley, Pa.
Brehm
,Buck
Buffett
Butler
Byrnes, Wis.
carrson
Carnahan
case, s. oak.
Celler
Chlperfield
Church
Clevenger

Clippinger
Coffee
Cole.Kans.
Cole,Mo.
Cole,N. Y.
Corbett
Crosser
Curtis
D'Alesandro
De Lacy
Delaney,
JamesJ.
Delaney,
JohnJ.
D'Ewart
Dingell
Dondero
Douglas,m.
Doyle
Eberharter
Elston
Engel. Mich.
Fallon
Feighan
Fenton
l"lood
Fogarty
Forand
Gallagher
Gamble
Gavin
Geelan
Gsrlach
. Gilles_p!e
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Gillette
Glllle
Goodwin
Gorski
Graham
Granahan
Grant,Ind.
Green
Griffiths
Gross

Gwlnn,N.Y.
Gwynne, Iowa
Hale
Hall,
Edwin Arthur

Hand

Harless, Arlz.
Harness, Ind.
Hart
Havenner

'Healy
Henry
Herter
Heselton
Ress
H!ll
Hinshaw
Hoch
Hoeven

Holmes, Mass,

Holmes, Wash.

Hope
Horan

Howell
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Huber
Madden,
- Iioi:!gei's,'Pa.
Hull
Mansf.ie!d,
Rogers, Mass.
Jenkins
Mont.
Rogers, N. Y.
I
Jensen
Marcantonio
Rooney
i
Johnson. Callf. Martin, Mass. Rowan
,J
Johnson, Okla. Mason
Ryter
Jonkman
Mathews
Sabath
Judd
Michener
Sadowski
Kearney
Milier, Calif.
Savage
Kee
M11ler, Nebr.
Scrivner
Keefe
Monroney
Simpson, Pa.
Kelley, Pa.
· Morgan
Smith, Maine
Kelly, Ill.
Murdock
Smith, Wis.
Kinzer
Murray, Wis.
Somers,.;N. Y.
Kirwan
.Neely
Springer
Klein
Norblad
Starkey
Knutson
O'Brien, Ill.
sstul.,glllevran.
Kopplemann O'Brien, Mich.
Kunkel
O'Konskl
Taber
Landis
Outland
Talbot
Lane
Philbin
Talle
Latham
Ph!lllps
Thom
Lecompte
Pittenger
Tlbbott
LeFevre
Powell
Traynor
Lemke
Prlce, Ill.
Voorhis, Call!.
Lesinski
Quinn, N. Y.
Walter
Lewis
Rabin
Wasielewski
Link
Ramey
Weichel
Lynch
Randolph
Wigglesworth
McConnell
Rayfiel
Wilson
Mccowen
Reed, N. Y.
Wolcott
McDonough
Resa
Wolverton, N. J.
McGregor
Rich
Woodhouse,
McM!llen, DI. Robsion, Ky.
woodruff
NOT VOTING-128
.dersen,
Gardner
Plumley
H. Carl
Gearhart
Rabaut
Anderson, Ca.Hf.Gibson
Reece, Tenn.
Balley
Gordon
Reed.DI.
Baldwin, Md. Granger
Rees, Kans.
, Rizley
Barry
Hagen
Robertson,
Beall
Hall,
N.Dak.
Bennett, Mo.
Leonard W'.
Robinson, Utah
Bishop
Halleck
Roe,N. Y.
Brown, Ohio
Hancock
Sasscer
Brumbaugh
Hartley
Schwabe, Mo.
Buckley
Hedrick
Schwabe, Okla,
Bunker
Heffernan
Shafer
Byrne, N. Y.
Hoffman
Sharp
Campbell
Hollfield
Sheppard
Canfield
Hook
Sheridan ,
case, N. J.
Izac
Simpson,Dl.
Chapman
Jackson
Chenoweth
Johnson, Ind. Slaughter
Smlth,Oh!o
Clason
Jones
Sparkman
Clements
Kean
Spence
Cochran
Kefauver
Stefan
Colmer
Keogh
Stevenson
Combs
Kilday
Stewart '
Courtney
King
Cunningham LaFo!lette 1 Sumner, Ill.
Sumners, Tex.
Curley
Lea
Sundstrom
Daughton,Va. Luce
Taylor
Dawson
Ludlow
Thomas, N. J.
Dirksen
McCormack
Tolan
Dolliver
McGllnchey·
Torrens
Douglas, Calif. Mahon
Towe
Durham
Mankin
Dworshak
Martin, Iowa Vinson
Vorys,Ohlo
Ell!ott
Merrow
Vursell
Ellls
Mundt
Wadsworth
Ellsworth
Murphy
Welch
Elsaesser
Norton
White
Engle, Calif.
O'Neal
Winstead
Ervin
O:Toole
Winter
Fellows
Patrick
Wolfenden, Pa.
Fernandez
Patterson
Wood
Fuller
Pfeifer
Fulton
Ploeser
So the motion was rejected •.
The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
General pairs until further notice:
Mr. Keogh with Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Sheppard with Mr. Ploeser.
Mr. McGlinchey with Mr. Wadsworth.
Mr. King with Mr. Schwabe of Missouri.
Mr. Pfeifer with Ml'. Jones.
Mr. Byzine of New York with Mr. Hoffman~
Mr. Rabaut with Mr. Schwabe of Oklahoma,
Mr. Cochran. with Mr. Halleck.
Mr. Sheridan with Mr. Vorys of Ohio.
Mr. Colmer With Mr. Shafer.
Mr. O'Toole with Mr. Fuller.
Mr. Gordon with Mr. Elsaesser,
Mr. Sparkman with Mr. Stefan.
Mrs. Douglas of California with Mr. Fellows._

,,
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rincrease pi:oduction, . ancC w1ii prevent°{a>.-as-:·~nien"ded~ro":rui~~ct~ase
tion not only authorizing and directing
The thing we want is a limit
.amounts ·payable thereufider in . 1 a special 11-member committee to study
reasonable bill, so that the ,people, espe.:. connec. ticln .with the, fµneral. anci;:lmrial · f problems relating to the development,
cially those with lower salaries can live of deceased veterans.···
·•
use, and control of atomic energy, but
· and those engaged in business can make'
The Clerk reaii the ·title of the bill.
giving that special committee the power
I reasonable profits or at. least make exThe SPEAKER. Is there objection to . to report legislation on the .subject.
;penses. We did not pass the control the·request of.the gentleman from Mis-.! After 6 months of exhaustive hearings,
iiaw with the hope of preventing infla- sissippi?
·; ,,,, 1 / ·
.·, ; • , .•
.:I both in open and secret session, and
,tion altogether but expected the law to
Mr: MARTIN .of 1\Massachusetts;, Re-. J after having had the outstanding milii curb inflation. I hope we can secure serving the right. to, object, Mr. :speaker, · l tary and civilian experts of the United
,a bill that will curb inflation.and at the will the gentleman explain the bill?
J States before the committee, that special
same time will bring on full production
Mr. RANKIN. This bill is identical ~ committee unanimously reported S. 1717,
:of evei:ything. ·
.
with the'bill H. ·R. 571, which ,ve 'passed and on June 1 the Senate passed the bill
The.SPEAKER. The time of the. ge~::- ..today... ,,\>·, ·.
, . :;i:, , · ;,t'k:• · ...: . without a dissenting vote.
!tleman from G~orgia has expired.
· .
Tli.e SPEAKER: .Is £here, o!J)e"cticln to'·,j
nEnT-INFoRMEo AMERicANs WANT Tms
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker,· I move the request of the gentleman from :tv.[is-, l The most thorouo-hly informed peo:the previous question on the r_esol~tion. slssippi? ·
. .
..
ple in America, the bPresident, the Sec' Th~ SPEAKER._ The qu~stion is on
There. was_no obJecti~n.
.
retaries of ·war, Navy, and state, Mr.
ordering the. prev10us quest~on.
The, Cie,rk read the bill, as . f~.ll"ows: . . Bernard Baruch, the National Research
I .1;1:e question was taken, and on a
Be it'enacted; etc., Thaf'.Veterans'Regula-, I Foundation, the atomic scientists, and
d1vis10n (demanded by Mr. PHILLIPS and
tion Numbered 9 (a), as amended, is amended .··1l m n
other outstanding Americans
Mr. SHORT) there wer~~ayes 211, noes by striking out the a,mount "$WO" wherever
ga e:d that the McMahon bill as unani64.
such. amount appears in paragraphs. II and a r
So the previous question was ordered. III thereof; and insert.Ing in, lieu thereof the . ~ously passed by thebSendat~ wastthe b~dst
·
.
. .
· amount "$150.''.·
,
.
,.,
, bill that cou1d now e ev1sed o gm e
I The SP~AKER. The q.uestion is. on· , ..
· '.·. ,.. · · · · · •
. , ':i ·. ' .:- this terrific new exploration into the unthe resolutwn.
· .
The bill. was. orde'red._to be rea,l:ta thiJ:d ,:- known
! The resolution was agreed to.
time, was read the third time, and'passed, ··1 It is· true that in the meantime an
'. A motion to reconsider wa;s laid on the
and a motion to reconsider was laitj. on · emergency bill had been prepared and
table,_
. .
.
the table. .
· , ·• . . :.:, ',
;j reported by the Military Affairs Commit1 The SP~AKER.
The Chair appomts
By u.nanlmous consent, the proreedings tees based on information available a
the, followmg co~ferees: Messrs. SPENCE, by wh1yh the -b!ll-H. .R. 571 w.•a.·s;,p.a~sE].d.
·. .':' year ago. The McMahon bill, however,.
BRo,yN of Georgia, PATMAN; BARRY, WoL- were vacated, and. that bill was.; laid on,_; as passed by the Senate, represents the
COTT,CRAWFORD, and GAMBLE.
1hltJ?.J:>J.§._____,.:.:....L.-~---~·· · ripe and considered opinions of many
ASSJSTANCE TO STATES IN MATTERS
DEVELOPll/IENT AND CONTROL Oi"'
people, all of them qualified experts, and
' RELATING TO SOCIAL PROTECTION
ATOMIC ENERGY
is the bill now recommended, without
The SPEAKER.· The unfinished busi~
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, I call up c):lange, just as the Senate passed it.
ness before the House is the reco:in• House Resolution 708 and ask for it;.
oPINroNs VARY oN AMENDMENTS
mendation of the Committee of the immediate consideration.
The House Committee on Military AfWhole House ·On the State of the Union
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr. fairs, to whom the bill was referred, made
that the enacting clause be striken from
Speaker, I make the point of order that various and sundry amendments. The
the bill (H. R. 5234) to authorize the a quorum is not present.
experts say that none of the amendments
Federal Security Administrator to assist
The SPEAKER. The Chair will count.
strengthen or add to the bill. The most
the States in matters relating to social
[After counting.] Two hundred and important amendments make it mandaprotection, and for other purposes.
seventeen Members are present, a quo- tory that one of the members of the
The question is, Shall the enacting rum.
Atomic Energy Control Commission shall
i:huse be stricken out?
The Clerk read the resolution, as be a representative of the armed forces,
The question was taken; and on a di• follows:
and that the director of the division of
vision (demanded by Mr. WALTER) there
Resolved, That upon the adoption of this
military application also shall be a repwere-ayes 151, rioes 108. ·
resolution it shall be in order to move that resentative of the armed forces.
i Mr. WALTER. Mr. Speaker, I dethe House resolve itself into the Committee
There was no thorough agreement
inand the yeas and nays.
of the Whole House on the State of the Union among the committee members.
·. The yeas and nays were refused.
for the consideration of the act (S. 1717) for
In fact, the gentleman from Kentucky
, the development and control of atomic
[M r. M AY J , th e ch airman
·
of th e comSo. the enacti· ng clause w· as stri'cken
errergy. That after general debate, which
out.
" shall be confined to the act and shaU' con- mittee, stated there was a wide difference
, A motion to reconsider was laid on the tlnuc not to exceed 4 hours to be equally of opinion in the House committee on
table.
dlvld_ed and controlled by the chairman and the amendments, as did the committee
PRICE CONTROL BILL
the ranking minority member of the Comin its own report-see page 4, House Remittee on Military Affairs, the act shall be
port 2478. I am afraid the bill as reMr. SMITH of Ohio. Mr. Speaker, a. read for amendment under the five-minute
ported by the House committee by no
parliamentary inquiry.
rule. At the conclusion of the reading of means represents the majority opinion
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will the act for amendment, the Committee shall
of the committee. The gentleman from
state it.
'
rise and report the same to the House with
Kentucky [Mr. MAY] pointed out that
Mr. SMITH of Ohio. It is my under- such amendments as may have been adopted
'
th
tl
h'
and the previous question shall be considered the division of opinion was so great that
standing that e gen eman from Mic i- as ordered on the act and amendments therenine minority Members submitted their
gan [Mr. CRAWFORD] is not ,in. Washing-, to to final passa'ge without intervening mo- opinions separately, although only two,
ton, that he is out of the country on offl- ", tlon except one motion to recommit.
the gentleman from New Jersey lMr.
cial business. I .wonder· whether some
THE DEVELOPMENT AND coNTRoL oF AToMrc
T1ior,'!AS] and the gentleman from Ohio
other member of the Committee on Bank- :
ENERGY
[Mr. ELs:roN], appeared before the Rtiles
ing and Currency will be appointed. in.
·
I
Mr.
SABATH.
Mr.
Speaker,
later
I
Committee.
his place as a conferee on the price con- l
trol bill.
shall yield the usual 30 minutes to the
THIS BILL SAFEGUARDS SECRETS
1
1 The SPEAKER. The chair has no in- gentleman from Illinois lMr. ALLENJ.
Mr. Speaker, I hope and trust that this
formation about the gentleman from
Mr. Speaker, this rule makes in order rule will be adopted. All of those most
Michigan [Mr. CRAWFORD].
,Senate bill 1717, the atomic-energy-con- interested in our national welfare from
FUNERAL AND BURIAL o:ti- DECEASED
trol bill. The rule provides for 4 hours'
the President on down feel the amend: general debate, after which the bill will ments should be disagreed to.
VETERANS
be re.a?- for am~ndm·ent. In ".iew of the
The Senate bill as passed unanimous, Mr. RANKIN. Mn Speaker, I ·ask ·•1 condit10ns, I will take some time to exly provided for full civilian control of
unanimous. consent for the immediate ·. plain the importance of this legislation.
atomic energy. That is in line with the
cons!deration of the bill (S. 706) to , ! On October 29, 1945, 8 months ago, the established traditions of our Nation.
\'mend Veterans' Regulation numbered 9 Senate passed an unprecedented resolu- Our War Department is headed by a
the····1

of

lblack lllarkets.

I

1

j

I·

·I
I

I

:j

I

I

I

I

I
:l
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civilian.
Our Navy Department Is
headed by a civilian. Our Commander
ir.. Chief, the President, Is a civillan.
:Ample provision is made In the original
bill for military and naval liaison and
cooperation and for preserving the
.secrecy of real military information.
MILITARY GOVERNMENT HERE?
The gentleman from New Jersey [Mr.
THOMAS] opposed- the granting of any
/ule and stated that the Army should
control this astounding and world-shak::ng new knowledge, which may change
;;he fate of all mankind, apparently bee•.mse some of the civilians appointed to
the Commission might believe In some
kind of world government, although he
did not mention that some milltary men
might believe in military government
1·isht here.
To support his fears, the gentleman
:cead to us what he called a report from
the counsel of the Committee on UnAmerican Activities, Ernie Adamson. I
understand that Adamson Is a lawyer
and not an expert on atomic fission.
The gentleman stated that as a result of
his brief investigation Adamson had cqncluded that the Army should keep permanent control over what he called ,the
"manufacture" of atomic energy.
PROFOUND IGNORANCE DISPLAYED
It is difficult to believe, Mr. Speaker,
that this so-called report should be seriously considered by anyone. It betrays
a profound ignorance about the bill S.
1717 and its provisions and objectives,
about the generation of atomic energy,
and about the methods of adequate investigation and reporting,
· It will be recalled that this man Adamson has denied that· the United States
has or should have a democratic form of
government. If he has no more knowledge of the history and Constitution of
the United States than he has of atomic
fission, then that remark; too, a.rose from
profound ignorance.
In the so-called report Adamson
ascribes to a young scientist the remark
that the political power of the atomic
bomb was greater than its physical force.
'.The gentleman may be astounded to
know the remark is a direct quotation
from an official Army report on the impact of atomic warfare on our own
national defense.
WHO AUTHORIZED RELEASE OF REPORT?
I have neither time, energy, nor inclination, Mr. Speaker, to point out all the
foolish and uninformed statements made
by this man Adamson. I doubt very
much that the chairman 'bf the committee, the gentleman from Georgia [Mr.·
Woon], who is an honorable, intelligent,
and responsible representative of his
State, gave any authority to the man to
give publicity to these imaginings of his
warped mind. If the gentleman from
Georgia is on the floor, I should like to
know from him if he gave Adamson any
such authority,
CHARACTER ASSASSINATION BY INNUENDO
Adamson is trying to suggest that these
brilliant scientists, who risked their lives
every moment in the long, dangerous,
and incalculably important experiments
to develop the means of generating

atomic energy, who worked day and
night unde. the utmost strain, are not
wholly and unimpeachably loyal to this
country. It Is character assassination
by innuendo, by insinuation, by association of ideas;
Adamson- says, for instance, the officers of the Association of Oakridge Engineers and Scientists, and I quote, "admit communication with persons outside
the United States." Note how.carefully
this sentence is worded. . There Is nothing wrong, illegal, unethical, or unusual
in communicating with persons outside
the United States. I communicate frequently with persons outside the United
States. Most of us here do. Adamson
makes no charge here of any illegality;
yet in the context of his absurd report
the inference is conveyeq that the communication Is with some unfriendly
power.
SECURITY OFFICERS RE,P'UDIATE A~MSON
One statement, however, Is declared
to be wholly false by the secretary of the
Oakridge Scientists, E. E. Millett.
Adamson says:
The security officers at Oakridge think that
the _peace and. security of t.he united States
1s tlefinltely In danger.
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tlon and under the surveillance of the security division of the Manhattan district. At
no time have the activities of these organlza. tlons been criticized or questioned as being
subversive by the Manhattan district or anyone. Therefore we resp,ectfully urge that the
Rules Committee report the McMahon bill to
the House· for prompt action so that tho
Members of the House may have the opportunity to make themselves heard on the unsatisfactory amendments to the original bill
which hnve been made by the House Mllltary
Affairs Committee.
Signed for executive committee of the Association of Oakridge Engineers and Scientists:
L.-B. BORST.
W. E. KOHN.
P. S. HENSHAW.
E. ,E. MINE'IT.

REPORT INTENDED T,O CREATE FEAJ\
The peculiar wording of the so-called
report by Ernie Adamson leaves no doubt
in my lllind, Mr. Speaker, and I am sure
it can leave no doubt in any fair-minded
person's mind, that it was Intended to
create fear, doubt, prejudice, and foggy
emotions against much more patriotic
and reliable men than this lawyer. No
specific charges are made against anyone. These are meaningless statements
he has made; but in an atmosphere of
uncertainty they may have an unfair
effect.
·
No one in this whole world knows the
full potentialities of the discovery of
how to generate atomic energy. We only
know that it is the greatest triumph of
human mind over nature in all history,
'.The scientists of the whole world have
taken part in this long search, which
began when mathematics became a.
science. It Is true that science knows
no national . boundaries. Lise Meitner,
who fled from Nazi Germany, contributed greatly to the creation of the first
atom bomb. Others, less celebrated,
came from France, England, Canada,
and most of the other United Nations.
HAS ADAMSON READ REPORTS?
Although there is no connection whatever between either the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of
Industrial Organizations -and the Oakridge Association of Engineers and
Scientists, or most of the other organized
groups of atomic scientists, his prejudice
against all labor ·organizations impelled
him to drag in references to the CIO.
Is this counsel, Mr. Adamson, so unInformed and so ignorant of what can
be read ih the daily newspapers that he
can seriously present these fantastic
statements as a report of an investigation? Is he unaware of the internatiorial nature of atomic research? In
fact, has he read either the McMahon
bill or the Senate and House committee
reports? ·
EVERYONE ELSE OUT oF STEP

Even that statement is ambiguous.
Minett has Informed me through a
telephone message that th~ Manhattan
district engineer, Col. E. E. Kirkpatrick,
authorized hii;n to state that no such
statement was made or authorized by
any the security officers.
Col. David E. Shaw, security officer of
the Manhattan district, also authortzed
t1;1e fmlowing statement:
r have not said that I consider 'the security
of the Manhattan district in jeopardy as the
result of any activity of any current group
at Oakridge.
' TELEGRAM FROM ATOMIC SCIENTISTS
Now; Mr. Speaker, I. desire tb read a.
telegram I received, signed by L.B. Bar.st,
W. E. Kohn, P. S. Henshaw, and E. E.
Minett for the executive committee of the
Association of Oakridge Engineers and
Scientists:
The testimony by Repres,entatlve THOMAS
before the Rules Committee of the House Is
typical of the delaying action of those opposIng civilian control of atomic energy embodled in the McMahon blll S. 1717 as it is essential both for the national security of the
United States and for the fulfillment of its
forelgn policies that this legislation be passed
in this session of Congress. The basis of the
State Department's program as carried forward by Mr. Baruch Is embodied In this bill,
ilccording to Mr. Baruch's testimony before
the Senate special committee on atomic energy, Furthermore the continuity of the
work of the Manhattan project and the developments of atomic energy in and tor this
country ls established l:lY this b!ll, It shoµld
be pointed out again.that President_Trum~n,
the Secretaries of the War and Navy Departments, the Senate of the United States, sciAccording to his report, everyoneentlsts gene.rally, an.cl the. people of the the United States Senate, Mr. Bernard
country have considered the McMahon bill as . · Baruch,· the world's leading scientists
passed wlt.hout opposition bJI the senate as and great statesmen, yes, even the Presicompletely satisfactory for tlie security and dent of the United States-is out of
welfare of this country.
step but Ernie Adamson.
As far as the statement of E!,epresentatlve
These scientists from every country,
THOMAS is concerned, that the Oakridge scientist's orga11lzatlons are engaged In subver- men and women, old and young, in and
slve activities, It should be sufficient to point out of uniform, who have torn out of the
out that sl;nce their Inception the actions of bowels of the earth and out of the stunthese grou11s l;ulve been witbln the Jurlsctlc- ning power of man-made lightning the
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reluctant secrets of· the sun deserve
from us, not the blackening' of their
names, but the highest honors we can
give them; they deserve, not the unfostifiable and ignorant smearing of an Ernie Adamson, but the gratitude, the full
confidence, yes, and the appreciation, of
our country for what they have done.
"YOUR :i;•LESH SHOULD CREEPu

I ask per1~ission at this point, Mr.
Speaker, to msert several paragraphs
from the article in the July 13 issue of
the Saturday Evening Post entitled "Yam'
Flesh Should Creep," by Joseph and
Stewart Alsop, rather than to take up
the time of the House by demolishing,
point by 'point, Adamson's superficial,
meaningless, misleading and libelous socalled report:
EX.Ti!ACTS FROll,[ YOUR li'LESH SHOULD CREEP, BY
JOSEPH AND STEWART ALSOP, IN THE JULY 13 1
194 6, ISSUE OF THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

Some months ago, in the bttslnesslikc
Pent2gon offices occupied by the General
Starr of the United States Army, a group of
young soldiers set fortl1 on a strnnge adventure. The lndlviduals in the group cannot be identified, but it can be said that they
were the best the Army hacl-practical intellectuals, thoroughly professional, yet without professional deformation, broad in concept, and with no trace of Colonel Blimp In
their make-up. If one were choosing mll!tary experts on whose judgment It was necessary to rely, these were men to choose first.
Their task was nothing Jess than to determlne the strategic situation of the United
States, as revised by the new weapons of tl1e
Second World War. The bomb that dropped
on Hiroslllma created a situation without
prec[<!ent in history. A nation's policy must
be derivecl from its strategic situation. That
has been true since the lrnman dawn, when
the. first city-state erected the first encircling
wall. But until the year A. D. 1945, 110 nation neecled to worry very much about what
!ts strategic. situation really was. Instinctively, island powers built 1leets; land powers
with troublesome neighbors fortified frontiers; and little powers threatened from nearby sought alliances wlth large powers farther afield. From the time of the great Pharaoh, Menes, to the time of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, it was a reasonri.bly simple busi-

ness, The bomb changecl all that.
For scme months the strategic meaning of
tile bomb could not be calculated, for the
data were not available. For some months
indeecl, even the august Joint-Qhiefs of Starr'.
::tssemJ,lcd at their polishccl,i;i table among
their veiled maps and guard!;(! documents,
could not have given you an Informed and
final definition of the strategic situation of
·this Republic.
Even now it ls too early for any definition
to be final. The task of the young soldiers
was to prepare ct tentative definition whicl1
should be, at least, expert and informed.
To do that, they labored with a concentration ancl a desire to discover the whole truth
which are not often found in the recesses of
any military staff. They have now completed
their job. They have written their studies
covering the basic aspects of this incredibly
cmnplex problem, in whlcl1 is bound up the
life or death of our country· and our world.
Ti1ose papers have been coordlnatecl-to use
the tirecl language of the staff colleges~
a.nd now represent the current thinking of
the United States Army,
It has been said with .reason that these
young soldiers' adventure was a strange one.
No cluty could have been more vital. Yet the
. l"Ules of the staIT colleges were valueless to
·,hem. The sacred precede1its ·of the Civil
War were no more applicable than Hannibal's
brilliant d~monstrations of the. principles of

double envelopment. Furthermore, the adventure itself was fnr less strange than its
conclusion. History shows no previous case
in which military experts, nsked for advice
on llaLional defense, frankly confessed that
adequate armed forces, adequately equipped
and supplied, dlcl not constitute a defense ·
that could be depended upon. Un tll this
year of very doubtful grace, any reasonably
sane staff officer would have answered the
question, "What must we do to be secure?"
by saying simply, "Be strong." But in the
present case the answer was quite cli!Ierent.
We have heard a good deal of ignorant
rumbling about how the men of our armed
services want to "keep" the atom bomb. No
doubt some of those who have not studied
tj1e problem in nil Its aspects have this
atavistic desire. Yet the. chosen experts of
the ~eneral Staff, after careful study of all
the immense mass of secret data available
to the American Government, urgently advised that control of atomic energy must be
in ternatlonallzed, with the realistic safeguards in wlllch nll men believe. We have
also heard innumerable hints that the services regard world organization and collective
security as foolish, empty businesses. Perhaps some members of the services hold this
view. Yet the final conclusion of the chosen
experts has .been summed up In the statement, "The only sure defense of this country
is now the political defense."
That means ·a working effective Internationalization of control of atomic energy,
with adequate and genuine safeguards.
That means collective secu1'lty. That means
a working, effective world organization, capable of s~ttllng any problem of world affairs by peaceful means.· These things are
the polltical defense. For professional soldiers to say that these things must be Insisted upon as the only way of insuring the
national security-and for their dictum to
be officially endorsed by their equals and superlods-marlrn the extent of the 1·evolutlo11
of our time. It helps to explain the new and
remarkably intimate collaboration between
the services and tho State Department, at
all levels from the weekly meetings of the
three Secretaries downward, in the formulation of national policy. And it presents
the curious picture of the professional soldiers stating in more hard-boiled language
the same objectives as the one-world enthusiasts, although clearly seeing the difficulties of reaching those objectives. Wilen
the makers of national policy are t111anlnious, and when the highest professional
military advice differs only In approach from
the advice of the profeEsional visionaries, it
behooves every American to try to understand
why this should be so.
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Mr. SABATH. May I say to the- gentleman that there was a special committee of 11 Senators appointed by the
· Senate, and that committee has worked
qn it for months and months, and I think
it is manifestly unfair for the gentleman
from New Jersey to leave the insinuation·
that these 11 outstanding Members of
the Senate did not possess the ability to
write the· bill .. · ·
·
Mr .. THOMAS bf New Jersey. · Oh, I
never made any such· statement. That
is a misstatement. I did not say that I
did not think the Senators had no ability. I asked the gentleman if he would
not include the names of the 3 persons
who wrote the bill. Does the gentleman
.say that these Senators wrote the bill?
Mr. SABATI-I. The gentleman is, I
fear, arr the subject, and I thlnlc his information is not based on facts. I am
not in the habit of making misstatements. You have asked, sir, if I would
include the names of the three men who
wrote the bill. I have replied that I
would insert the names if you would give
them to me. I have already stated that
a special committee of 11 outstanding
Senators has worlrnd on it for months
and months. I will go further. I believe that these Senators that worked
on the bill, sentence by sentence, section
by section, paragraph by paragraph, are
familiar with the subject. They passed
on every clause and phrase. It malces
no difference whether they themselves
held the pen and ink or operated the
typewriters with their own hands, or if
they had the help and advice of other
men of ability. They passed· upon it.
They discussed and debated it. They
have agreed upon it. That bill received
the unanimous approval of the committee, and it was passed by unanimous
vote of the Senate. That should suffice
for any man who has the interest of the
country at heart, who ls not trying to
leave the insinuation-.Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Just a
·m·oment. Is the gentleman insinuating
that I have not the interest of the country at heart?
Mr. SAEATH. I say that anyone that
has the interest of the country at
heart-·
Mr. THOMAS of Hew Jersey. All
I hope when this resolution is adopted right; but is the gentleman insinuating
and the bill is considered that these rec-· that I do not have the interest of the
at heart?
ommendations by outstanding Ameri- cotmtry
Mr. SABATH. I did not ,·insinuate
cans will be approved and the Senate bill tlmt.
will pass.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. The
Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent gentleman insinuated something, and it
to revise and extend my remarks and in- sounded like that to me.
clude some of the names of organizations
Mr. SABATH. The gentleman always
and individuals throughout the United seems to me to desire to distort my reStates which have endorsed and urged marks unfortunately-'the adoption of the Senate bill without
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Then
amendments.
what does the gen~Ieman mean by "the
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr. best interest of the country at heart"?
Speal{er, reserving the right to object,
Mr. Speaker, I demand that the genand I shall not object, will the gentleman tleman's words be taken down.
also include the names of the three perMr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, if. there
sons who wrote the bill?
ls anything I said that would in any way
Mr. SABATH. If the gentleman will offend the gentleman from New Jersey,
give me their names, I will.
I withdraw the words.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. When
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
I get up and speak I will give the names, Speaker, the gentleman is out of order
and then I hope the gentleman will in- now. He has to sit down. He cannot stay
clude those three names.
in the well of the House.
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Mr. SABATH. I n:i:ve no objectrotlif· 'Frien:ds of Democracy; IndeP,endent Cit-·
my words be taken down. :,Neither the izens Committee of the Arts/·Sciences,
Speaker nor anyone else can find I delib-· , ·. and· Professions; Methodist.-'Federation
erately insinuated that the gentleman for ·Social' Services; National· Citizens .
did not have the interest of the country . Political Action· Committee; Southern
at heart, nor.that my words·were excep- .Conference for Human Welfare; Union
tionable, but .I am willing to,.withdraw · ·for Democratic Action; United Christian
-them, Mr. Speaker, if they were objec~.-: . Council for Democracy; Writers Board;
tionable.
. •
·.. · · · ·... · . ·. ·
· Association of Pittsburgh Scientists.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. ZIM- .
Federal Council of the Churches or
.1vrnnMAN).
The gentleman withdraws .. Christ in America; Fellowship of Recon- .
. the words objected to. ',. ·
. ·
. . · . ciliation; almost .. 500 members of the
· Mr. VOORHIS·, of· California. ·, Mr. · University of ,Illinois·: Social Education
Speaker, there is a unanimous~consent and Action Cominittee of the Presbytery
request pending.
·
of Washington City; Cambridge League
The SPEAKER pro tempore, .Without of Women Voters; Association of Camobjection, the request· of the gentleman bridge Scientists; Association of Scienfrom Illinois is agreed to: ·
··
· tiflc Workers; Council for Social Action
There was no objection.
of the Congregation of Churches; NaMr. THOMAS of New Jersey. What tional Committee for Civilian Control bf
was the request, Mr. Speaker?.
Atomic.Energy; Atomic Scientists of Los
The SPEAKER pro. tempore: That he .· Alamos: Oberlin. College faculty; Chibe allowed to place certain names in the cago Committee for Civilian Conti·ol of
RECORD. The Chair understood that the Atomic Energy; Emergency Committee
gentleman from New Jersey reserved the on Atomic Energy of the University· of
right to object but did not object.
Illinois; Illinois · League of Women
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Does Voters; American Civil Liberties Union;
that request take precedence .over the Jewish Women's Council,
demand that· the gentleman's words be STATEMENT AND LIST OF MEMBERS OF NATIONAL
taken down?
COMl\'IITTEE FOR CIVILIAN CONTROL OF AT01'4IC
The SPEAKER pro tempore. The
. ENERGY
gentleman withdrew the words comRather than insert an endless list of
plained of by the gentleman from New prominent individuals, I am offering an
Jersey.
·
analysis of the effect of the House comMr. THOMAS of New Jersey. · Did the mittee amendments to the McMahon bill
gentleman ask unanimous consent to submitted by the National Committee for
withdraw those words?
Civilian Control of Atomic Energy, to
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, if there which are appended the names of the
are any remarks the gentleman con- members, which ofi'er substantial evistrnes as offensive to him, I am willing to dence of the breadth of the endorsement
withdraw them.
through business and the professions:
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. No, the
FOR CIVILIAN
gentleman must obtain unanimous con- NATIONAL COMMITTEE
CONTROL OF ATOMIC ENERGY,
sent to withdraw them.
Wash·:ngton, D. c., July 11, 1946.
Mr. SABATH. I said I am willing to 'Ille Honorable ADOLPH J. St.nt.TH,
withdraw them.
Ilouse of Rcpresentativ~s,
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Will
Washington, D. C.
the gentleman ask unanimous consent
DEAR Rm: Enclosed you will find some comments upon the amendments to the Atomic
to do that?
Mr. SABATH. Yes. It is up to the Energy Act (S. 1717) proposed by the House
Military
Affairs Committee.
Speaker to determine whether what I
The decision for civilian rather than milisaid was out of order. I do not know tary
control of policy In the development
how anything I said could be construed and use of atomic energy is fundamental.
as being out of order, or as insinuating The atomic bomb so strikingly clramatl~ecl
anything objectionable; but, Mr. Speak- mll!tnry aspects of atomic energy that we
er, if there is anything I have said that forget the tremendous peacetime applications.
offends the gentleman from New Jersey, However, potentialities for far-reaching beneeconomic, social, and medical, truly
I 9.slc unanimous consent that those fits,
stagger the imagination,
words be withdrawn.
is no time to change a concept of
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there ourNow
Government-that of the mll!tary as the
objection to the request of the gentleman servant rather than the master-which has
from Illinois?
been a cornerstone of the American. Republ!c.
It was In the framework of this broad pieThere was no objection,
ORGANIZATIONS ENDORSING M'MAHON DILL

Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, in availing myself of leave to insert the names
of. organizations. and individuals Which
have endorsed S. 1717, to save space in
the RECORD I shall limit myself to organizations· of .substance and standing,
The following are but a fraction of all
the communications and endorsements
I have received:
Association of New York Scientists;
more than 200 members of the National
Academy of Scientists; Engineers and
Architects Association of Southern California; Americans United for World Organization, Inc.; American Slav Congress; Committee of Catholics for Human. Rights: Council for Democracy;

. ture-peacetime de,·e!opment while protecting our military obl!gatlons-that these comments were drafted. The National Committee for the Civilian Control of Atomic Energy
makes these recommendations in the conviction that they are In the best Interest of
our country and of mankind,
Yours sincerely,
ALBERr CAHN,

Secretary. ·
DOMESTIC ATOMIC ENERGY LEGISLATION-COMMENTS ON THE HOUSE COMMITTEE AMENDMENTS
I. MILITARY MEMBERSHIP ON THE COMMISSION
(PAGE 3, LINE 19, AND PAGE 0 1 LINE 2, NEW
(D))

Tho House amendments requii-e one and
permit two members of the Atomic Energy
9ommlssion to be members of the armed
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forces.: .The qu~tion Is ialsed, ..;hat harm
. can this minority position. cause?" The argumeiits. agallist these provisions.are as :follows: ·: ·· · .. ·
·
· A. Sine~ 1870,.a statute in thlc country has
prohibited a ml!!tary officer on. active duty
status· from occupying any position in the
clvlllan government. . This statute carried
out the fundamental and traditional separation of the m1l!tary ahd the state embodied
in . our C:onstltutlon. Wh!Ie special indi·
victual statutes have been passed from time
to time to permit a military officer to occupy
a -civilian post,. there has never been any
previous instance In -which a member of the
military forces was permitted to occupy a
clvll!an position wltl1 a continuing responslblllty to the mll!tary department. It should
be noted that the amendment does not say
that the military man ls re!leved of m!lltary
responsibll!ty, but, to the contrary; expressly
provides that he shall be a representative
of the military drpartment.
B. This provision Is harmfully unnec~szary.
The direct Interests of the armed forces and
the country's defense requirements are completely protected by. the military liaison committee. This committee has the right to be
kept informed on all matters whicI1 it (the
committee) .deems to relate to the Interests
of the armed forces; it has the right to appeal
any action or failure to act by the Commission, through the Secretaries of War or Navy,
to tlie President. Thus an entire body Is
studying and looking out for the military
interests of the country. A minority position
of members of the armed forces upon the
Commission would weaken the position. of
the liaison committ~e. as It would often be
felt that the members on the Commission
gave adequate expression to the defense needs
of the country. The presence of the milltary
liaison committee has been expressly ap-,
proved by the Secretaries of War and of the;
Navy and by General Eiseµhower as the de-·
sirable treatment of military Interests. All!
are specifically opposed to having any mem-;
ber of the armed forces serve as a member!
of the Commission.
In addition, the basic decisions as to howi
much fissionable material shall be manu- 1
factured and how many bombs shall be built.
are made by the President, presumably after,
consulting with the mllitary departments as
well as. the Commission~
'
c. Requiring military membership on the
Atomic Energy Commission compromises the
United States claim of peaceful Intentions
with regard to atomic energy in the conduct
of our International negotiations. No matte~
how eloquent our protestation that we ar~
interested in developing atomic energy exJ
elusively for peacetime uses, words cannot
undo the fact of mi!ltary membership on thq
Atomic Energy Commission In the Unite]
States.
D. The military departments are a claim 1
ant agency from the Commission. It is a
simple .principle of fairness that the grou~
having the power of decision be independ,.
ent of any of the claimant groups. It is im
possible to expect and unfair to ask tI1f
military representative to disregarcl a preference for military requests In balancing these
requests against those desirable for civilian
development;
E. The miiltary member(s) of the Commission would have a divided loyalty, They
would be responsible to their military superiors. At one and the same time they
would be responsible to the public as members of a Commission whose responsib!llties
extend beyond ml11tary considerations to cl. vlllan uses of atomic energy. This would
at least enhance dissension in the Commission with a consequent reduction of efficiency. Even the best person would make
a different decision If he were responsible
solely to the military departments thnn if
he we1·e responsible to the public as a whole,
including national defense responsibilities.
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P. Management of the nation's atomic . field of sensational publicity value, and sub•
energy rcsow·ces 1uanifestly requires the
jcct to possible hysteria, tills consultation
greatcs'G possible. efficiency, particularly in
division was designed to. assure that prose•
obtaining the peacetime benefits of·tllis new
cutions would not be initiated without l'e•
source of energy, Without going into the
1•icw by persons having the teclmical and
merits, there is a substantial body of oplli.
scion tific !Jaclrground necessary to determine
ion that military officers are not the best
the significance of the acts complained of.
qualified men for directing all enterprise of
V, C0Mnl1SSI0N ATTORNEYS (P, 40, LINES 16-19)
this type, Whether the abuses of military /
'l'his iunendment withdraws the Commls•
officers in the conduct of economic functions
slon's authority to be represented by Its own
are greater or less than mistakes made by
attorneys
in court. This authority has cuscivilians, the fact remains thb.t civilian of.
tomarily been gran tecl to agencies charged
tlcials are responsible directly to the public
through simple power of i·emoval by the i with major regulatory responsibilities.
President or on demand of the Congress be- ! Since l!Llgation Involving atomic energy will
be highly technical, will require brnad
cause these appointive officials are obliged
knowlellge of physics, chemistry, geology, and
to stand for election or reelection. Military
officers appointed to represent the armed/ many other subjects, it seems pecullarl)' un•
forces are not subject to loss of their com-/' wise to handicap the activities of this agency
missions by any public criticism or criticism · in the manner proposed. Even if a _pollcy
against agency attorneys were to he adopted,
of the President or of the Congress; to the
the very great importance of tlie Atomic
contra,·y, their chances of further promotion
Energy
Commission and Its work would jusgenerally depend direcLl)' upon the zcnl with
tify
an exemption from such a pollcy,
wl1ich they discharge the orders of their
VI. MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS
superiors who bear no official connec tlon with
the Atomic Energy Commission. In short,
'rhe remaining amendments are' listed and
dcmocrac)' works for civilian officials, but the
briefly commented on as follows:
essential clements of a permanent military
A. Page 12, line 17: The meaning of this
hierarchy are sharply different from demoamenclmeDj ls unclear. In addition, what
cratic responsibility.
it attempts to do Is either unnecessary or
is in direct confiict with other major proII. MILITARY OFFICER AS DIRECTOR OF :MILITARY
visions
of the bl11.
APPLICATIONS DIVISION (P. 5, LINE 23)
B. Page 18, line o· and iinc 10: A picayune
In many respects detailing a military ofiicer
change which loses the benefit of the statu•
to hold the position of Director of Military
tory clefinitlon.
Applications Division is objectionable on the
C. Page 19, line 11: The only amendment
grounds outlined above.
to the Senate committee b111 adopted on the
The functions or the Military Applications
floor by the Senate. No comment.
Division will probably be to conc!uct mili•
D. Page 21, line 20; page 26, line 5: These
tary research and to convert fissionable ma.
identical amendments are unnecessary and
terial into atomic bombs.
may open the door to abuses by the CommisDuring tile war all of these activities were
sion which tlrn original bill carefully avoids.
under the cl!rectlon of a civilian, Dr. Oppen.
E. Page 25, line 12: To require licenses for
heimer; today, they are still under the diatomic energy devices to be for at least a
rection of a civilian, Dr. Bradbury.
full year ls to deprive the Commission of a
great deal of flexlbi!lty ,:mcl to ignore the
III. PRODUCTION OF ATOMIC WEAPONS (P. 22 1
obvious fact that atomic energy devices are
LINES 21, 23, AND 25)
in their Infancy aml developments will re•
This amendment permits the President to
qulre many changes In any 1-year period.
authorize the armed forces to manufacture
P. Page 43, new section 14: This provision
atomic bombs. This amendment is undeIs either unnecessary or possibly capable of
sirable for two i·easons.
interpretation which would restrict the
A. Like military membership on the Com•
Atomic Energy Commission more than any
111.ission, periniLting the arined forces to
other agency of the Government. If the
manufacture atomic bombs is a cllrect conamendment is merely Intended to make the
tradiction of the position taken by the
.l\.c!mlnistrative Procedure Act applicable to
United States in international negotiations
the Atomic Energy Commission, this is auto•
that we are interested only in the developma tically taken care of !Jy the provisions of
ment of· atomic energy for peaceful purposes.
that act.
Our integrity ls certainly made questionable
G. Page 43, lines 21 and 23: Increasing the
by statutory unwillingness to give a civilian
size of the Congressional Joint Committee.
commission exclusive authority over all
No comment.
.
atomic energy activities in the United States.
H. Page 47, line 9: This amendment makes
In fact, the international arrangement we
the Commission's injunction remedy in the
proposed would require that facilities for the
atomic energy field less effective than the
product;ion of atomic bombs be handled in
remedy avai.lable In the housing and price
the same way as other atomic energy recontrol programs.
sources.
I. Page 47, line 19, new section e: This proB. -Permitting the armed forces independvision Hice some otliers, !s either unnecessary
ently to carry on actual manufacturing operor a possible source of difficulty. Since exist•
ations would divide the responsibility of the
ing statutes place responsibility for enforce•
Atomic Energy Commission by, In c!Iect, esment in the Department. of Justice and the
tablishing a competitive agency performing
Federal Bureau of Investigation, special
a part of its functions. This clivision of austatutory p1'ov!slon may be lnterpreteq to rethority woulcl malre it more difficult to get as
strict the Commission's activities in inspecCommission members the high caliber pertions and other information-gathering
sonnel which this subject matter requires.
activities where it is not yet known whether
violations aro present.
IV. CONSULTATION BEFORE CRIMINAL PROSECU ..
J. Page 49, line 19: Including the Canal
TIONS (P, 31, LINES 12-15)
Zone
expressly within the United States.
This amendment strikes out the requireNo
comment.
·
ment that the Attorney General consult wltl1
K. Page 49, line 19: Amendment's defini•
the Atomic Energy Commission before prosetion of production facilities. The amend·
cutions for violation of the control of Inment might narrow the definition so that It
formation provisions are Initiated. This
no longer applied to facilities which, in fact,
provision was carefully worlrnd out to malrn
are capable of producing fissionable material,
atomic energy research attractive to com•
The amendment is at least unnecessary and
petent scientists, despite the extra obligapossibly harmful In this respect.
tions involved. A scientist's reputation ls
Members of the National Committee for
severely Injured by the mere initiation of a
Civilian Control of Atomic Energy: Ivan .Al·
pro~ecution, regardless of whether he is ulti•
len, Sr., Allen-Marshall po., 4tlanta, G.a.J
mately acquitted. Since atomic energy is a

j
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Strhigfellow-Barr, .st. John's College, Annap.
alls, Md.; Percival F. Brundage, Prince Waterhouse Co,, New York City; Cass Canfield,
New York City; Mrs, John· Allen Carpenter,
Chicago, Ill.; Everett Case, Colgate University,. Hamilton, N. Y.; Leo Cherne, Research
Institute, New Y01·l, City; C. A. Dykstra, University of. California at. Los Angeles, Los Angeles, Calif.; E. R. Embrie, Rosenwald Foundation, Chicago, Ill.; Marshall Field, New Yori,
City; Thomas K. Finletter, New York City;
Ralph Flanders, Federal Reserve Bank of New
England, Boston, Mass.; the Reverend Harry
Emerson Fosdick, New York. City; Mrs. J,
Borden Harriman, Washington, D. C.; Maurice
Harrison, San Francisco, Calif.; Leon Henderson, Washington, D. C.; Palmer Hoyt, Denver
Post, Denver, Colo.; the Very Rev. James 'I:,
Hussey, president,. Loyola College, Chicago,
Ill.; Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, chancelor, Uni•
versity of Chicago, Chicago, Ill.; A. D. Lasker,
l•orty-flfth Street and Lexington Avenue, New
York City; Herbert H. Lehman, Washington,
D. c.; Mrs. Edward Macauley, 'Washington,
D. G.; Philip Murray, president, CIO, Washington, D. C.; Donald Nelson, Hollywood,
Calif.; William I, Nichols, editor, This Week
magazine, New York City; Bishop G. Bromley
Oxham, New York City; the Most Reverend
Bernard J. Shiel, Chicago, Ill.; Samuel Slot•
lcln, president, Hi-Grade Meat Packing Co.,
New Yorlc City; Dr. George 'Ehomas, president
emeritus, University of Utal1, Salt Lake City,
Utah; William H. Vanderbilt, Williamstown,
Mass.; W. W. Waynack, Des Moines Register
and Tribune, Des Moines, Iowa; Sumner
Welles, Oxon Hill, Md.; Walter White, Na•
tlonal Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, New Yorlc City; John Hay
Whitney, New York City; Arthur D. Whiteside, New York City; Beardsley Rum!, Macy
& Co., New York City; Alexander Sachs, New
York City; Gifford Plnchot, Washington,
D. C.
CHICAGO COMMITTEE FOR CIVILIAN CONTROL OF
ATOMIC ENERGY

In my own city of Chicago there are
scientists of world renown who contributed substantially to the development of
the means of producing atomic energy
and of applying it to the bombs which
devastated Nagasaki and Hiroshima. As
Jong ago as December 8, 1945, Dr. Robert
S. Mulliken, professor of physics at the
University of Chicago, submitted to me
a memorandum subscribed to by 210
members of the National Academy of
Sciences which laid down the basic prin~
ciples of the bill now under consideration, as passed by the Senate. I resist
the temptation to include the names of
the world-renowned scientists who signed
the statement, but I have them on file.
I include, and again without the long
list of prominent individuals composing
the committee, a more recent letter from
Mrs. John P. Welling, of the Chicago
Committee for Civilian Control of Atomic
Energy, 1126 East Fifty-ninth Street:
Hon. AooLPH J. SABATH,
House Office Builaing,
Washington, D.

a.

DEAR MR. SABATH: You asked me last night
on the telephone to send you a wire giving
the personnel of this c:,mmittee, which is
backing you in your support of civilian control of atomic energy,
I am sending this letter on our stationery
instead for I know that you !mow Cl11cago
so well that this list of sponsors will tell you
what a cross-section of outstanding citizens
are behind you. As you can see, we have
presidents of universities and industry,
rabbis and bishops, labor leaders, lawyers,
Negro leaders, bankers, and club women-all
influential with large sections of the Chicago
public,
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1 Tr.is is sent _in the hope. that whe1i your ' the political plans for exploiting tlle 'place
committee Is askecl to give a. rule, It may · are well nclvancecl and there woulcl unstrengthen your hands as evidence of wldecloubtedly be trouble in the reservation
sprca cl publ!c concern for:immedlate action ·-within 6 .months." (Thomas Jeliersclh llvecl
on tills most· vital Issue for_ our country's . not far awny. Hang him In effigy, too, sires.)
safety.
. .·
·· ~
."One of the · most imrpr!slng comments
· Very sincerely yours,:
was an expression from one of the young
HARRIET W, WELLING,·
scientists to the effect that the power of the
.Mrs. John P. Welling,
atomic bomb was .mucl1 greater from a poChairman, Steering· Committee:
litical· viewpoint than from Its · pllysical
·
aspect," (Something must be done, gentle•
TOM stoia:s oN o~ timoE . ·
men, about James F. Byrnes and Bernard M.
It is with reg1;et that I 'omit many Baruch, too, ere this day-'s business is over.).
similar letters, many resolut'ii:ms, many · · · "My conclusion, basecl upon 'the·investigastatements, from groups and individuals tlon up to date, is that the Anny shoulcl
of the highest standing, whose integrity exei·clse permanent control over tile manu•
and patriotism and·earnest sincerity are facture or atomic weapo11s." (Bring -Uie
of the United. States. before the bar.
beyond any aspersions, whether or not · Senate
It must be tried, too. It voted against Army
one may .agree with their views. I do control.
Traitorous.)
insert the column by Thomas L. Stokes
The case Is comp1e·ted,' Thank you, Mr.
of the Scripps-Howard feature syndi- Adamson.
cate, United Features, which appeared in · Take the prisoners away. They nrc guilty,
this morning's Philadelphia Record:
The hangman's knot, the electric chair, tl1e
guillotine are too humane, Put them to the
Yl!.SHINGTON.-Oyezl' Oyez! Oyez!
rack ancl tear their limbs from their bodies
Bring in the prlsonei·s, the young men of
science from Oak Ridge, Tenn., the young ·ancl remove that great weight fl'om their
souls and their consciences.
·
men with a bomb on their brains like a festering tumor. Let ,them be shackled with
Mr.
Speaker,
I
now
yield
:?O minutes
chains forged of true steel, far stronger than
to the ge'ntleman from Illinois [Mr.
the conscience of mankind. Let them walk
ALLEN], a member of the. committee.
in slow and·. measured tread, lock-step, with
. eyes downcast to the floor.
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
And let· the crier go before them and call
I yield 7 minutes to the gentleman from
out in the voice of doom:
Illinois [Mr. ARENDS].
·."Shmne!

Shame!

Shame!"

.

Auel let a guard of husky ·young -men ,i'f
the Army surround them, bayo11ets fixed.
If you please, your honor,-1et'Ernie:Adamso11, council of Representative RANION's
House Committee on Un-American Activities, read the· Indictment and proceecl wltl1
this awful case.
Go ahead;Mr. Adamson, :with your indict-_
n1ent.

"That these Oak Ridge societies are compcsed of young men classified as scientific
1·esearcl1ers or engineers." (Shame on them,
5hame on science!)
·
.
.
OH, HORRORS I
''The activities of these societies are devotee\ to the creation of some form of worlel
government."
(Horrendous!
That puts
them in .a class with Bernard M. Baruch and
Owen J. Roberts, who once sat on the SU•
preme Court, and a man namecl HaITy S.
Truman.)
·
'
"Tll~sc societies are very 1!.Ctlve In· support
of international civilian: control of the manufacture of atomic materials." (Shame on
.them, and shame on .. Harry S. Truman, ancl
Secretary of state Byrnes, and Bemarcl M.
Baruch again, and the leaders of England
and Canada and France and Russia and Australia and all the other United- Nations, .
Shame!)
"The officers whose statements we have
taken not <inly· admit communication with
persons outside the United States; but in
substance say they lntencl to continue this
1n·actlce." (Lock them away on bread and
water, with no pen and ink handy.)
"The security officers at Oak Rlclge think
that the peace and sec-ui'!ty of the United
,States is definitely in danger." · (The m!lltary, then, is still the military, age without
end.)
·
"The CIO Is now making a desperate effort
to unionize all ·workers of the reservation,
We toolt statements from the-CIO and A. F. of
L. organlze:·s. The CIO organizer was · very
militant and seems to 'be in close contact
with the members of the scientific societies."
(Throw them in the darkest dungeon, where
they may ponder their pride llnd learn
rneekn ess.)
DANGER AHEAD
"If jurisdiction and con'trol of the Oak
Ridge Reservation passes Into clvll!an hands,

Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, the bill,
· S. 1717, is, I believe, as important, if not
more so, than any piece of legislation
this House has ever considered. I believe this proposed bill is as vital as any
legislation ever before any Congress. I
am sure those Members who have studied
the bill and the- report will agree with
tbat statement. Under general debate,
and when the bill is read tmder the 5minute rule, I do hope the Members of
the House will stticiy as- much as possible
the ramifications and t.he potentialities
of this proposed legislatiop. ~tis so farreaching, and s·o broad in scope, tllat it
is almost incredible that we should consider g),'anting such powers to a board
of five men. This b.oard would make of
its five members literally the five most
powerful individuals this Nation or the
world have ever seen. In complete, total
control of aU matters concerning atomic
energy, the most· powerful e11ergy, the
most dangerous weapon or, conversely,
the most beneficent power ever known to
civilization, this Commission, in truth
and fact, would hold the destiny-the
lives and freedom of mankind-wholly
within their discretion.
Up until the present time, we, the possessor of the know-how of atomic energy, . cont.rol to a large extent these
forces which the rest of the world, especially certain nations,want to know more
about, and are determined to acquire.
This commission, without asking anyone,
could decide jµst what shall be done with
tbe secrets of atomic energy, The commission would be required to aslt no gove1'nmen,t, no other power, no people, for
permissiop. to do anything they might
want, at a1)y time.they might desire, with
this greatest secret of the ages. I venture, to assert that it has never ·before
'been suggeste_d that sucl1 gigantic, worldcontrolling powers be place,d in the hands
of an'y five men that I ever heard of.
It is expected, of course, that the five-.
man co:ixunission will be made up of good,
patriotic1 J.9yal .American citizens ap ..
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pointed bl and with the consent of the.
S,enate;· Mr,. Speaker, we all have seen
the . appointment of supposedly good,
,true,. tried, and tested citizens, only to
learn··later that they. were- humans and,
therefore, subject to error. · I make this
statement;· Mr. Speaker, so the Houseof Representatives may be alert to just
what we are undert'aking to do here today, I agree that some control of this
vital force must be established, but, I
repeat, we should realize that we arc
setting up the most totalitarian commission in all history-a group which will
hold in its hands the means for the very
life or death of every citizen in this country and in the whole world. The bill will
permit this commission, I reiterate, to do
anything it desires at 'any time. The
commission could determine the policy of
these United States of. America as to
what shall be done about atomic energy,
This commission could take from you
and from me any of our possessions; any
of our property; any of our rights guaranteed under the Constitution; any of
our patents-in truth and fact-anything any individual in this country now
possesses, if the commission declared it
to concern atomic power. We cannot
now.conceive that this will be done, but
the truth should be faced by all Members. They should understand just what
we ·are doing here today.
Some of us on the Military Affairs
Committee thought it wise that the socalled McMahon bill should be amended
in certain respects. In my. years of service here I have never yet seen legislation
passed by either body that was not sub•
ject to improvement by amendment.
Therefore, amendments were added to ,
the bill in the committee. Such amend- I
ments, I hope we can convince you, are'.
improvements to the proposed legisla- i
tion: Those of us on the committee who!
wanted to amend this bill have no objec-1
tive in mind except that if this bill is to l
pass it should be in the best form possi- 1
ble, and with the Congress of the United i
States fully aware of its effects and im-;
plications.
I
The major change made in committee! .
was the one regarding the five-man!
Commission to be established. As thei
bill passed the Senate, it called for a;
five-man civilian Commission. Our com-i
mittee changed it in this respect: That it r
be mandatory for one member of the 1
five-man Commission to be a military!
man, and that two military men could!
be appointed by the President, but not·,
more than two. Now, I would like to ask
the House what fa wrong with such aJ
proposal. If, up to the present time,
there is any group which has a more
direct interest in atomic-energy matters
than the military defenders of this country, I would li_ke to know who it is. What
is wrong with placing one military man
on a five-man Commission with four
civili~n members? If there is any one
military individual so strong; so smart,
so capable, and so determined that he
ca11 influence fom· other civilians and
persuade them to d-o as he likes, then
such a man, because of his sheer ability,
should be on the Commission. I cannot
understand the assertion that we are
destroying a civilian Commission when
there .are. four civilians and only one
military man provided for such Commls-
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Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Speaker, t am
opposed to this rule and· I am opposed
to the bill. I agree with what the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. ARENDS] said,
that this is an important piece of legislation. Its importance, in my judgment, ·
should )Jc judged by the extent to which
It will deprive the American people of
their liberl;ies.
I not only agree Lhat it Is an important
piece of legislation but I should like to
acid that this is one of the most dangerous bills ever presented to Congress. I
am sure that before the debate is over
you will have ample proof in support of
that statement.
This bill comes to us under a great fear
psychology which the propagandists of
the country have endeavored and are still
endeavoring to create, to frighten the
American people into adopting a type of
legislation which will mean the surrender of more of their liberty· than it
is safe to surrender to any Government
agency in time of peace.
·what is the situation at the present
time? Right now, when the world is still
in a state of confusion, when the war
technically is not even over, the secrets
or the atomic bomb and of atomic energy
CALL OF THE HOUSE
are in the possession of the armed servMr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr. ices. Some secrets may have leaked out,
Speaker, I make the point of order that but the greater part of them, I. hope,
a quornm is not present.
are still known only to this Government.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
What does this bill seek to do? The
ZnnrnnMAN). Evidently_ no quorum is
President will no more than sign it, if it
present.
gets that far, than evei·y one of. those
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
secrets, the bombs themselves, as well as
I move a call of the House.
the Oak Ridge plant, will be turned over
A call of the House was ordered.
to a Government bureau, and the Army
The Clerk called the roll, and the fol- will be c01npletely divested of control and
lowing Members failed to answer to their. authority over sucl1 property.
names:
When the bill first came to our com(Roll No. 223]
mittee no provision had been made fol'
Adams
Fernandez
Norton
the Army and Navy to even have a repAlier., La.
Folger
O'Brien, Mich.
resentative on the commission of five,
Anc!C!r-:on. Calif. Gibson
O'Toole
known as the Atomic Energy CommisAncire·ss, N. Y. Gifford
Petel'son, Ga.
sion. '!'hey said this was because of
Bailey
Gillespie
Philbin
Baldwin, Md.
Gossett
Powell
some tradition that you cannot have a
Becl,worth
Hall,
Priest
man in uniform on a commission of this
Bell
Edwin ArthurRandolph
kind. But I submit, Mr. Speaker, that
Bennet, N. Y.
Hanis
Reece, Tenn.
Borer.
Hebert
Richards
no such tradition could apply when the
Boylcin
Heffernan
Rlzley
safety
of the Nation is inv"olved. The
Bunker
Hendricks
Robinson, Utah
Army and Navy and not a Government
cannon, Fla.
Herter
Roe, N. Y.
bureau are charged with the responsibilCannon, l\Io.
Holifleld
Sadowski
Geller
Holmes, Wash. Sheridan
i[;y of defending the country, You -might
Che,f"
Johnson,
Slaughter
as well transfer the Navy or the Air
Clark
Lutller A.
Sparkman
Forces to a Goyernment agency. The
Cochran
Johnson,,
Stewart
Carree
Lyndon B.
Sumners, Tex.
House Committee on Military Affairs
Calm.er
Johnson, Okla. Tarver
added an amendment to the bill which
cooper
Kerr
Thomas, Tex.
wm give the Army representation on the
cox
KU clay
Tolan
Cravens
Ludlow
Torrens
commission, but every conceivable effort,
crn,vrord
McGehee
Vinson
I understand, is going to be made to reCurley
Mciv!illan, S. C. Vursell
move that amendment from the bill.
Daugllton, Va. Mahon
Welch
bur committee was severely criticized in
Davis
Manlcin
West
Dawson
Mansfielcl,
White
some quartei:s because it dared to dis-Earthn,an
Mont.
Wickersham
turb any part of this \)iil as it came from
Eberharter
Mansfield, Tex. W'olfenden, Pa.
the other body. We were urged to report
Engel, Mich.
M<tson
Wood
Fellows
Miller, Calif.
the biil without any hearings. As a matThe SPEAKER. On this roll call 340 ter of fact, we heard only two witnesses
Members have answered to their riames, and another witness · who came in by
accident. That was all the testimony
a quorum.
that was presented to our committee on
By unanimous consent, further proceedings under the call were dispensed a piece of legislation of this importance.
The chairman of the Atomic Energy
with.
Commission will receive $17,500 a year
DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC
and the other members $15,000. Five
ENERGY
department heads will receive $14,000 a
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Spealm1·, year each, making 10 in all. However
I yielc! 5 minutes to the .gentlemen from able or honest these persons may be, I
Ohio Ll\'lr. ELSTON].
submit it is a dangerous thing to take
sion. You will hear ii; said here thal; the
War Department is opposed to the proposition of one military mau being placed
on the Commission. Well, they cerl;ainly ·
have never told me so. I do not believe
they are opposed to ii;, I hope the membership will carefully think' through this
proposal to have one military man on
the Commission. In the· best interests
of the country, I believe it to be a wise
and proper step to take. ·
While there are other parts of the bill
which I would like to discuss, I do not
now lu-.ve the time to do so. However, I
want, before I conclude, to draw your
attention to the patents section of this
bill. When the bill is Tead under the
5-minute rule an amendment will be offered to strike section 11 from the bill.
At the p;·oper time I hope to offer conclusive argumc,nt in support of such an
amendment. Members of the House, do
not ktkc any steps in opposition to some
of the various amendments offered until
you carefully consider what you are doing. ·I repeat, this, in my estimation, is
the most important piece of peacetime
legislation you have ever been called to
vote upon.
·
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from the milita1'y authorities and turn
over to bureau heads and their employees
whatever secrets of atomic energy we
possess.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman has expired.
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
I yield three additional minutes to the
gentleman.
Mr. AUGUST II. ANDRESEN. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ELSTON. I yield.
Mr. AUGUST II. ANDRESEN. We are
led to believe there are thousands of foreign agents from other countries in the
United States trying to get information
on the atomic bomb as well as other
secrets. If that is a fact, would it not be
better to let this type of legislation lie
over uni! we get more stable conditions
in the world and we know what our Allies
intend to do?
Mr. ELSTON. I think the gentleman
has stated the situation exactly. There
is absolutely no reason for this legislation. Present conditions should not be
changed until there is some stability in
the world, until some of the confusion is
gone and until we have entered into some
international agreement which will outlaw use of atomic weapons. Up to the
present moment there has not been a
single agreement entered into, requiring legislation of this kind. In the brief
time that I have remaining I would like
to make this point. It is contended that ·
this legislation is necessary in order to
create an impression on the rest of the
world that we are not militaristically
inclined. It is contended that if we go
on manufacturing atomic bombs, we may
oirend other nations. In answer to this
claim, I need only to call your attention
to the fact that at the present time if the ·
President of the United States wants the
War Department and the Navy Department to cease the manufacture of atomic·
bombs, all he has to do is to direct them
to cease. We clo not need this legislation. As a matter of fact, this legislation is clire'cted at the private industry of the Nation. It deals almost entirely with domestic control. If anything ever placed shackles on private industry, it is the bill that is before you
today. Private industry under this bill
can not make a single experiment in the
development of atomic energy for· industrial purposes without a license from
this Government bureau. All patents
having to do with atomic energy would
be immediately revoked or they would
be taken over by the Government. No
person could invent anything wHh6ut
turning his patent over to t,he Government. The incentives provided by our
present patent Jaws would be destroyed.
Section 11 of this biII is tin-American and
is contrary to the constitutional principle upon which our patent system is
founded.
An amendment wm be offered to
strike out the patent section of the bill.
The Constitution provides that a patentee bas the exclusive right to his patent. Yet this bill takes away that right.
Of course some provision is made to
compensate an inventor but we all know
that the value of a patent is determined
l:ly the future .. No agency or court can
determine what a patent is worth until
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the r,,,atent has been tried. Yet, ·1r s~c'tion :n remains in Lhis bill, an inventor
must submit his case to a patent compensati.on board, consisting of two or
more employees of the Commission, and
they determine what his patent is worth.
Mr. RICH. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Ml'. ELSTON. I yield.·'
Mr. RICH. You contend, then, that
without any legislation we keep atomic
secrets in the hands of a fewer number
of people. Is that correct?
·
Mr. ELSTON. Yes. Without this
legislation the secrets of the atomic bomb
remain exactly where they are now. If
tl1is legislation is passed, within 24 hours
every one of the secrets will be turned
over to a civilian commission.·
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Ohio has again expired.
·
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
I yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
j'~(;;'\V Jersey [Mr. THOMAS].
Mr. THOMAS. of New Jersey.· Mr.
Speaker, I am opposed to the rule and I
am opposed to this bill. I agree with
the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. ELSTON]
that it is probably the most dangerous
piece of legislation ever presented to
the Congress of the United States. I
·can see no reason why we should take it
up in the closing days of this session
of Congress. In my humble opinion,
this is the kind of legislation that needs
a large amount of thought and a large
amount of debate. We have been asked
to rusl1 it through in the last days of the
session. For what reason? There was
never a reason told to the members of
the Military· Affairs Committee why we
had to rush this thing .the way we are
doing now.
Personally, I think there is one· man
in the world who is more interested in
this legislation than any other one
human being. That is Mr. Andrea
Gromyko, the Russian deleg·ate to the
United Nations organization. He is
sitting in New York laughing up his
sleeve, hoping that the Congress of the
United States is going to pass the kind
of a bill that. will do the very thing J1e
has been tryjng to get; that is, a bill
that will make it possible for other nations of the world to get all of the atomic
secr!'!ts that we have, not. only in regard
to atomic enel'gy but in regard to the
manufacture of the atomic bomb.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMis of New Jersey. I yield.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana., Is It not .
true that under the war emergency power
security measures this Nation is afforded
greater protection than this bill would
afford?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. · There
is not any· question about .it. If you
want to know the real purpose of the
bil!, read subsection 2, subparagraph

Mrs. DOUGLAS of California .. , Mr.
·spealce1·, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, One
moment and I will be glad to yield.
On: a reciprocal basis I would like to
· know what other nations on earth, even
including Canada or Britain, could give
to us on a reciprocal basis anything comparable in return for the information
that we could give. them in connection
with industrial atomic energy or in connection with the atomip bomb? What
could they give us? Why, they have not
got anything ancl they !mow it. The
purpose of the bill is io make it possible
so they will get some of the secrets so
that we may get something on a reciprocal basis; but as things now stand,
this is absurd for they have nothing to
give.
I now yield to the gentlewoman from
California.
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. I thinlc
it is important to finish that sentence:
When enforceable safeguards against its
use for destructive purposes. b ave been
achieved.

Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Oh, I
am very glad that tile gentlewoman from
California brought that up, because I
hope that she ~or someone else in the
House, including a member of the Military Affairs Committee, can point out
any section of the bill under which we
could protect not only the present atomic
bomb but protect any future actions in
connection with the manufacture of an
atomic bomb except in this way; and
you should read section 10. Under this
section when the horse has been stolen
from the barn we will then take the man
who stole the horse to jail. Now, would
not some aggressor nation just love to
pay a fine of a few dollars or $20,000 or
have one of their subjects go to jail for
a period of years for the atomic bomb
secrets? It would be cheap.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from New Jersey has expired.
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker,
I yield the gentleman three additional
minutes.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN, Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I yield.
Mr. 'AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. I
should like to ask the gentleman this
question, for this is such an important
matter: Considering the unsettled state
of affairs in the world, does the gentleman feel that the passage of this bill
would jeopardize the security of the
United States?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. The
passage' of this bill would be the quickest way possible to give the atomic-bomb secrets away, and you know what
the result would be.
I want to say this to the gentleman:
I am in favor of defeating this bill,
keeping the status quo, keeping the secrets the way they are, maintaining Oak
(bi:
Ridge and the rest of the Manhattan
PURPOSE OF ACT
project ·under military, control, and wait
(2) A program for the control of scientific ·
until we see what kind of peace we are
nnd technical information which will permit
gojng to get in the world before we make
tlle dissemination of such information to
any other move.
encourage scientific progress, and !01· the
Mr. AUGUST II. ANDRESEN. Will it
sharing on a reciprocal basis of information
do any harm if this matter is allowed to
concerning the practical Industrial application of atomic energy as soon as effective.
lay over for another.year?
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Mr. THOl\!tAS of' New Jersey. It will
do no harm whatsoeve1• except it is going
to cleprive·some·of these people from getting some· nice fat jobs; and our hearts
certainly bleed over that:
Mr. RICH: Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
,
.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I yield.
Mr. RICH. If we had found a new and
terribly deadly poison which distribut~d
to the people would kill them we would
keep it in our hands until we knew how
to handle it safely, would we not?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. There
ls no doubt in the world about that.
Mr. RICH. Here we have what is possibly the most deadly thing In existence,
yet some ·amongst us advocate giving it
to everybody.
JV[r. THOMAS of New Jersey. Look 2ct
this ad which appears in the Washington press every day. It says: "Place the
control. ·of atomic energy in civilian
hands." I will bet that the people who
signed that never saw this bill, Jet ·alone
having read a line of it.
Loolc at this part of the ad. This is
smearing at its worst.
I hope today we defeat this rule, and
if we cannot defeat.the rule, then I certainly hope we defeat the bill.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr; Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I yield.
Mr. ELSTON. While it is true that
many well-meaning and patriotic Americans favor this legislation, it is also a
fact, is it not, that every Communist
organization and every Communist-front
organization in the country is likewise
for this bill, particularly in the form in
which it passed the Senate.
Mr. THOMil.S of New Jersey. If anybody has any doubt of that he should
read the Daily Worker each day.
·
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California and Miss
SUMNER of Illinois rose.
·
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I yield
to the gentlewoman from Illinois.
ll,Iiss SUMNER of Illinois. Twenty
years ago Mr. Soddy, Nobel Priza winner
in chemistry in England, who bad done
a lot of work on this nuclear theory, rnicl
long ago that some day the secret would
be solved but that when it came it would
be very dangerous. It seems to me that
at this very minute what we are up
against is a mad rush to get control of
this thing that is going to be worth fortunes for some people, and those who
want to get control of It do not care a
rap about the security of the United
States.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I thank
the gentlewoman from IJlinois for her
contribution.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from New Jersey has again
expired.
·
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
California LMr. JOHNSON],
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Speaker, to listen to the discussion here
you would think that no one on the Military Affairs Committee is in favor of
the pending bill. As a matter of fact;
the majority of the members of the Comm'.ittee on Military Affairs are for this
Jiill or a reasonable modification of it,
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The talk so far has !,.,.-,!l on the as-

s,1111 ption that atomic energy and the

fh''; :1".Jcts of atomic power are purely mattci·s of military and national-defense
concern.
That is the assumption you are following. In my opinion, this bill might
be properly called a bill to provide for
our survival in the future world. If you
proceed on the assumption that atomic
energy can only be used for military
purposes, for war purposes, you might
also say that civilization itself is about
ready to break, crack up, and die.
Mr. Speaker, I cannot make myself
believe that we can solve this problem by
looking at tl1e development of atomic
power merely as a military matter.
There· are other implications. If Yo,u
will read the Saturday Evening Post,
and I hope some of you read the article
which ·appeared in that magazine recently, you will find where the bombil;gs in Japan were reviewed by ··some
young Army officers, men who are lookinto the future; into the next 5, 10, or
20 years. What was their conclusion?
'Their conclusion wa·s that there is no
military defense against atomic bombs.
The only defense is the political defense.
In other words, it looks to me like we
have to hope and pray that we may find
some way to agree with the other nations of the world to outlaw this 'deadly
weapon, otherwise we are relegated to
the same old plan that we must have
more bombs, swifter rockets, swifter
planes, in order to win and survive.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I yield
to the gentleman from Minnesota ..
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. In view
of what the gentleman has said-and I
agree with him that we must find some
way to outlaw the use of this atomic
bomb-can there be any reason why the
matter should not lie over until we can
reach that agreement?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. In ·my
opinion, it would be better to handle it
on a broader basis, because if you have it
controlled or dominated by the Army,
you wiII generate a suspicion among the
nations of the world that we are preparing for the atomic war and this will prevent the international understanding
that ls the basis for peace.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Would
the gentleman give it to Russia?
Mr. JOHNSON of Galifornia. I would
not give it to anybody, and the bill does
not provide for giving it to anybody.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. You
give it to the scientists.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. You give
it to a ccmmission, none of whom may
be scientists, and I have confidence to
think that the President will appoint men
on that ccimmission who wiII keep the
secret the same as the Army has kept it.
In the bill we find provision that we cannot give away anything until we feel secure in givi11g it away. In other words,
that we have security for ourselves.
Let me for a moment explain something about the secrets of the bomb based
on the hearings I have listened to. There
seems to be the idea here, and it was
stated by some of my colleagues on the

committee, that we are going to give
away the secret of how the bomb Is made.
There is nothing in the bill that will
permit anyone to give away the secret of
the technique of making the bomb. As
a matter of fact, in the hearings we had
on a previous bill covering the same subject ever"y single scientist who testified in
those hearings, and there were among
them some Nobel prize winners, stated
emphatically that now that a bomb had
been made and exploded it is only a,matter of time until the scientists and the
technicians of the world will develop the
technique of making a similar bomb.
The genRral principles of atomic energy
have been known and are known by scientists who have studied this matter for
pretty nearly 50 years. The only problem
was how could they tie atomic energy together in a bundle and explode it at will?
That is a technical, industrial problem
and we are the only nation that knows
the secret a.t this time, as far as I know.
There is nothing in this bill that proposes giving those secrets away. We
ought to discuss this matter. We ought
to approve this rule, we ought to try to
find out what we can do to control atomic
energy for our own welfare and for our
own survival. Certainly we should be
tolerant and broad enough to consider
this problem, the solution of which is
suggested by this bill.
The SPEAKER. The time nf the gentleman from California -bas expired.
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Spe::iker, I yield 2
minutes to the gentlewoman from California. [Mrs. DOUGLAS].
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. Mr.
· Speaker, I hardly know where to begin
because so many misstatements have already been made on the floor about this
bill. But let us talk about the secrets.
The possibility of the discovery of making the atomic bomb was first brought
to the attention of Dr. Einstein, and then
to the Army and the Navy by a man
named Dr. Szilard and a man named
Dr. Fermi, both scientists in this country,
one of Italian origin and the other of
Hungarian origin. They went to the
Army, and the Army was not interested.
That ls no criticism of the Army; The
Army itself had never done great research work. That will also come out in
the debate. They contract their work to
private people or to scientific institutions.
Now about the ,secret of the atomic
bomb. The scientists found this secret;
the scientists kept this secret. They imposed their own regulations on secrecy
from 1940 until the summer of 1942 when
the Army took over and General Groves
headed what became known as the Manhattan district.
When the Manhattan district was
built and the pilot plants and the big
plants were erected, all the blue prints
had already been made by these same
scientists without Army control. .These
scientists knew exactly what could be
done. No major discoveries were made
in the Manhattan district after General
Groves took over.
Some have said, "We will give away
the secret now if we turn it over to a
civilian commission." Of course not.
Los Alamos, where th.e bombs were ma~;
where military weapon research was car-
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ried on during the war and where it will
undoubtedly continue under this bill, has
at all times been headed by a civilianDr. Oppenheimer ,of California, during
the war, and now, Dr. Bradbury, also a
civilian.
You cannot lock up atomic energy secrets, unfortunately, If you could, I
would certainly be one of those who
would advocate locking up the secret of
the bomb.
The ·secrets that we talk about are
scientific knowledge. This knowledge is
in the heads of scientists and can only be
understood by the scientists.
Appointing a civilian commission
raises no problems. We still have to have
a system of management under which
the scientists keep the secrets. That is
adequately provided for in this bill.
It is indeed ungrateful at this stage to
question the integrity of the men who
had the foresight to conceive the bomb,
to have the sense of personal loyalty to
impose their own rules of secrecy when
the Army and the Navy spurned them
and the devotion to their country to worlc
long hours, and days, and weeks, and
months, and years just in the hope that
the final product would actually work.
It did work and it did end the war. Dare
we have the effrontery to stand on this
floor now and question the integrity of
these men?
·
So you can go on correcting statement
after statement, that has been made this
afternoon.
Mr. SABATH. Mr. Speaker, I Yield the
remainder of the time to the gentleman
from Texas [Mr. THOll'!ASON].
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I have
a very great respect for the will and the
wishes of the majority, and if this House
by a majority vote wants to amend this
bill, why, all well and good, but to say
that a subject as important as this, not
only national but· il1ternational in character and consequences, wlll not even
be considered and debated by this
House at this critical time in the world's
history, to me would be absolutely indefensible. I know there is a well-laid plan
to defeat the rule and kill the bill, but
I refuse to believe it will succeed. More
than a year ago Secretary of War Stimson requested the President of the
United States to set up an Atomic Energy
Commission in order to study this powerful weapon, because he already knew
what the effect on Hiroshima would be.
On that committee he was named chairman, and with him were: James F.
Byrnes, then a private citizen; Will
Clayton, Assistant Secretary of State;
Ralph Bard, Under Secretary of Navy;
George Harrison, Special Assistant to
Secretary of War; Dr. Vannevar Bush,
Chairman of the Office of Scientific Research and Development; Dr. Karl
Compton, president, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Dr. James Conant,
president, Harvard University.
The special committee was assisted by
a scientific panel drawn from the most
eminent scientists working on the atomic
energy project: Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer,
Dr. E. 0. Lawrence, Dr. Arthur H. Comp.
ton, Dr. Enrico Fermi.
. They unanimously agreed that it was
highly important and very necessary that
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this type of legislation be enacted at the
earliest possible time. Pursuant to the
report a special committee was set up
in the Senate of the United States, and
in view of the statements of my good
friend, the gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
ELSTON], and my good friend, the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr. THOMAS],
that all the Communists are supporting
this bill, and leaving the inference that
they are the only ones. I would like to
read for the RECORD the names of the
Senate special committee:
The chairman was the Senator from
Connecticut [Mr. McMAHON]. The other
Members were the Senator from Georgia
[Mr.. RussELLJ, the Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD], the Senator from Colorado [Mr. JOHNSON], the Senator from
Maryland [Mr. TYDINGS], the Senator
from Texas [Mr. CONNALLY], the Senator
from Vermont [Mr. AUSTIN], the Senator
from Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN], the Senator from Iowa [Mr. HICKENLOOPER], the
Senator from Connecticut [Mr. HART],
and the Senator from Michigan [Mr.
VANDENBERG]. They worked 5 months on
this bill, had hearings that required four
large volwnes to print, listened to the
greatest scientists, military leaders, and
businessmen in our country, and then
unanimously reported this bill providing
for a ·civilian commission with military
liaison. That is only half the story, for
later the Senate passed the bill unanimously.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. No.
Mr. ELSTON. The gentleman mentioned my name.
Mr. THOMASON. I decline to yield,
Mr. Speaker.
These distinguished and patriotic Senators unanimously reported this bill. I
beg of you not to prejudge it. I beg of
you not, because somebody says there are
some engaged in un-American activities
or there are some Communists for this
bill, to say to a group of men like those
on the Senate committee and that group
of men named by Secretary Stimson and
the President of the United States, that
they have not used good judgment and
prompted by what they think is for the
best interests of this country,
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. No, I decline to
yield. There will be 4 hours of general
debate. The gentleman can say all he
wants to. Do not kill this rule and you
will have lots of time to talk.
But to say that in these terrible days,
with a weapon like this, the like of which
has never been known in the scientific
history of mankind-Mr. THOMAS of Ni!W Jersey, Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. No, I do not yield.
You have 4 hours to talk about it. I
have declined two times to yield.
To say in this critical time, with men
like those I have mentioned giving hearty
and unanimous support to this bill, and
with its passing the Senate by a unanimous vote, that we will not even consider it under the rule, that would be

preposterous and outrageous. I do not
see how anybody could defend his record
on such a vote. Go ahead and amend
the bill if you want to but before you
do it take a look at page 7, line 5, of
the bill regarding the Military Liaison
Committee, which Secretary Patterson
testified before the Committee on Military Affairs was entirely satisfactory to
him and General Eisenhower. They are
both strong for the S:mate bill so there
are some good people for this bill besides
Communists. The hig·h command of
both the Army and Navy has endorsed
this bill, so it cannot be all bad. Then
say to me or say to this House that by
some kind of hokus-pokus and getting us
off on a sidetrack or drawing a red herring across the trail you will not even
consider it is out of the question. I
refuse to believe YOU will do it, and I feel
confident that the rule will be adopted
by a large majority.
Mr. SABA TH. Mr. Speaker, I move
the previous question on the resolution.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
the resolution.
·
The question was talcen; and on a division (demanded by Mr. HARNESS of
Indiana) there were-ayes 162, noes 35.
.
,,
t
So th': resolution :,vas a.,ree~ 0 •
A mot10n to reconsider was laid on the
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I 0°Mr. RICH. ~ a d an extension o'?l
this last week for 8 days, appropriat:,'.ii
about $25,000. Are you going to ask:Jc.1·
any additional appropriation?
.
r Mr. MURPHY. No. There ls enough
money but it is just a question of giving
the people the facts. ··
f Mr. RICH. You can give the people
considerable facts without a lot of expenditure~
.
/
,·. The SPEAKER.,. Is there obje~tion to ..j
the request of the gentleman from Penn-· .· 1
sylvania?
·
:; There was no objection.
· ·
1
I·. The Senate concurrent res. olution was
agreed to.
.
t A moticn't to reconsider was laid on the ,_-l
table.

·j

I

,

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, FEDERAL SEl c.URITY. AGENOY. APPROPRIATIONS,
1· 1947~CONFERENCE REPORT .
·
i Mr. HARE. Mr. Speaker, I call up.the
~onference r~port on the. bill <H. R..6739) . !
piaking appropriations .for the Depart- ;; .l
ment of Labor, the Federal Security . ·,
:Agency, and related independent agencies, for the fiscal year ending June 30,
i947, and:for other .purposes.
h. The Clerk read the title of the bill.
.
l Mr. MAY. Mr. Speaker, a .parUainentary inquiry. ·
L The SPEAKER. The gentlema
will
htate it.. /
: n
trg.1,;\., ..,.,, ..,,....,..~,~'""'"""'····":-~.........- ..../'. Mr.. MAY. Mr. Speaker, I merely
Jt:1INT'<:;9~f'l'rEE TO lNYl!.'STIGA~.t.·THE ·.,:ant to inquire as to the length of time
[;\';:·.-,.~,PEARL ~oR:AT?.'AOK ·
. :that might be consumed on the confer>;/:speaicef,:J.±. ask .)nice repont 1n view of this particular sit-,
1ltlS:nlili . . . . ·:for,·tJ:ie '.'imm'etliate. •uatio.n: every Mem?er who discussed t1:te
consideration.. of' .: Senate..Concurrent rule on the at.om1c bomb. control bill
Resolution ·12. ; :.:~~ .
stated that it was one of the most im~
L}:rh~1~.if_.i:Jt·yteii~/;Ph.. { ~.o~c.u.r~erif •ireso.
. ,Portant pieces of le~islation th,~t has ev~r
lfiti<:lh··,as follciwff:t• '., ;.· ,f., . ,, :·:. , :·b~en p~esented to the Congr_e~s.
rn
l?s',i,·-!·,,,,:,··,; ·,.,:·ct:·'~- ···' .. ··. ·'; .· _ vitally important. I feel that 1f we are 1
1,,l?_esolv~d,_by_,tfie !J~te. (the House 0f.Rep
compelled to ·wait here for another hour · I
~Sf~/!·.tajwes co,npu:n;ing) ,cTha~· the time ·for
· d th .
t
d b t
i:h t
:riun·g,~e.. r~'porf ofJ;l~~ Jo!,ht ooz,nmit.tee To . an . , en. st.ar genera1 e a. e on • a
InV'estigate:'the;;Pearl·oHarbo;r.Attack·'be,,and, . at .4.o clock,,m the afternoon 1t would be
1!1fjs;1ieflf1:ii(:ruftP:ir extfn:a~d to 'Julf 22, unfair to the H_ouse, unless _they want to
l:'946;;1nc!Uslve,-.and,that·the said committee., stay here late m trie evenmg to do so.
Jiii;'.'anci;:tt;:1.s. )iere6y,,authort:!ed t.o. coni1nue I believe it ought to be understood that
if~ ·· · .,cl;;,!p.cl}ld.in,g,July,,,3},· ;!3~6,, !n~lus!ve_. , . t_hat .would be passed over until tomorro.w:
~
J'9Y~fl.nt'Af(Pl!Cfl~ar~;::cier!cal. assist~ . morning; ·
,
.
·
~
,. s.c~l'l?,pletE:_:·;the'.' pe~fonpru1ce of its ·
The SPEAKER. That would be a
/l
·AI:ci':}9 :P!IY:s-~-cidep.:tat expenses In- matter for the House to determine. Of
'• ;1!l:';:?~l}r?J1.~D; t~~,r,ew,1t~.:. ... . '.. , . . course, the consideration of bills making
,!le SPE:AKER~·i?;Is,tne~e: objection. to. appropriations to run t,he departments
.l'eciuest erthe
from Penn- of government is very important.
ania?f}._'·;:'' ·: :.:·1.• ·'. · · ·.. · · ·
Mr. MAY. I realize that, Mr. Speaker.
'!MARTlli cifi;Massacnusetts ... Mr.
'.The SPEAKER. The Chair must reef .... e,rf~e.s~tvf~~:tth{righfto object,;is ,· ~gl).iZe the,gentleman from South Caro~his;a.·ilnaninidus<report of,.the, commit- Ima [Mr. HARE] to call up the confertee?.<.,' ./,; ,':' .:, ,.·.,:, :,\ .,- .. ··.,:.;:·,
ence repo~t. It is a m:i,tter for th~ House
f;li.!i::;¥pRt:'H,Y,':j31t.1s'ii: ~una~imo1;1~ re- ,to determme whether!~ wants tco Sit af~e:
port.::.YTfi¢ton18 ,;,punfose:of:havmg. an ex-· the. conference repo1t has b~en dis
i~·~othatJJ_ie'report~can. po~t~ o~Ierk will read the conference
~e ,printed .and :m~de , av:adable. to. tI;e report.
.
p~e.~s for study ,sg, th~tJ!le N,ation wi.II,.
The Clerk read the conference report.
Jl1!1.'Y,e\t~~R1:'?rer co~erag~: ~: It.1-Vas,u_nan1-: · . · .The conference report and statement
:mouslY:agrJ:)ed, to;. The gent~eman· from are as follows:
Wisconsin ::[Mr. : KEEFE], :who. is .'one
the Members on ,the 'minority side, is .
CONFERENCE REPORT
J
The committee of conference, on. tlie 'dis- i ,
~e1;e ·li:;ii :lla.iribe~{, 1;ha:ye ,_c()n§l\lted •. agreeing
votes of the. 'two ·HOUSES on tll~
1\7fth)hi. • t·,was,C:agreed!to by, the full· ,
amendment of the Senate numbered 39 to · \,
~~mitte' ',
the bill (H. R. 6739) making appropriations
1:· Ml', RICH;~ :.Mr. Speaker, .will the gen- tor
the Department of Labor, the· F'ederal
tieinaµ',~eld? : >· ,: ·· , ·:,"; · ·.··. :
·security Agency, and related independent
;:5:i[r;,'.-:MARTIN {'of M~ss~chusetts. • J · agencies, for the fisct1! year ending June 30,
,
.'1947, and tor other purposes, having met.
,S~Z~3:': .·.~,~·._; ::~ ~-:~'~,~~·. ____ ~~ ~, ·-~ ~

.;Mt;, · · · ·· ·

< .' ':,: .• . . ·

;t _
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g~ntleman
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Goodwin
McKenzie
Rogers, N. Y.
Gossett
McMillan, S. C. Rooney
Hall,
Mahon
Sabnth , ·
E:lwin Arthur Mankin
Srrdowskl
Harris
Mansfield,
Sasscer ·r·
Hebert
Mont.
Sheridan
Helldricks
Mansfield, Tex. Slaughter
H0ITma11, Mich. Mason
· Sparkman
Holifield
Merrow
, Stewart. · ·
Helmes, Wash. Miller, Calif.
Stigler ·
Hook
Monroney
Sumner, ·illo
Johnson,
Morrison
Talbot
,,
Lyndon B.
Norton
Tarver
Johnson, Okla. Patrick
Tolan
Jonkman
Peterson, Ga. ,,,Torrens
• Ken·
Pfeifer · . •'·Vinson
Kilday
Plumley ·
· V'u'rsell
Klng
Powell
Weaver·
LaFollette
Priest
Welch
Ludlow
Reece, Tenn.
West .
.
I . McGehee
Reed, Ill.
, Wickersham , ·'
: McGllnchey
Robinson, Utah.·Wolfenden;·Pa.
i' McG'regor. . Roe, N. Y.
Wood ·
: ·)

the time as now fixed. I therefore ask
unanimous consent that the time for general debate be extended two additional
hours.
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, if the chairman of the committee wants to ask
unanimous consent ~'l extend the time
1 hour, that is perfectly agreeable, but
we have other important matters which
must be disposed of.
Mrs. LUCE. There is no matter more
important than this. Millions of lives
may be affected by this legislation.
Mr. McCORl'.1ACF.. Most Members
know how they are going to vote 011 this
i matter.
Mrs. LUCE. If they do, they know
The SPEAKER. On this roll call 329 , almost more than those of us who have
Members have answered to their nari1es, i been working on this matter for 6 months,
a quorum. · .
· '
i because we are confused, and we have
By unanimous consent, further. pro- 1 studied it thoroughly.
Mr. McCORMACK. The gentlewoman
ceedings under the call were dispensed.I
recognizes that I said we were willing to
extend the time 1 hour. The gentle1
THE SOCIAL SECURITY;, ACT
'
AND THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE '; woman has that conresrion.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unaniMr. CLARK, from the Committ~e on 1· mous consent that the time for general.
Rules, reported the fcinowing privileged debate be extended 1 hour, to be equally
resolution <H. Res. 710, Rept. No .. 2530), divided and controlled by the gentleman
, which was referred·to the House Calen~ l from Mis.souri [Mr. SHORT] and myself.
l dar and ordered to be printed:
·l
The SPEAKER. Does the gentle,
Resolved, Tllnt upon the adoption of this : woman withdraw her request?
l resolution it shall be in order to mcive:,that !
Mrs. LUCE. I accept the exceedingly·
1 the House resolve itself into the Committee \ gracious compromise suggested by the
I of the Whole House on the State of the'Un!on ' gentlE:man.
· for the consideration of the blll (H. R. 7037)
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
to amend the Social Security Act and ';the
the request of the gentleman from KenInternal Revenue .Cod.e, and' for other ,purtucky?
poses, and all points of order against said
Mr. ROBERTSON of Virginia. Reblll are hereby waived. That after general
serving the right to object, Mr. Speaker,
debate, which shall be confined to the. bill,
and shall continue not to exceed 1 hour, to · and I do not intend to object, if you look
be' equally divided and controlled by' the
at the program for this week you will
chairman and the ranking minority member.. find that on Thursday, Friday, and Sat. of the Committee on Ways and Means, the ·,
urday we have a very full schedule, with
' bill shall be considered as having been read
for amendment.. No amendment shall be in ! the Social Security Act put as the last
..order to said bill except amendments offered I part of the schedule, to be considered
· by direction of the Committee on Ways· and I Saturday afternoon or Saturday night.
Means, and said amendments shall be in : I am not going to object to the reorder, any r.ule of the House .to the contrary ) quest, but I hope nobody else will try to
notwithstanding. Amendments offerecr .by.·! extend the debate, because on the Britdirection of the Committee on 'Ways and
ish loan at times,there were not 40 MemMeans may be offered to any section of the.'
; bill at the conclusion of the general debate· ) bers on the floor to hear tl:at important
discussion.
; but such amend.ments shall not be .subject
Mr. KEOGH. I object, Mr. Speaker.
: to amendment. At the conch1sion of the
; consideration of tl:Je bill for amendment, the 1 Mr. SHORT. Mr. Speaker, I hope the
. Commit-tee shall rise and report the bill to j gentleman from New York, my good
the House with such amendments as may
friend, will not object to having an extra
; have been adopted, and the previous, queshour of general debate. If the gentle' tion shall be conside!ed as ordered on the bill· ;
,,and amendments thereto to final passage , man from New York will not object to
this ·request, I think we will save time.
, without intervening motion, except one moL.t.ion t9. .re.commit.. ..........
. --"- __ _, Let us compromise on 1 hour.
Mr. KEOGH. I withdraw my objecDEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC
tion, Mr. Speaker.
ENERGY
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes the request of the gentleman from Kenthe gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. tucky?
MAY].
There was no objection.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Speaker, will the genEXTENSION OF REMARKS
tleman yield?
Mr. RANDOLPH asked and was given
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentlewoman
permission to extend his remarks in the
from Connecticut.
RECORD and inciude r. radio program in
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Speaker, in view of which four Members of Congress, inthe transcendent importance of the legis- cluding himself, participated.
lation before us, which quite literally will
affect the destiny of nations and the se- DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC
ENERGY
curity of millions of lives, it may well
be that the time r.llotted for the debate
Mr. MAY. Mr. Speaker, I move that
is inadequate. Moreover, there are the House resolve itself into the Commitmany Members, I gather, who would like tee of the Whole House on .the State of
to L,ak8 remarks but cannot do so in the Union for the consideration of the

::~nrna'
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bill (S. 1717) for the development and
control of atomic energy.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee o·: thG Whole House
on the State of the Union for the consideration of the bill S. 1717, with Mr. JOHN
D. DELANEY in the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
By unanimous consent, the first reading of the bill was dispensed with.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Kentucky [Mr. MAY] is recognized
for 2 % hours and the gentleman from
Missouri [Mr. SHORT] is recogniz2d for
2% hours.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield myself 30 minutes.
Mr. Chairman, due to the great importance of this legislation and the legislative history back of it, I feel impelled
today to use some of .the time I have on
this subject in making an explanation of
some <if the misrepresentations, false
rumors, and reports that have been circulated throughout the city of Washington and throughout the country and
in the public press with regard to my
position on the legislation.
I do not think there is any member
of the House Committee 011 Military
Affairs that will accuse me of ever .wilfully obstructing important legislation
before that committee. This legislation
came up early last year. There wits sent
to the House of Representatives through
the Speaker's ofilce a burning, zealous
message from the President of the
United States asking for the prorr,pt and
effective enactment of atomic energy
legislation. That message came to the
Speaker and was promptly referred to
the House Committee on Military Affairs, when I immediately called committee sessions in order to hold hearings.
We conducted hearings on whs,t was then
known as the ·May-Johnson bill. That
bill was no more a May bill or a Johnson
bill than it was a Jones bill. It was
written in the War Department after
long study and very careful consideration of the subject involved. It was sent\'
by the President to the Speaker, as I
have said, with a recommendation for
speed. In order to give speed I called
hearings on it on October 9, 1945. The
War Department sent a very able, very
conscientious, and very distinguished
officer as a spokesman of the Department
to present the legislation to the committee. That officer was none othe:- than
the then Under Secretary of War, now
Secretary of War, Hon. Robert P. Patterson, a man who has the confidence,
esteem, and admiration of the entire
Congress, and deservedly so. When he
came to the committee he came as he
always did, with a frank, open, and
plain statement of where he stood anq
what he wanted. For the purpose o!
justifying the position of my committee,
which has been bludgeoned, maligned,
E;nd criticized, particularly myself, and
I know, falsely, and make us right with
the House, with the country, and with
the public in genera:!, I am going to read
Judge Patterson's opening statement.
He said, and I quote:

I

The bill that is before your committee today reflects tl1e views of tlle men wllo were
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most responsible for the wartime development of atomic ·energy as to the most ef•
fective method of controll!ng and carrying
forward development In this field within the
United States. It embodies all the points on
damestlc policy recommended by .the Presl"
dent In his message to the Congress last
we.el:.::.

The manner in which this legislation was
prepared will be of interest to you. In May
of this year, 2 months before the test in
New Mexico showed conclusively that the
a:omic bomb would work, Secretary Stimson, with the approval of the President, ap•
pointed an interim committee to recommend
legislation that would Insure that this dlscc;very would be controlJed and developed
in the best interests of the people of this
country.
The Secretary-

Meaning Secretary Stimsonserved as chairman of the committee, with
·George L. Harrison, former chairman of the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York and
present president of· the New York Life In•
surance Co., as his alternate. Mr. Harrison
is here today. The other members of the
committee were Secretary James F. Byrnes,
then a private citizen; Ralph A. Bard, Under
Secretary of the Navy; William L. Clayton,
Assistant Secretary of State; Dr. Vannevar
Bush, director Of the Office of Scientific Research and Development and president of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington; Dr.
,Tames B. Conant, chairman of the National
Defense Research Committee and president
of Harvard University; and Dr, Karl T,
Compton, president of the Ma.ssnchu~tts In•
stitute of Technology, and Chief of the Office
of Field Service in the Office of Scientific
Research and Development.
General Groves was present in an advisory capacity at all meetings of the committee. The members were also aided by the
advice and ei,:perience of eminent scientists
who had rendered Invaluable service In the
atomic bomb project-Dr. J, R. Oppen•
heimer, Dr. E. O. Lawrence, Dr. Enrico Fermi,
and Dr. Arthur H. Compton. Representative
industrialists who had taken a prominent
part in the project also assisted the committee In Its work.
The drafting of t'he blll, In line with the
principles and policies established by the
committee, was done by Brig. Gen. Kenneth
C. Royall and Mr. W1lllam L. Marbury.

Let me add at this point that General
Royall spent 2 weeks in the committee
room working with the committee In
drafting, redrafting, doctoring, amending, and changing the bill. Then on the
8th day. of last November we reported
that bill to the House of Representatives.
We thought we had done what the armed
forces wanted, and I think yet that we
i:J.id. The bill provided riot only for the
protection of the military secret of the
atomic weapon as a military weapon but
it provided also for adequate facilities for
the disseminatio.n .of knowledge, information, scientific research, and development on atomic Subjects through colleges, universities, schools, and industrial
laboratories throughout the country, . We
did everything we could to make it a
·.vorkable bill in order that we might do
two things: Carry forward the policy of
the War D~partment in that they were
to µave control of .all our military secrets,
and at the same, time to make.the most
possible liberal provisions for the development 'and research program that ·they
outlined to us. Now, that bill has been
oti the House Calendar, and is still on
the House Calendar, but about 8 months

later the Senate Atomic Bomb Committee reported a bill that is now pending
before you and debated it briefly and
sent ,it to this House, and it was referred to the House Military Affairs
Committee, of which I am chairman.
Now, here is where the rub comes, if
you want to call it that. I was charged
by the press, by radio commentators all
over the country, with being guilty of
obstructionist tactics in trying to defeat
the report of Senate 1717.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY. I yield.
Mr. SHORT. And I was charged with
you, and It is a dirty lie-a dirty Ile.
Mr. l!.!IAY. I will say in answer to my
colleague's plain and emphatic statement, which is not susceptible of misunderstanding, and with which I agree
heartily, that I made three different proposals to my committee that this bill be
reported to this House without amendment under a wide open rule, so that
every man could express his views in the
form of amendments and debate. I did
it because I felt that the House of Representatives would do what it wanted to
do with this legislation in any event.
.That is what I think you will do. However, the committee pursued the other
course. What is that course? That is
the wise legislative procedure that has
been adhered to by committees of Congress from its beginning.
That way is to take the bill up and
read it for amendment. While that was
going on I was besieged and beset by
both sides of my committee, one side
charging me with rushing It too much
and the other side not necessarily baclc.ing me up with attendance; and I was
handicapped and crippled, and it took
me a long time to get it out of committee,
not a long time but a couple of weeks that
we worked upon it. I wanted to justify
.myself before this House of r.epresentatives as not being an obstructionist.
The committee pursuing the usual and
customary procedure of reading the bill
·section by section for amendment did
adopt several amendments. The first
amendment adopted is the bone of contention. The bill sets up a commission
composed. of five members to be appointed by the President and confirmed
by the Senate, a,s usual. They were all
possibly to be· civilian members. The
Committee in an effort to give the military establishment, the armed forces, if
you please, the group of people to whom
when war comes again, should it come,
we would run like birds for shelter, for
protection and defense, the committee
decided that they ought to have something to say .on that commission. While
I think we wrote a defective amendment, I know what it intended. The
amendment merely provides that at le.ast
one of these commissioners and not
more than two shall be representatives
of the armed forces: A civilian could
of course be a representative of the
armed forces. What the committee
. really intended to do was to say that he
should be a member of the armed forces;
but the · phraseology is "representative·
of the armed forces" and that is where
the issue wlll come in this House. When
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that question. is settled I believe practically everything else except section 11
relating to patents will be easy going,
Mr; DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, wlll
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY. I yield.
Mr. DONDERO. Inasmuch as the
atomic bomb, at least at the present
-time, is a war instrument why should not
the armed forces have something to say
about it?
Mr. MAY. If the gentlemen can
·answer his own que~tion in any way but
the affirmative he can do more than I.
I believe they should have; but I want
this House to have its own say about it,
and whatever this House does, of course,
binds me.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Chairman,·
wlll the gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY. I yield.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. In view of the
fact that the bill as it came from the
other body contained a provision for a
military advisory commission or com·mittee, why the necessity for adding the
provision which the gentleman admits
is the controversial item in the bill?
Mr. MAY. You can give advice, but
if you can not enforce it, the advice
amounts to nothing,.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. But it does provide for enforcement.
Mr. MAY. Just a 'moment. It provides for a liaison committee with· a
director. The House Committee on
Military Affairs went even further than
I have already stated by providing that
that director, or the member of that
committee having to do with the military
application of atomic energy, should be
a representative of the armed forces;
and that is the elaboration or extension
of the provision that I first stated.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield further?
Mr. MAY. I yield; yes.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. I understand
that this liaison committtee has a means
of directive through the Secretary of the
Navy and the Secretary of War applying
to the President of the United States; so
there is directive power in the hands of
this liaison committee.
Mr. MAY. What I would say about
this liaison committee is that it has no
power to settle anything. It is supposed
to consist of representatives of the Departments of War and Navy, The commission is required to advise and consult
with the committee and keep it informed
on all atomic energy matters which the
committee deems to relate to military
applicatfons, and the committee can
make recommendations to the commission. If the commission acts adversely
to the interests of the War or Navy Departments, the liaison committee may
refer the matter to the President.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY." I yield.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I have
read in the papers and heard it expressed
on the radio that this committee wants
the military people on this commission
to dominate it. Was that ever expressed
by anybody in our committee meetings,
either executive or open?
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Mr. MAY. It never was by. any mem~ .
ber of tile committee and that was·never
the spirit or intent. All. the committee '
had in mind was it wanted sonie representation of t.he armed forces on the
commission ancl on the committee. If
there is anyone. here .vJho can file a ·
valid objection to that I \VOUld like to.
know wbat you are going· to do when
the next war occur, for relief and for
prot;cction.
·
Mr. GAVIN. If that idea was not
conveyed to the committee. it should
have been conveyed to the committee.
Mr. MAY. I thank the gentleman.·
1fr. Chairman, another one of the
things that nettled me a little. bit was
the fact 'that a distinguished Member
of another bbdy went ori the radio with- .
out eYcr asking me a word about it durin,.:; the House committee hearings and
.without asking about the facts and called
the attention of the American people
to the fact they were about. to be betrayed and destroyed by the action of
the House Committee on Military Affairs, just as though if a bill is passed
by one body, never presumed in either
body to be absolutely correct, the body
receiving it must unquestionably take it,
swa!lcw it, hook, line, and sinker even
without bait.
Mr. THOMAS of Netv Jersey; Mr.
Clrnirman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman
from New Jersey.
·
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Is it
correct to say that the person who went
on the radio, as the gentleman mentioned, ·was the person who inl;roducecl
this particular bill?
Mr. MAY. Well, I think everybody
heard the radio address. I have brought
this bill here as the chairman of the
committee as a result of the work of that
committee, after cool consideration mi.cl
judgment, and I forget everything that
happened in the committee, all the differences and controversies we had, because we always have them. It is proper
that we should have them. If everybody were of one mind there would be
no issue to settle. When there are issues and they are debated, discussed,'
and finally concluded, I feel it is nothing more than the duty of the chairman
of the committee to present the views
of the committee to the House of Representatives and let the House work its
will with the legislation.
Mr. Chairman, I want to appeal to
the Members today, not necessarily to
support my views, not necessarily to oppose my views, but to use their conscience
and their judg·ment in the face .cif the
responsibilities that fall upon their
shoulders in these changing times. Under the law as jt is today the atomicbomb secret is protected by the War
Deparlment. Under the law as it may
be changed I do not know what -will
happen. I hope for the best, but I believe
my posiLion 011 the subject is accurate
and right.
Here is what it is: I think we ought to
maintain and keep this military secret
just as sacredly 8.ncl carefully as we keep
any at.her. military secret we have, regardless of what it is, and this one in
parGicular, until such time as diplomats,
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statesmen, and our representativ~s in should be limited to ·a period. of, say. :l
negotiations with the other natiolls of years, and then new legislation, if needed,
the earlh may arrive at an agreement; o. could be· enacted to meet the changed
·- ·
Lre[l,ty, · compact, or whatever it is they conditions?
arrive at, to eliminate the atomic bomb
Mr. MAY. . There are provisions in
as a military weapon. .
·
both bills and both reports from the SenMr .. BARDEN. Mr .. Chafrman, will ate and the House calling attention to the
the gentleman yield?
· .
fact that legislative changes will, of. neMr; MAY. I yield to the gentleman cessity, have to be made from time to
from North Carolina.
time. No longer than last Sunday one of
Mr. BARDEN. As a matter of fact, · the principal officers of the Navy called
officially we are. still at war, is that not me and asked permission to see me at my
correct?
home at 3 o'clo(jc in the afternoon, which
· Mr. MAY.- That is true.·
he did, and presented me with an amendMr. CHURCH. Mr. Chairman, will ment which would limit the operation of
the gentleman yield?
this act to 3 years. He had to leave for
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman the Bikini experiment or he would probfrom Iilinois.
ably have been here yet.
Mr. CHURCH. The gentleinan stated
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman, if the
that under the law today this secret is gentleman will yield further, the gentledefinitely in the military and we are pro- man said 5 years. What interpretation
tected. For how long?
·
can be placed on subparagraph (Al on
Mr. MAY. Well, in my view and ac- page 4:
cording to my understanding of the great
The terms of office of the members first
·war Department and our Army and its taking office after the expira t!on of 2 years
great leadership, I think it will be there from the date of enactment of this act shall
just as long as they think .it ought to be expire, as designated by the President nt the
kept there, and it will be safe while they time of appointment, one nt the end of 3
years, one at the end of 4 years, one at the
keep it.
end of 5 years, one at the end of 6 years, and
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. Mr.
one at the end of 7 years, after the· date of
Chairman, wiil the gent.leman yield?
enactment of tllis act.
Mr; MAY. I am delighted to yield to
Mr. MAY. He would serve 5 years bemy colleague from Kentucky.
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky. Is there fore being reappointed at the end of 5
any provision in any law or act passed years. That is a step-up provision.
l'.lfr. JENKINS. Mr. Chairman, will
by parlfa.ment or congress of other
nations, other than Great Britain or the gentleman yield?
Mr. :MAY. I yield to the gentleman
Canada, that yields any of their war
from Ohio.
secrets to us?
Mr. JENKINS. The gentleman, in
Mr. MAY. I do not know of any.
l.'1:r. ROBSION of Kentucky. The gen- giving the language of the bill with reference to who should participate on the
tleman's contention is that we ought to
retain this great military secret of ours part of the military, indicated that it
until we know what the world is going was not clearly defined that the person
to represent the military should be a
to do in settling these matters about the
military man; in other words, an Army
atomic bomb?
M:r. MAY. I think that the atomic man. Would there be any objection to
correcting that language so that it would
bomb, as a weapon, ought to be outlawed, just exactly lil{e we outlawed poi- be clear that somebody on this Commisson gas and other things that deslroy the sion would be a military man? Personhuman race. But until that is done by ally, I have great confidence in the Army
a foolproof, bombproof arrangement, I and the Navy, and they have kept oul'
am opposed to giving the secret away. military and naval secrets without any
However, I do favor the most extensive condemnation, anyhow, any real condemnation, and why would it not be right
experimentation and rese::o.rch and discovery of all the civilian uses of atomic to clarify that so that we would always
energy in every field and for every pur- have on that board a military man and
pose for which we can better the human a naval man or somebody that would be
in that category without any question?
race. That is my position.
Mr. MAY. My views are that my comMr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman, will the
mittee really intended that the term
gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman "representative" should mean a military
man.
from Idaho.
In view of that, I would have no obMr. WHITE. What is the term of ofjection to its being changed to that exfice of those as defined in section 2?
Mr. MAY.' Five members will serve tent. Of course, I am supporting the
5 years each, I believe, in the Senate bill. bill as reported by my committee.
Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Chair~
In the May-Johnson ,bill we had nine
members, which I thought was four too man, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman
many, It was stepped up until it became
nine.
·
from New York.·
Mr. Lfu.~HMlf. Mr. Chairman, will
Mr. REED of New York. I have seen
the gentleman yield?
.
some correspondence raising the same
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman question in regard to patents. Would
the gentleman mind clarifying that?
from Texas.
Mr. MAY. I would not be able ·to
Mr. LANHAJVL By the terms of the
bill itself this is a matter which is going clarify that at this time. That is section
to be capable of very frequent changes 11 of the bill. It is so far-reaching and
because of new inventions. Does not the wide in its scope that the American Bar
gentleman think that the whole · act Association and many of the business
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interests of the country have objected to .
Mr.·. BARDEN.· That·· shculd be. deft- ·what I· read in the· newspapers, and I clo
it. The naval officer who came ·to see · nitely known to. those·who handle these not believe that·part of it I know notllme on Sunday presented me with: a new -thlngs.
·
· ing about who·. are to be the members,
version of it, which I understand will be
·Mr.MAY, I quite agree with the gen- not having bzen consulted, and I-do not
offered as an amendment by the gentletlema1i, that such· an act would ba trea- anticipate that I will be consulted.
man from Texas who is chairman of the son in its vilest form and ought to re· Mr. SMITH of Ohio. The thing· that·
,House Committee·. on Patents. If it is, . ceive a death penalty.
worries me ·about this whole question ls
.we will then have a chance to debate it ·
Mr. BARDEN. May I ask the gentle- the talk we hear and the things we read
and understand it.
man if the atomic bomb secrets are not in the· newspapers about giving this seMr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, will 1iow being kept just as are the secrets cret away. I have never been able to unthe gentleman yield?·
concerning all the rest of our military derstand why anybody sl10ulcl want to
Mr. MAY. I yield to the· gentleman· and secret weapons at this time?
give this secret ·away. It is safe where it
from Minnesota.
Mr. MAY. I am sure they are, becauee is. Why turn it over to this Commission
:Mr. KNUTSON. I am in thorough if any had leaked out·it would have been that will be set up· under this bill and
sympathy with the gentleman's ,conten- found out, with the publicity facilities we run the risk of losing it? That is the
tion that the military should be. repre- have in this country, because I thinlt thing that worries /me.
sented on this. Commission.·· I wonder · they are adequate; from what has been
Mr. MAY. I think that Is a repetition
if we would be as unfortunate with the . happening around here the last 10 days.
of what we have beeli discussing here for
civilian board as Canada has been. .The
Mr. TABER. Mr. Chairman, will the the last 5 minutes. I have stated my
leaks that took place in Canada all came· gentleman yield?
position on that question and I would
from civilians. I fail to find the name of
. Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman want my colleagues to take their posia single officer of the armed forces who from New York.
.
tion as to where they want to stand.
in any way bekayed his trust.
Mr. TABER. Is it true that if this bill
Mr. DONDERO. The gentleman
Mr. Ivil-i.Y. We put really heavy pen- is passed and if this Commission is ap- made some...reference about keeping the
alties in this legislation against any man · ppinted, the general understanding. is secrets of the Government in a· secure
who betrays his trust or fails to do his that David Lilienthal, the head of TVA, piace. Do you not think the secrets of
duty, and I am sure the average military is to be the chairman of this Commls- this atomic bomb should be kept much
man, subject always to court martial, sion? If so; does the gentleman feel that more carefully than our confidentlal i;:nd
wm be true.
·
it is in the interest of the United States highly secret flies which were stolen out
' Mr. KNUTSON. What do you do,
tl.1at we should cut such a caper?· .
of the state Department and Naval Inshoot him?
Mr. MAY. I think my colleague undertelligence during wartime ,vhen · they
Mr. MAY. I think the fine goes as high stands my position and views ·as to that took 151 files out of the Department and
gentleman .. I prefer not to reexpress : fourid them in a Communist office up in
as $20,000, and 5 years in jail.·
, ··
··
Mr. SlV"uTH of Oh.io .. Mr. Chairman, them here .. I would not want to see .him New York? ·
chairman of that Commission.
'Mr. MAY. I agree with my colleagu(l
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. REED of New York. -Mr. Chair- · as to the necessity for keeping absolut"ely
· ),\1:r. MAY. I yield to· the gentleman
lllan, Will the. gentleman yield?
secret· the mechanical construction of the
from Ohio.
Mr. MAY. I yield.
atomic bomb and that'that Will 'be the
· Mr. SMITH of Ohio. As I understand, ·
Mr. REED of New. York. If this secret ; greatest move for· peace that the. world
the secret of the atomic bomb ls per- ·
. . .
fectly safe at the present time. is that is pJrfectly safe at· the present· time, has ever known.·
would you not thinlc that if it remains
Mr. SHORT. .Mr. Chairman, I yield
correct?
.
.
·Ml·. MAY. I would hate to think it is · where it is over a period of time it would niyself 5 minutes.
still be as safe tl1ere as it would anywhere ·
Mr. Ch,iii·man, there is·. an old adage,
ilot. I ani sure it is.
.
.
"Fools rush in where ·angels fear. to
· Mr. SMITH of Ohio. If .that be true, else?
Mr. MAY. I have no doubt in the . tread." . I certainly feei like a fool today,
just what is the need for this legislation ·
at the present time? · The war has not world that the Army of the United States because 1 frankly· coiiiess my abysmal
been declared over. Tb.at ls a vast sub- will never reach the low state of giving ignorance of the pending legislation.
And the more l: listen to these scientists,
ject. I think you could debate.it for a away their military secrets about anycl)emists, physicists, and mathematicians
whole year and not be very much fur~ . thing, .and I believe that any man who
the·more confused I become.
ther along than you are right this mo- would give such secrets away would recelve speedy, just, and· severe punish- . ·1 started out really in favor of this bill
lnent. It seems to me this matter could' ment.
wait.a while. I do not see-any need here · . Mr. REED of New York; What 1 am , in spite of a lousy, dirty, stinking ediunder the circumstances for stirring up getting at is that the secret is known by
torial charging me. with trying. to obthe matter.
.
a rather limited number of pretty high- struct it. I voted for the United Nations
Mr. MAY. It will not hurt to h~ve the grade military men; is that riot true?
01;ganlzation. I think it is the only hope
legislation on the statute books, and I
Mr. MAY. That is correct, together in this world. I ,;;ant to implement it.
think it ought to be enacted.· i think the with a few top scientists, ·
I think we niust do that.
·
bill ought to be passed, but I doubt very ·
Mr. REED of New York. If you want . : Science is knowledge, and l!'rancis
much that it ought to be made perma- to keep ·a secret, military or otherwise, Bacon once said, '.'Knowledge is power."
nent with the vast powers the Com- · are you not more apt to keep that secret The trouble with i1s today is that we have
mission :will have and .the .widespread -' when only a few people know It than you more power than we .know how to ·use.
facilities it will have avallable. This .blll . are with many knowing it?
· It.is misguided and misdirected. Dynaturns over to this Commission and takes
·Mr. MAY. That is.cofrect, and that is
mite can construct highways or it can
RW'.l.Y from the War and Navy Departillustrated by the old saying that if you blow men's brains into the mud. · Unless
ments $2,250,000,000 worth of property want to keep a secret, never .tell it to a . we learn from human problems, all of
that I1as been utilized in the development woman.
our ·science, knowledge, and highly
of the bomb and the other things in conMr; REED of New York. The point I
boasted twentieth-century civilization ls
nection with it.
want to bring out is that by this legisla- going to destroy us. · Let us wake up.
Mr. BARDEN. Mr. Chairman; will the tlon more people would know it.
The purposes and alms of this bill, no
gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY. correct.
doubt, are laudable and praiseworthy. I
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman
Mr. TABER. I understand the1:e is a
would like to vote for some measure to
from North Carolina.
provision here· for the setting up of an help us out of our dilemma, but it conMr. BARDEN. There are two things I
enormous propaganda organization.· -Is tains certain provisions that are very
want to mention. One ls the question of it the understanding that Elmer Davis
dangerous. I would .like to vote for a
penalties for turning traitor on this coun- is going to have charge of that? If so, measure that is not unconstitutional or
try and giving away the bomb secret. In- would the gentleman warm up to that threatens to destroy our Nation.
stead of its being a fine of $20,000, the . kind of proposition?
·
· -Nothing was said in the hearings or ·so
penalty should be death.
:Mr.· MAY. The · only thing I know · far on this. floor about. the cost of this
Mr. KNUTSON. That is correct.
about is what I hear in: the hearings ahd ··. thing. '
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Do you know what we are goir1g to do? in lend-lease we had to loa1ithem $650,The CHAmMAN. 'rhe. time of the
We are going to s.et up an Atomic Energy 000,000 to pay us wHh. What suckers gentleman from Mlsso:url has again exCommissio!l and give it the power of..life we are.- .we have given away everything. · pired;·, · ;' ·':'. .: ·'
·.
and de:1th over private industry'-in this-·, except the dome of this Capitol .. It is · Mr;: MAY.'. Mr. Chairman, I yield 12
country. I do not like such a blanket, · slclcening to me; I faint when they . minutes to the gentleman from North
broad delegation of. powers · tun riot....; laugh;' I should not perhaps· bring· this · carolfna [Mr. DunHAMJ;
taking it out of the hands of the people .: in the debate, but. I do not care. It is in
Mr. DURHAM. Mr. Chairman, I am
of our Nation. I have the highest regard, the pattern and we cannot ignore it. The always· glad to · follow . the gentleman
.of course, and the greatest respect for our only thing I can say-and I do pray-'-is from Missouri and to listen to him in
profesrnrs, our economists, and . our _. God help us.
.
debate: The chairman of our conunit~
teachers. I was one once. , Thank. God,
You propose now· to hand you,r enemy · tee has outlined to you the history of this
I stopped before I became a member of a pistol with which to shoot you. ·0111 legislation. our committee was the first
tlie "brain trust."
You are smart people, are you not? We one to take ifup in the Congress and the
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr. will get it because we ~sked for it.
:first to consider it.
Chairman, will .the gentleman yield?
The United States and our people have
We devoted much time and study to
Mr. SHORT. Yes.
paid, the taxpayers of this Nation have atomic energy, We had extensive hearMr. VOORHIS of California. I would paid, over $2,000,000,000 to develop this ings and during the hearings we listened
like to ask the gentleman, first of .all, atomic bomb. You talk about mutual to practically all the scle_ntists connected
speaking as a person who is not ashamed transactions, intercourse, trade; we have with this work; We also listened to the
of the fact that he has been a school · · got everytl11·ng to g1·ve, we l1ave got·11otl1-. W ar Depar t men t an d otl1er offi cm
· 1s l11 an
teacher, whether he believes that the ing to receive. Go on being Santa Cl.aus, effort to seek advice and to see!c some
provision in the bill which assures to but help our people first.
way to control this weapon. Hearings
every single American business that may
Now, I want to say I do not know how began some 30 or 40 days after the first
arise in the future, an equal opportunity I am going to vote on this bill. I never one was dropped.
·
to the benefits of atomic energy, is de- was so confused and befuddled in all my
Mr. Chairman, I would like to make
structive of private enterprise.
life. I mean it. Do not laugh-you are; some remarks on the · subject of the
~~:
~f'c~~t;;nia; That is too. We spent long days of study and atomic energy bill, S. 1717, which is before
what the bill does.
·
we spent sleepless nights upon it.
us.
Mr. SHORT .. Well,. that is. state soI have always thought that. science,
We saw, nearly a year ago, the victoricialism. I ought to be a Communist. I knowledge, was international in its scope. ous conclusion of a war whose end was
cannot hamstring the mind of man; greatly quickened by the use of atomic
llave nothing, and want to share it with You
you cannot corner his spirit by putting bombs. To produce those bombs, a great
everybody. All that is horsey, horsey ·up artificial barriers. This atomic bomb an-ay of scientific talent was concenstufI.
cannot use stronger language was tlle pi·oduct of inany mi"nds fror..1· trated on the probl em for several years
'
in the IHouse.
Now, what does this bill do? It sets . many countries. I do not think there are and about $2,000,000,000 of the public
so many secrets about it if you want to funds were spent. Now we are conup a commission of five members, the know the truth.
chail'man drawing $17,500 a year, and
fronted with establishing through legis•
the. others $1 5 ,000 . I insisted upon that
Mr. DURHAM. Mr. Chairman, will Iation a public policy with regard to the
provision, because 110 doubt they could the gentleman yield~
further development and · control of
earn much more in private industry. But
Mr. ·sHORT. I yield.
atomic energy to the end of serving the
they have got a general manager who is
Mr. DURHAM. Is not ·that one of the common good ·of our people in peace
going to get $15,000 a year. They have reasons why it cannot be kept a secret? and of assuring the common defense.
a division of research, a division of proMr. SHORT. I think the gentleman
While the first use of atomic energy
duction, a division of engineering, a divi- made a point; and I want to argue that was a military one, our· scientists have
son of military application. They each science and knowledge are universal, and assured us that important peacetime
get $1·1,000 a year. There is no end to it! no people, no nation has a monopoly on uses of atomic energy and of the byThe sky is the limit. Then, of course, the discovery of truth. This is the prod- products of atomic· power plants are
the:,, have got a general advisory com- uct of· many minds from many lands. already known anci that others will
mittee. They get $50 a day, for sitting The gentleman knows it and perhaps surely be developed as research goes on
wherever they want to sit and hearing certain supposed enemies of ours-I do in this field. The Nagasaki bomb was.
whatever they want to hear, ~utting- a not think we have any-we should not made of a brand new chemical element,
halter on you and tightening the rope have any, although we have not a friend plutonium, manufactured in the uranium
around your neck. You do not· want left on the face of the earth-our en- pile at Hanford. We are told that for
this?
emies perhaps know as much about this · every pound of plutonium produced
The point Is, we are elected by the as we do, or even more; but I do not think, there were about 10,000,000 kilowattpeople and we are responsible to them they have the methods of. manufacture, hours of heat energy r.eleased by nuclear
every 2 years. They can hire and fire us · the know-how production, as far as the fission and carried away by the Columbia
this November. You cannot hire and integral parts are concerned. Uranium, River. Now work is proceeding on a pilot
fire any bureaucrat down here in the plutonium, and the nuclear fission theory plant for the utilization of such energy.
OPA, the CPA, or any other bureau. have been described to the committee. It is obvious that, because a power pile
They are "appinted."
·
I heard words used before our commit- produces plutonium as well as power,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the tee· that you cannot find in Webster's controls are necessary in the public ingentleman from Missouri has expired.
Dictionary. I think your ignorance is terest.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, I will about as profound as mine. I admit it.
In the bill that came to us from the
yield myself five additional minutes.
·
I know that this thing called science Senate after months of hearings, with
They can hire and fire us. You can- and power can save or destroy mankind. the approval of both parties and of the
not hire and fire them. The only way
I do not know how I am going to vote, President, it seems to m'e that adequate
you can get rid of them is to get rid of but I am going to 'listen to the very protection of the interests of the military
the guy who appoints them. I think the charming and persuasive and delightful was provided for in the Senate bill. The
American people will look after that lit- gentlewoman from Connecticut. After top policy-making body., whose task is
· tie task a little la.ter. on. Destroy th~ all, you have your own war departments, both to provide controls and to promote
New Deal-a rotten steal.
we all have our private war departments. the further development of · atomic
Now, the other day we, voted $4,400,- They give orders and we usually obey. I energy, is to be an Atomic Energy Com000,000 to Great Britain. It ls not $3,have listened to the testimony i11 the mission of five full-time civilian mem-.
750,000,000. · There was
additional · hearings but I am going to listen to this bers, responsible to the President. This
$650,000,0,00 to Great Britain. · Why did
debate today. Every seat in this Cham;. Commission is to be advised on all matwe vote $650,000,000? · To cancel. over ber should be occupied today. The future ters relating to military applicatio;:is of
$25 000,000,000 worth of lend-lease, and. not only of this Nation but of mankind atomic energy by a military liaison.com. before they can pay us the $25,000,000,000 hangs in the balance. ·
·
mlttee. A proposal to give the Army and

~~g:~is

an ·
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Navy a greater degree of direct control mel. or.'destroy our· H1dustrial Iibei'Ly or
was rejected b3, the Senate Special-Com-·. our energy that has created our pi'lvate
mittee on Atomic Energy after
great business enterprise systern. Af.ter many
expression of public opinion in favoi·. of· trials and eri·ors this system has proven·
civilian control and after the heads of. - to be the !:)est system on cai-th.
·
our War and Navy Departments haci test!~,.· -.We here in An1erica must take the lead.
fled that tl1e necessities of the· mllltary, · .As the home· ot the atomic bomb America
in order to discharge their responsibility has a great nio1:al responsibility, And
for the national security, were adequately let us pray, we in making our choice will
l)rovided for.
'
'- '
not fail mankind in this tragic ]lour but
My distinguished colleagues · on the_ wlll shoulder our responsibility and opMilitary A!Iairs Committee have thought portunity and give fresh hope to the
it· wise to. make several amendments stricken world.
.
whose aim is to increase the amount of
·Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Clmirmmi.,
direct military control in atomic energy will the gentleman yield?
deveiopment. I refer par'ticularly' to
Mr. DURHAM. I yield to the gentle(1) the. amendment requiring _one and
1nan from Connecticut.
permitting two members of the CoinmisMr. KOPPLEMANN. In the informasion to be military men on active duty;
tlon presented to the gentleman's com(2) the amendment requiring the_Direcmittee, ls it true the Army and the Navy
tor of the Division _of Military Aµplicab'oth stated that the amendment ·with
tions to be a military man on active duty:
reference to milita1'y representatives on
and (3) the amendment permitting the the Commission is not necessary?
armed forces, .with the approval of the
Mr. DURHAM. I am ilot sure ,vhether
President, to maintain their own :facill- they made that staten:i.ent or not before
ties and :manufacture atomic weapons, any committee. Our heai·ings were held
independently,
·
· long before the Atomic Committee was
'I wish to state now that -I do not be,set-up. ·
lieve that the three amendments just
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, will
mentioned constitute desirable changes the gentleman yield?
·
in: the bill, and I intend to vote for their
Mr. DURHAM. I yield to the gentle1·emoval.
'
man from Texas.
Referring to the :first of these amendMr. THOMASON. It is safe to say
li1ents, it must be evident that member- that the record discloses that the Secreship on the Commission is a full-time job tary of War in person and the Under Secand that no military man could be on retary of the Navy both stated that they
the Commission ·and have, at tlie same favor the bill as it passed the Senate.
time, any other military responsibility.
Mr. DURHAM. That is correct ..
However, he could not have an undivided
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. That is the quesloyalty to the Commission nor could he tion I wanted answered.
exercise independent judgment since, as
Mr. DURHAM. The. gentleman asked
ah of:ficer on active duty, he would be re- me if they appeared before our comsponsible to his superiors in the Military mittee.
Establishment. It is clear that the purMr. SHORT. or course, they know as
pose of tl1is amendment is to increase much about- the bill as we do.
the amount of direct military control in
Mr. DURHAM: I think so, yes.
the top policy-making body which our
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
milltary leaders tell us they do not require and which the American people do will the gentleman yield?
·.not want.
Mr. DURHAM. I yield to the gentle.In connection with all of these amend- man from Ohio.
·
ments, we should recognize the necessity
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Is it not true
of maint:i,ining our military strength, but that the hearings disclose that t11ereason
we should also recognize the fact that our the Secretary of War said he wanted the
Government is participating in discusSenate bill acted on promptly was his
sions about international cooperation, anxiety to get some sort of legislation
:We should take care not to prejudice the promptly, and he had no objection to the
chances of success in those discussions. provision for military represm1tation on
· without the discovery of new ideas and the Commission?
lnventions there would have been no dis·Mr. DURHAM. 'l'hat is correct. Of
covery of a new world. Thus we see dis- course, the President sent us his message,
coveries and inventions of mechanism as the chairman stated to you, last Octabecome the dynamic controls in our ber, urging us to enact this legislation
modern economic system and make it. immediately, Also at that time the War
necessary for political and social adjust- Department appeared befbre us. General
ments in the structure of the modern Groves himself appeared before us, and
:world.
asked that we expedite this legislation,
Speculation gave us investigation in Now here we are here 9 months later.
the field of atomic energy, ExperimenMr. JOHNSON of· California. Mr.
tation and research by our scientists Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
has given us this problem. This disMr. DURHAM. I yield to the gentlecovery of nuclear fission has caused man man from California.
to change his conception of the earth
Mr. JOHNSON of California. In those
and universe.
·
hearings they advocated a bill that proThis is a domestic bill we are dealing vltled for the very representation the
with today, and our problem is to work_ genUemau from Ohio mentionecl.
this revolutionary discovery into a·selfMr; DURHAM. That is correct.
balancing, self-regulating economic sysMr. JOHNSON of California. The
tern subject to the natural laws of sup- other day they repeated theil· confir1naply and demancl so that it will not tram- tioi1 of that legislation.
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Mi·s. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield? .
-Mr. DURHAM.· I yield to the gentlewoman from: Connecticut. ·
Mrs.· LUCE. I have here the statement of. Mr. John Kenney, As.sistant
Secreta1'y of the Navy, which he made
before our committee .. on June 12. He
says, and I quote from his own testimony:
Tile blll Jn Its present form satisfactorily
covers the Navy's primary Interests In having 11 voice In the affairs of the Atomic
·Energy Commission nnd In being able to conduct !ts own research and develop111ent progrnms without un'ctue Interference from the
Commission,

Mr. DURHAM. That is correct.
Mr. SHOR'l'. Mr.· Chairman, I yield
15 miliutes to the gentleman from ·Indiana [II-fr. HARNESS];
Mr. Chairman, I make the point of
order that a quorum is not .present.
'l'hc CHAIRMAN. The Chair will
count. [After counting.] One hundred
and four Members are present, a quorum.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield for a brief question?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I y.Jeld.
Mr. S:-IORT. Does not the gentlenia11
feel that until the war is officially declared ended, until tlie peace treat!es:are
wi'itten, we certainly should hold onto the
secret weapon we now have·?
Mr. -HARNESS of Indiana. I certainly
do·. I think there is no necessity for rushing this legislation through. I flelieve the
security of the Nation wlll be better protected under' the present set-up than it
would be under this bill.
.Mr. Chairman, this measure is a threat
io free government_. It grants more
co'n1plete and sweeping power and· authority to an executive agency than any
other proposal ever considered in the
United States Congress. The bill literally places in the hands of a five-man
commission complete and absolute authority over American industry and the
lives of our entire population. It is
shocking and frighteni11g that this proposal could advance as rapidly and get
as far in this Congress. I implore the
House to reject the bill and send it back
to the committee.
Let me call your attention to section
11 Cc) of the act, which provides for
compulsory licensing of patents. That
is to say, instead of giving the inventor
an exclusive right in his inventions, in
other words, the right to exclude others
from the manufacture, use, or sale of an
invention, a patentee's invention sl1all
be made subject to the right of others
to make, use, and sell the invention upon
the payment to the patentee of a reasonable compensation.
Before considering the advantages and
disavantages of compulsory licensing, it
is well to point out three distinct accomplishments of the present system of
granting ex;clusive rights to patent
owners.
First. By granting to the inventor an
exclusive right for a limited time, an incentive is given to him to invent and
disclose, not conceal, his invention so
that afLer such period of limited time the
invention enters the public domain.
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S3cond. A vei.·y important advantage is
the encou.rar;ernent of risk capital to unciertal,e the e,q;JoiLation of an invention,'
frequently resulting in new industries
arising or old industries expanding.
Third. By granting exclusive rights for
inventions tbere inevitably arises compe:.
tition in developing inventions. That is
to say, inventors get to work inventing a
substitute for, or a new way· bf accomplishing, that which is already patented.
M:any important inventions have resulted
from such competition.
· Each of these three advantages will
either be completely lost or seriously impaired if a system of compulsory licensing is adopted.
·
Compulsory licensing of patents has
iong been a controversial subject. Bills
have been introduced at various times,
especi.ally since 1912; directed toward
encouraging this feature in our patent
system despite the fact that it is the
negation of the exclusive right provided
for in the Constitution. Those bills
which originally included compulsory
licensing of all · patents were promptly
amended to include only future patents,
since it was realized that compulsory
licensing of patent.s already issued was
depriving the patent owner of a property
right without due process of law.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I yield.
Mr. LANHAM. May I say to the gentleman that the Committee on Patents of
the .House of Representatives has held
steadfastly to the opinion that he has
expressed and has consistently refused
to endorse or report anylhing that
smacks of compulsory licensing of patents which goes to the very fundamental
basis of our progress. . ·
_
· Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I thank
the gentieman for that comment, and
wouid add that the Congress as a whole
hs.s steP.dfastly ac:I1ered to that progrnrr\, because it is one of the fundamentals of a free-enterprise system under a
free government.
Many ancl extensive hearings have
been held by congressional committees
to determine the advisability of legislatfon in one form or another for compulsory licensing. Suell hearings were held
in 1912 and 1914 on the Oldfield bills, in
1922 en the Stanley bills, and in 1938 on
· the McFarland bill. At all of these hearings, patentees, inventors, and manufacturers almost unanimously opposed compulsory licensing mainly on the grounds
that it would discourage invention and
that it would favor large corporat,ions
over smaller corporations and over individuals.
·
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield at that point?
. Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I yield.
Mr. SHORT. Here is a release that
all Members of the House should listen
to:
·
"The McMahon atomic energy bill (S.1717)
reflects the blind arrogance of bureaucracy
gone mad," declared Jolm W . . Anderson,
spolcesman for small ·business, today. "The
bill would drive American inventive diligence
underground. It would create a vast black
market in dangerous atomic Inventions,
Secret agents of foreign governments would
find u'r,ited States Inventors cringing from
the harsh treatment threatened by their own

govel'nment.· .Fear and 1·esentmeut ·would
lead to secret c1e·a1s In whicl1 allen agents
woulcl get·the Inventions for black cash .."

' Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr,
Chairman, this bill if enacted into law,
wi!J surrender the so.vereignty of th~ peo•
pie of this Nation to a five-man Commission appointed by the Chief Executive.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I yield.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. I read the biil
last night and I could not find any place
where there were any criminal penalties
that could be invoked against the Commission. While the Commission was
given-the- power to make regulations, the
violation of which would be a crime
punishable by fine and Imprisonment, I
found no criminal prnalties that could
be invoked against the Commission for
disclosures or for any other reason.
How about that? What .does the criminal provision provide. as far as members
of the Commission itself are concerned?
Mr. HARNESS of!ndiana. I think this
bill would remove all security provisions
that we now have against disclosure of
secrets that are in the national interest.
There is no provision as far as I . can
remember in this bill that in any way
prevents this Commission from disclosing any of the secrets they might get
when t11e Manhattan Project Is turned
over to them. Moreover, bear this in
mind: This Commission is given the authority, believe it or not, of reciprocating
information with any foreign nation, and
the Congress has no authority to stop it.
. Mr. SHORT. Would the very able
lawyer from Indiana, one of the finest
Members of this House, tell us what the
other nations have to give us in reciprocity.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Even trying to be generous and fair in reply to
that question, I believe the rest of the
world has comparatively little to olier
now, and that it is hardly likely to have
comparatively more anytime in the next
several years.
Mr. SHORT. It is all give and no
take?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. That is
right. We are habitually on the giving
end. Judging- from our record, this proposal would lcecp us there. There is no
basis here for dealing, or reciprocating,
quid pro quo.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I yield.
Mr. ELSTON. As far as this bill is
concerned, . the Commissioners would
have the power and authority to turn
over the secrets of atomic energy for industrial purposes, and in return get noth·
ing but good will?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. That is
right.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I yield.
Mr. DONDERO. The genLleman has
come to the defense of the patent laws
of this Nation and the competitive system under which we operate; and I com.
mend him for it. · Does he not think;
perhaps, Emerson had that in mind when
he wrote that when a man builds a bette.r
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il.10usetrap than his neighbor the world
will make a beaten path to his door?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Absolutely.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiall:i.. Let me
proceed with my prepared statement,
then I shall be pleased to yield if I have
the time.
·
Witnesses t€Stified that many worthwhile inventions require years of research and experimentation before an
invention is attained; and that it ordinarily takes many years to p:,rfect an
invention even after the patent is
granted. Often such research results in
failure before an invention to accomplish
the desired purpose is made. Therefore,
for a corporation or an individual to ob.tain by compulsion a license from tha
'patentee or the patentee's official backer
would manifestly be unfair, since the
person seelcing the license docs not share
in the expense of unsuceernful research\
and development. Those willing to risk
capital in the devi:lopment of new enterprise would hesitate to do so if, when he
is successful, others could come in and'
share his success by obtaining a license
against the will of the patent owner. On
the other hand, if the patentee is unsuccessful, he would have to bear hls own
loss. In short, the testimony of those
familiar with the subject has been almost
unanimous to ·the effect that such legislation would discourage invention and
new enterprise. Not only would it dis- .
courage invention because of lack ()f ill'-(
centive such as would be given by an ex-I
elusive license, but compulsory licensin~
would render it unnecessary to compete
in making inventions since in the main
those wishing to go into a new enterprisi_
would be content to force a license for ·
inventions already made rather than
make their own inventions; that is, to
create a new and different way of accomplishing the same result. Why take the
rislc with possible failure when by paying a reasonable royalty he can share the
fruits of others' efforts?
The testimony In the above-mentioned
hearings has fully brought out the fact
that compulsory licensing would lessen
tile incentive to Invent, would discourage
the introduction of new enterprises, and
would, to a large extent, remove com-.
petition in invention. It would, in fact,
socialize our patent system.
The question ·of compulsory licensing,
like the provision· in the bill for taking
away from present patent owners all
rights in the field of research and development, involves a highly important constitutional auestion. Mind you, I have
been discussing only one section of tl1is
bill. There are many other sections that
infringe individual constitutional rights.
Where a serious question of constitutlimality is involved, as it apparently is
in this issue, there is never any valid excuse for hasty and m~considered action.
But in this question there is utterly no
reason whatever for us to act In haste as
though we were confronted by a critical
emergency, for technically at least we
continue to be in a state of war.
Under the circumstances, the Presf.
dent still holds in his hands extraordinary· war powers. These proved adequate to provide security in the field of
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atomic energy during· the period .of ac-. important that our. action coi:respond· conmlittee ·be dissatisfied with the Comtual hostilities. They ·ilhould. certainly,. to that proposal.· .The. genL!cmau will . mlsslon's.actlon;proposed action, or failtherefore, be adequate for the tempo- agree, I .hope, those people who are re:. . ure to act,.it may-refer.the matter to the.
rary period until peace is formally. de- sponslble . for-. -the .preparation ·of. the Secretaries of War and Navy.who may, if
clared, if the President will exercise them · Baruch proposition were in favor of this either. feels the matter is of sufficient
as wisely and firmly as we have the right bill as written by the Senate?
importance, refer the question t;o the
to expect that he will.
. Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. · That Pi-esident, whose decision ·wm be final.
I know it is argued that.our failure.to . ,vould. not influence. my feelir1g on -this .. The act _also sets up a military applicatake definitive action leaves the rest· of bill at all. I am frightened at this pro~ tions division which will specifically carthe world doubtful, and suspicious of · posal, I a111 fearful Tor my country ·and 1:y on military research as directed by the
America's intentions and. that it leaves. our .free .republican· system of i;ov.ern- President. · This will in no way interfere
the field of atomic research and develop- ment. I do not· want to see any commls- · with military research by the Army,
ment under military dominance; · ·
slon set up· with such sweeping powersIt is provided in. the act that the quantities. of fissionable material and bombs
Neither argument· is valid. in the. over the American people's lives.
first place, we have time and time again
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, viill the t.o be produced, and thJ disposition of
these bombs are to be determined by the
gone far more than half way to prove to.. gentleman yield?
.. . . ·
the world that no decent nation, large or
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I yi~ld to President who, presumably; will act on
the recommendations of his military ad~mall, h1;1s reasori. to. doubt or .,fear us., the g(lntleman from Kentucky, .
The Baruch proposal .for.-international. . Mr. MAY., Does the gentleman·agree. visers in the War and Navy Departments.
Do these provisions give the military
controls, standing alone, is sufficient evi- witli.ine that under the provisions of Lhis ·
dence of that. If other natfons are not. bill which authorize the appointmenL adequate representation in the control of
disposed to accept it as such, it is hardly of employees,· servants, and agents by atomic energy?
Who is in the best position to know?
clear how this-proposed action could win the commission; they could probably
·. The Commander in Chief of our armed
their confidence and trust. , . . . . .
· build as large a bureau as the Departforces?
. ·.
As for military dominance in the field, ment of Agriculture if they wanted to?
the simple fact remains that the Presi-. . Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. '!'he De· The President has said:
dent is, in fact, Commander in Chief, and_ partment of· Agriculture would be. in-. ·. A Commission ·established by the Congress
as such is directly superior to this mili- significant compared with what Lhey for the control of atomic energy should be
tary influence which some people profess could do under this authority. There is composed exclusjvely of civilians.
to fear. If the.President is not disposed. one section in this bill which would give, ' 6h1y the· other day, while this·act was
to prevent undue military. influence in the commission the authority to set up before oi.11' Military AITairs · Committee,
this field now, would you expect him to one of the greatest propaganda bureaus the President reaffirmed his support of
appoint ciyilian members >to this com·- we have ever heard· of in: this· Nation., S. · l717 and said· that· "it suited him
mission· who would be less favorably "in- Why, we voted down funds for OWI, but. exac;tly." .
clined toward the military.viewpoint?
this would be a super OWI with autl10rThe Secrefary ·of War?
: The present controls are purely tempo-· ity·to establlsh·librarl.es, pUblish commu~.
·· Secrefa1'y" of War Patterson. testifying
rary in nature, and can be quickly term!-: Iiications, magazines, newspapers, and. before the House Military Affairs Comnated or altered. This. prciposal would. . other kinds of propaganda. It simply is mittee· on this act was asked: :
establish a permanent system of controls· too sweeping and too much power for a
Would the War Department be ·opposed· to
far less su:.iject to change or remedy. A commission to have.
.
any amendment to this bill authorizing one
hasty error at this point could easily reThe CHAIRMAN.. The time of the. oi· possibly two me1:nbers of the Commission
,5Uit in permanent damage.
gentleman from Indiana has again ex- to be representatives bf the armed forces?
It cannot be too strongly emphasized pired.
.
He replied, andiquote:
that these controls we are asked tci adopt
· Mr. MAY. Mr. Cl1airman, I yield 10
. We did·not advocate and we do not advo•
are sweeping and all-inclusive in charac~ minutes to the gentleman from Illinois
cate it. We believe that the national defense
ter. Even if any doubts as to their con[Mr. PnrcEJ.·
they are important on atomic
stitutionality are resolved, they are still,
M1\ PRICE of Illinois. Mr. Chairman, aspects-and
eiicrgy-are adequately cared for by that
in my opinion, too broad to imposr upon . it is · claimed by those proposing the· paragraph in ·section 2, providing for ·the
a free economy without serious results. amendment requiring the President to military liaison committee.
· I am just as anxious as anyone to pro- appoint a representative of the military
The Secretary of the Navy?
tect atomic ·research and development to the Commission for the Control of
Secretary of the Navy Forrestal wrote
from military domination. I am deeply Atomic Energy and the amend1nent perconcerned that this new force be turned nilttlng the President to appoint two ac- to the chairman of the Senate Special
a·s complete!~; as possible fi·cim destructive tive or retired officers of the Army or Committee on Atomic Energy:
Please accept my congratulations 011 the
purpo~es, and as fully as possible to crea- Navy to the Commission, that the amendtive a·nd constructive ends.
ments are necessary in order to give the passage Saturday of your bill for the control
and development of atomic energy. It is
· But in seeking that end, I certainly do military adequate representation in wen
drawn and accomplishes what I lmow
:riot want to see this new science fall un- atomic energy matters.
you were after from the beginning-a proper
der the blight of bureaucracy, which
. Now, everyone wlll agree that the mili- balance between civilian- and military conmight be the surest way to defeat the tary should have representation 011 trol. This is not merely my own view but
that of the professional people in the naval
very ends the proposal professes to seek. . atomic energy matters. ·
· I urge that this measure, therefore, be.
Everyone wlll agree that the military service.
returned to the responsible committees . should have representation adequate for
· Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
with specific instruction.s for further and· our national defense.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
ri1ore careful study than the whole quesIf S. 1717 as passed unanimously by
Mr. PRICE of Illinois. I yield to the
tion has so far received.
the Senate·does not already provide that gentleman from New Jersey.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the adequate representation, then, of course,
Mr. ··nIOMAS of New Jersey. Can the
gentleman from Indiana has expired.
it should be incorporated into the act.
gentleman tell the Committee the date of
· Mr. SHORT: Mr. Chairman; . ! yield
The only question, then, is: Does S. Secretary Forrestal's letter?
the gentleman two additional minutes. 1717 provide adequate military repre· Mr. PRICE ef Illinois. It was the day
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr. sentation?
. .
after the passage of the bill in the SenChairman, will the gentleman yield?
· The bill establishes a special military ate. I do not remember the exact date .
. Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I yield to liaison committee of unlimited number
The Assistant Secretary of the Navy?
the gentleman from California,
to be.appointed by the. Secretaries of War
· W. John Kenney, in testifying before
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I agree and Navy. The Commi.ssion must advise the House ·Military Affairs Committee
heartily with what the gentleman said and consult with this committee on mill- on Uiis bill, said:
·
about the Baruch proposal to the United tary applications of atomic energy, spe. In the opinion of the Navy Department,
Nations Commission on ·Atomic Energy,
clflcally including. all matters affecting· this and the other provisions of section 2 (c)
I. believe that proposition ought to prove. bombs; the-conti,ol of information relat- · constitute an effective mechanism whereby
to any nation the sincei'ity. of the United ing to bombs, and the a~location _of ma-: th(!l- arm.ed servfqes w!ll be Informed of, and
States in seeking peace, but I _think it terials for military re~earch, Should this will _partlclI?ate In, the work of the Atomic
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E!liergy Commission having to do with
tary appllcations in the atomic energy field.·
Therefore, the Navy Department strongly
suupor ts these provisions of the bill and
urges that tlley be reaffirmed by the commltte~ nncl by th~ House· of Representatives.·

tary · of Wat" Patterson supported · the
May-Johnson bill. He said It was the·
best bill we could possibly get. · Eight ·
months later he came out and supported
S; 1717. · What·happened in the mean.;·
time? I will tell you a little bit about
The Chief of Stafi?
what J:tappen·ed in the meantime. On
General Eisenhower has approved this January 29, Secretary of War Patterson,
act as it unanimously passed the Senate. the Secretary of the Navy, and almost all
The Chief of Naval Operations?.
of the leading military and naval men
Admiral Nimitz has approved this act received a directive from the ·President
as it unanimously passed the Senate.
of the United States. I checked on that
I submit, gentlemen, that if the Pres- directive the ·other day and called the
ident cf the United States, the Secretary Under Secretary of War and asked him
cf War, the Secretary of the Navy 1 the. if he would not give me a copy of it.
Assistant Secretary of the Navy, the He said, "No; you have to go to the PresChief of Starr, and the Chief of Naval ident"; but a directive was received. As
Operations~all men responsible for the a result of that directive, the Secretary
military defense ·Of the country-if all of War and Navy and· the Under Secrethese military officials are satisfied. that. taries and admirals · and generals· a11
S. 1717 provides the military wim· adesupported this particular legislation.
quate representation !Ii the matter of Something was said yesterday about who
atomic energy, who is there among us- helped to draw up this legislation. Natwho will insist on being more patriotic urally, we do not know the name of every
than the defenders · of our country?. person who helped draw up the legislaWho is there among us who would wish. tion, but I am· going to n·ame three of
to be more militaristic than the military?. them. One Is James R; Newman,. who
There are those who have said, and is now the special counsel for the Atomic
who ,viii say again: "If this ·ls the legis-. · Energy' Comrriittee·of the•Senate.. Anlation which· the War Department really. other Is Dr. Edward ·V.. Condon. .It ls
,vants, wr,y did Secretary of War Patter-. interesting to know in connection with·
son first endorse the May-Johnson-bill? Dr.: Condon that he is an appointee of
Can it be he now asks for S. 1717 because Henry ·Wallace. Prior to VJ-day when
he is a good soldier and .must follow -the·- the Russians invited a group·of American
lead of his Commander in Chief?" ...
scientists to visit Russia and· attend a
, The best answer is given· by- Secretary conference there, Dr. Condon. was· one
Patterson·himself in his testimony before- of those Invited. It was not until ·the:
the House Military Affairs Committee. last minute-and some of these scientists
He told the committee:
were going over in a Russian planethat Dr. Condon's permission to leave
Tllis bill, S. 1717, was drafted after months
and months of work by an able committee In
America was revoked, so he did not make
tho Senate. · Naturaily enough, with all of
the trip. He ls one of those who helped
that study devoted to it, and with some 6
write S. 1717.
munths more of development In the backThe third person is a member of a
groun<l for this bill, it has a number of degroup at the University of Chicago. This
tailed provisions of a valuable character, I
third person is Dr. Harold c. Urey. I
believe, that neither the Stimson co·mmlttee
have here a letter that Dr. Urey sent.
in the \Var Dcpartinent nor this House comn1ittee had time to consider. • • "'· This
to the gentlewoman from Connecticut
bill goes further In deallng with the national.
[Mrs. LucEl on November 24, 1945, when
defense aspects of atomic energy than the
we were considering the May-Johnson
earlier bill did. There was nothing in the
blll. I want to quote just one sentence
Mr,y-Johnson ·bill creating a mllltary llaison
from this Jetter. Dr. Urey said to the
committee, no specific provision In it at all
gentlewoman from Conn2cticut [Mrs.
as to l1ow the. Army or the Navy would keep
posted on what was going on In atomic energy. This 'bill 'does, and !t·is better In that
feature.

It seems perfectly obvious that the
only reason the War Department and the
Navy Department aslt you to pass S. 1717,
without any crippling amendments is
because they are convinced it is in the
interest of national defense to do so. I
want a chance to support the Senate version because I believe it is a step toward
control of atomic energy, I want to see
CongresG do something to promote international control of atomic energy, I
hope we will avoid giving encouragement to international ri.valry·for atomic
power.
.
.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
15 minutes to the gentleman from New
Jersey [Mr. THOM-ASL
.
· Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, much has been said here today about the history of this particular
blll. The last speaker mentioned something about the various Secretaries of
War and the Navy and admirals and generals who are supporting this legislation.
I want to say that 8 months ago SecreXCTI--5S3
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LUCE]:

. In additimi to your proposed amendment,
I personally would lllce to see all of the penalty and security violations deleted from this
bill.

Now, he is one of those who helped
draw up S. 1717 and he wants to see all
of the penalty violations taken out of the
bill. You can just Imagine from this
what would happen If this clvllian commission ever got the atomic-bomb secret
or if Dr. Urey became one of the commissioners.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Would the gentleman care to read further to show the
reason Dr. Urey gave for wanting to have
the penalties withdrawn?
Mr. THOMAS of New .Jersey. Yes.
He said:
I bel!eve that the Espionage Act of the
United States is suffichmt to cover violations
·of many security reg~latlons.

s. 1717, t11e so-called atomic energy
bill, ·which we are considering today, may
turn out to. be the most dangerous bill
ever introduced in Congress In the history of the United States. Should we
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enact it :into law, and should it not live
up to. the high ideals of its sponsors, it
could destroy.America. A vote in favor
of it, therefore, may be. a vote to give a ·
potential aggressor nation the atomicbomb secret. Believe me, it ls not worth
the risk. I hope, with all the strength
at my command, that·.we can defeat this
most vicious measure,' and thereby delay
action, at least untll we have real peace
in the world.
S. 1717 is the creature of Impractical
idealists. I do not say that these oneworld-minded persons are unpatriotic.
I say that their intense ardor for a better world has blinded them. Their faith
in Russia is indicative. And yet, when
they advocate a· free exchange of atomic
secrets with Russian scientists.they completely overlook the fact that all Russian
scientists are but tools in a dictatorship
of the proletariat. The· starry-eyed individuals ·who molded S. 1717 will strive
just as energetically to s~ack the Atomic Civilian Commission, called for under
this legislation. As proof of this, I quote
from a document dated June 8, 1946, and
picked up at Oak Ridge by the chief investigator for the House Committee en
t1n-'Amerlca·n Activities. The document
states, and I qu_ote:
Our ':iuixt :problem ls suggesting the right
men for appolritment to the Atomic Energy
Commies1on. ·
·

. In this connection, !·also desire to read
a preliminary report from Mr. Ernie
Adamson, chief counsel for the House
Committee on Un-American Activities
The report Is based on a visit of our
colleague; Representative JOHN Woou,
chairman of the Committee on UnAmerican Activities, and Mr. Adamson,
to Oak Ridge, Julie 4 of this year.
The i:eport is as follows: ·
PRELIMINARY REPORT
JUNE 26, 1946.

Since about the middle of January I have
been conducting an investigation concerning subversive activities at, or In connection
with. the operation of the Government reservaticn known as Oak Ridge, Tenn.
It appears that sci en tlflc and engineering
personnel who have been separated from Government service· In connection with the Manhattan District project have organized various small groups In Chtcago, New York, Detroit, and other cities and they in turn continue to. cooperate with scientific societies
whose headquarters are located inside the
reservation nt Oak Ridge.
About 4 weeks ago Chairman Woon and I
visited the Oak Ridge Reservation and Interviewed the Army officers in charge of security, ancl other persons, including the officers of two scientific societies above mentioned. We took the statements of these
people but have not· yet received tile trnnscrlpt from the stenographer. The substance
of the testimony wlll show:
1.. That these Oak Ridge societies nre composed · of young men who are classified as
scientific researchers or engineers.
· 2. The activities of these societies are devoted to the creation of some form of world
government.'
.
3. These societies are very active In support of international c!v!llan control of the
manufacture of atomic materials.
4. These societies are definitely opposed to
Army supervision at Oak Ridge and are just
waiting for the day when m!lltary administration wlll be thrown out.
' 5. The society officers whose statements we
have taken not-only· admit communication
with persons outside· of the United States
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but In substaµce say they lnten·d to continue
this practice.
.
6. The security officers at Oak ·nldge think
that, the peace and security of the United
states is definitely 1n danger.
7. I ha,•e obtained a list of active members
of these two societies, also copies. of lltemiure distributed by them..
B. The cro is now makli1g.a desperate erfort to unionize all workers of the reserva~
tion. We took statements from the CIO and
A. F. of L. organizers. The CIO organ12er
,vas very mllltant and seems to be In close
contact with the members of the scientific
iocieties.
9. rr jurisdlctlon and control of the Oak
Ridge ReEervatlon passes Into ·civilian hands,
the political plans for exploiting· the place
are well advanced and there would undoubtedly be trouble In the reservation within 6 ·
months.
.
·
.
10. one of the most surprising comments
was an expression from one of the young
scientists to the effect that the power of
the atomic bomb· was much g~eater .from a
political viewpoint than from its physical
aspect.
.
·· · .
11. Chairman Woon has In· mind :a bill
which would create Oak Ridge ·as a permn·nent ,Army reservation, separate and apart
from the atomic control leglslatlon.
.
12; My conclusion, based upon the lnvestlgation up to date, Is .that the Army should
exercise permanent control over the manufacture of atomic weapons;
. ·
ERNIE AoAMsoir, counsel,
i:::ommi(tce on Un-American. Activities.

Supposing our present President or·
some future President should be infiuenced by such a "world governmentshare the secrets with Russia" contingent
and the Atomic Commission should have
appointed to it one or more persons of
the same pink stripe who in turn would
influence the hiring of personnel. Can
you imagine the kind of personnel we
w.ould get'? I want to tell you if this
should happen I would not give 10 cents
for our ability to retain the atomic-bomb
secret ·another year.
I.Irs. LUCE. Mr. Chail'man, will the
gentleman yield
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I yield.
Mrs. LUCE. With reference to his remarks on the difficulty of getting the
proper personnel on the Commission, I
would like to draw the attention of the
House to the testimony; with which I am
sure the gentleman Is familiar, in part
II of the Senate hearings, page 172, in
which Dr. Shapley describes the all but
impossibility of finding five men of the
proper caliber to serve on this Commission.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I appreciate the observation of the gentlewoman. I am hot just referring to the
Commission, however. I am Iilcewise re!erring to the persons who will be called
upon to guard the secrets down at Oak
Ridge, in that we cannot call on. the
Army as we call on the Army today.
· Mr. SHORT. And you have got an
advisory coinmittee, a general manager,
a division of research, division of engineering, and division of military application. Heaven only knows what
sprawling, spawning bureaucracy will be
set up if this bill is passed. The sky ls
the limit.
.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. As it Is
now, the atomic-b·omb secret is relatively
safe. Anyone,' from General Groves
down, will tell you so. Although they
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may admit · that attempts ' have · been
. ·Mr. SHORT,· Mri·Chalrman, I yleid
made and are still being made to get the. 5 minutes. to the gentleman from Texas
secret· away froin us. If. the atcimic- · [Mr. LANHAM].
,.
•
· The CHAIRMAN. . The gentleman .
bomb secret is safe now, then why pass a
bill which goes out.of its way to endanger from Texas is recognized for 15 minutes.
Mr. LANHAM.. Mr. Chairman, the
' such.security?
. ..
·
.
·
On the·question·of security, section 10 inany official duties which have been deof the bill, having.to do with control of manding. my time have not permitted a
information, not only· encourages :the thorough· study or all the provisions of
dissemination of scientific and technical this measure, but some time ago my at·
it tention was called to section 11, with ref-.
information to foreign. nations but
places emphasis on security regulations erence to patents; and I have studied that
indicated, by the proverb: !'W.hen the particular section very carefully,
horse has been stolen, the fool locks the
rt,'would .be much more than a poor
stable."
·
·
·
pun or a facetious observation to say of
Is it any wonder• that every· Comniu- the patent section in this bill for the
nist and every Communist-front organ- consideration of a bomb that it is
ization is rooting for the passage; with- "a-bomb-inable." It would sovietize
out amendment, of S, 1717. I dare· say our· American system of patents upon
there are many good Americans also which our prosperity and our progress
rooting for its passage, but I am llkewise have been founded;
positive .that not .1 out of every 100
In his Farewell Address, George WashAmericans knciw what s. 1717 contains. ington, speaking of our fundamental inand I am equally confident that 99 out of stitutions, admonished that the time
every 100 Americans want the atomlc- would likely come when those who were
bomb secret kept by us for a while longer. opposed to those institutions and ·their
Mr. O'HARA. Mr.· Chairman, will proper .and adequate operation would
the. gentleman yield?
·
seek to undermine what they could not
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I yield. · directly overthrow. I am inclined to
Mr, O'HARA, Will the gentleman think that, these patent provisions, by
agree with me that there has as yet whomsoever devised, go far beyond the
been no set-up agreed upon by the mere mild purpose of undermining.
United Nations. for inspection or IimiIn our parliamentary system, unfortation of armament, which would in- tunately, we do not have a proper jealous
~ elude the atomic bomb?
regard for the functions and jurisdictions
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. That Is of our respective committees. It Is no
right. There is no doubt about that.
more the province of the Committee on
Mr. O'HARA. Is there any great rush Military Affairs to deal with patent matto give our secrets away? When it ters than it is the province of the Comcomes to the time where the nations of mittee on Patents to deal with military
the world may want to agree upon a matters. The subject of patents is a
limitation of armaments,' inspection of very technical and detailed one. I have
atomic energy, and so forth, can that not been a member of the Committee on
be arrived at by the Congress by delegat- Patents for more than 20 years, but I do
ing that authority either by treaty or to not profess to be an expert.
our representatives upon the United
Here we have a provision to make
Nations Organization?
obsolete our patent laws and to turn the
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. There administration of patent matters over to
is no doubt about that, no question at all. a commission, the identity of the memI wish some Members of this House, inbers of which is still unknown, without
eluding some of the majority members of any provision that a single member of
the Military Affairs Committee, would that commission have any familiarity
tell the House just what this rush is all whatever with our. patent laws or our
about.
. patent system.
If you want to get the cue of who Is
The founding fathers of this country
pushing hard for the passage of this bill, were so Impressed with the importance
read the Daily Worker, official organ of of American ingenuity and American inthe Communist Party In tile United ventive genius that for the protection of
States, or read, In the New York papers the inventors of this Nation in making
of last week, the suggestion of the Rus- · their important discoveries they wrote it
sian delegate, Andrei H. Gromyko, that Into our organic law that for the promo"he favors exchange of data at once." tion of science and the useful arts this
If Mr. Gromyko, the Russian, had drawn
system should be a fundamental part of
· a bill for American control of atomic our whole governmental philosophy.
energy and the atomic bomb, he could Thomas Jefferson had as zealous a renot have drawn a better bill for Russia gard perhaps for this particular provision
. than S. 1717, under consideration by us of the Constitution a~ for any other, betoday. Further, it is my opinion that cause he realized, as di'd all of his comMr. Gromyko is stalling. the atomic nego- patriots of that time and· as we, their
tiations in New York until he sees what governmental successors and followers,
this Congress is going to do about atomic should realize, that the new republic then
control. Is It any wonder, therefore, and the older republic now depended for
that I ask you to vote "no" on the bill and its security, depended for its progress,
let us get on· to business more helpful to depended for its prosperity, upon the
the welfare of this Nation?
protection of this American genius and
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the American ingenuity which have niade
gentleman from New Jersey has expired. our country the outstanding Nation of ·
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10· all the world.
minutes to the gentleman from Texas
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, )"ill the
[Mr. LANHAM].
gentleman yield?·
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Mr. LANHAM. I yield to the clistin•
and tlie very thing which led to my spon.
mittee on Patents, calling attention, in
gished gentlewoman from Co1111ecticut.
sorship of the law to keep patents prl·
addition to the compulsory licensing fea· Mrs. LUCE. Is the gentleman famil.:.
marily useJul for national defense se.
tures of section 11, to the various ways
iar with the testimony of Conder C; . crets during the war was the filing of an
in which the adoption of section 11
Henry, forme1· Assistant Commissio1ier . application for a patent by· an elderly
would affect deleteriously tl1ose who are
of Patents, which I inserted · in the
gentleman who had never invented any.
interested in the progress of America.
RECORD?
.
.
.
thing else "in the course of his entire life.
Mr. Watson writes:··Mr. LANHAJ."\1. Yes, I nm. I shall call
Eighty percent of our patents come from
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
to the attention of tlie gentlewoman also· individuals and from small operators.
·
July 15, 1946.
the testimony and the recommendations
Hon. FRANK w. BOYKIN,
Mr. Anderson has written me as fol·
Chairman, Commitfee on Patents, Iiouse
of those who · from the beginning have
lows:
of Representa"tives, Washington, D. c.
NATIONAL PATENT. COUNCIL,
been primarily interested in these pat~
MY
DEAi\ Mn. BOYKIN: The section of pat•
Washington,
D.
C.,
July
17,
1946.
ents as applied to atomic enetgy and who
cnt, trade-mark, and copyright law of the
·
have had charge of the operation of Hon. FRITZ G. LANHAM,
American Bar Association of which I nm the
House Office Building,
atomic energy from its very beginning,_ ·
present·chalrman
recently transmitted to the
Washington, D. C.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
Committee on Military Affairs of the House
DE'AR MR. LANHAM: We wish to confirm, In
· gentleman yield?
. .
of Representatives a resolution disapprovbehalf of National Patent. Council, Its ·apMr. LANHAM. I yield to the gentle•
ing the principal patent provisions of the
proval of the attached draft as a substitute
proposed Atomic Energy Act of 1946, S. 1717.
man from Kentucky.
_
.
fur section 11 of the McMahon atomic energy
While
this bill has apparently not been rebill,
s.
1717.
which
we
understand
will
be
Mr. MAY. I am sure the gentleman
ferred to the Committee on Patents of the
debated in the House this afternoon.
knows I am not out of harmony with his
House of Representatives, of 1 which _you are
. It is understood that there are to be offered
views on the subject;· however, I do feel
chairman, It nevertheless seems to me to be
a number of other amendments to the bill.
that he has criticized the House Military Some have been discussed with National
appropriate to Inform you of our· views and
Affairs Committee unnecessarily in that
to express the hope that the members of
Patent Council and seem desirable, particuwe did not assume jurisdiction of the
your committee . as Individuals may symlarly the amendment limiting the duration
Patent Committee. The· thing came to
pathize with the· position which we have
of the proposed law to 3 years.
taken
and express their. views to others when
Section 11, the council believes, Is totally
us in a Senate bill.
.
the proposed act Is under discussion on the
bad ln Intent and effect. In addition to dis·- Mr. LANHAM. I appreciate that fact,
couraging invention In the atomic e:µergy
fioor of the House. The resolution, which
but I appreciate the fact also that the
is quoted below, ls applicable to the bill as
field, we believe lt would tend to drive AmerCommittee on Military Affairs might well
ican inventive diligence underground'. The
it now stands since ·the patent provisions
havt: done what the Committee on Pub·
against which the resolution Is directed have
harsh treatment provided for American In1ic Buildings and Grounds did on this
not as yet been changed.
ventors it seems certain would Increase our
very day in considering
bill which,
exposure to secret disclosures of atomic in"Resolved, That the American Bar Allsoamong other provisions, had to do with
ventions to unclercover .foreign agents. This
clatlon approves the principles of s. 1717 to
council would deplore thus forcing a black
establish a clv!llan commission for the consome affairs within the jurisdiction of
market In ln ven tlons rel a ting to the field of
trol of atomic energy, !ts materials,. matethe Committee on the District of Colum•
fissionable materials.
rial sources, production, and weapons, and
bia; we invited the District Committee
It ls respectfully suggested that Congress
the dissemination of Information thereof
or a subcommittee to sit with us In the
examine other sections of this blll carefully
for insuring national security; and further
consideration of those !mporta.nt provi•
to determine the extent to which the entire
that the association disapproves the bill: (a)
sions. You are dealing here with the one
field of Invention, and all Industry, would at
insofar as lt falls to· provide for the ,review,
fundamental thing that has to do with
once be placed automatically within the conin camera If necessary, by a constitutional
clusive control of a presidentially appointed
court upon pet! tlon of an aggrieved party
our- progress, and our prosperity, upon
five-man
commission
In
the
event
that
copof any act, declaration, or !allure to act
which it has depended through the years.
per, for example, should be proven to be fisof the Commission; and (b) furthermore·
Mr. MAY. I would iike for the gentle•
sionable by any process or ·under any condidisapproves the patent provisions of the bill:
man to tell my colleagues here and his
tions whatsoever.
( 1) relating to compulsory licensing, and (2)
own colleagues that I invited him to come
National Patent Council, as such, does not
to prohibiting the creation of patent propanci testify before the . committee and
presume authority or competence to djscuss
erty for certain subject matter."
w'alted on him.
phases of the bill not relating to ·research
This resolution of disapproval originated
invention, patents, and the patent system.
Mr. LANHAM. That is true, because
In the 23-member committee. on patent law
We believe the bill, as It stands, ls un-Amerl1·evision of our section, was approved by the
I went to the chairman of the Commit·
can and contrary to constitutional concepts
section council of 10 additional practicing
tee on Military Affairs-I am not cen·
patent lawyers, and was submitted with the
suring the chairman of that committee- which have given our country !ts overwhelmIng strength.
knowledge and approval of the board of govand told him we of the Committee on
In the Interest of national security section
ernors of the American Bar Association.
Patents were interested in this matter.
11 should be deleted from the bill In favor
There has Just been directed to my atOn the day that it was heard there was
of the substitute provisions hereto attached,
tention a draft ot a proposed amendment
a meeting -of a committee of which I am
which provisions liave been the result of to· the pending blll which, Ii adopted, will
many conferences.
chairman and I could not attend. But
have the effect of wholly removing from the
Respectfully,
we did send a man to testify versed In
blll the patent provisions against which our
NATIONAL
PATENT
COUNCIL,
· resolution was directed and substituting
patents, a man who has served as AssistJOHN
W.
ANDERSON,
therefor a Eerles ot new provisions dealing
ant Commissioner of Patents for many
President.
with inventions and patents. This proposed
years and also as an examiner, a man
amendment follows:
who is one of the advisory council of the
Mr. Anderson enumerates some of the
"Pages 34, 35, 36, 37; 38, 39, 40: Cancel all
reasons why this section should be re·
House Committee on Patents to help us
of the patent provisions commencing with
look after patent legislation.
vised and amended and modified. As
line 7 on page 34 down to and Including llne
I want to bring to the attention of the
a matter of fact it should, in my judg18 on page 40 and substitute ln !leu thereof
committee how much the people who are
ment, and I believe in the judgment of
the following:
.
all versed in such matters, be stricken
interested in patents and who know
"'(a) The commission ls authorized to
something about them regard this patent
out and referred to the Committee on purchase, for the manufacture or use by or
for the United States Government, any and
provision. I have here a letter received
Patents. But I am going to offer an
all rights In and to any invention or disjust today from Mr. John W. Anderson,
amendment to supplant section 11 as it
covery, or application for patent or patent
is in this bill and try to provide for the
president of the National Patent Council.
thereon,
relating to research on or the proWhat is the National Patent Council?
:i:.rotection of American ingenuity and
duction of fissionable material or the utilizathe people primarily interested in pro•
That, my friends, is an organization of
tion of fissionable material or atomic energy.
rooting our fundamental patent system.
the small manufacturers of this country;
"'(b) The Commission Is authorized to
59 different groups of industries in 38
I have also a letter from the chair•
condemn, and to determine and make Just
different States. Surely, we are con•
man of the patent section of the Amer!•
compensation for, any and all rights In and
cerned about their protection, for let me
can Bar Association, Mr. Robert C.
to any Invention or discovery relating to re• .
remind you that inventions do not come, Watson, addressed to the gentleman from
search on or the production of fissionable
materials or the ut!llzatlon of fissionable
in the main, from the high and mighty;
Alabama, the Honorable · FRANK W.
materials or atomic ,energy that affects the
they come Irom the lowly and obscure, BOYKIN, chairman of the House Com•

a
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national defense ancl security: Provided,
liowever, Tlint upon the determlnntlon by the
(;ommisston that the national defense or se•
curlty is no longer Involved, any and all
rights !n and to such Invention or discovery ·
slmll revert to the owner. subject to a non~
exclusive, irrevocable and nontransferrable
licznse in favor of the Government,
"'(c) When any person who has made· an
invention or discovery rel a ting to reseilrch on
or th,~ production of fissionable material, or
tlrn utilization of. fissionable materials c>r
atomic energy and shall have flied an application for a patent thereon and shall have
tendered lus invention or discovery to tho
Government of the United Statea for Its use,
he shall, if and when he ultimately receives
a patent, have the rights to sue for ·compensation as provided for !n this section, such
right to compensation to begin from the date
of any use of· the invention by the Govern•
ment: Provtdcd, That the Commission ls authorized to enter ·into and effect an agreement with said appllcnnt In full settlement
and compromise for the use of·hls Invention
by tl1e Government.
"'(cl) If any person ls dissatisfied with the
determination of the Commission as to just
compensation, he may have his remedy by
filing a suit In the United States District
court for the District of Columbia, If filed
within 6 months after· such determination;
and such court, on notice to the.Commission
and ot11er due procedures had, may thereupon determine the amount of the compensation to be pnld such per~011, as the facts
In tl1e case may appear; Provided, That In
any such suit the United States. may avail
Itself of nriy and all defenses, general and
special, that might be pleaded by a defendant In an action for · Infringement, as set
forth in title 60 of the Revised Statutes, or
otl1erwlse. Any final judgment rendered
against tlle Commission under any provision
of this section shall have llke ~orce and. eff_ect as a money judgment rendered against
tl1e United states by· the Court of Claims
lri a suit In respoet of whic11 .the United'
:states· !ms expressly agreed to be sued; and ·
the amount of any such final judg'ment shall
be paid out of any appropriation applicable
to the case, if any such there be; and when
no such. appropriation exists said judgment
slla,ll be paid In the same manner as judgments rendered by the Court of Claims In
·. cases under !ts general jurisdiction. ·
" ' (e J Any" party aggrieved by any final
judgment in a proceeding under tl1ls sec.•
tion may appeal therefrom to the Court of
App€als of the District of Columbia, lmd
upon such · appeal said court shall .have
power, to review said judgment and affirm,
revoke, or modify. the· sam.e as upon appeals
In other action at law.
"• (f) Attorneys appointed by the Commission may appear for and represent the
Commission before any Government agency
01· Judicial tribunal with respect to any and
all invention, patent, and research matters
ln whlch;the Commission Is Involved.
" '(g) Any person who has made, or hereafter makes, any Invention or discovery utilizing fissionable materials or atomic energy
designed or especially adapted for use as or
in a ·mill tnry weapor., shall file w_lth the
Commission a report containing a complete
description thereof. The report covering
any such Invention or discovery shall be
filed on or before whichever of the following
Is the latest:· (1) The sixtieth day after the
date of enactment of this ·act; (2) tbe slxtietl1 day after completion of such Invention
or discovery; ·or (3) the sixtieth day after
· such person. first discovers, or first hes reason to belleve that such Invention or discovery ls especially usetul as or In such a
weapon.'"

. The prlnclpnl purpose of this letter Is to
state to you, on behalf of the section of
patent, tr~de-marlr, arid copyright law of
the· American Bar Association, thrt ·the pro-

posed amendment Is, In my ·opinion, entirety
consistent with the previously expressed.
views of our _group nnd acceptable to It, and
that, If the amendment Is adopted, our resolution of disapproval of the patent provisions of the. bill wlll no. longer apply. The
newly suggested patent clauses do not contnln those provlslons wlllch we originally
found ·to be objectionable but nevertheless
appea1· to amply protect the Interests of the
publlc and to Insure the national safety
wh!lc at the same time recognizing and preserving the rights • of Inventors, research
groups, ,and those who bear the flnancll)l
risk lnvdlved In the exploitation of new Inventions, to the end that the advancement
of the art of the utilization of atomic energy
will not lag behind the advancement of other
arts.
Respectfully,
.
ROBERT C. WATSON,
Chairman.

I have a similar" Jetter-and these I

shall incorporate in the RECORD-from
Mr. John A. Dienner, president of the
American Patent ·Law Association, past
chairman of the patent section of the
American aar Association, and he has
also held a number of other offices of importance. His letter follows:
BnowN, JACKSON, BOETI'CHER
& DIENNER,
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS,

,

R

Chicago, July 5, 1946.

S-1717, Atomic Energy Act,
Hon. FRITZ G. LANHAM,
0

•

·

Washington, D.

c.

MY DEAR CoNGI:ESSMAN: I am writing to call
attention to a fundamental mistake which
is being made In the patent provisions of the
above bill.
·
It ls apparent to me that those provisions
were drafted on the erroneous as:mmptlon
that a patent confers on the grantee the
right to prectlce the Invention, and hence
It was assumed that If the Government
granted a patent to someone on some phase
of atomic energy,lt would be conferring upon
him the right to practice that phase or
atomic energy.
Th!s Is fundamentally wrong. The patent
does not confer upon the patentee t11e right
to practice the 111ve11tion covered by t11e
patent. It confers only the right to keep
others (excepting the Government and Its
contractors and subcontractors) from practicing the ,Invention without the pE!rmlsslon
of the patentee.
·
This basic error pervades the entire section on patents and Inventions (sec. 11),
pages 32 to 38 of the draft or June 5, 1946,
and leads to numerous lnilppropr!ate provisions,
The bill sliould be referred to the House
Committee 011 Patents where this error and
Its consequences may be rectified by suitable
amendment. I should be glad to appear before the House committee to assist It in Its
consideration of 1the bill.
Yours very truly,
JOHN A. DIENNER.
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he has, from the very beginning, been
connected with this organization and its
operation in that regard. He,has recom-'
mended the ·adoption of the amendment
which I shall offer to supersede the committee provision of section 11 with reference to 1mtents.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield? ·
Mr. LANHAM. I yield to the gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. SHORT. The .very able gentleman from Texas has hit the nail right on
the head because under the provisions of
this bill no individual or corporation can
really go ahead .and work and experiment and produce until they get a license
from the Commission.
1'/Ir. LANHAM. Absolutely, and if you
want to kill the goose that laid the golden egg, that hatched into our golden
prosperity all through our American history, just adopt section 11 in this bill.
You have heard a good deal about
black markets in recent days. Of course,.
primarily we are all interested in food,
for we need its nourishment and its
sustenance to continue our lives and our
activities. But from the standpoint of
governmental philosophy, if you want to·
encourage a black market that will drive
a dagger into the heart of American.
progress and American hopes, then adopt
this section 11 as it came from the committee.
Why do I say that? Because if there
is to be such regimentation as provided
in section 11 of ~ny inventor· or any .discoverer of something primarily useful
perhaps in. military _affairs and also in
our civilian life, he must turn it ovei;
willy-nilly to this Commission and let
this Commission do whatever it may
please with it. It is not unreasonable to
suppose that there may be some who will
be influenced to a slight extent at least
by the profit motive which. has characterlz~d so much of our American life.
Can you not very readily perceive that,
with the destruction of our American
patent system and tuming it over to
those absolutely unversed in this fundamental law and its important consequences, we furnish a very fertile field
for the agents of foreign governments to
divert the· discoveries of 'American
genius to those who are hostile to our
American purposes and to .our Americah
philosophy?
In accordance with permission given
to insert in the RECORD the amendments
suggested by the conference hereinbefore
referred to, I append these amendments,
with the exception of the proposed substitute for section 11 which is included
in the letter from Mr. Rpbert C. Watson:

Let me climax this opposition to secPage 15, line 24, after "material" Insert
tion 11 with this statement: There have
been conferences in the last few days ••owned by it."
Page 10, llr.e 4, cancel "pursuant to a
among those who are specially informed license
Issued."
.
,
concerning the significance of patents as·
Page 18, line 5, cancel
are unimportant"
they relate to atomic energy, I refer pri- a11d Insert "do not constitute h&zards to namarily to Capt. Robert A. Lavender of tional health or security."
Page 18, line 11, cancel "Inconsistent with
the Navy. ,Now, who is Capt. Robert
A. Lavender? He is the adviser on pat-· the national welfare'' and substitute therefor
health or.
ent matters to the Office of Scientific Re- "constituting a hazard to national
·
search and Development, and he was safety."
Page 18, -line 21, cancel "are unlmporta11t"
designated also by the War Department nnd substitute therefor "do not constitute a
as the advlser to the commanding gen- hazard to national health or safety."
eral of the Manhattan District in carryPr.ge 19, lines 2 and 3, cancel. "to the extent
· · ing on this atomic_ energy project,· and
It d\!ems necessary to effectuate t110 pro•
11

1
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1
m~~ ~e~!~!!s:i;;d1~e~~~i!~~~rest of the comPage 19, line 17, after "inspections" insert
", with or without the consent of the owner
thereof."
Page 19, lines 20, 21, 22, and 23, cancel the
following sentence: "Such exploratory operat10ns may be conducted only with the consent of the owner, but such investigations
and inspections may be conducted with or
without such consent"
Page 22, line 7, after "materials" ·Insert
"owned by it."
Page 24, line 23, substitute "(a) or (b)" for
"(:) or SB l. ·"
f
age 2o, 1me 2' a ter "device," insert "when
such manufacture or use constitutes a hazard to national hearth or safety."
Page 25, line 17, after "facts" insert "and
Its opinions."
Pag" 25, lines 18 and 19, cancel "the Commission's estimate of the social, political,
~~~~~mic, and international effects of such
Page~-!?:<!. 2'.7,_!'?,ncel lines 22 , 23 , and 24
on p3ge~nd·-all on page 27 aowi( t-0:--and
inclu!lli}g_t]1_e __.\¥pr_d:~res:u1J,.s'.'._i1,Jlm-..l'La;n
that page and .sul,ill!Oute In lieu thereof the
following:_ "the Commission·1n-lssiilng- such
licenses shall grant them for such periods
and under such procedures as the Commis-1
sion may establl_sh. The grantmg of such
l!censes shall be 111 such a manner as to encourage competition, and where licenses are
granted the Commission will not as a con-,
df tion. precedent require the licensees to
d1ssemmate tech_nical inf?rmation and data
concernmg ac,;1v1t1es earned on pursuant to I
such IIcenses.
.
Page 48, line n, cancel "or" and insert
", or 11 (g)" after .. 6 (b) ."
Page 50, insert the following between lines
·16 and 17: "(b) The term •nuclear fission'
shall be construed to mean that process
which takes place in nuclei wherein the
nucleus is split into fragments, at least two
of which contain a substantial fraction of
the mass of the original nucleus."
Page50,line17,substltute"(c)"for"(b)."
Page 50, line 24, substitute "(d) .. for
" ( e) ."
Page 51, line a, substitute "(e)" for "(d) ."
Page 51, line 11, substitute "(f)" for "(e) ."
Page 51, line 18, substitute "(g)" for "(f) ."
Page 51, line 25, substitute "(h)" for
"(g) ,"
Page 53, insert a new section between lines
7 and 8, as follows:
"SEc. 21. This act shall expire 3 years after
the date of its approval."
Page 53, line 9, substiti.te "22," for "20,
21."
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I move that
the committee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker having resumed the chair;
Mr. JOHN J. DELANEY, Chairman of the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union, reported that that
Committee, having had under consideraWm the bill (S. 1717) for the development and control of atomic energy, had
come to no resolution thereon.

f
\

I
1

RECESS
I
The SPEAKER. The Chair declares i
a recess of the House subject to the call i
of the Chair.
Accordingly (at 3 o'clock p. m.) the '
House stood in rec_ess subject to the call :
of the Chair.
GEN. ALEXANDER PAPAGOS
The SPEAKER. The Chair desig- 1
nat~s ~he gentleman · from Massach,U• i

SO,

r;tts lMr.M~C~;;;;~] ;~dthe ·;;~tleman from Massachusetts [Mr. MARTIN]
:I to escort the distinguished guest into the
Chamber, who will take his place in the
! well of the House, where he may be presented to· the Members individually,
1
I
At 3 o'clock and 2 minutes p, m., the
, Doorkeeper, Mr. Ralph Roberts, and G
: nounce
en. Alexander Papagos, commander in chief of the Greek Armies and
: the British Expeditionary Forces during
I the war in Greece.
The SPEAKER.
Members of the
House, it is my very great pleasure, and
; I deem it a distinct honor, to have the
: privilege of presenting to you this great
i 'citizen of the world, the general of the

!

.

.

.

.

;
,
'
:

The 1ecess havmg expired, the House
1
: w~s called to order at 3 o'clock and 14
I mmutes P, m.
'
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
1
I
Mr. LANHAM asked and was given
permission to revise and extend the remarks he made in the Committee of the :
Whole and fo include therein letters and
a copy of a proposed amendment.
-·~----- ~------- ·-- -- -THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OP 1946
Mr. MAY. Mr. Speaker, I move that
the House resolve itself into the Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union for the further consideration of the bill (S. 1717) for the development and control of atomic energy,
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of .the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the further
consideration of the bill, S. 1717 with
Mr. JciHN J. DELANEY.?in the chair.'
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
30 minutes to the gentlewoman from
Connecticut [Mrs. LucEJ.•
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, if a man,
in order to get home safely, must walk
along the brink of an abyss, he does weJI
to take that trip with his eyes open and
in clear weather. We want, if we can, to
avoid the abyss of atomic warfare. It
seems that the only road home does skirt
that abyss; and unhappily, it is the totalitarian road of the legislation before
us. Let us take it if we must. But, in the
name of all our liberties, let us take it
with our eyes wide open.
I arise in support of S. 1717, an act for
the control and development of atomic
energy, with a very heavy heart, indeed.
We all remember-I believe somewhat
unpleasantly-the President's recent
emergency strike-control bill. Well, that
bill was a tender affirmation of pre-New
Deal rugged individualism compared
with the socialistic character of this bill.
Some sections of S. 1717 might have been
written by the most ardent Soviet Commissar. Indeed, the patent provisionssection II-are paralleled nowhere except in Soviet patent law. · I urge upon
my colleagues, whose. legal training
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equips them to do
to give thei~' ;harp::----/
est attention to the amendments offered
on this section of the bill.
I am not alone in my opinion of the
bill's politicaJiy revolutionary character.
Through the entire course of the Senate
debate on June 15 the author himself,
the brilliant and able Senator from
Conn_ecticut [Mr. McMAHON] candidly
stated that it was unique in American
history.
This is a distinct departure from our way
of doing thingshe said, speaking of the bill's compulsory
licensing provisions. And-

I

; Greek Armies, Gen. Alexander Papagos.
: General Papagos stood in the well of
! the House, where he was introduced _to
1 the · Members of the Congress indi; vidually,
i At 3 o'clock and 13 minutes p. m., the
! general retired from the Chamber.
AFTER RECESS
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included in this bill are some things which
the committee · accepted only reluctantly. • • • I would be less than frank with
the Senate if I did not emphasize that in
some respects we have departed from all our
former metllods of handling public questions.
And again:
This bill is full of provisions which I would
not subscribe to in any otller connection (but
atomic energy). • • • These extraordinary measures· (sllould) not be considered as
a precedent for other legislation.
A study of the McMahon committee's
lengthy hearings will reveal how profoundly disturbed aJI the Members were
by the socialistic implications of this Unprecedented piece of legislation.
The deceptive language of the declaration of policy to the contrary, there is not
one single provision in this bill which will
be of substantial aid in promoting world
peace, except as it allows for the integration of domestic with international
control of atomic energy, Nor is there in
it-to quote the New Deal jargon of the
preamble again-anything that will increase the standard of li..ving. And as
for strengthening free competition in
pr·vate
t
·
th
f
·t
l
enerpnse-ano er
avone
preamble phrase of the New Dealersthere is many a section which does precisely the opposite. Provision after provision muzzles free competition and de~
presses incentive and production in all
mining, industrial, patent, and invention
fields which impinge at any point on the
manufacture of nuclear energy,
· Why then did the Senate support it so
unanimously, and why must this House
support it after amendment?
We must support it because nuclear
energy, still in its infancy, contains horrible powers for mass destruction. And
we dare not:, in these oppressive and
troubled times, leave the raw materials
and processes of nuclear fissions, which
even if developed in all good faith for
peaceful purposes, are rapidly convertible to bomb manufacture, in the hands of
private citizens.
S. 1717 is a tragically necessary defense measure in a world which may
again, in 5 or 10 years, flame into total
war.
Let me quote a paragraph from the socalled Acheson or State Department report on the international control of
atomic energy:
Today, the United States has a monopoly
in atomic weapons. We have strategic stock
piles; we have extensive facilities for making
the ingredients of atomic bombs and for
making the bombs themselves; we have a
large group of people skilled in the· many arts
which have gone into this project; we have
experience and knowledge obtainable only
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ln the actual p•actlcc or making· atomic . from a useful coifslderat!on of. the sec- We must pray, In the name of survival
weapons; we llavo considerable theoretical tions of the bill concerning compulsory itself,. that the UN can be· employed for
knowledge of tile field whlcll may appear In• -licensing and Pa.te__nts, and i_ts othel· atomic control.
adequate In future years, but which enables
But, until that day comes, it is plain
us to evaluate not only the per!ormnnce of unique and socialistic features.·
the past, but also wllat tlie rutul'e Is likely
The same holds. true _for the argument that this Nation must embrace, however,
to llold.
against the committee amendment rereluctantly, the legislation before us,
The chief merit, if not the only merit quiring a military officer to be director which Is a complete device for domestic
of this bill, is that It allows our Govern-· of the Mllitary·Applications Divtsion. I, control of a highly expensive, highly
personally, favor _for several reasons complicated, highly Industrialized, and
ment to maintain and protect our keeping an _all-civilian facade on this highly dangerous process, which is rapmonopoly of atomic weapons by seizing,
operating, and using all available source Commission, if for nci other reason than idly convertible to the purposes of war.
And now, while I support this bill, as
materials, stock piles, facilities, in~tallathat the appearance of military men on
tions, information and know-hQ}V for
the Commission is sure to ·discomfort our a defense measure in a world which is no
making bombs.
own people, .who _are traditionally nearer peace than it was 10 years ago,
Atomic energy today is preponderantly alarmed when members of the armed I feel .that there should be laid before
a weapon-a weapon of catastrophic forces are given undue prominence in you the very real dangers to our Americharacter. This bill controls and saf(l•
p~acetime. Americans are wont to view can way of life involved in keeping this
guards for the United States of Ameri.ca them as omens of war, and an attempt bill on· the books as permanent legislation.
·
all atomic weapons of the present, and to reverse the historic American policy,
If all peace treaties had been signed
permits the· development of bigger .and which is to keep everyone visually, if not
better-or one should say-worse one.s, if psychologically, "in civies", until a split and agreeably accepted; if the desperate
political chaos of Central Europe and
this Nation should, in spite of all its sin.- second after the first shot is fired at us.
cere efforts in the direction of interI am also against · the amendment Asia had begun to resolve itself into
national control, be forced into a world- , which permits the President to authori~e democratic order; lf Soviet Russia.
wide race in atomic armament.
• the armed forces to manufacture atomic showed a sincere inclination to retire to
It seems to me that there is nothili~i"" boi:nbs. Unless we .ar~ to ass~:ne- her prewar borders, ancj to disband-her
to be gained by this House trying to de- smely a most u_npatnot1c assuI?p,rnn- . Trojan horse political parties in our own
ceive itself, or the American people abaµt that I the Pres1de~t w.11) . del!berately and other countries; if the United Na•
the true intent of this legislation; whicli. cho~se five subversive c1v1l!ans bent on tions were really one big happy family;
is to secure and promote, for so long·--as leavrng this. countr~ weak and d~- and if there were not, according to the
State Department repoi·t, "the already
we can, or q:itil international ato.mic con~_ f~nseless, this prov!swn ma:i:- re~ult m
trol is achieved, our national monopoly tif either a1~ exhaustmg dupl!cat10n of launched international armament race";
this fearful weapon. Moreover even if effort, or m a constant wrangle between in short, if we entertained the heartwe deceived ourselves today into be~ the a1:med forces and the Commission, as warming hope of world peace, instead of
Jieving that this is preponderantly a i;llll tc;, which shall make the bombs, and how the soul-sickening fear of a third world
war, I should fight this bill to the last
for the peaceful development of atomic 1tnuny,
energy we should not in the least deceive
There are only two consoling features ou;1ce of my strength. For in such cirour wo;·ld neighbors who will see at once • ill.bout this socialistic, though I repeat cumstances, this bill could, and perhaps
would, then be used as a perfect instruright through the sweet and peaceful .necessary, legislation:
language of the preamble to the ex'Jlosive
First. It gives scientists and technolo- ment for the socialization of America.
Let us for a moment indulge in an act
heart of the matter: the bill's intent ls to gists, and those who may be able to use
of Imagination. Let us suppose that.
enable our Nation to anmss an adequate fissionable material in medical therapy,
some American scientist,. in the year
stock pile of bombs for the purpose of
and other scientific investigations of
1776, had not only discovered electricity,
defense and ·attack In war-should war Nature's beneficial secrets, every freedom
again be suddenly thrust upon us, and cofisistent with its major concern: The but had managed to run it through a
to keep pace, in the research, and expericomplete control and improvement of high voltage cable. Imagine that this
mental fields with new processes in bomb manufacture, in order to secure was the first way that electricity had
·ever appeared on the world scene. Let
lll!clear fission. It is the latter urgency our country's defense.
which above all requires civilian control
S::cond. The legislation permits, though us then suppose General Washington
and civilian participation. That is why it does not promote, the integration of had been able to spread this secret invention before the path of a. regiment of
we must not leave the matter in the domestic or national ccntrol, with a
Red Coats, who in crossing it, were fried
hands of the military who, while they world plan fo~ 11-tomic control.
can preserve the atomic status quo, can
When-or rather, if-a reliable and to a cinder, every man jack of them. In
never make advances in this field. Uneffective mechanism for the internation- short, let us imagine that the first known
application of electrical energy was for
der a civilian commission alone can
al control of atomic energy can be
the electrocution, in war, of a thousand
such advances, in this twilight peacetime
formed in the UN, th'e domestic controls
be m(:'.de.
provided by this bill can be quickly and men. The fear and horror aroused by
this s!zzling incident throughout the
I do not support the !rouse amendsmoothly. geared into the controls of
civilized world of 1776 would have been
ments which require one, and permit two, that authority.
military members on the Commission,
To be sure, the best opinion, as re- quite as great as the fear and horror
because it seems to me that their pres- fleeted in the State D2partment and .caused by our bombing of Hiroshima.
"Americans discover ghastly weapon
ence there is superfluous. The Military Baruch reports, holds that it may be
Liaison Committee provided for in the several, or even many years before such for mass destruction," every paper in the
Senate version adequately safeguards a world authority can be set up, and world would ·have proclaimed. And:
Army and Navy interests in the program made effective. Every provision of this ''New and revolutionary form of energy
of a committee, which in spite of Its all domestic. bill will have to be duplicated threatens to destroy mankind." And -so
civilian character, must be, until world on an intemational scale. Any world on. And then suppose we had been able
peace is assured, chiefly devoted to mlli• authority to be effective must begin with to keep "the secrets of electrical energy"
tary, or defense and security, cons!dera- · world ownership of all atomic raw mate- until the First American Congress astions. Moreover, the assumption of rials, and provide rigid international in- sembled. That Congress would have
those who offered these amendments Is spection and licensing systems. The been, in th9se circumstances, I believe
somewhat illogical. . They seem to be- acceptance of these prime conditions quite justified ln proclaiming-I now use
lieve that the President may err in the may call for a greater abandonment of -the language of the bill before us:
choice which 1s his, under the bill, of five national sovereignty than some nations
The slgnfflcance of electrical energy for
wise. and patriotic civilians, but will be will endure. Still, the creation of an civilian purposes upon the social, economic,
able. to pi~k, among the military, with effective world authority, along the lines nnd pol!tlcal' structures of today cannot now
inspired wisdom.
.
laid down by Mr. Baruch, is not lmpos- be determined. It Is a field In whlcll unfactors 'arc
Involved.
These amendments provide a §traw sible, though I confess it seems to me known
.
lssue, which if too long or passionately unllkely. Nevertheless, to this noble
And that First Congress would have
debated here, will distract the House task we must dedicate. all our efforts.
been quite as· justified as this one is for ·
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patriotic nnd political reasons in passing
a bill for the "development and control"'
of the new en!)rgy,
Is fo.,:1·e any need to develop this
thcu~·hi;? If you will read this bill, imagir,ini that it had been passed, say in the
Year 1800, for "electrical energy", you
.will see at once how totally different the
economic and political development of
An,erica might have been. As to whether
or not our living standards would be as
high as they are now, aft~r a hundred
years of Government monopoly of electric
power, is for each man to decide according to his own political philosophy. It
is also any man's· guess as to whether
our monopoly in the electrical' energy
field would have promoted peace or en. couraged war. But one thing is certain:
That Government monopoly of electrical
er1ergy woUlcl not have encouraged free
enterprise. If that legislation had remained on our books, by this time we
_would be a fully matured Socialist state.
Let us get this quite straight in our
own minds: It is not what men discover
that changes the structure of society; it
·is how men legislate upon those discoveries which change the structure of society.
At one point in his debate on the Sen-_
ate floor; Senator McMAHON said:
Tl1e committee became convinced that
(atomic energy) wrote !ts own rules. It
writes them out of t11e sheer necessity that
is inherent In this tremendous force.

Now that is, I submit, nonsense. And
Senator l!IcMAHON must have thought so
himself, for at the end of this very same
debate, he concluded by_saying:
Aware of their unique responsibility as
molders of (atomic energy) the committee
members labored long and arduously to forge
in the fires of democratic action the finest
.\nstrumea't they could devise in the discharge
of'.tllcir grave assigni:nent.

Neithe1· Senator McMAHON, nor we, nor
the scientists, nor anybody with a logical
mind can have the proposition two ways:
either atomic energy molds us, as he first
-claimed, or we mold atomic energy, as he
afterwards stated. The latter is, of
course, the truth. The plain fact is that
this man-made law will mold the use
of God-given atomic energy. Nor was
this bill written, as the able Senator
claimed "out of the sheer necessity Inherent in that"-inhuman-"tremendous
force." This bill was written out of the
human honor and fear that" gripped the
Senators when they thought of the tremendous human forces in other lands that
might one day be able. to hurl atomic
hombs in a smprise attack on us. Human
fears alone-chiefly of foreign powers..:_
devised this law, which is-or should
be-a law for keeping us supreme in the
field of nuclear fission, and at the same
time keeping the knowledge of how to
make bombs away from our enemies. The
able S211ator said that this bill was forged
in the fires of democratic action. It was
not. It was forged in the fires of totalitarian action which are sweeping toward
the West, and have already begun to burn
holes in the fabric of our democratic clv•
ilization. Our fears concerning the fu•
ture intentions of aggressive totalitarian
nations dictated this bill; and its provi. sions were born of a psychological neces•

sity, and not a scientific one: the dread of
sudden attaclc, and the belief that one
way, perhaps, to forestall it, was to be in
a position to retaliate overwhelmingly,
We have _devised this law, not to en~
courage the free enterprise system, or industrial research, pr even the means of
curing cancer and leukemia, but to protect ourselves so long as we can from
greedy and lawless enemies.
But to return to the inherent threats
in this necessary bill to our whole American way of life, in the event it should
stay permanently ori the books In a time
of real peace in the world:
In chapter I of section III of the State
Department report, there appears this
significant phrase, which may or may.
not have been written by Mr. David
Lilienthal, of TVA fame, one of the ·reputed authors; and, according to rumor,
a man slated to be one of the five atomic
commissioners. I quote:
Reactors for producing denatured plutonium wlll be large installations, and by the
nature of the proc_ess they will yield large
amounts of energy as a byproduct. As the
technology of power development by this
method expands, ways will be found for
utilizing this power botl1 as heat and electricity. The existing plan ts are not · designed to operate at a 5Ufllclently high temperature for the energy to be used for the
_generation -of electrical power. One of the
first research and development problems-of
the Authority-would be to develop designs
of reactors such that the energy released
would be !n form usable for ·the generation
of electrical power.

And again, in chapter III of section II
of the same report:
We believe that the development of rather
large power units for heat and conversion to
electrical energy Is a program for the near
future; that operating units which will serve
to demonstrate the usefulness and limitations of atomic power can be In existence
within a few years, and that only the gradual
incorporation and adaptation of such units
to the specific demands of contemporary
economy will involve a protracted development.

If Mr. Lilienthal is correct, and I believe he is, in assuming that atomic
energy could be used to generate electrical power, and if this legislation stayed
on our peacetime books, the commissariat-which is what this commission
would then become-could at vast public
expense develop public power . which
could, and perhaps would, put all privately owned power plants out of business one by one, slowly or rapidly, Thus,
in pasdng I call to the attention of the
gentleman from Mississippi [Mr. RANKIN l
that this bill offers the means of encompassing a cherished project of his: TVA.
I think that an awareness of the vast
socialistic import, in the power field, of
this legislation, may explain much of the
violent left-wing enthusiasm for the bill
and the fervent support that the Daily
Worker has given this legislation until
recently.
·
Here are some further clues which will
perhaps help us to understand the hoteyed support some left-wingers are
throwing toward this bill:
On page 50, line 14, the definition of
atomic energy is so broad that a commission cif purposeful left-wingers could
conceivably control practically all forlllS
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of energy now In use, which is not surely
the intent of the authors.
On page 11, line 17, and ori page 12,
line 3, the language makes the Commission the exclusive owner of all facilities
for the production of fissionable materials, other than fa_cillties useful in certain very limited fields of research. This
completely does away with private enter.prise and free competition in these fields,
even where. the production of fissionable
material does not constitute a hazard to
public health or national security. No
such Government monopoly exists in any
other field in America;tcday.
On page 13, line 24, and page 51, line
25,. in connection with manufacture of
production facilites, the term "facilities"
is so broadly defined that it can include
equipment which may have been designed for other purposes, by or for ins
dustries having originally nothing to do
with nuclear fission.
On page 26, line 8, the licensing powers
for private use of atomic energy are so
arbitrary and so cramping in time, that
it is impossible to imagine any person
or organization willing to risk funds in
any enterprise making use of atomic
energy, This further increases and entrenches complete Goverment monopoly
of the production of atomic energy, even
where that p1:oductlon does not endange1·
public health or national security.
Under section 10, called Control of
Information, there are provisions for the
dissemination of information which authorizes the Commission to establfsh
libraries, newspapers, and employ all information channels, according to its own
discretion. The type of information is
not clearly defined. Such information
services might make the OWI look like
penny pamphleteering; arid it is only
reasonable to suppose that a vast permanent bureaucracy might use it for the
dissemination of political ideas, under the
guise of helping -the common man to
understand the atomic age.
I have already referred to the dangers
inherent in the patent provisions, section
11. This section represents a complete departure from the fundamental
and basic principles of the United States
patent system, fot it removes patent protection in the whole field of the production of fissionable material, and in the
field of the utilization of fissionable material for military weapons, as well as
for all inventions, to the extent that they
are used in the conduct of research or
development activities in certain prescribed fields. !t revokes patents already
granted, and would prevent the patent.
Ing of research Instruments manufactured for the conduct 9f research in this
field.
The patent provisions alone will aITcct
thousands of patents. One has only to
reflect on the immense variety of the
industrial equipment_ used in the Manhattan project, t1l understand this.
There are some of the socialistic fea•
tures of the bill which might change
the structure of our government in the
event that in peacetimes, the Commission
should ever be controlled by men of the
mind, say of Harold Laski.
If, in view of_ the needs of national
security, it should prove unwise to modify
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by amendment nll these socialistic fea- !em, except as some in this House may or course the gentlewoman recalls that
ttu"es, I should tl1en support any-amend- · imagine that communism ls a cure-all, · we had only two witnesses on this bill.
mcnt cailing for the expiration of this gives·us only a temporary respite from
Mrs. LUCE. That ls correct, but as
.act at the end of a reasonable time; For the fear of ·atomic warfare, evei1 as a de- -they'represented the Army and the Navy
while I do not view this sovietizlng of fense measure. Only a wholly effective and one of them was the Se.cretary of
American power sources; and all related system of· world nuclear control can War himself, and they expressed themfacilities and inventions, as an imminent guarantee us for the next two decades selves as quite .satisfied _with their reprepossibility, if· there is not adopted. an against atomization.
sentation in this bill, I am willing to beamendment for ,the expiration of this act ·
And even if we do achieve interna-:. lieve that they are satisfied, and are
a.t the end of a reasonable time, it .be- tional control, we will not have solved the sincere in not wanting any more reprecomes a possibility in the next · two problem of war itself. I am sorry to be sentation than that afforded by the Milideco.des.
·
so realistic, but I think· that the Ameri- tary Liaison Committee.
,
I repeat, there is nothing iri the ''logic can people are at long last hungry for
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Does not
of atomic energy" which requires that truth, however painful. V-1's and v..:.2's the gentlewoman believe, though, that
atomic cnegy must be used to sovietize ancl large flights of B-17's and B-29's we should have more witnesses in conAmerica. Only a human mind is ca- will still suffice for greedy or frightened nection with this very important matter?
pable of logic, or for, that matter, of -nations which are driven by their greeds
Mrs. LUCE.. ,The gentleman has asked
illogic, as when a man speaks of the or fears toward mutual obliteration.
a most important question.
"logic of atomic energy," If America is
We-have heard little to date of the
Let me assure my colleagues that since
eventually sovietlzed, as a-result of the existing new and terrible discoveries in this atomic matter first appeared in the
wartime discovery of atomic energy, it biological and chemical warfare, even House as a legislative matter everybody,
will be because the Congress, in fear and more . frightful than atomic bombs. the War Department and all its witfunk, allowed itself to be duped by the Senator McMAHON warned that this leg- nesses, the scientists who appeared bebelief so dear to the heart of the mystical islation must not become a precedent for fore our committee and the Senate comMarxian that logical matter disposes of new legislation. Those-will require new mittee, and every member of both commindless man, rather than that log!~ legislation for which this legislation will mittees, has changed his mind over and
cal man disposes of mindless matter. possibly be a precedent.
over as the subject unfolded before him.
Nci; we have not soh•ed any funda- By that I mean that in ciur almost 6 01·
Energy and matter, which we now know
to be one, are both amoral. Man only is mental problem of peace or war with this 8 months'. effort to understand this
moral or immoral. We. have only to bill. But, nevertheless,· I am for it, for evolved and still-evolving ,legislation, we
reflect that if all the large nations of its passage will give our beloved Nation find that every day, even every hour,
the world were led·today by moral men, a few more years in which to think that we consider it, we see some new
instead of immoral ones, atomic energy, through the problems of our interna- angle or significance both in the'legislalike all the other power sources,' coal, tional relations. And think hard and tion itself and in the world-wide impligas, oil, electricity, which we have de- straight and honestly, like courageous, · cations of atomic warfare. I just do not
veloped in the ways of peace before, liberty-loving, and God-fearing Ameri- believe that for some miraculous reason,
would not require such totalitarian legis- cans, is what we've all got to do, if we at the·precise end of-the 5 months' Senlation as this for their peaceful develop- really hope to a"oid • another Arma- ate hearings, the Senators learned, felt,
geddon.
understood, and knew everything they or
ment.
Mr. Chairman, the real problem of the we would ever be expected to understand
The really immoral feature of this bill
age
is
how
shall
we
find
economic
and
on
the subject of atomic-energy legislais that it implies, if indeed it does not
state, that in .time, atomic energy itself, physical security, while at the same time tion. If the Senate committee·hacl gone
, c2.n and will automatically provide "the safeguarding our political liberties·. on one more month this bill would have
answers to the atomic age" without any This legislation, S. 1717, epitomizes this been a different bill. And If we go on two
mental effort on our part; that it will crucial problem of our age, It does. more months or three more months, it
one day solve all our social, political, and without any shadow of doubt, promise us will also be a different bill. ,
economic problems; like som·e powerful, at least 5 years of security from atomic
Mr. JOHNSON of California;. Mr.
alert, conscious genii out of a bottle. attack. But its essential principle, which Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield to my colleague
Well, it will r..ot. Not any more than coal, is state monopoly and control in the
or gas, or oil, or electricity, or radar, or hands of a few administrative appointees, from California .
radio, or television have solved in the . strikes l'.\ear to the heart of political
Mr. JOHNSON of California. In one
of the hearings the gentlewoman tried
past the recurrent problems of war and liberty.
Patrick Henry said, "Give me liberty to develop the point with the Secretary
peace. ·
The plain fact is, that whether we pass or give me death."
of War that it might be possible to divide
Perhaps before this debate is over the problem up into two parts, .one the
this bill or not, we are still going to have
to face, in the years ahead, the problem many of you may feel Inclined to echo
military aspect and one the civilian asoi industrial unrest, the problem of fam- Patriclc Henry's noble words.
pect. Would the gentlewoman enlighten
But let me point this out: If your us on her ideas on that?
ine and revolution in Europe, and, above
all, the problems created by Soviet am- choice were trnly a personal one, that is
Mrs. LUCE. I will come to that if time
bitions and Soviet ideologies. The dis- to say, If you, as one individual preferred permits me to develop it in my statecovery of nuclear fission has not changed, death to losing your political liberties- ment.
.
and·will not solve, one underlying prob- you would be justified and even honored
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
lem in the world today, At worst, in the for -making it.
gentlewoman yield? .
But your choice Is not personal, unform of bombs it c1:m aggravate them
Mrs. LUCE. I·yield to the gentleman
greatly. At best, In the form of heat or happily, . If you vote against this bill from Missouri.
Mr. SHORT. Of conrse, the bill itself
electrical energy, or cancer and leukemia you may be choosing death for millions
cures, it can ameliorate them only of your fello·w citizens by atomization.
in the first section states that this is a
I, for one, dare not make such a field in which unknown factors ate inslightly.
.
,
Moreover, today and tomorrow we will· ghastly choice. I support S. 1717, be- volved; therefore any legislation will
do well to remember that ever:y scientist , cause I believe it offers the best possible necessarily be ·subject to revision from
who testified before our committee,. or solution to the problem of defending time to time.
the Senate committee, said that in from countless American lives in a. world
Mrs. LUCE. Obviously, I wish some5 to 15 years Soviet Russia, and any in~ .which ls,neither at war, nor at peace.
one would tell -me a field of any sort in
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr. which unknown factors are not involved ..
dustrial nation with access to.sources of
uranium arid thorium can make atomic Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?
.This statement; ~n the preamble, is natMrs. LUCE. I yield to the able gen- urally superfluous.
bombs-and they insisted of a destruc·
tive capacity so much greater that th·e tleman from New ·Jersey.
Mr. DURHAM. Mr.. Chairman, will
present ·bombs will look by comparison
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. The· the gentlewoman yield?
like fire cracker::;. So this bill, which can ,gentlewoman mentioned the witnesses we
Mrs. LUCE, · I yield to the gentleman
never solve our domestic economic prob- had before the committee on this bill. from North Carolina.
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Mr. DURHAM. May l call to the gen-· · with nuclear energy, for wl{ile ft is not a, • models, plus the essential scientific fortle\yoman's attention that this bill perdi!Ierence in kind; it ·is a· difference iU . niula, before us; to develop similar weapmits research In weapons by the ai·med degree. There ls no· shadow of· doubt . ons of our own. ·. And the machinery of
forces?
·
that the· potential destructive force of Oak Ridge is infinitely more complicated.
·Mrs. LUCE. Yes; that is quite· cor- electrical energy in the year 1800; or even If, for example, we could conceivably exrect: I thank my cplleague, and, as I now, cannot be compr,red with the de- port it intact to Soviet Russia tomorrow,
said before, the military services appear structive potentia,ls of ato1rilc energy;
without a thousand· and one blueprints,
quite satisfied with the atomic scope af. without hundreds of skilled workers, and
TltE · SECitETS OF THE DOMD
forded them by the bill. What I am diskey scientific personnel, they i:night be
And now, Mr. Chairman, under leave many, many months making the equipsatisfied with is the socialistic· scope
to
revise
and.
extend
my
remarks
at.
this
.
which the bill would aiiord the civilian
ment. worlc to produce a bomb, and even
representatives in the power field :in po~nt, I would like to add a few words years in duplicating or copying it.
about
this
highly
controversial
question
peacetime.
I.do not for a moment dare assert there
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the of the bomb's "secrets." Some Members · are not many, many things foreign govspeak
as
though
there
were
one,
or
even
gentlewoman yield?
ernments might like to know about Oak
a dozen, or 20 bits of paper containing Ridge, for it would certainly speed up the
Mrs. LUCE .. I gladly· yield to our
atomic·
formulas
which,
if
they
could
be
.
chairman.
time it w:111 take them. to perfect their·
Mr. MAY. I believe you stated that "handed over," or "snitched," would de- own processes. But when we talk about.
stroy
our
national
supremacy
on
atomic
it gives every possible freedom to indigiving away "the secret" we talk at cross
viduals in scientific research and 'that bombs. Anyone who has studied, even . purposes about this bill:
as
a
layman,
this
subject
knows
that
· I submit, Mr. Chairman, it is qne'thing
the Commission can prohibit the War
Department from doing anytqing about there is no such manageable sheaf of for a man to share with a married friend
formulae
to
hand
over.
his "secrets of how to be happy though ·
it.
For the last 7 years every physicist in married"; It is quite another to share
Mrs. LUCE. That is correct-every
the
world
has
realized
that
in
principle,
his wife with his friend. So Jong as we·
freedom ·is accoi'ded
the scientists, as
a category consistent ·with Government nuclear energy could be released from· d'o not share our raw materials, our plant
certain
substances
and
practically
all
of
structure, .our ,scientific personnel; and·
control and monopoly. · In this connection, may I point out that the main ele- them knew, broadly, how to do it. At· our skilled workers, and .. what · might
the
same
time
every
atomic
scientist
realamount to a trainload of blueprints, and,
ment lri the development of atomic energy ls precisely wientific personnel: It ized that this would be a. staggering job,· above· all, ·our bombs, with foreign powers,
many
thought
too
immense
to
be
prac.
,ve need not worry too much·about sharis the heart of the problem, really.· By:
the very nature of the subject ·au funda- tical, that there would be innumerable ing "atomic secrets" wlth·foreign powers .
.
difficulties
and
hazards
·
to
overcome.·
This bill is necessary for one para-'
mental developme1its leading to further
applications of sources of nuclear energy Everyone knew -that there were a num- : mount reason: ·In order to facilitate the.
ber
of
ways
in
which
the
crucial
materials'
widening of our ·own field ·of atomic·
for war or peace must come from phys-.
icists, chemists, and mathematicians, could be.made, each with its special dlf-. knowledge and ·know-how·as rapidly ·as
flculties,
and
that
colossal
efforts
in
man-·
possible-in· short; to get and stay well:
and, to a less extent, inventors. All fundamental changes.in the processes must PO\Ver, brains, skills, and wealth would ahead in a field which several nations·
be
required
to
~leslgn,
lay
out,
and
build
have
already· entered. ·rr we leave this
originate in thf minds of men-specifically, scientists. Mind m'olds matter,· up the vast plants necessary if success thing, as so many wish, in the hands of
Marxians to the contrary. · This 'is why was to be achieved. But as to an atomic · the military, while we ·may. succeed in
civilian control is necessary if ·we are to· formula or a secret which should, or retarding atomic research in other, namake progress. The two or three hun-· should not, be· "handed over" it is just tions; we will retard it even more in our
dred keymen in the nuclear field will, I as silly to talk about this as to talk in own. . And by seeking to deny others any
fear, just not worlc for the Army, in an the year 1946 about "handing over" the advantage, we may deny ourselves even
secrets of making airplane engines to a more-thus falling behind in the end in
Army framework, or under Army regulations, in peacetime. This bill does give foreign power. Even I Ii:now that a mix- the atomic armament race that, accordthem a nmximum of freedom, with which ture of gas and air explodes if ignited, ing to the State Department, is already
and it is plain· that this phenomenon is under way .
they may then be able to make maximum
.used to drive a propelier, Ent it is a Jong
Mr.. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 10
efforts in further research.
step from that knowledge to building a
minutes to· the gentleman from Missis-·
Miss SUiv.CNER of Illinois. Mr. ChairB-29, manned for action.
sippi [Mr. RANKIN].
man, will the .gentlewoman yield?
When this is realized, surely the silliMr .. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, it is not
Mrs. LUCE. I yield to thf' gentieness of cries like "Do not share the se- my intention to even attempt to answer
woman from Illinois.
crets" must be plain. As I say, we all
the powder-purr arguments of the .very
Miss SUMNER of IJlinois. I think the
delightful lady from Connecticut !Mrs.
gentlewoman's analogy about the discov- . know that you cannot "hand over . the
. .
ery of electrical energy in 1776 was very secret" of making even relatively simple LUCE].
This is one of the most dangerous
interesting, if one thinks about it, be- things like airplane e11gines. Why, even
cause, after all, in 1776 Benjamin Frank- if you handed over the engine intact the pieces of legislation that has ever come
before the American Congress.
lin, one of the authors of the Constitu- users have to be trained in manipulating
and maintaining it. I do not know
Our country today is standing on top
tion, had discovered electricity. They all
realized that it was a power that would whether the Members who talk about of the world. The civilized world is lookchange the whole world. : What did they "giving away the secret" really mean ing to us for leadership. Everybody with
any intelligence knows that America is
do? They buttressed the·young Govern- that the ·commission intends to invite a
not going to use the atomic bomb to de-·
ment with a policy of friendliness toward host of technicians and engineers from
all and justice toward all, and they did. Soviet Russia to come to Oak Ridge and· stray other nations. Then why shou:d
we plunge from the h'.ghest pinnacle to
not give the invention to one small group Los Alamos for a complete course of in'of people like the ·Lehman Bros., or sti:uction and training in all the com- which we have ever ascended or ever
plicated processes which it has taken climbed, at the expense of the toil and
whoever will compose this commission
that Mr. Truman may appoint, but they hundreds cir scientists and thousands of sweat and blood and tears of the Ameri.engineers
years to develop. But, unless can people and throw away the most
let the people use it in the interest of
freedom. It seems to n_e the way to han- this is what they dci expect the Commis- powerful .weapon on earth, which the
enemies of this country are striving day
dle this ti1ing is to do it the way they did sion to do, their tallc about giving away
and night to get into their hands? ·
then. That has been proved a success. our secrets is largely meaningless.
For example, in this war there have
This Is one of the saddest days in the
Let the Army use it for their purposes,
been instances of a piece of German history of the world, when communism,
and let the rest of the people use it for
equipment-a dive bomber, or a V-2- the enemy of Christianity, the enemy of
their purposes.
our form. of government, the enemy of
Mrs. LUCE. The lady will excuse me, falling intact into our hands. Therebut my own analogy somewhat breaks after, it might have taken.many months, our way of life, murdered Mikhailovitch,
down when I compare electrical· energy even years, even with these complete that patriot that we heard praised on
11

11
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this floor of this :s:ouse by the head of have the planes already built for that
his own country.
·
purpose. We have the trained aviators,
As you know, I am the ranking Demoand if you do 11ot believe it, go down
crat on the Committee on Un-American to Trans Lux tonight and see that demActivities. I offered the resolution that
onstration ... Do not let anybody tell you ·
created that .conimitteEJ. I have taken that wp.s a flop. You will not come baclc
more abuse from the Reds, the Commu- here wjth that 'impression; · , ·
· ·
nist.s and their· fellow travelers in this
Let us say to the world, "Behave your~
country than any other man who has selves, quit- murdering innocent people
been in publi,c life in my day, and I am
all over the world. Quit raping the
going to speak so plainly· that you and helpless Christian innocent women of
they can understand it.
Europe. Stop the robbing and murder.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the of the helpless people of Europe." 1 ••
gentleman yield?
·
A minister of the gospel in New Jersey
Mr. RANKIN. · I yield to the gentle- wrote me and said, "Is there nothing that
man fr:om Kentucky.
America can do to stop the raping of
Mr. MAY. I want to challenge' that· the innocent Christian women of occulast statement. I do n'ot think the gen- pied Europe by .the Communists, that are
tleman has had as much of it as somededicated ·to the overthrow and destrucbody else.
tion of everything we stand for?"
Mr. RANKIN. The gentleman from
If the Communists had this bomb and
Kentucky has merely had the first dose.
we did not, this Capital would not last
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, will CiO days, and you know it. If the Comthe gentleman yield?
munists had this atomic bomb and we
Mr. RANKIN. I yield to the gentledid not, London would not last 60 days,
man from Michigan.
.
nor would New York or Pittsburgh, They
Mr. DONDERO. Permit me to say would use it to destroy everything that
to the House that that committee is the Christianity has built in the last 1900
years.
only committee that Congress has to
which it can go and find out informa,So I say the thing to do is send this
tion on these subversive activities in. this bill. baclc to the cC'nm1ittee, stand where
country.
.
.
..· .
we are. go back to the American people
Mr. RANKIN. The gentleman from and find how they feel about it, talk to
Michigan is correct.
those boys who fotw.:ht and won this war.
· I talked with .a young man who had
I put the safety of my country first.
My country comes first at all times, and been to Nagasaki. I wish every Member
· I am opposing this entire resolution be- of this House could talk to that young
cause I think it is one of the most dan- man and just find what he saw, ancl picgerous measures that has been proposed ture Washington if this bomb was in the
since I have been a Member of Con- hands of the gang that murdered Mihailgress.
ovich today, and we had none.
This is my country. I lmve taken all
Leave this atomic energy, this atomic
bomb, in the hands of our military au- the abuse I am going to take. I am gothorities for 5 years. -Why all this smear ing to answer back from now on, I can
of our military authorities? You have tell you that. I have taken all the abuse
'never seen a traitor who graduated at from these Reds that I am going to take.
West Point or Annapolis, and I don't I propose to call a spade a spade. You
believe you ever will. They have the are not going to wreck my country if I
interest of this country at heart, and they can prevent it; you are not going to take
are protecting it from these alien spies the only weapon we lnve now to protect
who are after it, and holding it so that ourselves and give it to au: enemies.
God forbid.
·
it· may be ust:cl rn case of attaclc.
Jefferson warned_ us, and ·washington
You know that little Canada, glorious
Canada, arrested those spies that had warned us that om· policy should be
been down here, down to Oak Ridge, "peace, _commerce, and honest friendship
stealing the secrets of the atomic bomb, with all nations, entangling alliances
in order to use it against you and me with none." Let us say to the world, "We
and the rest of the American people. will lead the· way into an era of peace,
There are spies down there now, and everlasting peace, but we are not going
the investigators of the Committee on .. to hand you the gun with which to deUn-American Activities are down there stroy the civilization of mankind."
Send this bill· back to the committee,.
on their trails. Here you are proposing
and you will be doing the will of the vast
to do what they want us to do, proposing to do by ·legislation what they are majorlty of patriotic Americans ir every
State in thi~. Union.
attempting to do by stealth.
You will be saving America for AmeriI am not criticizing the Committee on
Military Affairs. I am not questioning cans and preserving the peace of manIhe patriotism of any Member of this kind.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
House. But, so .help me God, I .would
rather see this bill defeated than· any- gentleman from Mississippi has expired.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
thing else that could occur at ·this time.
I suggest that we send it back to the . 15 minutes to the gentleman from Iowa
[Mr. M.'.RTIN].
.
Committe and say to the world, "We are
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
going to keep this atoniic bomb whei'e
it is today." We already have a plant· Chairman, will the gentleman yield?.
built at Oak Ridge ·that cost u,s $2,000,Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. I yield to the
000,000. That plant covers 70 square gentleman from South Dakota.
miles. We know how to malce these
Mr. CASE of South Da!cota. I notice
bomb1:, . We have a supply already made. the language on page 20 of the bill proWe know how to distribute theni. We video that the Secretary of the Interior
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shall cause to be foserte1 in every pz.tent,
conveyance,- lease; permit, or other au-·
thorization hereafter granted tci use the
public lands or their mineral resources,
a reservation of certain materials to the
United States. I wpnder if it was not
an oversight in drafting the bill to place
that requirement simJ.,ly· i.pon the Se,cretary of the Inter:or. The Secretary of
Agriculture issues a great many permits
dealing with the location of mining
claims; in· fact, all the mineral lands
in the national forests are under the
control of the ·Secretary of Agriculture.
If this is really intended to control those
things, it would seem to me it would be
necessary to include the Secretary of
Agriculture in the language of the bill.
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. I appreciate
the question, but I am not· prepared to
answer it now. I would rather reserve
the answe1, until later in the debate, and
proceed now with my own discussion of
the bill.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I understand the gentleman wishes to discuss
the bill, but I thought that question
should be raised so that somebody could
check up on it.
·
Mr. MARTIN of :.:owa. I thank the
gentleman. Mr. Chairman; I have ·attended every session of the committee on
this bill and I have a few observations
to make that I think are important to
bring out at this time.
ARMED FORCES REPRESENTATION
PAR1'ICIPATION

AND

'The bill, S. 1717, if enacted into law
will be known as the Atomic Energy Act
of 1946. This legislation has to do with
the development arid control of atomic
energy both for civilian purposes and for
military purposes. In both fields so many
unknown factors are involved that we
can hardly generalize or advocate fixed
policies without tremendous risk of overlooking some factor or factors that may
lead to the very destruction of the thing
we are striving to defend or protect.
Because of my membership on the
Committee on Military Affair6 and because of the responsibility of that committee to the Congress ancl to the Nation
in the matter of guarding and supporting
the defenses of our Nation, I have given
particular attention to the impact of the
atomic bomb in the field of our national
defense.
Every person in the United States who
has heard about the atomic bomb is
deeply impressed with its potential role
as a weapon of aggression, and those people most closely connected with the development of atomic energy have displayed greatest concern over the danger
to all life in any country upon which
atomio energy is hurled: as weapon of
attack.
· America is not aggressor-minded, and
the United States has proven to the world
in both World War I and World War II
that her people do not covet the assets
or the territorial possessions or the form
of government or any other nation on
this earth. On the basis of our own conduct in international affairs during the
past few decades we will have very little
difficulty in convincing other nations·
that ,ve will not likely start any war of
the futm;e·. On the other hand, our con-
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duct at the outset of World Wo.r I and to Lhe discretion of the President, !Jut the
·world Wiu· II is anip1e proof to the worid · .. commiUes: · adopted an:. amendment to
that we will very likely !Jc draw,1 into 1,cctlon 2 (a)/ which you will :fiml at the
any 2r.ajor war tliat is st.arted unyillerc · top of page U of Urn biH, requiring .that.
on this earth, and' of· course there is the lJ!recLor or the Division of I\1ilitary.
always the possibility that we may )Jc the Application of Atomic Energy shall. be a·
:first enc attacked. It is, therefore, .ex- represcntaLive of the armed forces. I
ceedingly important that we who nre supported this amendment which was,
charged with Lh(i defense of our Nation offered in committee by the genl;Jem::m
give full consideration to the develop-· :from Ohio [l'vir. ELSTON] because I feel
ment of any possible defonse against any very strongly that military applicaUoi1
potentiai weapon in any ·ruturc war. of atomic energy should be under the
The most important. single duty· coi1-· direction of a 1jerson who has given
fronting those of us who are charged wiLll much study and Lhought to mi!Hary
the responsibilit.y for our national de-· science and· tactics. I sincerely ·hope
fense is to develop a defense against tlle. and believe Llmt the Director of Military
11ossible use of the atomic bomb by any Application of Atomic Energy can and
othe1· nation against us in such a·war.
will keep lJppermost in mind his rcsponScient.ists have stated quite emphat-= sillility to our Nation in his direction of
ically that there is no known defense, but military application of this supcrweapon
if our Nation is to survive. any future war
and especial)y the strategic plan of dethose of us who carry this responsibility fenscs against its use by any future
must not fold our hands and· give up enemy.
without trying to the utmost of our abilOpponents of my view will argue that
ity to develop a defense that will save our the armed forces clo not have highly
Nation from such disaster.
qualified men available tn serve as memI have never looked to the inventors bers of the Commission or as Director
of potenUal weapons nor to the manu- of Military Application; but I call your
facturers of ·potential weapons as best attention to page 11 of Senate Report
qualified to govern or direct the military No. 1211, .about tlie middle of the page;
application of /JUCh weapons. We have as follows:
·
approximately 1,500,000. professional solWhile the commissioners need not be
cliers and sailors in our Nation today who scientists or te.clmical experts, they . must
are devoting their entire talent and serv- combine clear. judgment with imagination
ice to the defense of our Nation. At no arid courage, and they must, rnce· tl1e ·rnerntime in history have the armed forces of bers of the judiciary, be so divorced from
our. Nation been confronted with a• · private and competing ~oncerns. as to give
greater challenge than confronts the complete, disinterested, and undivided nttenarmed forces today in the matter of the tion to their taslcs.
atomic bomb. I cannot subscribe to any
on that same page the Senate comprogram that disqualifies each and every mittce recognizes legitimate an!l imporone of our armed forces from active re- taut areas of rJ,tqmic energy development
sponsible participation in the control of and control touching on the responsibilthis greatest of all known potential weap- ities of the military departments and
ons in the face of the challenge the they state thatatomic bomb has created.
Throughout·the bill, wherever these arens
I do not advocate military control of are involved, provision is made for full milithe Commission, unless you assume that tary participation, and independent activities
one or two members of a five-man Com- of tile military departments, especially in
mission would control the Commission. research ancl development, are not infringed
I offered the amendment which the Mili- but expressly encouraged.
tary Affairs Committee adopted-section
In what way could this objective be
2 (d) on pages S and 9 of the bill-to rebetter achieved than by placing a man
move the disqualification of members of
qualified in military science and tactics
the armed forces from serving on such as Director of Military Application?
Commission and to limit the number
Some opponents to military memberserving on such a five-man Commission ship on the Commission itself will cry out
to not more than two members. This for the elimination of confusion that they
limitation is a guaranty against military claim such membership will create. But
control of the .Commission. Another I believe I know the Army and Navy well
amendment ofiored by the gentleman enough to guarantee that the ·President
from Ohio [Mr. ELSTON]-section 2 (a)
by judicious selection from the armed
on page 3 of the bill~makes the appoint- forces can find men highly qualified to
ment of one representative of the armed serve on the Commission and men who
forces on the Commission ma11datory, · wil1 not create confusion in such service.
but my amendment leaves the appoint- Tliese same opponents of my view would
ment of the second member entirely probably predict dire results following
within the discretion of. the President.
the appointment of a member of the
My amendment also qualifies · any armed forces to head any governmental
member of the armed forces for appoint- agency dealing with business matters, but
ment as Director of Military Application a very distinguished constituent of mine,
of Atomic Energy. You will find by read- Maj, Gen. Philip B. Fleming, has served
ing the bill that this executive position is with outstanding ability in many imporone of the four positions ·placed under tant assignments of this klnd and is tothe general manager, who is charged day serving with great credit as F'ederal
with the administrative ·and executive Works Administrator. They would also
functions of the Commission. My
predict chaos and confusion if any memamendment, section 2 (d), leaves the ber of the armed forces were appointed
matter of appointment of a represcnta- to an important post in our State Departtive of the armed forces to this position ment, ancl yet I nee(:lonly call your atten•
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tion Lo the disti1iguished service that is
. being reiidered today by Gen; George C,
Mai:sliall in China, by Gen. Douglas l',lac-,
, Arthur in ·Japan, by ·.Lt.. Ge_n, W:,.>,ter
B.eclcll. _Smith a$ Ambassador to Ru~sia,
and by Maj. Gen. John H. Hillpring in
his recent appointment as Assista.nt Sec~
retary of State. Where do these critics
or the artnec;l forces.suggest that we get
men better qualified .for such assigpments than these members or the a.rri:ied
forces? We have a lot of talent today iJ;I
our Army and Navy and we need them
and we must use the!r·ta]ents in vario,us
fields of endeavor, but nowhe~·e do we
need them more than we do in the field
of atomic energy that brings to ,our Na;
tion Llie greatest challenge of the ages in
the matter of its defense and its very·
survivorship.
·
We will rue the day that we blindfold
ourselves by disqualifying all members of
the armed forces from active, responsible
participation In the defense of our Na~
tion ;:igainst the gr~est pote1~tial we:w,
on yet known to mankind.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
.
Mr. 1\/IARTIN of Iowa. l yield.
Mr. SHORT.. Certainly it is not up.fair or unreasonuble that one of the
members of this five-man Commission be
appointed from the arinei;l forces of the
country.
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. That is exactly
right.
Mr. JOHNSON pf· California. Mr,
Chairman, will the gentleman ·y1eld? .
Mr. MARTIN of lowa. I yielq.
Mr. · JOHNSON of California. The
gentleman might have added a number
of admirals who have rendered very dis~
tinguished and outstanding service in
various civilian posts, in,eluding ambas:
sadorships.
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Yes, indeed; I
did not give a complete list of the Army
or Lhe Navy.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, wi!l the gentleman yield?
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. I yield.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Is it not
true that· these distinguished men the
gentleman has pointed out cor;icerning
which no one wi!l disagree were all retired at the time of their service in civili::1.11 capacities?
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Not all were
retired. In many instances the gentle1irnn will remember we passed laws which
authorized them to serve in such capacity. The special authorization here
in question is needed for membe1:s of tl1e
armed forces who are retired, a.s well as
for those on the active list ..
The CHAIRMAN. The ti111e of the
gentlema,n from Iowa lias expired.
· Mr. MAY. Mr; Chairman, I yield such
time as he may desire to the gentleman
from Michigan [Mr. SHAFER].
Mr. SHAFER. Mr. Chairman, in reading Senate Report 1211 on the bill for tbe.
control of atomic energy, S. 1717, it. is
interesting to note that in the summary
of the testimony which was given before,
the McMahon committee the members
state that..,.·
The peacetime benefits of atomic energy
promise to be great, indeed; particularly In
medicine, biology, an!]. many branches or.
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research. These benefits are Immediate in
of thesci source materials might engender which (il) are useful In the condt1ct of re"
sEarch and development activities in the
their promise, but will require extended and· and, from a reading of the Report No.
U.'lfctt~red developtnen~. for full realization:· 1211 of the·Senate Special Committee on fields specllled in section 3, and (b) Clo not,
In the opinion of the Commission, have a
Note. gen!;leman, that the testimony
Atomic Energy, this was contemplated;· potenLlnl production rate adequate to enable
indicated that there should be "unfet" · However, because of the vagueness in"· the. operator of su~h facilltles to produce
tcred dor,clopment!' · It was agreed that· herent in the word !'unimportant," it wlthln n rensoliable period of time a sufil" ·
the princirle of atomic energy c.ould bi! · should, ·in my estimation, be eliminated.
clent· quantity of fissionable material to pro"
kept secret only temporarily and ·it was
Hence, it is urged that the words "in the duce an atomic bomb or any other atomic
weapon.
'
further agreed that legislation sl1ould
opinion of the Commission are unlm"
facilitate, as far as possible, "the rapid
portant" should be stricken out and
It is obvious that the intent of this
scienti-flc development of atomic energy,
there should be substituted for these section is to assure the Commission con"
which would promote both the industrial words "do not constitute hazards to na"
trol over all production of fissionable ma"
prospe;·ity of the world and the improve" tional health and safety."
terials. This is done by making it im"
ment of our instruments of national
If this change were made, the vague" possible for fissionable material to be
defense."
ness created by the word "unimportant" produced in any quantity except in a
s. 1 n 7 is supposed to be t11e answer would be eliminated and this particular Government"owned plant. This is fur"
to this problem, and in its declaration
control would be limited to definite types
tiler emphasized by the fact that the
of policy section 1 of the bill states that
of hazards which are interpretable.
Commission is authorized and directed to
the objective shall be "the development
There is also vagueness in connection produce or to provide for the production
and utilization of atomic energy toward with the provision for the issuance of
of fissionable material in its own facili"
improving tl1e public welfare, increasing licenses for source materials. This part ties and it can make contra::ts with per"
the standard of living, strengthening· of the section reads:
sons, obligating them to produce fission"
free competition in private enterprise,
The Commission shall establish such able materials in facilities owned by the
and promoting world peace."
standards for the Issuance, refusal, or revoGovernment.
Note, especially, that one of the pur" cation of llcenses as It may deem necessary
However, the degree of control which
poses of the bill is to ::;trengthen free· to assure adequate source materials for pro- it is desired that the Commission have
competition in private enterprise, and duction, research, or development activities could well be obtained without making it
· th!
t
pursuant to tills net or to prevent the use of
the Senate commi t tee 1n
s connec Ion such materials In a manner inconsistent with
necessa:ry that all production activities
has explained that to carry out these
the national welfare.
be limited to Government-owned fac"
purposes the bill- provides for Govern"
·tories. The incentive of private enter"
ment control over atomic energy and for
The Commission should be empowered. prise to produce at the lowest possible
Government programs for information, to establish the standards for the issu"
cost is lost to the Government when pro"
production, research, and development.
ance of licenses for source materials, but duction can be undertaken only under a
On tI1e one hand, then, is the desire
when it is granted the power not to issue management contract in a Government"
to "strengthen free competition in pri"
licenses in order to "prevent the use of
owned plant.
vate enterpl'ise," and, on the other, is the such materials in a manner inconsistenf
A contractual arrangement such as fs
statement that to·provide this the're must
with the national welfare," the Commisimvisaged in the bill does not provide the
be Government control. But there are sicn is given very wide latitude of inter"
encouragement for the creation and u£c
controls and controls, and the form that preting a very vag1.1e phrase. It seems
of new productive methods that are althis ccntrol is to take is further explained
only proper that a bill which contains .a ways being evolved when production of
when it is said that iJrovlsion is made for provision as important as this should be
any type is carried on under our normal
Government "production, research, ·and
definite in its language and, coi1se"
competitive processes. The committee in
development." In other words, there. is
quently, I believe that this phrase should its report on acquisition of source ma"
not to be control as we ordinarily think
be replaced by "not constituting a hazard
terials indicated that it did not intend
of cp,ntrol. There is to be direct Gov" to national health and safety."
that the Commission would engage in
ernment ownership and operation. .How
It is also to be noted that in connection mining operations in competition with
· this is consistent with the expressed de-· with reporting, the Commission is au" ·private mining activity and thatsire to strengthen free competition in thorized to issue regulations . requiring.
The committee has been all\'e to the
private enterprise in this all-important
reports of ownership of source·materials
necessity of encouraging the activities of
field it is clifficult to see.
but may except from this requirement independent prospectors.
Let us examine the controls that are
quantities of source materials which "in
The committee has further explained·
mentioned. First, the Commission the opinion of the Commission are unim"
which is to be created is to own all fission"
portant." Here, again, the word "unim"· thatThe principle of Government monopoly
able materials, but it must be remem" portant" is vague and should be deleted
bered that under the definition of fis"
and replaced with the wording "do not which the committee has adopted as essen"
sionable material there would be In" constitute hazards to national health and tin! in reference to the .production. and'
ownership of fissionable materials ls not exeluded ores only if they contain uranium, safety."
tended to the ownership, mining ·or refining·
thorium, or any other material which is
Further, with respect. to source maOf source materials. • • •
determined by tlle·commission, with the
terlals, the Commission isWherever possible, the committee en•
approval of the President, to be pecu- authorized and directed to purchase, take, deavors to reconcile Government monopoly
of the production of fissionable ms.terlal
liarly essential to the production of fls"
requisition, condemn, or otherwise acquire,
sionable materials and then 'only if in supplies of source materials or any Interest with 0111· traditional free enterprise system,
• • • ProspEctlng for . and mining of.
such concentration as the Commission. In real property containing deposits of source
may by regulation determine from time· materials to the extent lt deems necessary source materials are at every stage to be en"
couraged and supportECl,
to time.
·
to effectuate the provisions of this act.
It seems to me that just as prospecting
In order to exercise the control that is
words "to the extent it deems
· desired, it is further stipulated that un". necessary" could provide the basis for for and mining of source materials are to
less authorized by a license issued by the what might lead to arbitrary use of this· be encouraged and supported, every
Commission, no person may transfer or' power, a use against which the citizens phase of the nonmilitary development of
deliver, and no person may receive pos- of the United States might be more or atomic energy should be similarly en"
session of, any source material after less powerless, and therefore these par" couraged and supported.
removal from its place of deposit in Na"
ticular words should be deleted and reSection 1 of S. 1717 has as one of its
ture. No license, however, is required placed by "upon determination that such objectives strengthening free competi"
for "quantities of source materials which. action is necessary in the interest of the tion in private enterprise, but in section
in the opinion of the Commission are un"
common defense and security."
4 there is no private enterprise and there
important."
But, aside from the control of source is no free competition. I appreciate and.
This provision _is quite vague, for just
materials, the bill in section 4 furtheJ." sympathize with; the. desires of the
framers of the bill to protect the public
what does unimportant mean? It is enproyides thattlrely proper that the bill should take
The Commission shall be the exclusive welfare, but I believe that it is unnecesinto account the ·possible hazards to owner of all !aclllties !or the production of sary and undesirable to have the Comnational health and safety that the use fisslonable material other than facilities· mission the exclusive producer of fis"
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sionable materials, except where produc~
tion is incident to research and development activities.
It seems to me that the country would
be adequately safeguarded if the Com~
missi:m were given the authority to regu-.
late aI:.d police the production of fissionable material and private ownership or
opera1ion were forbidden except under
license by the Commission. Then the
Commission would have adequate control and I consequently believe that that
portion of this section which reads "the
Com::iission shall be the exclusive owner
of all facilities for the production · of
fissionable material other than facilities"
should be eliminatecl and replaced by the
following wording:
The Corr.mission is authorized to own and
operate facilit!es for the production of fissionable material. Private ownership or operation ls expressly for!)idden except under
license by the Commission: Provided, how-

ever, Ti:lat no license for operation or ownership Is required for facilities which (a) are
useful in the conduct of research and development acti'vitles in tl1e fields specified In
section 3, and (b) do not, Jn.the opinion of
the Commission, have a potential prodnctlo1i
rate adequate to enable the operator of such
facilities to produce within a rer.sonable
...period of time a sufficient quantity of fissi,mable material to produc~ an atomic bomb
or any other atomic weapon.
·

The hill in section 4 also provides for
operation of other production facilities
when it states that;....:...
Fiss:onable material may be produced 111:
·the conduct of research ancl ·development
activities and faclllties which under paragraph (1) above, ere not required to be owned
by the .commission.

Then in paragraph (e) of section 4;
under the title of "Manufacture of Production Facilities," it is stipulated thatUnless authorized by a license Issued by
the Commission, no person may manufacture. produce, transfer, or acquire any iacilltiea for the production of fissionable material;

In view of the limitations placed on
the ownership of production facilities;
the definition of the word "facilities" is
very important. Turning to section 17,
we find that this is defined as "any
equipment or device capable of such pro~
duction and any important component
part especially designed for such equip~
ment or devices, as determined by the
Commission."
It Is obvious that a facility capable of
such production might not have been
originally intended for the- production of
fissionable material and," therefore, it
seems to me that this term is· entirely too
broad and I recommend that it be modified as follows:
(g) The term "facilities for the prociuction
of fiasionable material" shall be construed to
mean any equipment or device peculiarly
adapted for and capable of such production
and any lmportai1t component part especially
designed for such equipment or devices, as
determined by the Commission.

(

,/

I repeat, gentlemen·, that the powers
conferred on the Commission and the
limitations on production of fissionable
material and ownership of. production
facilities are inconsistent with the
avowed purpose of facilitating the rapid
scientific development of atomic energy
or of "strengthening free competition in
private enterprise."

Indeed, this expression of intent ls
vitiated by the aLlmlsslon that a Govemment monopoly in the pi·oduction of fissionable material Is being created. And
this cannot be reconciled with our traditional free enterprise system.
.
Instead of facilitating the rapid scien~
tiiic development of atomic energy .the
proposals contained in this measure
would tend to stifle them-and the free
enterprise system with them.
.
.
, Experience has.shown that the forces
of free competition do more to aid the
rapid development of an art than _does
any other system. Let us not fool ourselves-this bill will not foster either the
development of atomic energy or the free
enterprise system. It tends to ki)l them
both and it is not at all necessary, fqr we
can attain all of our objectives of safeguarding the national health and welfare, of facilitating "the rapid scientific
development of atomic energy" and
"strengthening free competition in private enterprise" if by "controls" we mean
not state ownership but controls through
proper supervision under an adequate
system of licensing. This, I believe,. as I
have already explained, can be done and
should be done .
Mr. MAY. I yield such time as he may
desire· to the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. FLOOD].
Mr. FLOOD. Mr. Chairman, the principles and objectives of the McMahon
atomic-energy bill should receive the full
and sincere support of the House. The
declared purposes of the act incorporate
the desired ends of progress, security;
and development, as well as international accord. All these demand support
and require vigilant and constant guarding of the public interest, but the technical and scientific phases of the problem make it difficult for a full, public
understanding of the extent and the far~
reaching effects of research and experimentation 'in· the field of nuclear-chain
reaction.
. The popular concept of atomic energy
to the average American is a bomb-a
lethal weapon designed -to Jay cities in
ruins, and to blot out lives of thousands
of people.
The pictures . of the ruins of . Hiroshima, of the nuclear clouds rising above
Nagasaki, of the scarred hulks in Bikini
atoll, have impressed upon the American
people the terrific forces which have been
harnessed by science. The control of
these forces is well established in the
statement of powers of the Commission
and the committees provided for in the
bill known as the McMahon bill. That
this control should be lodged in civilian
hands with due provision for military
advice. and counsel is a principle which,
in my opinion, is unanswerable and
worthy of the unqualified support of the
membership of this House, who are the
elected representatives of the people.
Adherence to civilian control of atomic
energy is demanded, because the Interest
of every American citizen is involved.
Fundamentally, atomic energy is a
new source of power whicl1, according to
scientific testimony, is capable of industrial use and application. In fact, the
pending bill directs arrangements to such
use in section 3 (a). What is the anticipated result? Great basic industries,
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embracing many sections of this country
and employing lmndreds of thousands of
employees, will be faced with a newcomer
in the fielcl of production of power. The
great anthracite and ·bituminous coal
industry of Pennsylvania and the tre-·
mendous source of electrical· energy-all
will find, themselves ..face to .face -with
progress. This progress, which may
come and if guided and directed in the
paths of peace, must march with our
existing economic .structure. To tear
down .without consideration our great
· basic industry of coal would .bring national calamity. As a result, the careful
guidance, the sound.thought, and deliberation which atomic energy and its uses
demands should rest in civilian hands.
The bill adequately provides for the
necessary safeguards to protect the public. However, in the appointment of rep_-_
resentatives to the commission, the General Advisory Committee and the Advisory- Boards, mentioned in section 2, I
hope that the basic industry of coal will
receive representation from its ranks of
its management and of its · worlcers.
Their interest-in any future program ·oi
reconversion should receive adequate
hearing and competent representation.'
And what is more, it should be published·
and broadcast to the American public
the fact that this bill is designed not·
only tci give them security but, ·wha·t is
more, to protect them. in their economic·
lives, so that scientific progress as ·it occurs in the future will not forthwith and
without full determination of its efl'ects,blot out a great -basic industry which
today is the greatest source of .-ower for·
the wheels of American production.
·: I trust that the President of the Senate and the· .Speaker of this House will
fn their selections of- members for serv- ·
ice on the 'Joint Committee on Atomic·
· Energy, established by section 15 of the
House bill, recognize that the people's
representatives from the great coal-pro-·
ducing areas of this country deserve representation ·in the worl~ of the joint com-·
mittee.
.
It is a -fact" that atomic energy demolished great industries and· factories
iii Japan. Let us not have thi,s same
great force wipe out·the economic structure of great industries in our country.
without the people and the Congress
studying and plotting the change, if any;
which may come with the advance of
science. None of us know as a certainty"
what the full force and effect of this new:
form or' energy· will be on our way of life
in the coal fields. We have never stood
in the way of progress, in this matter we·
probably could not if we wished. But
the fact remains· that at this early moment I feel it is my duty as a representative of the millions of people of the
coal fields to bring to the attention of
the proposed Atomic Commission and to
the Nation at large, the obligation owed
to the coal industry and its people in the
great mining area of Luzerne County,
Pa., in particular, and the coal-producing
areas of our Nation generally. Thought
and care and planning must be given to
whatever tremendous transition and reconversion problems will follow in the
wake of atomic energy harnessed to om;
economic and industrial life. Where
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would there be a better place as the center in which to develop this new potential'? '!'l1e livelihood, employment, and
welfare of the future generations . of
these 2.reas is to be affected .. 'l'hen these
generations must be served by and be
pe1·mitterl to give service to any such program. Mr. Speaker, out of an abundance
of caution, if for no other reason, I must
insist that in this turmoil and concern
and grave uncertainty filling the minds
of everyone on this subject, the coalmining areas of the country must not be
lost in the shuffie of things to come. I •
am not an alarmist but I have seen the
coal fields forgotten for years and its welfare ignored in all sorts of ways. I am
r.c.aking this statement now to make cer- tain and to serve warnilig that we are not
goirr:; to be forgotten again, if it develops
th2,t s:::ience is going to utilize atomic
energy for industrial. and commercial
energy and power. Proper correlation
of and with ti1e coal industry is a vital
factor to our national economy.
The force of this new energy may
shake the sky as it is developed, I do
not !mow; but I-do know that with reference to the anthracite coal area, its
patriotic workers and their families and
the vast industry wf1.ich is the backbone
of a vast section, "let there be justice
though the heavens fall."
Mr. M:AY. Mr. Chairman, ;r yield 10
minutes to the gentleman from California
[Mr. VOORHIS].
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, it is quite impossible for me
in 10 minutes even to begin the things I
shculd Eire to have a chance to say on
this bill.

I agree that this may well be the most
important piece of legislation in the l1istory of our Nation. I wish profoundly
'Ne did not have to conside1· anything of
this sort. But I believe we would be
derelict in our duty if we did not or if
we failed to try. our best to grapple with
what is admittedly the most perilous
prob'.em our Nation has ever faced.
I disagree completely with those who
have said that we do not need to pass a
bill of this charader at the present time.
I thir.k we very much do need to pass a
bill of this character. With all my heart
and soul I wish we did not. With all my
heart and soul I wish it were possible to
turn baclc the hands of time and to place
atomic energy back in the sun again and
in the secrets of the universe whence it
came.
But tlmt is not possible. Nor need we
expect-that the knowledge of the subject
in tl1is Nation or in any other part of the
world is going to stop where it is now.
Muell-as I should like to encourage Members of the House to continue to comfort
themselves and falsely comfort their constituents by talking about the "secret"
of the atomic bomb I must. honestly say
that I believe that to base the security of
the United States for more than at most
a short span of years upon any such
alleged secret is to be guilty of the most
dangerous sort of self-deception. Every
single bit of scientific evidence, of testimony that has been given on tllis subject
is to the effect first, that all the important fundamental knowled_ge was given
to the world in the Smythe report published by the War D<!partment itself and
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second that we cannot reasonably expect . embarked on an atomic bomb race, what ·
that other 1tations will not· 11ave such · ls the urgency, in his opinion, for this
weapons within the course of 5 or 10 legislation?
. .
years unless something in the nature of ·
Mr. VOORHIS of California. .That-is
dynamic wofld statesmanship intercedes what I was attempting to explain.
Mrs. LUCE. · I did not quite follow the
to stop the whole development of such
.
weapons everywhe1;e. \Ve can, if we gen tle1ilan.
Mr. VOORHIS of Califor1iia. The fact
will, legislate on the mistaken premise
that Arnerica's safety will be guarded by- there are no secrets that we can ex-pect
the sole possession of certain teclmo- to keep for any appreciable length of
logical manufacturing methods by sci- time, it seems to me, means more than
entists In this country. But we cannot ever that we are embarking, in essence,
legislate to make that situation perma- upon an atomic armament race at this
nent. It is beyond our power to do so. minute which will continue and become
Our difficult duty in this critical hour is evermore terrible and evermore an into 'face facts, startling, world-shaking, fluence causing the people of all nations
profoundly dangerous facts lilrn men and to live under a feeling of suspicion and
women. ·Oratory cannot change those distrust as time goes on. I am afraid
that is the case today. One reason I
facts.
The fact is our choice is 6etween world am afraid it ll! the case is because I do
law and world control over atomic energy not· believe it is possible, as I stated, for
on the one hand and an atomic arma- the mind of man to stop either in this
ment race ending in surprise attack and country or in any other nation, nor do
untold suffering .and mass destruction I believe over a period of time that
on the other. We must have domestic secrets can be the exclusive possession
control before we can even talk effectively of any nation.
l\,'rrs. LUCE. I am trying to find out
or· world control, let alone achieve it.
So, unfortunately, we have to face a from the gentleman, in view of his statemuch bleaker prospect, a much more ment that this is an atomic-bomb race,
complex situation than if we could de- whether the gentleman thinks this Compend upon the present secrecy of atomic mission, if appointed, will make more or
bomb productie,n lasting for more than less bombs than are being made now?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I thi.nk
a brief space of time. So I appeal to
those Members whose consideration of tl1ey will probably make precisely the
this legislation seems so far to be limited same number that would be made or not
to reliance upon the "secret" to recognize made if the Commission were never apnow, before it is too late, how far beyond pointed. I think that will not make any
that tragically oversimplified solution difierence so far as the number of bo;-nbs
we must go if we are to serve our chil• that are manufactured is concerned. I
dren's generation ahd not merely our own believe, the bill is clear on that and that
it lies in a decision to be made by the
next few ·years. I assure them that if I
believed it possible for America to keep President. I believe that is where the
some such vital secret and Ioele it in her decision has been inade in the past, and
military archives to be dedicated to pre- I believe that is where it will be mads
serving peace, I should go with them with in the futme. I think that is where it
a far lighter heart than beats in my IJelongs.
Mrs. LUCE. Why does the gentleman
breast at this moment.
One reason we need this bill, in my think there i.s an urgency for this?
humble opinion, is the fact that unless
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I have
a bill of this general character is passed, already given one reason. I believe that
the development of atomic energy which under present circumstances American
has proceeded under great difficulty in development in this field must go on. I
recent years cannot go forward. The wish I did not believe that, but I do. Infact is it is not now. going forward. I deed, it is po~sible to secure a world consubmit that the great majority of the trol, such as the Baruch report proposes,
most eminent scientific workers in .this until we can get the kind of world confield are no longer associated with the trol that is not dependent upon any
project. They have gone to other worlc. treaty but that is dependent only upon
And it is absolutely essential if develop- a world law of peace. and the power of
ment in this field is to go forward that an international agency to inspect and
those scientists do the work. After all, control atomic energy in every nation of
they are the only people .who can. To the world and prevent any nation from
believe the Army can do it ls another possessing weapons of this sort, predangerous misconception. Indeed, such cisely as tbe gentlewoman herself said,
secrets as do exist today repose in the until we can get that kind of control I
believe that American development has
minds of certain scientists, who, fortunately for us, have chosen to serve to go on. As I view the world situation
at present, I believe American preemiAmerica.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the nence in this field is one factor which,
coupled with the most persistent and regentleman yield?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield lentless work for peace, might give us
the leverage to bring about the condito the gentlewoman from Connecticut.
Mrs. LUCE. The gentleman says that tions and the enforceable disarmament
·there are no basic scientific secrets on whi.ch could make true peace possible.
this bomb and I agree with him. There
But I do not believe American developare only manufacturing secrets, but there m::mt ls or can go on successfully under
are some of those.
present circumstances. I think it neces~
Mr. VOORHIS· of California. Yes;
sary that some form of civilian conunisthat is right. I believe I said so.
sion of this sort be created together with
Mrs. LUCE. May I ask the gentleman, attendant changes in the circumstances
if there are no secrets and we are not,
under which the work will be done if we
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arn to get the kind of scientific progress · said, if we do not have the knowledge,
wl:ich I believe under present circum- if we stay where we are in science, we
stJ.nc·~s is necessary to our country's will lag behind. We must keep our presafrty and to the hope of future peace.
eminent posiLion in science in the world.
I,frs. LDCE. I agree with the r;:entleMr. VOORHIS of California. That is
r:1a,1 on 'G£"iat particular need for the Com- right. I thanlc my colleague.
wfc.;sion.
.
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. And
Mr. VOORHIS of California;;· My sec- the way we can do that is by making
ond rcarnn for believing. it necessary is advances in the basic sciences. The sci.t'!:lat if we are to hope for such interna- entists are leaving these projects now
. tional control as I just 'attempted to because there is no set program, and we
briefly describe, and 1· believe that· to be cannot make these scientific basic disthe Ol~ly hope of safety for the 1iopula- coveries under military control. That is
tion of the United States in the fu'ture, the crux of it. The statements made
if we are to hope for any such interna- that the military is thrown cut of this
tional control, we will have to f1rst es- program is utter balderdash and nontablish in the United States an eITective sense.
control over a·to111ic energy within ·our
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I thinlc
own borders. \Ve do not have it now. the military is not thrown out of it at
There is noth:ng ih present law to pre- all. On. the contrary, I think our milivent any Tom, Dick, 'Or Harry froni tary needs are met in the bill or I would
possessing fissionable material, nianu~ not support the bill.
·
facturil:g miniature bombs with it, or ex-.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
porting it out of the country. We are in a Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
situation comparable to that of a bunch
J'vir. VOORHIS of California. l yield
of chilclren playing with TNT, and I may to the gentleman from New Jersey.
as well point out now the added llanger
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Does
that some individual could under present the gentleman believe that this is a very
lr,w seek a patent on atomic energy itself, important bill?
in which case, under our patent laws he
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I cerwoulcl have to present for public inspectainly do.
tion at the Patent Office a description
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Then
of his process and the United States
does not the gentleman think that in
wou:ct have to go to .a public trial to view
of its importance, in view of the fact
protect whatever rights it may have or
to attempt to protect its secrets. Surely that we only had 2 days of hearings bethose who, like myself, do not want to 1ore the Committee on Military Affairs,
and in view of tile fact it is coming· up
give away our present advantage do not
the last few days cf this session of
really want such a condition. Unless we in
Congress, that we should delay it a little
have t:1e type of control this bill provides
there is every likelihood that the very bit until we really understand what is in
circumstances which sonie of the oppo- the. bill?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I ·benents say they are trying to prevent,
lieve this, I will say to the gentleman:
l}amely, the general· dissemination of
dangerous information, and indeed dan- I believe that every moment is precious.
gerous devices may well take place. You I believe that every moment that America still retains preeminence in this field
1:--,ay ;;et all sorts of development .here
and tl:ere of a purely sporadic nature, is precious for the future chance of life
and r:one of us has any possible means of the peoples of the world. I ask the
gentleman to consider what the situation
of predicting what the result might be.
would be if some great dictatorships
So that my second reason is this. I
believe I have at least an inkling of what stood in our position todc1,y. It is only so
atomic energy is. I confront it with long as Alllerica is preeminent that we
ieelings. of mingled awe :?.nd a sense of stand a halfway good cha11ce of gaining
almos;; oppressive responsibility; For it the controls for peace which are our only
hope, and since I believe domestic conis the energy of the sun itself, the fundamental energy of the universe, by far trols must precede internatfonal ones I
the most tremendous gift of God that believe there is the greatest urgency
about this legislation.
manlcind has ever presumed to take from
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
His natural storehouse. Atomic energy
is by ·infinite measure the most destruc- gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield the
tive force ever loosed on this earth. And
not only do I know it will be our destruc- gentleman two additional minutes.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Only so
tion unless moral and, indeed, religious
and spiritual forces of corresponding long as America does retain that position
strength are awakened throughout the is America's position half as strong as it
world to meet it, but I also believe pend- needs to be in trying to bring, from her
ing that time if must be controlled if real desire to seek peace, the rest of the
1~1ankind is to survive and to preserve any nations of the world into a position where
real vestige of his civilization on this world control over this awesome thing
can be established.
planet.
Mr. MAY. 11/ir. Chairman, will the
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. Mr.
gentleman yield?
Chairman,
the geF1tleman yield?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield
to the gentlewoman from California.
to the gentleman from Kentucky.
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California, I
Mr. l'vIAY. I would like to say to my
would just like to say this as another colleague on the other side of the aisle
reason why-the bill should be passed now. that the statement that we only had 2
\Ve must proceed with our basic scientific , days of hearings· on this legislation is
research, which is our greatest protection not justlfied. We had weeks and weeks
in the future, and, just as the gentleman
of hearings, and the gentleman from
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California testified before the committee
at that time.
Mr,-VOORHIS of Califomia. That is
true.
·Mr.. ·THOMAS of New Jersey. Ivir.
Chairman, if the gentleman will yield
that was an entirely. different bill.
'
·. 11.1:r. MAY. That was on the subjsct
of atomic energy; the May-Johnson bill.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. This
bill in the Senate of the United States
was considered for months by a committee, whose membership the gentlem.an
from Texas read to the House the other
night, than which there could be no more
distinguished or more essentially conservative membership selected in that
august body, and it seems to me that the
House ought to have some regard for
the basic worlc that was clone there m~d
for the legislation that was written.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, wm
the gentleman yield?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield
to the gentleman from Texas.
Mr. THOMASON. More than that.
Three or four volumes of testimony before this special Senate committee were
printed, and every Member of the House
was provided with a copy of those hearings.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Indeed,
that is true.
May I say, Mr. Chairman, that the provision in the bill which provides that
atomic energy, the very energy of the
sun itself, the energy developed at an
expenditure of $2,000,000,000 of the taxpayers' money of the United States, shall
not be capable of being privately patented
or monopolized by some one corporation
in this Nation-to say that, seems- to me
to be the very essence of statesmanship
and the veiw essence of the protection of
a free-enterprise system. I hope Members will consider the alternative to some
of the patent provisions of this bill. Th::it
alternative is to say that atomic energy
can be patented. Do you really believe
that should be possible? That some private agency should be able to call this
great national development, paid for by
all the people, its own private domain?
Do you want to expose it to the possibility
of an international private cartel controlling it? Remember this thing is
capable of becoming not only the overwhelming military weapon which it hu.s
been proven but possibly also the overriding economic power in our whole Nation, a power great enough to transform
the whole pattern of all our prcduction.
I ask you, should that be the exclusive
property of any one individual or corporation? Do you propose to let the
basic energy of the sun be patented? ·
Would such action prqmote free enterprise? What, may. I ask, becomes of
little business then? What, finally, becomes of the people who paid for all this
and gave their sons in the war in addition? I wonder what would happen, indeed, if atomic energy did become the
private preserve, if you will, of some private agency? I, for one, am willing to
take my stand against letting it become
the private preserve of any single agency.
Last of all, Mr. Chairman, let me point
out with emphasis that this legislation
can be changed by any Congress that sees
fit. It is designed to carry us through
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what I do not hesitate in saying will
probably be the most difficult adjustment
period mankind· has ··ever experienced.
Fondly do we all hope that the day
may ccme when mankind will have
learned as it certainly has not · yet
learned to live safely with atomic energy,
As that day is approached the admittedly
unprecedented provisions of this bill can
be changed. But for today we need it.
Our country needs it. The world needs
it. The fact that I wish these things were
r. ot so cannot be allowed to a!Iect my
judgment as ·to what I ·must do in supporting- the bill.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chnirman,ii, is very
regrettabie that there are not more Members on the floor at this time, because
I believe there is not a member of our
House Committee on 1\-lilitary Affairs 01·
of this body itself who knows more about
the pending legislallon than the very·able
lawyer and distinguished gentleman
from Ohio [M:r. ELSTON], to whom I now
yield 15 minutes.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, first of
all I wish to thank the gentleman from
Missouri for his very much undeserved
compiiment.
·
Mr. Chairman, as I have heretofoi"e
said, this bill is both dangerous and unnecessary. It is dangerous because it
sets up a Government bureau with more ·
power and authority than has ever been
granted before. This bureau, under the
provisions of the bill as now written,
would have life and death control over
the industry of the· Nation whenever we
reach the place where aton1ic energy may
become useful for industrial purposes,
in fact,even before that time. Moreover,
the armed forces would become subservient to this power even in matters
of national defense so far a.sethe use of
atomic energy is concerned. Furthermore, it removes incentives provided by .,
our i;atent laws to inventors, and adopts
a patent system found only in Soviet
Russia. The fact that the Constitution
of tha United States gives to every inventor the exclusive right to his discoveries has meant nothing to the proponents of this legislation for under the
provisions of this bill patents relat.ing to
the use of atomic power an1 either revoked or become t11e property cf the Government.
Although the measure relates to the use
of atomic power for military as well as
civilian purposes, every conceivable effort
has been made to eliminate represanta. tives cf the armed forces from representation on that all powerful bureau
know as the Atomic Energy Commission.
In its introductory section this bill ls
presented to us through a series of misrepresentations. :.<'or example, section 1
provides that it is "declared to be the
policy of the people of the United States
that, subject at all times to the paramount objective·of assuring the common
defense and security, the development
and utilization of atomic energy shall, so
far as practicable, be directed toward
improving the public welfare, increasing
the standard of living, strengthening free
competition in private enterprise, and
promoting world peace."
If enacted into law this bill would do
exactly the reverse of these things. If
Ute p·:i.ran,Gunt objective is to assure .the
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common defense and: security, why bas so
bombs and atomic weapons: The an,desperate an eITort been made to com- swer to that I believe is that any time
pletely eliminate the armed forces from
the Presldent·of the United States wants
representation on the Commission 01; in the manufacture of atomic bombs to
any department under the supervision of cease all he has to do is to give a simple
the Commissiori? Even though the bill order to stop.
purports to deal with atomic weapons · You will 110 doubt.hear it loudly proand national defense, every attempt to
claimed that the armed services have
give the Army and the Navy some repre•
been taken care of in the Senate b!ll by
sentationlrns been resisted to the utmost.
providing for a military liaison commitTl1e House Conunitte3 on Military Affairs
tee. Read the section creating this comwas bitterly assailed by the supporters mittee and you will see that it has been
of the bill generally because it dared to given no ·authority whatsoever. Aside
amend the act as it came from the Senate from the fact that the Atomic Energy
so as to provide that at least one mem- Commission shall consult with the liaison
ber of the Commission and the head oI committee, and that they shall lteep each
the Division of· Militar::r Application other informed as to atomic energy
should be from the armed forces. The matters in the War and Navy Dapartonly argument I have heard against it is ments, tile liaison committee has nothing
the rather specious claim that it is not to do. Actually nothing is provided for
in keeping with our traditions for a
in this section that could not and should
military man to se1;ve on a policy-making not be done between any government
commisison-that military men are only departments as a matter of simple courinterested in war, and that other nations
tesy and expediency. Since the Commight frown upon their presenc'i! on the mission must deal with matters of na.
Commission. In this connection I won• iional defense, I do not know how it could
der why the civil functions of the War function without consultation with the
Department are so conveniently forgot• ... War and Navy·Departments. The apten. II there has been any Government peals which the services are permitted
agency that has been free from criticism to make to the Secretaries of War and
and that has been elevated above the Navy, and through them to the President,
run-of-mine Washington bureau, it has would be permitted without this legislabeen the Corps of Army Engineers which
tion. In a word, this section is noLhing
has for so many years heen responsible
more or less than a sop handed out to
for our rivers and harbors and flood-conconvey the erroneous impression that our
trol projects. In this work they have
armed forces are given some recognition.
Even (;his was denied in the. beginning
handled billions.of dollars and have per•
formed work in no way related to war.
despite the fact that the atomic bomb was
Yet I have never heard that it was not
developed under the supervision of the
in keeping wit.h American tradition for Army and all secrets in connection therethem to exercise these functions.
with are in its custody,
Mr. Chairman, I l1ave heard a lot of
Before we look into the powers of the
stgtements today about this legislaLion. Commission and the extent to which it
I think everybody agrees on one thing, encroaches ·upon private industry and
tlmt there is a lot of confusion about it.
interferes with our American way of
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the life, you will note that section 9 requires
gentleman Yield?
the Army to transfer to the Commission
Mr. ELSTON. I shall be glad to yield· forthwith upon the passage of the bill,
to the gentlewoman from Connecticut.
all facilities, equipment, and material
Mrs. LUCE. Is it not rather a little devoted to atomic energy, research, and
more correct to say we are not confused development. This would include even
about the. legislation. We understand it the Oakridge plant, together with any
rather clearly. What we are confused bombs now in existence, as well as forabout is what to do about it.
mulas and secrets in conhection with the
Mr. ELSTON. That may be but I for atomic bomb and other atomic weapons.
one am not willing to turn this Nation So at the start, even before the war is
into a totalitarian state merely because officially over, the branches of the servthere may be some confusion about pro- ices charged under the Constitution with
posed legislation. S;nce some speakers the defense of the Nation are required
today have indicated that they are for to turn over to a civilian Government
the legislation solely for secmity reasons, bureau of political appointees weapons
I would say that is all the more reason which the services may require for the
why things should nmain as they are. defense of the country. If this does not
I am not willing .to substitute a politi- jeopardize the security of the Nation,
cally minded bureau, such as this bill then the Bikini tests and the results at
would set up, for trained military person· Hiroshima and Nagasaki were incornel, so long as we are in any danger.
rectly reported.
,
Miss SUMNER of Illinois. Mr. ChairSo much. for security. As to other
man, will the gentleman yield?
powers of the Commis~ior,, let us examMr. ELSTON. I am pleased to yield ine a few. of them.. In the field of reto the gentlewoman from Illinois.
search the Commission may make
lVIlss SUMNER of Illinois. If there grants-in-aid and loaris tci ,public or priwere a civilian commission they would vate institutions or persons even in con·be subject to penalties, but you could not. nectimi with research for industrial purcourt martial them U1e way you could the poses. Thus the Commission has the
military officials, could you? .
power to favor one school or university
Mr. ELSTON. Civilians, of course, as against another, and to favor induswould not be-subject to court martial.
tries, companies, or individuals to the
They say that if the Army is repre- detriment of others. As no person or
sented on the Commission this country company would have the right to engage
might go ahead and manufacture atomic in research on their own part, you per•
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haps begin to appreciate what is meant
Mr. ELSTON. I ccrLainly would not.
section it shall be unlawful for any perby tl1e term "life-and-death control of
Mr. DURHAM. Well, at the present son to manufacture, prodttce, or export
industry."
·
time Lhat could happen if we· allow tl1e · any equipment or device utilizing nsM1·. SHORT. Mr. Chainllatl,· if the
matter toTun loose as it is at Lhc present slonable n1aterlal or to utilize atomic
gentleman will yield, may I say that that
time. Any country could import tl11s energy except under and in accordance
is why some of the college professors are
material into their country from the wiU1 a license issued by the Commission·.
so strong for this legislation,
United stntes, ·
Do not be misled. by subsection <b)
Mr. ELSTON.. I guess there is Utt.le
Mr. ELSTON. No. I am sure we have which requires a report to Congress bedoubt of it.
·
ample authority today to regulate exports fore such licenses may be issued. If you
Mr. SMITH of Ohio.' Mr. Chairman,
and imports of dangerous commodities. will examine that section you will find
wili the gentleman yield?
Mr. HANCOCK. Under the existing that there is but one report to be made
Mr. ELSTON. I yield to the gentlelaw, has tlle Army the power to monopo- to Congress. That report will ·be made
man from Ohio.
lize the sources of materials and real es- when, in the opinion of the Commission,
Mr. SiVIITH of Ohio. I can not unuertate containing deposits of such mate- any industrial, commercial, or other
stand this talk about giving Lhis secret rials? Is there any such authority under nonmilitary use of ·atomic energy has
present law?
been sufficiently developed to be of
away. 1Ve have never done anything like
Mr. ELSTON. The Anny 111ight have practical value. In · that report the
that before. We have kept our military
that authority in time of war under war Commission will set forth all ·the facts
.secrets to ourselves. Who are Lhese peopower acts.
with respect to such use, and the report
ple who want to share this secret with the
Mr. JENNINGS. Mr. Chairmall, will
will contain tlfe Commission's estimate
world and what are they doing it for?
of the social, political, economic, ancl in'!'hat is the thing I can not understand Urn gentleman yield?
1\IIr. ELSTON. I yield.
ternational eiiects of such use. Aftei· 1,
at all.
Ml'. JENNINGS. Does not the Govern- 90 days subsequent to the making of t;.
Mr. ELSTON. I have an idea who
ment have power to condemn any prop- such report, the Commission will have H
some of them are.
Bear in mind, Mr. Chairman, that the m erty·it may need, under the general law? unlimited authority to issue licenses for ii
Mr. ELSTON. Yes. The Government the utilization of atomic energy to such /
Commission will become the owner of all
fissionable material regardless of who has the power to condemn anything it persons and on such terms as it sees fit, 1
Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Cllairman,
may now possess it. It can be parceled needs for a public purpose.
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr. will the gentleman yield?
out for industrial pmposes only with the
Mr. ELSTON. I yield.
consent of the Commission. As the time Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ELSTON. I yield.
Mr. McDONOUGH. After the report
may come when atomic energy power
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. It is made, what happens? Is it merely an
may supplant inany other.forms of pow~
it would give that group tre- informative report? Does the bill furer, and become vital to every industry in seem3 to me
power over other groups. I am ther say that the Congress shall say
the .Nation, it is not dinlcu!I; to under- ·mendous
stand the extent to which the Atomic thinking even in terms of internal dis- "Yes" or "No"?
Mr. ELSTON. They simply file a reCommission would control the industries order and strife and conflict in our own
country. That is one reason I would lilre port with us whether or not the Congress
of the country.
io have the Army in it. That would wants to enact supplemental legislation.
If any person, industry or company
not happen if the Army was in it.
If we want to enact supplemental legisshould be dissatisfied with the distriimMr. ELSTON. I do not think it \VOUld Jatiou at any time, we do not have to
tion or refusal of the Commission to dis- either.
wait for a report from any bureau.
tribute any fissionable or by-product
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Chairman, will the
materials, such person or company may Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?·
gentleman yield?
obtain a review of the determination of
Mr. ELSTON. I yield.
Mr. ELSTON. I yield.
the Commission by an appeal. But let us
Mr; VOORHIS of California. I would .
Mr. DOYLE. would you not want the
examine into the type of appeal a!Iorded. like to as!, the gentleman what he feels Commission to give a full report to ConOn a matter as important as this, one should be clone, under the circumstances gress
011 every phase of the subject?
would feel the appeal should be to the he alluded to himself, namely, that if
Mr. ELSTON. certainly, r wouid
courts, or at least to an unbiased or dis- some development in the field of atomic want them to report, but I am pointing
interested tribunal of some sort. Such energy were made which rendered all de- out that this section is meaningless a8
is not the case, however. Section 5 (d)
velopment of power obsolete, :whether he far as the issuance of licenses is con(2) makes the Commission the judg·e,
would not believe that should that·hap- cerned.
jury, and executioner so far as appeals pen it would be most important that some
Mr. DOYLE. If you want a full reunder this section are concerned. T11e provision be made somewhere so as to assure
that
some
such
development
as
that
port:,
should it not cover the economic
Board of Appeals created by this section
shall consist of three members who shall could be available to be used on an equi- phase of the proposal?
Mr. ELSTON.· I am pointing out the
be appointed by the Commission. Should table basis by all competent users in the
country.
misleading language of the section and
any person feel himself aggrieved by a
Mr. ELSTON. Well, I would want to the effort to convey the impression that
decision of the Board of Appeals his only
further appeal is to the Commission it- walt until that happened and .then regu- before licenses may be issued in any case
:;:s~ommission must report to the Conself. Even this right is not guaranteed late it.
as it Is provided that "the Commission
On the question of the appeal pro- ,
When we reach section 10 of the bill we
may in· its discretion review and revise
cedure I was discussing, it may be con- I
tended
that
the
Administrative
Proce1
see
unfolded a strange philosophy for
any decision of such board of appeal."
Here.I submit we see bureaucracy at its dure Act would apply, but since that act 'l America. Let me read the pertinent
makes an exception in cases where \ part of this section:
. .
worst.
.
.
.
Mr. COLE of Missouri. That sounds agency action is by law committed to 1· It shall be the policy of the Commission to
agency
discretion
the
Administrative
,
\
control
the
dissemination
of
restricted
data
just like the OPA.
. A t
'1ct
t b ·
• d ·
i in sucl1 a manner as to assure the common
Mr. ELSTON. Well the CPA never P_roce d u1e
C ~ou,
no . e rnvo1,e. 111 \ defense and security. Consistent with such
asked for anything more than that. And view of the sect10n to which I have Just I.policy, the commission shall be guided by
if there was ever anything that ls the referred. In an eiiort to malce the Ad- Ji the following principles:
fulfillment of. a bureaucrat's dream, I ministrative Procedure Act a1~ply to tl~is
(1) That 1nr01:matlon with respect to tho
think it is this section.
·
bill, I o!Iered an amendment m commituse of atomic energy for industrial purposes
sl1ould be shared with other nations on a
Mr. DURHAM. Mr. Chairma.n, will the tee to the eiiect that it shall apply to this
act, but since the appeal section con- 1 reciprocal basis as soon as the Cong~ess de-·
gentleman yield? ·
tained
in
section
[j
::;till
remains
in
the
I
clares by joi.nt resolution that effective and
Mr. ELSTON. I am glad to yield to
no doubt be construed to be/. enforceable mternational safeguards_ against
my distingUished frfend from North Car- bill ' it would
.
I the use of such energy for destructive purolina.
an except10n.
\ poses have been establlshed,
One of the most obJectJonable features'\
Mr. DURHAM. The gentleman cerIn other word~, hereafter it shall be
tainly would not be In favor of exporting of this bill is section 7, which contains.
the licensing provisions. Under this 1 the policy. of this country, as soon as
this material to some foreign country?
.
1
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international safeguards have been established, to share the use of atomic energy secrets and power wlth the other
Nations of the world. When in all the
history of this Nation has it been required that anything developed for the
benefit of American industry shall be
shared with other Nations? American
industry leads the world today because
of American inventive genius and our
free enterprise system, but now \vc have
a new philosophy. Do not lose sight of
the fact that this shat'ing plan pertains
to the use of atomic energy for industrial· purposes only. It has no relation
to the outlawing of atomic energy for
military purposes which, I am sure, every
thinking person favors when lb can be
done without endangering our own
security. Judge for yourselves what this
international plan will mean to American industry.
Not only must we share such information with other nations, but we must
make sure they get the information.
Section 10 Cb) authorizes the Commission to establisl1 such information services, publications and even libraries, as
it sees fit. These may be established anywhere in the world. I know, of course,
that someone will say that this sharing
of il:formation must be on a reciprocal
basis, but who determines what shall be
reciprocated?
The Commission, of
course.· Since we apparently have all
the information regarding atomic energy, what are we to get in return? Perhaps good will. So far as this section is
concerned, the Commission would have
authority to exchange atomic secrets for
industrial purposes for good· will as the
Commission is the sole judge.
The patent section of the bill is definitely i.;nconstitutional in its present
form. Article I. section 8, clause 8, of
the C,J!lstitution providesTl10 Congress shall have • • • pcwer
to promote the program of science and useful arts by securing for limited times for
autl1ors ancl Inventors the exclusive right to
their respective writings and d~scoveries.

'l,his section has been interpreted on
many occasions by the courts, and the
leading decisions on the subject are set
forth in the minority views which accompanied this bill. For example, It is said
in Solomons v. United States (137 U. S.
342, 346), thatThe Government has no more power to
appropriate a man's property Invested In a
patent than It has to take his property invested in real estate.

The only testimony presented to our
committee on the subject of patents came
from Mr. Conder C. Henry, formerly Assistant Commissioner of Patents. He
~aid, and I quote:
By removing the incentives provided by
our patent laws, the bill ls a radical departure
from anything known In our history. The
only. parallel I can find to It ls the Soviet
patent law. ·

He iurther stated that hundreds of
inventions used at Oak Ridge· and elsewhere in the development of the atomic
bomb had previously been made by private inventors. Moreover, he pointed out
that under our present patent system
the in tcrcsts of the Government were
fully safeguarded without encroaching

· upon the con:itiluUonal rights of any per- ·
· son .. This same system should and can
. co11timie, and it is my. purpose to offer,
as I did in committee, an amendment to
strilce section 11 from the bill.
.
Section 15 of the act creates a new
con1:,rcs:;lonal committee with full Jegis~ ·
lative authority, and this comes at a time
when Congress ls recommending fewer
commntees-cvcn a consolidation of the
Military and Naval Committees.
In the enforcement provisions of the
act the Commission is given the b1;oad
power to make regulations and orders
and enforce them by punishing ofl'cnders
. with a fine as high as $20,000 and imprisonment for not more than 20 years, or
both. This section, I believe, violates the
rule laid down by the Supreme Court of
the United States in · the case ·of

v. United States (295 U. S.
495), wherein it was held that Congress

Schechter

. cannot deiegate to any Government
agency the power to make regulations
having the force of law without laying
down the policies and establishing the
appropriate standards.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Ohio has expired.
Mr. SHORT. lVIr. Chairman, I yield
the gentleman from Ohio five additional
minutes.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. ELSTON. I yield.
Mrs. LUCE. There being very few
available sources of thorium, plutonium,
uranium, and so on out of which fissionable material can be got, would the gentleman also think that the world authority which would own all those materials could take our large supplies and
divide them up at will?
Mr. ELSTON. I presume that might
be done if we became a part of that
world authority.
Mrs. LUCE, Would it be possible?
Mr. ELSTON. It would not be possible to distribute fissionable material outside the United States at this time, but
subsequent international agreements
could make it possible.
Mr. McDONO"C'GH. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. ELSTON. I yield.
Mr. McDONOUGH. With regard to
the deposits of this radioactive material,
certainly the commission would have
control of such materio,Js within the
boundaries of the United States but
would it control deposits in other parts
of the world?
Mr. ELSTON. No; but it could acquire
them.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Ohio has again expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 2
minutes to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
· 2 minutes to the gentleman from Ohio.
The CHAffiMAN. The gentleman
from Ohio is recognized for four additional minutes.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yi.cld?
Mr. ELSTON. I yield.
Mrs. LUCE. The gentleman spoke of
the section. co.lied "Control of Information" in which there is formed a bureau
to disseminate information. Would he
care to comment on what type or infer~
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matlon this $10,000,000,000 or $20,000,000,000 corporation might disseminate to
the people of America?
Mr. ELSTON. There would be no limitation on it, because the section I referred to authorized and directed the
commission to establish such information service as it saw fit; in other words,
it would be within the discretion of the
commission to d<:!cide on the type and
extent of information services, the num. bcr of libraries, and so forth.
M:r, DURHAM. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. ELSTON. I yield to the gentleman for a question.
Mr. DURHAM. Does not the gentleman think that if the commission did the
things he points out they would be subject to the Espionage Act?
Mr. ELSTON. If the terms of the
Espionage Act were violated.
WhY· do they say this legislation is
needed? The principal claim ls that it
" will impress the rest of the world that
we have taken the matter out of the
hands of the military and invested it wi:~:1
civilians. If that be the purpose, this
legislation very definitely is not needed
as the President can order the military
authorities to cease any of their military
activities at any time, including the
manufacture of atomic bombs or the use
of atomic energy in any way.
Another claim is that peace of the
world requires international control of
atomic energy, If that be so point out
a single thing in this bill dealing with
international control or in any manner
related to it. International control can
come about only by international agreement. If any legislation is needed to
augment such an agreement it necessarily would come after the international
agreement was entered into.
Do we need this legislation to begin
negotiations for such an agreement?
The ·best answer ls-such negotiations
have begun before the duly constituted
United Nations Atomic Energy Commission. M11• Baruch submitted a proposal
to this Commission a month ago. But
it takes two or more to enter into an.
agreement, and Russia has flatly rejected
Mr. B"aruch's plan. Not only has she
rejected it, but she has submitted a
counterproposal which never could be
agreed to if we have any regard at all
for the security of this country.
So if we do not need this bill to remove
an impression that we are militaristically
inclined and we do not need it for the
purpose of helping to bring about inter~
national control of atomic energy, what
do we need it for? If it seeks to do anything further than to place shacldes on
American industry and barriers against
inventive genius and ingenuity such purpose does not appear from the language
of the bill.
If this Nation is concerned lest the
other nations of the world think we are
assuming too much of a military attitude
we perhaps should explain why we are
spending lrnndreds of millions of dollars
in proceeding with the Bikini tests. Is
it consistent to carry on these demonstrations and at the same time try to fool
the American people into believing we
. can pacify the world by creating another
!Jureau and many expensive bureaucrats
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"Pennsylvania

"as

my 1·esignation
a Repreto further regiment the lives of our peo- r·or
ple and further encroach upon their ' sentative in the Congress of the United
States from the Tenth District of Pennsylliberties?
vania.
If this measure were to stop with enCordially yours,
croachment upon American freedom it
JOHN W. MURPHY.

would be bad enough, but not necessarily
fatal, as such an invasion might be corrected by subsequent legislation.although
I have found that liberty and freeclom,
once surrendered, are not easy to regain.
There is always another emergency
offered as an excuse for retaining them.
On the other hand, if the security of the
country is involved legislation might be
helpless to correct the error.
As I see it, the bill before us today, if
enacted into law, will definitely jeopardize the Nation's security. At the moment the secrets of the atomic bomb. and
the bomb itself are safely in the hands
of the military authorities in the keeping
of that branch of the Government
charged by the <!::onstitution with the responsibility of defending the Nation.
That is where I submit it should remain
until our safety is assured under .international agreements actualiy entered
into and until machinery has been set
up in the world adequate to enforce such
agreements.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I would
like to make a very brief statement for
the information of the membership.
Two very distinguished Members of this
body are resigning this afternoon and
taking their seats on the judiciary of the
country. They would like a little time
in which to say good-by to us. I hope
that when I move that the Committee
rise, all gentlemen present will retain
their seats until we listen to our colleagues. The ceremonies will be very
brief.
Mr. Chairman, I move that the Com·
mittee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker having resumed the chair,
Mr. JOHN J. DELANEY, Chairman of the
Committee of the Whole House on the
State of the Union, reported that that
Committee, having bad under consider-'
aion the bill <S. 1717) for the development and control of atomic energy, had
come to no resolution thereon.
-·:a0i:ltel,A'i'f8MB·

~ _'I'ffl!f _lre'!fflE_ ·.0F
REPRESENTATIVES

The SPEAKER laid before the House
the. following communications:
'JULY

17, 1946,

Hon. SAM RAYBURN,

1

Speaker, United States Rouse of Represenatives, Washington, D. 0. ·
DEAR MR. SPEAKER: I beg leave to Inform

, you that I have this day transmitted to the
, Governor of Texas my resignation as a Representative in the Congress of the United
States from the Sixth Congressional District
of Texas, effective from this date.
Cordially yours,

1

LUTHER A. JOHNSON.

JULY 17, 1946.
: Hon. SAM RAYBURN,

'.

Speaker of the House of RepresentatiVes, Washington, D. a.
DEAR SIR: I beg leave to inform you that

L! h~ ve ~llis day_ transmitted _t~ tl:e 4:>overnor

The SPEAKER. The Chair recognizes
the gentleman from Texas [Mr. LUTHER
• A. JOHNSON].
Mr. LUTHER A. JOHNSON. Mr.
' Speaker, today I am resigning from the
I House to become a judge of The Tax
i Court of the United States to which I
I have been appointed by President Tru. man and confirmed by the Senate.
i For more than 23 years I have had the
. honor to serve continuously as the Representative· of the Sixth Congressional
: District of Texas, having first been
, elected in November 1922 to the Sixtyeighth Congress, and my first term began
· on March 4, 1923, that being the beginning date of the new Congress at that
. time, but· since the adoption of the
: twenty-first amendment to the Federal
, Constitution the terms of Representa! tives in Congress begin now on January 3..
In severing my relations as a Member
of Congress, I wish to express my appreciation of the many courtesies and kindnesses that have been extended to me
i throughout the years by my colleagues
' and the leaders of the House, for whom
· I shall always have an affectionate re. gard.
· Also, in taking leave of this body, I
: would like to say a few words in defense
of Congress as an institution. My service here of almost a quarter of a century
: should qualify me to know what Congress
1is and how it works.
A few years ago I delivered in this
Chamber a memorial address honoring
· some of our departed Members, in which
I alluded to this subject, and I wish to
1
repeat a few of the observations which I
made at that time.
Contrary to the popular belief, inerrr-=
Ibership in Congress rEquires constant
, labor. The manifold duties here require
· not only unremitting toil but deep
thought, often vexatious worry, and this
has been true at all times, but especially
so during the grave crisis through which
our country has been passing during the
past decade.
Some years ago a well-known writer
;md prominent businessman was elected
to membership in the House, and after
serving a short time and familiarizing
himself with the duties here and becoming acquainted with his colleagues, wrote
an article for a current magazine entitled "What surprised Me About Congress," in which he described his disillusionment as to the ability of Congressmen and the amount of work which they
do. His conclusion was that, viewing
Congress from the inside, he was surprised to find how hard they worked,
how much they knew, and the conscientious manner in which they discharged
their obligations.
If the American people could see Congre;ss at close range, and follow them
daily, they would reach the same conclusion as did the distinguished author of
that article.
The Congress of the United States
_ epitomizes andexpresses as no other
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body possibly can the genuine spirit and
the profound emotion of American life.
To be chosen out of a population of 140,000,000 people to be the representatives
of their constituents in the National lawmaking body is an honor.
Critics may speak in disparagement of
our National law-making body, but the:
history of our Government reveals that,·
by and large, the type of men who have,
served here excel in character and ability.
the same number of men in any other:
similar group.
The membership of Congress, representing as it does divergent views and·
faiths, both political and religious, and
coming from those of wealth and those
of poverty, might be compared to a great'
mosaic, reflecting a true cross-section of
the American people.
It has always been a popular pastime.
to ridicule any legislative body, and Congress has often bee_n m~.de the subject
of gibe and criticism, but not only the '
quality of its membership but the im- ·
portance of the work which Congress per- '
forms is a complete answer to those who
scoff.
,
If some foolish and fantastic decision i
should ever be made that one of the three'
coordinate branches of the Government.
should be abolished, the legislative, if a
democracy is to survive, would be the last .
to go. Whatever else may be said about:
the Congress of the United States, with
all its faults and it foibles, it is the palladium of our liberty, and when Congress
falls the Republic will die.
.
I love the Congress of the United States:
where I have spent a large portion of my·
life in serving my country, and I want;
to see it continued on the same high:
plane that it has always occupied in ihe'
past.
·
Now that I am to be no longer a part
of this body, and will never again l::e a,
candidate for an elective office of any:
kind and my motives cannot be impugned '
as actuated by self-interest. I wish to re- i
peat and reemphasize what I have often;
said in the past as to the value of longev- !
ity of service in Congress. The Member
who comes here expecting to serve only
a short time, and serves only a short
time, cannot do justice to himself, his·
constituents and his country. Service in
Congress, to be at its best, should be in
the nature of a career and not merely.
temporary. ~kiniority may have its
·abuses and objections, but it is necessary;
to encourage and require_length of Scrv- ·
ice, which is highly desirable for the,
country's good. The States whose clele-:
gations have served longest here always
take highest rank, and rightly so. The
delegation from my own State of Texas,
has always been outstanding, and one of:
the reasons has been that our State has.
retained its Congressmen on the average
for a greater length of time than many
of the other States; four of our delega-,
tion have served longer than I.
Of course, the question of ability is
involved, and that should be one cf the
first matters of consideration in choosing
a Congressman, but when a Congressman
has ability, character, and devotion to
duty, his constituents should keep him
in Congress as long as he will serve.
'
While I shall not be here to vote when
the measure comes up, I hope tl1at this 1

i
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,filed a very extensive"statemerit of addi····
tional Views and in affixing my·signature,
.to' .the report. I did ~o. with reservation~;
:as· expressed in those additional views;..:
I trust the Members of Congress will take.
the time to read them.
· :
· The.SPEAKER. The time oLthe'gen.-:,l
tleman from Wisconsin has expired.
,•
EXTENSION OF REMARKS

\

.

'

Mr. REED of New York asked and was
! giv~n permission to extend his remarks.
in the Appendix of the RECORD and to in-, ·l
elude an editorial.
..
·· ··
..
· Mr. JOHNSON of California asked and:
·was given permission . to revise, and ex~:
tend the remarks he'. expects tc(make in''
'the Committee of the Whole· on the.
atomic-energy control
arid include .
' certain portions of testimony taken .in
the,hearings. pefore the committee pn:.
Military Affairs.
.
.
Mr. JACKSON asked and was givezr
·:permiss~on to extend his remarks in.the
Append!x of the RECORD and to. include. ,
therein two press releases.
.. .
:·

mittee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union for the further consideration of the bill (S. 1717) for the development and control of atomic energy,
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the further consideration of the bill S. 1717,
with Mr. JOHN J. DELANEY in the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. When the Committee rose yesterday the gentleman
from Kentucky [Mr. MAY] had 55 minutes remaining, and the gentleman from
Missouri LMr. SHORT] had 36 minutes
remaining.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 15
minutes to the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. THOMASON].
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
cannot recall any bill since I have been
here that has had so many red herrings
drawn across its trail as the bill now
under consideration. There have also
been quite a number of alibis and unjust
and unfair statements about the legislation. I can appreciate that there is a
plan to kill the bill or amend it to death.
For that reason; I invite careful reading and study of the bill before you
reach any final conclusion. I am for
the McMahon bill as it came from the
Senate. I have the same interest in national welfare and security that you
have. We are confronted with an unusual situation in that we are dealing
with an unusual weapon. If I may read
just one or two sentences from the declaration of the policy that is announced
in the first section of the bill, it will convey my ideas about the matter far better than I can express them. I quote
from that declaration:

1
1

om

.

.

CALL OF THE HOUSE.

. .

.

1

· Mr. SHORT. Mr. Speaker,! make the'
JJO!nt of order that. a quorum· is,not·
··present.
· ·
''
The SPEAKER. Evidently a quorum:
fs not present.
,
.
.
:Mr. McCOI~,MACK.:.CMr. l3peaker,
move a call' of the House.
·· ·
· .A call of the House was ordered.
·The Clerk called the roll, and the fol~
·lowing Members failed to answer.to their.:
. riam~s: ·
· ''
"'
·
[Roll No. 226].
.•

:r:

Adams
Allen, La.

Gibson
G11lesple

MIiier, Calif.
Monroney
Morrison
· Neely "' ··
Baldwin, Md. Granger
Norton
Bates; Ky,
Grant, Ala.
~atrlck
·.
,. Beckworth
Gregory.
Peterson, Ga.
· Bell · .
·
Gross
Powell
Bland···
Hancock
Price, Fla.
.·Bloom··
· · Harless, Ariz. Priest· ' ·.
Boren
Harris
Reece, Tenn.
Boykin
Hart
Reed, Ill.
·Bunker
Hebert
Rivers
·

Call!. GIilie
i.Anderson,
Andrews, N. Y,, Gossett

I

~~~i~~k~

:~~.1~~0:,·

; g:~J'on, Fla. ; :
..
Utah :JI
: cannon, Mo.
Holmes, Wash.' Rogers, N. Y, · ·:
Clevenger
Hook
• Rooney
.
'"Clippinger
Izac
.
Russell
..
.Cochran
.· Johnson, Okla. Sheridan
:
Coffee
Johnson, '.l'ex. Slaughte. r. · .:·_,
Coll:;'1.er
•Kee
··
·Sparkman.
,,, .
1·

· g~~i~ey
. cox
~ Cravens
. Crawford.
:Curley
Daughton, Va.
. Davis
; Dawson
De Lacy . .
Domengeaux
·, Douglas, Cali~.
Earthman
·. Elston
· Engel, Mich.
·Flannagan
.: Fi.tiler
·
Gardner
'Geelan

·

~f{Jay

~i::8!t ' \. ·JI

Kirwan ,
Sumne:r, DI.
LaFollette.
Talbot·
Larcade
Tarver, >
'Lea
, Tolan<·
Lemke
Torrens
Ludlow
Vinson
McDonough
Wadsworth
McGehee.
Weaver· ... ·
· McGllncli.ey' ·Welcli,,·:
·McGregor. ·
West•,
McMIiian, S. C. Wickersham
Mahon
·
Wolcott .
Mankin
Wolfenden, Pa.
Mansfield,'
Wood.:.
, Mont.
Worley , ,
Mansfield, Tex .. Zimmerman .
·Mason

..

I

·:

d

,

'..: The SPEAKER. On this roll call 309 1
;:)vie!l:l)l,ers have answer.ea to their:names •.:.:
··a quorum.
.
·. By unanimous consent; further pro..:
,:· ceedings under the call were dispensed
::s~it!J,. ' ; h , U . : ~ ~ . : . ~ . ; . i . ~ ~ j ;.·;~ ,. •"':;.t,~~j

1
I

DEVELOP:\!ENT AND CONTROt. OF ATOMIC

ENERGY
Mr. MAY. Mr. Speaker, I move that
the House resolve itself into the Com-

The significance of the atomic bomb for
military purposes is evident. The effect of
the use of atomic energy for clvi!lan purposes
upon the social, economic, and political
structures of today cannot now be determined. It Is a field in which unknown factors are involved. Therefore, any legislation
will necessarily be subject to revision from
time to time. It is reasonable to anticipate,
however, that tapping this new source of
energy will cause profound changes in our
present way of life. Accordingly, It is hereby
declared to be the policy of the people of the
United States that, subject at all times to
the paramount objective of assuring the
common defense and security, the development and utilization of atomic energy shall,
so far as practicable, be directed toward improving the public welfare, Increasing the
standard of living, strengthening free competition in private enterprise, and promoting
world peace.

Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. No; I do not yield
now. I will yield later.
I would just like to express the hope
that there is something to this great discovery known as atomic energy and the
atomic bomb besides putting it to military use to dt:!stroy the peoples of the
world.
This Government spent $2,000,000,000
and employed 130,000 people to develop
this bomb. It was said yesterday by a
great many Members who spoke, "You
cannot stop scientific research, you cannot stop scientific development any more
than you can stop the normal mental
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processes of the human mind." Every
nation in the world will, sooner or later,
have the secrets of atomic energy, Other
nations are working on it, and we just
beat them to it. I have an idea that
away back many years ago there were
some people who did not know what was
going to happen to electricity, or to gunpowder, or, in more recent times, to radar. But, now that our scientists have
developed this terrible weapon and now
that the recent war is over, we are trying to work out some plan by which we
will not have another war such as this
last one, which would be even worse than
all prior wars. I repeat, I hope and
trust we can work out some plan by which
atomic energy can be put to useful
peaceful purposes and the atomic bomb,
as an instrument of war, be outlawed.
I have not manifested as much concern about the military as many who
have talked loudest about. it. I yield to
no man in this House in my loyalty to
the armed forces of the country, and I
think the record will prove it. I want
an Army, Navy, and Air Corps second to
none. During the consideration of legislation which was before us recently, es·pecia!ly the extension of Selectin Service
and other pieces of legislation of somewhat like nature, we heard a lot about
the brass hats and the caste system and
all that sort of thing. I defended the
Army but those who tallc loudest today
spoke contemptuously oI them then. It
is true, the armed forces have this secret
at the present time. The real bone of
contention, and I think the only one of
any very great importance-at least that
is the most controversial-is what part
the ..mi!itary will have in this Commission. For that reason I again invite a
careful reading of the bill, especially subsection (c) of section 2, which appears
on page 7 of the bill.
To recount a little history, you will
perhaps remember the House Military
Affairs Committee had extended hearings
on the so-called May-Johnson bill,
which was reported by the committee
and then came to the Rules Committee
and the Rules Committee did not report
it and it never reached the House. When
a bill of like nature reached the Senate,
there was one group that wanted the
May-Johnson bill. There was another
group that did not want any of the military represented on the Commission.
Now, you have heard a lot of talk about
all the Communisk being for the Senate
bill. I do not know anything about them,
so I cannot speak for them, but there
were a lot of people who are not Communists who were for this bill as it passed
the Senate. The man responsible for
the military liaison amendment was none
other than the distinguished Senator
from Michigan, Hon. ARTHUR VANDENBERG.

The Vandenberg amendment contains
these words:
There shall be a mllitary liaison committee consisting of representatives of the Departments of War and Navy, detailed or assigned thereto, without additional compensation, by the Secretaries of War and Navy
in such number as they may determine.

The Army and Navy can send to the
Commission just as many of its representatives as they want, and also name
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the persons who shall consLitute that
committee; and, more than that, they, do
not say that the commiLlee may advise
with· th,~m. but that the Commission
shall advise and consult with the committee on all atomic energy matters
which the committee deems to relate to
military applications, including the development, manufacture; use and storage of bombs, the allocation of fissionable material for military research, and
the control of information relating to
manufacture or utilization of atomic
bombs.
·The amendment further provides as
follows:

9341

venture to put them in again: McMAHON
M:r. MAY. Mr. Chairman, !'yield the
of Connecticut, GEORGE of Georgia, BYnn gentleman two additional minutes.
of Vitginia, TYDINGS of Maryland, CONMr .. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman,
NALLY of Texas, AUSTIN of Vermont, MIL- there are a lot of people for this bill.
LIIGN of Colorado, HICitENLOO!'ER of Iowa, They are not all crackpots, either. Not
only· that, but you cannot draw a red
and Admiral HAnT, now Senator from the
herring across this trail by getting up
great State of Connecticut. And yet here
and asking "Will the gentleman yield?"
was Senator VANDENBERG, great man that
and then asking "Is it not a fact that
he is, Senaf;or CONNALLY, great man that
I think he is, chairman of the Foreign Lilienthal is going to be a member of this
Commission?" Well, I am sure there
Affairs Committee, joining In conference
have been no commitments as yet. I do
after conference with our distinguished
not know anything about Lilienthal exSecretary of State, in reeammending this
cept he has made a success of t11e grcl!tvery type of !Egislation. ·There was Senator CONNALLY, chairman of the Fareign _ cst enterprise ·of its kind in tl1e world.
Affairs Committee, there waa Senator Another red herring question was "Will
Elmer Davis be director of publicity?" I
VANDENBE!tG, there' was Admiral HART,
The Commission shall lteep the commitcannot answer, but I regard him a great
tee·
who had distinguished himself as an admiral ·of the Navy for many years before · American.
Meaning the military comrnittee, ll!e
Mr. MAY. Mr: Chairman, will the
he went to the United States Senate;
official representatives, if you please, of there was one of the greatest Americans
gentleman yield?
the War and Navy Departments, they- I know who has recently gone to the
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the genshall keep the committee fully Informed of
United Nations, Senator AUSTIN. Every tleman from Kentucky.
nil such matters before it·, and the commitMr. MAY. Does the gentleman admit
one of them joined in the passage of the
tee shall keep the Commission duly Informed
that there appeared· before the House
McMahon bill as it came to us.
of nll atomic energy activities In the War
Committee on Military Affairs and supMr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
the Nav)' Departments. The committee shall
ported strongly the May-Johnson bill
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
have authorityand said it was essential at that time
Mr. THOMASON, I yield to the gensuch men as ·vannevar Bush, Secretary
Listen to this-this is the military and tleman.
Patterson, and others?
naval committee sitting around with the
Mr.
THOMAS
of
New
Jersey.
Is
the
Mr. THOMASON. Perhaps so. John
civilian Commissiongentleman advocating that only the SenR. Oppenheimer, Dr. Compton, of Massa. The committee shall have authority to
ate should have any voice in this matter?
chusetts Institute of Technology, and
make written recommendations to the ComMr. THOMASON. When that type of all the other great scientists are for this
mission on matters relating to military apmen,
after
5
months
of
hearings
and
plications from-time to time as it may deem
bill.
consideration, unanimously agree I
appropriate. H the committee--:Some speaker quoted George Washwould say that it is not controlling but ington. We are living, Mr. Chairman,
Meaning the representatives of the · persuasive. The four large volumes of
Army and the Navy appointed by the hearings that were printed were made not in 1776; we are living in 1946. We
Secretary of War and the Secretary of available to thr gentleman from New are confronted with a new situation, and
we must meet it from the practical standthe NavyJersey and every member of the com- _point.
at any time conclude that any action, promittee. During those hearings they had
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
posed action, or failure to act of the Comgreat scientists, many high-ranking Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
mission on such matters Is adverse to the
Army and Navy officers, they had outJ.\l[r, THOMASON. I yield to the genresponsibilities of the Departments of War
standing businessmen of the country, in- tleman from California.
·
or Navy, derived from tile Constitution, laws,
cluding
Barney
Baruch,
before
the
comand treaL!es, the committee may 1·efer such
Mr. VOORHIS of California. In refmittee. The special committee agreed erence to the Vandenberg amendment,
action, proposed action or failure to net to
unanimously. Not only that but when I want to emphasize the fact it is the
the Secretaries of War and Navy.
the bill got to the iloor of the Senate, Military Committee that decides on all
And listen to this:
after the Vandenberg amendment was matters which the Commission must reIf either Secretary concurs, he may refer
adopted, the bill not only had the unan- port on. The Commission does not dethe matter to the President, whose decision
imous support of the special committee cide that.
shall be final.
with those men on it whom I have menMr. THOMASON. The Secret::'.ry of
tioned, but it received the unanimous War and the Secretary of the Navy are
I would like for someone to tell me
support of the Senate of the United not trying to form the policies of this
what is-wrong about that. Here we are a
States its elf. I do not think that is neccivilian Government; we are not a milicountry. They do not want that job.
essarily . conclusive, but it has great
tary Government and never will be, I
- Mr. HALE. Mr. Chairman, will the
weight wit,h me.
hope, If we were I assume you would
gentleman yield?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
put some distinguished general in as
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the genChairman, will the gentleman yield?
Secretary of War and you would take
tleman from Maine.
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the gensome great admiral and make him SecreMr. HALE. Under the Senate bill, is
tary of the Navy and jUst let us have a ·tleman from California.
there any reason why the Secretary of
military Government while we are at it.·
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Is it not the Navy and the Secretary of War
This Government was· not founded una fact that our committee read this bill should not sit on the Commission?
word for word day in and day out, and
der any such theory, it. was not founded
Mr. THOMASON. No; I know of no
the majority came to virtually the same reason that they cannot sit on there.
upon any such policy; it was never inconclusion?
tended and it never has been the case
They do not want to sit on there. Does
that the Army and Navy constitute the
Mr. THOMASON. Absolutely, That the gentleman mean could they sit thempolicy makers of this Government, and
is not all. Secretary Patterson came be- selves?
they must not be. They are the servants fore our committee, likewise the Under
Mr. HALE. Yes.
and agents of our civilian Government.
Secretary of the Navy, and said that,
Mr. THOMASON. Why, the Secretary
I do not therefore understand how some
speaking for themselves and for General of War and the Secretary of the Navy,
of those who have spoken about the Com- Eisenhower, they heartily approved the' both of whom are civilians, can appear
munists and these other red herrings McMahon bill. They do not want con- there themselves if they want to.
they have dragged across the trail, can trol of atomic energy, ·If they are satMr. Chairman, I ask the Members to
-believe as they do with the amendment isfied from a military standpoint, and read this bill carefully. It is a good bill,
proposed by Senator VANDENBERG and they are the ones charged with the· deand the exigencies of the times demand
unanimously adopted by the members of fense of our country, why should not we that something be done.
the spEcial committee \\'hose names I
be satisfied?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
called the other day, but for the purpose
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the gentleman from Texas has. again e:.:-,
of emphasis and also for .the record I
gentleman from Texas has expired.
pired.
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Mr. SHORT. Mr. Cllairman, I yield 5
minntcs to the gentleman from Massachusettr, [Mr. CLASON].
.
Mr. CLASON. Mr. Chairman, it Is my
opil1ion that action by the Congress on
a law to cover our Government's activities in research and development of
atomic energy is overdue.
_
The special committee who recommended and who aided. in the draft of
the May-Johnson bill are listed on page

i

I-
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tarJ research-under the provisions of Reverend Fosdick. The Very Reverend
this bill, to be sure-but without any inJames T: Hussey, member of the Society
terference with what they are now doing.
of Jesus and president of Loyola ColAlrencly this Congress has appropriated lege, is another endorsee of s. 1717.
over $3'15,000,000 for the conUnuation of Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam, president of
atomic-energy research and development the Federal .Council of Churches of
by Urn War Department for the next Christ in America, and Arthur P. White~
fiscal year. About $200,000,000 is in con- side, president of Dun & Bradstreet, are
nection wltll contracts already let: $175,- among those .denounced as smearers.
000,000 is for contracts to be let for adRalph Flanders, chairman of the Fedditional work to be done. These sums eral Reserve bank of New England and,
are in addition to what this Commission, I believe, now the Republican candidate
17:
if· it is appointed, ,viii ask for its work.
for Senator in the State of Vermont, ls
Secretary Stimson;: chairman: James J.1'.
This is big business involving over still another who endorsed the ad's poByrnes, then a private citizen; Will Clayton,
Assistant Secretary. of State; Ralph Bard,
$1,000,000,000 worth of plant and equipsition for civilian control of atomic
Under Szcretary of Navy; George Harrison,
.
ment. I feel that we must give the Army energy,
Special Assistant to Secretary of War; Dr.
and the Navy the protection which they
Those m,mes are typical of the kind of
Vannevar Bush, Chairman of the Office of
seelc, nnd at the same time give to this individuals who are asking us to pa~s the
Scientific Research and Development; Dr.
Commission the money they need to de- McMahon bill as it left the Senate. I
Karl Compton, president, Massuclmsetts Invelop atomic research for the propulsion think the record should sI1ow clearly that
stitute of Technology; Dr. James Conant,
of merchant ships, for the development very patriotic Americans, in addition to
presiclent, Harvard University.
of power plants for municipalities, for the list of distinguished Senators which
Therefore, the May-Johnson bill was light, heat, power, medicine, and other the gentleman from Texas has twice read
brought out on the recommendation of a purposes.
into the RECORD, are behind the bill as it
group of very well known and, I think,
I believe that in giving this full con- passed the Senate. I intend to obtain
highly respected American civilians. trol to civilians we ought to t.ake care permission later to insert the ad and all
Hearings were held at length last Oc- of other issues. I believe that any five
of the signers with my remarks.
tober before the House Committee on civilians of sufficient ability to belong
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
Military Affairs, and I am sure that our on this Commission will be .fair to civil- gentleman yield?
.
committee has done everything possible ians, to the Army, and to the Navy. If
Mr. BIEMILLER. I yield to the gento secure action on this type of legisla- this bill proves to have faults we can tlewoman from Connecticut.
tion.
amend it. In the meantime the GovernMrs. LUCE. Their opinion of the need
· The bill went to the Senate. The Sen- ment will have establlshed an organiza- for civilian control is unquestioned. I
ators created the special committee tion which- will be forging forward for happen to share that opinion. But
headed· by Senator McMAHON, and as a the benefit of our Ame'rican people, and, would the gentleman say that any of the
result we have this bill which i~ before us I hope, for all mankind.
men whose names he has read from that
here today,
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 list is or could consider himself a qualiThis bill, lilrn the May-Johnson bill, minutes to the gentleman from Wiscon- fied expert, let us say, on the patent secprovides for civilian control over the ' sin [Mr. BIEIIULLERJ.
tions in this bill?
reasearch ancl development of atomic
Mr. BIEMILLER. I am not now disMr. DIEMILLER. Mr. Chairman, I
energy by the United States Govern- have been very much impressed by the cussing the patent seetions of the bill.
ment. I clo not think that either bill can remarks made by the gentleman from For that reason, I am not going tG anproperly be convicted of giving the mil- Texas [Mr. THOMASON] both in the de- swer your question at this time. I am
itary too much control, and I do not bate on the rule and this morning. I discussing purely the issue of military
·
think that either the Army or the Navy think he is quite correct in bringing to control.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
wish it. I favor civilian control.
the attention of the House the utter abHowever, I do wish to call attention surdity of throwing red herrings across Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BIEMil.LER. I yield to the gento the te~timony of Mr. Kenney, ·Assist- the trail of the debate on this bill. ~hey
ant Secretary of the Navy, who tells us have no place here. But I do think, smce tleman from New Jersey,
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, I did
in very interesting words on page .48 these reel herrings have been tossed
about, it is well to pay attention to them not particularly have in mind the names
that the position of the Navy in connecfor just a few moments.
that were on this ad, I had in miild this
tion with this bill is unique:
The other day the gentleman from part of the ad, "Defeat the May comThe Navy ls the greatest user of power nnd
New Jersey [Mr. THOMAS] attacked an mittee amendments to the atomic energy
the ·1argest power engineering organization
ad of the National Committee for Civil- bill." What I had In mind particularly
in the world, which gives !t an Interest in
the development and application of atomic
ian Control of Atomic Energy, which was the words "May committee." This
energy for power uses. In addition, the fact
urged passage of the McMahon bill with- l1appens to be the Committee on Military
that ships must carry their fuel makes It
out the amendments proposed by the Affairs. The gentleman knows perfectly
probable that the first general use of atomic
Military AIIairs Committee. He de- well why they referred to it as the May
power wlll be at sea rather than ashore.
nounced the ad vigorously and said, . committee, just as they refer to the ComMr. Kenney says that he is disturbed among other things, "This is smearing mittee on Un-American Activities as the
over this bill in several of its provisions, at its worst." He also inferred that the Rankin committee.
and one of them Is in regard to whether signers of the ad had not even seen the
Mr. BIEMILLER. I think that whether
or not the Army and the Navy are going bill. I know that all the signers of that it is a good practice or not, many comto be allowed to carry on their present ad have seen the McMahon bill.
mittees of the Congress are referred to
research and development work withI want to read to you a list of some of by the names of the chairman of the
out interference from this Commission. the distinguished Americans who signed committees. For example, the Senate
They are told by the report of the Sen- that advertisement so we may see just Committee on Atomic Energy is generalate committee that they will be allowed how far afield we have gotten in this ly called the McMahon committee, our
to do so. However, Mr. Kenney points debate; men whom Mr. THOMAS charges own Public Buildings and Grounds Comout that this is only by a matter of inter- with smearing at its worst.
mittee is often called the Lanham compretation of t11e words in this bill. On
For example, the Most Reverend Ber- mittee, and so forth. That is a matter
page 58 he indicates, as I see it, the rea- nard J. Sheil, auxiliary bishop of Chi- of fact. I see nothing reprehensible in
sons why this bill should be changed and cago of the Roma~1 Catholic Church, the practice.
.
amended, and therefore in order to make known as one of the greatest builders of
One more point on this matter of red
certain that an interpretation is not go- character in American youth, and widely herrings. The gentleman from New Jering to determine the future work of our ·known for his intense interest in all sey tells us that the Daily Worker -each
Army and Navy, I intend to offer an problems of human relations. Also on day supports this bill; that the Comamendment to the bill on page 11, at the this list is the Reverend Harry Emerson munist-front .organizations ci.o. I am
end of line 2, to permit- the armed serv- Fosdick. Anyone who is familiar with willing to take his word for it. I am not
ices to carry on their independent mm- religious l!Ie in this country !mows of a reader of the Daily Worker, as the gen-
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tleman from New Jetscy evldenLly is.
But the fact remains that just because
the Communist organizations may support a bill it is not necessarily a bad
thing. For example, the Communist
Party always supports public ownership
and development of power resources, ·but
because of that fact I certainly would
not say the gentleman from Mississippi
[Mr. RANKIN], one of the most ardent
exponents of the TVA in this House, is a
Communist. These are false arguments.
Let us try to stick tci the bill. The calling
of names will get us nowhere.
But when we are seriously considering
what is probably the most important
piece or legislation ever to be presented to
the Congress it ill behooves us to engage
in emotional appeals which endeavor to
develop Red scares. Patriotic Americans
are trying desperately to pass a bill they
believe will help insure world peace and
establish s, world of plenty .and freedom
for their children and their children's
children. Atomic energy is a. frightful
discovery-you and I. must decide the
best way to use it for good, not evil. Let
us conduct this debate with dignity, decorum, and facts, not appeals to prejudice that are being presented to us. I
think we ought t.o recognize that the bill
should be discussed on its merits. There
inay be differing points of view. I shall
JJe glad, for example, at a later time in the
debate, to discuss the patent sections.
So that all may see the group of splendid Americans who signed the ad to
which the gentlemen from New Jersey
took such violent exception, I am inserting it and the list of signers at this point
in the RECORD;
To the FI c~tse of Rcp,·esentatives:

Place tl1e control of atomic energy In civilian hands 1:;.ow.
Says President Truman:

11

A commission

establiEhed by the Congress for the control or
atomic energy should be composed exclusively of civilians.

This is in accord witll

estal;lished American principles embodied in
our statutes since 1870."
Says Secretary of War Patterson: "We do
1101; advocate any amendment to this bill
(the atomic-energy bill) authorizing one or
possibly two members of the Commission to
be represen tativcs of the armed forces."
De.spice the President, despite the Secretnrles of War ancl Navy, despite G~neral
Eisenllo,.ver, unwise amend1nents are pro ..
posed to the atomic energy blll. Amenclmcnts providing for two mllitary men on the
Atomic Energy Commission and empowering
the armed forces to manufacture atomic
· weapons Independently. This, while Mr.
Baruch is assuring tile world of our peaceful
intentions.
These amendments revive the cliscredlted
policy of military control of atomic energy.
Defeat the May committee amendments
to the atomic energy bill.
The Senate Special Committee on Atomic
Energy sat for 7 months and heard extensive testimony, much of it necessarily secret,
in preparing the atomic energy bill. This,
bill, ,is finaily written, satisfies President
Truman, the War ancl Navy Departments,
Secretary of State Byrnes, and the country's
leading scientists. It was passed unanimously by the United States Senate.
National Committee for Civilian Control of Atomic Energy: Ivan Allen,
Sr., President, Ivan Allen-Marshall
Co.; Stringfellow Barr, President,
St. John's College; Mrs. George L.
Bell, Civic Leader; Percival F.
Brur.:<la.6e, Senior Partner, Price,

Waterl1cuse Co.;

Cass Canfield,

President,· Harper Dros.;· Everett
Case, Presklent, Colgate Univcrsl_ty; -Mrs. John Alden Carpenter,
Clvio Lender; Leo Cherne, Research Institute of America; C. A,
Dykstra, Provost, University of
California at Los Angeles; .E. R.
Embi·ce, President, the Rosenwald
Foundation; Marshall Field, Publisher; Mrs. J. Borden Harriman,
Former United States Minister to
Norwa.y; Maurice Harrison, Attorney; Rev. John Haynes Holmes,
Pastor,
Community
Church;
Thomas K. F'inletter, Attoniey;
Ralph Flanders, Chairman, Fed•
era! Reserve Bani< of New England;
Rev. Harry Enierson Fosdiclc, Minister, Riverside Church; Leon Henderson, Former Director of OPA;
Melvin Hildreth, Attorney; Palmer
Eloy t, Publisher; the Very Reverend
James T. Hussey, President, Loyola
College; Robert M. Hutchins,
Chancellor, University of Chicago;
Albert D. Lasker, Publicist, Civic
Leader; Herbert II. Lehman, Former Governor of New York; Mrs.
Edward Macauley, Civic Leader;
Donald Nelson, President, Society
of Independent Motion Picture
Producers; William I. Nichols, Editor, This Weelc Magazine; Bishop
G. Bromley Oxnnm. President,
Federal Council of Churches of
Christ in America; GIIIord Pinchot,
Former Governor of Pennsylvania;
Beardsley Rum!. Chairman, Board
of Directors, Macy & Co.; Alexander Sachs, Economist; the Most
Reverencl Bernard J. Shell, Auxiliary Bishop of Cllicago of the
Roman Catholic Church; Samuel
Slotkin. President, HI-Grade Meat
Packing Co.; George Thomas, President Emeritus, University of
Utah; William H. Vanderbilt, Former Governor of Rhode Island;
W. W .. Wnymack, Publisher; Sumner Welles, Former Under Secreta1·y of State; Walter White, President, National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People;
Arthur P. Whiteside, President,
Dun & Bradstreet; John Hay
Whitney, President, J. H. Whitney
& Co.

'l'he CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman has expired.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
10 minutes to the gentleman from California [Mr. HINSHAW],
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I
have listened with interest to the gentleman from Texas [Mr. THOMASON] ,and
the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr. BmMILLEll] and others who have discussed
the question of whether or not military
men should be on this Atomic Energy
Commission. I want to say to you here
and now. that considering the context
of the bill any such discussion is poppycock. It is not relatively important in
comparison with what this bill does.
If you will give ca.reful a.ttention to the
bill you will find that, generally speaking, it divides itself naturally into two
parts. '.The first part is that part of the
bill or those parts of the bill grouped
together which, fn total, completely vest
all rights, titles, and interests, not only
of every person in the United States, but
of every a.gency of the Government of
the United States, in any property or any
rights in production facilities or a11y raw
materials and a.ny patent rights and even
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any ideas, in the Commission as the sole
and exclusive owner.
The second part of the bill which is of
even m:ore .vital importance is section 8.
I desire to call your attention to section
8 and hope you will turn to it and read
it while I read it aloud.
It is entitled "International Arrangen1ents;"·
· ·
SEC. 8. (a) Definition: As used In this act,
the term "international arrangement" shall
mean any treaty approved by the Senate or
International agreement--

The committee proposes to here insert
the word "hereafter", so the section will
read:
hereafter approved by the Congress, clurlng
the time such treaty or agreement ls in
full force and effect.
(b) Effect of international arrangements:
Any p1·ovision of this act or any action of
the Commission to the extent that it con•
filcts with the provisions of any international arrangement made after the date of
enactment of this act shall be deemed to be
of no further force or effect.

Then subsection (c), Policies Contained in International Arrangements:
In the performance of Its functions under
this act, the Commission shall give maximum
effect to the policies contained in any sucl1
International arrangement.

Now, my colleagues, the first group of
provisions in this bill to which I have
referred,. a.s I said before, vests in the
Commission all rights, titles, and interests, in everything having to do with
atomic energy, certainly in the Ui1ited
States. Then it provides that when an
"international arrangement" is agreed to
the Commission shall give ma"imum
· efiect-note carefully the words "give
maximum effect"-to the policies contained in the arrangement, and that any
provision of this act or any act of the
Commission to the extent that it conflicts
with the provisions of the international
arrangements are thereafter null and
void and of no further force or efiect.
Note that provision carefully. That i.s
really important.
Then turn t9 the so-called Lilienthal
report, being A Report on the International Control of Atomic Energy, made
by a board of consultants of which David
E. Lilienthal was cha.irman. In chapter
1 of section 3 on page 35 of the report, it
says:
·All the actual mining operations for
uranium and thorimn would be conducted h:;
the Authority. It would own and operate
the refineries-

Now they are speaking of an interna-'
tional authority here, not this American
Commission we are establishing by
S. 1717. I read further:
It would ·own and operate the refineries for
the reduction of the ores to the metal. It
would own the stock piles o! those mat.irials
and It would sell the byproducts, suc11 as
vanadium and radium and so forth.

That says very plainly that an interna·tional authority will conduct mining
operations in the United Sta.tes, and own
and operate the refineries in the United
States, and own the stock piles of material in the United States and sell the
byproducts. It implies also, of course,
that the international authority would
necessarily also own and operate, produce and sell those _things in every other
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cot,n~ry. :,'li;:t means a broad aban- ·.
clonm-2nt of :;overeignty on our part and
un the part of other nations. 'l'he report advises us very plainly that in the
dawning atomic age such abandonment
of sovereignty is necessary to the peace
llt'he wor!d and the safety and happiness of its citizens.
Then, under plant, it says practically
the cam3 thing as it does for mining,
It says:
The second and major function of the lnterna tional authority would be the conb~ruction and operation of useful types of
ato:nic reactors and separation plants. This
merms tllat operations like those at Hanford
and Oak Ridge nnd their extensions nnd
i:.n1)roven1ents would be owned and conducted by the authority-

Meaning the international authority.
In other words, this bill provides first
that the Congress vest full authority in·
the Commission to take over, in absolute ·
owr:ership, everything connected with
atomic e:1ergy in the United States, including ideas; and then directs that
when this proposed international arrnngement is made, all of this property
acquired by the American Commission
sh~l! be turned over to an international
au~hority. Now, that i, the kernel of this
very hard nut. That is the thing which
we must decide. All the rest of these
issu:ss are minor. They are relatively·
unimportant and we should not spend
mucL time in discussing them. This is
the question we must consider and consider carefully. Are we willing in the
first place to vest all right, title, and interest in everything connected with
atomic energy, including the bombs already manufactured, in a commission,
and then give the Commission authority
and even direct it to turn all this over
to an international authority?
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
!,!ir. Hii'JSHAW. I yield.
Mr. GRAHAM. And if an international arrangement is incorporated and
one of the high contracting parties vetoed that, it is of no em,ct, and null and
void.
Mr. HINSHAW. I thank the gentleman.· I was coming to that. It seems to
me, in view of the very unsettled condition in the United Nations Atomic Subcommittee, and the very difficult situation that has been brought about
through lack of unanimous agreement·
in that committee, that this Congress
and thi's House at this point would do
very well to hold this legislation for a
little while, begging the pardon of the
chairman of the committee. I !mow he
has been diligent in bringing this matter
to the floor. But it seems to me that in
view of the seriousness of the present
situation and the flux that everything
seems to be in, in the United Nations
organization, it would lJe very well if
we withheld action on this matter for a
little while. I may be entirely in favor
of the provisions of this bill, even including the pa tent sections set up in the bill,
and I have no argument on the question
of who should be on the Commission. I
think that is a small matter. It does not
matter greatly whether it is military men

or nonmilitary men. I am perfectly
willing tlla t it should be no nm ill tary men.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr .. HINSHAW. I yield.
Mr. MAY. Does the gentleman have
any views with respect to a possible
di!Ierence in cost that would be incurred
by a separate outside Commission as provided in the bill, and that which is now
being carried on by the Army at Oak
Ridge?
Mr. HINSHAW. I have no ideas on
that, but perhaps the gentleman's committee has taken some testimony on that
subject. I do not find any in the hearings. As a matter of fact, this little volume of hearings deserve to be about 3
inches thick instead of three-eighths of
an inch, and to contain the complete
views of everybody in the United States
concerned in this vital subject, because
in the very preamble of S. 1717 It sets out
that this bill is liable to change the entire
way of life not only of the people of the
United States but of the people of the
world. Therefore, it deserves long, careful, and well-published hearings, I do
not find much in the hearings except
glittering generalities. I understand that
tl1e committee sat in hearings only 3
days.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman; will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield.
· Mr. DONDERO. The gentleman does
· not anticipate that Russia would veto
the turning over of this $2,000,000,000
worth of improvements that the United
States has invested in this matter?
Mr. HINSHAW. If you would like to
refer to it as such, this bill is one of the
greatest acts of appeasement to Russia
that has ever been performed by the
United Statec, and that includes all the
lend-lease sent to them. I may be in
favor of this kind of appeasement. I do
not yet know. The scientists e.ll point
out that you cannot keep scientific information to yourself; that the basic informat:on that led to the development of
the atomic bomb did not come from the
United States, but came from various foreign sources. Thos3 foreign sources have
. that information, because they broµght
it to us. We did not give it to them. The
only knowledge we have that they do not
have is some of the techniques in connection with the actual manufacture of
this bomb and the release of explosive
atomic energy; and it is not a question
of basic facts at all.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. l\·!r.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I think
the gentleman's analysis of the bill is
very helpful. Would not the gentleman
agree with me, however, that we are
faced with the general risk of the unilateral development of atomic weapons
by many nations on the one hand or the
alternative of finding some international
agreement where]:)y that can be prevented on the other?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Califomia has expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield the
gentleman one additional minute.
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· Mr .. HINSHAW. We may be·runnlng
that risk; I do not know; but I do know
-that they are likewise in the position of
seeing us here with this plant established
and with this atomic energy know-how.
'I'hat risk of unilateral development is
not an immediate risk because the report
states that even if we did nothing further about this bill no other nation would
be able .to develop anything with which
to actively threaten us within about 5
years.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I think
that is true.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield.
Mrs. LUCE. Is it the gentleman's
thought that if such a world authority
to control atomic e,nergy were formed
that we would have to give them not only
our so-called secrets but land, facilities,
and raw materials?
Mr. HINSHAW. Indeed we might;
this bill provides for it; and then the
international authority would own all of
the plants in the United States they
required for their purposes and we would
be required to turn everything over to
them. We would be then harboring an
extraterritorial authority within the
United States.
Mr. Chairman, under authority granted
to extend my remarks I include the
following:
Mr. Chairman, I have given as careful
study to the bill S. 1717 which is an act
Ior the development and control of
atomic energy, as has been possible in
the Hmited time available fo me from my
other duties. I have listened attentively
to the debates, read sevetal reports, and
have received a number of. letters from
qualified persons on this subject. It
sezms to me that most of those who have
engaged In this debate thus far, have
missed the point of this bill. I believe
that in order to understand this bill, one
must first read the "Report on the Inter-.
national Control of Atomic Energy," prepared for the Secretary of State's Committee on Atomic Energy by the board
of consultants, of which Mr. David E.
Lilienthal is chairman. Section III of
that report contains the summary of
their proposed plan. I desire to quote
from that summary as follows:
The proposal contemplates an international agency conducting all intrinsically
dangerous operations In the nuclear field·
with Individual nations ancl their citizens
free to conduct, under llcense and minim um
of Inspection, all nondnngerous, or safe,
operations.
The International agency might take any'
one of several forms, such as a UNO commission, or an In ternn tlonal corpora tlon or
authority. We slinll refer to it. as Atomic
Development Authority. It must have authority to own and lease property, and to
carry on mining, manufacturing, research,
llcensing, inspecting, selling, or any other
neceEsary operatjons.

Further in this summary, It states:
The proposal contemplates an International agency with exclusive Jur!scilctlon
to conduct nil Intrinsically dangerous operations In the field. This means all activities
relating to raw materlali;r, the construction
and operation of production plants, ancl tho
conduct of research In explosives.
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In chapter I of section III, it states:

ons and parts therof; all facilities, equip-

The fi,·st purpose of the agency will be to .ment, and materials for the processing,
bring under its complete· control world sup- ., production, or utiJization of fissionable
plie, of uranium and thorium. '·
·
· · material or atomic energy; all processes

All the actual mining .operations for
uranium and thorium wculd be conducted by the Authority. · :::t .would own and
operate the refineries for the i:eduction
of the ores to the metitl or salt.
Then, further quoting_· from chapter·
I, ~ectlon HI:
. ,
·
, ,
.
The second major function· of the Authority would be the construction and ·operation
of useful types of atomic reactors.and separntion plants. This means that ·operations,
like those at Hanford and Oak Ridge and
their extensions and improvements would be
owned and conducted by the Authority.

Under the subject of licensing activities, th3 report states:
Tl1e uranium and thorium \Vhich the AU•
thority mines, and fissionable materials
which it produces wm remain the property
of the Authorit,'.

The entire statement should be read to
be appreciated.
·
Now, to return to the bill S. 1717 which
is before us for ·consideration. A most
casual reading of this bill will indicate
quite clearly that its purpose is to Jcey
the entire atomic energy prograrr, of the
United States into the program proposed
for the so-called International Atomic
Development Authority.
Section 4 (b) contains the prohibition
that it shall be unlawful for any person
to own any facilities for the production
of fissionable material or for any person
to produce fissionable material, except to
the extent authorized by subsection Cc).
Then section 4 (c) provides that the
Commission shall be the exclusive owner
of ail facilities for the production of fis~
sionable material other than certain desig·nated facilities useful in research, and
other facilities which have a low potential production rate.
Then section 5, vests all right, title and
fnterest. within or under the jurisdiction
of the United States in or to any fissionable material, now or hereafter produced.
Section 5 then proceeds to prohibit the
export or import into the United States
of any fissionable material, and to prohibit any person to engage either directly.
or indirectly in the production of nny
fissionable material outside the United
States. It furthermore authorizes the
Commisison and directs it to purchase,
take, require, condemn, or otherwise
acquire, supplies of source materials, or
any interest in real property containing
deposits of source materials. In fact,
the entire bill, in its various applications,
gives the Commission greater authority
than has been given to any othei· agency
of the Government at any time in history-and that includes in my humble
opinion, any pO\vers that may have been
given to the PresiGent, and to the War
and Navy Departments in the ·c911duct
of a war.
·
Section 9 of the bill even goes so far
as to order the President to direct the
transfer to the Commission of all interests owned by the Un;ted States or
any governmental agency, not only all
fissionab:e material, but aUatomic weap-

and tec~mlcal .information of any kind,
an..i the source thereof-including data,
drawings, specifications,· patents, patent
applications, and other sources-1'elating
to the processing, production, .or utilization of fissionable material or atomic
energy; and all contracts, agreements,
leases, patents, applications for patents,
inventions, and discoveries-whether patented or unpatented"'-and other rights
of any kind concerning any such Items,
including the transfor of the Manhattan
Engineer District to the Commission.
And of course, the act turns over to the
Commission irrevocably, any and every
patent relating to atomic energy, and
even requires that any person who has
made or hereafter makes any invention
or discovery along these lines, to report
within 60 days to the Commission giving a complete description thereof.
Now, permit me to quote to you the
exact wording of the bill and its definition of the term "person," subsection c,
beginning at page 50:
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to quote section 8 in full again, as follows:
As used, .In this act, the term "international arrangement" shall mean an,'
treaty approved by the Senate or International · agreement hereafter approved by
the Congress, during the time such treaty
or agreement is in full force nnd effec·t.
(b) Effect of International arrangements:
Any provision of this act or any action of
the Commission to the extent that it can. fllcts·with the provisions of any international
nnangement mac\e after the date of enactment of this act shall be deemed to be of no
further force or effect.
(c) Policies containec\ in international
arro.ngemen ts: In the performance of its
functions under this act, the Commissla,~
shall give maximum effect to the policies contained in any such international arrangement.

Section 8 is indeed the key to the entire bill. That is the section which malces
it mandatory upon the Commizs:on in
the performance of. its functions under
the act, to give "maximum effect to the
policies contained in any such international arrangement."
Please note further, and under the
assumption that all of this property, including production facilities, patents,
The term "person" means any individual,
and so forth, having already been
corporation, partnership, firm, aEsociation,
acquii·ed by the Commission, and title
trust, estate, public or private institution,
to which has been irrevocably vested in
group, the United States, or any agency
the · Commission, that under subsection ·
thereof, any government other _than the
(b) of section 8, any provision of this ·act i
Unitec\ States, any political subdivision of
any such governmcn t, and any legal succeswhich we are here considering as S. 1717,:
sor, representative, agent, or agency of the
or any action of the Commission to the :
foregoing, or other entity, but shall not inextent that it conflicts with the procluC:e the Commission or officers or employees
vision of any interne.tional arrangement
of tlle Commirsion in the exercise of duly
made after the date of enactment of this ,
authorizer! functions.
act, shall be deemed to be of no further
Please note carefully this definition of force or effect.
In other words, Mr. Chairman, this r
the word "person" because for the first
time to my Rnowledge a congressional bill carries out absolutely the intent of :
act includes in the term "person" the the report on the International Control:
United States, or any agency thereof, any of Atpmic Energy prepared by the Lil- ,
government other than the United enthal committee for the Secretary of I
States, or any political subdivision of any State, from which I have already·
such government; while at the same time quoted, and which provides that the In- .
this definition of the term "person" ex- ternational Atomic Development Author- .
cludes tlle Commission or officers or ity must "own and lease property, carry
employees of the Commission in the exer- on mining, manufacturing, research, Ji- :
cise of duly authorized functions. In censing, inspecting, selling, or any other
other words, M:r. Chairman, this bill com- necessary operations," and the bill propletely divests from every person, in-· vides quite definitely that when any such
eluding the United SGates or any agency international authority is agreed to by
. thereof, and any government other than the Congress of the United States that·
shall be mandatory for the Commisthe United St:,.tes, or any political sub- it
to turn over to the International:
division, of all their right, title, and sion
Aut,hority all such property and rights·
interest in and to all property, patents, as have been acquired by the Commis-,
and even ideas that may have anything sion, and in turn provides for the reto do with source material, and the pro- peal of any provision of this act to the,
duction of fissionable material, the ma- extent that it conflicts with the proviterial itself, and every other activity con- sion of any such international arrangenected with atomic energy; and Invests ment.
all such right, title, and interest in the
That, Mr. Chairman, is the essence of
Commission. In the words of the act S. 1717 as I read the bill.
itself it provides "that the Commission
P~rhaps the provisions of S. 1717 are
shall be the exclusive owner of all facili- the same provisions that this Congress,
ties."
or two-thirds of the .Senate, as the c2sc
Now for the purposes of this discussion, niay be, will apptove in years to come.
let us consider that the- Commission has Perhaps it is the only answer to the new
proceeded to acquire all of these rights, era which is so terrible to contemplatetitles, and interests to everything in the the atomic age, I am sure that I am not
United States that has to do even re- wise enough to know. The entire submotely with atomic energy and then let ject ls awful to contemplate. I wish
us turn to section 8, which is captioned that this bill were not before us just
"International arrangements." I desire now. I wish that every Member of the
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House cov.id ha vc time to consider further, to study, aml indeed to pray over
this subject. Indeed, l am sure that
even the great Committee on Military
Affairs, which presents this bill, does not
fully understand its implications. The
members of that committee admit that
fact freely,
The CHAIRMAN. The . time of the
gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5
minutes to the gentleman from North
Carolina [Mr. BARDEN].
Mr. BARDEN. Mr. Chairman, I spent
a great deal of time on the floor yester-day listening to the debate on this bill.
X have been interested this morning listening to the debate and to the state. ment of my distinguished friend from
Texas. I have great confidence and rei;pect not only for him but for his opii1ions. I listened to the gentleman from
,visconsin [Mr. BrnMrLLEn].
I find myself in somewhat the same
pos'tiGn I am quite sure about 90 percent
of the Membership finds themselves in,
and that is a state of general confusion
over this bill. We have here In this bill
53 pages dealing with something that it
took years and $2,000,000,000 to find, and
yet we speak of it as secret, and so far
i:.s k:i.owing anything about it is concerned, to this House it is in reality a
secret.
I realize the gentleman from Texas has
spent mo1·e time on the Military Affairs
Committee than I have and probably
while "the eagles are flitting around
sparrows should seek cover,'' but this is
one si:arrow that is beginning to have
the feeling that things are closing in on
him. I do nof !mow a man In the world
today who h9.s brains enough or vision
enough to pre;..iict what will happen with
even a fair degree of certainty within
the next 60 days, and here we are about
to allocate unto ourselves enough synthetic wisdom to make ourselves believe
that we can plan for 5 or 6 years for the
most deadly, the most dangerous, and
the rnost potent weapon of destruction
this world has ever seen. Someone referred to it yesterdg,y as a case where
the scientists have snatched something
from the control of God. It is not out of
His control, neither are we. I think He,
by releasing it, expects all of us to pro. seed cautiously and wisely.
I have not heard anyone express an
opinion on the floor of this· House contrary to the point of view that 6 months'
study and wait to see just what turn
world conditions may take will do no
harm. We are at war. The peace is not
yet signed. It is true we have allies, but
we have some allies that are even now
throwing our officers in concentration
camps-not a very friendly. act reg·ardless of how we may theorize upon the
subject.
Mr. Chairman, I approach this matter with very little question in my mind
about voting for the bili. In fact, from
what I had heard of it I was almost sure
I would vote for it. I listened to the
statement of the Chairman of this Committee, who made a very clear and concise presentation. He gave to the House
the full benefit of the information he

had, but after listening to the debate ·r
have anything but a sense of secui·ity, a
sense of certainty about what I am about
to do or what the results might be if I
did vote for it.
Mr. Chairman, this matter should go
back to this very able and fine commiUee
for a thorough, definite, and detailed
study,
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from North Carolina has expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield the
. genUeman two additional minutes.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BARDEN. I yield to the gentlewoman from Connecticut.
Mrs. LUCE. Apart from the gentleman's natural conclusion, which we all
share about the future of nuclear energy
or t11e principles of nuclear fission, does
the gentleman ha\'e any clear Idea about
the character of this legislation, as to
what type of legislation he believes it
should be as a legislator?
Mr. BARDEN. The gentlewoman only
adds to my confusion.
Mrs. LUCE .. I am so sorry. May I ask
. a direct question. Does the gentleman
. think, for . example, that this bill, as
. stated in the preamble, will do anything
to increase our standard of living or to
encourage the free enterprise system In
America?
Mr. BARDEN. My good lady, if you
would strilce out the words "atomic en. ergy,'' not use the worcf"atomic" in the
· preamble, Hirohito or Tojo would have
subscribed to the preamble and inserted
. the words "military organization." They
would have posed and presented to their
people that that was the salvation of
their country, I cannot give much consideration to the preamble. We pass
laws here and only God and the administrators know what is going to happen
to either us or to the laws when they
get downtown.
i'./Ir. · Chairrr.an, this thing was developed as a military weapon, as a weapon
of defense; It has been handled by the
War Department up to this point. If
they do not have the power, the authority
and the funds to continue research and
development until the peace Is signed,
then they should be given that power and.
we si1ould let them alone. I have never
been more confirmed in an opinion in
my life. vVe have a provision in here
that if somebody turns it over to another
. country we are going to fine them $20,000,
and the gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
BIEMILLER] says "pass it." I say define
treason so as to include the betrayal of
this Nation by giving the atomic bomb
secret to a foreign nation and if any
person or group of .persons violate this
provision line them up on the wall, and
give them the bullet treatment.
I say let this bomb, and all information pertaining to its manufacture as well
as the manufacture of it remain where
it Is at least until the peace treaties are
signed. I say put the peace treaties first,
and after they are signed we will haw
plenty of time to take it from the Wat
Department and set up commissions and
so forth. There is no need to rush. I
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hope 6 months from now the internatiotial fog will be cleared away and all
names will be signed to the peace treaty.
'I'he CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from North Carolina has expired.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
10 minutes to the gentleman from California [Mr. JOHNSON].
Mr. JOHNSON of California: Mr.
Chairman, the reason I am for this bill
is because of the hearings I attended and
the witnesses I listened to. 'This is a
complicated matter; it is a mighty serious matter. Maybe we ought to have
some amendments. For instance, I offered an amendment in the Committee to
virtually strike out the entire statement
of po!lcy, the one referred to by my colleague from Connecticut yesterday. I
also intend to oITer an amendment with
reference to personnel so that the President may be permitted, if he wishes, to
make an army or navy man a member of
the Commission. I am not for this bill
because any particular group or any ·particular nation is for or against this sort
of set-up. As I say, I believe that our
very future, our security, in fact, our life
as a Nation is dependent upon the way
we handle this atomic situation.
Why do I say that? If you will sit
down and take a globe and look at the
area of the earth from the 30 degree
latitude, north; over the entire world,
you will be looking at the area in which
the great industrial nations of the world
·are lccated. You will notice that that
area coritains all the great military powers. You all know better than I, perhaps,
·that you can now span that area from
apy part of it to any other part in a
matter of a very few hours. The distance
·from Chicago, from New York, from Los
Angeles or from Detroit to any one of
the great capitals of Europe is only a
·matter of hcurs, in time.
Just try to contemplate, if you will,
what would happen to our country if we
got into an atomic war. You know and I
know that the next war, if we have oneand I hope and pray we never will have
one-is going to be an atomic war. One
fleet of airplanes could carry enough
bombs to devastate every large industrial
city in the United States of America in
the matter of a few hours. That is the
thing that we have to keep in the background of our thinking when we consider
what to do about this matter,
There are some sweeping provisions
in the bill, like the matter of patents.
We can amend that .. Perhaps it is too
sweeping that we take in the property
that we may use to make atomic material
and to make atomic energy from. But
do you not see that we have an instrument here that is the most revolutionary
of anything of its kind in the whole
history of the world? Therefore we
have to give a different kind of medicine
today than would have been applicable
at any other time if we are to even pretend we want to avoid another war.
This is only an interim bill. We are
· only providing those things and trying to
control the development of atomic energy
and handle the situation for our own welfare and with no injury to ourselves until
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we can find some way to outlaw atomic
war. I mentioned the other day that
an article recently appeared in the Sat-.
urday Evening Post, written by some
young, brilliant Army·. ·officers of our
Army, who had made an over-all study
of the atomic problem, and they came to
the conclusion, just like I have and I
believe many Members of this House
have, if they have studied the problem
seriously, that there is only one way ·
that we can get se·curlty in .this atomic
age, and that is by agreement with the
other powers of the world that we effectively outlaw this bomb.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, Will
the gentleman yield?
I-.fr. JOHNSON of California. I yield
to the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. DONDERO. Does the gentleman
think that we will have any better success on this subject than we are having
under our United Nations agreement to
bring about world peace?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Frankly, I do not know, but I am hoping desperately that we wlll.
I want to point otit that what Mr.
Baruch has proposed does not give away
anything. It provides explicitly that we
must be assured that the arrangements
we malre. and whatever we give away,
will not interfere with or jeopardize our
security. The only way that I can see
that we can avoid complete extermination of thz human race is to find some
way to get along with our neighbors and
see that atomic energy is controlled and
not used for warlike purposes. It may
be a long, roclry, difficult road, but from
my consideration of the problem that is
the only way that the human race and
the American people can be assured of
security.
Mr. VOORHIS of· California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I yield
to the gentieman from California:
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I just
want. to thank the gentleman for what
he said and to say that I agree with him.
I agree with him that it may be a long,
rocky road, but it is the only way in
which the American people themselves
can be assured of security, and the
Baruch proposal would give them that
security, and it seems to me that anything that can be done to advance acceptance of that proposal around the
world, so that we can have enforcible
assurance that no nation can have or
use these weapons, would be worth doing,
Mr. JOHNSON of California .. I believe
that ,ve can set up an ai-rangernent that
will protect us.
. .
.
Just look at the curious situation we
are in. He we are one of the great Christian nations of the world. Practically
every other nation that proposes to use
this weapon is a ChrMian nation. We
traveled in Europe last summer. We saw
every physical evidence of the development of Christianity, gorgeous temples,
beautiful painted glass, wonderful altars.
Yet right there where Christianity was
born and flowered is where. every single ·
war has been generated in the last three
or four hundred years. War, we must
realize, is merely legalized murder. It is
violative of every Christian principle.
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We came out of this war as the great era! Groves, who had charge of the procolossus; the great military and indus- duction of the bombs.·. This is from the
trial colossus· of the world. I believe we tes.tilnony taken before our committee,
are the one that can furr.ish the leader- when we considered the May-Johnson
ship if we have patience and diligence bill:
and the continued effort to bring about
General GitovEs. ·The .big seoret was really
leadership that will avoid the atomic war. something that we could not keep quiet, ancl
we are all· looking nt just across the that was -th'e fact that the thing went orr.
That told more to the world and to the
horizon.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr. physicists and the scientists of the world
than any other thing that could be told to
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
It · was something that we did not
Mr. JOHNSON of Californi.t. I yield them.
know until we had spent almost $2,000,000,000
to t11e gentleman from New Jersey.
and had worked about 3 years. We did not
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, I un- know whether It would go off or not, ancl
derstand from the gentleman's remarks that Is the thing that really told them more
that the main reason he is in favor of than anything else that could be told.
The secrets, as they are loosely termed In
this particular bill is that he is in favor
.of the Baruch proposal, and that this the public discussion, are dlvldecl properly, I
thirik,
Into about three classes. One class
would dovetail with that.
these secrets consists of established scienMr. JOHNSON of California. I do not of
tlfic facts which were not.secret at all. They
know the details of the Baruch proposal were well known to the best scientists of the
other than what I read in the papers, world before this work ever started. They
but I believe the Baruch proposal is the had· been published. They had been pubway we have to travel if we want peace. lished In odd places, but were c&sily colYou simply cannot get peace by defense, lectible. Anyone who wanted to could find
in the atomic age, by merely having those secrets. Couplecl with those were cer-·
more atomic bombs than the other party taln others which had been theories betore
explosion confirmed them, and the deduchas, If the atomic war comes, I predict the
tions were what would naturally be made
the human race will have to live like a by competent scientists. When we speak of
bunch of gophers, under the ground, competent scientists In this field we mean
coming up only to take a look at the sun- scientists that are top-notch, not just firstli.ght and to get some fresh air, so dev- class men. Those secrets coulcl be deduced
by those men knowing that the bo::n b hacl
astating is this instrument.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey; This is actually gone off. The extent of that information
which, In fact, was public knowledge
\Vhat I was leading up to. Suppose Rus- to the sci
en tis ts of the world, Is the Jim! t
sia does not agree to the Baruch 'pro- of the Smyth
report which you have heard
posal, would the gentleman then be in so much about. -In· other words, not.bing ill
favor of this kind of legislation?
that report discloses any secrets to the .world,
Mr. JOHNSON of California. No.
The second classification of secrets is the
My whole assumption is that it paves the sci en tlflc developments which went beyond
way for world agreement among the this, and most of those developments were
great powers that will avoid. this disas- not basic. They were made up of hundreds
trous war that some people are already and htmdreds of problems that had to be
before this work could be done.
talkinrr about. There is nothing that is solved
They involved things such as the purificagoing to strip us of oui· liberties in this tion
of metals and the purification of other
biil. I predict that if atomic energy is products and the handling of certain prodcontrolled, and we do not h_ave a war, ucts that are not easy to handle safely. They
what will happen will be this: We will Involved all the research work, principally
use atomic energy for civilian uses. The that which was done In many laboratories
Government will relinquish, and I think by thousands of scientists, There are other
Congress will make it relinquish, rigid ways to do this. We hit one w2y. Probably
controls of that energy, once we have there are several ways !n which you can do
those various items, but they require a treJocked the bomb into the international mendous
amount of :work.
safe, you might say, and thrown the key
This could undoubtedly be achieved by
away. Then we will relinquish those other nations If they spend the money, the
controls, then we will use this energy labor, and the time and have the scientific
for the welfare of mankind. But I tell organization with which to do it. In time,
you frankly that with the situation as it they can, of course, do It. It ls merely a
is, in my opinion that is the only ap- case of relative speed.
Another cla~s of secrets falls in the Indusproach we can take to it. We must control this and not let this devastating trial sphere. This contains many Industrial
applications
which, In the course of time, will
force get into the hands of individuals
known in this country.
or small groups. If we do not control beAmade
who has worked on this project and
this force-this weapon If you please, it who man
Is confronted with a similar problem in
may destroy us.
industrial life cannot forget the solution
We have heard it repeatedly on this
that was used on this project, and he is
floor that this bill will give away the going to use that Information no matter
"secret" of the atomic bomb. There is how honorable he Is, and he cannot be prenot one thing in the bill to warrant such vented from doing It. It Is just like a child
a statement or conclusion. The "secret" who Is given an arithmetic problem to solve
and knows the answer In advance. He
is one of the most misunderstood things cannot
help but take advantage of knowing
about this whole problem. There really that answer.
is no secret as to atomic principles. The · The other class of secret, which ls the blgonly secret is the industrial technique gest field, Is the Ingenuity and the skill of
of making the bomb. In order to put the
the Amer!ca.n worker and the, American
Members st1·aight on this problem, I am management, both the top management and
inserting here, having obtained permis- the junior management, and that is a secret
sion to do so prior to the time we re- that I do not think any other nation has,
solved ourselves into the Committee of and I do not think anyone Is going to have
the Whoie House, a statement by .Gen- it in a hurry,
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'rI1e net; eITect ls thnt we: nre al"-.cncl ut tl1o
present t!.me. It will talrn tho other countl'ics a number of years to catch up, nml
opinion as to that number or years will <.lepcnd entirely on to whom you are talking,
how optimistic ho is, am! how easily he forgets some of the problems that we had. ,
I have tallccd recently to engineers who
told mo how fas~ they can clo cettaln. things.
\Vcll, they nevc1· clid It while the Job was
going despite nll' of the pressure thnt 'we put
upon them. I nm sure they cannot do ,it
whcn they clo not have that pressure upon
them, and I do not, thlult the foreign nations
that do ·not worlc ns hnrd as we do, both ns
to hours and as to Industry nnd effort can
catch up with us fo1· some time.
That is really ·the secret. In other words,
we are o.l,eael. Tiley can catch us, Jmt it Is
going to take them time; It is going to take
them cfiort, ahtl It is going to cost them
mm,ey. How fast other countries can clo H
I do not know. I have never been in most
of tllom. I spent the war 111 Washington.

create doubt in the minds of Members of
this body and of the people of the United
States concerning the patriotism of on~·
.scienlisLs.
,
Irresponsible as is this charge, even
more fantastic is the further statement
of Mr. Adamson in which he accuses
these scientists of being devoted to the
creaticn of some form or world government, of being adivc in supp'ort of international civilian control of the manufacturc or atomic materials, and of being
definitely opposed to Army supervision at
Oak Hidge. One is tempted to Ia ugh oII
these ridiculous accusations-but I tlo
not. Fo1· the record, I wish to declare
tllat I do not consider Lhem funny,
vVhateve1· the merits of these smear
techniques, I am forced to disagree violently when they are applled to the President, the Secretary of State,, the Secretaries of War and ,Navy, the United
Mi;. lVI.AY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 States Delegate to the United Nations
minutes to the gentleman from Tennes- Atomic Energy Commission, the entire
see [Mr. KEFAUVER].
United States Senate, and so forth, all of
Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. Chairman, in whom have officially and repeatedly enrising to urge acceptance by this body dorsed these principles which Mr. Adamof S. 1717 without the military-part!ci- son declares make the Oak Ridge scienjJation amendments added In the House tists open to suspicion, enemies of the
Committee on Military Affah"s I consider peace and security of the United States,
it unnecessary to describe again in detail traitors to their country.
what we all know to be the almost uniIncidentally, it might be useful to point
versa! approval of this measure and the out that Mr. Adamson's charges are deprinciples which it represents, by every-. signed to imply an un-American attione from ·President Truman through the tude on the,, part of these young sciSecretary of State, the United States entists, and un-American in this sense,
Delegate to the United Nations Atomic we have seen, is another word for "comEnergy Commission, the Secretaries of mun!stic.", I would only point out that
War and Navy, the United States Senate, the principles both of international
the scientists, outstanding national lead- civllian control of atomic energy and
ers in all fields, and national organiza- ultimate limited .world government are
tions, right down to the individual citidiametrically opposed not only to the
zen of the United States. I would like, official Russian Government position (as
110wever, first, to clear up certain serious demonstrated by Mr. Gromyko on the
misconceptions which may be obscuring United Nations Atomic Energy Commisthe issue in some minds, second, to deal sion), but also to the party line of the
briefly with those amendments which I
Communist faction in this country.
believe constitute considerable threat to Thus far our chief difficulty, it seems to
the welfare of the country,, and third, to me, has been that we couldn't convince
state the arguments which seem to me the Russians of the necessity for real
irrefutable in the case of civilian against world control of atomic energy.
miliary control of atomic energy,
Let us examine the facts. 'l'he scienFirst. I regret the Implication, intro- tists, accordlng to their consta;itly reduced into this discussion by certain op- iterated statements, do want mternaponents of this legislation, that those tional civilian control of atomic energy.
young scientists who developed this vast They want it for a number of reasons
energy source are open to charges of dis- and one of these is the national interest.
loyalty, indiscretion, or any form of un- The scientists know that there is no
patriotic efl'ort. We all know their rec- long-term secret; they know also that it
ord, we know how faithfully the secret is only a matter or a few years before
was kept through the years of developother nations can be producing atomic
ment. We have seen on all sides evl- bombs; and they know that there is no
dence of their complete devotion to duty adequate defense against atomic attack.
and their uncomplaining acceptance of The1;efore, they reason, the scientists of
regulations which denied them the one this country must be left free to continue
life-giving food of science-that is, the the work they have so nobly begun, if
need for discussion, comparison,. and
only, and negatively, to maintain the
stimulus resulting from free, unham- advantage in weapon supremacy now enpered intercourse with other men or sci- Joyed by the United States. But on the
ence. Yet, now, we hear from a man, positive side, let us not forget that atomErnie Adamson, counsel for the Un- ic energy has potentialities for peaceful
American Activities Committee, who uses, with political, social, economic, and
knows.nothing of science or the scientifio· human implication now impossible to
methods, that because of these young conceive. ·It seems to me almost a' truism
men, the "peace and security of the . · to say that our decision now, will be a
United States is definitely in danger." pronouncement to the world. And the
This char,3'e, attributed to the Security world, believe me, is watching, and waitOfficzr at Oak Ridge, and decisively re- ing. Do we put our hopes for peace in,
futcd by him, nonetheless is designed to atomic energy as a. weapon, and tui:n it
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over to the military here, thereby making
certain 'the armament race already begun? ·or do we leave the development of
atomic energy in civilian hands, in
scientific hands-always, obviously, with
the necessary safeguards for security,
with adequata provisions for proper military authority--'and proclaim to the
world our faith in the future of civilization? This is our choice, this is the decision.
The amendments added to S. 1717 In
the House Conimlttee on Militai·y Afiairs
should be defeated. Among the numerous irrefutable arguments advanced
against these amendments, I select only
one or two. In connection,with the personnel of the five-man com1i1ission set
up by the bill, the amendment provides
that one military man is required, and
two may be permitted, to serve on this
commission. I maintain that this is in
direct defiance of the traditional practices of this nonmilltaristic country.
Since 1870 a statute in this count1;y has
prohibited a military officer from occupying any position in the civilian government. This statute carried out the fundamental and traditional separation of
the military and the state embodied in
our Constitution. Why should we now
depart, against the wishes of our people,
and courting national disaster, from this
long-tested principle of democratic government?
Mr. Chairman, I feel that what the
House does with, this legislation en this
occasion may very well determine
whether this Nation is going to.announce
to the world that we want to enter into
an armament race in the making of
atomic bombs and military use of energy
or whether we want to make a sincere
effort to see that this great invention
which has been developed in this country is used to the greatest extent possible in Urn upbuilding of the economy
of this Nation and for the benefit of
mankind. If we want to invite other
naLions to enter an armament race with
us and use this awful invention only for
the purpose of making war, then let us
vote this bill down.
On llle other hand, if we want to state
to the ,vorld that we arc going to develop
this release of atomic energy for the betterment of civilization-of course, we
will use it for war purposes in case we
are forced into a war-but that our primary purpose is to see that It is used
for the welfare of civilization, then Jet
us put it under civilian control and try
to use it for tbat purpose. It has been
said that this is a very dangerous invention that has been made, and that therefore it ought to be left in the hands of
the military. Well, my friends, everything we have In· this country-whether
it is precious, dangerous, or what notis, under our system of government supposed to be under civilian control. We
, have always followed the policy under
our republican form of government that
policy matters should be handled by the
civff authorities. Read the Constitution
of the United States and see if the protection- of t.he great liberties we have
under our Constitution are placed in the
hands of anyone but civilians. Does the
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Constitution provide that any Members
of 'the Senate and the House· shall be
military men'? We trust and admire our
great and efficient military men and insisting upon civilian control ls no reflection upon them.· ·rt ls :merely maintaining the spirit of our Constitution.
We are committed to· the proposition
that civilians shall control· the general
policy of this great Nation. There is
nothing more important that should be
controlled by civilians than atomic energy. Does the Constitution provide or do
any of our laws provide that certalri Cab~
inet members ·shall· be military men?
You cannot find any law or any place in
the Constitution where the great policy
decisions of this Nation shall be made
by anyone but civilians. Unless we follow
that policy today, we will be departing
from the traditional concepts of the
founding fathers and the · principles
enunciated by the Congress since our.
country was founded.
Mr. MURDOCK. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. KEFAUVER. I yield to the gentleman from Arizona.
Mr. MURDOCK. I regard the gentleman now occupying the floor of the
House as a keen student of constitutional
government-one of the ablest· of our
membership.
Mr. KEFAUVER. I thank U1e gentleman.
Mr. MURDOCK. I endorse all that the
gentleman has said with regard to civilian control of the basic policies of Government. The founding fathers intended
it to be tha·t way, and I think this proposition of civilian control of atomic energy
should be included as in the Senate version of the bill.
Mr. KEFAUVER. I do not think one
military ms.n on the Commission or two
military men would necessarily sway the
decisions that will be made. But I do
say that wou:.:i be a very bad principle
for us to start at this late hour in connection with this important matter when
the eyes of the world are upon us to see
whether we are going to follow our traditional Democratic system or whether
we are going to gradually drift toward a
military government. If we sanction
two military men on the board today
making world reaching policy decisions
we will be setting the stage for an increase in their authority tomorrow. Furthermore, there ·1s. another amendment
which ought to be taken out of this bill,
and that is the amendment authorizing
the armed services to manufacture as
many atomic bombs as they desire, with
the consent of the President. That is a
division of responsibility. If we are going to have civilian control, let us have
civilian control. If we are going to say,
"We want to have an armament race,"
and to turn things over to the military,
.as so many nations have done, then let
us do it and let us make it clear-cut one
way or the other.
The amendment relative to the manufacture of atomic bombs by the military,
with the approval of the President, places
no limit on the number they can manufacture. It places no limit on their activities.
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Mr. Chairman, there is n·o need fcir me leadership of Eisenhower during the
to trace for this body the Jong ai1d care- . titanic struggle from ·which we IJ.ave just
ful history ·of. deliberation which proemerged.· .He does not want it in. the
duced this biil. · There is no need for ine hands of the' military, Secretary Patto repeat the arguments advanced; both terson does not want it in· the hands of
the military. The advice that we rewithin the Congress and without, , for
civilian control. Let me say only that ceived from the Navy Department tells
us pointedly· that all of those agencies
here, in truth, the world leadership of U-ie
.United. States faces· its most profoundly of government are satisfied with the
critical test. We have the bomb; the rest McMahon bill.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
of the world has not. We are respon- ·
sible, as a Nation, before the tribunals of Chairman, will the gentleman Yield?
Mr. ALMOND. I yield to the distinhumanity for its unleashing. Our justification· will and must be measured in guished gentleman from New Jersey.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Does
terms of our national determination that
atomic energy must never again be used the gentleman from Virginia think that
to destroy. At this very moment, our by putting one military man on a com· delegate to the United Nations Atomic mission of five will place this whole thing
Energy Commission negotiates with the in the hands of the military?
Mr. ALMOND. I answer the gentlenations of the world. Mr. Baruch has
made known to the war-sickened peoples man by saying that under the provisions
of the McMahon bill, with the establishof the world our official national position,
And that position, from beginning to end, ment of a military li&ison committee,
rests on and depends upon the principle pursuant to the Vandenberg amendment, the military phase of this Governof civilian control as the only guarantee
of peaceful exploitation of this cosmic ment, charged with security and with the
responsibility of protecting this Nation,
force. Is it possible that we, the repre·
;,entatives of the people of the United is amply represented.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
States, should betray our own Govern'
ment in the eyes of the world, and deny gentleman yield?
for all time the universal longing for
Mr. ALMOND. I yield to the distinpeace?
•
guished gentleman from Ohio.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
Mr. ELSTON. I would like to ask the
gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. KEFAU·
gentleman from Virginia what the miliVER] has expired.
tary liaison committee is authorized to
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 5 do that the Army and the Navy cannot
minutes to the gentleman from Virginia do at the present time under existing
law.
[Mr. ALMOND].
The m!Htary committee is charged
Mr. ALMOND. Mr .. Chairman, I became a Member of the House on Febru- with the mandatory responsibility of obary 4 of this year. In point of· service servation of every single act of the ComI am the youngest member of the Mili- mission pertaining to the development
tary Affairs Committee of the House. of nuclear energy as it affects the naIt is indeed with some trepidation that tional security.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
I endeavor to inflict my views upon this
body with reference to this vital subject gentleman from Virginia has expired.
which concerns the Nation and which
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield the
concerns the security of the world. gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. JErlNever before in all of the history of NINGS] 5 minutes.
humanity has such a serious problem,
Mr. JENNINGS. Mr. Chairman, Abrafraught with more desperate poten- ham Lincoln once said that when he sent
tialities, been inflicted upon humanity a man to look at a horse he did not want
than was done with the discovery of the him to count the hairs in the horse's tail
science of nuclear energy. When that but wanted him to make a report on the
atomic missile parachuted over Hiro- horse's points.
shima and blasted out of existence more
This Is a Jong bill. There has been a
than 62,000 human beings oqt of a popu- very clear explanation of it made by the
lation of approximately 85,000, this Na- members of the committee, and espetion and the world was catapulted gen- cially by the able gentleman from Ohio
erations into the future.
[Mr. ELSTON], I am· not going to begin
Now, we have this drastic, this terrible, to count the hairs in the horse's tail, but
this desperate problem, and it is incum- I do want to mention a few undisputed
bent upon every Member of this great facts. First, we built this bomb at a cost
body to address his or her attention care- of more than $2,000,000,000. We are the
fully to the proper solution. Under our only government in the world that has
very system of government, to do any- it, that has the facilities to make it, the
thing else except to commit the control planes to fly it, and tlie know-how to use
and development to a civilian agency it. We do not intend to use it in aggreswould, in my judgment; be ·a mistake sive warfare. Second, we have proposed
that would not only endanger the future to the world that we will outlaw its use
and submit it to international control,
security of this Nation but would endanger our standing before other na- provided we can be assured that no other
nation is making it, or hereafter makes
tions of the world.
As a member of the Military Affairs or is in possession ·of such a weapon.
Committee of the House, I opposed 'then, That proposal has been vetoed by the one
and I oppose now, placing this terrific power that has stalled every efiort to
force In the. hands of the military. It is make peace in the world. Our proposal
inconsistent with our concept of demo- has been vetoed in the face of facts that
cratic government. We followed the shoUld alarm the people of this country,
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We hs.vc just witnessed the judicial mur- wlll be ·time enough to · pass a measure
der of J\-Iihailovitch. We have just wit- setting up a commission. : ·
· .
nessed the assassinaLion from ambush of
The CHAffiMAN, The time of the
members of '· our own armed forces. · gentleman from .Tennessee has expired,
Russia now has two of our officers in
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yield 6
prison. We are face to face with dan- minutes to the gentlewoman from Call•
ger that is ominous and Is imminent. fornla [Mrs. DOUGLAS],
Secretary of- State Byrnes, Senator Van.Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. Mr.
denberg, and Senator Austin have ·made Chairman, to me S. 1717 is the most.
reports to the American people that are important piece of legislation ever to
alarming. These facts are . known to come before Congress.
everybody, and yet we have a bill here
Having discovered how to harness the
th2.t those who support :it say is full of · source of the sun's energy, we must now
iniquities. They tell us it is full of social- control that knowledge if we are to live
ism, that it is filled with communism, to use it.
and is full of contradictions. They themThe controls must be such that they
selves admit they are adrift on an un- function for peace and express the will
charted sea, on the dubious waves of er• to peace. That is what this bill s. 1717
rors tossed, their ship half foundered, seeks to do and did before it was
and their compass lost. Yet they pro- amended. We have heard much dispose that we put the cart before the cussion on the floor. Unfortunately, we
l1orse in the passage of this measure. have heard little discussion about what
We are frightened more than anybody is actually in the bill. I hope when we
else in the world. And this in the face begin to read it for amendments we will
of the fact that the United States is the discuss the bill.
only nation that has the bomb.
In view of what has been said on the
There is no imminent· danger to this floor I want to stress the security aspect
country froi:n the use of atomic bombs of this bill.
because we are the only nation in the
The bill was written to give security,
world that has them. Any person of in• Nobody wants to endanger the security
telligence who ever went through that of the country or to give away the techva£t plant down at Oak Ridge in my dis- nological secrets having to de> with the
trict would know that it would be years atomic bomb. A half-dozen people on
and years before a backward country like the floor keep getting up and saying,
Russia could set up such a plant as that. "Everybody wants to give away the seNew, why get in a hurry about this thing? cret of the bomb." I do not know to
Why ask a lot of people in to help us· whom they refer-I have heard no one
keep a secret that up to this time has make such a statement on the floor of
JJeen kept? If you have a secret and this House. This bill is expressly written
wish to keep it, you keep it. You do not so that these technological secrets may
tell about it and ask those to whom you be closely guarded.
have divulged it to help you keep it.
Mr. Chairman, security is divided into
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr. Chairthree parts. 'I'here is the temporary seman, will the gentleman yield?
curity to be found by guarding the secrets
Mr. JENNINGS. I yield.
of the technological aspects of the
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Does not making of the bomb which we now posthe gentleman believe that a little more sess and which at present nol:Jocly else
delay at least would benefit the United possesses.
There is another aspect to security.
Stat.es and the Congress in trying to
\Ve must keep our preeminent position in
arrive at some solution?
science. At the moment we lead the
Mr. JENNINGS. Why, of course.
Mr. HARNE.SS of Indiana. We are world in science. So that any bill which
spending millions of dollars out in the we write to protect ourselves, must proPacific today to test the effectiveness of vide for the greatest possible development in science and in nuclear fission.
it.
'We must see that we do not cripple ourMr. JENNINGS. That is true.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. And to find selves. We must see to it that we do not
lose our preeminent place in science beout the scientific results of this.
Mr. JENNINGS. I may say that down· cause, if we do, we are not working toin Oak Ridge there is a plant being built ward security but instead are building a
at a cost of millions of dollars to explore scientific Maginot line which will be as
fatal to us, if we do not secure peace in
civilian use of atomic energy,
the world, as the Maginot line was to
Why get in such a hurry? The trouble France.
,
is that many of our people are like a
Thirdly, everyone agrees, including the
11011. When a hen lays an egg she cackles.
President, the Secretary of War, the SecEvery time we do anything we tell the retary of the Navy, the Secretary of
world about It. To use a Texas and Okla- State, the Chief of Staff, Mr. VANDENBERG,
homa. expression, we talk. too much with ar.d Mr. UoNNALLY, who have just come
our mouths. What do we get from Rus- IJack from Europe, that the only comsia? Let us take our time and not do pletely sure, enduring protection which
anything foolish. · Why be in a hurry we have against atomic energy being
about this thing. We know about it. · used for destructive purposes in the
Ncbody else knows about it. Let us stand future is peace.
pat, keep this knowledge to ourselves,
I had hoped to be able to read to you
keep this bomb and use some common the facts which the Senate committee
sense. Then when and if the nations asked for and the answers which they
of the world agree to our generous pro- found before they wrote this piece of
posal to shire the. secret of the atomic legislation. These facts are very imporbomb and to outlaw its use in warfare, tant. They show why peace Is the only
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sure protection that we have. Therefore,
the third aspect of security is a strong
and harmonious United Nations-international control of atomic energypeace. We must not write any piece of
legislation which will in any way impede
the program which Mr. Baruch is presenting to the nations of the world at
· this moment for the International control of atomic energy, because, if we do,
then we set ourselves off on a war program and the end cf that no one can see.
,ve should not concern ourselves only
with the fire-engine aspects of atomic
energy, If we do, we will not have protected ourselves. We have been absolutely foolhardy, So, with reference to
these three aspects, when we begin to
read the !Jill, I ask that you read it with
security, our preeminent position in science and peace in mind.
One cannot legislate in a vacuum. on
atomic energy, There are certain fads
of which one must be aware if we are to
have a bill which really protects us, if we
are to have any security, if we are to have
any of the benefits of this cosmic force.
What are these facts?
To get the facts the Senate committee
spent six long months asking questionsgoing to school, studying with the Nation's foremost scientists, with the foremost civilian and military leaders in the
country.
What were the questions they asked?
The same questions that we are asking
on the floor of the House:
First. What had been the real effects
of the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima arid Nagasaki? What are the destructive potentialities of atomic bombs
at preserit and in the foreseeable future?
Second. How difficult has it been to
make the atomic bomb? How easy would
it be for other countries to make it?
Third. What defense could be devised
against the atomic bomb?
Fourth. What secrets did this country
hold in connection with the production
of atomic bombs? Could these secrets l:Je
kept; and if so, how long?
Fifth. What peacetime benefits would
come from atomic energy?
Sixth. How was the Manhattan district project run? How had it originated? Who had contributed to it? How
could it best be operated in the future?
The full answers to these questions are
to be found in the Senate hearings. The
Senate public hearings have been printed
and are available for all those who have
a serious interest in atomic energy.
I only have time here to give a brief
synopsis from the Senate findings:
First. The atomic bomb is a weapon of
appalling destructiveness. The bomb,
and the improvements on it which will
certainly be made, mean that another
war in which atomic bombs are used will
threaten the existence not only of cities
and nations but of civilization itself.
Second. Other countries of the world
will be able to make atomic bombs. The
monopoly which we hold at present is
precarious and certain to be short lived.
.The degree of industrialization of a nation will determine how soon bombs can
be made in quantity rather than the possibility of mastering the art of making
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an atomic bomb, which might be within
At the same time that these answers
5 years.
to the essential questions were. being
Third. No real military defense against found, certain steps were being taken
the atomic bomb has been devised and toward the international control of
none is in sight. The destructiveness of atomic energy, For example:
First. The President's message to
atom,c bombs is so engulfing that· any
defense which is not almqst literally air- Congress, October 3, 1945, stressing the
tight will not protect our country against necessity for immediate atomic energy
devastation.
·· ·
legislation and·emphasizlng the need for
Fourth. The secrets which .we hold are an international policy for the control
.
matters of science arid encineering that of atomic energy.
Second. The President's letter to the
other nations can and will 'discover. In
large part they are secrets of nature, and Special Committee on Atomic Energy
the book of nature is open to careful, urging civilian control of atomic energy.
painstaking readers the world over. We Both · these messages declared to the
can, give ourselves a certain temporary · world that it was the policy of this great
protection by retaining the .secrets we nation to utilize this force toward peace·
now llnve. But that prote'ction grows ful ends.
Third. The . declaration on atomic
weaker day by day, and our research
must be vigorously encouraged, support- energy by the President of the United
ed, and pursued if we. are to maintain States, the Prime Minister of the United
our place among other nations, to say Kingdom and the Prime Minister of
Canada, issued November 15, 1945, and
nothing of retaining our advantage.
Fifth. The peacetime benefits of the ratification of this agreement by the
atomic energy promise to be great in- foreign ministers of the Big Three at the
deed, particularly in medicine, biology Moscow Conference, December 27, 1945.
Fourth. The establishment of the
and mr,ny branches of research. These
benefits are immediate in their promise Atomic Energy Commission of the
but will require extended and unfettered United Nations.
Fifth. The Committee on Atomic
development for full realization. The
vast possibilities of utilizing atomic Energy set up by Secretary of State
energy as a source of power depend on Byrnes. As a result of the establishment of this committee, the Acheson(1) further research and development;
and (2) study of the economic and inter- Lilienthal report was written, which
national implications of the establish- stands today as one of the greatest of
ment of plants producing and using fis- State papers. It is in the light of this
sionnble material. In this connection, report that Mr. Bernard Baruch inade
the polnt has been repeatedly empha- his recommendations to the Atomic
sized that plants which produce power Energy Commission of the United Naalso produce material which constitUt€s tions. The Baruch report has raised the
the explosive element of bombs. This level of peacetime international discusfact raises domestic and international sion to new heights. We should all be
issues of profound significance. In proud that it was this country from
other words, people can be producing- which this report came.
We have to believe that the United
power for seemingly peaceful purposes
whiie they are actually preparing for Nations will soon enter firm agreements
the control and development of
war. That is why international ·con- for
atomic energy for peaceful purposes, no
trols are necessary.
· mutter what the obstacles.
Sixth. 1/[ilitary control of atomic
If we do not believe this, then we are
<:n~rgy development, though necessary dangerously
wasting our time. We, the
and useful during the war, is a form of most highly industrialized and therefore
direction to which scientists in peace- the most vulnerable nation in an atomic
time will not wlllingly submit. The con- world should be, In this moment, detinuation of such control will probably centralizing our cities and Congress
discourage further development and re- should stay in session until the bluesearch. And on that development de- prints are drafted for a mass migration
pends not only peaceful progress, but the underground-if we have no faith that
maintenance of a position in· the mlll- international understanding will be
tary arts essential to' the national de- realized.
fense. On the other hand, the armed
The Senate atomic energy bill, before
services are entitled to ex.tensive par~ it was amended, contained no obstacle to
ticipat!on in this development, insofar our Nation's full participation in and coas it relates to the military applications
operation with urgent international
of atomic enei"gy. It is their right also agreements in this field.
to have a voice in protecting the m!litn.n•
In fact, Bernard Baruch urged the
secrets of atomic weapons.
·
prompt passage of the bill, before
It turns out that the real protection
amended, feeling that. it would be a
against the atomic bomb lies in the catalyst in hi~ negotiations. It would,
prevention of war.
he felt, be a pledge of this country's
Since the only real solution to the faith in what he was trying to achieve
whole problem lies in continued world with the other nations of the world.
peace, legislation· should be directed in
This bill is predicated on the fact that
specific terms toward that end and peace is the only sure protection against
should, contain a practical expression of the atomic bomb.
our desire for International cooperation.
Therefore, it expressly states that any
So state the findings of the Senate international agreements, ratified by
hearings from which I have been quot- Congress, shall talcz precedence over any
ing.
conflicting pro,visions of its own.
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· The·bill modifies itself, in advance in
accordance with probable future international arrangements. Thi.sis its flexibility on the international level. This
is its'adaptation to the shifting shape of
the future.
On the national level, likewise, this bill
m·aintains the utmost flexibility, so that
it may effectively and intelligently meet
the unforeseeable changes that new developments and applications of atomic
energy w!ll bring to our lives-in medicine, in agriculture, in the building of
new communities and the prolonging of
human life.
By its very nature, It is temporary
legislation, acknowledging what we do
not know as well as what we do know,
and making room for new problems, new
knowledge, which no one alive can now
foresee.
It does this by establishing a Joint
Congressional Committee which ·is required to make continuing studies of
problems relating to atomic energy and
to lceep the Senate and the House completely informed of these activities.
It is the responsibility of the Atomic
Energy Commission established by this
bill to keep the Joint Congressional
Committee in close touch with all atomic
energy developments.
As new atomic devices are developed,
Congress is to be advised and has 90 days
in which to enact any further legislation.
that may be needed.
Congress will be kept informed in this
particularly efficient way of all the developments in this new field and of the
legislative requirements as. they occur.
Here is a general survey of -the provisions_ of the bill, without amendments.
What the bill does:
It provides for a full-time Civilian
Atomic Energy Commission which is to
be appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate. Under this Commisslcn, the President appoints a general
manager who is also confirmed by the
Senate.
Under this general manager are four
divisions; the Department of Research,
the Division of Production, the Division
of Engineering and the Division of
Military Applice,tion.
The heads of these divisions will be
appointed by the Commission.
The·biJl provides for a nine-man parttime general civilian advisory committee
to the Commission which is consulted by
the Commission on scientific and teclmical matters.
Answering the needs and wishes of the
military, there is a special military liaison committee consisting exclusively of
representatives of the War and Navy Departments, detailed £Ir assigned by the
Secretaries of War and Navy in such
number as they may determine. The
Atomic Energy Commission must consuit
and advise with the military liaison committee on all atomic matters which the
military committee deems to have military application.
If the military liaison committee objects to any proposal or action the Atomic
Energy Commission makes or fails to
make, the committee may report to the
Secretary of War or of Navy and if either
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Secretary concurs in Lhe objection, the·· ·all civilians. This constitutional prinmatter is to be referred to the President ciple is recognized in the statute of 1870,
whose decision is final.
.
.
providing. that military men on active
The Atomic Energy Commission alone duty shall not hold civilian Government
wiil manufacture fissionable materials posts.
and bombs.
The Chief of Staff of the Army, the
The amount of fissionable material Chief .of Naval Operations, the heads of
which will be manufactured and the · our War and Navy Departments, and
number of bombs made will be deter- the Chief Executive have expressed their
mined by the President in consultation preference that the Commission be comwith the Commission and the War and posed ex-elusively of civilians.
Navy Departments.
Since those. most directly concerned
It is the stated objective of .the bill with our military security and.those who
that the Atomic Energy Commission is to know the most about it want it this way,
stimulate scientific research in this field why should we write more military conto r.iaints.in cur present preeminent posi- trol in the bill than the heads of
tion in the v;orld.
·.
the Military Establishments themselves
Since only the Government will manu- desire?
fncture fissionable materials the CommisThe four military amendments-the
sion has a first claim on all thorium, one requiring one member of the Comuranium, and any other ores from which mission to be a . representative of the
fissionable materials may be manufac- armed forces; the second, permitting two
turcd in the future.
members of the Commission to be repPrivate patents for inventions ·and dis- resentatives of the armed forces; the
cov<::·ies which .are useful solely in the third, providing that the Director of the
production of fissionable material are ex- Division of Military Application shall be
pressiy prohibited. by the bill. This is a representative of the armed forces:
necessary because the b!ll establishes a and the fourth, permitting the Army,
Government monopoly in the atomic inctependent of the Commission, to make
energy field. To delete this prohibition bombs must be defeated. They must be
on patents, as has been suggested, would defeated to remove the characteristics
actually defeat the whole purpose of the of militarism from this bill and to prove
bill. The patent prohibition not. only to the world our peaceful intent.
protects the Government's control of
In the eyes of the world, we already
atomic energy production, but also acts have two strikes against us while we
as a control of atomic energy informa- make our fervent protestations of peace.
tion. We must leave the patent pro- It was we who first dropped atomic devavisions as they are if we are to have the station from the skies-without foresecurity we require to survive.
warning. Therefore, when we say we
Ample provision is made in the bill to will never do it again, there-must be eviprotect information which at this time deuce of the validity of our statement.
would be dangerous to disclose but simulSecondly, it is we who are experimenttaneously the bill allows for the fullest ing· with the death-dealing effects of
possible development of scientific re- atomic energy-its uses in war, not in
search in· which, ultimately, our security peace-at the very same moment that
lies.
we loudly contend that atomic warfare
To achieve these ends, special sections must be outlawed.
of the bill are devoted to such considera· Are our contentions as loud in the ears
tions as acquisition of source-materials, of our neighbors as the explosions of the
manufacture of fissionable materials, bombs at Bikini?
patents on production devices, licenses
If, after dropping the bomb in the first
for equipment, supervision of facilities place and experimenting with it in the
for p:roduction, and the distribution of second place, we put military men in
radioactive byproduct materials so vital charge of our atomic energy in the third
to medicine and scientific research. .
place, who is going to believe that we
The bill without amendments covers are dedicated to the peaceful ex,ploitaall the situations in the field of atomic tion of the greatest miracle of modern
energy that we now know anything about. man for the benefit of all mankind?
There should be no amendments at all
· Suppose that one of our fellow· United
since we cannot improve the bill in- Nations had been first with atomic wartelligently at this time.
fare, had been first to make sensational
If the military amendments are passed warlike experimentation with it, and
.the entire concept of the bill will be then passed a bill putting its generals
destroyed.
in the key position for development and
Having military men.on the Commis- control of atomic energy, what would
sion gives our atomic energy program a we think?
·
·
warlike character.
· What would we do?
To place them there would be a violaWould we believe that nation's courtly
tion of our historical democratic tradl- compliments to peace? Or would we
tion giving control of government to civ- gear all our science and all our techilians and establishing the Army and nology and all our industry to the speedNavy as the instruments of civilians for iest'possible production of atomic bombs
carrying out national policy. Military of our own?
·
men are not the policy makers. The
We know that is what we would do, in
President, the Secretary of War, the Sec- the fair names of defense or realism.
retary of Navy, the Secretary of State
Let us then, in the names of defense
:who, as well as the Congress, have the and realism, admit that the extent. to
responsibility of forming national. pol- which we militarize the Atomic Energy
icy, in relation to any war situation, are Commission is precisely the extent to
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which we incite our friends and fellownations to an atomic armament race
against us.
Let us not. become-through fear or
fascination or folly-so preoccupied with
the fire-engine aspect of atomic energy
that we set off the sirens of war and lose
all possibility of peace-our only real
protection.
As cited by the Alsop brothers in the
current issue of the Saturday Evening
Post, the chosen experts of the Army
General Staff, after great study of the
strategic situation of the United ·States,
concluded that "the only sure defense
of this country is now the political defense."
This means a strong United Nations.
This means international control of
atomic energy. This means collective security for peace. You cannot have collective security if you have an armaments race.
This blll-unless mllltarized-b.as the
vision and the protection which would
simultaneously save us from suicide and
open up to .us the world of which the
sages and the scientists of all times have
dreamed.
If we are stupid enough to militarize
the bill, we can make it into a militaristic mistake, more monstrous than the
most publicized blunders of World war
II. We can become so frenzied with war
fear, suspicion, and hate, and so fixed ·
on a specious security at the expense of .
scientific freedom, that we would build :
a Maginot line out of our atomic energy
legislation.
This is what migb.t happen if the military guard our sciences. While we built
a great fortress full of pill boxes to protect our so-called secrets and sat down '
behind it with our blinders on, the other,
nations of the world, expanding their
own science and technology, would
swarm around its sides and set· ofl' explosions that would make Hiroshima i
sound like the dropping of a pin in the i
tabernacle.
Security depends finally on the will to
peace. The possibility of a future rests
in the hearts and minds of men; in their·
faith in their future; in their expression'
of their faith to each other.
The bill before us expresses our faith i
in the future and our faith in each other.
It does so, that is, so long as it is free
from amendments which would put the.
precision instrument of peace into the
hands of the practitioners of war.
Let us pass the bill unamended-the)
bill the President wants, the Secretary'
of War wants, the Secretary of the Navy·
wants, the Chief of Staff wants, the bill
the scientists want because they feel they
can work under it. ,
Let us pass the bill which gives the
Army and Navy full" scope for the protection of our country, which gives the
scientists sufficient freedom to move forward for the security and advancement
of mankind which opens the way to international understanding, and which
lceeps in the hands of our civili&n public
the traditional democratic rights to control civilian affairs.
Let us pass the bill unamended as our
contribution to the peace of the world.
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Mr. Chairman, the Members of this
Beuse will be interested in the views of
som~ of our most responsible citizens
concerning the use of atomic energy:
In international relations, ns In domestic
nffaii·s, tlie release of atomic energy constitutes a new force too revolutionary to consider in the framework of old Ideas. • • •
CiYil!z:1tlon clemnnds that we shall reach at
tl1e er.rliest possible date ·a sritlsfactory n1·1·angemen t for the con tror 6f this discovery,
ii, orc!cr that It may become a powerful nncl
fo:·cefui influence towarcl the maintenance
of world peace instead of an Instrument of
clestruct10n. (Harry S. Truman, Pi·esident of
the unitccl States.)
In1provecl atomic bo1nbs "'
* will be
destructive beyond the wildest nightmares
of the in1nginntlon-a weapon ideally suited
to sudden unannounced attacks in which a
count:•y's major cities might be destroyed
owrnight by an ostensibly fl'ienclly power.
• • • wliether we recognize that atomic
bombs will rain upon us or cling to. the
faint hope tlrnt only standard high explosives will batter our cities, we must reallze
that the time is at hand for the peoples of
the world to admit that their warring power
is too great to be allowed to continua.
Through international collaboration we must
make an end to all wars for good and all.
(Gen. H. H. Arnold, commanding general,
Army Air Forces.)
We have freely accepted the Charter of
the United Nations and we recognize the
paramount authority of the world com·
n1unHy. * • *
We live In one world, and In this atomic
age regional isolationism Is even more dangerous than Is nn tional isola tionlsm. • • •
Today ti1e world must talte !ts choice.
There must be one world for all of us or
there will be no world for any of us. (James
F. Byrnes, Secretary of State.)
It has already been brought out by all
scientists who have worked In this field and
have spoken about It that there Is no secret
of the atomic bomb which can be permanently ,:cpt. • • • The Jaws of nature
await ctiscovery by anyone properly qualified
and equipped.
If • • • an atomic race develops, I believe tl~c Russ;ans '\"Jill produce their first
aton:ic l>omb in about 3 years. Thereafter,
howe'ltl', there Is a definite possibility that
tl:..e Russians n1ight n.ccumulate atomic bombs
at a fus:er rate than we do. (Dr. Irving
Langmuir, associate .director of researcl1,
Gce1eral Electric Co.)
Our success * • • was due to great industrial capacity, our freedom from bombing
raids, and not In any way -to any secret Information which we hacl.
(Dr. Reuben
Gustavson, professor of political science,
University of Chicago.)
The 011ly defense Is peace. (Dr. J. R. Oppenheimer, director of the laboratory at Los
Alamos, N. Mex.)
Atomic explosives demand not 90 percent,
!mt 100-percent defense. This we do not
know how to achieve. (Ivan A. Getting, professor of physics, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.)
There ls no such thing as a specific counterm~asme that will prevent the explosion
of an atomic bomb or will explode such a
bomli while it ls still a great distance from
its target. • "' • There is no defense.
(Dr. Louis N. Ridenour, staff member, radiation laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.)
.
At the present time we would have to go
down (underground) about half a mile. to
be safe from the explosion and the rays (of
an atomic bomb); ancl would have to go
deeper and deeper as more powerful bombs
developed, and when we had gone underground we should run the rislc of starvation
and su!l'ocntlon through the destruction of
XCII--569

our systems of commttnlcatlon and ventilation. (Dr; Robert M. Hutchins, cJrnncelor,
University of Clll~ngo.)
As a scientist, I tell you there must never
be another war ..
Because America ls such an Industrialized country,· 'with such large populations
concentrated into exposed cities, the effect
of the atomic bomb will be to weaken America's military position. •
• The bomb
is essentially cheap. Compared with the cost
of other weapons and their comparative effectiveness, the bomb· Is the cheapest war
weapon In the world. (Dr. Harold C. Urey,
professor of chemistry, University of Chicago.)
Science could produce devastation beyond
t111nking. We must avoid war, not Just control an atomic bomb. (Dr. Vannevar Bush,
Director, Office of . Sci en tiflc Research and
Development.)
Once a nation bu!lds an atomic-bomb stock
pile large enough to demolish the major cities
of potential enemies, no more mllltary advantages result from larger stock piles. As time
gees on, all nations possessing bombs will
tend to become milltary equals. (Dr. John
A. Simpson, metallurgical laboratories, University of Chicago.)
The rost of atomic weapons Is not prohibitive. Any nation which can afford an army
or navy can afiord atomic bombs.
Outproducing the enemy Is not much advantage In atomic warfare. Five hundred
bombs may be better than 100, but 50,000
arc not better than 5,000 because 5,000. would
destroy all important targets In any country.
Consequently, a small, '.relatively, poor nation
might defeat a larger, richer nation by attacking first.
The production of the first atomic bombs
required about 3 Ye years. Of tllis time
more than 1 year was spent in proving the
feasibility of a bomb. Since: (a) All nations possess the basic scientific background
and have the Smyth report available to them;
(b) many nations possess an adequate corps
of trained scientists and engineers; (c) uranium and other necessary raw materials are
widely distributed on earth; (d) nil industriallzed nations possess an adequate plant
and background of manufacturing experience; ( e) any nation, If willing to make the
required financial sacrifice, can afford the
necessary monetary outlay; there appear to
be no material obstacles in the way of any
large industrlallzed nation, nor, Indeed, of
several smaller ones, to prevent them from
duplicating or surpassing our effort In the
procluctlon of atomic bombs In approximately
the same time. Other nations may well have
atomic bombs in from 2 to 5 years. (Atomic
scientists of Chicago.)
• • • We are forced to the conclusion
that the only defense against the born b Is
political and moral, and the only solution to
the bomb ls a Just and durable peace.
What are we to do about peace? • • •
We need a three-way, triple-decker policylong, Intermediate, and short. The longterm program would be directed toward the
~stablisbment of world government: the Intermediate program toward the support of
the United Nations Organization; the shortterm program toward the use of diplomacy,
publlc and private, for the reduction of
international tension. • • • (Beardsley
Rum!, treasurer, R. H. Macy Co.)
The needless withholding of new developmen ts Is bound to delay progress In technical
fields, and hence to have serious consequences for our national welfnre and security.
The disclosure of a great store of new and
useful information, however, will stimulate
the growLh and development of science and
industry. It Is to this end that we have
primarily clirectecl our recommendations.
The minute this Information Is made pubIle at least one entire new major Industry
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will be born. (Dr. Richard C. Tolman, clean,
Graduate School, California Institute of
Technology.)

Mr. SHORT." Mr. Chairman, I yield l
minute to the gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr. GIFFORD].
Mr. GIFFORD. Mr. Chairman, I rise
jt'st to say that I ain afflicted with indecision, as so many of us apparently
are .. We are not yet ready to vote .for
this proposed repository of the greatest
and most dangerous secret ever to be entrusted to any group of men. We should
postpone action. I have read the hearings, but not as carefully perhaps as I
should. I agree with the gentleman
from California, JERRY VOORHIS. I also
wish that atomic energy could be placed
back in the secrets. of the universe
from which it came. I am so fearful
of it. I listened and read carefully
the address delivered by the gentlewoman from Connecticut. It was really
a remarkable address. She is usually
irresistible to me both in personality
and argument in how she criticized the
bill throughout. She referred early in
her remarks to the New Deal jargon in
the very preamble. How women can
say "No" and mean "Yes" we cannot
fully understand.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, I yield
the balance of my time to the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. ARENDS].
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. ARENDS. I yield to the gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. MAY. I do not expect to use my
5 minutes, and I do not want to be put
in the attitude of deceiving anybody.
The gentleman from South Dakota [Mr.
CASE] asked me for time, but at the time
it was allotted to the gentleman from
Texas [Mr. SUMNERS], who now says he
does not intend to take it. Does the
gentleman from South Dakota desire
that time?
Mr. ARENDS. I want some more time,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CASE of South Dalcota. I appreciate the courtesy of the gentleman from
Kentucky. I do not know that I need
5 minutes, but I want an opportunity
to ask a question.
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, I want
to direct my attention to the patent section of this bill. This is probably most
important to the various Members of
the House, and in my estimation it is
a very important part of this bill, so I
hope you will give some consideration to
what I have to say.
Mr. Chairman, as a member of both
the Military Affairs and Patent Committees of the House, I have had occasion to give the bill, S. 1717, under
discussion long and careful study. I
started with the assumption that as an
American I had as my primary interest
· the welfare of the American people, and
I am confident that my colleagues on
both sides of the aisle will do no less
in their consideration of the measure.
As Americans, then, let us examine this
bill, not in a partisan spirit, but solely
in an effort to determine what we are
about.
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This is a loaded bi.I!. It does not
merely provide for .Policing the production and use of atomic energy,. If it
were so limited, I would vote !or it. By
section 11, the bill would also change our
fundamental patent policies in a manner
to remove the Jceystone of our· technical
and economic progress, that is, in . a
manner to insure a planned. and regime:::ited industrial economy in the United
States for generations to come.
The first of these objectives is constructive; the second is utterly destructive. It can add nothing to the wealth
and prosperity of our· country. It can
only retard, effectively, the marvelous
industrial progress we have. made since
we were a Government by removing the
incentive to invent, shift jobs from.
American to foreign workers, and break
down the American standard of living by
mingling it with ·. the international
standard of living.
It is not my purpose to defend our
patent system, for it needs no defense.
It needs only to be· understood. Anyone who will ponder for only a moment
must realize that the. phenomenal industrial progress of this country is in·extricably bound up in our patent system and that under it we have developed
a talent for industrial growth that has
stunned the world. To it we owe the
automobile, electrical, chemical, and
farm machinery industries which, during periods of peace, have provided jobs
for inore men and women and at higher
wages than any other nation on earth.
It has also served us in war. To-it we
owe the bazooka and rocket guns, either
of which one man can carry and which
gives .him the fire power of a cannon
weighing approximately 20 tons and
which enable the Allies to march as. on
parade across a north African desert
against the opposition of hostile enemies;
the radar devices which enabled our pilots to hit t,heir unseen targets, 110 matter
how bad the wee,.ther; the instrumentalities which enable us to land huge
armies on an open French beach and
thus avoid the necessity of conquering
strongly fortified harbor installations;
and the atomic bomb itself. Our
planners would. change all this.
Without the benefit of any experience
whatever in the practice of their theories
in this or in any other country, they are
perfectly willing to make the interests
of our country and its people subservient
to a trial of their theories at public expense and to substitute personal government centralized in Washington for our
traditional democratic . government.
They would remake the United States
as an incident to remaking the world,
Apparently, they believe that their objectives transcend the objectives of ordinary human beings and, therefore, they
should not be hampered by the Consti.tution or by any of the other ordinary
rules governing free competitive enterprise. Are these statements too strong?
Let us see. I will read from the testimony of Secretary of Commerce Wallace
at a hearing held on January 31, 1946,
by the Senate Atomic Energy Committee
on the bill before the House. He said:
With respect to patent~, only the McMahon
bill has any detailed provisions~ the Jobnson

and Mny bllls do not· deal with this question
at any length and· presumably would permit private patents both on prncesses relat. Ing .to· the production of fissionable material
and on devices for the use of fissionable material.· Since atomic fission may ultimately
form the basis of a large part of. our economic
activity, it ·Is clear· that private patent ·
monopolies on critical and key processes
should not be permlttecl. The McMahon bill
would eliminate private patent monopolies
by requiring sale to the Government of patents on nil production processes, and the
compulsory licensing with fair royalties to
the inventor, of all patents on clevlces· for
the utillzatfon of atomic energy. I should
like to suggest tlla t wl th respect to elev Ices
essential to the production of fissionable materials, which will be a Government monopoly
or at least carried on only under Government
license and control, that another method
may be preferable. It might be desirable to
short cut lengthy patent proceedings by
forbidding private patents .In this field and
authorizing the Commission to purchase inventions cllrectly from the Inventor.
With respect to patents on devices for the ·
utilization of atomic energy, the compulsory
licensing provisions of S. 1717 seem to me to
be essentially sound.

I11 other words, he would soclaliz<! Inventions not yet made, as well as those
which have been made for the commercial utilization of atomic energy, even
those incidentally used in connection
with the develop1t1erit of such energy,
The bill Itself carries out, perfectly, this
purpose.
·
Sact!on 11 (b) of the bill provides
thatNo patent hereafter grantee! shall confer
any rights with respect to any Invention or
discovery to the extent that such invention
or discovery is used In the conduct of research or development activities In the fields
specified in section 3.

And section 3 includes all fields, including industrial uses.
·
It will be seen, therefore, that the intent is to control the future industries of
America. This inevitably would discourage the making- of inventions for the
industrial utilization of atomic energy
b:1• private initiative, enterprise, and
capital, and may well result in economic
stagnation with consequent widespread
un~mployment. While we thus retard
ourselves other countries may forge
ahead in their industrial development by
the utilization of this new source of
power under a more. enlightened policy,
As I view the matter, only a country
which desires to bring about our economic destruction could thlnlc of a better way of retarding our future Industrial growth than the restraints we would
inflict upon ourselves by the enactment
of this bill.
When Mr. Wallace tries to persuade us
that the compulsory licensing provisions
of the bill seemed to him to be essentially
sound, he would have us mire ourselves
in the mud of his factlcss theory, Why
does he think the proposal sound?
What are his facts? What experiences
has the country had to justify his con.clusion? The answer is there are 'none.
There has been no more experience in
this country with compulsory licensing of
patents than there has been with respect
to the compulsory leasing of real estate,
or the compulsory renting of rooms in
our homes, or with forced labor of fl'ee
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men. ·This share-the-property, or collectivists; .theory has · been before· the
House Committee on Patents many times
. during the past 20 years, and has always
been emphatically rejected, ofte11 after
voluminous testimony.
The trouble with this academic precept
is that it is based on ·the engaging theory
of a never changing society. The idea
is that our society is static and lhat whatever private property there is should b::i
equally and freely distributed to everybody, that is, if a man by his own ingenuity and effort has made a new discovery, or has planted a crop in his field,
at his own expense, the State should compel him to share it with his competitors.
It is only by a little manipulation of that
section of the Constitution regarding the
taking of private property without due
process of·law, that such a thing can be
done in this country, but when and if
it is done, no further discoveries or crops
can reasonably be expected because no
man in his right mind will make further
·discoveries or plant new crops for -the
crows to eat.
There are just two ways, and two ways
only, of securing new inventions or new
crops. One way is the American way,
That way ls. to provide a profit inc:mtive-a term obnoxious to the collectivists-which makes the wheels go round
in this country. The other way is to
force men to make new inventions or to
plant new crops, and shoot them if they
don't. That Is the Communists' way.
Anyone who takes the trouble to rrnd
can learn that under the Soviet law,
members of collectives can be punished
by death for failure to carry out ofilcial
orders, as by neglect to irrigate crops or
refusing to plant them. As I have previously Intimated, unless we are prepared
to adopt a slmllar policy of providing penalties, we need not expect any further
inventions in the field of atomic energy to
be made by private initiative, enterprise,
and capital when the prGfit motive is
removed.
This insidious attack on our patent
system Is merely the latest of 'numerous
attacks which have been made In the
past. Such attacks are not realiy attacks
on our patent system. They are about
the type of economy, the typ2 of government, we are to have in this country.
The planners know well that in a planned
economy there is no room for a patent
system such as ours. They know that
if democracy which permits freedom of
competitive enterprises Is to go, the lJatent system must go first.
It ls no mere accident that this bill is
being forced through Congress without
any consideration whatever of its patent
provisions by the Patents Committee of
either House. No opportunity was given
either of those committees to consider
the measure, notwithstanding its profound implications. · These implications
are frightening to those best · able to
judge of their effects. '!'hey have been
Ul).reservedly condemned by inventors
everywhere, as well as by the organized
small industries of the country. Likewise, it ls no mere accident that the very
carefully worded and irrelevant patent
provisions of this bill were superimposed
on its other provisions and the entire
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bill then painted the same deceptive color
and handed to Congress in the hope it
would develop blind spots with . respect
to such provisions. All that was necesM
sary to be done, if-the intent were only to
police the production and use of atomic
energy. and to. authorize the Commission
to acquire patent rights, was to say so.
I wish to point out that the bill itself
contains ample security provisions which
supplement the various laws, such as the
Trading With the Enemy .Act,. designed
to control the unlawful use of technical·
information, and Umt such security was
obtained all through the war period by
the laws now in force.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I yfeld the
balance of thti time to the ·gentleman
from South Carolina [Mr. RIVERS!.
Mr. RIVERS.
Mr. Chair1nan, of
course, I would be indeed vain should I
think I might be able to change your
minds on any part of this bill. At the
outset I want to say that as a member of
the great Committee. on Naval Affairs
and in my position as a member of that
-committee I think we are breaking our
necks to do something quite p1'ematurely
, and something which we should not under'rnke at this time. This bill should be
sent back to that great Committee on
Military Affairs. The fact that Henry
Wallace urges haste on this thing should
be a red light to every Member of the
Congress. The fact that he wants it ls
reason for me not to want it. I want to
tell you of an experience that I had along
with Members on both sides of the aisle.
Some time ago we visited Hiroshima. We,
saw the tenible destruction of that city.
It was totally and completely destroyed.
We trod the scorched earth fmd touched
the seared flesh of those hapless people
o..: \\'horn was visited this terrible, terrible
implement of destruction.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
lV[r. RIVERS. I am delighted to yield.
Mr. SHORT. Then what a pity and :?,
tragedy it is that we ever dropped the
br,mb-this great Christian nation that
we boast of.
Mr. RIVERS. I do not agree with the
gentleman there.
Mr. SHORT. Japan was at our mercy
and wanted to surrender a year before
we ever dropped the bomb.
Mr. RIVERS. This was a good thing
to bring the war to a close.
Mr. 'SHORT. · Admiral Halsey and all
the military and naval leaders said that
it was unnecessary.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
Chairman, wiil the gentleman yield?
Mr. RIVERS. I yield.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. This question has come up two or three times as
to why we developed the atomic bomb.
There was a time when it could have !Jeen
pushed baclc into the test tube, as far
as we are concerned. It was 18 mo1iths
or 2 years before the bomb was dropped,
when the Appropriations Committee was
considering whether it would appropriat,e
further money for the Manhattan project. We had provided quite a large sum
of money and there was not much evi-·
dence of results. Some one expressed a
fear that if nothing came of the experi-

-ment we .would be blamed for putting so
much into it. We went ahead,' however,
and the reason why we proceeded to
give additional money was because General Marshall came before the committee in secret' session and said it was a race
against time; that if we did not find tlie
secret and do it first, he was afraid Germany would. That is why the atomic
bomb was developed and why we did not
stop.
Mr. SHORT. I do not want the House
to get the impression that I was against
the development of the bomb.
Mr. TRAYNOR. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. RIVERS. I yield.
Mr .. TRAYNOR. Would the gentleman believe me when I say that I could
name mechan-ical chemists in Russia now
who worked for .the du Fonts, who had
been there since 1932, building chemical
plants for the Russians?
Mr. RIVERS. I would not doubt it
at all.
Now, Mr. Chairman, we are breaking
our necks to give away this country. It
seems that philosophy has gotten hold
of certain people. We want to give everything away. We have no aggressive
make-up in our being, We know one
thing, we are not going to drop this bomb
on anybody else. We know that. We
have paid for the creation of this bomb
and we are today going along with ex~
perimentation. We know that. Why
go along with PM and the Daily Worker
and say it is a good thing to come out
and share something that nobody has
with them?
Mr. RANKIN. Could the world suffer at all by our keeping the bomb?
Mr. RIVERS. Not at all.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from South Carolina [Mr.
RIVERS] has expired.
All time has expired.
The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
DECLARATION

OF

POLICY

SECTION 1. (a) Findings and declaration:
Researcll and experimentation inthe field of
nuclear chain reaction have attained the
stage Rt Which the. release of atomic energy
on a large scale is practical. Tile significance of the atomic bomb for military purposes is evident. The e!Iect of the use of
a tomlc energy for cl vlllan purposes upon the
soclnl, economic, and political structures of
today cannot now be determined. It Is a
field ln which unknown factors are involved.
Therefore, any legislation wlll necessarily be
subject to revision from time to time. It is
1·casonnble to anticipate, however, that tapping this new source of energy wlll cause profound changes in our present way of life.
Accordingly, it is hereby declared to be the
po!lcy of the people of the United States
that, subject at all times to the paramount
objective of assuring the common defense
and security, the development and utlllza•
tlon of atomic energy shall, so far as prac•
tlcable, be tlirected toward improving the
public welfare, increasing the standard of
living, strengthening free competition in private enterprise, and promoting world peace,
( b) Purpose of act: It is the purpose of
this act to e!Iectuate the policies set out. in
section 1 (a) by providing, among others, for
the following majo1· programs 1·elating to
atomic energy:
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_(1) A progt·am of assisting ancl fostering

private research and development to encourage maximum scientific progress;
(2) A program for the control of scientific
nnd .technical information which will permit
the dissemination of. such information to
encourage· scientific progress, and for the
sharing on a reciprocal basis of Information
concerning the practical industrial application of atomic energy as soon as efiective and
enforceable safeguards against Its use for clestructlve purposes can be devised;
(3) A program of federally conducted research and development to assure the Government of adequate scientific and technical
accomplishment;
(4) A program for Government control of
the production, ownership, and use of fissionable material to assure the common d~fense
:and security and to insure the broadest possible exploitation of the field; and
(5) A program of administration which
will be consistent with the foregoing policies
and with international arrangements made
by the United States, and which will enable
the Congress to be currently informed so as
to take furtl1er legislative action as may hereafter be appropriate,
·

Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, a preferential motion.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the motion offered by the gentleman
from Mississippi.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. RANKIN moves that the Committee do
now rise and report the bill back to the
House with tl1e recommendation that the
enacting clause be stricken out.

Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, the
best thing we can do is to send this bill
back to- the committee and let it rest
there, for the time being at least.
There is no hurry about sacrificing
what America has gained in the development of atomic energy, There cannot
possibly be any danger to world peace by
the United States maintaining its position and holding the secrets of the afomic
bomb as she has them today. Every intelligent individual knows that America
is not going to use this bomb for aggres ..
sive purposes. Every intelligent individual knows that the world is safci· with
this weapon in the hands of the United
States than it would be with it in any
other hands in the world. If a vote were
taken of the entire English-speaking
world I dare say it would be overwhelmingly in favor of leaving this atomic bomb
exactly where it is, at least for the time
being.
_
There is no hurry about legislati9n of
this kind. You might pick out the average American district and go to the
doughboYs, if you please, who fought this
_ war, and take a vote on whether or not
you should give the secrets of this atomic
bomb to those enemies who are seeking
get their hands 011' it, and you would
not get enough votes for it in the average congressional district to wad a shotgun.
we spent $2,000,000,000 building this
plant. The atomic bomb is the greatest
weapon the world·has ever known. From
this time on, marching armies will probably be a thing of the past. The entire
procedure of naval warfare is now obsolete. We have this powerful weapon in
our hancfs and it is in the hands of the
Military Establishment of the United

to
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States and is controlled by men whose seriousness of the quesL!ons involved it
·Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman
patriotism cannot be questioned. We states:
from California.
have all the materials necessary, we have . Accorulngly, It ls hereby ueclared to be the
Mr.' JOHNSON of Callfornia. Every
the bomb, we have the planes to drop it, policy or the people of the United .States single phrase· and sentence in this bill
we have the know-how; but everybody on that, subject·at all times to the paramount-'- was read thoroughly by the committee
earth· knows that if this bill is recom-.
And I emphasize that word "para- and agreed·on, was it not?
mitted and this proposition left as it is mount"Mr. MAY. It was.argued, it was read
today that the wo1ld Is safer from war at ·objective of assuring the common defense and reread, it was considered and reconour hands than it would be from any and security·
sidered, it was studied and restudied,
other nation on earth with this weapon
and we have done the very best we could.
And so forth.· Then it provides for the I doubt if we can do anything else.
in its possession.
.·
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
So I am making this motion that we development and utilization of atomic
may send this bill back to the commltte.e energy for civilian use. You have a bill gentleman from Kentucky has expired.
before you and if you strike out the enact. Mr. CASE of south Dakota. Mr.
for further study.
ing clause you simply leave things in
Mr. BARDEN. Mr. Chairman, will status
quo, whereas, If you continue to Chairman, a parllamentary Inquiry.
the gentleman yield? ·
debate the bill and consider the amendThe· CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
Mr. RANKIN. I. yield to the gentle- ment which puts the Military Establish- will state it.
·
man from North Carolina.
·ment in some sort of communication with
Mr. CASE ·of South Dakota. Mr.
Mr. BARDEN. Does not the gentle- the matter; then you will have done your Chairman, if the pending motion should
man believe that we·could well afford to duty, 1 think you ought to retain mill- be adopted and the enacting clause ls
put first on our objectives the securing tary control to the extent that the com- stricken out, would not this blll, s. 1717,
of the peace, and second the distribution mittee has done so, but unless you. go b.J· dead? Would not the number be
of any weapons we may have?
ahead with debate the bill as is will be killed?
.
Mr. RANKIN. Absolutely, The genleft exactly where it ts.
The CHAIRMAN. If the House
tleman from · North Carolina has exMr. SHORT. Mr. chairman, will the agrees to the recommendation of the
pressed it in terms that no one can deny. gentleman yield?
Committee of the Whole, yes.
We had· better first let the world settle
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, a pardown before we begin to give them weap- from Missouri.
.
liamentary inquiry.
·
ons to carry on the kind of warfare that
Mr. SHORT. I want to announce to
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
some of them are trying to carry on the membership that if the pending mo- w!ll state it.
today.
tion prevalls and we go back Into the
Mr. RANKIN. It would not be dead.
I told you yesterday of the murder of House, I propose to offer a motion to It would merely go back to the commitGeneral Mihailovitch at the hands of the recommit the bill to the committee for
tee for future legislation. The whole
Communists in a country he had given further study, which will be voted upon question would be In the hands of the
his life to defend. We had the leader of before the recommendation of the com- Military Affairs Committee.
his nation stand at this desk and praise mittee.
Mr. BARDEN. Mr. Chairman, a parhim as a great patriot. AI! over America
11/.ir. MAY. I do not know what the . · liamentary inquiry.
today there are American boys whose parliamentary situation wlll be there.
The CHAIRMAN. The genUeman
Ji-;es he saved when they were shot down
Mr. RANKIN. Let me say to the gen- will state It.
in that country. Are. we going to turn tleman from Missouri that if my motion
Mr. BARDEN. As I understand the
over to those who murdered him the prevails, the bl!l. goes back to the com- parliamentary situation, if this motion
greatest weapon the world has.ever seen? mittee presided over by the gentleman prevails, when,we go back into the House
Are we going to turn over to the other from Kentucky [Mr. MAY] for further it would be proper to Introduce a motion
nations this power to blow cities from c·onsideration. The measure will be left to recommit the blll baclc to the comthe face of the earth? No. It is in there and we will still have the question . mittee for further consideration; is that
civilized hands now. Let us keep it before us at the next Congress.
not correct?
there.
Mr. MAY. It is my understanding that
The CHAIRMAN. That ls correct.
God Almighty placed this great weapon if .the motion to strike out the enacting
Mr. SHORT. That ls exactly what I
in our hands. Let us keep it there at clause prevails It kills the legislation.
propose to do.
least for t11e time being. Then we can
Mr. HINSHAW. That is my underThe CHAIRMAN. When we go back
protect our own country and help to standing.
into the House, the House will vote
perpetuate the peace of the ,vorld. .
Mr. MAY. That is all I care to say.
whether or not they want to strike out
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr. Chair- the enacting clause.
gentleman from Mississippi has expired. man, will the gentleman yield?
·
Mr. BARDEN. Mr. Chairman, inMr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman stead of voting whether or not we want
,Indiana.
t t
t
1
opposition to the amendment offered bY from
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. After the
o s rike ou the enacting c ause, wlll It
the gentleman from Mississippi.
not be a vote to recommit to the· comMr. Chairman, I said in the very be- weeks we spent on th;s bill, does not the mittee?
The CHAIRMAN. After we go back
ginning of my opening statement on this gentleman feel It would be utterly imlegislation that I wanted the House to possible to perfect the present bill in the into the House, a motion to recommit
House?
Would
it
not
be
better
to
send
have an opportunity to work its wl!J this bill baclc to the committee and to would be In order.
with respect to what it wanted on atomic either adopt this or any other amendMr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, a
bomb legislation. I stated equally em- ment or motion than to try to-perfect a
parliamentary inquiry,
phatically that I was in favor of some bill here that has the wrong approach
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
sort of military control with respect to to this whole problem?
wlll state it.
.
the secrets of the atomic bomb. I do not
Mr. MAY. .I would be utterly inconMr. THOMASON. Is It not a fact
think the House ought to go haywire, so slstent In what I have done heretofore that if the Committee of the Whole
to speak, and strike the enacting clause; and in what I have heretofore said if I
adopts the motion ·offered by the gentlemaking it impossible for the House to did not take the position that this House man from Mississippi, we then go back
work on this bill and do what it wants to ought to legislate on the subject because into the House, and If the House apdo about it.
I have said from the beginning that I proves that motion this bill ls dead?
As I said before, the big issue comes felt the House of Representatives would
. The CHAIRMAN. That is correct.
on the very first amendment In section 2. do what It wanted to do about the bill,
Mr. SHORT. The blll would be dead,
Let me see what this bill declares here and would probably do the right thing but I am not letting them kill the bill.
in the very first section· entitled "Decla- whe11 it got to it.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
ration of Policy." After reciting the . . Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr. the motion offered by the gentleman
:Crom Mississippi [Mr. RANKIN],·
dangers of the· thing involved and the Chairman, wlll the gentleman yield?
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The question was taken· and on a
~ivision (demanded by Mr. RANitIN)
ihere were-ayes 93, noes 102.
. '
Mr. RANKIN. Mr, Chairlilan, I de-

mand tellers.
Tellers were ordei:ed, , arid the Chairman appointed as tellers, Mr. MAY and
Mr. R11NKIN.

·.

.

The Committee again divided; and the
tellers reported that there were-ayes
102, noes 131.
·
. ·.
So the motion was rejected.
Mr. SHORT.. Mr. Chairman, I move
that the CommJttee clo now rise.
The CHAIRMAN.· The question ls on
the motion offered by · the gentleman
from Missouri [Mr. SHORT].
The question was talcen; and on division (demanded by Mr. SHORT) there
were-ayes 50, noes 107.
So the motion was rejected.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:

a

Amendment offered by Mr. JOHNSON of
California: That lines 5 to 11, inclusive, on
page 1 and line 1 to 4, inclusive, and the first
three words of line 5, page 2, be stricken out.

Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, the purpose of this amendment is to strike out all irrelevant matter
in section 1. In fact, I do not believe
in having any statement of policy at all.
The purpose of a statute is to lay down
a principle or rule of action, and the
words useC: in the law itself indicate what
you have in mind without putting in any
statement of principle or purposes.
However, it seems· to be the custom in
framing bills to set down some matters
of principle or a statement of policy,
These things that I refer to are absolutely irrelevant and have no place in the
law. For instance, the first sentence
says:
Research and experimentation in the field
of nuclear chain reaction have attained the
stage at which the release o! atomic energy
on a large scale !• practical.

That has nothing to do with the principles involved in this law.
·
The next sentence says:
The significance of the atomic bomb for
military purposes ls evldent.

Certainly it is evident. It has no place
in this law. That is in the very background of tbis law and is perhaps the
reason for it.
The next sentence I want to .strike out
says:
·
· The effect of the use of atomic energy for
civilian purposes upon the social, economic,
and pol!tlcal structures of today cannot now
be cletermlned.

Well, we all know that, and that has
no place in the law.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield for a question?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I yield.
Mrs. LUCE. With reference to the
statement that the use of atomic energy
!or civilian purposes upon the social, economic, and political structure of today
cannot now be determined, does not the
gentleman agree that this bill will determine precisely the political effects upon
our society?

·

Mr. JOHNSON of California. Not
necessarily, It will have some effect on
our society. Dut that refers to the effect
of atomic energy in our life and in a
s~bordinate way by virtue cl the legislat10n our political and social life may be
effected,
The next sentence reads:
It Is a field In which unknown factors arc
Involved.
·

Every one of those statemenh and the '
additional sentence, that I need not read,
shows clearly that they are not fundamental basic statements of principles or
facts. They are merely propaganda.
They are merely statements of the evidence. In my opinion, they have no
place in the statute at all. What I propose to leave in is a fair statement of
principle, so that the section will read
as follows:·
It Is hereby declared to be the policy of
the people of the United States that, subject
at all times to the paramount objective of
assurmg the common defense and security
the development and ut'lllzatlon of atom!~
energy shall, so far as practicable, be directed
toward Improving the public welfare, and promoting world peace,

I believe those are the purposes for
which this law is designed to be carried
out, and tfley are the only ones that have
an! place in the preamble of this act.
It is for that reason that I hope the Committee will strike out not only what is
proposed in this amendment but also two
additional clauses that I propose to move
to strike out in the next section.
The- CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. MATHEWS. Mr. Chairman I
move to strike out the last word.
'
Mr. Chairman, of all the bills that have
come before this House in which the
statement of purposes and policies in the
act was frustrated by the provisions of
the act itself, this is about the worst. I
do not have much time. I will hasten.
Why did we become superior with the
atomic bomb? Because we were one step
ahead and kept one step ahead. Now
what will this act do? I am not going
into theory. I am going into actual
facts. The moment this act is passed
there is to be a Commission of five persons, to be appointed by the President
and confirmed by the Senate. That will
take some time. The President has to
make a careful selection of a Commission
as important as this, The Senate
should, and probably will, hold hearings
on those appointments. An advisory
committee must be appointed. The
whole organization must be set up.
There must be any number of employees
hired. Some of them will have to be Investigated by the FBI.
I cannot go into all of the ramifications because I do not have the time, but
what happens in the meantime? The
moment this act goes into effect every
bit of ownership of material goes into
the ·hands of this Commission, which
does not exist. What is the manufacturer, the man who has the facilities,
going to do? He does not know what
to do. . The act is so complicated that
he· will not know what to do with his
facilities or with his material for months
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and months, and probably a year before
this Commission is formed. He' cannot
take _any chances; unless he risks going
to jail for 2 Years to 20 years or paying
a fin~ of $5,000 to $20,000. The net result lS·that this is not going to prcmote
. the development of atomic energy It
will stop it. . _ ·
·
As to the patent clause, that adds to
the confusion. There will be no incen.tive for further inventions. It revokes
.patents even in existence. If a person
wanted a new patent there is no incentive for him to get it, because the moment he gets it it will be taken from him.
Mr. Chairman, this will throw the whole
question of atomic energy into the most
unutterable. confusion and will create a
situation which the very purposes of this
act are said to avoid.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MATHEWS .. I yield.
Mr. ELSTON. The gentleman said it
.would take some time for the FBI to
investigate the personnel of the Commission. Does not the gentleman recall
that recently the Civil Service Commission reported that it did not have adequate funds or adequate personnel to
make investigations of civil-service employees?
Mr. MATHEWS. That is right.
Mr. ELSTON. And would not the net
result be that this Commission ·would be
hiring people whose activities are not
known?
Mr. MATHEWS. That is right.
Mr. ELSTON. And would that not be
an exceedingly dangerous thing in itself?
·
Mr. MATHEWS. It certainly would
because in a proposition like this the
very essence of it is national defense and
national security, You must have in
that vast organization that you will form
only the right kind of people.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. MATHEWS. I yield.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Does not the
gentleman know that the inc·entive to
inventors and industry is written right
in this bill?
Mr. MATHEWS. No; it is not.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. It is. If you will
read it you will see It.
Mr. MATHEWS. I have read it carefUlly, and I cannot agree with the gentleman's conclusion.
It takes away from all persons any
title in or to fissionable materials. It
also becomes unlawful for any person except under certain circumstances to
manufacture, process, or transfer any fissionable material except as authorized
by the Commission or export or import
fissionable material. or directly or indirectly engage in the production of fissionable material outside the United
States.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?.
Mr. MATHEWS. I cannot yield further. My time is limited. If I can get
further time I will be glad to yield.
This is so important, this is so obvious
that the moment this goes into effect
the whole atomic energy industry of this
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country will be affected. Every little that I understood him correctly. So I real reason for taking action. There
firm that has a small device or a-small . raise the. quest!on. I · understood · the may be such a reason. I ask fol'
quantity of fissionable material will be ·gentleman to say that If this bill should information,
·
uncertain as to what It can do and it be passed that we might enter into some
It has been said repeatedly on the floor
therefore will· do nothing without great international agreement on atomic en- · here that Members are confused. Sev-jeopardy to itself, and that will continue ergy, · I want to aslc the chairman of the eral members of the Military Affairs
until this Commission is formed, com- Committee on M:il!tary A,:Iairs or some Committee have told us during this depletely organized, and ready to operate .. member of tlle committee whether or not bate that they did not know which way
·
It will be months, and months, · and the passage-of this bill wm make it pos- to vote.
months before it will Issue a single . sible for tWs Commission to turn over to
How, then, can the average Member of
license, and then ft can only issue a li- an international cominisslon some agree- . Congress, on the basis of the debate that
cense after it has made an official inves- ment Witl1 respect to our handling of has developed so far, know whether or
tigation. I say it will bring about utter _nuclear energy, ·
not we should vote to do anything at this
Mr. MAY. There is nothing in the time?
chaos. I hope this bill will be recomlegislation as I understand it, that aumitted to the committee.
·
What is the harm in letting things ride
Mr. GAVIN. Mr. Chairman, .will. the thoriz~s or even directs turning over the a little while? The War Department
atomic bomb to any international organ- has the·se projects under way. The Gengentleman yield?
ization; but it does provide that on a eral Electric has taken over operation of
Mr. MATHEWS. I yield •.
Mr. GAVIN. Does not. the gentleman redprocal basis there may be exchanges the project at Hanford, Wash. General
believe that t.his matter should be left in with respect to tne civilian uses of atomic Electric and other organizations are purthe hands of the War Department where energy,
suing their research and development.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. But the What is the reason for doing anything
it rightfully belongs?
Mr. MATHEWS. I cannot go quite Commission does not have the power or about this now? I ask for information,
would not have the power by this act to We all want to do the right thing in this
that far.
·
Mr. KOPPLEMANN', Mr. ·chairman, commit us to any exchange or to control matter.
.
without nn appd,val by the Congress?
will t-he gentleman yield further?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Mr. MAY. I think not, undoubtedly, Chairman, wlll the gentleman yield?
Mr. MATHEWS. I yield.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. One
Mr. KOPPLEJ\!IANN. 'l'l1e gentleMr. CASE of South Dakota. If the
thing
is self-evident; Congress cannot gentleman can answer that question, I
man's fears are fears only insofar as the
pass
any
law
that
Is
going
to
bind
the
protection of inventors and private inam glad to yield to him.
dustry is concerned. If the gentleman hands of other nations. We cannot deMr. JOHNSON of California. My antermine
what
they
do.
That
was
the
will read the bill, however, he will find
swer to that is this, and I do not like to
compelling
factor
I
think
when
the
that inventors are to be paid· for their
interrupt the gentleman: On October 3
inventions and that industry will receive Appropriations Committee proceeded in last the Presideri t wrote a letter to om•
its
appropriations
for
Manhattan
proja royalty on any invention. So they are
committee or to the Congress in which
taken care of and the incentive is there. ect. There was a time back in 1944 and he requested what he called interim leg])1r. MATHEWS. I am afraid the gen- early ll)45, when some persons were very islation, which re1ulted in the Maytlemim has misconstrued my position en- leery about going any further with the Johnson b!ll, a b!ll somewhat like this
tirely. The fact that the inventor will, at Manhattan project. One member of one. He claimed in the .Jetter and by
some unknown future time, have to take the subcommittee handling appropria- public statements, and witnesses claimed,
an unknown sum determined by a body tions for the War Department raised the including the Secretary of War, that this
not yet formed, unless he appeals to a question during our deliberations be- legislation is necessary as a forerunner
court, which causes further delay, is cer- cause he was afraid that if the thing of the efforts that our State Department
tainly anything but an incentive to him, flopped we would be severely criticized is going to make to try to outlaw atomicMr. PRICE of Illinois. Mr. Chairman, for throwing good money after bad. bomb ,varfare.
We had then spent over a billion dollars
wm the gentleman ~,ield?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Then the
and at least another billion was involved.
Mr. MATHEWS. I yield.
As a result of that we had some secret gentleman is more or less supporting the
!l:ir. PRICE of Illinois. If the gentleposition taken by the gentleman from
m::;.n will read section 11 oI the bill, he sessions with Secretary Patterson and Tennessee.
G9neral Marshall. The one considerawili cliscover that the gentleman from
The CHAIRMAN. The t!me of the
Con.1ecticut [Mr. KOPPLEMANN] was tion that appealed to us was. that if we gentleman from South Dakota has
did not do this Germany might. Everyright in his contentions.
expired.
Mr. M:ATHEWS. I have read the bill thing pointed to their trying to do it, and,
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
very carefully and I still cannot agree as I said a few minutes ago. General Chairman,
a,sk unanimous consent to
with the contentions of the gentleman Marshall said it was ·a race for time. proceed for I two
additional minutes.
from Connecticut. · To say an inventor is That is t11e consideration which preThe CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
protected when he is forced to accept an vailed and that is why we continued to
arbitrary amount for his patent, instead appropriate money for the Manhattan to the request of the gentleman from
South Da!cota?
of what he can make from it, as was in- project.
There was no objection.
By the same tolrnn we still cannot contended by the patent law, seems to me a
M:r. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
strange view of what protection is. And trol what other countries do. That is
it certainly will not alleviate the con- why I am very reluctan~ to vote for any Chairm·an, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield
fusion private industry will be in be- legislation which may .shackle the detween the passage of this act and the velopment of nuclear energy in this to the gentleman from California.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. It seems
organiz~tion of the Commission to the country.
No matter what we do here the scien- to me not only is that an important reapoint where it can properly issue licenses.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the tists, the engineers, the resources of son for passing the bill now. but it is
gentleman from New Jersey has expired, every other country will be devoted to also true that unless effective domestic
control over this admittedly very danMr. CASE oI South Dakota. Mr. the development of atomic energy. I
Chairman, I move to strike out the last hope we do not handcuff the United gerous proposition is established, there
States by any legislation which we pro- is not any assurance that the whole busiword.
.
ness wm not get completely out of hand
Mr. Chz.irman, I have been trying to pose here ..
That ·Is why I would- be opposed to at home, rendering it more difficult to
find some reason why there should be
all this hurry in passing this bill. The 1:,,ny legislation that would place this enter into an effective international
nearest approach to a direct suggestion matt,er exclusively in the hands of the agreement; furthermore, under present
as to why the bill should be passed at War Department, or any otI1er single circumstances there is nothing in law to
this time whl.ch I have heard, was in the group, on the evidence now before me. prevent the possession of fissionable maWhy is there any hurry right now to terial by any one or preventing develop- .
·remarks of the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. KEFAUVER] and I am not sure pass this bill? I would like to have some ment taking place.
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Mr. CASE of South Dakota. This bill
does not cover that.
}/!1'. VOORHIS of California. , Yes, it
do2s.

Ti.Ir. CASE of South Dakota: No. This
hill on page 20 says, "except that with
;·e:;1.;2ct to any location, entry, or settle-

,,t made prior to the date of enact1~1ent of this act no reservation shall be
deemed to have been made." That is,
existing mining claims. are· respected.
And this bill does not require that the
Secretary of Agriculture in administering
claims in the national forests shall make
ar:y reservation of rights.
.
So, if it were desirable that all private
.interests were extinguished, it does not
seem to me that this bill does it completely. And certainly It is debatable
whether all private rights in the field
should be extinguished.
The arguments that have been offered
do not seem to me to be persuasive. Why
should we create a control .commission·
to put handcuffs on the development of
some great new force or power? That .
is the question I have not heard answered.
I repeat the question, seeking an answer. Why should we handcuff ourselves
unless we can have some assurance that
other nations are going to handcuff
themselves? No law that we can pass
here will handcuff development In other
countries.
·
We do not want the United States to
get behind in this procession. If private
interests are going to be able to develop
nuclear energy in other countries, why
should they not be free to do so here?
I do not think that we ought to adopt
a policy of fear here but that we ought
to talrn plenty of time in deliberating on
the question.
Every page in the bill carries language
giving the Atomic Commission the power
to make final determination on one matter or a11othcr. Together they constitute
the most complete delegation of power
to a but·eau or agency that has ever been
proposed in this country. The character
cf the problem may give us no choice,
Perhaps we have to go the whole way
or not at all. But should we set up such
a colossus of bureaucracy with all these
powers until we thoroughly explore the
proposition?
Again I ask, what is the reason for
doing this now? I do not seelc to argue; I
simply want to know.
:.Tt,

TAitE THE PROFIT OUT OF WAR-OUR NATIONAL
SECURITY AND SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT

Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Chairman, on yesterday reference was made to a member
of the American Bar Association as opposing some of the ·features of this bill, so
I respectfully call your attention to the
American Bar Association Journal of
May 1946, at page 292 -thereof, to an article entitled "One World or None" by
Reginald Smith of the Massachusetts
bar, "The Need for World Law," and
briefly quote as follows:
A symposium on the atomc bomb has been
written by 13 preeminent scientists, the Federation of American Scientists, one military
man (Gen. H. H. Amold) and one political
scientist (Walter Lippmann). The foreword
is by Niels Bohr and the introduction is by
Artlim H. Compton, botl1 winners of Nobel
prizes.

It is the fo test word, In a real sense the
lns·t word, on the subject now the most important in the world. Its emphasis ls not
.on how to make the bomb but on how t.o
make some protection !or civ!llzation against
the bomb. The concluding words are: "Time
ls short. And survival ls at stake."
How much time have we? The answer is
given: "We are led by quite straightforward.
reasoning to the conclusion that any one of
several determined foreign nations could
duplicate om work in a period of about. 6
years" (p. 46).

Being a member of the Patents Committee of this House and also having
practiced civil law for about 25 years;
having had the benefit and pleasure of
drafting very many contracts and licenses relative to patents and patent
rights during that law practice, I do not
feel as though studying S. 1717 on its
patent ·and rights provisions is entirely
a new subject to me. Already in this
debate, there has been much emphasis by
those who oppose the bill, or by those
who want to postpone action and delay
legislation or even kill'" the bill that the
business, industrial, manufacturing, and
patent 'interests of this Nation do not
favor or approve so~called compulsory
license provisions of this bill's proposal
a·s contained in section 11 of the bill.
. On yesterday the distinguished gentleman from Texas [Mr. LANHAM] referred
to a letter from the chairman of the
.patents committee of the American Bar
Association. I have in my hartds two
letters from the chairman of the committee on patents and research of the
.. National Association of Manufacturers
from its office In New York. The first
letter to me is dated June 27, 1946, and
the second July 16, 1946. That portion
of these letters which I here· and now
quote Is exactly the same in both letters.
So there has been no change of opinion
by the National Association of Manufactmers between the dates of its letter
of June 27 and the one of July 16. Furthermore, we have the official opinion of
two of the distinguished executives of
the National Association of Manufacturers on the same subject for the letter
to me of June 27, was signed by Edward
Stone, committee executive, committee
on pate!lts and research and the letter
of July 16 was signed by R. J. Dearborn,
chairman of committee on patents and
research. I again call your attention to
the fact, that both of these distinguished
authorities on patents, and both of them
1·epresentlng this Nation-wide association
of manufacturers, take exactly the same
position on the same subject of the licensing provisiOilS of this bill. First, subdivision (bl of both letters is as follows:
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production by private enterprise under
adequate licensing provisions by the
Commission on Atomic Energy proposed
under this bill we are now debating. So,
gentlemen, under this section (b), the
National Association of Manufacturers
recognizes that it is sQund public policy
and certainly not · against the interest
of free enterprise or private industry to
have the control of the source materials
and -the production of fissionable material, under Government ownership, nor
the rights by private enterprise to use the
same subject to adequate license by the
Commission representing the American
· people.
And just as subdivision .(b), abovequoted, is identically the same in both
letters, so subdivision (cl in both letters
is exactly the same, to wit:
(c) Similarly, ut!l!zation of atomic energy
should be permitted by private enterprise
under appropriate licensing.

Therefore; I think it is not entirely
sound or· accurate reasoning for anyone
to claim again in this debate that American industry a·nd American manufactur.;
ers are opposed to either ·Govermnent
ownership of atomic materials or of exclusive Government control of its source
nor of Government licensing by the Com-mission pr9posed. The9e. two paragraphs in these two letters make it crys.
taJ clear that the National Association
of Manufacturers recognize two funda~
-mental requirements in the interest of
national security and safety and in, the
.interests of _private and free enterprise
development by reason of their position
stated in paragraphs (bl and (c), respectively.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DOYLE. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Under
the situation now prevailin_g, anybod,•
could make an atomic bomb.
Mr. DOYLE. That is correct.
Mr. JOHNSON of California; We
want some way to control It so that private individuals cannot make it.
Mr. DOYLE. I agree with the gentleman.
The objectives of this bill can be properly divided into two sections, to wit:
First, as relates to production and development of atomic energy for military
uses. And secondly, for industrial and
scientific uses and purposes.
Does anyone disagree with me? Should
we let the manufacturers of miiltary
arms and munitions and of weapons for
use in times of war have the right and
privilege of acquiring a,nd developing this
(b) The sections on controls of source maGod-given energy-an asset for the
terials, production of fissionable materials,
and Government ownership of all fissionable
world's blessing-in order to produce
materials should be changed so as to permit
munitions of war for the purpose of fillprivate acquisition, production by private ening their pockets with more money
terprise, and use by private enterprise under
gained? I say "No!" It is absolutely
adequate licensing provisions by the Comnecessary, sound, and sensible, and in the
mission.
interests of self-preservation of ourselves
I· emphatically call to your attention and of our world neighbors as well, that
that not only do they frankly state that no right to produce, control, or use this
the control of source materials of atomic energy shall be given to any person whatenergy should be under Government soever directly or indirectly for the purownership, but they. frankly state that pose of developing it for arms or military
Government ownership should only allow use-unless it is through the CJmmission
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proposed in this bill. In this way, we can
help to begin to take the motive of money
profit out of war.· This I believe to
be absolutely essential In sound steps to
help eiiminate causes of war. Under section 4, this bill provides for the exclusive
01vnership in the United· States of all
facilities for the production of fissionable
material in quantities sufficient to produ~e an atomic ;bomb· or any other
weapon by the ComimS&ion representing
cur beloved Nation, while section 5 provides that any person owning any interest in any fissionable material at the time
of the enactment of this act or who lawfully produces any fissionable· material
incident to privately financed rGScarch
"shall be paid just compensation· therefor." And this bill does not Intend to
confiscate any private property but, as is
necessary for war materials and .in the
intere~t of national defense and security,
the bill proposes that any person. having
.such material at. this time shall be paid
a just compensation therefor. This ls
sound. This is sensible. This is In accot·dancc with American principles of
fair dealing. Subdivision (2) of section
5 on page 17 of the blll provides that no
person shall transfer or deliver title to
any "source material"' from its "deposit
in nature" e;,;cept by permission from the
Commission. And why not? Again, for
purposes cif "national ' security and
safety," it is imperative that our Nation
be in the exclusive control of the "source
of the material" in order to assure exclusive control and access in times of war
or for needs of "national security and
safety.'( Does any Member of this House
now propose that private money gain or
profits shall be placeci paramount and
above the national security and safety by
allowing private ownership and production of this dangerous material at its
source?
·
·
Mr. McDONOUGH.. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DOYLE. I yield to the gentleman
from C2.llfornla.
Mr. McDONOUGH. The gentleman
is an attorney, and he· knows that the
manufacture of firearms or explosive
materials in all States is now controlled
· by statute. There is law now that controls that manufacture:
Mr. DO'\.'LE. These laws are not adequate to cover this subject. State laws
cannot do it.
Mr. McDONOUGH. But there are
laws.
Mr. DOYLE. Yes, but inadequate
laws-ridiculously inadequate. · We must
talre the profit out of war. Nor is that
theoretical,. either. I have no. objection
to my Government being 'placed in a
position of maximum immediate ability
to protect the safety and security of our
Nation in its ·new world relationships.
Now, as to section 10, which relates to
control of information about atomic
energy and without being disrespectful,
I really believe that some of the gentle~
men who have talked against this sec•
tion in the bill in this debate had not recently carefully read the full text of that
section 10, for it expressly states on page
30 of the bill, as follows:
· SEc. 10. (n) Policy: lt shall be the pollcy
Of the Commission to control the dlssemina-

tion cif restricted data· ·111 such· a ·manner as
to assure the common defense and security.
Consistent wlt11 such policy, the commission
shall be guided by the following principles:
· ( 1) That inform a tlon with respect to the
use of atomic energy for industrial purposes
should be shared with other nations on a.
reciprocal· basis as soon as the Congress declares by jolnt resolution that effective· and
enforceable international safeguards against
the use of such' energy for destructive purposes have been established.
You will not~, gen.tlemen; · that any
dissemlt1ation of any information is·
first restricted so as to assure the common defense and security. This, then,
is the controlling policy. No: not even
any· information about it for industrial
purposes may be shared or disseminated
by the commission, excepting Congress
first declares by joint resolution that
effective and enforceable international
safeguards against the use of such
energy for destructive purposes have
been established. The term "Congress,"
as used in this bill, Mr. Speaker, refers
not only to this House of Representatives,
but to the United States Senate. What
chance does the Commission have to be
put in a position of disseminating any
atomic energy information for industrial
purposes before it should, when a joint
resolution of both Houses of this Congress·must first be obtained, which clearly
declares that enforceable International
safeguards against the use of such energy fcir destructive purposes have been
established.
Therefore, it c!Oes not appear that the
arguments so far made that this Commission wilfbe promptly releasing atomic
energy information to foreign nations is
well founded:· It is in fact without any
foundation, for under section 10 Congress
controls the time and event when any
such information shall be shared with
other nations on a reciprocal basis. · Furthermore, subdivision Cc) of said section
10 on pa'ge 31 of the bill provides that
the Commission is only authorized to
establish information service as it may
deem necessary as to nonrestricted data.
And at line 10 on page 31 it further provides:
(1) The term "restricted data" as used In
this section means all data concerning the
manufacture or utilization of atomic
weapons, the production of fissionable mathe production of power,. but shall not lnterlal, or the use of fissionable material In
elude any data wb!ch the Commission from
time to time determines may be publlshed
-Without adversely atrectlng the common defense arid security.
Therefore, section 10 makes it clear to
any who desire to see it that there can
be no. dissemination of any data for
either war or industrial purposes until
joint resolution by both of the Houses
of the United States Congress has first
so declared, and the basis of this joint
resolution thus required is that enforceable international safeguards against
the use of such energy for destructive
purposes have first been established.
Mr. Chairman, this tim·e may come
after many years, or it may come before
we reallze it.
The matter of the patent section of
this bill has frequently been mentioned
on this floor.· It is claimed that the pro~
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visions of section 11 will destroy the
fundamentals of the American patent
system .. I disagree with this contention
and no man in this House feels . more
strongly than I do that we must preserve our competitive free enterprise,
principles; and economy. But, gentlemen, we cannot perpetuate or preserve
that free enterprise as It relates to our
patent system if we make It easier than
·ever for there to grow up monopoly, restraint of trade, unlawful· competition,
or other restraints against free enterprise and free competitive economy by
reason of allowing private or individual
ownership and control of this atomic
energy through patents in private control. There are four primary functions
of a patent system as I understand it, as
follows:
A. To induce disclosure of inventions.
B. To induce the investment of venture capital.
C. To promote what has been called
enforced diversity of innovation, for
instance, where the improvement is already patented, B will be forced to invent a new and different improvement
in order to maintain his competitive
position.
·
·
D. To reward the inventor.
Right here, gentlemen, let me call
your careful attention to page 27 of the
bill beginning at line 6 to line 22, inclusive, wherein it is provided as follows:
Where activities under any license might
serve to maintain or to foster the growth
of monopoly, restraint of trade, unlawful
competition, or other trade position Inimical
to the entry of new, freely competitive enterprises in the field, the Commission is
authorized and directed to refuse to issue
such license or to establish such conditions
to prevent these results as. the Commission,
In consultation with the Attorney General,
may determine. The Commission shall report promptly to the Attorney General any
Information It may have with respect to any
utilization of fissionable material or atomic
energy which appears to have these ·results.
No llcense may be given to any person for
activities which are not under or within the
Jurisdiction of the United States, to any
fo1·eign government, or. to persons within
the jurisdiction of tile United States whe1·e
the Issuance thereof would be Inimical to
the common defense and security.
Assuming that no Member of this r::ongress desires to have any control of this
destructive energy in hands of private
money profit for war-munitions-making
purposes, it is likewise my hope that no
Member is thinking that this energy is
a subject of proper monopoly or cartel
for purposes of peace. Yet, I do know
that in our system of free enterprise the
facts have proven that some men get so
greedy for material gain and economic
power and dominion; that they interpret free enterprise to mean that they
can and should be allowed to create
monopolies or cartels and restrain free
enterprise or competition with their particular business. · Free enterprise in the
highest sense should be encouraged in
this new field of peaceful endeavor. It
can be under the terms of this bill.
Monopoly must not fasten Its hands over
free enterprise in the field of peaceful
pursuits to be blessed by use of atomic
energy,
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of the great

But slight mention has yet been mad~ even as radium constantly gives off radio- knows. · To find out is one
of section 15, which establishes· a joint active energy until it becomes exh!j,Usted
tasks with which this Commission is to .
committee of the Senate and House ' through hundreds and thousands of be charged. That is why we want the
which by the terms of this bill is ex- years, and then becomes lead. From the greatest scientists and statesmen on it.
pressly charged with making. contiriui11g radioactive energy standpoint, our planet We want to know the possible uses of
s~udi.cs of the activities of the Atomic so to speak, has been running down since atomic energy in military weapons, in
Energy Commission and of problems re- · its original formation .. It was only when industry and commerce, and in medicine.
lating to the development, use, and con- radioactive energy fell below a certain We also must make sure that radioactive
ti·oJ of atomic energy. And not only is
level that it became possible for vegeta- energy is not released in such forms and
this joint committee of Congress so
tion to grow on the planet, and then after quantities that the surface of the earth
chargeable, but it charges the Atomic more millenniums of running down the returns to where it was ages ago. One or
Ener;;y Coinmission with keeping this level of radioactive energy was low the other of two things would result, extermination of all life or, in an intermevery same joint committee of the Senate enough so that animal life couJd exist.
and House fully and currently informed ·
As many of you know, I am sure, radio- diate stage, drastic effects on germ cells
with respect to the Commission's actlvi- active energy can have a special effect . of species which have long been stable,
ties. Thus, Congress itself is placed in upon germ cells, the cells that bring into so that mutations would result, and the
~n. intimate and continuing position of jbeing new life, a .new organism. It can human being as we know him be changed
iull and current contact with the Com- c~use internal changes in germ cells to a biological sport; or a freak of some
~nission's plans an~ policies and actions. wh~ch produce mutations, sports, or bio- sort, other than the freak he already is
Furthermore, section (e), on page 47 logical monsters. Thus the period when at times.
I do not know whether I have been able
of the bill, expressly empowers this joint radioactive energy became just low
congressional committee to appoint and enough to permit animal life, but was to make clear what I have in mind and
fix the compensation of such ex;perts, still high enough to act on the chromo- my great concern lest we bungle the hanconsultants, and technicians and olei'ks somes in germ cells, was the period when dling of this great power with truly cataas it deems necess:uy, So, from our dinosaurs and all sorts of bizarre bio- clysmic results. This is the only reason
viewpoint, Congress is made a watchdog log·ical freaks inhabited the earth.:__a I would consider giving any commission
of the Commission, and in another sense period when great varieties of new species such monopolistic power. It is the chief
a trustee in the same field as is the appeared. Doubtless it was one of those reason in my own mind which requires
Atomic Commission itself-even though mutations that produced the new species, that we set up this Commission for con-·
trolling the development of atonilc ento a more limited degree, of course.
man.
So much bas been so splendidly said
In the beginning, God created the ergy for civilian use as well as for miliabout the pls.ce and province of heavens and the earth, and all that live tary use.
Several Members have said they want
atomic enerrry from here on and· forward therein. Perhaps it was through the
in the life of our Nation and the world operation of His radioactive energy that to have everything under military control. Others have said they do not want
that I will not dwell at length along the He produced all that live.
same lines. .But you and I are. in a new
In any case, here we now are after all to have anything under military control.
era from wluch w~ cannot extncate ~ur- the millenniums. There has been one I do not think either of those extreme
selves if we wouid. Nor can nat10ns steady process of gradual exhaustion of positions is tenable. This force has enor~ithdraw ~ro~, a world neighborhood! ~or the radioactive energy stored in the earth mous significance for our industry and
m the twmklmg of an eye whole c1t1es in a form which was released naturally. our economy. It has terrible implications
can now be obliterated. Rifle bullets
Now for the first time in man's history for civilian life, as well as for military
kill men singly, while atomic bombs ob- he has discovered how to release radio- security. We have to deal with both of
literate hundreds of th~us:1nd.s _of people
active energy artificially, This is a re- them in a reasonable sort of balance. I
and crush concrete bmldm,gs mto dust versa! of the direction in which physi- do not see any better way to handle this
instantly. Use. of atomic energy for
cal processes on the planet have been titanic power than to put it under the
peaceful pursmts must come to be the going since its formation. It involves control of a commission of truly great
first and only use from _here on all ~ver profoundly not just this Nation but life men who will have available the knowlthe world-else there will be no survival itself from the standpoint of sheer exist- edge and services both of the military and
of the civilian scientists who are acutely
of civilization. World understanding ence.
and cooperation is essential for either
Hitherto most of the radioactive energy aware of all the dangers I have mennational or international existence as we have had was that which we dis- tioned and more. '.!'hey developed this
civilized people.
.
covered already active in such elements process; they have lived with it day and
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Cha!l'man, I move to
as radium. We could use what existed. • night for years; they see far-reaching
strllce out the last two words.
Now we have found a way to increase implications which we in our debate as to
Mr. Chairman, I should like to ap- the amount In existence, a way to release what the Bikini explosion mean's to the
future of our Navy do not adequately
proach this whole subject of atomic new radioactive energy,
. energy from a Httle different standpoint
Heretofore it has been gradually dying appreciate. I do not know any safer
than has been touched upon so far.
down· now we can start building it up, hands In which to place it.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Most of the discussion has been about in active form and at a terrible rate.
I move to strike out the last
the explosive, the blasting effects of the
This can mean far more to us ulti- Chairman,
two words. vVhat the gentleman from
release of atomic energy, But there is
mately than just the blasting effect of Minnesota,
himself an eminent physia possibly even more devastating force
bomb explosions, destructive as they are. cian, just said,
only underlines the imreleased in nuclear fission and that is
If too much radioactive energy is reportance for the time being and until
radioactive energy. It so happens I have
leased in an uncontrolled form, what people know something about what
had considerable p~rsonal experience may it do to human life itself; in fact, atomic energy is and will do, and until
with one form of radioactive energy and to all life?
such time as nations have grown up sufbear about in my body the marks of
Incidentally, I have been told that the ficiently in their international relationoverexposure to it. So I have been in- reason they had the Hiroshima bomb go ships to control it, what the gentleman
terested in it for a great many years.
off about 1,500 feet in the air instead of has said only underlines the necessity of
The physical and biological history of closer to the ground was that they wanted effective controls over this thing during
this planet has been one of decreasing only the blasting effect and were afraid the period that Iles immediately ahead.
radioactive energy, The earth originally of the possible radioactive effect. If it
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, will the
was and still Is at its center a ball of exploded high in the air, most of the ra- gentleman yield?'
flre-that is a body gradually dlsintedioactive particles would be carried.miles
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield
grating by atomic fission. The sun sup- high and dispersed. If it went off too low gladly'.
posedly Is a body engaged in violent down it might spread over the area so
Mr. JUDD. This is the only possible
atomic fission. Gradually through the much radioactive energy that the land justificat'lon; if there is an adequate juscenturies the materials in this earth would not again support even plant life, tification, for the patent provisions of ;
have·been losi.ig their radioactive energy, to say nothing of animal life. No one yet this bill.
\
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Mr. VOORHIS of California. I agree the possibility of anyone' going out and . sponsible for the security and protecti011
with the gentleman that it justifies that dealing with fissionable materli:ti as lle , of America. They are the ones who
section.
·
. sees flt. I personally think such control follow· constantly the danger to. our
Mr. JUDD. Because If we knew more absolutely essential foi·-the time being if country.. ,. . · , ..
about atomic energy, and if we knew the national interests are to be e!Iectively
Mr. JUDD. · I think it has done a magwhat the effect would be on human lives protected, but I am convinced that .the nificent job in protecting all those who
as well as in war, we could not have sec- passage of this bill will malte much more were working on that project. As you
tion 11. I am not sure that we can·have possible than it is today the continuance know, there was a great corps of physiit even so. But this is the only justifi- of atomic-energy development in · the cians meticulously checking every process
cation until we do know more of what United States and that it provides the in the whole project. On the other hand,
the ultimate significance Is and we dare only way that can be done. May I say we cannot sit down and say that bacause
not allow anybody at their. own will to further, it disturbs me very much to find we have achieved this high stage of debegin experimenting qut in their own some . people who are concerned about velopment in atomic energy nobody else
back yards. Our very existence does not the preservation of what they term the has caught up or will catch up with· us .
permit us to allow it.
.secret of the atomic bomb, arguing in We ought to move -ahead, and we are
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I agree the next breath that atomic energy itself going to move ahead, in its development
with the gentleman. I think there is should be patentable under which cir- for civilian use, as well as military,·
another reason for the patent provisions.
cumstances the patented devices and the
The two should be integrated and car.?..t least, it will prevent the private mopatented processes have to be made· a ried on together. The bill protects the
llopolization of a thing so fundamental matter . of public record in the Patent military aspects, but does not l,eep it
and .so revolutionary as atomic energy, Office. It does not seem to me that solely under the military. It will enable
I believe that would be wrong-inorally those two things possibly can be fitted those working with it for civilian purwrong and economically wrong. I am · together. . I thinlc ·this bill goes· as well poses to have the benefit of the lmowlnot talking about applications of atomic as it can down the middle of the road, edge and experience gained in the ManQ
energy, but I am talking about the pat- providing for the kind of control that is hattan project. It was civilian scientists
ent on fissionable material itself, on the necessary under existing circumstances who were responsible foi• most of this
very energy itself.
and on the other hand, assuring pro- excellent protective work done by the
I want to niake this first point, that the vision for the continuance of scientific military. I believe the military need to
bill does provide, and I quote: "That the development.
have their share in the work and the
Commission is authorized and directed
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr, civilians have their share. I think on
to purchase, take, requisition, condemn, Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
the whole the bill achieves that general
or otherwise acquire, supplies of source
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield. integration and balance;
materials or any interest in real propMr. CASE of South Dakota. Does not
. Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. But
erty containing deposits of source ma-' the gentleman feel that the agreement
terials to the' extent it· deems necessary for international control should precede who would have the last word?
Mr. JUDD. The last word would be
to effectuate the provisions of this act." our ·handcuffing of our own research and
with the military of course.
It· will give the possibility of control development?
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts.
over sporadic, dangerous uses of atomic
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I do.not
energy, just as the gentleman from Cali- think we are handcuffing our own re- But not in this bill, as I understand it.
Mr. JUDD. Yes; it can go to the
fornia suggested a while ago,
searcl1 and development. I think that
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. it is severely crippled for the want of President. The Military Liaison ComChairman, will the gentleman yield?
legislation· precisely lilce this. Most of mittee, which has access to all the information, can always appeal to the
Mr.·VOORHIS of California. I yield. our scie1itists have left the ,project. I
Mr. CASE of south Dakota. Assuming believe they will return if this bill is President, If it Is not satisfied.
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. I
that that control were desirable, if it passed. Obviously, it is most important
could be obtained, how does the gentle- that they do so. I believe further· that am very much afraid, if the military
man propose to establish control in Ar- American leadership in working for in- does not have control, tlmt the President will side with civilians. It may be
gentina, in Spain, or in Russia, or in any ternational control now is most imporother part of the world other than the tant. Indeed, it is the only leadership hard for the military to place the securUnited States?
there can be. I think it necessary that ity angle before him. It will give enorMr. VOORHIS .of California. That is this Congress rise to a plane of vislo11 mous power to any civilian boardprecisely what we are attempting to do where it can see that our country, after power for evil as well as pawer for good.
through the Baruch proposals. Further · all, is the sole possessor of this thing and I am very much afraid of it.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
answering the gentleman, the gentleman has the responsibility and opportunity of
makes the point that he clicl not want leadership for the possibility of peace, gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. I
us to block our own development while and unless the structill'e of peace is built
other nations had not agreed to any type there can, as other speakers have said, . am glad to yield. I am seeking infor·
of intemational control. I am In full be no safety for anyone, anywhere. It mation.
Mr. MAY. I wanted the lady to yield
accord with that. I would not be in sup- seems clear to me that adequate domestic
port of this. b!ll if it were not for the control must precede, not follow, Inter- to me that I might ask the genl,leman
from Minnesota, Dr. JUDD, a question.
fact that all of the testimony of every national control.
.
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. I
reputable scientist that I know of is to
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
yield.
the efi'ect that under the terms of this gentleman from California [Mr. VoonMr. MAY. The gentleman from Minbill atomic energy development will be ms] has expired.
encouraged in the scientific field where
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr. nesota made the statement in his most
excellent
address that there ought to ba
it is all important. That testimony has Chairman, t move to strike out the last
reasonable balance of , control between
been given over and over again. It is word.
true that that development is safeMr. Chairman, I rise to ask the gentle- the civilian and military aspects of the
problem. May I ask the gentleman If
gtmrded in certain respects. It is true man from Minnesota, Dr. JUDD, a questhere are controls more far reaching tion, if he will answer it; as he has had the provision which the House committhan the Congress would authorize un- experience with overradiation. I would tee wrote into the bill providing for some
der any other circumstances. Those who like to ask the gentleman If he does not sort of military control, would be a
seem to feel that atomic energy is com- feel that it is important to keep the Arxw, reasonable balance on that subject, with
parable to natural gas or firecrackers at least in a measure, in control for the the provision for letting it out to laborwill find it hard, naturally, to under- time being, It seems to me the Army did atories and so forth.
stand. But those who have at least an an amazing job in protecting human
Mr. JUDD.· Yes. I also think it is
inkling of what this energy is will know beings during the Manha~tan project. I
adequately taken care of in the original
why it is necessary that there be control would like to have thr.t protection con- McMahon bill. I expect to vote to strike
of private development and regulation of . tinued; als_o, the military forces are re- out the committee amendment. On
0
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the other hand, if ·it stays in I do not
think it i;nakes any great difference.
All members of the Commission will
be serving first of all as Americans and
I cannot. believe that any damage would
be done by having ·one or two members
of t.he military forces oii. this Commlssio:i. On the other hand, I cannot be•
lieve ar.y damage would be. done by hav•
i.ng them all civilians with the. Military
LiP,ison Committee also on the job;·. I do
not think that is the really great consideration here, although it, has been made
the chief bone of contention. · I think
foe great consideration is to see that we
begin to get progress In an integrated,
bal:mced way between the military and
civilian ·uses of atomic energy,
lVIi's. ROGERS of Massachusetts. I
wish to say that I have always found the
ArmY and Navy extremely anxious to
allow ci\'ilians to get the advantage of
any of their developments. Recently In
the matter of prosthetic appliances, Secretary of War Patterson· has done a
magnificent job in connection with civilians who are working with artificial
arms P.nd legs. In 2 years some of
the experimental prosthetic appliances I
hope will be perfected. · That is one of
.the reasons ,vhy I am so anxious to have
automobiles for· the amputees to allow
those veterans a couple of years in which
they may gst about before artificial legs'
are psrf~cted. That is just one instance-and there are thousands of
others-where the Army and Navy were
very anxious to cooperate with civilians.
They have given Army and Navy orders
to ID!l!1Y civilian firms, and have sponsored grea~ inventions in such things as
radf!.r, robots, &nd so forth. I, for one,
nrr.. c.uly rrrateful to the Army and Navy
for their scientific work.
·
T~1e CHAIRMAN. The time of the
enfr:womun from Massachusetts has
0

'{

't::-.~;;.-ect.

frfrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr.
p:.-,,.:rman, I ask unanimous consent to
p:·oc,,ed for one additional minute.
Thc: CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to \he reque.st of the gentlewoman from
Mr..ssachusetts?
T.hcre was no objection.
Mrs. ROGERS of. Massachusetts. I
~hould like also to ask the members of
the il.'Iilitary Affairs Committee if there
has baen anything in connection with
the U;,ited Nations organization that
would set up a commission, that would
har.c:1.!e the exchange of military secrets
::unoc1g the nations? I thinlc· it is a very
p2;-tir.ent question. Why should we do
it in the matter of this and not all other
mili:csy secrets?
Mrs. LL'CE. M:r. Chairman, will the
gen<:leworrnm yie Id?
l'!l,s. ROGERS of Massachusetts: I
am very glad to yield, for I want all the
information ,I can get.
Mrs. LUCE. Anyone wi10 has followed
carefully the Baruch proposals and· the
comments in the press by experts in that
field realizes that there will be set up in
UN a framework for the control of all
forms of heavy armaments and weapons,
including the atomic bomb which in
effect does mean that if that control
works, all of our military secrets will

probab1y be shared; and as further proof
of that you will find in the Lilienthal
report or rather the Acheson report oli
the atomic bomb that such is the inten- ·
tion of the authorities.
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts.
Again I say apparently the so-called .
friendly nations will be given all· our
secrets. Truly this measure is starting
an endless giving to other countries of·
our resources besides our loans and gifts
of money. We shall be an impoverished
Nation;
..
The following is the letter from Coi.
Robert S. Allen who has done· such dynamic work in prosthetic-appliance development. The amputees in the service
and civilian amputees owe him much.
He is the chairman of the advisory board
of the Prosthetic Appliance Service under Assistant Director of the Veterans'
Administration Walter Dura. Both the
gentleman from Pennsylvania and I are
members of that .board.
WASHINGTON, D. C., July 15, 1946.
MY DEAR MRS. ROGERS: Through the kindness of Judge,'Patterson, Secretary of War, I
had the opportunity to attend the July
meeting of the· Committee on Prosthetic Devices. The meeting consisted of two sessions,
a symposium in San F'raliclsco and a visit to
the Northrop prosthesis laboratory In Los
Angeles. This letter Is a brief report on my
observations.
I was tremendously thrilled and Inspired
by what I saw and heard. At the Ran Francisco symposium I saw the artificial arm developed by Northrop, which unquestionably Is
the best device of its kind in existence today,
It weighs about 2 pounds, with the hock, has
an automatic elbow-locking mechanism, and
ls a great advance over existing artificial
arms. It ls already being dlstribute.d to Army
amputees, and a project has been Initiated
under which the United Drug Co. will undertake the marketing of these devices at cost
to nil arm amputees, civilian as well as military. Northrop also has begun work on a
mechanical hand to replace the unsightly
hook. This. Is still in the early stages, but on
the basis of the outstanding results already
achieved by the company, I am sure that in
the not-too-distant future they will produce
an efiiclent nnd practical artificial hand.
Northrop also has developed an artificial
leg with a suction mechanism. This mechanism ls a German de.vice. The Germans
have been ,1sing a suction leg for some 10
years. Northrop ls now applying It to American climatic conditions and, on the basis of
its preliminary experiments, ls confident that
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ing. · It ls stlll only a prnmlse. But it ls a
tangible promise that bears every hope of
full realization in a matter of a year or so.
The basic essentials of this device, the
motor .and batteries, are available. The
problem now Is· merely of developing· the
prosthesis to the point where it Is durable
and can be produced ln quantity at a reasonable cost. The model· weighed about 4
pounds and the engineers were confident that
they could brlnr; this down to 3 pounds.
The whole mechanism Is 1·evolutlonary in design and operation. Instead of hanging on
the stump, It rests on a cradle that extends
from a belt around the waist. This not only
eliminates the onerous feature of dead weight
hanging from a stump, but also gives the
wearer complete freedom of shoulder movement.
The committee also has a number of
studies under way. One of the basic motions
of the leg by the University of Callforn!a,
anµ another by UCLA on the arm and hand.
These studies already have been extreme!,•
useful to the contractors and I am sure will
be Increasingly so as they develop new facts
and data.
All in all, as I said, I was tremendously inspired and heartened by what I saw and
learned. I have every confidence that If tl1is
research and development work is continued
without hitch for another year or so that
truly modern and scientific prostheses will
be evolved. The important thing now is
continuity; that ls, to insure that the worlt
of the committee l.s continued without hitch
or impairment. That Is the crux of the
whole situation and that Is the thing on
which everyone Interested in this field must
concentmte at this time. I have made a few
recommendations to Judge Patterson toward
this end and I have every belief that these
suggestions wlll be instituted. They call for
no radical departures but are implementations which members of the committee feel
would greatly assist their work.
·With warmest personal regards.
Sincerely,
ROBERTS, ALLEN,

The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentlewoman from Massaclrnsetts has
expired.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Mr.
Chairman, I move to strike out the last
three words.
Mr. Chairman, I am not a scientist nor
do I claim to be one. We are being advised today however, by a good many individuals and groups who are not scientists but who claim to know all about
atomic energy and demand from us·that
we should pass certain legislation on the
subject. They know very little about it,
it can produce. n y.,-ork.able suction leg in a
1·elatlvely . short time. The advantages of. probably less than we do who are seelc!ng
such a prosthesis are obvious. It would elimthe true and the best solution to handle
inate the ctun'bersome nnd trying hnt·ness
atomic energy for the general good. As
now necessary nnd te a great boon to the leg
I see it, the thing that should come first
amputee.
with all of us is the question of the
In addition, several other .concerns, worlcsecurity for our country.
lng under contracts from the committee,
Up to about 2 weeks ago I thought that
have mnde considerable progress In developIng a rnlf-locklng lmee. Northrop has a de•
I would support the McMahon bill. It
vice of this kind aiready in use by test pilots
seemed to me that wa~ a good measure
with very good results. There Is no reason
and that to turn control of atomic enwhy in the next 12 n'1onths these projects
ergy
over to a civilian commlsslon might
should not develop a reliable and practical
be
the best plan, but after hearing the
self-locking knee. This device combined
debate and tallcing with members of the
with the suction mechanism should give the
Military Affairs Committee and also talkleg amputee an artificial limb that would lJe
a tremendous advance on anything now In
ing to certain members of the FBI, I
existence.
have come to the conclusion that it
The most exciting and stirring demonstramight be bett.er for the safety of our
tion at the meeting was an electrical nrm procount.ry to delay action on the pending
duced by International Business Machines
bill until matters among the allied counCorp. This was only a mock-up model; actries reach a more satisfactory contually, only a few days old. That Is, It was
clus:oil.
·
completed only a few dnys before the meet-
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We are given some information froni'
behind the iron curtain as to what is
going on an'd we; know, tlmt the woi·ld ·
situation in, our effort to secure peace is
not progressing satisfactorily.' We also
learn that there are thousands of foreign
agents running loose throughout the
United States who are, working to get
all the secret information they can on
the atomic bomb so they can pass it back
to theil' respective countries. I. doubt
vary much if our agents are having the
same freedom in some of the Allied countriGs as we are giving foreign agents sent
over here to the United States. I am not
naming any countries. You may draw
your own conclusions.
Mr. Chairm.an, I do not see any ,particular harm in delaying action on this
legislation for 3 or 4 months or until a
peace t;reaty is written. · We have been
run::i.ing along from the beginning of
time-I do not know how long it is,
whether it is 9,000 years or 100,000,000
years-without any knowledge on atomic
energy, Now, what harm can there be if
we wait 3, 4, or 5 months until there is a
peace conference to determine whether
or not the nations of the world can work
together on a peaceful basis before we go
into this matter of turning deadly secrets
over to any g,·oup? The larger the
group the easier it will be to divulge the
secrets to some of these organizations or
countries that are so anxious today to get
hold of them.
I. have a high regard for scientists.
There are many good Americans among
them, probably all of them are good, patriotic Americans that will be on the
commission, but I also know some scientists in our country, in the United States,
who are as red as you can make them.
If they were to get any information about·
atomic energy, I know that it would go
outside the United States just as quickly
as they could hand it to some agent who
would be willing to pass it along,
When conditions become settled in the
world, especially between the Big Three
nations, we can begin talking about
sharing our atomic secre'ts with scientists, and until that time occurs, I
strongly believe that it will be in the in~
terest of our national security to leave
matters as they now stand. A few
months delay in turning the handling of
the secrets of atomic energy over to a
civilian commission, will not . retard
human progress.
Speaking for myself, I am unalterably.
opposed to sharing the secrets of the
atomic bomb with Russia or any other
country. The safety and future security
of the world will depend upon our retention of this destructive force and· the
know-how to proauce it. , I do' not believe it will be in the interest of peace
for us to malce the secret available to
any country.
I may support the McMahon bill for
the control of atomic energy, when ·conditions become more settled in the
world, but for the time being, I suggest
that no legislation be considered untll
after the peace conference.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Minnesota has expired.
Mr. HERTER. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last seven words.

Ml'. Chairman,· throughout this whole
debate all those who have spoken· have
· admitted very freely and very frankly
that they were confused, that they were
not in full possession of the so-called
secrets that · all of us · feel should be
zealously guarded in this country, and
· that because .of this confusion and ·uncertainty, and in many cases a yery real
· fear that the secret will be divulged to
those who might use It badly, they argue
that all legislation ought to .be postponed. I cannot agree with that point
of view. I have not any more information than any other Membe1, of this.
:House, but when reaching a final judg. ment on this subject it seems to me we
ought to give some consideration as to
where this legislation originated, and
who the individuals at·e .who feel it ts
desirable that we pass this type of legislation.
The individual principally involved in
the drafting of the original May-Johnson bil1 was Mr. George Harrison; president of the New York Life Insurance Co.,
formerly president of . the Fede1;al Reserve Bank of New York, who war.Iced for
2 years as personal assistant to Secretary Stimson and sat as Mr. Stimson's.
alternate delegate on the Board that
recommended this legislation.. He was
representing a. hardheaded, practical .
point of view as to why the control over
this newly fo!,!lld power should be put
into the hand~ of a civilian commission.
Working with him were the two men
who did more to develop the scientific.
coordinatfon that made possible the
building of the bomb than any two
others, namely President Conant, of
Harvard University, and President
Compton, of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, both of them very distinguisl1ed scientists in their own right.
The recommendations of those gentlemen, which led to this legislation that
we have before us, were, as I said, based
on the fundamental thesis that we are
now embarking on an era of scientific
rivalry where all nations are trying to
get ahead in this particular matter.
Testimony 11as been given that the development of the bomb did not come
from a single new sclen'tific discovery;
that everything scientific about it .was
known befor~ the war period; that the
. development of the bomb· came entirely
through the development of technological processes for putting that scientific
information into effective use.
,
Mr. JOHNSON of California, Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HERTER. I yield to the gentleman from ,California.
.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I thank
the g·entleman for that statement. That
is exactly the idea that General .Groves
expressed to us at the very first hearing
on the May-Johnson bill, only he elaborated on it a little more. But it is the
same idea that the gentleman expresses
here.
·
Mr. HERTER. There is no question
in my mind about it that if we are really
interested in the security of this country
we have to do everything that we can to
encourage our scientific people to devote
their energy toward seeing what further
progress can be made In this particular
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field until satisfactory international controls have been developed. To my mind,
to delay, or not to enact any legislation-and I am not worrying too mucli
about any amendments to be offered; ·I
am merely speaking of some fo1;m of
legislation-at .this. moment, is playing
with our security rather than· enhancing
our security.
Mr. CASE of S:mth Dakota. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HERTER. I yield to the gentleman from South Dakota.
Mr. CASE of South Dalrnta. In what
way does this bill offer inducements for
private research or. scientifl:: research
that would not exist without the bill?
Mr. HERTER. It does this: This particular Commission will have control
through license of all fissionable materials, but at the present time, under War
Department controls, General Groves, cir
whoever the responsible official may be,
cannot divulge anything that he has got,
nor can he allow the scientists of the
country to use fissionable material to
experiment with. ·Today the War Department, under existing regulations, ls
extremeiy tight. But the minute the war
is· over, from the point. of view of the
realistic situation that we are up against .
here, the controls that the War D~part. ment has over this thing disappear lilrn
that, and you have an absolutely free
field in this country which is not covered
by any peacetime· legislation.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Massachusetts has expired.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the gentleman be permitted to proceed
for one additional minute.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request. of the gentleman from
New Jersey? ·
·
There was no objection.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. The
gentleman said that the War 'Department at the present time-he mentioned
General Groves-did not have any right
to permit any experimentation and give
out any secrets. The gentleman ls absolutely wrong about that. At the present
time industrial experiments are being
made, and much of that information has ·
been given out.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HERTER. I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. ELSTON. As a matter of fact,
the testimony before the Committee on
Appropriations given by General Groves
·was to the effect that the War Department is giving out whatever may be
·needed by industry to develop atomic
energy for industrial purposes.
Mr. HERTER. That may be very
true. The War Department at the moment, under war powers, has control cf
this situation. The minute those war
powers are over, that control is gone.
Mr. CASE of· South Dakota. !Hr.
Chairman, If the gentleman will yield
furt11er, what would be wrong with such
a ·situa,tion? I am aEking for information. Is that hot a situation that ls going·to obtain' in every other country? Is
there any control or restriction upon the
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use of atomic energy in other countries?
Or at J.eaEi, any that we can dictate?
Mr. HERTER. There is absolutely no
control that I know of.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. WJ1y
should we have restriction in this country when it does not exist in other counkies?'
Ivir. ·HERTER. I feel that this is an
orcle,·Jy expansion of research.
M:r:;. LUCE. Mr, Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
M:1•. HERTER. I yield to the gentlewoman from Connecticut.
ivfrs. LUCE. I think perhaps the gen·~Ie1:;:an excepts totalitarian countries
when l,e says there is no control of reseai·ch in other countries.
Mr. HERTER. I meant to say no restriction of research in other countries.
I think certainly every country is doing
everything it can to encourage its scientists to work as hard and as fast as they
can in this particular field; in fact, they
are making very large grants of money
in every country, I think, for the· development of this field.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I certainly would agree with the gentleman
tl11t the War Department, should not
bwe permanent control. I. do not be1.ieve in that. However, we ought not to.
handicap ourselves when other nations
do not.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that all debate on pro
forma amendments to section 1 do now
close, ai;d that bona fide amendments
to the section be reported for discussion.
The CHAIEM:AN. Is there ol:ljection
to the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from California [Mr. JOHNSON].
The amendment was rejected.
Mr. PULTON. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
· The Clerk read as follows:
Arr.endment offered by ·Mr. FuvroN: On
pr.ge l, line 4, after "Section L (a) Fllidings
,clod declaration", strike out the remainder of
p::trng,·aph (a) and Insert: "It Is hereby declared to be the policy of the people of the
U1'ited States that the development ahd ut!liZ'.ltion of atomic energy shall be directed
toward the public welfare and Increasing the;:
standard of living of all peoples, and for the
pm.notion of world peace, Including assuring the common defe!lse, security, and p1•0 ..
tection of all peace-loving nations."

Mr. FULTON. Mr, Chairman, this
r..menctment is to make a restatement of
the declaration of policy found at the beginning of the bill. If you look at the
declaration of policy as we now have
stated in the bill you will find that it is
nothing but pious platitude. Read it
with me:
Res0ai:cl1 and experimentation In the field
of nuclear chain reaction have attained tho
stage at whlcl1 the release of atomic energy
on a large scale Is practicable •.

It would take a fool not to know that
is true.
The significance of the atomic bomb for
milltary purpcs~s is evldent.

!f it is evide11t, why do we say it? To
me, legislation should be passed for a
particular purpose with a policy definitely stated. We should not in legislation keep repeating things that are selfevident and are mere drapings;
I read further:
The effect of the use of atomic energy for
civilian purposes upon the social, economic,
and political structures of today cannot now
be determined.

Of course that is true. · If we need
anybody to tell us that it surely ought
not to be in a measure cluttered up with
things like that.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. FULTON. I yield to the gentleman from California.
Mr. JOHNSON of California.. Does
the gentleman realize that the Committee of the Whole voted just a few minutes ago to retain that language in the
bill and turned down the amendment
I offered to strike it out?
Mr. FULTON. I am putting something else in its place.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I
wanted to put something else in Its place.
Let me tell the gentleman what happened.
Mr. FULTON. I realize what happened, but the question is, should this
be substituted when the gentleman's language was not accepted?
·
I1·fr. JOHNSON .of California. I will
vote for the gentleman's amendment. I
think it is all right.
Mr. FULTON. I thank the gentleman.
[Reading further:]
This is a field 111 which unknown factors
are involved.

I agree with what the gentlewoman
from Connecticut [Mrs. LucE] said yes-
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Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chair~an.. .vill
the gentleman yield?
Mr. FULTON. I yield to the distinguished gentleman from Michigan.
· Mr. r>ONDERO. The gentleman mentions· world peace. Do you think we
should share the secrets of this bomb if
the peace co·nference which wili° convene
in Paris on the 29th of this month fails
because of the veto power of one or more
of our allies, as it has failed up to the
present time?
Mr. FULTON. I agree with the intent
of the question and with the presumption made by the gentleman from Michigan that we should not share it. But
because we have this stewardship and
trusteeship, we should let the people of
the world know that in the protections
that we are throwing around the development of atomic energy and the secrets
of atomic energy we will see that it is
done for the good of the world. I hope
we will do just contrary to what some
other countries might want to do, who
would keep it selfishly for themselves and
then use it, not for the good of the people
in raising the standards of living for the
people, but for aims that they might call
protection but which really· were for purposes of aggression.
Mr. DONDERO. I tliink the whole
world knows now that the secret of this
bomb is -in the hands of a government
that does not think it is necessary for
the whole world to adopt our form of
govern.ment in order to insure world
peace.·
·
Mr. FULTON. I think the gentleman's remarks are very much to the
point and agree with them. May I then
ask the chairman of the Committee on
Military Affairs two questions?
On page 3 is found this language which
my Harvard training will not permit me
to read and make any sense out of. The
l_anguage is as follows:

terday, that there are unknown factors
in everything. Important legislation
A program of federally conducted research
will necessarily be sub.i ect to revision and development to assure tlle Government
from time to time. I have yet to see
(with a capital "g") of adequate sc·rmtlflc
any legislation in this House, even the and technical accomplishment,
Constitution of the United States, that
Is the word "Government" there used
would not be subject to revision from
time to time. Then the declaration of in the sense of the Federal Government,
policy says it is reasonable to anticipate, or is the word "Government" used to
however, that adopting this new source mean the control of accomplishment?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
of energy will cause definite changes in
gentleman. from Pennsylvania has exour present way of life.
Our Hfe is full of changes and, of pired.
Mr. FULTON. Mr. Chairman, I ask
course, that is to be understood. But
why put it In here and clutter up the unanimous consent to proceed for three
bill? Now, what we should do, of course, additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection,
is to assure the people of the world and
the people of this country that we are it is so ordered.
-There was no objection.
going to use atomic energy for the public
Mr. MAY. I might answer the genwelfare, not only of ourselves, but of all
peoples, and also to increase the stand- tleman's question, although I am not a
ards of living of ourselves and of all peo- Harvard ·man, by saying that I would
ples. We should put that first Then understand from the language in line 13
we should say we want it for the promo- on page 2 that it Is the purpose of the
tion of world peace and we want it for act to effectuate the policies set out in
security and protection. But we should section 1 (a), which is the preceding secsay that we want it not only for our- tion, which provides, among other things,
selves but for all peace-loving nations. for the following major programs relatThat does not mean that we will let for- ing· to atomic energy, Then when you
eign nations have the secrets at this go to subsection (3) it would be a protime, but it certainly says what our aims . gram of federally conducted research.
are and states them specifically, shortly, That means the Government would carry
on the program of scientific research and
and directly.
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development to assure the Government
M1•. FULTON; May i state to the
of adequate scientific and technical chairman of the Military Affairs Commitaccomplishment.
tee, as a practicing attorney, that is what
Mr. FULTON. Do you mean to assure the definition would be if the act were
the Government adequate scientific and passed.. The act is not now in effect. So
technical accomplishment, or do you I again ask the chairman of the Military
mean to assure the Government-mean- Affairs Committee, Are there any ining "control"-of adequate scientific and ternational agreements in respect to
technical accomplishment? If you mean · atomic matters that are now in existthe Federal Government, you have to ence? I would appreciate a yes or no answer.
·
strike out the word "of."
Mr. MAY. All it does is to assure a
· Mr. MAY. WeJI, you are not going to
program of federally conducted research get a yes or no answer out of me, beand development. That is all.
cause I am not on the witness stand to
Mr. FULTON. Then may I recom- · be cross-examined. In the second place,
mend that the conferees, when they this bill provides what t11e Commission
meet, change that section (3) to read:
may or may not do, It does not make it
"to assure the Pcderal Government" and mandatory.
·
strike out the word "of." The word "of"
Mr. FULTON. May I then request,
does not fit there according to the mean- Whom shall I ask to find out as to the
ing that you have given.·
Subsection (5) on page 3 refers to a possible existence of these international
program of administration which will be atomic agreements?
Mr. MAY. I suggest to the gentleman
consistent \'jith the foregoing policies
"and international arrangement made that he study the bill.
The CHAIRMAN, The time of the
by the United States." I ask the chairman of the Military Affairs Committee gentleman from Pennsylvania has again
whether any arrangements already have expired,
Mr. FULTON. Mr. Chairman, I ask
been made internationa]ly, by. the
United states. Have there been any in- unanimous. consent to proceed for three
ternational arrangements already made additional minutes to answer the quesby the United States in tespect to atomic tion:, o~ several Members now on their
energy? In this act the committee seems feet.
t<i assume that there have been.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the to the request of the gentleman from
gentleman yield?
Pennsylvania?
Mr. FULTON. Yes.
Mr. DURHAM. Mr. Chairman, I obMr. MAY. This bill by a subsequent ject,
provision provides adequate facilities
Mr. SHAFER. Mr. Chairman, I rise
and pians, under licensed systems of au- in opposition to the amendment.
thority, to research laboratories, ind1.1sThe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
trics, colleges, and universities. This is from Michigan is recognized for 5 minmerely a statement of federally conduct- utes.
ed experiments through this CommisMr. SHAFER. Mr. Chairman, the
sion. The Commission will determine gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. Fur.who is licensed and under what condi- TON] asked the chairman of the Mi)itary
tions.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the Affairs Committee if there had been any
gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. FuL- international agreements entered into in
connection with the atomic energy, Ap:roNJ has again expired.
Mr. FULTON. Mr. Chairman, I ask parently there have been. If my underunanimous consent to proceed for two standing is correct, we have ag!·eements
with Great Britain and Canada. Is that
additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection not true?
Mr. MAY. That is my understanding,
to the request of the gentleman from
but I do not know what they are.
Pennsylvania?
There was no objection.
Mr. SHAFER. Everyone seems to be
Mr'. FULTON. But you say, "interna- greatly interested in what we are going
tional arrangements made," not to be to do with the atomic bomb. I hold in
made, which infers they already have. · my hand a message from Mr: Ernest
been made by the United States. That is Adamson, chief counsel of the Un-Amerinternational agreements with respect to ican Activities Committee, and I think
atomic energy, Why do you use the it should be read at this point in the
statement, "made"? If they 'are to be debate. The message, written today,
made, let us say it, but if they are al- reads:
ready made, then I aslc you, What are
I have just learned through the state Dethose international arrangements · al- ·partment channels that an International
reudy made in respect to atomic energy, Scientists Conference will be held in Paris
by the United States? Are there any? during the month of September to discuss
control of the atom bomb. The head of the
Let me hear directly.
Mr. MAY. Let me caJI the gentleman's conference Is one Joliet-Curle, an active
member of the French Communist Party.
attention to section 8:
A large group of delegates from the United
As used In this act, the term "international
arrangement" shall mean any treaty approved by tl1e Senate or International agreements hereafter approved by the Congress
during the time such treaty or agreement ~s
in full force and effect,

That is the answer.

States Is expected to attend.

Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHAFER. I yield.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Does
the gentleman have any surpicions that
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there might be some secret agreement
which was made civer In Potsdam or some
other place?
Mr. SHAFER. I do not know whether
there are secret agreements. I have my
own opinions, but I do not care to state
them here.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SHAFER. I yield.
Mr, JOHNSON of California. Is this
a conference of private individuals or
an official government conference?
Mr. SHAFER, It Is called an International Conference of Scientists. I do
not know whether it is a government
conference; it is an international conference.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. SHAFER. I yield.
Mr. BROOKS. The gentleman knows
that while this matter was tinder consideration b'y the House Military Affairs
Committee we made special inquiries of
th~ State Department as to whether or
not there were any secret agreements
affecting the atomic bomb that had not
been published In any respect and we
received definite and positive word without qualification to the effect that there
was nothing affecting this legislation that
had not been completely published and
publicized. Is that correct?
Mr. SHAFER. That is what we were
told.
Mr. BARDEN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. SHAFER. I yield.
Mr. BARDEN. That leaves me somewhat at a loss to understand why the
chairman of the committee would say he
does not know what they are.
Mr. SHAFER. That is the reason why
I called attention to the fact that we
do have agreements with Great Britain
and Canada.
Mr. BROOKS. The chairman had
those in mind when he referred to agreements.
Mr. BARDEN. Possibly the gentleman from Louisiana would know the
contents of those agreements.
Mr. SHAFE~. I wJII yield for him to
tell us.
Mr. BROOKS. I have just told the
gentleman that the State Department
stated that there was no secret agreement on the subject. As to whether or
not another agreement covers the subject, the gentleman is aware· of what has
been published in the daily press just as
well as I, and I presume he has read them
as carefully as I did.
Mr. BARDEN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield further?
Mr. SHAFER. I yield:
Mr. BARDEN. Would the gentleman
mind giving us the benefit of the contents of the agreements that are in existence with Great Britain and Canada?
Mr. BROOKS. No. I can tell the gentleman that if he had read what has
been published, he would know just as
well as I do. I understood there was
some sort of understanding bztween
Canada and us because we did obtain the
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original materials from Canada, but
there is nothing secret at all. It was
called to our attention at the time.
Mr. RICH. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. SHAFER. I yield.
Mr. RICH. Does not the gentleman
beiie,·e that the House should know
somet.hing about these agreements and
p;·cmises that are being made with these
'foreign countries before we turn loose
'what is probably the most destructive
force that the world has ever known?
Mr. SHAFER. If there are any agreements or promises, I think it is highly
important to find out all about them.
The CHAIRMAN, The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. FULTON],
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. FULTON) there
were-ayes 5, noes 42.
So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
st~.te it.
·; Mr. MAY. Are there further amendments pending at the desk with reference to sect.ion 1?
The CHAIRMAN. There are not.
Mr. M:AY. Then I ask unanimous consent that all debate on this section and
all amendments thereto do now close.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I object.
The Clerk read as follows:
ORGANIZATION

SEC. 2. (a) Atomic Energy Commission:
( 1) There is hereby established an Atomic
Energy Commission (herein called the Commission), which shall be composed of five
members. Three members shall constitute a
quorum of the Commission. The President
shall designate one member as chairman of
the Commission.
(2) Members of the Commission shall he
appointee! by the President, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate. In submitting any nomination to the Senate, the
President shall set forth the experience and
the qualifications of the nominee. The term
of office of each member of the Com1nission
taking office prior to the expiration of 2 years
after tl!e date of enactment of this act shall
expire upon the expiration of such 2 years.
The term of office of each member of the
Commission taking office after the expiration
of 2 years from tl1e date of enactment of tllis
act shall be 5 years, except tbat (A) the
terms of office of the members first taking
~' '.)filce after the expiration of 2 years from the
.date of enactment of this act shall expire, as
designated by tlle President at the time of
appointment, one at the end of 3 years, one
at the end of 4 years, one at the end of 5
years, one at the end of O years, and one at
the end of 7 years, after the date of enactment cf this act; and (B) any member appointed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to
tlle expiration of the term for which his
precleccssor was appointed, shall )Jc appointed
for the remainder of such term. Any member of the Commission may be removed hy
the President for inefficiency, neglect of duty,
or malfeasance In office. Each member, ex-·
cept the chairman, shall receive compensation at the rate of $15,000 per annum; and
tl1e chairm2n shall receive compensation at
the l'atc of $17,500 per annum. No member
of the Commission shall engage in any other
business, vocation, or employment than that
of serving as a member of the Cornrnission.
(2.) The principal office of the Commission
shc,11 be in the District of Columbia, but tl1e
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Commission or any duly autliorlzed 1·epre- . failure to act of the Commission on such
matters !s adverse to the responsibilities of
sentatlve may exercise nny or all of Its powthe Departments of War or Navy, derived
ers in any place. The Commission shall hold
from the Constitution, laws, and treaties, the
such meetings, conduct sucl1 hearings, and
Committee may refer such action, proposed
receivo such reports es may be necessary to
action, or· fa!lure to act to the Secretaries
enable it to carry out the provisions of tllls
act.
·
of War and Navy. If either Secretary concurs, he mn:v refer the matter to the Presi( 4) There are hereby established within
the Commission·
dent, whose decision shall be final,·
(A) a General Manager, who shall disWith the following committee amendcharge such of the administrative and exment:
ecutive functions. of the Commission as the
Commission may direct. The General ManPage 3, line 19, after the word "members",
. ager shall be appointed by the President by
insert "at least one of whom shall be a repand with the advice and consent of the Senresentative of the armed forces."
ate, and shall receive compensation at the
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
rate ·of $15,000 per annum. The Commission
rise In opposition to the amendment.
· may maim recommendations to the President
with respect to the appointment or removal
Mr. Chairman, there are two gentleof the General Manager.
men who always add a lot to the best
(B) a Division· of Research, a Division of
thinking of this body. One of them is
Production, a Division of Engineering, and a
the gentleman from Minnesota, Dr. JUDD,
Division of Military Application. Each diviand the other Is the gentleman from
sion shall be under the direction of a director
Massachusetts, Mr. HERTER, I share the
who shall be appointed by the Commission,
views of the distinguished gentleman
and shall receive compensation at the rate
from Minnesota when he says that it
of $14,000 per annum. The Commission shall
require each such division to exercise sucl1
is not exactly a life-or-death matter
of the Commission's powers under this act
whether this amendment is adoP.ted or
as the Commission may determine, except
not. But I go back to the statement I
that the authority granted under section 3
made earlier in the debate, that I think
( a r of this act shall not be exercised by the
there is a fundamental principle in· Division of Research.
·
volved. As he said, they are all going to
(b) General advisory committee:· There
be good Americans, and whether they
shall be a general advisory committee to advise the Commission on scientific and tec11are in the Military Establishment or in
nical matters relating to materials, produccivilian life does not matter. However,
tion, and research and development, to be
if a military man goes on there he has
composed of nine members, who shall be apdivided interests. His first big interest
pointed from civilian life by the President,
is the military. You will recall that
Each member shall hold o!l!ce for a term of
under the bill the President must give
6 years, except that (1) any member appointthe qualifications of his nominees when
ed to fill a vacancy occurring prior to the exhe sends them to the Senate.. I have an
piration of the term for which his predecessor was appointed, shall be appointed for
idea that the Senate will comb those
the remainder of such term; and (2) the
nominees with a fine-tooth comb, as that
terms of office of the members first taking ofbody ought to do. They will have to be
fice after the date of the enactment of this
able and patriotic.
act shall expire, as designated hy the Presi· Mr. Chairman, I am as sincere as I
dent at the time of appointment, three at the
end of 2 years, three at the end of 4 years, · know how to be about the following
statement: In view of the Vandenberg
and three at the end of 6 years, after the date
of the enactment of this act. The comamendment which sets up this liaison
mittee shall designate ono of its own mem-

bers as chairman. The committee sl1all meet
at least four times in every calendar year.
The members of the committee shall receive
a per diem compensation of $50 for each day
spent in meetings or conferences, and all
1nembers shall receive their necessary traveling or other expenses while eugagecl in tl1e
work of the committee.
(c) Mllitary Liaison Committee: There
shall be a Military Liaison Committee consisting of representatives of the Departments of War and Navy, detailed or assigned
thereto, without additional compensation, hy
the Secretaries of War ancl Navy in such
number as they may determine. The Commission shall advlGe and consult with the
Committee on all atomic energy matters
which the Committee deems to relate to
military applications, including the development, 1nn11ufacturc, use, and storage of
bombs, the allocation of fissionable material
for military research, and the control of information relating to the manufacture or
utilization of atomic weapons. The Commission sliall keep the Committee fully informed of all such matters hefore it and the
Cammi ttcc shall lrnep the Commission fully
informed of all atomic energy activities of
the war and Navy Departments. The Committee shall have authority to make written
recommendations to the Commission on
matters relating to mil!tary applications
from time to time as it mny cleem appropriate. If the Committee at any time conclucles thnt any action, proposed action, or
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committee that. has completely satisfied
the Secretary of War, the Secretary of
the Navy, General Eisenhower, and
everybody in authority in our Military
Establishment, there is no use going out
and getting military men to set up our
policy-malting in this country, You
might just as well put a high general in
as Secretary of War or a high admiral
in as Secretary of the Navy. We just
have not got that kind of a government,
and it is not necessary. Besides, you
would have the military liaison setting
around the table making their requests,
and even their demands, which they
would take back to their superiors, and
if they were not accepted they could
tsJrn them to the Commander in Chief,
the President of the United States.
What Is there to fear from the military
angle of the situation? The war is over.
We are trying to work out world peace.
We do not want to add to the suspicion
that some of our allies have, that we
are getting ready for another war. I
am not willing to give our atomic-bomb
secret to anybody or any nation, and
we· are not doing so under this bill. I
want the President and Secretary of
State to handle our foreign affairs and
determine our foreign policy. I do not
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want the Army and Navy to do that.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the
tists; in fact; the scientists wanted to
· gentleman from Texas has again keep the number at one or possibly two.
Theirs is a different function.
,
·There are men with judgment, with
Secretary Byrnes and Senators CON- expired.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
vision, men who can ta:lrn a set of facts
NALLY and VANDENBERG have been sitting
around the conference table. They are . ask unanimous consent to proceed for and look at a situation and make the
right determinations when the facts and
back here now, but I assume they will two additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection · information . are ·given to them. We
return on the 29th. It seems to me
a very. appropriate time to allow this to the request of the gentleman from know there will be developed a scientific
Texas?
research department in the Army and
atomic-energy problem, insofar as its
There was no objection.
the Navy following this war. It is being
military application is concerned, to reMr. DURHAM. Mr. Chairman, will set up now. It may very well be that
main in the hands of the Army or in t11e
the gentleman yield?
an officer who has handled such a dehands of the liaison committee and Jet
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the genpartment, who has conducted that sort
us devote our time and energy putting
tleman
from
North
Carolina.
of an operation for the Army or the
this great discovery to peaceful purposes
Mr. DURHAM. Is not the main ques- Navy, would be a most valuable man to
for the benefit of mankind.
tion
as
to
the
composition
of
this
comhave on this Commission.
· This is no time for an atomic bomb
The · way my amendment reads, it
· armament race. I am frank with you in mission what they are going to be worth
to
the
country,
what
they
can
conleaves it optional with the President to
saying that there are i:ome nations in the
tribute?
There
are
very
few
military
pick out a man of that caliber and that
wOI'ld, particularly one, that look on us
men who are scientists.
training if he feels that would advance
with suspicion, and that may add to
Mr
..
THOMASON.
You
hear
a
lot
of
the program of the Commission. I do
suspicion on our part. I want us to
criticism of scientists. Some people say not want to tie the President's hand, but
stand our ground, defend our principles
they
are
crackpots,
long-haired
guys,
and
it does give him that extra field to look
and assert our rights, but I want to be
Communists. Nevertheless, they are the to for men for this Commission. As I
sure we do nothing to provoke another
ones
who
discovered
and
developed
this
say, there are many men ori the retired
war.
bomb. It is true that a good friend of list and some on the active list of the
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
mine whom I admire extravagantly, Army and Navy who by their experience,
gentleman from Texas has expired.
General Groves, was in charge ther.e as . their training, and their outloolc would
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
the boss of the show, the physical end make a very excellent addition to such a
ask unanimous consent to prqceed for
of it. But Dr. Oppenheimer, the presi- Commission. That is the reason I offer
two additional minutes.
dent of Boston Tech, the president of
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection Harvard, Dr. Vannevar Bush, and other this amendment. To me it looks like
just plain common sense. It leaves the
to the request of the gentleman from
great scientists are the men who de- matter entirely in the hands of the
Texas.
veloped this bomb. They are good President. I hope you will take my views
There was no objection;
Americans just as we are and just as the and adopt this amendment. It does not
Mr. THOMASON. As the gentleman
Army is. They are to be trusted and put the stamp of approval of the milifrom Massachusetts [Mr. HERTER] so
ought to be encouraged.
tary on the Commission, nor does it make
well said, we are trying to get back on
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the it obligatory on the President to appoint
the track to world peace, and if this will gentleman yield?
military men.
not do the· job, will somebody please sugMr. THOM:ASON. I yield to the genMr. FOLGER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gest some means by which we can get
tlewoman frnm Connecticut.
gentleman yield?
some kind of a commission together or
Mrs. LUCE. I agree with the gentleMr. JOHNSON of California. I yield
somebody to place this atomic energy in
man's viewpoint, that no particular good to the gentleman from North Carolina.
the hands of. that would use this for the
will come of putting a military man on
Mr. FOLGER. The committee amendpromulgation of peace and understandthis commission, but does the gentleing between the nations of the world?
man realize that in al! the very lengthy ment reads, "at least one of whom shall
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, will
debate and hearings on this subject in be a representative of the armed forces."
the gentleman yield?
the Senate practically all the scientists Does not that mean that all of them
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the
themselves testified that there should not could be, if the President wanted it that
gentleman from Illinois.
be more than one scientist on the com- way?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Later on
Mr .. ARENDS. I agree with the mission?
gentleman from Texas that possibly the
Mr. THOMASON. Yes, I believe that there is an amendment that limits it to
two. In fact, I should like to limit the
q\.Jestion of life and death whether this is true, but I know a lot of flne businessmen in this country. I think Barney number to just one, and then make it
committee is constituted of civilians entirely, or of civilians and one military Baruch is one of our greatest Americans. permissive.
Mr. FOLGER. Why not strike out the
man, is not so important. But. will the I know many more great businessmen
and industrialists. Their great passion words "at least" and say "one of whom
gentleman tell me one good reason that
might be advanced why there should is to do something for their country, shall be"?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. "One tJf
Many of them would be eminently qualinot be one military man on this commitfied for membership on this commission. whom may be."
tee, or what damage would result?
·Mr. FOLGER. Yes; "one of whom
Mr. THOMASON. I do not know if I beg of you to vote down ·this amendment and let the military attend to their may be."
there would be any special damage done,
affairs.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
but you cannot find any policy-making
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to
commission in the Government, that has
Chairman, I offer an amendment to the modify my amendment by adding that
generals and admirals members of it.
the words "at least" shall be stricken
The Army and Navy think in terms of committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
from the committee amendment.
war and national defense. They think
in terms of the military, as they ought
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
Amendment offered by Mr. JOHNSON of
California to the committee amendment:
to. Perhaps they were educated at
to the request of the gentleman from
That
the
word
"shall"
in
line
19
on
page
3
West Point, and if so, that is their busiCalifornia?
of the b!ll be strlclten out and In lieu tl1ereof
ness and their profession. That is comThere was no objection.
the
word
"may"
be
Inserted,
mendable; I do not find fault with .that,
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will rebut this idea has to do with turning
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr. port the amendment as modified.
atomic energy into peaceful pursuits and Chairman, I can see tbat perhaps a man
The Clerk read as follows:
not for use by the military, The mili- who has had some military experience,
Amendment offered by Mr. JOHNSON of
tary will take care of our military needs and I include naval experience, might be California: That tile word "shall", In line 19,
just as they did in the last war. They a very valuable member of this Com- page 3 of the bill, be stricken out and in
have no business on our civilian policy- mission. As I see it, the Comniission is lieu thereof the word "may" be inserted and
not to be a group of men who are scien- strllrn out the words "at least", in line 19.
making commissions.
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Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in op- other issues which this legislation brings '
position to the amendment.
up, iri later sections of this bill. I agree
Mr. Ch::.irman, I do not intend to be with my colleagues who say that one
eithe:: rude or discourteous to my genial military man on the CommJsslon will not
colleague who has always been coopera- make a dictatorship.out of this Commistive and nice to me, but I must admit sion. It is · a dictatorship anyway,
that the a!llenclment to. the committee Moreover, I am completely satisfied, hav. amendmeht as· proposed by the gentle- ing studied the legislatipn and read much
man from California seems entirely· fu- of the McMahon committee hearings,
tile. It strikes out the words "at least" that the military and their interests are
and changes the word "shall" to "may", adequately represented through the
so that the committee amendment would military liaison committee provided for
read "one of whom may be a represent- in the Senate hill, But I am concerned,
ative of the armed forces." The purpose and deeply concerned, about the comof the word "shall" as written in by the position of this five-man commission,
committee after study and consideration Yesterday I referred to the Senate hearwas that some representative of the ings on this bill, part II, pages 172 to
armed forces should be a member of this 174. There testimony was given on the
Commission.
subject of the proper composition of the
Mr. ELSTON. As a matter of fact, the Commission by a most distinguished and
amendment offered by the gentleman most important scientist, Dr. Howard
from California would completely de• Shapley, Dr. Shapley, as you know, is
stroy the committee amendment.
director of the Harvard Observatory and
Mr. MAY. That Is exactly what it a member of the Harvard University fac•
wouid do because the intent and purpose ulty, When he was asked by the chairof the committee. was to be certain that man of the commltt'ee what type of men
there was one representative of the he thought should be on this Commisarmed forces on this Commission., The sion he replied, "heroes." He went on
argu::nent of my colleague the gentle- to say that he meant by "hero.es" "men
man from Texas [Mr. '.THOMASON] was who do see that this is an unusual sitto the effect that in reality there was uation and -who are willing to sacrifice
not. 'any trouble wit.h this amendmerit their past.and their futm'e to take posi•
if there was any idea in the minds of
tions and responsibilities on the Comthe n1embership of this body that there mission." He then went on to say that
ought to be any representation of the he personally could think of a dozen men
arrried forces ·on· this Commissioo. If in the United States who would be comthere is to be a balancing of respcinsi• petent to be on this Commission, but he
bility, as stated by the gentleman from added that all of them, men with either
Minnesota [Mr. JuDDl, then the only way industrial or scientific training, were in
it can be balanced is to have a balanced highly successful or remunerative posi•
representation. If this ame_ndment to tions now, and it would be a great sacrithe committee amendment is adopted, fice for them to give these up for a job
we might just as well eliminate the on the Commission. The men who go on
entire amendment because that is ex- this Commission are going to be on it
actly what it does. I am definitely op- for S years. Four of them are going to
posed to the crippling of any legislation ~et salaries of $15,000 and the Chairman
on this vital subject that affects man- $17,500 per year. Now, it seems to me
kind the world over and affects the that a man qualified to take the chairsecurity and safety of this country
manship or of serving on this CommisNow what is wrong-I go back for an sion should be one of three things: A
Rl1SWel'.-What is \Vrollg With letting
great scientist, a top-notch American insomebody who is a rnilitar;v man, who dustrialist, or a top-notch administrator. ·
knows the military workings ·of our Now, any top-notch industrialist I can
armed forces, be a member of this Com- think of would surely be earning µiore
mission, with four civilians -with him? than $15,000 a year. He might even be
l:f he wanted to do something wrong, earning $100,000 or $200,000 a year.
could he do it? If he wanted .to miliNow, it has been suggested by the gen·tarize the Commission, could· he do ft? tleman
from Texas that we ought to have
If he wanted to set up a militaristic
men on this Commission of the caliber of
government under that Commission, Bernard
Baruch, I agree, but how many
could he do it? No. He could not do
either one. I am persuaded that there · Bernard Baruchs are there 1n the United
must be something behind the opposition States? If the mold made for that great
to this proposal or there would not be public servarit is not already broken, and
such persistent objection to that one · if there are any more Baruchs you may
be well assured that they have highly
thing.
_
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the satisfactory, useful, remunerative jobs ·
gentleman .from Kentucky [Mr. MAY] now. I am concerned about this question: Where shall we find men of the
has expired.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in . · caliber to run what may be a $20,000,opposition to the committee amendment. 000,000 atomic corporation exerting vast
Mr. Chairman, I have already ex- dictatorial powers? How shall we find
pressed my opposition to the committee men to fill such gigantic shoes? Is not
amendment, which requires that one the danger that we sJ:ia!l be forced to
member of the · Commission shall be a put bureaucratic peewees into jobs that
should be held only by supermen?
member of the armed forces.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
My opposition is not by any means
heated, because I think the whole issue gentlewoman from Connecticut has exis unin;portant compared to the many pired,
Y.CII--590
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Mrs.· LUCE. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to _proceed for three
additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentlewoman from
Connecticut?
There was no objection.
Mrs; LUCE. I assure you the danger
about such a commission is not whether.
or not we put one military man on it,.
since he at least would probably be a
qualified specialist. The danger is what
kind of civilians competent to serve on
.this .Commission can we get for $15,000 a
year. I ask myself that every day.
Mr. O'HARA; Mr. Chairman, will the
gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield.
Mr. O'HARA. Does not that.illustrate
one of the dangers perhaps of creating
this Commission at this time?
Mrs; LUCE. Oh, I have been saying
right along this is a very dangerous bill,
insofar as it affects the political structure
of our Government. But I think it is
necessary for many of the reasons given
by the gentleman from Massacl;msetts
[Mr. HERTER]. and I agree with my colleague the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
THOMASON] that we must have some
civilian control of atomic energy if we are
both to control and guide further scientific developments for war or peace in the
nuclear field.
'
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. Mr,
Chairman:, will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield.
Mr. AUGUST H. ANDRESEN. I can
think of a lot of men who are now in
high places who should not be on the
Commission.
Mrs. LUCE. I agree with the gentleman. The danger is that only $15,000 a
year may be no inducement to great and
able citizens, but it will be a great inducement to bureaucrats who are not _fit to
run a shoe factory, let alone a $20,000,000,000 life-and-death corporation.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey; Who is
going to appoint this Commission?
Mrs. LUCE. The President will appoint the Commission. Now, I do not
doubt for a second that he will seek the
best men for the job, but will the best
men-men of brains and ability-give up
6 years of their•life-all their past _and
future, as Doctor Shapley called it-to
work at this salary?
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield to the gentleman
from Minnesota;
.
Mr. JUDD. Is it not true that someone is going to control atomic energy?
Is there not a better chance of getting
high-grade men under this sort of bill
than to let it go without any guidance or
control?
Mrs. LUCE. There is no limit to the
heights of patriotism men can be carrie9,
to in wartime, anci I hope that even in
peacetime men who could make $100,000
a year will give that up and 6 years of
their life for $15,000, particularly when
you consider the dead cats and tin cans
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that always get thrown at even the most standard question he asked of every sindisinterested public servant.
gle witness. You will find it, I believe, in
Mr. GAVIN. Mr. Chairman, will the every piece of testimony. .His question
gentlewoman yield? .
of every witness was, Would there be any
Mrs. LUCE. I yield to the gentleman irreparable damage done to the United
from Pennsylvania.
States if this matter were "bottied up"
Mr. GAVIN. WoUld it not be better for a year? To that question Dr. Harthen to let this matter rest and keep it low Shapley, for example, said;·A'No"in the hands of .the War Department un- there would be no harm to the United
til such time as we can find men cif the .States if there was no legislation for a
character and ability to do the kind of year.·
.
job the gentlewoman wants done?
I offer that, not as final, but as a clue
Mrs. LUCE. No; no; I say to the gen- for those who have the time and inclina- ·
tleman from Pennsylvania, we must not tiori to wade through those very thick
let this matter rest, we must think it Senate hearings to see how other wit-·
through.
nesses testified. I say no, we 'dare not
Mr. GAVIN. I disagree with the gen- postpone the passage of legislation untlewoman.
.
·
less we wish to. take risks with American
Mrs. LUCE. We have got to get on lives. That is why I am for tha passage
with controlling. atomic energy,
of a good bill and not for any bill being
Mr. GAVIN. Then leave it with the pigeonholed.
Army; they will take care of it.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Mrs. LUCE. The thing for us to dci Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?
here is to use our brains, and perfect this
Mrs. LUCE. I yield to the gentleman
legislation here, or in committee, .but from California.
to get on with it,
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Why
Mr. GAVIN. We will be using our would not the sensible thing be then to
brains if we leave it with the War Depart- pass my amendment and let the Presiment.
dent place a military man on there if he
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, will the wants to, but not compel him to do so?
Maybe he wants. Arnold or Marshall to
gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield to the gentleman be a member.
from Illinois.
·
Mrs. LUCE. I think ·the gentleman's
Mr. ARENDS. My understanding is amendment is a very good compromise,
that officers such as Gen. George C. but not a necessary one, because it does
Marshall when they are retired would be not matter greatly whether or not there
available. Knowing the spendid work Is a military .man on· the Commission,
that Grneral Marshall has done as Chief You may be quite sure that, if the Presiof Staff and since the end of the war in dent wants to put General Marshall on,
ot.her capacities, would not he be the he may do so even under the Senate bill.
Miss SUMNER of Illinois. 'Mr. Chairtype of man to sit on this Commission
and one in whom we would all have man, will the gentlewoman yield to me?
faith and confidence?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield to the gentleMrs. LUCE. We all have faith in woman from Illinois.
General Marshall's military services. I
Miss SUMNER of Illinois. I "ivish the
certainly think no one in the Nation gentlewoman from Connecticut would
would object to General Marshall on the · elaborate on her statement, that has been
Commission.
·
made here· two or three times, that you
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the risk lives if you .wait. I do not get the
gentlewoman from Connecticut has connection. I do not know how that conagain expired.
clusion is arrived at.
Mrs. LUCE. It seems to me that the
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois .. Mr. Chairman,
I ask unanimous consent that the gentle- problem of atomic energy is largely the
woman from Connecticut may proceed bomb problem. How many bombs can
for three additional minutes.
we stock pile so that if we are attacked
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to we can launch a conclusive reprisal?
the request of the gentleman from And how can we make, if we must mal{e,
Illinois?
more powerful atomic weapons?
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentlewoman from Connecticut has expired.
gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield.
Mr. ALLEN of Illinois. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. BROOKS. In reference to what I ask. unanimous conserit that the gentlewoman
from Connecticut may proceed
my colleague from Illinois has just referred to regarding officers of the caliber for two additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to
of Gen. George C. Marshall being appointed, even without the committee the request of the gentleman from Illiamendment referred to, there would be nois?
no objection under the bill as presently
There was no objection.
drawn to his appointment to the ComMrs. LUCE. ·Mr. Chairman, the facilimission if the President decided to make ties used in the atomic process are the
the nomination, would there?
same, I am told, whether their product
Mrs. LUCE. I think there would be no is bombs, or energy, or material for canQbJectlon. But may I continue to answer cer cures. Peacetime nuclear energy fathe question of postponement which has cllities and plants constructed for genbeen repeatedly brought up on the floor. erating heat or electrical energy or for
All during the Senate hearings, which scientific research in cancer or leukemia
have become required reading on this can, I am told, overnight be turned over
legislation, Senator MILLIKIN had one into the making of bombs and vice versa.
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Every single scientist in the Senate hearings, and in the old May-Johnson hearings, testified that the bombs of today,
the ones that we have now on the stock
pile; , are going to look like .firecrackers
compared with the ones science of other
lands may be able to make. We must
keep abreast and ahead of all developments.
They say. that tl'lere are two ways to
make a horse run. You.may give him a
lick with a whip, or you can offer him a
carrot. The whip is military procedure;
the free-enterprise system up until now
has favored carrot. This bill conserves
a few carrots for the scientists. It Is im· portant to remember that a hundred or
two hundred scientists are the key figures,
the absolute key figures in our atomic development, and these men just will not
work for brass hats. In times of peace,
they will only work in civilian enterprise,
and short of conscripting them forcibly,
you will not be able to make them work
for the Army in peacetime; therefore, you
must have civilian control in order to
guide induce and control scientists while
they work and under conditions that are
pleasing to them as civilians.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentlewoman from Connecticut has expired.
·
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I rise in support of the
comm•ttee amendment and In opposition to the amendment offered by the
gentleman from California. We . have
been trying for a long time to have
somebody give us one good reascin why
a military man should not serve on this
commission, and up to the present time
we have not received that reason.
There is a very good reason stated in
this bill why a member of the armed
services should be on the Commission.
I refer to that part of the declaration
of policy itself, which says:
Subject at all times to the paramount
objective of assuring the common defense
and securl ty.

In other words the paramount objective of this bill ls to assure the common
defense and security, Either the language I Just quoted is idle words, put
in the blll for the purpose of misleading somebody or they mean ex8,ctly
what they say. If the language In question is given the only interpretation it
is susceptible of, then this becomes a
national defense measure along with Its
other features. If that is true, why
should we not have a representative of
the armed forces on the Commission?
This would not create. military control
but would simply permit the armed
forces to be represeJated. The cases referred to by the gentleman from Texas,
[Mr. THOMASON], and others, where military men do not serve on commissions
because of tradition, refer solely to
commissions not dealing with matters of
national defense. The contention is
made that everything is taken care of by
the section that sets up a liaison committee. However, If you will examine
that section you will find that the
liaison committee is given absolutely no
authority,
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Furthermore, there is nothing that from the simple standpoint of security the armed forces be on this Commission.
that liaison comm:ttee is authorized to it is infinitely better that at least one I have an amendment which will come up
do that it cannot do at the present time. member of the armed services be repre- later, a committee amendment, that limFor example, this section requires the sented on this Commission. Therefore, its the number to nO', more than two in
Commission to consult with the liaison I submit that the amendment offered · order to avoid military control of the'
committee. Suppose we did not have by the gentleman from California, which Commission. because I would be opposed
this committee and the War Department would completely destroy the committee tci military control of the Commission.
wanted to consult with another departamendment, should be voted down, and But that is a far different matter. In my
mem; o:i' Government and there was a re- the committee amendment should be opinion, we are letting down on our oblifusal to meet. It would take only an adopted.
gations to the Nation and its defense if
order from the President to bring about
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, we make ineligible for appointment to
th2 desired meeting.· Then it is claimed I rise in support of the committee amend- this Commission the 1,500,000 men who
the liaison-committee section authorizes ment and in opposition to the amendmake the national defense of our Nation
an appeal by members of the armed ment offered by the gentleman from
their life study and their life's work.
services to the Secretary of War or the Califomia removing the compulsory porAt no time is it more important to get
Secretary of the Navy. In response to tion of that amendment.
them into the picture than now in dealThe gentleman from Ohio [Mr. ing with this super weapon tlut may bz
this contention I should like to ask what
Army or Navy officer cannot now appeal ELSTON] has well stated the background hurled against us by any future enemy
to the Secretary of War or the Secretary of his amendment, which is new thz comof our country.
of the Navy? If the Secretaries, in turn, mittee amendment, in that we need some
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
want to appeal to the President, it ls military participation on. the CommisChairman, will the gentieman yield?
their privilege to do so. Certainly no sion. I say very seriously that I am not
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. I yield.
legislation is necessary to accomplish it. . willing to take the determination of
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Under
So the military-liaison-committee sec- Secretary of War Patterson or anyone my amendment it is possible and probtions adds absolutely nothing to this bill. else who s:;,.ys the Army should pass this
able that the President, the Commander
I contend it was inserted in the bill responsibility up. As a citizen I am priin Chief, will and he can appoint an
merely for the purpose of making it marily interested in putting on the door- Army or Navy man. Is that not a fact'?
appear that the armed forces have been step of the War Department the responMr. MARTIN of Iowa. My answer to
given recognition, when actually they are sibility of determining the use of the that is that the people speaking through
granted no more authority than already. atomic bomb, of helping determine that
their Congress should here and now
exists. If the committee amendment is policy, and of helping guard our Nation
make certain there is a member of the
not adopted, men like General Groves, through building a defense against the
armed forces serving on this Commission
for example, could not serve on the Com- atomic bomb. It is the responsibility because of the far-reaching responsimission, although he was the one who of the Navy and the Army to defend our bility in the field of national defense.
supervised the Manhattan project and Nation and to look into this highly sciThe CHAIRMAN. The time of the
the building of our atomic bombs. I entific and highly technical new supergentleman from Iowa has expired.
don't believe in turning everything over weapon with a view to protecting us as
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I
a national defense measure ·against any rise in opposition to the· pro forma
to the professors and the bureaucrats.
I submit that there is no reason why use of it against us by any possible fuamendment.
the armed services should not be repre- ture enemy. They cannot get out from
Mr. Chairman, I have heard some obsented on the Commission. In fact since under their responsibility by a mere servations made here about the fact that
matters of national defense are in- statement of Mr. Patterson before the General MacArthur and other men, even
volved there is every reason why they Committee on Military Affairs that they after retirement, as I understood, and if
are satisfied with this bill, which does not I did not understand it correctly I would
should be so represented.
give them thE-t responsibility.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
like to be corrected, could not serve if
I call the attention of the gentleman appointed to this Commission. I would
gentleman from Ohio has expired.
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, I ask from North Cai'olina IMr. DunHAMl,who like to be enlightened on that because
unanimous consent that the gentleman spoke about the need for scientists on the information I have as to existing law
be permitted to proceed for two addi- this Commission, to the fact that the is that after retirement they could serve
Senate report on page 21 states:
tional minutes.
on the Commission, although if' their
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
While the Ccmmissioners need not be scisalary exceeds their retirement pay they
to the request of the gentleman from
entists or tecl,nical experts, they must comwould have to make an election as to
bine
clear
judgment
with
Imagination
and
Illinois?
what compensation they would accept.
courage, and they must, like the members of
There was no objection.
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. ELSTON. The War Department the ju(liciary, be so divorcEd from private and will the· gentleman yield?
concerns as to give complete, disis not concerned entirely with military competing
intereste(l, aml undivided attention to their
Mr. McCORMACK. I yield.
matters. The Panama Canal, for ex- tasks.
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. You will find
ample, was built l:y the Army. All of
I ask where could you find a better on page 8 of the bill, subsection (d), the '
our rivers and harbors projects and all
definition of an Army or Navy man than section enabling retired and s,ctive duty
of our flood-control projects have been
constructed under the supervision of the right there in that very paragraph by the officers to serve on such an assignment.
Mr. McCORMACK. Yes; I have noArmy Corps of Engineers. They are in Senate Committee. I look to the War
Department and the Navy Department 'Eiced that. That is particularly intended
no sense of the word war projects.
as being charged with the protection of to relate to officers on active duty.
Mr. Chairman, another reason why I
The law I have before me is to the
this country. If you bar the 1,500,000
submit we should have military men on
members of the armed forces from active effect that after June 30, 1932, no pernon
this Commission is because of security,
participation on this Commission you holding a civilian office or position, apIf this becomes entirely a civilian Commission, all the employees will become may forget the importance of some of pointive or elective, under the United
civilian employees. The Civil Service these developments to our national de- States Government, ·and so forth, can
Commission recently announced that fense until it is too late. If you overlook accept it where he gets over $3.000 rethe defense of the Nation in the devel- tirement or pension unless he waives it.
they did not have the personnel to examine into the subversive activities of opment of atomic energy by not having So that, as I understand the law, Gentheir employees, whereas the War De- any military men or naval men on the eral Marshall could be appointed withpartment does have such facilities. The Commission, then when we are attacked, out the necessity of this amendment beemployees at Oak Ridge are today under it will be entirely too late. I want to ing adopted except that. he would have
the supervision and direction of the War pin the responsibility squarely on the to waive his retirement pay during the
armed forces of this Nation to protect time that he is appointed if the salary
Department; but even with that supervision, tLey are having a difficult time us before it is too late. In my opinion, that he receives while on the C;:nnmiskeeping down subversive activities. So it is highly important that a member of sion were to exceed his Anny pension.
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Mr. BIEMILLER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. McCORMACK. I yield.
Mr. BIEMILLER. I think the gentle. man ffom Massachusetts is entirely correct. In the past 2 days I have checked
with members of the Senate Committee
on Atomic Energy and they Informed me
tl12. t in their opinion the bill as it left
the Senate would permit any retired officer to serve.
Mr. McCORMACK. The gentleman
from Ohio [Mr. ELSTON] made an obserntion that he has not heard one good
re:l,on why a military man should not
serve on the Commission. As I look at
this bill on page 7 under title "Military
Liaison Committee," certainly there is
complete protection here of our security
frcm the angle of our military and our
?trmed forces.
The bill provides, in addition to the
creation of a Military Liaison Committee,
consisting of representatives of the Department and the Navy, after defining
the!r powers:
1f at any time the committee concludes
that any action, proposed action, or failure
to act of the Co1n1nission on such matters
ls adverse to the responsibilities of the departments of War or Navy, derived from
the Constitution, Jaws, and treaties, the committee may refer such action, proposed action, or failure to act to the Secretaries of
W&.r and Navy. If either Secretary concurs,
he may refer the mat,ter to the President,
"Nl".ose decision shall be final.

,vrr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
j)/fr. iVIcCORMACK. Yes; I yield.
Mi·. ELSTON. Can those things not
be done under existing law? If any
Army officer is dissatisfied with something that the Commission is doing, can
he not appeal to the Secretary of War
~nd pannot the Secretary of War appeal
to the President?
Mr. McCORMACK. But this is a
provision in law. It is definite. It is
governing. What the gentleman refers
to is not anything of a ·governing natur.e.
It is one thing in the practical operation
that certain things may happen, but as
a matter of law they cannot happen.
Here we put it into the blll.
I have given a great deal of thought to
putting anyone in active military service
on any civilian commission. I am opposed to it on a fundamental basis. I
consider it fundamental, In a democracy,
that outside of war itself, during peacetime, the relationship of our armed
forces to democratic institutions of govment should take their normal course.
The CHAIRI.\IIAN. The time of the
gentleman from Massachusetts has expired.
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I
ask unanimous consent to proceed for
two additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the ·gentleman from
Massachusetts?
There was no objection.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
.
Mr. McCORMACK. Yes; I yield.
Mr. ELSTON. Does not the gentleman
feel that a commission such as this,
which deals with national defense, is

more than a mere civilian commission?
As II matter of fact, it is not simply 11
· civili11n commission; it is a commission
dealing with matters of national defense
and civilian interests.
Mr. McCORMACK. That Is a matter
of opinion. One of the main purposes of
this will be the progress that will be
made in the future, the use of it in our
ordinary everyday life. The security
question, I concede, is involved, but I do
not concede it is the primary question.
·Wherever it is involved, wherever it
might come to the front as a matter of
importance, under the provisions of
paragraph (c) on page 7, to which I just
referred, absolute power exists for the
War Department and the Navy D2partment to take such steps to assure the
national security of our country,
I am firmly wedded to the fact that
tinder the democratic institutions of
government, when war is over the military should go back to its normal and
proper place in the democracy. They do
not perform civilian activities. The pur·pose of the conduct of our Government
from a civilian angle is by civilians, not
by any member of the armed forces being placed upon a commission which is
ci vii in its nature.
I think this violates the fundamental
rule of democracy that we have adhered
to for over 150 years. There is adequate
protection within this bill from the security angle to protect our country in
case any situation arises where the security of our country is involved, and
that is provided in the paragraph to
which I have referred.
The committee amendment violates
the spirit and the traditions of American
institutions of government in practical
operation and should be defeated.
Mr. BATES of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word.
Mr. Chairman, I think the Members
of the House, at least the greater number of us, are quite disturbed about this
bill being enacted into law at the present
time.
The papers every day carry headline
stories emphasizing the great difficulty
our representatives are having in the
United Nations organization in their
efforts to get some of our allies to .agree
on the fundamental questions of world
peace. It surely can never be said that
this Nation has not been interested in
. world peace. All through the course of
our history, we have set the pattern and
surely we have made more sacrifices in
the interest of world peace than any
other country on the face of the earth.
You will recall that in 1922, in order that
we might establish permanent peace, we
entered into a naval disarmament conference and agreed to scrap 29 of our
battleships, believing that by so doing,
we could have peace in t.his world. How
disillusioned we have been!
We are now perhaps in the most distressing period of our history in times of
peace, and when the people of the world
are craving for peace, yet, there is no
peace to be had because, apparently, we
have not yet learned to live together.
Why are we at this moment in such· a
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. hurry to create this new Commission?
Why are we so anxious to change the
. status of things Insofar as the development of this bomb is concerned and the
progress we may make in the further
development of nuclear energy?
It was only a few weeks ago that we
appropriated over $7,000,000,000 for our
Army and over $4,600,000,000 for the
Navy, We are calling the youth of this
land into the armed forces because of
the most critical period that lies ahead
as stressed by President Truman, and
because of unsettled conditions that exist everywhere in the world. Why are
we so anxious, at this moment, to turn
over to another Commission, all information and control, and to take it away
from our military authorities at a time,
when we are told that our Nation and
the world are still in a great emergency,
We are told that we need 1,200,000 men
in our Army by next July and that we
must maintain a Navy of 500,000 men in
the postwar period. I have seen with
my own eyes the effect of the atomic
bomb. I have visited and been on the
spot at Hiroshima and Nagasaki and
only recently I returned from Bikini.
With these vivid pictures in mind, I say,
why all this hurry at a time when there
is so much unrest in the world? Why
is it we cannot live together in peace
and harmony? Why is it that we have
not been able to get around a table even
before now and establish a pattern of
world peace?
It Is only because some of our allies
apparently still distrust us. How do we
know that? We know that because in recent days on the floor of this House, we
have had the so-called Dirksen amendment which stipulated that in providing
aid through t.o UNRRA, we must have
the authority and the right to send our
newspaper men into those countries in
which we are giving this relief. Up to
.the present time none of our represent. atives has been permitted to visit these
areas.
Is there stlll distrust in this world?
If you do not believe there is, then vis! t
Korea; if you doubt there is, travel in
North China and see what has been happening there for a long period of time.
Talk to our Marines stationed there, discuss the situation with our intelligence
officers in the Marine Corps, as I have
done, and you will find the real truth as
to what Is the cause of the present unrest In the world .
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Massachusetts has expired.
Mr. BATES of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to
proceed for three additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Massachusetts?
·
There was no objection.
Mr. BATES of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, when we are drafting our
youth into the armed services, ls this a
time to spread the Information and
·knowledge we have of atomic energy?
It was only last week on a ship from
'the Pacific that I viewed a motion picture prepared by the FBI ih showing how

.
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information was leaking o'ut from the , •. · After all, in dealing with' th~ 'ingre- to iritel!igently vote on the issue that is
Manhattan Project, Are. we going . to
dients of the atomic bomb you are. deal~ .now·before the House.·. That issue is the
establish new commissions · · to spread ing not only. with national defense/but ·amendment offered by the gentleman
more information, are we going to have with the cause of science; which means from, Calif01nia [Mr. JOHNSON] , to the
more civilian employees .:. rought Into it, · thp.t ·so far as national defehse· is con- · committee amendment that appears in
or are we going to just hold ourselves cerned we·must act wisely, but that like- italics- in the bill.
for a little while longer, until the lfhited wise the. benefits'·rrom nuclear fission ,. : _There has been a great deal of talk
Hations organization may ·at the peace should- be used-. in a scientific sense for ,about this situatiori;and we all have had
conference to be held at the end of this the betterment·of mankind, so it is well considerable mail and correspondence.
month try -to· arrive at some foundation that we deal with tliat question also.·
Thei'e'seems to be a feeling that the Mcfor a peace? .
.But, let me ask you this one single Mahon bill as it came to the House prolVIr, Chairman, we speak about- the
question: When in the history of this .vided strictly for a civilian commission to
atomic bomb being the most devastating country, under ·conditions such as this,
administer the subject of atomic energy,
instrument ·or weapon ever devise.d by the have we been cso anxious to give away I read the bill:
our most valued military secret? It has
mind of man. Yet, on the day after I
There. is hereby established an Atomic
returned from Bikini last week I clipped been a military secret up to date. It Energy Commission (herein called the Comfrom a Honolulu paper in Hawaii the has been some 15 months now since we. mission), which shall be composed of five
have had the er:id of the European war, members. Three members shall constitute
following statement:
and today we are still without a peace a quorum of the Commission. The PresiPOWERFUL NEW WAR POISON CAN SLAY MILLIONS
trrnty, , I think baclc in the last war .dent shall designate one niember as, ChairFigures giv'en with the scientific report of
which ended on November 11, 1918, they man of the Commission.
the method of purifying the toxin show that
(2) Members of the- Commission shall be
began the peace treaty negotiations some
l ounce of the pure white; needle-shapert
by the President, by and wi.th the
crystals could kill 200,000,000 men each
time in Janua:ry·or the latter part of De- appointed
advice and consen·t of the Senate. In subweighing 165 pounds.
.
cember 1918, and the traaties were signed mitting any nomination to the Senate, the
These are facts behind the undetalled revearly in 1919. I wonder why we are hav- · President shall set forth the experience and
elations of naval biological warfare researches
ing so much difficulty in arriving at what the qualifications of the nominee.
made lfi Congress recently ..
should be a simple matter of getting to. This deadly stuff, believed the most poisonThere is not another word in this bill
gether at the peace table. I a]ll wonderous known substance per unit of weight, is
ing if there is a lack of confidence on the that indicates any prohibition upon the
only one of the weapons of genl:\ warfare
part of the Allies themselves. I hope appointing power that · would prevent
forged by United States scientists during the
there is not. That is why I say in this him, as far as I can see, from· appointwar.
legislation that we are dealing with today ing five representatives of the Army and
Surely this germ is more deadly· than
it might be just a swell if we wailed the Navy. The restriction against servthe atomic bomb. , Surely the devastation that
a few months: .There should be a con- ice.by Army and Navy personnel in civil~
created by this new gemi carries in its ference and an agreement among the ian status or upon civilian commissions
wake more horror and destruction than nations of the earth upon armament, in- is to be found in other legislation ..
the atomic· bomb. Whatever we have cluding tl1e right of inspection of arms
I know we have called military men td
heai:d about the atomic bomb, it does and the atomic bomb and -atomic bomb various civilian commissions. We callzd
have its limitation. This germ has re~
development, and unless we ·can agree them in. at the t-ime of WP A, we called
cently - been developed by our United
upon that and rtot have to deal behind them in at the time of the Civilian ConStates scientists. Do we want to give an iron curtain, where· can.there be any servation Corps, we called them in from
that over also to another commission or tmst between nations -oi· betwean men?
the Army to head· up housing projects.
do we for the tfme, being, in the face . of That is the thing that causes me to hesi- In each case, as I recall, legislation was
'uncertainty and unrest, want to keep this tate and to say to you Members of the passed that would permit those Army of•
information to ourselves about atomic
House, that I am a little worried about ficers to serve in civilian· capacities. One
energy that cost us over $2,000,000,000 this legislation. Let us wait a few
of the late one3 was the authorization of
to create?
·
,
·
a military man to serve in one of the ca~
months and review it and then act. I
Mr. Chairman. for the reasons stated
agree with the gentlawoman from Con- p:wities in the Federal Security Agency,
above I hope this· bill will be recommitted
necticut that we should do something,
Is not' this the situation, and I am ask·
to the committee until peace can be def- but why should we rush to do· that which ing for information, as far as this specific
initely and permanently established once might be bad?
bill is concerned, if there were no other
again in this world.
.
Miss SUMNER of Iilinois. Mr. Chair- prohibitions in the law the President
The CHAIRMAN. The time .of the man, will the gentleman, yield?·
could appoint five Army generals or five
gentleman from Massachusetts has again
Mr. O'HARA. I yield to the gentle- admirals to serve on this Commissfon?
expired: ·
·
woman from Illinois.
Mr. ELSTON. May I say to the gentleMr. O'HARA. Mr. Chairman, I move
Miss SUMNER of Illinois. Does .it not man that existing law would preclude
to strike out the last two words.
strike the gentleman as odd that every- such an appointment.
·
Mr. Chairman, I confess from the botwhere you have heard· of the terrible
ll.'fr. KEEFE. I just said that. I said
tom of my soul a great concern about not
thing about sinking these ships, and im- were it not for the existing law the Presonly the legislation which we are debatmediately afterward, when they get the ident could appoint five generals or five
ing today but the subject with which we
most damaging weapon in all history admirals.
are <lealing. I know that from my heart
they want to black it out and not even
Mr. ELSTON. If the exception which
and from yours we all want to do what is
have the War Department have anything has been written into this bill does not
the right thing.
to do with it. It seems downright sus- remain in the bill, such appointments
It is well for us to proceed with some
p;cious to me the way this thing is work·
calmnesL of decision in arriving at what ing out. !'cannot understand this effort cannot be made.
Mr. KEEFE. I go over to page 8, and
is to be done. I join with those who to suppress the War Department.
have spoken and who have asked the unMr. KEEFE. Mr.· Chairman, I move I think it is important in the argument
on this very question, where in line 19
answered question why the haste in act- to strike out the last word.
ing upon this legislation? I· might ask;
Mr. Chairman and my colleagues, at you attempt to give by another committee
amendment the right on the part of the
also, what is wrong with having one from Jong last, after being here 2 days, I
the military services serve on the Com- finally have a chance, not being a mem- President to appoint not to exceed two
mission? If it is not .possible for .us to ber of the .committee, to· at least ask a active or retired officers· .of the Army or
agree, if we.give this power'to a commis- gtiestio::i ori this legislation that is de- the Navy. It says, "not to exceed two
sion,. on what the make~up of that com- clared to be the most important and active or retired officers of the Army or
mission will be, then, Mr; Chairman, how significant legislation that has ever come the Navy may serve at the same time as
is it humanly possible for us to give them befo1'e this House. It is because I have members of the Commission."
Unless you adopt that provision which
the grnat power that will be theirs by this heard that repeated so often that I would
like to ,get a little information in order is found on page 8, an Army or Navy
bill?
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officer would not be permitted to serve ·. of this bill and is only required to set
forth the experiences and qualifications
on this Commission. Is·that true?
of the nominees. He can appoint five
Mr. ELSTON. That is correct..
Mr. McCORMACK. I think it refers civilians under this very language, in
my humble judgment, he can do this
to
officer on active service.
Mr. KEEFE. I am not going to under the very language that the comquibble over the situation as to whether mittee is offering to this bill as an
he is in active service or in retired status. amendment. · I do not see how there can
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the be a shadow of a doubt about that. Thegentleman from Wisconsin has expired. .only thing the President would have to
do when he makes the appointment is
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr..Chairman, I
ask unanimous consent that the gentle- to say, "I designate Joe Doakes to be a
representative of the armed services."
man be permitted to proceed for five adWe are quibbling over this situation. It
ditional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection is all a matter of quibble and speculato the, request of the gentleman from tion as whether the Navy or the Army
shall dominate this situation. It is clear
Massachusetts?
that the intent of the Senate, with which
There was no objection.
Mr. KEEFE. I understand thoroughly I thoroughly agree, was that there should
there is legislation on the books now be a Commission of five civilians. If the
which prevents the retired officer from President wants to appoint an ex-miliserving in this sort of civilian capacity tary man, and that man wants to ser,ve,
unless he sees fit to relinquish his retire- he may appoint him under the language
ment pay and take the pay that is pro- of the Senate bill. The jurisdiction and
the authority is committed clearly to
vided in the job of civilian status.
the President of the United States, the
Mr, McCORMACK. He can elect.
Mr. KEEFE. He can elect; that is only restriction being that the Senate of
the United States must confirm the peowhat I understand it to be.
May I invite your attention to the )ille whom the President nominates.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
language of this proposed amendment.
It states, "at least one of whom shall be gentleman has expired.
Mr.
KEEFE. Mr. Chairman, I ask
a representative of the armed forces."
The amendment offered by the gentle• Unanimous consent to proceed for one
man from California, if adopted, would additional minute.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection,
make it read "five members, one of whom
may be a representative of the armed it is so ordered.
There was no objection.
forces." Then I turn to the committee
Mr. KEEFE. I, as one Member of the
report itself which states on the last
part of page 6 and on page 7, "This Congress, am not prepared to say that
member under that language may be a the Senate of the United States or the
civilian who at the time of his appoint- President of the United States is going
ment is designated by the President as to put on this Commission or permit to
being· a representative of the armed be put on this Commission men who will
forces." What are we quibbling about? willfully, knowingly, or unintentionally,
What is all this argument about? Why, if you please, throw away the protection
and the best interests of the United
the· President can appoint a man:, a
civilian. He can appoint Joe Doakes States of America. If we have reached
if he wants to, and say, "Joe Doakes shall a point in this country when we say that
be the representative of the armed serv• we cannot trust the President in a matices on this Commission." Joe Doakes ter of this kind and cannot trust the
may never.have seen the Army nor the United States Senate to see to it that the
Navy and may, never have had any con- inerests of America are protected, then
nection with them whatsoever. As this I say, God help America and its future.
language reads, !;le may appoint a rep- I, for one, am willing to trust the integresentative of the armed forces-a civil- rity, honor, and patriotism of the Presi·
ian. Then what are we arguing about? dent, whoever he may be.
I am wiliing to trust the integrity and
I would like to hear some response from
someone on this question about which the honor of the men who compose the
we have been arguing here for 3 or 4 United States Senate.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
days. It is all a quibble, it seems to me.
Mr. ELSTON. ,I do not agree that the gentleman from Wisconsin has expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanlanguage "representative of the armed
services" would include a civilian. You imous consent that all debate on this
do not say somebody representing them- amendment and all amendments thereto
you say a representative of those serv- close at 3:3·0 o'clock.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
ices.
·
Mr. KEEFE. It says "a representative to the request of the gentleman from
of both services." Then we have a situa- Kentucky?
There was no objection.
tion confronting us. We have to deThe CHAIRMAN. The Chair recogpend upon somebody to construe the language in this bill. The minority says nizes the gentleman from Tennessee
[Mr. JENNINGS] for 1% minutes.
we have one construetion and the majorMr. JENNINGS. Mr. Chairman, we
ity has another construction. Who ·is
going to be the judge and who will ulti- are still at war. Up to this time the
mately construe this proposition? In secrecy of the atomic bomb has been
my opinion, the matter rests with the safely guarded, A person up in Canada
President of the United States, and he seems to have stolen some uranium and
can submit his nominees to the Senate managed to send it over to Russia. He
of the United States under the language has been convicted and sentenced to jail

an
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for 6 or 7 years. Up to this time the
Army, Gen. Leslie R. Groves and Gen.
Kenneth Nichols, and other magnificent
members of the armed services, have kept
inviolate this secret. Why slap them on
the wrist? Why run the risk, in the dissemination of knowledge with reference
to this terrible weapon in time of war?
These men have proved true to their
trust. No graduate of West Point or
Annapolis has ever betrayed his country or any trust or confidence reposed in
him. Let us guard the secret of this
atomic bomb, We are walking daily in
the shadow of a potential war-war with
a country that has sought to steal and
buy this secret. Let us leave it in the
hands of General Groves and the men
who up to this time have preserved the
secret.
·
.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Tennessee has expired.
The gentleman from Wisconsin [Mr.
BIEMILLERl is recognized.
Mr. BIEMILLER. Mr. Chairman, I
want to pay tribute to the speeches made
earlier . by the distinguished majority
leader and my colleague from Wisconsin [Mr. KEEFE]. I agree heartily with
the views they have expressed.
. I want to take this brief time to remind the members of the committee that
there is a Military Liaison .Committee
provided for in the bill. The charge has
been made cin the floor that the War
Department loses all control whatsoever
over the use of atomic energy for military
purposes. The reverse is true.
The bill specifically creates a Military
Liaison Committee appointed by the
Secretaries of war and Navy; and the
Atomic Energy Commission is charged
under the terms of the bill with consulting with the Military Liaison Committee
on all items which the committee thinks
are important to the defense of this
country, Note that the military officers
appointed by the War and Navy Departments make the decisions as to what
aspects of atomic energy questions concern them.
Furthermore, in the event the committee and the Commission get into a disagreement either Secretary may take
that disagreement to the President of
the United States for solution.
It seems to me we have adequate safeguards in the bill for any military use
of atomic energy am: I hope this House
will see fit to pass the original Senate :
version of, the bill, rejecting the com- '
mittee amendments and leave us with a :
Commission in the best American traditions, a eivilian Commission from top to ·
bottom.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
,
Mr. BIEMILLER. I yield.
Mr. COOLEY. What is the real objection to having a military man on the
committee? I have heard objection
after objection raised but no one has
stated why it would be objectionable.
Mr. BIEMILLER. My objection is the
same that has been stated many times;
namely; the tradition of America is
against any military officer serving on a
governmental body, We do not have
them in the Cabind, we do not· have
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them on any Commission. The laws·of
· I believe the word "representative" is but the military application has always
the United States specifically 'prohibit .sumc.ient, but since there appears to be been subordinate to the national civilian
them from serving in any civil capacity some que.stion about it, it perhaps would interest, except when in the emergency
without an except:on being made by the 'be well to change it.
of war the military necessarily came first,
Congress.
·
I presume .the a.rrumdmeQ.t will be voted and new Inventions and discoveries were
Mr. COOLEY: America has no ·traci!- on af(~ tl1e pencling amehd1rnmt of the given wholeheartedly for the purpose of
tion when it comes to dealing with atomic gentlemen from California is disposed of. war. Only nciw are numerous inventions,
energy. It is something new entirely.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman's developed during the war, and used.solely
Mr. BIEMILLER. The Secretaries cif amendm:en.t is not an amendment to the for the war, being made available· for
Wr:.r and Navy and General EisenhO\ver pending amendment and would bave to civilian application. We have heard of
have testified that they favor · an all- Wait until we dispose of ·the otb,er first.
their wondrous achievement during the
l\~·. EWTON. Th(J,t was my fil'St im•
civilian committee. I stanu with them.
war, but have yet to enjoy their use.in our
pression.
daily lives.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recoggentleman from Wisconsin has expired.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
nizes the gentleman from Connecticut gentleman from Connecticut has exThe gentleman from Iowa [Mr. M:AR[Mr.
KOPPLEM/lNN],
pired.
l'INl is recognized· for a minute and a·
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Chairman,
quarter.
'
The Chair recognizes the gentlewoman.
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa .. Mr. Chairman, my goo.cl friend from North Carolina. from California [Mrs. DOUGLAS].
asketl
the
question,
What
is
the
objection
first of all, I wish to state that this liaison
Mrs. DOUGLAS oI California. Mr.
committee has no powers in this matter to military men? Mine is a simple orie,
Chairman, in answer, to the gentleman
A
milita~'Y
man
on
a
commission
of
this
They are purely a contact agency for infrom North Carolina, we think cif the
nature would m.v:i a divided responsiformation purposes and giving advice.
atomic bomb at the moment as when
bility.
The
act
as
it
now
reads
calls
for
we thinR' of atomic energy; but, neverWhat I really rose to speak about at
commissioners
who
are
divorced
from
any
theless, if we put all our faith in the
this time however is the very important
point made by the gentleman from and every other activity, They must future on atomic ·bombs, and General
concern
themselves
solely
with
atomic
'Eisenhower testified to this as well · as
Massachusetts .[Mr. McCORMACK], with
reference to eligibility of retired officers energy problems as they affect the Nation General Arnold and general after genas
a
whole
..
A
military
:inan's
first
loyalty
eral, then our future is very insecure
or men for service on the Commission;
indeed. Only peace can assure a future.
In the general debate yesterday I made is to· the interests of the military. If a
question
came
up
wherein
military
and
If we put a military man on the comthe statement that special authorization
is needed for the appointment of retired civilian ihterests conflicted, pro forma his mission it will give us no added securit:V
·
decision
would
upheld
tile
military.
but will be harmfully unnecessary unmembers of the armed forces as well as
The bill already grants full provision der the section providing for a military
of members of the active list but I should
for
the
military
to
appeal
to
the
Presiliaison committee; we will have every
have limited that requirement to the Director of Military Application and not to dent of the United States whenever they possible military protection by consulta•
feel
their
interests
are
jeopardized
by
the
members of the Commission except as to
tion, by direct suggestion from the milimatters of pay, I called the Judge Ad- attitude of the Commission. Further- tary by control of military information,
more,
the
Army
and
Navy
heads,
and
vocate General just after the gentleman
decision on how many atomic bombs
from MGssachusetts made his statement General .Eisenhower have protested that there will be made and decision as to the
tbey
do
n9t
want
military
representation
to varify the limitations and I will give
amount of fissionable material to be
you this as it was reported to me over on the Commission. t would like to ask used for military research. That has
why
the
urgeni:Y
With
all
the
conditions
the telephone in the last few minutes:
all been provided in the bill. By
Title 5, section 62, of the United States as now written into the ,Senate bill that
puttip.g a military man on the comthe
military
be
adequately
recognized,
Code for 1940, which you will find cHed
mission we would run the risk of having
Wb.Y
the
demand
that
they
be
given
SU·
in the enabling section 2 (d) on page
preme authority in a matter that will the world think at this hour, when the
8 o.f the bill, is a bar to any active offi.cer's
increasingly
pertain to the civilian scales are balancing, between war or
holding civil office under the Federal Govpeace, that our preoccupation is with
economy
of
the
Nation?
ernment; and it also operates against a
war, not with peace.
Mr.
COOLEY.
l'v~r.
Chairman,
will
the
retired officer's holding such a job. CerThe proposal to place military memtain exceptions are made and these ex- gentleman yield?
bers on the Atomic Energy Commission
Mr.
KOPPLEMANN.
I
yield
to
the
ceptions include persons appointed by
is both unnecessary and harmful.
the President and confirmed by the Sen- gentleman from North Carolina.
The case against this amendment to
11/Ir.
COOLEY.
Does
not
the
gentleate. Officers on that echelon or that level
are specifically exempted from the l[fW man regard the atomic bomb as an in- militarize the Atomic Energy Commission is so clear and so compelling from
of July 31, 1894. Members of the Com- strumentality of war at the moment?
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. The atomic
both the military and civilian points of
mission fall in this category whereas the
Director of Military Application does not. bomb-like any bomb-is ah instrument view, that it is possible· only to wonder
of war. l would prefer that the bomb not why these proposals were made at all.
The other enabling legislation on page be
use·d at all. But this legislation is
Our colleague who told us yesterday
8 of the bill has to do with the mattei;
above and beyond the application of
of pay and it is very important to have atomic energy for military purposes that he had prepared this amendment,.
those provisions include both the retired alone. We are endeavoring to .formulate declared that he wrote it in for the purpose of removing from the bill the dislist and the active list.
policy for the application of atomic qualification of members of the armed
I want to thank the geptleman from
energy for civilian purposes, for improvMassachusetts for bringing that point out ing th.e .tJUb!ic welfare, rai~g the stand- forces.
The one thing that S. 1717, un.so we could get it more definite in the ard of ·living, and promoting world peace.
amended, does not do to the armed
debate.
We mus.~ now progress from the reati·ictThe CHAIRMAN. The gentleman frc;un. ed milit~cy use to opening atomic re- forces is to disqualify them. The armed
forces are given the utmost power and
Ohio [Mr. ELSTON] is recognized for a search. ·~.o.r peaceful lodus,trial applicascope throughout the bill. The amendminute and a half.
·
tion; Were we t.o continue t.Q confine ment would ac'tually detract from the
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, since our.selves to :military, application a.lone
effectiveness of the military in this prothere seems to be some question abou,t tbis legislation wnuJd up.t JJe necessary.
the interpretation of the word "repre. Our Position tpday is comparable to Ollr gram.
Most important in the structure of
sentative" I have offered an amendmen,t positiqp: when our s.cien tists beg au to un.~
the atomic-energy program here pro·
to the committee amendment to change {!a,th the pot~1.tialities of electrical ener~
posed is the Military Liaison Committee.
the word "representative" to "member'' gy and .envisioned the social and inliusThe Military Liaison Committee con- ·
so the amendment will read "at least one tri..ai° revolution that would ensue: The
sists of an unlimited number of officers
of whom shall be a member of the armed power of electric energy ha,~ play.ed its
forces."
~ajor i·ole in military application too- detailed by the Secretary of War and
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the Secretary of Navy to ·consult con- of a fundamental, underlying principle
tinuously with the Atomic Energy. dom-· of our Constitution~that the functions
mission. It is the duty of the Atomic of the military and the civilian agencies
Energy Commission to keep the Military. are kept separate, that the civilian govLiaison Committee in close touch with all ernment forms national policy and the
developments, inventions, and activities· military branch is an instrument of the
in the field of ·atomic energy, mo,st par- Government for carrying out that pcilicy,
ticularly with all matters which might The military services do not form nahave military significance, The Military_ tional policy, That is an essential conLiaison Committee has the responsibility. cept of democracy. Only. in a Fascist,
of advising the Atomic Energy Commis- totalitarian state does the military make
sion on courses of action which it deems policy. The Atomic Energy Commission
is a policy-making body. The military,
desirable.
through the Military Liaison Committee,
If the Military Liaison· . Committee
feels that the Atomic Energy ·commis- can object to any policy and can carry:
sion has failed to heed a valuable sug- these objections to the President. But
gestion, or is proposing to take some the Commission itself, to stay within
militarily undesirable course, the Mili- the framework of our form of governtary Liaison Committee is specifically ment, must be civilian and responsible
·
charged in this bill with the obligation to the civilian public.
The fact that our President, our Secof presenting its objections to the Secretary of War or the Secretary of Navy. · retaries of War, Navy, and State, and.our
Congress, all of whom make the national
If either or both of these Cabinet mem-.
bers concur in the Military Liaison policy relating to war and to peace, are
Committee's objections to the Atomic civilians, is the most striking manifesEnergy Commission's procedure, the ob- tation of our fidelity to this principle in
jection is brought before the President of our structure of government. A statthe United States-the Commander in ute, passed in 1870, expressly prohibits
Chief. The decision of the President in any military officer on active duty status
from occupying any position in the civilsuch a case would be final.
Through their. liaison with the Atomic ian government. . This statute is a clear
Energy Commission, the Military Estab- expression of our historic separation of
lishments would be absolutely free, under military and state,
We have declared to the world that
this bill, to conduct military research
with fissionable materials, to perform we have peaceful intentions. We have
such public or secret nuclear experiments announced to our fel!ov· nations that
as might be necessary, to manufacture we believe atomic warfare should be outatomic weapons, to develop military tac- lawed. Placing military men on the
tics and strategy in atomic warfare, both Atomic Energy Commission would give
defensive and aggressive. Military sec- our whole atomic energy program an
rets · would be closely guarded by the overt warlike character. It would be an
military, as they are at present.. There open challenge to an atomic armaments
is no restriction in this bill on mill tary race-a suicidal competition.
research.
The amendment to .militarize the
What greater scope, what greater Atomic Energy Commission would be the
power could the military have in the , final admission of faithlessness-a moratomic-energy progtam than this. What tifying confession that we do not believe
greater scope, what greater power has the in the possibility of peace. And by this
military ever had in any .governmental confession, we would atomize the possi,
or industrial operation, · including the bility of peace. It would be a legislative
munitions business?
Bikini.
These are ·;;he reasons why I say to you
I beg you to weigh these facts dispasit is unnecessary to have military mem:- sionately and without prejudice-the fact
bers of the Atomic Energy Commission, that the armed forces, through the MiliAnd why is it harmful, as well as un- tary Liaison Committee, have a strong
necessary? How would it detract from and effective representation in the atomic
the effectiveness of the military?
energy program; the fact that the effiMilitary membership on the. Atomic ciency of this machinery would be impaired
by putting military men on the
Energy Commission would limit the
power of the otherwise very powerful Atomic Energy Commission as well; the
fact that the research program of the
Military Liaison Committee.
military is in no way hampered by the
If military men. were members of'the
'Atomic Energy Commission, decisions of unamended bill; the fact that the septhe Commission would be assumed to aration of military from civilian agencies
have their approval-the approval of the is a basic principle of democracy; the
military. This would weaken the role of fact that militarization .of the Commisthe Military Liaison Committee in t!l<kihg' sion would; inspire the mistrust of our
exceptions to such decisions. · The Mili- own people· and the people of the world,.
tary Liaison Committee would be de- and would thus wantonly throw away
prived of- the force of its procedure. If our single chance for peace. · I feel sure
it went to the Secretaries of War and that when you have weighed these facts,
Navy, protesting actions of the Atomic you will find no single counterbalance to
Energy Commission, it would seem like the placing of military men on the Com- ,
mission; I have confidence that you wm.
E, farcical intramural 'fight among .the
military themselves, rather than a pro- ·agree with me that a vote against this,
test from the mil!tary against a civilian_ amendment is a vote for peace.
agency,
. .
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
Placing military men on the Atomic gentlewoman from California has ex-·. ,
Energy Commission would be a violation pired.
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· The Chair recognizes: the- gentleman
from South. Dakota [Mr. CASE],
Mr.; CASE . of South ,nakota. · Mr.
Chairman, ,with reference to the question
of a retired military officer serving on
this .commission; legislation ·. which the
House approved earlier· in the session
dealt with retired officers who were to
serve with the Veterans' Administ1·ation.
That bill did pass the House and'it passed
the other body and is now in conference.
I find also that we have two amendments
to the general statutes to permit retired
officers to .serve In the diplomatic or
consular. service ,and permitting them to
appear before departments. I think it
would be necessary for us to include language in this legislation If retired officers
are to serve cin the Atomic Energy Committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from South Dakota has expired. All time has expired.
The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from California
[Mr. JOHNSON],
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. JOHNSON of California) there were~ayes 3; noes 94.
So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. ELSTON.· Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. ELSTON to the
committee amendment: Page 3, line 20, strike
out the word "representative" and insert In
lieu thereof the word "member."

The amencim:ent to the committee
amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. . The question is on
the committee amendment as amended.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by ·Mr. MAY) there
were--ayes 115, noes 87.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, on
that I demand tell'ers.
.
Tellers were ordel'ed, and the Chairman appointed as tellers Mr. THOMASON
and Mr. MAY.
' '
'
The Commftteeagaln divided; and the.
tellers reported that ther~ .. were-ayes
127, noes 96.
. .
.
So the amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. ' The Clerk will report the next committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendment:' Page 6, -line 1,
after the period insert. "The Director of the
Division of Military Appllcaticin shall be a
representative of the armed forces."

Mr. MAY•. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to correct the committee
amendment to conform,,with the vote
just .taken pn -the,,.amendment to the
previous committee amendment by striking out the word "representative" and.
inserting. in. lieu -thereof .., the word
"member."
·., . ,· '. . ' :·
'
The CHAIRMAN. Is there .objection
to the request -of the gentleman from
Kentucky?_ . , ...-.,.,, , .·. , , . . · · .
. There was .no. o!Jjectl,;m. . 1 ,·, -., . .
. Mr.. THOMASON. ::· Mr. Chairman, . I
rise in. oppositiori 'to the. 'committee·
amendment.
. .· .... · .. ··.
. ,. ·,:
Mr. Chairman, the reiisons I have tried
to advance in opposition to. the amend-·
ment which was just adopted are- prac-·
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tically the same as I advance in opposition to this amendment except I feel
there b even more reason for the rejec- .
tion of this amendment. We are going
to have a peace confer.ence meet in Paris
on the 29th day of this month. It is my
conviction that having the military predominate and even glorified by this bill
is not conducive to the. best· efforts for
establishing peace. I repeat what I said
in connection with the remarks of the
gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. JUDD]
on the last. amendment, and I do not
know that that is so serious from a practical standpoint, but the reason I opposed that amendment was as a matter
of policy because I do not regard the
military as the policy makers of this
country. Ours is a civilian government,
and the military are tlle agents and representatives of the 'civilian government
to preserve and promote peace and provide adequate national -defense and to
win wars if and when we have any,
Atomic energy will, I hope, be diverted to
the pursuits of peace rather than of war
and toward the development of scientific
research that will bring happiness, peace,
and prosperity to not only the people of
this Nation, but to the peoples of the
earth.
We learned at Hiroshima and in the
Pacific what the bomb can do and to now
say that the director of this division shall
be ?, military man is just carrying it a
little bit too far in iny judgment. It is
fraught with danger and dissension.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
The gentleman from Texas says he is
afraid that this may endanger the peace
of the world. Does not the gentleman
also feel that the appointment of Generai Bedell Smith as Ambassador to
Russia and General Marshall as our representative to China may also endanger
the peace of the world?
Mr. THOMASON. General Bedell
Smith and General Marshall are abroad
t.rying to promote peace and they do not
have atomic bombs in their pockets.
That is waving a red flag in the face of
other people regardless of what their
views may be and how much we may disagree with them. If we are ever going
to have peace in this world, I do not
think we ourselves can be guilty of malcing the military the supermen in civilian
and peacetime activities.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, Will the
gentleman yield? Does not the gentleman now regard atomic energy as an
instrumentality of war and not of peace?'
Mr. THOMASON. Of course, It is an
instrumentality of war. That is what
it has been. But heaven knows I hope
that is not the only thing that we are
going to do with atomic energy, I want
to promote peace, just as I know the
gentleman from North Carolina does.
Mr. COOLEY. We are still in the
midst of conducting military experiments costing a tremendous amount of
money. Does the gentleman think this
Commission will be weakened domestically or internationally by putting some
capable military man on the committee?
Mr. THOMASON. I think insofar as
military advice is concerned that they

get that from the military, and they will
get it under the terms'Of this bill without
placing military men ·in high command.
We want their advice and cooperation
but there is no justification in peacetime
for them 1'unnlng the show.
Mr. PRICE of Illinois. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield.
Mr. PRICE of Illinois. Will the gentlemarf stress the fact that during the
development of the atomic bomb this
particular division was presided over by
a civilian, Dr. Oppenheimer?
Mr. THOMASON. Well, it was the
scientists of the country who developed
and discovered atomic energy, It is true
they had a distinguished and able Army
officer there in charge of the business
end of it, but you still have to depend on
the. scientists of the country to develop
atomic energy f01· the aid of medical re.,.
search, for the development of power,
and for the development of all things we
hope will come as the result of it, just
as we enjoy the blessings of electricity.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield.
Mr. MAY. Does the gentleman admit
that this particular amendment would
apply only to the director of the particular division that has to do with the military application of atomic. energy?
Mr. THOMASON. Yes. I thinlc I
would agree to that.
Mr. MAY. Ii1 view of the vote that
has just been taken on the membership
of the Commission, is it not more important that the men on this division be military men?
Mr. THOMASON. Well, I do not
think either is necessary or important,
especially in view of the fact that the
Army will be consulted about this anyway, as v;ell as the Navy. So if we are
to have a civilian government and also
at the same time have the aid of the
military and naval authorities, why put
all these high-ranking Navy and Army
officers in charge of this division? It
is neither necesrnry nor advisable and
this amendment Ehould be defeated.
The Cli.'\.IRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Texas has again expired.
Mr. GALLAGHER. Mr. Chairman,
much has been said about atomic energy
and the atomic bomb. Many references
have been made to its beginning with
Einstein, the author of the theory of
relativity and a man who speaks a language that neither you nor I can understand. But I was taught the principles
of the split atom 53 years ago in high
schooL
Let me say further that I am not giving the principal credit for the production of the bomb to the scientists at the
present time, for if they had been given
the authority to pick their assistants
they would have been 10 years late and
it ·woul~l have cost much more than the
$2,000,000,000 it did cost to produce it.
The fact of tl;!e matter is that the highly
trained technicians who carriep ot1t the
theories were hampered because the
scientists did not know their business at
every s.tage oi the g.ame; they were hampered i~ every way, shape, and manner;
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but eventuail{the trained fingers of the
technicians and that trained organization---in other words, American knowhow--'-produced the atomic bomb. I repeat; Mr. Chairman, that h0,d the scientists ·been left alone at it, it would have
taken at least 10 more years to have produced the bomb; and I want to say that
even If another country could produce it,
let them spend their $32,000,000,000, Jet
them hire their technicians if they do
not hire the ones that Roosevelt picked,
and I venture to say that. even with all
that they would not have the class of
bomb that we have.
Remember also that America wants
the land of no other country. America
is not ah imperialistic nation. She will
use \vhat she knows only in the interest
of peace.
I believe we are more than 10 years
ahead of other countries and I believe In
keeping that knowledge to ourselves and
under our own control, because I am certain America will not abuse that control.
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
support of the amendment.
The CHAi:RMAN. The gentleman
from Florida is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. SIKES. Mr. Chairman, I am unable to follow or to comprehend the alarm
which appears to attend our efforts to
secure the inclusion of military personnel in this program. At no point, as
some have indicated, do we attempt to
place control of the atomic ·program in
the hands of representatives of the War
or Navy Departments. Let us take -a
look at the record and see just where
we st1;tnd. The bill provides:
There are hereby established within the

Commission: (A) a general manager-

We did not ask that he be a military
man. Then the bill provides that there
shall be established a Division of Research. We did not ask that the director
of that division be a military man.
There is established a Division of Production. We have not asked that the
head of the Division of Production be a
military man.
There is also established a Division of
Engineering, and we did not ask that the
head of that division be a military man.
But then there is the Division of Military Application and we simply are asking that the people who fight this Nation's battles and who win its wars on
the field of battle shall be the people
who shall decide the policies of the
Division of Military Application. They
are the people who test and use the
equipment. They are the ones primarily
whose lives are at stake. That they
should direct the policies of their own
department seems to me to be reasonable enough and it seems to be perfectly in keeping with the action we have
just taken in voting to include one or
more persons from the armed forces on
the personnel of the Commission.
I think we all are agreed here, as has
been pointed out time after time, that
the only real value of atomic energy at
the present time is its military value. We
hope it will have other values in the
future, we are confident-that other values
will be developed, but at the moment the
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only value it has is its military value. It
has been pointed out in the bill that the
paramount objective of our present effort
. is the common defense and security of
this Nation. That is what this amendment seeks to implement. ·
·
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
·
Mr. Slims. I ,Yield to the geritleman
from Kentucky.
Mr. MAY. I think I can recall that ·
in the testimony before our committee
the distinguished Mr.· Compton, president of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, testified that it. would probably be 10 years before the civilian uses
of this thing will be utilized to any great
extent. Are we going td wait all that
time and. allow the other features of the
military application of it to be wandering' around?
.
Mr. SIKES. I would like to emphasize
that in no way can· the action of our
committee be construed as an attempt
to turn the field of atomic energy control
over to military personnel.. We seek to
give them a voice in it, a voice which they
need in order to carry on the defense and
to further the security of this country.
That is .all we are trying to do. I urge
the adoption of the committee amendment.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment to the committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment-to the committee· amendment
offered by Mr. ELSTON: Page 6, line 2, after
"(a)", strike out the word "representative"
nnc! insert the word "member" in lieu thereof.

.

'

Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, that amendment has already been adopted.
Mr. ELSTON. It was an' amendment
to the other sect.ion.
.
The CHAIRMAN. No'.. It was to this
section.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
:Mr. Chairman, when I was speaking
before I did not have the opportunity to
refer to the testimony of General Groves
which he gave before the Committee on
Appropriations. You will recall that recently· we appi·opriated $375,000,000 for
the Manhattan project for the purpose
of carrying on its work and for further
research in connection with atomic energy. There has been raised in debate a
question about whether or not the work
carried on by the Army will be beneficial
at all from an industrial standpoint. So
. I want to read from the testimony" of
General Groves before the Appropriations Committee during the month of
May of this year.
The gentleman from Florida [Mr.
HENDRICKS] asked this question:
Mr. HENDRICKS. General, the public sometimes gets the idea that the Army should not
be in control of the atomic bomb and that it
should be turned over to the scientists and
let them develop energy for industrial uses
and for the use of the public. can you give
us a statement as to whether or not the development of atomic energy for the use of the
public is being delayed by the fact that the
Armv controls the atomic bomb?
General GROVES. The fact that the admln•
1strn ticn of the atomic-energy program is

under the Army, in my opinion, neither impairs nor delays in .ai1y way the development
of atomic energy for peacetime uses. As a
matter of fact, I thinlc that the admlnlstratl.on by the Army-and I may be a llttle
biased as the Administrator-has been of
such a nature. that, In fact, the peacetl!ne
uses of atomic energy will be discovered much
sooner than · they would be otherwise, and
that they will be developed on a broader and
on a much better basis than they would have
been otherwise.
Mr. HENDRICKS. And our scientists ·are now
working with the Army along that line?
General GROVES. Yes,
Mr. HENDRICKS. Doing experimental work?
General GROVES. We are doing considerable
work In development of this energy for peacetime use. We are arranging, for example, tile
distribution of radioactive Isotopes for research prbgrams. They are very difficult to
make. They are dangerous to make, and they
are-most of them-involved in unknown
processes. We are arranging to do that and
we are doing it in close cooperation with the
National Academy of Sciences in Washirlgton,
.and we expect that as soon as possible the
actual distribution will take place.
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knew about it and the more eonfused
and befuddled they became. How can
the Me1nbers of the committee expect to
present this legislation to the House and
in a couple of hours digest it and determine what should be done?
One of the speakers yesterday pointed
out why we should. accept this legislation, and then pointed out why we should
not accept this legislation. Was for i~
and against it. Pointed out the con:;equences we would suffer and the trouble
it would. cause if we accepted it, and the
consequences we would suffer if we did
not.take it.
Then the argument against having a
member of the War Department represented on the Commission. Personally,
I feel the War Department should control the Commission. The atomic
bomb, and the further development and
control of atomic energy, to my way of
thinking, is a weapon of war and has
been in the hands of the War Department. And the War Department has
I submit, Mr. Chairman, that that is done a good job. We have thus far had
an answer to the claim of some that if no difficulty whatsoever in the handling
the Army continues its control of the of atomic matters. · Now we propose to
Manhattan project or has any voice in get civilians in on it. A civilian comthe affairs of the Commission, that they mission ls going to direct the show.
will delay the development of atomic Why do not we mind our own business
and Jet well enough alone until it is
energy for. industrial purposes.
firmly established what direction the
I want to join in the statement that
affairs of the world may take.
the gentleman from Florida [Mr. SmEs]
W~ seem to be in a sharing mood.
just made that it is exceedingly important that ·the member of the Military Share everything, even though it may
. Application Committee be from the eventually destroy us. I wonder if it
armed services. If you will read the sec- has ever occurred to any of the Memtion you will find that he can do nothing bers of the House how much consideraexcept under the direction of the Com- tion would be given us if some of the
other countries of the world had the
mission, for it is provided:
atom bomb and we insisted they share
The Commission shall require each such
it
with us? Now does not that make you ·
division to exercise such of the Commission's
laugh when you think of the attitude '
powers unc!er this act as the Commission
some nations have assumed in world
may determineaffairs?
. Since the Director. of the Division of
Now we want to enact legislation
Military Application will be engaged en- which will involve us in atomic-energy
tirely in the handling of military mat- ciiscussions with these same nations.
ters, its head should be someone who is Why not mind our own business and
trained in military subjects.
leave the matter rest with the War De- ·
Mr. GAVIN. Mr. Chairman, I move to partment until such a time as the nastrike out the last word.
tions of the world indicate to us in no
Mr. Chairman, yesterday the speak- uncertain terms that they want Peace.
ers repeatedly impressed upon us the I have faith in the character, integrity,
fact that S. 1717, an act for the de- · and ability of the Wai· Department and
velopment and control of atomic energy, in their · brilliant records in World
was without question the most impor- Wars I and II. I have faith that they,
tant legislation that has ever been precan handle this matter satisfactorily, :
sented to this House.
not alone satisfactorily to the Congress,
Faithfully I listened to the debate. but to the people of this Nation and the ,
However, nothing was said that would world as well .
cause me to change my mind, except the
This legislation should be given furremarks of my good friend, the gentle- ther thought and study before any hurman from Texas [Mr. LANHAM]. I ask ried action is taken by this House which
the Members to read the remarks of this we may have cause to regret.
distinguished and able g~mtleman; it
I am in favor of this proposed bill,
w!II give you something to thin!c about. shall vote for the amendment, and shall
We again heard about the consequences vote to recommit the bill for further
if we did not take this legislation and study.
what would happen to us. They are·the
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanisame old catalog arguments that have mous consent that all debate on this
been presented on almost every piece of amendment and all amendments thereto
legislation that has come before the close at 4:20 p. m.
House: You take this-or else.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
The committee has been working on to the request of the gentleman from
this legislation for several months, Kentucky?
and, as stated by many speakers, the
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California, Mr.
more they discussed it the less they FOLGER, and Mr, COOLEY objected,
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Mr. MAY: Mr. Chairman, I move that
all debate on this amendment and all
amendments thereto close at 4:20 .P. m.
The motion was agreed to. .
·
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recogniz~s the gentlewoman fl'om California
[Mrs. DOUGLAS].
'
' ' '
M:rs. DOUGLAS of ·,California. Mr.
Chairman, there is a difierence between
putting a military man in as head of the
Division of Military Application and putting a military man on the Commission.
The Commission will make policy.· The
·Division will be concerned directly with
research. This is work for a scientist.
During the war .radar, rockets, fight.er
planes, jet-propelled engines, proximity
fuses, and atomic bombs were all discovered and developed either by the Office
of Scientific Research and Development
or the National Advisory Committee of
Aeronautics. None of these discoveries
were made or developed under the Army
and the Navy, and the Army and the
Navy would be the first to say so. They
may have been carried out under con•
trnct with the Army and the Navy, but
they were not made in the Army and
Navy laboratories.
The head of the Los Alamos Laboratory
was a man named Dr. Oppenheimer, a
civilian. The head of that laboratory
now is Dr. Bradbury, a civilian. It is in
Los Ala.mos that the atomic bombs are
made and that military research will be
carried on. We need a scientist at the
head of the Division of Military Application if scientific research in this field is
to g~ ahead. Making an atomic bomb is
not a production job, it is a laboratory
job and it takes a scientist to do it.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New York [Mr.
I!UCKl.

>

,

Mr. BUCK. Mr. Chairman, many
thoughtful and able Members of this '
House, whose opinions all of us respect,
have proposed that nothing would be lost
and that much might be gained by post. poning atomic-energy legislation 6
months or longer. I submit, Mr. Chairman, that there is a compelling reason
why such postponement would be contrary to the b'asic philosophy of our form
of government. Nothing is more firmly
grounded in our beliefs than that military authority in America must be subordin:;:,te to civilian authority, Yet, if
this legislation is now postponed, the
military are left in sole control of a force
so awful as to endanger the very existence of the world. When our country has
been endangered in the past, have we replaced a President of the United States
with an admiral or a general? Of course
we have not. We believe in civilian control. That is the reason this legislation
should not be postponed.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog-·
nizes the gentleman from Iowa [Mr.
MARTIN], a member of the committee.
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman,
I want to call attention at this point to
the fact that the Director · of Military
Application is appointed by the Commission and is therefore not exempt from
the disability existing as to the holding
of civilian appointive jobs in the same
manner that the members of the Com•

mission itself are exempt. Therefore, to
qualify a retired ·officer or enlisted man,
as well as an active. officer or enlisted
man for this job, we will have to put in
enabling legislation which appears in
·section 2 (cl) on page 8 of the bill. I, for
one, cannot imagine turning over the
military applic:ation of this superweapon
of all times to a civilian and providing
that that particular job shall not be filled
by a member of the armed forces. If
there is any position created by this legislation for which members of the armed
forces should be eligible, it is this particular job of Director of Military Application; We have 1,500,000 men who are
malcing the Army or Navy their career,
and there are many highly qualified men
among them who could take over the responsibility of the directorship of military application which we are now considering. For that reason, I am vigorously supporting the committee amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from California [Mr.
VOORHIS].

Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, I would like to just ask this
question: Whether it does not seem very
"logical" that the Secretary of War
should be a military officer. But he is
not, and never has been in the United
States. I am ag\linst this amendment
for a little different reason than the ones
advanced. A number of Members have
· said that this work of the production of
military atomic weapons has been well
carried on. If so, it would not seem wise
to change the fact that a civilian has
been at the head of it and that a civilian
is now at the head of it. As a matter of
fact, the atomic bomb was not produced
by men in uniform, ·but by scientists. As
a matter of fact, I believe it would be
good policy and a fine gesture if we did
not produce more bumbs during the time
while negotiations are in progress to try
to bring about international controls.
But I am not in favor of abandoning our
further development, research, or experimentation in the military field until we
get the international control upon which
some of us believe everything depends.
If I feel that way, I feel it would be
unwise to run the risk of making a
change here which, in my judgment, will
be calculated to decrease the efficiency
of the military application work. Remember, this only has to do with scientific work. It does not have to do with
what you do with your military equipment afterward, but only with the scientific work in the field of atomic energy,
If you want that development to continue, it would seem wise to listen to the
counsel of the only people who know how
to do it. I believe it would be wiser to
have a civilian head this agency. I grant
all the arguments on the other side may
sound logical. I, too, believe it sounds
logical-military application-military
man in charge. But the fact of the matter !s the admirals, for example, do not
direct the construction of battleships.
An admiral runs a battleship afterward,
but he does not build it.
l'.1:r. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, in the
month of January through the dust of
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dead men ±walked to the heart of a city
of silence. I looked upon the cold, gray
ashes, the mortal coils of the countless
dead, I saw Hiroshima. My mind toyed
with the tender sensibilities of my heart.
I could not laugh; I was not happy,
neither could I be sad or permit myself
to become sentimental.· I could not be
sorry that it had happened, for I realized
that Hiroshima was but a prelude to the
abject surrender of a ruthless enemy.
Frankly,. I could not comprehend the
real meaning ot it all. In vain I tried'
to contemplate the magnitude of the
devastation I was ·witnessi.ng, Hiroi;hima, a thriving city of many thousands, dedicated to a dying cause, had,
within the twinkling of. an eye, been
swept from the shores of sound to the
great realms of silence, and I was certain that not a tear had been shed by
any man, woman, or child who was de·
voted to the cause of liberty.
The dead cities bf Hiroshima and
Nagasaki ai·e silent witnesses of the effective forces
atomic energy and the
seared and dying flesh on the bodies of
the few survivors supply the living testimony which speaks of destruction the
like of which the world has never before witnessed. Atomic energy is at the
moment an instrument of destruction.
It is an implement of war. At some distant date man may be able to harness it
and to use it in the prosecution of the
pursuits of peace, but everyone admits·
that it is now the deadliest instrument
of destruction that the genius of mankind has devised. I for one am therefore anxious to guard it, and every part
. and parcel of it, as carefully and as cautiously as it is possible for us to do.
If military men or others owing al•
legiance to this country were to divulge
the secrets of the atomic bomb at this
time, they would be guilty of treason
and would be subject to the penalties of
death. Do we need others to help keep
the secrets involved in this mysterious
and destructive power? Are we so
anxious to apply this terrific force and
energy to other and more beneficial uses
that we are willing now to imperil the
military secrets that are now being kept
inviolate? All this talk abottt international psychology and the effect that the
withholding of the secrets of the atomic
bomb may have upon other people of the
world Just does not appeal to me at the
moment. We are told that we should
throw away our guns before we go to
the peace table. If this argument is carried to its logical conclusion, we should
by the same token disband our armies
and sink om· navies and at a time when
we are very much afraid-yes, we are
afraid-of the dreadful and uncertain
future.
I believe that the time has come when
all men of all nations should deal fairly
and frankly one with the other. I be•
lieve that the time has come when we
should insist upon an immediate termination of unilateral transactions which
have handicapped and embarrassed our
military men during the war and since
war ended. If we have an ally which. will
not even permit our highest ranking military officers to inspect freely territory

of
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which has beeh conquered or liberated by
our joint e!Torts, and if we have an ally
that is unwilling to advise us fully regarding postwar plans and programs,, an
ally which will tell us nothing of her resources or manpower and nothirig of demobilization plans, if any have. been
adopted and approved, should we disclose all of our secrets and deliver up all
of our instruments of destruction, not
knowng what use may be macle of them
in the near or distant future? Certainly
the world knows that America will never
use the atomic bomb or any of its secrets in aggressive warfare, but, certainly, this does riot mean that we
should share the secrets with all the
world.
·
Not a single sound argument has been
made in opposition to the pending
amendment. No reason has been shown
why a member of the armed forces of
America should not serve upon the committee, and I, frankly, do not believe a
single such argument can be made.
Teclmically, we are still at war. The
atomic bomb Is an instrument of war and
we still have confidence in the members
of our armed forces and I am willing for
the high ranking men in our armed
forces to know and be advised fully concerning all of the developments of atomic
energy, I believe that the amendment
should be adopted. Its adoption will
strengthen rather than weaken the committee which, if finally established, I
hope, will guard with its life all of the
military secrets and all of tl1e future
developments which may play a vital part
if war should ever again curse civilization.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from North Carolina has expired.
The gentleman from North Carolina
[Mr. FoLGERl is recognized for 2
minutes.
Mr. FOLGER. Mr. Chairman, I am
distressed that there is now about to be
written, \Vith what has already been
done, all over the face of this bill the
substantial announcement to the world
that we are particularly engaged in an
effort to enlarge our military preparations for 1i"ome kind of a war. Coming
back to what we did a while ago, "At
least one of whom shali be a member of
the armed forces." That is not said
about any other part of this Commission, that it is to be this man or that man
in civilian life, a man of any particular
employment.
Then we turn from there and the next
thing we see is, "Division of Research."
No requirement as to who he shall be.
Division of Production. No requirement
as to who he shall be. Division of Engineering, Then we irn down to the Division ·of Military Application, and we
added this amendment in bold type,
"The Director of the Division of Military
Application shall be a member of the
armed forces." Then we turn to the next
page and we see "Military Liaison Committee," with all kinds of power, with the
right to tell the Commission what they
want and what they shall do; and if they
do not do it, then to appeal ·to the President. for him to say whether they shall

have' their authority or not. It looks
militaristic from beginning to encl when
you put all those things in here. I am
sorry -tlmt · this has been the case by
these · amendments, placing us in the
position of hurrying to announce we are,'
above all, concemed with military control of the policies of this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from North Carolina has expired.
All time has expired.
The question recurs on the committee
amendment as rp.odified.
The amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the next committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 8, line 6:
,
"(d) Appointment of Army and Navy
officers: Notwithstnndilig the provisions of
sec~ion 1222 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. c.,
1940 ed., title 10, sec. 576), section 212 of the
net entitled 'An act making appropri_ations
for the Jegislntlve branch of the Government
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1933, and
for other purposes,' approved June 30, 1932,
as amended (U. S. C., 1940 ed., title 5, sec.
69a), section 2 o~ the net entitled 'An act
making appropriations for the legislative, executive, and judicial expen·ses of the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1895,
and for othe_r purposes,' approved July 31,
1894, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 ed., title 5,
sec. 62), or any other law, not to exceed two
active or retired officers of t!1e Army or the
Navy may serve at the same time as members
of the Commission, and any active or retired
officer of the Army or the Navy may serve as
Director of the Division of Military Application established by subsection (a) (4) (BJ of
this section, without prejudice to their commissioned status as such officers. Any such
officer serving as a member of the Commission
or as Director of the Division of Military
Application shall receive, In addition to bis
pay fi·om the United States as such officer,
an amount equal to the difference between
such pay and the compensation prescribed in
paragraph (2) or (4) (B), as the case may be,
of subsection (a) of this section."

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the committee amendment.
The committee amendment was agreed
to.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, I offer an amendment to section 2.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. JOHNSON of
California: Page 3, line 23, after the word
"Commission", add the following: "Not more
than three of whom shall be members of any
one political party."

The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from California is recognized for 5 minutes on his amendment.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, I am a little discouraged at
the experience I have had in offering
amendments. Let me say, however, that
every amendment I have offered I
thought was l1elpful and would improve
the bill.
The amendment I am offering here is
to insure that the Commission members
wm not be completely talcen from one
party. I realize that the men who will
be appointed should be men of high
caliber and men who have no particular
interest in politics, but when I look back
and see what happened to the Supreme
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Court· of tl1e United States, when I find
that eight members of it were of one
political party, when there· are public
statements made that men were appointed because they were members of
a party,· I · am a .little apprehensive of
what could happen under this bill to
this Commission.
Undoubtedly the President will want
to appoint men on thei~· qualifications
only, irrespective of their party affiliations, but the thing that worries me is
that I do not believe the men who sur-.
round the President of the United
States will let him do that. They will
want men placed on the Commission
who have some political value to the
party, and the pressure that might be
placed on the President to put those
party men on who ostensibly have the
qualifications would be so great that he
could not resist it. That is the only
purpose of offering this amendment.
We have this same principle in the Federal Power Commls3ion, we have it in
the Federal Trade Commission. I believe this amendment would insure the
Commission being bipartisan by not
having more than three members of one
political party. That means the 'other
two would be from other political parties. It seems to me it is- a very sound
safeguard to place on the President in
the appointments that he will make to
this Commission.
Mr. BAILEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
·
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I yield.
Mr. BAILEY. Is it not safe to assume
that all these appointees will be Americans?
Mr. JOHNSON of .Californi::i,. Certainly,
Mr. BAILEY. Does not that answer
the question?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. That
does not answer my question. That is a
sllly and frivolous one. It is safe to assume that every member of the Supreme
Court will be an American, but we kno,,v
from our experience that every day certain men from the Supreme Court are
dabbling in partisan politics.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I yield.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, If there
ever was an amendmen~ offered to this
bill or a statement made by any Member
in connection with anything having to
do with the bill that shows how ridiculous .the bill is, it is the gentleman's.
amendment, and I will tell him why. We
hope to get the right kind of people on
the Commission-not Democrats, not
necessarily Republicans, or anything else,
but the gentleman is making a political
issue out of it.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I am not
making any political issue out of it at all.
The gentleman from New Jersey is the
one who takes the biased view in this
case by continually dragging in Communists and other red herrings. I am trying to insure that we wlll have a balanced Commission. I am trying to take
away from the President the pressure
that will be put on him to put people in
there because of their politics.

. ;.. -:~-:·., _. ,' ...
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Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield·?
Mr. JOHNEON of Califoi:nia, I yielcl.
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. I
would just like to give· the gentleman th'e
date on which:the agreement was reached
between Great Brltafrl, Cahada, and the
United States. It was reached by Truman, Attlee, and King on the 5th of November 1945. Prior to that time the
Chiefs of Staff negotiated the agreement.
Mr. JOi-INSON 'df California. That
has nothi.rig to do with my amendment.
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. I
agree it has not.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. And it
should be put in at the appropriate place.
I hope the Committee of the Whole
will accept this amendment in the spirit
in which I have offered it. As I said before, I want a balanced Commission, I
want the best men we· can get, and I
want to take the heat off the President
so he can select that kind of men and not
have to listen to party politicians.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered. by the gentleman from .California [Mr. JoHNSONJ.
The question was taken; and on a division Cde1nanded by Mr. CoLE of Missom•i) there i.vere-ayes 38, noes 69.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, I demand tellers.
Tellers were refused.
So the amendment was rejected.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that the bill may be considered as read and. that the amendments be called up and voted on as they
appear in the bill.
·
.The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, Mr.
Chairman, I object.
The Clerk read as follows:
nESEARCH

SEC. 3. (a) Research assistance: The Commission is directed to exercise its powers
In such manner as to insure the continued
conduct of research and development activities in the fields specified below by private
or public Institutions or persons and to nssist in the acquisition of. an ever-expending
fund of theoretical and ·practical lmowledge
in ,such fields. To this end· the Commission
Is authorized and dirnctecl to make ai'l'angements (including contracts, agreements,
grants-In-aid, and loans) for the conduct of
research and development activities relating
to( 1) nuclear processes;
.
(2) the theory and production of atomic
energy, including processes, materials, and
devices related to such production;
(3) utilization of fissionable and radioactive materials for medical, biological, health,
or military purposes;
.
(4) utilization of fissionable and radioactive materials and processes entailed In the
production of such materials for all other
purposes, Including Industrial uses; and
(5) the protection of health during research
and procluction activities.
The Commission may make such arrangements without regard to the provisions of
section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
title 41, sec. 5) upon certification by the
Commission that such action Is necessary In
the interest of the common defense and securl ty, or upon a showing that advertising
Is not reasonably practicable, and may make

partial and advance payments under such
arrangements,. nnd may make available for
use in connection therewith such of Its equipment and faci!ltles as it may deem desirable,
Suell arrangements shall contain such provisions to protect health, to minimize danger
from explosion and other hazards to life or
property, and to require the reporting and to
permit the inspection of worlc performed
thereunder, as the Commission may determine; but shall not contain any provisions
or conditions )Vhich prevent the dissemination of scientific or technical information,
except to the extent such dissemlna tion Is
prohibited by law. ·
(b') Re.'learch by the Commission: The Commission Is authorized and directed to conduct, through its own facilities, activities and
studies of the types specified In subsection
(a) above.
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cause of that there is no Interpretation
by the House or its committee as to what
the. Army and the Navy would be able
to do. . '
.
In view of the position of the Navy Department Mr. Kenney stated that the
Navy Department Is vitally interested in
the development and use of atomic
energy for many purposes, particularly
as a source of power in ship propulsion.
Plans are already under way whereby an
extended program of research and development will be undertaken in the
near future in the field of atomic power
for use in ship propulsion.
The Navy's plans contemplate that
eventually such a program will be carried
out by projects placed with governmental
organizations, including haval laboraMr. CLASON. Mr. Chairman, I offer
tories, and by means of contracts with
an amendment.
private educational institutions and
The Clerk read as follows:
comme1:cial organizations.
Amendment offered b1 Mr. CLASON: On
In view of the statement made by the
page 11. line 2, after the period on line 2,
lnser-t; Tl.te armed services, as well as pri- - Assistant Secretary, Mr. Kenney, I feel
vate Individuals, shall be permitted to enthat the House ought to protect the
gage In Independent 'military research and ,armed services in this regard. The only
to enter into research and development conpurpose of this amendment is to put in
tracts wl th nongovernmen ta! organizations
this bill words which will iridicate that
provided that all such contracts are made
the House agrees with the Senate, that
subject to the provisions of this bill."
the proper interpretation of this bill is
Mr. CLASON. Mr. Chairman, this
that the armed services may go ahead
amendment is taken from the words in
with the work which they have already
the report of the Senate committee which
carried on with such outstanding sucare set forth on page 53. The amendcess during the war. In peace it is going
ment is based upon the statement of
to mean much more to the United States
Mr. Kenney, the Assistant Secretary of
insofar as the Navy and the Army are
the Navy. In his testimony before our
concerned if they can continue the decommittee he pointed out that the Navy
velopment and research work which they
is jn a unique position; that the Navy is
have been heading up over the last 5
the greatest user of power and the largest years.
power engineering organization in the
For that reason I have offered this
world, which gives it an interest in the
amendment, and unless it Is in the bill, as
development and application of atomic
I see it, the Navy might be wiped out by
energy for i:;ower uses.
the absolute terms of this legislation
Ti1en he goes on to say that these ships
from continuing worlt on which they
have to carry fuel, and if they can use
have already expertded millions of dolatomic energy it will mean much to them.
lars and ·upon which they have a proHe pointed out aim that there arc two
gram which will also run into more milpropositions which, in connection with lions. I feel it ls very important that
this bill, have given the Navy great conthe Navy and the Army should be alcern. The first of them has to do with
lowed to carry on the work which they
whether or not the armed services would
have developed so well in the past.
be ad€quately talren care of on the
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
Atomic Energy Commission. I believe the amendment offered by the gentleman
that adequate protection for the Navy's
from Massachusetts .[Mr. CLASON].
interests will be furnished by any comThe amendment was rejected.
mission which is appointed.
Mr. MATHEWS. Mr. Chairman, I
The second proposition is whether the
offer an amendment.
armed services will be free to continue
The Clerk read as follows:
its energetic program of research and deAmendment offered by Mr. MATHEWS: On
velopment in the fielcl of atomic energy.
page 9, line 16, strike out "grants-In-aid."
In connection with that program he
Mr. MATHEWS. Mr. Chairman, the
pointed out that the NaV-Y Dapartment is
purpose of this amendment is to prevent ·
at the present time engaged in a vel'Y
the giving of a blank check of unknown
large research and development activi'.'.;y,
They have contracts with outside private millions cif the taxpayers' dollars for un~
named purposes to· an unformed body of
firms and they wish to carry them Ot\,
men. This Commission will be in a
Their point is that unless an amendment
position of spending many millions and
is offered in this bill the Navy must rely
billions of dollars, particularly in payupon an interpretation of the provisions
ing for patents and royalties thereon,
in this bill made in the report of the
and for its own expenses and salaries.
Senate committee to carry on these conI do not think we should go so far as to
tracts and this research development.
Unfortunately the House committee in give it a blank check in the form of
its report on page 8, section 3, research, grants-in-aid. Therefore, I think the
makes no mention whatsoever as to the amendment should be adopted.
More important, hcwever, I am of the
right of the armed services, either the
Army or the Navy, to carry on their own belief from talking to several Members
development and research work. Be- of this House .that they and outsiders
11
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. in business · and ind us try are laboring ture, produce, or refine fissionable material, ance with such standards and upon such con· under a misconception· about this bill. as distinguished from source materlnls as ditions as will restrict the production and dis- defined in section 6 (b) (1), or to separate . trlbutlon of· such fac!l!tles to effectuate the
This misconception , is simply this. :fissionable
material from other substances
pol!cies and purposes of this act. Nothing In
They are assuming that under the pro- · Jn which such
material may be contained or
this section shall be deemed to require a
. visions of this bill the necessity for ob· to produce new fissionable mnterinl.
l!cense for such manufacture, production,
taining a license and the ability to obtain
( b) PrnhibHJon: It shall be unlnwful for
transfer, or acquisition Incident to or for the
that license will be simultaneous. That nny person to own any facllltles for the pro- conduct bf research or· development activities
In the United States of the types specified In
duction of fissiOnable material or for any
· is not correct. The moment the President signs this bill, if it is passed, all re- person to produce fissionable material, ex- section 3, or to p~ohlb!t the Commission from
manufacturing or producing such fac!I!tles
cept
to
the
extent
authorized
by
subsection
strictions on ownership, on export and
(c).
.
for I ts own use.
import, on transfer, and in every other
(c) Ownership and operation of production
Comni.ittee amendment:
. respect will go into effect. The require- fac!I!
ties:
mehts for the licenses ·Will gci into effect,
on page 12, l!ne 20, ~fter the comma, lnser~
(1) Ownership of production facilities:
. but there will be no .place to get the '.rhe Commission shall be the exclusive owner "except as authorized by the Commission .
licenses. That creates the gap, the Illa· of all facilities for the production of fissionMr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, that merely
tus, of which I spoke this morning, which able material other tllan facilities wl1lch (A)
means that without that amendment
are
useful
In
the
conduct
of
research
and
will put the whole industry in an uproar
the Commission would not be able to subdevelopment activities in the fields specified
ancl confusion.
contract in the letting of licenses. This
in
section
3, and (B) do not, ,in the opinion
A man using fissionable material or of the Commission, have a potential pro- was put in by the committee to enable
facilities in his own industry for his own duction rate adequate to enable the operator them to expand their operations to small
business will go. to his lawyer and say, of such fac!llties to prodllce within a rea- ·business.
"Tell me what I can do under this act sonable period of time a sufficient quantity of
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
without a license, or what I have to have fissionable material to produce an atomic agreeing to the committee amendment.
bomb
or
any
other
atomic
weapon.
a license for." If his lawyer is very, very
The committee amendment was agreed
(2) Operation of the Commission's producsmart he might be able to tell him. If
to.
tion
fac!l!ties:
The
Commission
is
authorhe tells him what he needs a license for, ized and directed to produce or to provide
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will rethe man may· say, "Get me a license." · for the production of fissionable material in port the next committee amendment.
The lawyer will say, "I cannot. The its own facll!tles. To the extent deemed necThe Clerk read as folows:
Commission is not formed, it has no or- essary, the Commission is authorized to make,
Committee amendment: Page 13, line 20,
ganization, it has no employees, it has no or to continue in effect, contracts with per- str!lce
6ut the word "Is" and insert "and
forms of application, it has no personnel sons obl!gat!ng them to produce fissionable persons. performing pursuant. to section 3
. to make an inspection, and it has nobody material in facilities owned by the Commis- . (a), section 4 (c) (1) (A) and (BJ, or secThe Commission is also authorized to
to make a decision." That is the sltua- sion.
tion 7 are.''
enter into research and development con. tion the industry wlff be in if this bill is tracts
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I offer a
authorizing the con tractor to produce
passed and is then signed by the fissionable material in facilities owned by the corrective amendment to the committee
President.
Commission to the extent that the proclucamendment.
tion of such fissionable material may be
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
The Clerk read as follows:
incident to the conduct of research and deChairman, will the gentleman yield?
Amendment offered by Mr. MAY as a subvelopment activities under such contracts.
Mr. MATHEWS. I yield to the
stitute for the committee ainendment: On
Any con tract entered into under this section
gentleman from South Dakota.
page 13, line 20, strike out the word "ls" and
contain provisions (A) prohibiting the
. Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I hope shall
.
insert In lieu thereof the following: "and
contractor with the Commission from subthe gentleman's amendment will be contracting any part of the work l1e is obli- persons lawfully producing or utilizing fisadop~ed, for the further reason that the gated to perform under the contract, and sionable material are.''
Commission ls the judge of its own ex(B) obligating the contractor to make such
The substitute amendment was agreed
penditures. Under the language of the reports to the Commission as It may deem to.
appropriate
with respect to his activities
bill on page 52, the General Accounting
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I
Office will not have the usual accounting under the contract, to submit to frequent offer an amendment.
inspection by employees of the Commission
autho:·ity over the Commission.
The Clerk read as follows:
of all such activities, and to comply with all
· The bill provides thatsafety and security .regulations which may
The acts appropriating such sums may
appropriate specified portions thereof to be
accounted for upon the certification of the
Commission only.

In other words, the, Commission alone
will decide about these grants-in-aid, and
they cannot be restricted or examined by
the General Accounting Office.
.
Mr. MATHEWS. , That is right. That
_is why it is a real blank check.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is 011
the amendment offered by tlle gentleman
from New Jersey.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. MATHEWS)
there were.-.:.ayes 60, noes 55.
Mr. HINSHAW and Mr. BIEMILLER
demanded tellers.
Tellers were ordered, and the Chairman appointed as tellers Mr. MAY and
Mr. MATHEWS.
.
The Committee again divided, and the
tellers reported that there were-ayes
79, noes 68.
·
So the amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
PRODUCTION

OF

FISSIONABLE MATERIAL

SEC. 4. (a) De fin! tlon: As used in this net,
the term "produce," when used In relation
to fis3ionable material, means to manufac•

be prescribed by the Commission. Any contract made under the provisions of this paragraph may be made without regard to the
provisions of section 3709 of the Revised
Statutes (U. S. C., title 41, sec. 5) upon certification by the Commission that such action
is necessary In the interest of the common
defense and security, or upon a showing t11at
advertising is not reasonably practicable, and
partial and advance payments may be made
under sucl1 contracts. The President shall
determine at least once each year the quantities of fissionable material to be produced
under this paragraph.
(3) Operation of other production facilities: Fissionable material may be produced
in the con duet of research ancl development
activities In facil!ties which, under paragraph
( 1) above, are not required to be owned by
the Commission.
(d) Irradiation of materials: For the purpose of increasing the supply of radioactive
materials, the Commission Is authorized to
expose materials of any kind to the radiation
Incident to the processes of producing or
utilizing fissionable material.
( e) Manufacture of production facilities:
Unless authorized by a license issued by the
Commission, no person may manufacture,
produce, transfer, or acquire any facll_lties for
the production of fissionable ma ter1al. LI•
censes sl1all be issued in accordance with such
proceclm·es as the Commission may by regulation estnbllsh ancl shall !Je iEsued in accord•
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Amendment offered by Mr. Hil\lSHAw: On
page 11, line 18, after the word "Commission",
insert a comma and the words "as agent of
and on behalf of the United states."

Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I
hope the committee will agree to this
amendment. I would like to call attention to the prohltiition contained in line
11, page 11, which reads: ·
It shall be unlawful for any person to own
any facilities for the production of fissionable material or for any person to produce
fissionable materlal, except to the extent authorized by subsection (c) .

If you will note the language on page
43, lines 4, 5, and 6, th.:i Commission is
authorized to acquire and purchase land
ancl hold real and personal property as
agent of, and on behalf of, the United
States,
The language I have used here is
identical with that language on page 43.
My reason for offering the amendment is because of the definition in the
blll of the term "person" and referring
now back to the prohibition on page 11:
It shall be unlawful for any person to own
·any facilities-

Please note that the definition of the
term "person" means not only any ind!~
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victual, corporation, partnership, and so
forth, but it means also the United States
or any agency thereof. The United·
States is included in 'the term "person." .
I merely aslt for t11e ihsert!on of these
words, Mr. Chairman, in order that this
section shall be in such form as not .to
conflict with the definition of the term
"person."

I hope the chairman of the committee
will agree to accept the amendment, as

I think it clarifies the matter. It is
Ptirely clarifying in nature.
·
I yield back the balance of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman from California. ·
·
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. HINSHAW) there
were-ayes 49, noes 2.
So the amendment was agreed to,
The Clerk read as. follows:
Page 14, line 14:
"CONTROL· OF MATERIALS

"SEC. 5. (a) Fisslo11able.materials:
"(l) Definition: As used in this act, the
term 'fissionable material' means plutonium,
uranium enriched in th_e Isotope 235, any
other material which the Commission determines to be· capable of releasing substantial
quantities of energy through nuclear chain
reaction of the material or any material
art!fically enriched by any of the foregoing;
but does not Include source materials, as.
defined in section 5 (b) (1).
"(2) Government ownership oi: all fissionable material: All right, title, and Interest
within or under the jurisdiction of the
United States, in or to any fissionable material, now or hereafter produced, shall be the
property of the Commission. and ~hall .be
deemed to be vested in the Commission by
virtue of this act. Any person owning any
interest in any fissionable material at the
time of the enactment of this act, or owning any interest In any material at the time
when such material is hereafter determined
to be a fissionable material, or who lawfully
produces any fissionable material incident
to privately financed research or development activities, shall be paid just compensation therefor. The Commission may, by action consistent with the provisions of parngrspll (4) below, authorize any such person
t-0 retain possession of such fissionable material, but no person shall have any title in
or to any fissionable material.
"(3) Prohibition: It shall be unlawful for
any person, after 60 days from the effective
elate of this net to (A) possess or transfer
any fissionable material, except as authorized by the Commission, or (B) export from
or import into the United States a.1y fissionable material, or (C) directly or indirectly
engage in the production of any fissionable
material outside of the United States.
"(4) Distribution of fissionable material:
Without prejudice to its continued ownership.
thereof, the Commission Is authorized to distribute fissionable material, with or without
charge, to applicants requesting such mate.rial (A) for the cbnduct of research or development activities either independently
or Under con tract or other arrangement With
the Commission, (B) for use In medical
therapy, or (C) for use pursuant to a license
issued under the authority of section 7.
Such material shall be distributed In such
quantities and on such terms that rio applicant will be enabled to obtain an amount
sufficient to construct a bomb or other military weapon. The Commission is directed
to distribute sufficient fissionable material
to permit the conduct of widespread inde•
pendent research and development activity,

· to the maximum extent practicable. In determining the quantities of fissionable material to· be distributed, the Commission shall
make such provisions for Its own needs and
for the conservation of fissionable materfal as
. It rnay determine to be necessary in the national interest for the future development of
atomic energy. The Commission shall not
distribute any material to any applicant, and
shall recall any distributed material from
any applicant, who is not equipped to observe or who falls to observe such safety
standards to protect health and to minimize
danger from explosio11 or other hazard to
life or property as may be established by the
Commission, or who uses such material In
violation of law or regulation of tl1e Commission or in a -manner other than as disclosed in the application therefor.
" ( 5) 'The Commission ls authorized ,to purchase or othenvise acquire any fissionable
material or any Interest therein ou::!d~ the
Unitecl States, or any interest In facilities
for the production of fissionable material,
or in real property on which such facilities
are located, without regard to the provision
of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. s.
C., title 41, sec. 5) upon certification by the
Commission that such action is necessary in
the Interest of the common defense and security, or upon a showing that advertising
is not reasonably practicable, and partial and
advance payments may be made under contracts for such purposes. The Commission
Is further authorized to take, requisition, or
condemn, or otherwise acquire any Interest
in such facil!tles or real property, and just
compensation shall be made therefor.
"(b) S8urce materials:
" ( 1) Definition: As used in this act, the
ter1n 'source n1aterial' means uranium,
thorium, or any other material which is determined by the Commission, with the approval of the President, to be peculiarly essential to the production of fissionable materials; but includes ores ·only if they contain
one or more of the foregoing materials in such
concentration as the Commission may by
regulation determine from time to time.
"(2) License for transfers required: Unless
authorized by a license issued by the Commission, no person may transfer or deliver

and no person may receive possession of or
title to any source material after removal
from its place of clcposit In nature, except
that licenses shall not be required for quant!tieR of source materials which, in the opinion of the Con1n1ission, are urthnportant.
"(3) Issuance of licenses: The Commission shall estatllsh such standards for the
Issuance, refusal, or revocation of licenses

as it may tjeem necessary to assure adequate

source materials for production, research, or
development activities pursuant to this act
or to prevent the use of such materials in
a manner inconsistent with the national
welfare. Licenses shall be issued In accordance with such procedures as the Commission may by regulation establish.
"(4) Reporting: The Commission is authorized to Issue such regula tlons or orders
requiring reports of ownersllip, possession,
extraction, refining, shipment, or other handling of source materials as it may deem
necessary, except that such reports shall not
be required with respect to (A) any sourc~
r..c,.terial prior to removal from its place of
cleposit in nature, or (B) quantities of source
materials which in the opinion of the Commission are unimportant or the reporting
of which w!ll discourage independent prospecting for new deposits.
"(5) Acquisition: The Commission is authorized and directed to purchase, take,
requisition, condemn, or otherwise acquire,
supplies of source materials or any interest
In real property containing deposits of source
materials to the extent It deems necessary
to effectuate the provisions of this net. Any
purchase made under this paragraph may be
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made Wlthol;t regard to the provisions Of section 3709 of the Revised Statutes (U. s. c.,
title 41, sec; 5) upon certification by the
Commission. that such action is necessary In
the lnte~est of . the common defense and
security, or upon a showing that advertising
is not reasonably practicable, and partial and
advance payments may be made thereunder.
The Commission may establish guaranteed'
prices for nil source materials delivered to it
within a specified time. Just compensation
shall be made for any property taken, requisitioned, or condemned under this paragraph,
"(6) Explbratlo1i: The Comm!ssion is authorized to conduct and enter into contracts
for the conduct of exploratory operations, in•
vestigations, and inspections to determine the
location, extent, mode of occurrence, use, or
conditions of deposits or supplies of source
materials, making just compensation for any
damage or 'injury occasioned thereby. Such
exploratory operations may be conducted only
with the consent of the owner, but sucl1
lnvl'!stlgatlons and inspections may be conducted with or without such consent.
•
"(7) Public lands: All uranium, thorium,
and all other materials determined pursuant
to paragraph (1) of this subsection to l:e
peculiarly essential to the production of fissionable material, contained, in whatever
concentration, in deposits in the public lands
are hereby reserved for the use of the United
States; except that with respect to any location, entry, or settlement made prior to the
date of enactment of this act no reservation
shall be deemed to have been made, if such
reservation would deprive any person of any
existing or Inchoate rights or privile~es to
which he would otherwise be entitled or
would otherwise enjoy: Provided, however,
That no person, corporation, partnership, o,•
association, which had any part, directly ol'
. indirectly, In the development of the atomia
bomb project, may benefit by any location,
entry, or settlement upon the public domain
·made after such person, corporation. partnership, or association took part In such project,
The Secretary of the Interior shall cause to
be Inserted In every patent, conveyance, lease,
permit, or other authorization hereaft.er
granted to use the public lands or their
mineral 1·esources, under any of which there
. might result the e,:traction of any materials
so rrnerved, u reservation to the United States
of nil such materials, whether or not of commercial value, together wltl1 the right of
the United States through !ts authorized
agents or representatives at any time to enter
upon the land and prospect for, mine, and
remove the same, making just compensation
for any damage or injury occasioned thereby.
Any lands so patented, conveytd, leased, or
otherwise disposed of may be, used, and any
rights under any such permit or authorization may be exercised, as if no reservation of
such materials had been made under tl1is
subsection; except that when such use results In the extraction of any such material
from the land in quantities which may not
be transferred or delivered without a license
under this subsection, such material shall
be the property of the Commission and the
Commission may require delivery of such
material to it by any possessor thereof after
such material has been separated as such
from the ores in which it was contained. If
the Commission requires the delivery of such
material to it, 'it shall pay to the person
mining or extracting the s3me, or to such
other person as the Commission determines
to be entitled thereto, such sums, Including
profits, as t,lle Commission deem~ fnfr and
reasonable for the discovery, mining, development, production, extraction, and other services performed with respect to such material
prior to such delivery, but such payment
shall not Include any amount on account of
the value of such material b'lafore removal
from Its place of deposit In nature. If the
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Commission does not require delivery of such
materlal to It, the reservation made pursuant
to this paragraph shall be of no further force
or eITect.
"(c) Byproduct materials:
"(l) Definition: As used in this act, the
term 'byproduct material' means any radioactive material (except fissionable mnterlal)
yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to
the radiation Incident to ·the processes of
prcducing or utilizing fissionable material,"

Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
as!c unanimous consent that the further reading of the bill be . dispensed
with, with the understanding that any
amendment& may be. offered at the ap~
propriate places.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Texas?
Mr. ':':'HOMAS of New Jersey, Mr.
Chairman, reserving the right to object,
how many amendments are there at the
Clerk's desk?
The CHAIRMAN . . There are 16
amendments.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. How
many committee amend~ent are there?
Mr. THOMASON. Three more.
The CHAIRMAN. There are three
more.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, this
is not an effort to deprive any one from
offering an amendment at the appropriate place in the bill, but inasmuch as
the Speaker is anxious to conclude the
consideration of this bill on account of
a very crowded calendar, we want to save
time.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Will the
gentleman tell us when he expects to
have the Committee rise?
. Mr. THOMASON. If I may quote the
Chairman and also the Speaker, I think
there is an understanding to rise at 5:30.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. lf the
·gentleman will agree to rise at 5:30, I
will not. object; otherwise r will have to
object.
Mr. KEEFE. Mr. Chairman, reserving the right to object, this is an ex~
tremely important bill and should be
read section by section so that the Members may understand it; therefore I
object.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. ):v.tr.
Chairman, I object.
The Clerk read as follows:
(2) Distribution:· The Commission is authorized · to distribute, with or without
charge, byproduct materials to appl!cants
seeking such materials for research or development activity, medical therapy, industrial uses, or such other useful· appl!catlons
as may be developed. In distributing such
materials, the Commission shall give prefer•
ence to appl!cants proposing to use such
materials In the conduct of research and development activity or medical therapy. The
Commission shall not distribute any byproduct materials to any appl!cant, and shall recall any distributed materials from any applicant, who is ·not equipped to· observe or
who fails to observe such safety standards
to protect health as may be establ!shed by the
Commission or who uses. such materials In
violation of law or regulation of the Com1nlsslon or in a manner other than as disclosed In the appl!catlon therefor.
( d) General provisions:'
( 1) The Commission shall not distribute
(A) any fissionable or source material to any
person for a use which Is not under or with-

-In the jurisdiction of the United States or
to any foreign government.
(2) The Commission shall establlsh by
regulation a procedure by which any person
who· Is dissatisfied with the distribution or·
·refusal to distribute to him, or the' recall
from him, of any fissionable or byproduct
materials or with the Issuance, refusal, or
revocation of a license to him for the transfer
or 1·ecelpt of source materials may obtain a
review of such determination by a board of
. appeal consisting of three members appointed
by the Commission. The Commission may In
Its discretion review and revise any decision
of sucb. board of_3Ppea!.

With the/hllowing committee amendments;
,
Page 20, line 10, strike out "person" and
insert "Individual."
Page 10, line 14, strike out "person" and
insert "Individual."
Page 20, llne 15, after the word "project",
insert "unless first authorized so to do by
the Commission."
Page 22, l!ne 22, after the word "distribute"
ineert "(A)."

The committee am1mdments
agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:

were

Committee amendment: Page 22, line 23,
strike out the words "or source."

Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
offer a substitute for the committee
amendment on page 22, llne 22.
The Clerk read as follows:
Substitute offered by Mr. THoo<ASON for
the committee amendment:
Page 22, Jlne 22, strike out nll of paragraph
( 1) and Insert In lieu thereof the following:
"(1) The Commission shall not"(A) Dlstri))ute any fissionable material
to (I) any person for a use which is not under
or within the jurisdiction of the United
States, (ii) any .foreign government, or (i!i)
any person within the United States If, In the
opinion of the Conimlsslon, the distribution
of such fissionable material to such person
would be Inimical to the common defense
·ancl security.
"(B) License any person to transfer or deliver, receive possession of or title to, or ex ..

port from tbe United States any source material lf,'ln the opinion of the Commission, the·
issuance of a license to such person for such
purpose would be inimical to the common defense and security."
Page 18, beginning in line 1, strilce out
"and no perso.n may receive possession of or
title to" and Insert in lieu thereof "receive
possession of or title to, or export from the
United States."
Page 23, line 11, strike out "transfer or
receipt" and i1isert in lieu thereof "transfer,
delivery, receipt; or exportation."

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the committee substitute.
The cbmmittee substitute was agreed
to.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the committee amendment as amended
by the substitute.
·
The committee amendment was agreed
to.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
offer a clarifying amendment.
The Clerk read as follows;
Amendment offered by Mr. THOMASON:
Page 20, line 4, strike out the semicolon
and all that follows down thrlmgh the word
"enjoy" in line 9, and insert In lieu thereof
the words "subject to vnlid. claims existing
on the date of the enactment of this act."
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, Mr. CASE of· South Dakota. Mr.
'Chairman; I move to strike out the last
word.
Mr. Chairman, if I understand the
amendment correctly, it proposes on page
20 to strike out the language between line
4 and line 9 and .to substitute merely
langaguge. reading "subject to existing
claims."
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, if
the gentleman will yield, I will say to the
gentleman from South Dakota that the
language reads "subject to valid claims
existing on the date of the enactment
of this act." May I add that I do not
pretend to be too familiar with the matter except the chairman of the committee, with the advice of counsel, tells
me that the Department of the Interior
sent this amendment over, with the assurance that it does not change the
meaning or the import of the language
in the bill but merely clarifies it to conform to existing law.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. The Ian-·
guage which is proposed to be stricken,
as nearly as I can determine its meaning, seeks to make clear that valid
claims are not violated or rights are not
lost.
·
Mr. THOMASON. That is correct, and
the substitute does the same thing.
Mr. CAeE of South Dakota. The gen-.
tleman from Texas says it does the same
thing?
.
.
Mr. THOMASON. That is what the
chairman of the committee as well as
counsel for the committee advise me, and
that it was the request of the Department
of the Interior,
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. While I
am here, I would like to ask the gentleJ
man from Texas also whether the com\Illttee proposes to do anything about
the matter on the same page to which
I drew attention yesterday? I pointed
out yesterday that the language in the
bill, which reads; "The Secretary of the
Interior shall cause to be inserted in
every patent, conveyance, lease, permit:
or other authorization hereafter granted
to use the public lands or their mineral
resources,''· apparently would not apply
similar requirements to lands in the na•
tional forest administered by the Secre~
tary of Agriculture unless they went td
patent.
·
!
.,Mr. THOMASON. My information ii
that it is subject to existing Executive
orders which cover the subject, and
therefore the committee would have nd
other amendment.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I should
like to ask the gentleman then what
would happen in a situation like this:
Claims are filed in ,the national forests
simply by the act of the individual who
files the claim. He goes out with a
hatchet and pencil and makes his location. Within a certain number of days
he files that location notice, if he desires,
in the county courthouse. But · from
the time that he has put up his notice
there he. may mine that particular
claim if he does a certain amount of
development each year, called assess.
ment work.
Mr.
THOMASON.
My
personal
opinion is that if the substitute amendment offered by the committee is
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adopted, this is just· about as plain as it
could be made, because it is all subject
to valid claims existing on the date of
the act. Therefore, . there could be no
violence done to the existing claims.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I think
that is probably correct, and certainly
I am not objecting to that. I am trying to draw attention to another matter
in the language that follows. I assume
the purpose of the ·legislation from line
16 on is to make a specific reservation
and have the Socretary of the Interior
put it in any form of mineral permit he
administers. I am wondering why you
do not do the same for lands under the
Secretary of Agriculture.
I kno,v, as a matter of fact, for ext.n1ple, that a permit system is in operation on certain lands in the national
forests in South Dakota which are what
we call Federal game sanctuaries. Under that system, prospecting permits and·
mining permits are issued but they are
issued by the Secretary of Agriculture
and not by the Secretary of the Interior.
It is entirely immaterial to me. I am
not seel,ing to tighten the bill in this respect, but in all fairness to the Committee I thought I should point out that
there are mining permits which are administered by the Secretary of Agriculture and not by the Secretary of the Interior. If the Committee does not care
to do anything about it, it is immaterial
me.
Mr. THOMASON. Existing claims are
not affected in any way.
'I'he CHAIRMAN. The question Is on
the co;:nmittee amendment offered by the
gentleman from Texas.
The committee amendment was agreed
to.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:

to

Amendment offered by Mr. ELSTON: On
page 23, strike out subsection (2).

Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, the
purpose of offering this amendment Is to
eliminate from the bill a rather strange
form of procedure. This section you will
notice touches on control of materials.
The Commission under this section has
the power and authority to distribute
materials which may vitally affect the
private industry of the Nation. The
concluding paragraph of this section
reads as follows:
The Commission shall establish by regulation a procedure by which any person who
is dissatisfied with the distribution or refusal
to distribute to him, or the recall from him,
of any fissionable or byproduct materials, or
with the issuance, refusal, or revocation of
a license to him for the transfer or receipt
of _source materials may obtain a review of
such determination by a board of appeal
consisting of three members appointed by the
Commission.

You will note that the Commission
appoints its own board of appeal to pass
on a question which may mean life or
death to an industry, because if the time
comes when fissionable material is used
for industrial purposes it may make or
break a company to be able to get it or
not get it. The Commission makes an
order on the use of fissionable material,
and if a person is aggrieved by the order
XCII--591

of· the Commission, he may appeal, but
he appeals to a board of appeal consisting of three members appointed by the
Commission·.- If a person is not satisfied
with the decision of the board of appeal,
he. does not appeal to the courts. The
only recourse he has under this section '.
is to do what is provided for in tI1e last
sentence of this section, which I read:
The Commission may in Its discretion review at'ld revise any decision of such board
of appeal.
·

In other words, the Commission appoints the board of appeal in the first instance, and makes its own choice of
membership. If the person or company
aggrieved is not satisfied with the decision of the board of appeal, which. the
Commission appoints, such person or
company appeals back to the Commission itself. That is about the strangest
appeal procedure of which I have ever
heard. I submit that it should be eliminated from the bill, and .the general provisions of the administrative code of
procedure, which we adopted some time
ago in this House, should apply.
Under that code an appeal could be
had to the courts of the land. That
code was inserted in this bill by an
amendment which I offered in committee, and it was made applicable .to any
decision of the Commission. But since
this separate section remains here I believe it would be construed as a special
section and as an exception to the general appeal provisions laid down in the
administrative code of procedure if it is
not stricken out. Therefore, I am offering an amendment to strike this special
appeal section out of the bill.
Mrs. LUCE. Does that mean if the
Atomic Commission should manage, as
Mr. Lilienthal predicts it will, to generate heat and electrical energy for commercial use, since it has the power to
license this and sell it to the public, if
an industry was not satisfied witl1 what
it got, it could only appeal to this board?
Mr. ELSTON. This is not the section
under which you appeal with reference
to the issuance of a license. This is the
section under which you would appeal
from an order of the Commission allocating fissionable or byproducts material,
which would be about the same thing because if you have a license ancl cannot
get the material, the license would be
meaningless.
. Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
think there is merit ~o the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Ohio. I
do think there oug·ht to be some appeal
from the aclls pf the Commission, but
since I am led to believe that it would be
covered by the Administrative Appeals
Act it seems to me it is more or less unnecessary. In my judgment, it seems to
be a rather awkward procedure.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. As I understood
the gentleman from Ohio, by striking
out this very awkward attempt at providing an appeals section we therefore
put this bill under the appeal provisions
of the code of administrative procedure
over which the Congress has labored for
so many years.
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Mr. THOMASON.. I think the gentleman is correct. . ,.
Mr .. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield.
.
. Mr. VOORHIS of California, Where
would that leave the situation? I mean,
where would that leave a person under
the circumstances. described by the. gentleman from Ohio?
.
·
Mr. ELSTON.. Mr. Chairman, if the
gentleman from- Texas will yield, may I
say we not only depend on the code of
. administrative procedure, which we
adopted some time ago in the House and
which is now law, but to make certain
that every kind of appeal that you might
take from an order of the Atomic Energy
Commission could be taken, we wrote
into this bill that the code of administrative procedure should apply. The
amendment which I offered in committee
appears on pages 45 and 46 of the bill.
So, if the section which I am endeavoring
to strike from the bill is stricken from
the bill, it is my opinion that we are fully
protected under the code of administrative procedure plus the committee
amendment which appears on pages 45
and 46 of the bill.
Mr. THOMASON. May I say to the
gentleman from California,· if I recall
correctly, the gentleman from Ohio had
offered in committee an amendment putting this under the terms of the Administrative Procedure Act.
Mr. ELSTON. Yes; that is conect.
Mr. THOMASON. So it does seem to
me that it is not only rather cumbersome but superfluous.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. What I
was trying to get at was, What would be
the practical effect on a person if he felt
he had been unjustly treated?
Mr. THOMASON. My reply to that is,
from my limited knowledge of the subject, that he could appeal to the Commission, and if he still felt aggrieved he
would have the right of judicial review;
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
·
Mr. THOMASON. I yield.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Such· a person
would hire a lawyer and proceed under
the code of judicial procedure which we
have set up.
.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on.
the amendment· offered by the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. ELSTON].
The amendment was agreed to .
Mr. LANHAM. Mr;.Chairman, I offer
an amendment, which Is at the Clerk's
desk.
Th0 Clerk read as· follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. LANHAM:· 011
page 15, line 24, after t11e word "material",
insert "owned by it."

The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered· by the gentleman from Texas.
The question was taken; and the Chair
being in doubt, _the Committee divided;
and there were-ayes 69, noes 39.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
move that the Committee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
.Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker having !"esumed the chair,
Mr. JOHN J, DELANEY, Chairman of the
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Committee of the Whole House on the
B'~i>Hri::~t'lii~~<;ffiJtahcet
·'(t~~..oti;he wh~if~o~~~ ~~ ihe Staie ~f .rt!
State of the Union, reported that that
·E!~&,,S,Eirie~:b{;~i:ticles;\yritten py,',the: Union.tor the cons\deratlon o! the bill (H, R:.j
Committee, having had under considera9.~,o,f:.,tbf·9l~!llland;l?Jaiif Dealer.,; .. · · 6967) •to. imp~gve, strengthen, and expand l
tion the bill (S. 1717) for the developt;tJOHNSbNiof:Jndiana,asked'a.Ii'd . the For.elgn·Service.of the Unlted•Stl!,tes l!lld"
ment and contro1 or atomic energy had wa:s:g1v_eh·.per:mission.'to ·extenirhi' 're.: · _ to conso~1date '..and rev1se the 1aw~ re1at1ng ..i
· ilu.t · tb
'·
s· ·
· · · · · · . · . · . ··
s. . · · to !ts administration. That after general 1
.. ,. ~ ··"··'"''·~~}?,B,.;;s7-F~9S:o .. ,:•, ,. ,7:2;'.'F;, marksJn: the REc~a,.o.. · ;. . •. ··. ·. debate, which· shall be confined to the bill'
. . .· . . '.Mf!!&Jiitl!E fte!ll·~g el!H~-: .. , :Mr~,:. 1;iUC~ :asked . an<l was given pe;-- . and shall continue not to exceed 2 hours to ·:i
iturthermessa1fo'from.t'fiesenate·:b' ·:,:m1s,sjonJ<l,El?'tencl lie,r.remarks_in. the· .. be .equally divided and controlled by tl).e_ 4
c,'G''tling···'it' ::, '. 'iun' ;:, 1 '"Ii:··'· y .;sl;R~C(?RD.,and.,: in.clg.de,, sev~ral··.newspaper chairman and the ranking minority mem-.:1
. '.'..,.,,a.;. .. , .' ~ ... enz:o. ,,,g.,.,~ ~r ,,~,an;:oi,' :articles.:.,, : >\: ·,··. ,,,.::·:-.... , ,
.' " ,, ber of the committee on Foreign Affairs, the· 1
..ced,,.tli,B:t:J.~3 Se\J,a.~e..;f/'.g;e,e,~;t9'::~~e \, ': · ,, · ,,(·,..,,., .., ;s:· , · ... , • ·
,' • • · • . _.,J:)ill shall ,be r,ead_ for.amendment under .tbe, ;,l
,tt!,)f~tli~.~0111,mi~~-e,e.pf,~-O!l,fez:en.~e;gi;i:11 ;(! , rs. JiPG~/3):>tMa_s~ach~sept_s !l-~~.l.l<!;;,,a~mlnute rule. -At the conclusion of.' .t11e·:d
, :i:li~g:ree~ng yotes, pl:, ttie:,tlf-P' Houses·:'' ;~n ... 5.)~~e,rt ,P:r@~S10n to extend lier, ,reading of the_ b!ll for amendment,, the Com~ J
:,the. amendments of'the'Senate:.to .thiL".,l.etnar~s ,m, t},le,;:J(iEcORD. and includ\L a\ mlttee shall r1Se and report the .same to the ,
.\>. '(H. R'.,6739) entitled:''An;ac(ina.king,·:,:,lett~fz;on:t '.ROl:lert 8'. Allen,:. , : · , . . House wl~h such amendments as shall have
J~J)P.J,'Opri~ttons .for the .Depai:tme~t,.,of' /·,.:-Mr.".Pr;i:TEN.G!)R.\,(at the request ~f •b_een adopted and the previous question shall .
• . bot· .the .Feder·a1 SecuritrAgency · and·:, ._Mi:: MARTIN :of ,~a5sacI1usetts) was given' be considered as ordered on the bill and l
-ielated'inaependerit''aiencies~;for tn'e.fis.: ·;.:permts,sion: to: e~end' his remarks in: the· · amendm~nts thereto to fina1 passage without , I
>,•·..:,.·· .. · ·.·di··" · · .. .. ,. ? · ,. .. • .,, ··,RECORD·ai:id'incldde·a state · t'h
d. lntervenmg motion except .one ,motion tp ,
c.'!"·oYe~r... en. ~g·,J,une 30,} 7; ap.d,;Jqr\r . , ,;, , . , ..•. · .. ··· men .ema e. 'recomm\t. ·
·
ses·!'.· J : :. '"''" · .,,· . , ,:.,<:',.:. before .the.. ~
,.Office; and l;'ost Roads,
. .
. .
. . g(~Isfari~~
:::t~a~ft!1~;1
:<:it:/_ ::.. ·: ·, ...· ;· ::,r,:r . .AME~DMEN1:LT,o_ socIAL sEcu!'q~_,.AcT
~ 111 · furt11er ::,;10:~is..s:;, up9p. ,:,.its ,; · : ~ ~ ' l ' ; .. ,~9:tAL SECURI'ti'. A!JT, ·
Mr. GORE. Mr.. Speaker, I ask unanient,No.:.39;,to the>foregoing.'l:)ill "'· \ r:· ··'· · ··' : · "'· · , ; · · · · ·
:mous consent.to proceed for 1.minute.' . ,
·eed: to by: tlie.,House;::·asl(s .a· stl.Ii./,/ ~:·:,;E~'.{J:~1..:~~-: Mr. Speaker, I
The.SPEAKER.. Is there objection to
.. , f~~nference:witb'theµ9use.o!i.tl:I(/ ~il~~~~1:~:,cz:fu~~~o~a~~l~tth~r
,the request o.f the gentleman from Tep.- 1
0
.~agre,emg;, votes of : the:;-Jwo .·:·Hquses ;..,; · ·. I · ~ .
- · · ·:
.. .
'., e. . nessee?
. . .
. .
I
, ereon':..and: appoints•,Mr :'McCARRAN<'·-:8 UPP,.~~.E:n~ar~ ,':,1e1~. on t_he bill. <H. ~.,, , There was no obJection.
· ·
.
03
iJ¥ri:;MpKELLAR,,Mr.:'.~USS~L.t~·:Mr; MEAD:
V.. to aw.en,d:.J ~oqial Securit!.A_c~. .·Mr. GORE.. Mr. Speaker, l belie:ve the· ..
illltr.·Mtrni>ocx;· Mr;WHITE ":Mt."·BALL :·arid,> " ..,T~e.,SJ:'.E~~. s Jhere obje_.~tion .to. Members of this body wllJ.be very'inter'-·
11
~~~~9:1;1 from. Pe~:n;\.; est~d. ,and I;'k!;iO)'I many will be,surprised,:{
[(~t}:l~~GES tcf 1:>.e' the} ~~!i,fer~es; 9li~Jhe'. -~;} eJe9;ii!l~~r?ctt, .·.
rl!~rt~~f,~the;Senate;:::,,':i,,,f,;J· ··;;<_.· ·,,::.·-,:·,;~~~nla?, ,;';" ····lf ·ti
·
·· · ..at an ..analys~s o~ the co~promise· biU·;l
0
~DEPARTMEID'.'OF. LAB'ci:ai.AND FEDERAL, ,·:0,.. ,..ere,:was n.~ .J.~~ o,n, .
. . . ~mend1~g.tl::i.E: Social Security.Act which j
~:::'sli:c1JlU!ri'' AGENCIES,: :i\PPROPRIATION. : :. X '. :, Sl('ECIAL: ~RDER GRANTED · , . it is .ant1c1pated will soon be before this, 1
q,~)BILL;;1M1,:'.:,, ', ·, :".. , ·.c
M,r..}C!iWt,CH:•. ~Mr:' Speaker, I ask ·body for. _consideration.
.
/
!l:Ifvi''
E 'il.i
_'k <,i k. , ., '' :·,,•unanimous corisen:t_thatafter other,spe-- There 1s.somethingwrongw1thit, badly I
tz>'e;:,i ~".·:. ...
,,· . r., pea. er,. as una~-;J::"ciat'.orders :today''.!· may address 'the
wrong. Ninety percent of the.new Fed- ,
~Jwo~s.~ons.e~tt~.take fl'.Olll. ~Al: Spea~~r ~:·.c' Hotis(for S.initi~tes, . . . . , ., ·
.
. , eral expe?~itttr.e }Vhich it, provides for ·j
,e._.~fill5Ht1'Rn.6739,)t;ffi'ktingf:aLappbr(!,• ;;·_, ::-rne_,SPEAKER'_,.••1s_·. 'tli:ere obje_'cticinto_ ·. .old-age. assistance will go t_o five.States; J
lt~
•, or 1e: epar men .o ... · or·· .. ·: •'" ·• , , · ,,,,, · ··
· the remaining 10 pr t ·n · t 20·
,;'{li.~!i;.li'ederal Se~ufity Ageri.cie's, with' Seri~;;,{tll~;,l'E:q~e~t <>~,~~~,.~!'!n!leman 'from Illi- : St t
hil th i e cen WI, go o · .'
!\:ate 'e.meridin'ents theretof arid "that•. the·' 'nois? t. '. ,, '· ·: .;· , . , > .
. ·· .a. es, w e · e ncrease for 17 States
~,,,,..., .. '·r .·"th'" in ·1 t ., ·ts·..,_.,;; . . . t·, ,:··~ .There·was n'O o!:ljec_tion_ . ..
,
will be exactly zero.
. .
. l
t~O~.·.llf. ~r .. ss on1 :~agreemei;,\,/· .. ": ... ·· . . . . . . . . . · ·
.
Mr. RANDOLPH.· Mr. Speaker, will !
.Sen,a,tll;8:mendz~1entl.)To:-,3~<·: , :: .: .:•7SITE,., ACQp!SITION;."AND DESIGN OF, the gentleman yield?
.
., ,
,TJi~.f;!PEAKER. · Is th,ere·pbJ~C~1on to. P,· ?> ; , ~DJ1l1t~J::._~DINGS , .
.
Mr. GORE. I yield t~ the able gentle- l
'.r~Ve.f!tt.ihe ge~t;ema.n.;!rom .~ou,tp.\,t;, :.Mr;.'~,413:4,'.fH;from the,Committee.on .man ~rom '\l\Test Virginia,' .
.. · . j
0,1!~11.:1•. JAJte.r a pause.l...?The Chai,r'i>",R_ules;,.reported 'tbe;Jollowing prMleged ·
Mr; RANDOLPH. Am I correctly in-1
r~,. . n.Qne._.,_a:n_A appo~nts,-,_t. h·. !) ,joll.~wi~g.···.· .:... re_so.lutfon' <H'.· R.es;_ 714 Rept. ·N.o. 2563. ).'. formed tl'lat. noJncrease wm go.'tci .:West>_
\C~).\fe.1:;$le~:. ME!SSr,s.;HAREJ,'llf,RVER;,:i:toq_NEY, : .
,:referred t~ tlie House c\:ti~ Virginia? ' : ·.. ' '
..
•.
" ..
;;N~,LYp~~~L'Of Mlc~~&'~1?,,' KEEFE;; a;id·:::,.endar·'and '.ordered to·:be printed:....
' ' Mr. GORE; ·That is right. No in~ ·1
,,H; CARL,·ANDERSEN. · ,.: · ,..... · .. · · .. ··
· · ·, ... . . · ·, . · .... , ·, · ·
r
ld
t' th
d 1
J,y~J.:.\,: : •·
· ·. ,, · · ,; . • ··,: ·:. c.' .; : • :Resol.ved, :That up9µ< tl:ie adoption of this . c ease wo~ . g.o o e nee Y.P ~ people ,,
,.,,•.,.:,:,,,,.:l'lX~SlQN .oF'. :.~1,(S · .•. ,: :~ ;[re.solution It ~ban,:i,e:}n ordel' to move tha.t ?f West V1rg1_rua a1,1d I do not think that .J
·,,DOYLE asked and was·given·pet:i;, ·., the •Hoµse; resolve .itself 'into the Commit-· IS fair, es~ecially so when by the terms I
sfon:,;·fu':extenci.: liis 'refuarkS' ih:,·the t~e·.~!,~lle Whol, Houi;e on_ the State of ,the. .of: the. bil\ more than $24,000,000 would i'
..CG>~D:•.ih, two ·1n13,tance~(to;iilcluiie ,in• ,,Uplo~ for·~~e:cop;;ldera~~on,?f the ~ill (~. R.' ,;go to the old people of only five States. .
e\'a:,communication fronr"the '.Fed~rar:; } 91.7 ).,., pro~l~,for ;~~~ Aite acqul,sitl(!n !l"nd · ~r. l:lpea,ker, H. R. 7037, the. comprow:iciHo(Churcbes 0and fo.''the other an ·•,•,deslgll; ?~·,Fefiera~ ;bWl<t;ngs, an,d. for gtJ:uir ' mise ,bill amending the Social Security
' 1";:;"'aJlb'',,,.,,,:nr , ..,• "G' .· ..:;c,:. ;:,<·'· ,.,.. :s: PU..rpose~::.-,'J;'hat·~t:ter, general debate, wh1cn , Act, Which it· is· anticipated
wilFbe pre1, .. ,.. w,~, .,, .. ,v•·. ~am . reel:1•\, ... ,., .... ;.·,·shall,be·.conflned to the-·blll·and shall con-· ·
.
. .
;f::Mttq~N-as):ced:a~d~a_sg~ven:~ex:-r<,.tlnue, not':to:,exceed:\ hour to be equally sented for consideration w1.thm the next
~fll,iisSton•;s,to.. extenq ·his ,remarks·. in .tl:ie,: .divided and controlled: by·the chairman and·. -few. days, does a great inJustice to .the
tan.a .. 'in~l\ide;-: fiv~•','resolll,tions' ,::_ the ran,klng minority, member ·of the Com-, needy old people of a grea~ many States. :
1f&w~.i~h)v.ex:e unamµio)lslY: ~ci,opteq at:, the: .,·.:.mitt~ on Public ·B1,1!ldlngs and Grounds, the
.I have never thought that need stopped
k wenti~sixth Annual DeJ;iartinent.'En:.~.. ,. p!ll,sball be i'eadJor_..amendment under the
with a State line.nor that rank discrimi~
. ', pri,ien~PD.!)pa.rtment ,:Qf,\(!pnn¢ctici},t.:•;{:; ,5;~lii,u~ .ruf~· :A,t' :,t~~/ .<?op.cluslon of ;tiie nation ·betwe~~-, our citizens /;hOUl~ be · :
.etei,ans ·.of Eoreign ,.:Wars.,~i~. ·,•t1·:.,._•,.\·, 1,,~·!ea9tq~ of theJ~ll}.fo;;,amendm~nt,. the Qom~ ,PerPetrated qy. the Fede1·al. Government,··
rij'i'lq:LLEY :·of,;Peµns~fyaruii:Jiskei:l'Ytmlttee·ll~atrwe a~d:r~P.prt,the same. to the
'H. R: 7037' increases the ineqUity 0(
ti ,)vas given:permission' to :extend 'his, {'./~,C?us~:,'illl~h such".lllP,endm!'nts !IS m,ay have · ' existing_ disbursement of ·Federal. social- ,
eina_rks-'.'.fn_
~he,.
. funds.
I have·
·1
·•a"·
,, . .. . "·• the
· , R_ECORD.
. · . · a.nd
..· · include:
..
. an\",
, sbhe...aelnl·..·beadoptedid.andd':
coru, ere · rui
orpdrevlous
ered on·question
the bill•. ·. bsecurity
f
h t Eor . instance
·
'
.
·o,, .•..,1t.onal~:_frO,?l .,the ,Pittsb,urgh:'.Cathp,lic,~
arid·. afuehdm.ents,.tlieretci to final passage, ·, e ore me a c ar. ~omp11ed by the Social.
J~~i\\~li,:.·To_thE! Point;'.~:: .. ,"::':: ·. ·;.. . ,: , ·: ,without 1Iiterveiilng,motlcin except one mo'- . ~curity Board .which shows thjj.t by this ..
t~i::~r'. BIEMILLER askea ahd was'.giveri,;, .:,tlon tci recommit .. · :·;' · · :
..
bill the old people most direly in need .
,~rillission, to i:p.clvde !Ii; tlie)E!ma:rks
'FofunciN:"
OF
UNITED
?f increased assistance would receive no,''
,l,:tµ~~l!!l.~tpE!,Cop~itt~e. ~.ftt!_ie<\1\TJ:io:e to:-1:·,,,:•·\:.~t :'I, ...:. ;'STATES:..,.
, ::/:
increase whatsoever. In a.gi:eat ma,ny.
Y,:,fl~~E!'Y~.~per,adve~~~e?lle,I!-t:,' '.'·'..'~,)/i\:1.':"t''.' A,,''.' "".. \; :::: s\,.: :,,.C'". ' ;· •t' :c ; • •' Ot,h~rst~tes,t~e, needy Old peop}e,WOuld',
~.cMMcDQNOUGH'.- asked•.· and; .::was,··>;'.:: Mr:. ~~ATH; froiµ P>,e Committee ·on,, re,ceive very httle increase by' this bill..
:;:;gje~;:periniss_io:p.' to extenf hi,s. remarks,,:,/;R~.le~;,-::epoi:ted · the:;f~llo:wih~ priyileged .But on the other hand, Mr. Speaker, five :
~~1:t;lj~.:REc,o~n. a~d iriclude.!''P(lem ffonii<Jr.~solution/H; ~es. 7151.Rept. No. 2564), States woUl~ receive very large additional •j
y;~::~~in.~ ~cons~1tuent and, al!l<t_to·.extend;.:: }Vh1Ch :was ,ref~ned to, t~e Hous.e Cal- Federal assistance. -That would be un.r.t\ll,1~, reJl!a~b .m ·the REc~RD ;~n.d .mc~ude 0. :,end~r. f!oncl o~de~~ .to ,Ile. printed:
. , . fair treatment: · That would be discrimi- .
;,J~ .~.ef~ll,;iaHro}ll.~lle;A~yertis~i:,Rey~ew•. : ,_'. :: B,tsoljufcl;, That :upon -~e )ldOpUon Of, this . nation. .:We.must not .do it: .. - ·.
.
~'-'I,W•"J..P~ER. as~ed ;,and,.,was, g~v:err·t: l'.!¥lolutio~ !t shall ,bl!Jn ,order to moye tnat. : By term~ of H. R. 7037 increased, as-·.,
ermisston"to . extend,his . remarks in: the,;;::,;_the,Ho:usa:I'!!.$..Q!...te.st;l~!l;mto.:J~.:....Q.Qm!Pi..:k....::~.lli~tap9e,w:ouJd .l!.!l P.roy~qe_4JC'.!.~..!5~~!~s-~:...J
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Mr. CAfil _, of Missouri.. -Mr.: tion•of'tbi'.~ate of interest from~ to.2'h
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
Speaker, I move that the House recede
percent. In the other body an amend- the request of the gentleman from Mis·
and concur in the Senate amendment.
ment w:as inserted providing· for the sissippi?
Prior provisions have limited purchase to
same reduction in the rate of interest on
There was no objection.
surplus or used automobiles. There are some three projects in Nebraska of simiThe Senate amendment was concurred
no longer any surplus automobiles to be · lar nature and one project in South Caro- in.
had and it is necessary to amend such lina. The Public Works Agency has adA motion to reconsider was laid on the
former provisions of law.
vised me that the amendment is agree- table.
The motion was agreed to.
able, so bas the Secretary of the Interior;
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report I have taken the amendment up with the
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
the next amendment in disagreement.
ranking minority member of the ComMr. SHORT asked and was given perThe Clerk read as follows:
·
: mit'tee on Flood Control, the gentleman mission to extend his remarks in the
senate amendment No. 121: on page 87, from Massachusetts [Mr. C::LASQN], and it RECORD in two instances and Include cerl!ne 1, strike out "406" and insert "408."
is'.agieeable to him.
·· ·
tain excerpts from magazines and newsMr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. This papers.
Mr. CANNON of Missouri. Mr. simply equalizes the projects in OklaMr. KNUTSON asked and was given
Speaker, I move that the House recede. homa, Nebraska, and South Carolina?
permission to extend his remarks iri the
and concur in the Senate amendment.
.Mr. WHITTINGTON. Yes. It only- RECORD and include an editorial.
This is merely a perfecting amendment covers these power projects an(,i equalizes
Mr. DAVIS asked and was given perwhich changes a section number.
. the rat.e of interest.
·
·
mission to extend his remarks in the
The motion was agreed to:
Mr. MILLER .of Nebraska. What will RECORD and include an address. A motion to reconsider the votes by be the interest rate? .
Mr. SCHWABE of Oklahoma asked
which action was taken on the several
. Mr. WHITTINGTON. .Two a.nd a half and was given permission to extend his
motions was laid on the table.
· percent as against four at the present remarks in the RECORD and include two
Mr. CANNON of Missouri. Mr.
.
letters.
Speaker, I ask unanimous consent .that time.
· Mr. STEFAN. It was 5 percent, was it
Mr. ROCKWELL asked and was given
all Members who have spoken on the bill ·not?
.
·
·
. o. . It is .
permission to extend h is remarks in· the
may have five legislative days in which to
4 .RECORD and include an item. Mr. WHITTINGTON. N
revise and extend their remarks.
~rcent at present, accprding to the PubMr. CARNAHAN asked and was given
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
lie Works Agency.
.
permission to-extend his remarks in·the
the request of the gentleman from Mis.Mr. STEFAN. It could ~ave been: 5. RECORD and include an article by C. P.
souri?
~· WHITTINGTON.. Th1s reduces it·· Turley from the July 11, 1946, i$s'ue of
There was no obaection.
to 2 \/2 percent.
. . .
·the current Local, Van Buren, Mo .
GRAND ~IVER DAM PRO.)'ECT .
. Mr. RIVERS: This w1Il s~ve the power
Mr. BUNKER asked and was given
users of my State a cons1dernl:.Jle amount permission to extend his remarks ih the
Mr. WHITTINGTON. Mr. Speaker, I
of Mr.
money.
mi n ir:ig, _
ask unanimous consent to take froni the
WHITTINGTON. Yes. It wm. -R- ,PORO.Jilld___i n9lu de fl.Il.ar t·ly1e_Oil ____
. Speaker's desk the bill CH. R. 5508) to
reduce
thEfrate
of
interest
from
4
to
21/:z
DEVELOPMENT
AND
CONTROL
OF
ATOMIC
· authorize the return of the Grand River
ENERGY
Oam project to the Grand River Dam percent-on the loans on said projects in'
·
Mr. MAY. Mr. Speal{er, I move that
Authority and the adjustment and set- · the three States mentioned.
Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Speaker, I ask the House resolve itself into the Com: tlement of accounts between the Author-:
unanimous consent to extend· my ·re- mittee of the Whole House on the State
· tty and the United States, ahd for other
marks at this point
the RECORD: .
of the Union for the further considera· purposes, with a Senate amendment
.The SPEAKER. Ii;; there objection to tion of the bill cs. 1717) for the develop, thereto, and concur in the Senate
the request of the gei1tleman.from South ment and control of atomic energy.
amendment.
Carolina?
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
. Th.ere was no objection.
CALL OF THE HOUSE
The Clerk read the Senate amendment
Mr. RIVERS. Mr.•Speaker, 1.am con- , Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
as follows:
vinced, that the House should agree to i Speaker, I make the point of order that a
Page 5, after line 3, insert~
:pass the amendment submitted by Senaquorum is not present.
'"SEc. 6. The Administrator of the Federal
tor· JOHNSTON authorizing the Federal
The SPEAKER. Evidently a quorum
W.orks Agency or his successor In interest is
, herec>y authorized to reduce the raie of inter- Works Administrator; or his successor, is not present. Without objection a call
est to 2?1. per centum on all power bonds held to reduce.the interest rate from 4 percent of the House is ordered.
by such Agency issued by States, public · .to 2V2 ·percent·on all power bonds held
There was no objection.
authorities, counties, municipalities, and by sueµ agency issuea by States, coµnties,
The Clerk called the roll, and the folother subdivisions of State governments for. municipalities arid other subdivisions of lowing Members failed to answer to their
power projects financed by the Public Works
State .governments for power projects names:
Administration."
·
financed by· the Public Works Admin[Ron No. 2211
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to istration.
,
· . Allen m
Gillespie
Monroney
the request of the gentleman from MisIn :my own district, this would enable · • A-lien: La:
Gossett
Norton
O'Toole
sissippi? .
the South Carolina Public Service ·Au- Anderson, Calif.Granger
Patrick
Mr. MARTIN of Massachusetts. Mr. thority wliich
operates the ·great Santee-'
' Andrews,
. . .
Arnold N. Y. Gross
Hart
Peterson, Ga.
Speaker, reserving the right to object, Cooper hydroelectric .and nav1gat1on , Baldwin. Md. Hebert
Pfeifer
Powell
will the gentleman explain what this system.,,to pass'.o~ to the people of Sou~h · Bates, Ky.
Holifield
amendment is?
Carolina a saving, in interest alone, e,i:- ~~~!:orth
:~~1?:es, Wash. Priest
Reece, Tenn.
Mr. WHITTINGTON. ¥f. Speaker, ceeding $600,000.
Boykin
Izac
Robinson, Utah
Roe.Md.
this bill was passed unanimously by tl'le
In my .. o_pinion; this will be -a great Buffett
Jennings
Y.
House and provided for the return of the · thing ·not'only for the State of South Cannon, Fla. Johnson, Okla. Roe.N.
Slaughter
Grand River Dam project to the Grand Carolitlit ·but for the country as. a whole. g~~~~an
~~~~on,
Tex. Sparkman
Stewart
River Authority which dam -project was · , Today, 1 money· can be borrowed from
Cole, Kans.
Kerr
Talbot
taken' over under the War Powers Act batlks·at
Combs
Kilday
,
·
· rate
. of. interest as. low as 2%
Cooper
LaFollette
Tarver
, and operated.by the Southwestern Power perc.ent.. It 1s emmently .fittmg that the Courtney
Ludlow
Tolan
Torrens
: Authority. This project was con.: Government should follow the lead of· cox
McGehee
8
Vinson
structed by the Authority
created -under private ,enterprise.
We are living in .a cravens
McMillan,
· c. Welch
·
.
"
Crawford
Mahon
the laws of the State of Oklahoma. It day of _infla~1onary values and money 1s curley
Mankin
West
Wickersham
is a public power project, constructed easily ·accessible. It follows, therefore, Daughton, Va. Mansfield,
Vlip;::;lesworth
with Feder~l. fun~s under the Publie ,<tii_at,.the:Gqvernment should pass O!)- to ~!r~~~an
M~~~~id, Tex. Wolfenden,
Pa •
. Works Adm1111strat1on. There was pro- the· pepple. the advantages to be· gamed Engel, Mich.
Mason
Wood
Vided, among other things, for the redUC• ··oy ·1:1: Joy;, r!ite pf intere.st.
· Gibson
Miller, Calif.

in
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T:t.e SPEAKER. On this roll call 352
Iv.r0.mbers have answered to their names,
a quorum.
By unanimous consent, further proceedings under the call were dispensed
With,
ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF 1946

The SPEAKER.

The question is on
the ,r,otion of the gentleman from Kentucky.
The ::-notion was agreed to.
,. Accordingly the House resolved itself
:nto the Committee of the Whole House
c,1: the State of the Union for the further
cm1sideration of the bill (S. 1717) for the
development and control of atomic energy, with Mr. JOHN J. DELANEY in the
chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
will state it.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I understa.nd the reading of the bill was completed to and including all of section 5.
May I inquire whether the committee
amendments were agreed to?
The CHAffiMAN. The reading was
completed down to page 23, line 15. The
Chair may say for the information of the
gh;:itleman that all committee amendn:ients were adopted.
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike out the last word.
tar. Chairman, I take the floor at this
ti:ine to propound an inquiry or two or
the committee in connection with the
prohibition· on page 15, line 15. It is
stated there:
I\ shall be unlawful for any person after
60 days from the effective date of this act
to • • • (c) directly or indirectly engage in the production of any fissionable
material outside of the United States.

How are you going to prevent ariy one
from producing such material outside the
United States? I would like to ask that.
question of the committee.
Mr. MAY. I would like to answer the
gentleman by saying that is a Senate
provision that was in the bill· when we
received it, and the committee merely
left it in the bill.
Mr. HINSHAw. That is not an answer. How in the world can you prevent
anybody from manufacturing or engaging in the production of any fissionable
material outside of the United States?
Mr. MAY. I will answer the gentleman directly by saying this Government
has no jurisdiction outside of its own ter:ritory except in its possessions, and they
are outside of the United States. That
provision was likely put in there to enable
this Commission to control the production of these materials and the handling
of them in our territories. There is
Alaska, for instance.
Mr. HINSHAW. That is not outside of
the territorial definition of the United
States as set forth on page 43 of the bill.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. As a matter of fact, the gentleman has put his
finger on the futility of the whole bill.
That is the assumption of placing the
production of fissionable material in the
:United States under control and the use

of that under control. That will have
no effect on what happens outside of the
United states. I think th!'i,t this shows
the futility of this bill until some international agreement is arrived at.
Mr. HINSHAW. Now let us refer to
page 16, line 25, where it is stated:
The Commission is authorized to purchase
or otherwise acqtlre r,ny fissionable material
or any interest therein outside the United
States, or any Interest in fac!lities !or the
production of fissionable material, or in real
property on .which such fa.ell! ties a:re lo•
cated.
·

And so forth. · The last sentence of
that subsection reads:
The Commission is further authorized to
take, requisition, or condemn, or otherwise
acquire any interest !n such facil!ties or real
property, 1 and Just compensation shall be
made therefor.

I would like to know how 'the Commis-

sion can condemn an interest in any
property outside the United States?
Mr. MAY. This merely provides that
it may purchase.
Mr. HINSHAW. It provides for condemnation.
·
Mr. MAY. Where is the gentleman
reading?
Mr. HINSHAW. The word "condemn"
appears in line 11, page 17.
Mr. MAY. Line 11, page 17:

The commission ls authorized to take,
requisition, or condemn, or otherwise acquire
any interest in such facilities or real property, and just ·compensation shall be made
therefor.

Mr. HINSHA~N. I would like to know
how you can do that outside the United
States, and I merely asked for this time
in order to call the attention of the membership to some of_ these things. I do
not care whether the Senate. put them in
or who put them in.
Mr. MAY. I did not say that. I said it
was the Senate that put it in, and it probably relates to the materials that they
acquire in the United States.
Mr; HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I
would like to reiterate that the answers
of the committee on a great many questions that have been asked here have
necessarily been probabilities rather
than facts, because I do not believe that
either the committee or this House understands the import of this bill.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield to th:i gentleman from Missouri.
Mr. SHORT. Of course, we all know
that there a.r;e many things going on at
this hour in foreign lands that none of
us know anything about because of the
strict censorship that other countries
·have.
·
The CHAIRMAN. T)le tune of the
gentleman from California has expired.
The Clerk will read.
The Clerk read as follows:
M=ARY APPLICATIONS 011' ATOMIC ENERGY

SEC. 6. (11) Authority: The Commission ls
authorized to( l) conduct experiments and do research
and development work 1n ·the military appllcat!on of atomic energy; and
(2) . engage in the production of atomlo
bombs, atomic-bomb parts, or other mill•
tary weapons utilizing fissionable materlalsf
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except that such activitle.s shall be carried
on only to the extent that the express cm::."
sent and direction of the President of tl,o
United States has been obtained, which consent and direction shall be obtained at least
once each year.
The President from time. to time may direct
the Commission to deliver such quantities
of weapons to the armed forces for such use
as he deems necessary in the interest o! national defense.
(b) Prohibition: It shall be unlawful for
any person to manufacture, produce, transfer, or acquir,e any equipment or device
utlllzing fiiss!onable material or atomic
energy as a m!l!tary weapon, except as may
be authorized by the Commission. Nothing
!n this subsection shall be deemed to modify
the provisions of section 4 of this act, or to
prohibit research activities in respect of military weapons, or to perm! t the export of any
such equipment or device.

With the following committee amend•
ments:
Page 24, line 6, after the word "of", Insert
"fissionable, materials or."
Page 21, line 8, after the word "defense",
~nsert "or (2) to authorize the armed forces
to manufacture, produce, or acquire any
equipment or device utilizing fissionable material or atomic energy as a military weapon."

The committee amendments were
agreed to.
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strilte out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, here is another provision in the bill which is an anomaly,
The committee amendment on page 24,
line 8, reads:
to authorize the armed forces to manufacture, produce, or acquire any equipment or
device util!zing fissionable material or atomic
energy as a mll!tary weapon,

If you will then turn to page 28, line
20, you will find this language:
The President shall direct· the transfer to
the Commission of all Interests owned by the
United States or any Government agency !n
the following property:
(1) All fissionable materials; all atomic
weapons and parts thereof; all facilities,
equipment, and materials for the processing,
production, or utilization of fissionable material or atomic energy-

I would like to know how you can in
cine place authorize or direct the Commission to deliver quantities of fissionable
material, and then authorize the armed
forces to manufacture·, produce or acquire
equipment, when in section 9 you say that
the President shall direct the transfer to
the Commission of all interests owned by
the United States or any Government
agency in all of this property.
Can anybody on the committee answer
that question?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman Yield?
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield to the gentleman from New Jersey,
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, The
gentleman knows that I am opposed to
this bill, and I shall vote to recommit the
bill.
Mr. IIlNSHAW. I assume that is the
case from the gentleman's previous remarks.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jers·ey, So my
answer may not be a complete answer to
the gentleman's question, but all the way
through in the deliberations of the committee the committee members asked
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questions about the bill, just as we are
asking questions today, and the more
questions you ask the more confused you
are going to be and the more confused
this House is going to be, so therefore
that is one of the main reasons I am
going to vote against this particular bill.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HINSHAw. I yield to the gentleman from Kentucky, the Chairman, if
he has an answer to the question.
Mr. MAY. Yes; I will answer it for
the gentleman. Under section 9 of the
bill, which requires the turning over of
property to the Commission, which becomes effective on the date of enactment
and approval of the bill. As to the provision in line 8 down to and including
line 11 on page 24, it becomes effective
thereafter and provides that the Commission may authorize the armed forces
to -manufacture atomic weapons as they
see fit.
·
Mr. HINSHAW. No. It says that the
President may direct the Commission
to authorize, and 011 page 28 it says that
the President shall direct the transfer
of all interests owned by the United
States, in any material and any machinery and any weapons, to the Commission. Those two sections are not
compatible, if I can read the English
language.
Mr. MAY. The gentleman is not opposed to a provision in the bill which
would authorize the Commission to give
the armed forces the right to manufacture atomic weapons after the Commission takes over the property, Oak Ridge,
for instance? If they want to manufacture them, does not the gentleman think
the Commisssion ought to let them do it?
Mr. HINSHAW. As I say, section 9
· directs the President to transfer, and
then the bill states at other places that
when so transferred this property comes
under the full and complete ownership
of the Commission. The proposed committee amendment then states that the
P.resident may direct the Commission
to authorize the armed forces to manufacture them. How can they do that if
they cannot own any of the equipment?
I should like to know that.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. ELSTON. May I tell the gentleman how this particular committee
amendment happened to be adopted? In
reading this bill, some of us made the
point that everything was transferred
to the Commission. The Army and the
Navy would not even have the right to
manufacture atomic weapons of any
kind except with the consent of the Commission. We felt that the manufacture
of atomic weapons or any other kind
of weapons is a function of the War and
Navy Departments which should not
be Interfered with by any civilian commission. We we.re insisting that the
services be given the right to go ahead
with the manufacture of weapons without any order or license from the Commission. The committee amendment,
which was offered I believe by the· gentl~man from. Texas [Mr. KILDAY], was
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simply a compromise, and in my judgMr. HINSHAW. That Is a little bit off
ment is just about as confusing as about this subject.
everything else in this bill, which is anMr. DONDERO.· It has application to
other reason why the blll should be re- this bill.
committed for further study.
Mr. HINSHAW. I know that, but I
Mr. HINSHAW. If you put in the bill would rather that the gentleman talk on ·
this amendment on pag·e 24, on page 28 that subject on his own time.
in some location you will have to put
Mr. CLASON. Mr. Chairman, will the
in a proviso that will exempt that ma- gentleman yield?
terial and those facilities that are transMr. HINSHAW. I yield to the gentleferred back to the War Department for · man from Massachusetts.
the manufacture of this material from
Mr. CLASON. Yesterday I pointed
the direction that the bill contains, which out in connection with an amendment
is that the President shall direct the which I offered, which is on page 9381
transfer.
of the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD, that the
Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Chairman, will the Army and Navy are today spending milgentleman yield?
lions of dollars on a program which perMr. HINSHAW. I yield to the gentle- mits them to carry on research and Glisman from California.
·
covery in the field of atomic energy,
Mr. DOYLE. Answering the gentle- Apparently my amendment was offered .
man's question, there is nothing incon- for the same purpose as the one offered
sistent between this language and the by the committee except, I believe, the
language in lines 20 and 21 in section 9, committee amendment is much more
because the language in line 5 of page restricted in scol)e.
24, to which the gentleman refers, states
Mr. HINSHAW. Section 8, dealing
that the President from time to time may with international arrangements, makes
direct the Commission. That language it mandatory upon the Commission as
does not compel the President of the soon as an international arrangement is
United States to authorize the armed entered into to transfer to the internaforces to manufacture, it merely makes it tional authority all of this material and
optional. So this amendment, .subdivi- facilities and bombs and everything else
sion (2), on which we are now voting, Is that the international· authority may
subject to an option expressly given in want. I would like to know how after
line 5. It is optional with the President that happens you are going to be able
of the United States after he gets control to authorize the armed forces to manuunder section 9 as to whether or not he facture anything. You are not going to
be able to do It. There is no sense havdesires to authorize the armed forces.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the ing that amendment in the bill at all
because the international authority will
gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I ask control the entire program from stem to
unanimous consent to proceed for three stern and you will have located in the
United States and elsewhere in the world
additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to International extraterritorial localities,
the request of the gentleman from Cali- if you want to call them that, where this
manufacturing and so forth is to be carfornia?
ried 011. · That is a very serious question.
There was no objection.
Mr. HINSHAW. I appreciate the gen- I think it deserves the serious consideratleman's remarks, but elsewhere in the tion of the Committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
bill it states quite cleurly that when these
transfers are once made to the Commis- gentleman has expired.
Mr, VOORHIS of California. Mr.
sion the Commission is vested with all
right, title, and interest to, in full and Chairman, I rise in opposition to the pro
complete ownership of, all of thi.s ma- forma amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I would agree with
terial and facilities and all of the atomic
weapons. In section 9 not only do you those Members who have indicated that
direct the transfer to the Commission of the bill would !Je confusing if the com-·
all bf the material, the facilities, and the mittee amendment were added to it. I
equipment, but the Commission will then think I understand quite clearly what the
have the full and complete ownership of bill would m(;an if the committee amendall the bombs that have heretofore been ment were not adopted. I would like to
manufactured and the military will have read this language as the Senate wrote it:·
The President may from time to time dinothing to say about it.
Mr. MAY. That is the purpose of this rect the Commission to deliver such quantiamendment, to make It possible for the ties of weapons to the armed forces for such
as he deems necessary in the Interests of
military department to manufacture use
national defense.
them.
The principle of the bill as it came to
Mr. HINSHAW. I again suggest that
if we are going to do that we had better us from the Senate was briefly that
amend section 9 in such a way as to per- atomic-energy development was to be
mit the transfer of the bombs back to concentrated in the hands of the Commission. It was assumed that this Comthat department.
Mr. MAY. We are not through that mission would be composed of the very
best and most patriotic people in the
section yet.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, will whole Nation., It was assumed that they.
would handle this most dangerous and
the gentleman yield for a question?
important problem and material that
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield.
Mr. DONDERO. In reading the hear- has ever faced this country with ;Jhe deings I can find no reference to the Fed- gree·of care and concern for the interests
eral Bureau of Investigation. Can any- of this Nation that it demands. Anticipating, perhaps, what the gentleman
body tell why?
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from Michigan may have had in mind
when he arose and mentioned the Federal Bureau of Investigation, may I say
to him that so far as I am concerned I
should be perfectly glad to support provisions in this bill providing for FBI investigation of persons who shall have any
part in this work. rt seems to me, however, what this . proposed committee
amendment which we are now considering will actually do, briefly, is this: The
bill as originally brought to us provides
unquestionably for the power of the President to decide how many atomic bombs
shall be manufactured, at what time they
shall· be manufactured, whether or not
they shall be manufactured, and to tell
this commission through its Division of
MIiitary Application to make that num. ber of bombs and deliver them to the
armed forces.
Obviously, the bombs are going to have
to be made by scientists if they are made
at all. They will be made in the Division
of Military Application, under the terms
of the original bill. The committee
amendment will only mean, if I understand its meaning at all, that we will set
up two places for the making of atomic
bombs. On the one hand, they will be
manufactured by the Division of MIiitary
Application of the Commission, and, on
the other hand, if the President happens
to decide to do it, the armed forces, the
Army or the Navy, or both, may themselves set up :.1ew Oak Ridges or new
something else and make them there.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Let me
yield to my colleague from California
because he has asked me three times.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I think
subdivision 2 on page 24 means that the
Army and Navy shall have the right to
requisition the property of the Commission and maim various kinds of atomic
weapons. That is all it means. The
property to make weapons and the machinery belongs to the commission, and
the armed forces can requisition those
and make them in an arensal or :any other
place. In other words, there are two
places you can make them under this
provision, as the gentleman said.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. That is
what it seems to me, but it does not seem
to me that that Is the wise and orderly
way to go about the matter.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
M!:. VOORHIS of California. I yield,
Mr. MAY. I think the gentleman has
overlooked one important feature of the
discussion here. Beginning in line 6 on
page 24, it says:
The President from time to time may direct
the Commission (1) to deliver such quanti•
ties of materials or weapons to tho armed.
forces for such use as he deems necessary in
the interest of national defense, or (2) to authorize the armed forces to manufacture,
produce, or acquire any equipment or device
utillzing fissionable material,

What is wrong with the Commission's
determining whether they will do it or
the armed forces do it?
Mr.. VOORHIS of California. Of
course, this would provide, as the gentll)•
man suggests, that it might be done bY.

the Division of Military Application of
the Commission or it might be done elsewhere. It seems to me this work ought
to be concentrated in one organization.
The CHAIRMAN. .The time of the
gentleman from California [Mr. VoonHIS] has expired.
·
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Chairman, I
ask unanimous consent that the gentleman may proceed for five additional
minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from·
Connecticut?
There was no objection.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield,
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. I am troubled by
this committee amendment, because in
placing in the hands of the War Department the power to manufacture bombs, it
must, of course, be given over to private industry, and it cannot be given to
small industry, it must be given to large
industry. I fear the control of those, due
to the fact that it might be that those
large industries would make deals and
cartels with other countries that would
be detrimental to the safety of our own
country. I would like to have the gentleman's opinion on that.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. My opinion of that ls that so long as this process
of manufacture is handled under the
terms of the bill as written, I do not have
the fear that what the gentleman postulates will happen. I believe it might well
be that the Commission or the armed
forces might want to contract for some
of this production. I think that might
well happen. I would not object to that
being done. The thing I am fearful ofand I do not want to speak about it now
because I have no doubt there will be full
discussion of it later-but I am fearful
that if we permit the private patenting
of atomic energy, the thing the gentleman mentioned will happen. But I do
not think it is involved in this particular question.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
,
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield
to the gentleman from Louisiana.
Mr. BR,OOKS. Further in reference to
the subjlfot discussed by the gentleman
from California [Mr. JOHNSON] who preceded you, regarding the apparent conflict in two sections of the act, I want to
say this:
The section to which he referred on
page 24 deals entirely with th'e material
application of atomic energy whereas the
subsequent section which he felt conflicted with the military application section
deals entirely with the ownership of the
property of the Commission. To hold
that that particular phrase to which the
gentleman refers conflicts with the section on the property of the Commission
would in effect hold that the entire section dealing with military application
conflicts with the section on ownership
of the property by the Commission.
That is not an argument that is tenable,
because they do not conflict. They are
13eparate and stand on their own feet.
Mr, VOORHIS of California, I am
much obliged to the ~enEle~nan.
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In conclusion may I say that the Chief
of Staff of the Army and the Secretaries
of War and the Navy have expressed
their satisfaction with this bill from the
point of view ·of its guarding the military interests of this Nation.
The most important thing that the bill
will do will be to assure the continued·
development of the· military applications. That is the thing that really
counts much more than the manufacture of bombs; that is the vital thing,
I am for continuing that military development under present circumstances;
and· until an international agreement
and control that we have talked about
so much is finally effected.
. I believe all decisions with regard to
what is going to be done under this bill
should be made at the very highest level
in our Government, that is, the President of the United States. I think that
is where they should all be made. This
legislation is written from the point of
view of trying to make this thing a unified proposition so that the American
program with regard to it will be so well
coordinated as to make possible effective hope at least of getting the international control upon which the future
hope of peace really rests. These are
the reasons it would seem to me reasonable to leave the bill as it was before and
why the committee amendment should
be defeated.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from California has again expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask for a
vote on the committee amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is. on
the committee amendment.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. THOMASON)
· there were-ayes 63, noes 38.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
demand tellers.
Tellers were ordered, and the Chait·
appointed as tellers Mr. MAY and Mr.
SHORT,
The committee divided; and the tellers
were unable- to agree on the count.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection,
the Chair will direct that the vote by
tellers be taken over.
There was no objection.
The Chair appointed as tellers Mr,
THOMASON and Mr. SHORT.
The Committee again divided, and the
tellers reported that there were-ayes
102, noes 72.
So the amendment was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the next committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendment: On page 24, llne
13, after the comma'insert "except as provided in section 6 (a)."

The committee amendment
agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:

was

UTILIZATION OF ATOMIC ENERGY

7. (a) License required: It shall bo
unlawful, except ns provided in sections 5
(a) (4) (A) or (B) or·e (a), for any person
to manufacture, produce, or_ export nny
equipment or device utlllzing fissionable material or atomic energy or to utillze fissionable material or atomic energy with or without such equipment or device, except unSEC.
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(d) Byproduct power: If energy Which
cler and in accordance with e. license Issued
may be utll!zed ls produced In the producby tlie Commission authorizing suc11 manution" of fissionable material, such energy
facture, production, export, or utilization.
may be used by the Commission, transferred
No Hcense" may permit any such activity if
to either Government agencies, or sold to
:fissionable material ls produced incident to
publlc or private" ut!lit!es under contracts
such activity, except as provided !n sections
providlng·.for reasonable resale prices.
3 and 4. "Nothing in this section shall be
deemed to require a l!cense for the conduct
With the following committee amendo! research or development activities relatments:
ing to the manufacture of such equipment
or devices or the utilization of fissionable
Page 27, line 3, strike out "to exceed" and
material or afomic energy, or for the manuinsert "less than."
Page 27, line 19, strike out "States or" and
facture or use of equipment or devices for
medical thernpy.
insert "States."
(b) Report to Congress: Whenever !n Its
The committee amendments were
opinion any industrial, commercial, or other
agreed to.
nonmilitary use of fissionable material or
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will reatomic energy has been sufficiently developed
port the next committee amendment.
to be of practical value, the Commission sl1a1I
prepare a report to" the President stating all
The Clerk read as follows:
the facts with respect to such use, the ComCommittee amendment: Page 27, line 20,
mission's estimate of the social, pol!tlcal
afte1· the comma Insert "or to persons within
economic, and in tern a tional effects of such
the jurisdiction of the United States where "
use and the Commission's recommendathe issuance thereof would be Inimical to
tions for necessary or desirable supplethe common defense and security."
mental legislation. The President shall then
transmit this report to the Congress toMr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I offer a
gether with his recommendations. No llsubstitute for the committtee amendcense for any manufacture, production, exment.
port, or use shall be issued by the Commis'The Clerk read as follows:
sion under this section untll after (1) a reAmendment offered by Mr. MAY as a subport with respect to such manufacture, prostitute for the committee amendment: On
duction, export, or use has been flied with
page 27, line 20, before the period insert
the Congress; and (2) a period of 90 days
the following: "or to any person within the
in which the Congress was in session has
United States if in the opinion of the Comelapsed after the report has been so filed.
mission the issuance of a license to such perIn computing such period of 90 days, there
son would be inimical to the common deshall be excluded the days on which either
fense
and security."
House is not in session because of an adjournment of more than 3 days.
The substitute for the committee
( c) Issuance of licenses: After such 90amendment was agreed to.
day period, unless hereafter prohibited by
The committee amendment as amendlaw, the Commission may license such maned was agreed to.
ufacture, production, export, or use in acMr. CLASON. Mr. Chairman, I move
cordance with such procedures and subject
to such conditions as it may by regulation
to strike out the last word.
establish to effectuate the provisions of this
Mr. Chairman, I merely wish to point
act. The Commission ls authorized and
out that the last amendment over which
directed to Issue licenses on a nonexclusive
we had a dispute and which was apbasis and to supply to the extent available
proved by our votes put into the bill an
appropriate quantities of fissionable mateamendment which in effect I offered yesrial to licensees (1) whose proposed activiterday and which was rejected. I beties will serve some useful purpose proporlieve it is important because it will give
tionate to the quantities of fissionable material to be consumed; (2) who are equipped to
to the armed forces through an order of
observe such safety standards to protect the President an opportunity to carry on
health and to minimize danger from explothe very important research and develsion or other hazard to llfe or property as
opment work they are now carrying on
the Commission may establlsh; and (3) who
prior to the passage of this bill.
agree to make available to the Commission
Another proposition which Indicates to
such technical Information and data conme how confused we are in connection
cerning their activities pursuant to such
licenses as the Commission may determine
with legislation today is the situation
necessary to encourage similar activities by · with reference to our postal employees.
as many licensees a.s possible. Each such
They are without their pay because we
license shall be issued for a specified period,
cannot figure out what the price of silver
not to exceed 1 year, shall be revocable at any
should be. This bill here gets all balled
time by the Commission In accordance with
up because of a lot of little mix-ups besuch procedures as the Commission may
establish, and mny be renewed upon the ex- tween the Department of the Interior,
piration of such period. Where activities
the military departments, and all the
under any license might serve to maintain or
other departments of the Government.
to foster the growth of monopoly, restraint of
I sincerely hope that during the course
trade, unlawful competition, or other trade
of the day not only will this committee
position inimical to the entry of new, freely
straighten out this bill. but the Commitcompetitive enterprises In the field, the
tee on Appropriations will be able to
Commission is authorized and directed to
bring In here a bill which will permit
1·efuse to issue such license or to establlsh
our postal employees to get their pay,
such conditions to prevent these results as
the Commission, In consultation with tl1e
The postal employees should not be peAttorney General, may determine. The
nalized by the dispute over the price of
Commission shall report promptly to the
silver now raging in the Treasury DeAttorney General any information 1t may
partment. They need their pay for their
have with respect to any utlllzatlon of fisfamilies, for their food, and for their
sionable material or atomic energy which
vacations. In this case the Treasury
appears to have these results. No llcense
Department is balling up the orderly
may be given to any person for activities
which are not under or within the jurisdic- processes of the Post Office Department.
Mr. KEEFE. Mr. Chairman, I rise in
tion of the United States to any foreign
opposition to the pro forma amendment.
government.
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Mr. Chairman, I note in this section
subparagraph (d),. entitled "Byproduct
Power." It reads:
If energy which may be utilized l.s produced .In the production of fissionable material, such energy may be used by the Commission, transferred to other Government
agencies, or sold to public or private utll!tles
under contracts providing for reasonable resale prices.
Now, I have been trying to find out
what that means. Is there anybody on
this committee who can tell us what that
means?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana.
If the
gentleman would yield, I would like to
answer the question.
Mr. KEEFE. I will yield to the gentleman in just a moment.
I get a little inkling as to what it means
by reading the preface contained in tl1e
Report on the International Control of
Atomic Energy prepared for the committee of the Secretary of State which
I have before me. To show you how
simple and easy this situation is, let me
read it to you:
It Is Impossible to maintain a chain reaction !n a mass of ordinary uranium. 'l'l~e
neutrons which result from the fission of
uranium 235 are captured by the much more.
abundant uranium 238 before they can get
to another uranium 235 nucleus and the
chain Is therefore broken. However, by an
adroit arrangement of ordinary uranium in
the form of a lattice, !mbedded in an inert
material with respect to neutron capture llke
carbon, the neutrons can be slowed down
ancl preferentially captured by uranium 235
to maintain the chain reaction.
Now, here is what happens:
In this way ordinary uranium can be used
to maintain a chain reaction. A device of
this sort ls called a pile or a nuclear reactor. Since a "large fraction of the neutrons in the reactor are captured by uranium
238, plutonium Is a byproduct of the operation of the reactor. Another byproduct Is
the enormous amount of heat energy released by the fission process. A third byproduct Is a large variety of highly radioactive materials which are the fission fragments or the result of neutron capture by
materials Inserted In the reactor.
Now we have indicated here in this
section that the so-called byproduct
powers that I have just described may
be used by the Commission and transferred to other Government agencies or
sold to public or private utilities uncler
contracts providing for a reasonable retail price. Just so that the public and
the Congress will know and understand
when this bill passes ancl becomes operative and your constituents should certainly understand that they will perhaps
have an opportunity to buy as byproducts from this Commission highly radioactive materials which are fission fragments as the result of neutrons captured
by materials inserted in the reactor, it
clemonstrates to me so far as I am concerned, and I think most of the Members
of this House are concerned, that we are
going over this legislation without any
very clear comprehension as to just exactly what may be involved. I conceive
that possibly in this process there may be
the development of heat as another byproduct. There may be developed electricity as another byproduct. I call it
to the attention of the Congress in order

I
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that we may know and may have in .the product of the process. If electric power approval . that it can be a treaty apRECORD a very clear and definite under- can be produced as a byproduct in the proved by two-thirds of the Senate, withstanding as to what we are legislating ._ manufacture of fissionable material, out regard to the House of Representaon today.
.
which in itself also has great peacetime tives, in which case, of course, the House
I now yield to the gentleman from In- utility and value, it is easily conceivable would not have anything 'further to say
diaha [Mr. HARNESS].
that great quantities of heat or electricity on this subject. Or it can be an interMr. HARNESS of Indiana. A few mo- can be produced very cheaply. If such is national agreement approved by both
ments ago I wanted to make an obser- the case, whoever has control of the proc- bodies and· I assume a majority vote in
vation that that was only one of the esses should see to it that society gets both bodies.
many reasons why this legislation should the benefit, through lowered rates. SoThis section 8 is the kernel of the nut
go back to the ·committee. .
ciety has already paid a great financial in this bill. It is the section which proMr. KEEFE. Well, that may be . a
price and ought to enjoy financial vides that all properties, materials, real
compelling reason.
benefits.
estate, and everything else in the United
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
The Clerk read as follows:
States under the jurisdiction of the
gentleman from Wisconsin has expired.
INTERNATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS
United States Atomic Energy CommisMr. MAY. Mr; Chairman, I move
sion may be transferred to the interSEC. 8. (a) Definition: As used In this act,
that all debate on this section and all the term "international arrangement" shall natim:ial authority upon the conclusion
amendments thereto close in 5 minutes. mean any treaty approved by the Senate or of the international agreement.
international agreement approved by the
The motion was agreed to.
·
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr. Congress, during the time such treaty or · Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Is In full force and e!Iect.
Chairman, the gentleman from Wiscon- agreement
Mr. HINSHAW. I yield,
(b) E!Iect of International arrangements:
sin [Mr. KEEFE] has raised an important Any
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Is not
provision of this act or any action of
question on which I think I can at least the Commission to the extent that it con- that the rule that pertains now, that a
say one thing that will be of interest.
flicts with the provisions of any internatreaty is the supreme law of the land
At the atomic-energy plant in the tional arrangement made after the date of and it modifies all laws that may conflict
State of Washington there is at the pres- enactment of this act shall be deemed to be with it?
ent time a considerable amount of this of no further force or e!Iect.
Mr. HINSHAW. There is no treaty
(c) Poiicies contained in international arbyproduct energy, that the gentleman rangements:
that I know of that would authorize the
In the performance of Its funcdescribed when he read the report, that tions under this act, the Commission shall turning over to an international authoris being produced and wasted into the give maximum e!Iect to the policies con- ity .of real property of the United States
·Columbia River. The fact of the mat- tained In any such international arrange- within the United States boundaries.
ter is that the temperature of that great ment.
Mr. JOHNSON of California, How
stream is being considerably raised.
With the following committee amend- does the gentleman know they are going
There exists the possibility that that by- ment:
to have one like that? The gentleman
product energy might indeed be sold to
is just assuming that.
On page 28, line 7, after the word "agree· some public body or some private agency
Mr. HINSHAW. I am assuming that
ment",
insert
the
word
hereafter."
for some useful purpose, on condition
after this bill becomes law with that
that since it is generated with public
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, I ask language in it and you should want to
funds it should be resold at a fair price. for recognition on the amendment.
strike that out of section 8, it would be
That happens to be a problem right now
Mr. Chairman, I would like to inquire subject to a veto and it would take a
and for want of legislation like this a of the chairman of· the committee why two-thirds vote in both Houses to overgreat waste is going on. I take it that it was that they limited the international ride the veto.
is why it is in the bill.
agreements to those which might "hereMr. JOHNSON of California. What
Mr. KEEFE. Mr. Chairman, will the after" be approved by Congress. Are the gentleman is talking about is the
gentleman yield?
there some agreements that have already rule now in the case of international
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield. been approved that require the inser- agreements. This does not change any
Mr. KEEFE. Does the gentleman un- tion of this word "hereafter"?
rules.
derstand that in this process there might
Mr. MAY. The intention was to be
Mr. HINSHAW. This authorizes in
be electricity developed as a byproduct all-inclusive, so that it would include not advance something that is not already
of the process?
only those that have already been ap- · done.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I un- proved but any that may hereafter be
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
derstand, as fully as one man's com- approved.
gentleman from California has expired.
pletely inadequate .mind can understand
Mr. HINSHAW. No. I believe the
The question is on the amendment.
it, that there are those possibilities with gentleman is mistaken. By the insertion
The amendment was agreed.
regard to this matter. My main con- of this word "hereafter," you are apThe Clerk read as follows:
cern, as far as the domestic application proving all of those treaties that have .
Page 28, line 19:
of peacetime uses is concerned, is that been heretofore as well as those herePROPERTY OF THE COMMISSION
they shall be under such circumstances after approved by the Senate, but you
SEC. 9. (a) The President shall direct the
as to spread the benefits as broadly as are limiting the international agreepossible throughout the Nation, and to ments approved by Congress to only transfer to the Commission of all Interests
by the United States or any Governgive all elements in the population and those which are hereafter approved. I owned
agency in the following property:
all elements in business, as nearly as wonder if there has been some agree- ment
(1) All fissionable material; all atomic
possible, an equal chance.
ment that has been heretofore approved weapons and parts thereof; all faclllties,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the in this connection that I do not know equipment, and materials for the processing,
gentleman from California [Mr. VOOR- about.
pl'Oductlon, or utlllzatlon of fissionable maHIS] has expired.
Mr. MAY. There is none that I know terial or atomic energy; all processes and
Mr. MURDOCK. Mr. Chairman, I re- of. It is simply to take care of any that technical Information pf any ldnd, and the
source thereof (including data, drawings,
gard paragraph (d) of the bill, as found might be made.
patents, patent applications,
on pages 27-28, a wise provision. WhoMr. HINSHAW. I would like to call specifications,
and other sources) relating to the processing,
ever wrote this bill, S. 1717, must have attention to the fact that this section 8 pl'Oduction,
or utilization of fissionable mabecome very well acquainted with the remaining in the bill is an authorization, terial or atomic energy; and all contracts,
processes thus far used in placing in hu- in advance of any treaty that might be agreements, leases, patents, applications for
man hands atomic power. I understand made, to carry out the provisions of any patents, inventions and discoveries (whether
that there a.re several ex,ceedingly val- such treaty and give maximum effect to patented or unpatented), and other rights
uable byproducts in the manufacture of any policies contained in such arrange- of any kind concerning any such items;
.(2) All facllitles, equipment, and mateatomic bombs. We have heard suggested . ment. In other words, that would alrials, devoted primarily to atomic energy rethat we probably have only slight con- most constitute a blank check to. the search
and development: and
ception of the great value for medicine Commission in connection with any ar(3) Such other property owned by or In
1·angement of international character the custody or control of the Manhattan Enof radioactive material.
Probably in the field of power, or in that might hereafter be made. You gineer District or other Government agencies
heat, there is likewise a tremendous by- should understand in giving this your as the President may determine.
11
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(b) In order to render flnanc!al assistance
to those States and localities in which the
activities of the Commission are carried on
and !n which the Commission has acquired
property previously subject to State and locr.l taxation. the Commission ls authorized to
make payments to State and local governments in lieu of property taxes. Such payments may be in the amounts, at the times,
and upon the terms the Commission deems
appropriate, but the Commission shall be
guided by the policy of not mal<ing payments
in excess of -the taxes which would have been
payable for such p1operty in the condition !n
whicll it was acquired, except In cases w11ere
special burdens have been cast upon the
State or local govemment by activities of the
Commission, the Manhattan engineer district or their agents. In any such case, nny
benefit accruing to the State or local government by reason of such activities shall be
considered In determining the amount of the
payment. The Commission, and the property, activities, and income of the Commission, are hereby expressly exempted from taxation in any manner or form by any State,
county, municipality, or any subdivision
thereof.

Mrs. LUCE." Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, there ls hardly an
hour, certainly not a day, that I do not
learn some new and frightening fact
concerning atomic energy,
The gentleman from Wisconsin pointed
out to you that the Lilienthal or State
Department report indicated that it
would only be a question of time before
atomic energy installations could be used
to generate heat and electrical power.
As a matter of fact the report goes on
to say that these installations may be
put into operation in the very near future, and, I quote, "only the gradual
incorporation and adaptation of such
units to the specific demands of contemporary economy will involve a protracted development." This translated
into plain English means that the only
thing the Commission formed under the
bill will need to determine is how long
it will take Government monopoly heat
and electricity to put private heat and
electricity out of business; without unduly upsetting the folks.
But now here is an amusing idea which
occurred to me as a result of a conversation that I had in the lobby with my
great good friend, Dr. JUDD, the gentleman from Minnesota, who is certainly
a scientific expert in the field of radioactive materials. He told me-and I
do not !mow whether he is on the
floor, but if he is I hope he will correct the remark if I got it wrong-that
he said in his speech on the floor
of the House yesterday, which I have
not yet had the time to study, that radioactive energy, used on human germ cells,
may be used to mutate the species, and
that it was radioactive energy which was
probably responsible, at history's dawn,
for such sports and biological monsters
, as dinosaurs, and, was itself the mysterious instrument God used to create .the
creature, man. In those days only God
!mew how to mutate animal species. The
secret may now be man's.
Now, evidently the gentleman from
Minnesota, Dr. JUDD, suggests radioactive energy may eventually be used
to breed a new species: a superman
godlike creature, or perhaps a monster;

at any rate, operating on the germ cells
it could be used· to bring forth out of
man as we know him now an indeterminate quantity of legs, arms, ears and
eyes, if a careless user of this should feel
so disposed, or if a lot of the stuff got
loose on ·the premises.
I suddenly imagined myself many years
from now confronted by a commission
that had gotten rather bored, as well it
might, with the follies and futilities of
man, or even :ivith the stubborn unwillingness of the common Congressman to
vote e,way his liberties; and the commission decided that the time had come to
mutate the species, the male species of
course-because when they got around
to mutating the female of the species
they would surely make them all Lana
Turners; but as far as the stubborn male
species are concerned they might decide
the time had come to treat human
beings with t}lese radioactive particles
in order to g~t a new type with a very
large head, one eye, one ear bent permanently to hold a telephone, one armed,
with only a forefinger and thumb for
signing documents and checl,s, no legs
and an anatomy constructed to fit most
comfortably into a swivel chair. In
other words, they might decide to make
a ne;w species-the Bureaucrats.
I consider this a very dangerous idea,
but in order not to leave the matter on
this hmnorous plane, I ask my colleague,
Mr. JUDD If he will explain to the House
the truly scientific aspects of the mutation of the species with atomic energy
as he explained them to me earlier. And,
although I speak entirely in fllll, I think
this question of the terrible dangers inherent in radioactive energy is, in all
seriousness, a further great argument for
the need of civilian control for the next
years, and another reason for voting for
this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentlewoman from Connecticut has expired.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last two words.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from North Carolina is recognized for
5 minutes.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, I .am
definitely delighted with my membership
on the Committee on Agrlcultme. On_
that committee we have not discussed
such technical subjects as atomic energy,
Certainly, we have not discussed subjects
as technical as the subject which has
been discussed by the lady from Connecticut and the doctor from Minnesota.
Frankly, I think we ought to forget that
discussion and leave it right where it is.
Mr. Chairman, I have never seen this
House in such an atmosphere of uncertainty and indecision. I agree with the
lady from Connecticut that we seem to
learn something new every hour about
radioactivity and atomic energy, but,
apparently, the more we talk about these
things the more we are confused. The
very distinguished and learned gentleman from Missouri admitted frankly
that he was confused and after his very
fine speech he said that he was going
to take his seat and listen to the debate,
in the hope that it would aid him in
making up h,is mi.nd, I know that the
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distinguished lady and distinguished
doctor are confused, and I believe that
most of us are confused.
It seems to me that when we consider
the whole subject we are in a rather
ridiculous position. According to the
gentleman from Wisconsin, we are now
providing for -the sale of this new and
mysterious power to our constituents.
If this new discovery possesses the
potentialities and possibilities indicated
by the lady from Connecticut, I certainly
do not want any ·of it sold down in the
Fourth Congressional District of North
Carolina.
As I said yesterday, I am anxious, yes,
most anxious, for the secrets of atomic
energy to be controlled and carefully
guarded. I do not think that it is necessary for us to take anyone else into our
·confidence in our efforts to keep better•
and guard the secret which has been
pretty well guarded up to this moment.
I am at a loss to understand why there
seems to be such controversy over, and
such lack of confidence in, our miiitary
men. We certainly know that the members of our armed forces are true, patriotic Americans, and they would do nothing to jeopardize or to imperil the safety
of our country. When members of the
committee have been asked why they object to military men being placed on this
committee, they say that they object to
it because it is a violation of the traditions of America for military men to participate in the deliberations of any committee within the civil branch of our
Government. It seems to me that is a
very, very, weak argument. We are dealing with something about which there are
no traditions. We !mow nothing about
atomic power. We know that it has not
yet been perfected for military purposes. We are now in the experimental
stage. We are still experimenting with
the atomic bomb in Bikini. We know
what the effect of the atomic bomb is because we have seen its results at Hiroshimo and Nagasaki. Why can we not
rest easy and let the development of
atomic energy for peaceful pursUits remain unknown for a few months, until
at least the peace documents are prepared and signed?
Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Chairman, wlll the
gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Iowa.
Mr. JENSEN. Does not the gentleman
agree with me that there are as many
potential dangers to the peace and se~
curity of the world in this legislation
that we are now considering as there
are in the atomic bomb itself?
Mr. COOLEY. I dD not know whether
in degree I agree with the gentleman
exactly, but I do say that there ;s great
danger in this situation. We talk about
being fair and we tall{ about dealing
fairly with all the people of the world.
Here is a secret that cost $2,000,000,000
and, incidentally, has cost thousands and
thousands of human lives, as witnessed
by the destruction of Nagasaki and Hiroshima, and yet we are talking about
sharing the secret with other peoples of
the world before we even have full knowledge ourselves.
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Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, wm the
gentleman yield?
.
Mr. COOLEY. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. ARENDS. In view of what the
gentleman is saying, and the. impression
that was given awhile ago, does he not
think the smart thing to do would be to
1·ecommit this bill at the present time?
Mr. COOLEY. I agree with the gentleman.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLEY. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I am
sure that the gentleman from North
Carolina does not think that by recommitting this bill we somehow or other
make atomic energy stand still in other
@ountries.
Mr. COOLEY. I think we can at least
. control the· secrets that we have. here
and leave it in the hands of the military
people.
Mr. DURHAM. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DURHAM. I yield to the gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that all debate on this section and all amendments thereto close
in 5 minutes.
.
. Mr. BIEMILLER. I object, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I move that
all debate on this section and all amendments thereto close in 5 minutes.
'l'he motion was agreed to.
Mr. DURHAM. Mr. Chairman, I do
not stand in .the well of the House to
lecture on biology, or to lecture to any
Member. I do not think I am any scientist, but I just wonder to what level this
debate will fall, if we will stop and just
thin~ about ourselves, whi•,t the scien~
tists in this world have given us. We
should think about the great Scotchman,
Watt, who invented the steam engine.
We should think about the other great
inventors, of the barometer and thermometer, compass and many other inventions that have aided our welfare.
Yet here in this House today we are
poking fun at thc people who have given
to this world today a problem that we
have got to solve ourselves.
Mr. MURDOCK. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. DURHAM. I yield to the gentleman from Arizona.
Mr. MURDOCK. I imagine the gentleman has some such thought and feeling as I have. Fun has been poked at
inventors and inventions before this,
even in this body. Does the gentleman
recall that about 100. years ago when
Morse proposed his electric telegraph and
needed money to help with it, there were
plenty of people, even Members of Congress, who facetiously wanted to spend
money instead on investigating several
other things instead of the telegraph?
People poked fun at that effort in that
day, but the people who made fun had
a laugh on the other side of their faces
in after years. Any way we look at it,
atomic energy is a serious matter.

Mr. DURHAM. I thank the gentleman.
The Clerk read as follows:
CONTROL OF mFORMATION

SEC. 10. (a) Polley: It shall be the policy
of the Commission to control the dissemination of restl"lcted data In such a manner as
to assm·e the common defense and security.
Consistent with such policy, the Commission
shall be guided by the following principles:
(1) That Information with respect to the
use of atomic energy for industrial purposes
should be shared with other nations on a reciprocal basis as soon as the Congress declares
J;,y joint resolution that effective and enforceable International safeguards against
the use of such energy for destructive purposes have been established; and
(2) That the dissemination of scientific
and technical Information 1·elating to atomic
energy should be permitted and encouraged
so as to provide that free Interchange of Ideas
and criticisms which Is essential to scientific
progress.
(b) Dissemination: The Commission is
authorized and directed to establish such
Information services, publlcntlons, libraries,
and other registers of available Information
as It may deem necessary or desirable to provide for the dissemination of information in
accordance with subsection '(a).
( c) Restrictions:
(1) The term "restricted data" as used In
this section means all data concerning the
manufacture or utilization of atomic weapons, the production of fissionable material,
or the use of fissionable material In the 'production of power, but shall not Include any
data which the Commission from time to
time determines may be published without
adversely l\ffectlng the common defense and
security. ·
(2) Whoever, lawfully or unlawfully, having possession of, access to, control over, or
being entrusted with, any document, writing,
sketch, photograph, plan, model, Instrument,
appliance, note or Information Involving or
Incorporating restricted data(A) communicates, transmits, or discloses
the same to any Individual or person,
or attempts or conspires to do any .of the
foregoing, with Intent to Injure the United
States or with Intent to secure an advantage
to any foreign nation, upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished by a fine of not
more than $20,000 or Imprisonment for not
more than 20 years, or both;
(B) communicates, transmits, or discloses
the same to any Individual or person, or
attempts or consvlres to do any of the foregoing, with reason to belleve such data
w111 be utl!lzed to Injure the United. States
or to secure an advantage to any foreign
nation, shall, upon conviction, be punished
by a fine of not more than $10,000 or Imprisonment for not more than 10 years, or
both.
(3) Whoever, with Intent to Injure the
United States or with Intent to secure an
advantage to any foreign nation, acquires
or attempts or conspires to acquire any document, writing, sketch, photograph, plan,
model, instrument, appliance, note or Information Involving or incorporating restricted
data shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not more than $20,000 or
imprisonment for not more than 20 years, or
both.
(4) Whoever, with Intent to Injure the
United States or with Intent to secure an
advantage to any foreign nation, removes,
conceals, tampers with, alters, mutilates, or
destroys any document, writing, sketch, pho•
tograph, plan, model, Instrument, appliance,
or note Involving or Incorporating restricted
data and used by any Individual or person
in connection with the production of fission~
able material, or 1·esearch or developme~t
telatlng to _atom!~. en,ergy, condu'?~ed by the
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United States, or flnancec!. in whole or in
pnrt by Federal funds, or conducted with tho
aid of fissionable material, shall be punished
by a fine of not more than $20,000 or lm•
pl'lsonment for not more than 20 years or
both.
(5) No person shalt be prosecuted f9r any
violation under this section unless and until the Attorney General of the United States
has advised and consulted with the Commission with respect to such prosecution.
(6) This section shall not exclude the applicable provisions of any otl1er laws, except that no Government agency shall take
any action under such other laws Inconsistent with the provisions of this section.
( d) Inspections, records, and reports: Tho
Commission is( l) authorized by regulation or order to
require such reports and the keeping of such
records with respect to, and to provide for
such Inspections of, a.ctlvltles and studies of
types specified in section 3 and of activities
under licenses Issued pursuant to section
7 as may be necessary to effectuate the purposes of this act;
(2) authorized and directed by regulation
or order to require regular reports and records with respect to, and to provide for frequent Inspections of, the production of fis.
slonable material in the conduct of research
and development activities.

With the following committee amendment:
On page 83, lines 7 to 10, Inclusive, strike
out all of subsection ( 5) .

Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, if I may be
permitted to make an explanation of this
amendment, I do not believe there will
be any opposition to It.
This amendment was requested by the
Attorney General of the United States
because the language contained in the
Senate blll, and which is stricken out
here, would have taken completely out of
the hands of the Department of Justice
the power to prosecute or determine who
should be prosecuted, and turned it over
to this Commission. We thought that
was taking away from the Department of
Justice and turning over to a civilian.
commission a function that it is not
proper to take. away from it.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY. I yield.
Mr. DONDERO. For what reason was
the Federal Bureau of Investigation entirely bypassed?
Mr. MAY. It is in the Department of
Justice and this amendment takes care
of it.
Mr. DONDERO. I understand that,
but should not the violations and even
all personnel connected with the Commission be investigated before the violations take place?
Mr. MAY. I think that is right. I
agree with that.
,
Mr. DONDERO. I have a substitute
amendment to cure that which will be
off.ered when we reach page 50 of the bill.
Mr. MAY. When we get to that, we
can vote on that amendment at that time.
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. Mr.
Chairman, I rise in opposition to the
amendment.
Mr. Chairman, the explanation that
the chairman of 'the Committee on Military Affairs has given for the striking
out of this section sounds reasonable and
tould be reasonable if it were not for the
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fact that we are not dealing with an
ordinary subject; we are dealing with
atomic energ·y. The reason this section
was put in the bill, and I have discussed
this with Senator McMAHON at great
length, as well as with some of the scientists, was that in the field of atomic
energy there is a· great deal of hysteria.
It is a spectacular new force that we
have gotten hold of, to· say the least.
The gentlewoman from Connecticut
has given her playfully, imaginative
conception of what atomic energy may
mean in one instance to mankind. I
wish I had the time here to tell you about
one of the byproducts .of fissionable material that will revolutionize research in
many fields-radioactive materials. This
is no figment of the imagination. This
is a certainty. I wish I could tell you
what a sufficiency of radioactive material
will mean in the treatment of skin cancer, and what it will mean to medicine in
general. It will mean more than anything that has ever been discoveredmore even than the discovery of the microscope. I cannot adequately compare
it with anything, The doctors just hold
up their hands and say, "If we could
only have enough radioactive materials,
we could do so much to help mankind."
Well, you can have enough radioactive
materials through the proper control of
atomic energy, It means medicine and
agriculture may be revolutionized. For
the first time, doctors will be able to tell
what a medicine actually does in a person's body because by the use of radioactive materials they can trace a medicine and its effect upon certain organs
of the body. The same thing can be
done with food. It means that we can
grow crol)s that will be resistant to too
much water or resistant to too much dryness.
For instance, Japan went into China
and attacked China because they said
they could not support their people on
their small area of land. That was their
res.son as they gave it. It·was not true
but no snch excuse can be given in the
future. This in the future may mean
perhaps that on a small amount of land
there can be raised a hundred times or a
th:msand times more food than has ever
been raised in the past. Think what this
will mean to the undernourished people
of the world. These are just a few of
the things that will come from the byproducts of atomic energy, But to get
back to the amendment. With this provision stricken out, the United States attorneys throughout the country would be
able to bring suit against scientists in
their districts for supposed violations of
security regulations. You know that in
many of the United States attorneys'
offices in the rural districts there may be
1 person or 2 persons or perhaps 3 persons at the most. They cannot possibly
be conversant with the subject of atomic
energy, Good heavens, Congress itself is
not conversant with the subject of atomic
energy, If you have a hysterical kind of
witch hunting after scientists, you are
going to drive them from this field. The
only people who know what is a secret
and what is not a secret are the scientists. If a case does come up, this does
not mean that you are doing away with

prosecution. It only means that before
the Attorney General acts, the United
States attorney from any particular section of the country refers the case to the
Attorney General and through his office
the Comn1ission is contacted so that they
will not be prosecuting someone for a
secret which the entire world has known
for the last 10 years.
I:i' we drive the scientists out of this
field, I tell you we are d.estroying our defense. You are not prote,cting the American people. You are weakening our defenses. You are not keeping us In our
preeminent position in science. The
scientists wiII not stay in this field if they
are hounded-if their good names are
needlessly, stupidly dragged in the mireif they are subject to hysterical, sensational publicity. A scientists' reputation
is severely injured by the mere initiation
of a prosecution regardless of whether
or not he is ultimately acquitted. I was
shocked and horrified to hear the name
of the great Dr. Condon and Dr. Urey
brought up in a derogatory manner on
this floor the other day, Dr. Condon was
the associate director of Westinghouse
for 10 years and -is now the head of the
Bureau of Standards. Dr. Urey won the
Nobel prize for having discovered heavy
water without which the atomic bomb
couia not have been made. It is that
kind of loose talk which will not give us
any defense in the future, but will strip
us of the real defense in this field.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. I yield.
Mr. JUDD. May I ask for clarification
of one statement I understood the gentlewoman to use. Did she say the Japanese were compelled to go into China for
food, because if so, that is not true.
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. No. I
did not say that.
Mr. JUDD. Did I not understand the
lady to say that it was an economic
necessity for Japan to go into China?
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. I said
that was one of the reasons the Japanese
gave. That is what I said. But the
gentleman has been to China and knows
it well. The gentleman remembers the
great vast areas in China with dry soil
on which nothing can be raised. Research with radio active nitrates may
some day turn those lands into fertile
fields.
Mr. JUDD. But I did not want the
idea to get abroad that the Japanese
were compelled to go to Asia to get food,
as has been so commonly believed. The
Japanese have always had an adequate
supply of rice, fish, and vegetables for
their own population.
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. I agree
with you perfectly.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentlewoman from California has expired.
The question is on agreeing to the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Kentucky [Mr. MAYl.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendment: Page 33, line 11,
strike out "(6)" and Insert "(5) ."

The committee amendment was agreed
to.
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Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, I ciffer
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. ELSTON: On page
30, s_trlke out lines 17 to 23, Inclusive.

Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, before
we vote on this bill, if it reaches that
stage, I hope we will give very serious
consideration to section 10, particularly
to that part of section 10 which is the
subject of my motion. Let me read it:
(i) That information with respect to the
use of atomic energy for industrial purposes
should be shared with other nations on a
reciprocal basis as soon as the Congress declares by joint resolution that effective and
enforceable Inter.national safeguards against
the use of such energy for destructive pUl'poses have been established.

Note that It starts out with the premise
that the Commission in controlling the
dissemination of restricted data must do
so in a manner as to assure the common·
defense and security of the United States.
Then it goes on to provide that it shall
be the policy-and that policy is laid
down by the Congress-to share with
other nations on a reciprocal basis as
soon as the Congress declares by joint
resolution that effective and enforceable
safeguards have been established. In
other words, if we pass this bill with this
part . of section 10 in it, Congress has
definitely gone on record as favoring a
policy that the Commission shall share
with other nations, on a reciprocal basis,
information with respect to the use of
atomic energy for industrial purposes.
All that Is necessary before the Commission begins the dissemination of this information, is for Congress to establish by
a joint resolution that international
safeguards have been set up. If anybody
can tell me why we should commit ourselves in advance to a policy as broad as
that, I certainly would like to have them
do it. Consider for a moment what
atomic energy may mean to industry over
the years. It does not make any differwhat it may cost the industry of this
country, the information has to be
shared with other nations.
I know, of course, that the bill provides for an exchange of information on
a reciprocal basis, hut the Commission
itself will determine what is to be· exchanged. The Commission can take anything in return for the information it
fumishes. Obviously, the time may
come when some international organization will agree on safeguards; and the
time may come when this Congress will
by joint resolution determine that safeguards have been set up; but what has
the setting up of those international
safeguards got to do,with the transmission of Information to other nations with
respect to the use of atomic energy for
industrial purposes? If we develop in
this country, as he have, atomic energy
for any purpose at all, Is there any reason why we should share It with other
nations except probably as a matter of
mutual safety? Is there any reason why
we should transmit to other nations information that will enable them to compete with American Industry although
they may give little or nothing in return? The policy would be a strange
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philosophy In America. I know no preceMr. BATES of Massachusetts. Mr.
dent for it. I do not recall that we ever Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
at any time in our history went on recMr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman
ord in the Congress of the United States from Massachusetts.
as saying that an~thing that was develMr. BATES of Massachusetts. I think
oped by industry in this country should the point the gentleman expressed was
be shared with the industries of other the use of this for industrial purposes
nations.
irrespective of patent rights. That is
Since the Commission, under this bill what is involved. Is there in the opinion
as now written, will own or control every of the gentleman any more reason for
patent dealing with the subject of atomic disseminating this information for inenergy, this section of the bill will also dustrial purposes, free of any cost, than·
authorize the sharing of American pat- spreading or disseminating Information
ents with any nation in the world.
in respect to any patents now existing in
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the this country for industrial or for any
gentleman from Ohio has expired.
other purpose after we spent over
(Mr. ELSTON asked and was given $2,000,000,000 for it?
permission to revise and extend his reMr. MAY. I can imagine there might
marks.)
arise a situation in international negoMr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I rise in . tlations If it were proposed that there
opposition to the amendment.
should be a widespread dissemination of
Mr. Chairman, I am completely in dis- atomic energy for civilian purposes under
agreement with my good friend and col- some subcommittee or other organizaleague from Ohio on his presentation of tion established by international agreethe amendment he has just offered.
ment, it might be the means of obtaining
This is a very simple bill understood, a concession against the military use of
perhaps, if and when you look carefully atomic energy by some other nation.
at two words in the language used. This
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
is under the general heading of control gentleman from Kentucky has expired.
of information, and it expressly provides
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman, I move
that the control and dissemination of to strike out the last two words.
restricted data shall be by the CommisChairman, I merely want to call
sion. For what purpose? "To assure theMr.attention
of the Committee to a
the common defense and security."
point In reference to the amendThe particular section that the single·
suggested by my good friend and
amendment would strike out is subsec- mentcolleague
the gentleman from Ohio
tion 1 of section 10, and it reads this able
[Mr. ELSTON]. The confusion exists in
way:
reference to the meaning of the word
All Information, with respect' to the use of
"reciprocal." I do not take the term
atom!c energy for"reciprocal basis" to mean gratuity or
Two words nowfree. I take it to mean that it is a
Industrial purposes should be shared with
"mutual basis'' of self-interest. 'Where
other nations on a 1·eclprocal basis as soon
two countries deem it to t,he mutual adasvantage of each country to enter into a
reciprocal agreement, an agreement in
What now?which both gain an advantage, that
as soon as Congress declares by joint resoluagreement then would be possible only
tion that effective and enforceable internaafter a joint resolution of the Congress.
tional safeguards against the use of such
energy for destructive purposes have been
That does not mean a gift, it does not
esta])llshed.
mean a gratuity, it does not mean giving
This section clearly imposes upon this away something for nothing; it means a
Commission to restrict that data that mutual agreement where both nations
would affect the common defense until profit; and when the Congress looks into
such time as Congress has declared by a it and passes a joint resolution, the acticin
joint resolution, I assume, that it is in is made final-and, by the way, a joint
the interest of the national security that resolution has the saine sanctity as law.
civilian uses of it be shared with other It is passed by both the House and Sencountries on a reciprocal- basis. That is ate and signed by the President. I see
so simple and so plain to me that I can- nothing· wrong at all in that paragraph
not qUite understand the reasoning of as written.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
my fine colleague.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, will Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BROOKS. I yield to the gentlethe gentleman yield?
man from California.
Mr. MAY. I yield.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. That
Mr. THOMASON. Is not the important thing that no information can be very type of reciprocal program is being
1·eleased until Congress itself, the peo- carried out in the matter of agriculture
ple's representatives, by a joint resolu- in my State of California, for instance,
tion, says that international safeguards in reference to the exchanging of Ideas
against the use of atomic energy for de- in regard to fruits and grapes, and also
i;tructive purposes have been established? in reclamation work and in river and
I just do not know how you could have a harbor work, as well as in communicamore democratic way of control than to tions. We have the reciprocal interleave it to a joint resolution of Congress. change of ideas and information.
Mr. BROOKS. I say running through
Mr. MAY. If the provision is stricken·
out, it opens the gate wide for the Com- each agreement must be the mutual inmission to have power to do it. This terest of both countries: they enter into
would prevent them from doing it at all an agreement for the mutual advantage
until the Congress says so. .
of both.
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Mr. BATES of 'Massachusetts. Does
the gentleman mean to infer, by refer1·ing to agriculture, that those same reciprocal arrangements are made in connection with patent rights affecting the
great industries of this country by which
we have grown beyond the industries of
any other country in the world?
Mr. BROOKS. The gentleman is a
most capable Member of Congress. He
has studied those things. The gentle•
man knows that no such strained construction can be placed on this language
as intimated by him.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BROOKS. I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. ELSTON. I would like to ask the
distinguished gentleman from Louisiana,
who is a very capable lawyer, if he knows
of any·precedent for this type of legislation? Does the gentleman know of any
time in history when Congress went on
record saying that we .should exchange
information with respect to the industrial use of any type of power with other
nations?
Mr. BROOKS. Not with reference so
much to information as to reference with
mutual advantages. I think that has
been very well written into our laws, and
I do not think there is anything new or
startling or dangerous about it, especially when it is necessary to come back
to this same body here, back to the
United States Senate and the President
to reaffirm this principle and decide when
it is time to act.
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. BROOKS. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. CHURCH. Will the gentleman
refer to the word "information" again
and answer .me whether or not the word
"information" cannot and does not definitely mean the know-how that we have
heard so much about; the know-how of
the atomic bomb secrets? Cannot "information" mean the know-how?
Mr. BROOKS. I will say this to the
gentleman. Of course, the word "information" is generic in its terms, but
I think the thing the gentleman overlooks is the fact that the agreement to
which this section refers is for our mutual advantage and, further, it can only
be effected after we agree to it.
Mr. BIEMILLER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. BROOKS. I yield to the distinguished representative from Wisconsin.
Mr. BIEMILLER. I would lilrn to observe that there has been some exchange
of information between private trusts,
through cartels, relating to deals between
Standard Oil and the Farbenindustrie,
and I think we have far more to fear if
we go ahead with private patents in that
there will be a bad exchange of information.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Louisiana has expired.
Mr. PRICE of Illinois. M1•• Chairman,
I move to strike out the last two words,
Mr. Chairman, I would like to briefly
~Ive the reasons why I believe section 10,
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control of information, was placed in the
I believe that peace will be attained
Senato bill. Discussion of the secret of much quicker by keeping what we have;
the ntomic bomb is subject to certain and, in so doing we will in no uncertain
misconceptions. First, the secret is not terms serve notice to those people who
pcnrnincnt since it consists entirely of are contjnually blocking the efforts of
natural phenomena capable of discov- our peace-making representatives that
ery sooner or later by competent scien- we expect to retain the secret until at
tists anywhere. Just 3 days ago we read least peace has been declared.
in a local newspaper an article in which
For, with the state of uncertainty now
a Jap scientist was well on his way to existing with our peace propossJs, as evifinding the secrets of the atomic bomb, denced by our Secretary of State and
using equipment that scientists in this others in their reports to the country on
country estimated cost $25.
the progress of peace negotiations it
Second, per,haps the major part of would appear to me that this is not the
the pure science involved was known time for this legislation.
throughout the world before the war;
To enact S. 1717 would to my mind
and, third, the real advantage is largely give a lot of aid and comfort to a cera combination of technological advances tail1 group-tliat at the moment is using
in design and construction of equlpment, to its own advantage-as a member of
and the fact that the United States al- the Security Council, its veto rights.
ready has equipment which takes a long
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanitime to construct.
mous consent that all debate on the
In c011trolling the dissemination of se- pending amendment and all amend~
cret information, there are two basic ob- ments thereto close in 25 minutes.
jectives which tend to conflict with one
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
another. Reasons of security require to the request of the gentleman from
complete control of information which Kentucky?
might 1'.elp other nations to build atomic
There was no objection.
weapons. At the same time sufficient
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recogfreedom of interchange among scientists nizes
the gentleman from Michigan [Mr.
must be provided if we are to maintain DONDERO].
our preeminent scientific position. The
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman,
bi.11 expressly states these policy objectives and subjects not only atomic weap- sometime this afternoon we hope to come
on information but atomic power infor- to a very important decision on this bill.
mation to control with serious criminal No doubt the most important decision we
penalties for illegal dissemination of in- will be called upon to make in this session
formation. To assure scientific progress of Congress. I am sure the one underthe Commission may free information in lying motive of all of us will be what is
the restricted category if it determines · for the best interests of our country.
the value of such dissemination out- Everybody admits that we are dealing
with the most destructive force ever deweighs the value of secrecy;
Mr. FENTON. Mr. Chairman, I move vised by the human race. We are asked
to share or divulge its secrets, which we
to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, first of all, I want to now hold, with other governments. Not
allay any fears that my colleagues may long Hgo some members who now advohave that I am going to give you any cate the p~ssage of this bill, S. 1717, with
all its implications for the dissimination
scientific talk on this legislation. I promise you I will not add to your confusion, of information about thi,5 almost superbut rather, as a general practitioner of natural power, took this floor and urged
medicine, attempt to give you my view- the passage of the draft bill in support
point and diagnosis in plain language of our Secretary of State who was then
and use an illustration that is well known battling in Paris against powers opposing peace and who recognize force only
to all of us.
to achieve their objective. Yet, the
Mr. Chairman, as one member of the
country is still at war technically. Its
House Military Affaifa Committee who
termination has not been declared by
has been in fairly constant attendance
the President of the United States.
at its meetings-especially during its deNeither has its termination been deliberations of this bill-I feel that you
clared by the Congress of the United
must all agree that we should proceed
States. Several times since hostilities
with great caution and care.
ceased and several times since the United
In my opinion we will have gone far
Nations conference at San Francisco the
afield from the American way o.f life if
nations of the world have endeavored,
we act too qui.ckly on this bill.
Mr. Chairman, the old backbone of this through meetings, to bring peace upon
this earth. Up to this present hour,
great country of ours is beginning to
those attempts have very largely failed.
sag. The heavy weight of all countries
On the 29th of this month in Paris,
upon our spinal column is beginning to
compress our spinal cord to such an ex- France, the nations of the world will
convene again in the hope of making
tent that it soon will be completely.severed and paralysis wlll result, unless it some progress to achieve peace upon this
earth. If that conference had been held
Is supported by a good strong brace.
on the 29th of June instead of the 29th of
We possess that brace in the secret
of the atomic bomb and certainly for the July next and if that conference lilte all
other previous conferences had come to
time being we should not throw or give
the same conclusion and brought forth
it away.
very little if any progress toward peace,
Personally, I am of the opinion, that
would we be here this afternoon debating
since we have control of this secret bomb
whether or not we would share this most
that we should not be in a hurry to
destructive power with some other na•
share it with any other country or countions of the world? Some ideologies of
tries.
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government believe there is only one
force on this earth, and that is brute
force. The able gentleman from North
Carolina, [Mr. CooLEYl touched upon
this matter a few moments ago. I
heartily agree with him when he says
that peace treaties have not been written.
Peace treaties have not been agreed upon. .Their terms have not been arrived
at. They have not even come to sit
around a table to formulate any particular plan or program on the basis of which
peace might be obtained. The peace of
the world thus far has been vetoed. YGt,
here we are proposing to give to the world
the most destructive engine mankind has
ever created. What can we lose by recommitting this bill to the Committee on
Military Affairs and leaving the secrets
of the atomic bomb where they now are,
and that is the agency of our Government charged with the defense of our
Nation. Let us see what happens after
the conference in Paris on the 29th of
this month. Nothing can be lost but
much can be gained if we defer this matter until we know whether or not universal peace can be established upon this
earth. We have provided all the legislative machinery necessary for that high
purpose. Until that time comes, I believe, my colleagues, that we can serve
our country best by deferring action upon
this bill. Therefore, I am going to vote
to recommit this measure to the Committee on Military Affairs for further
study and consideration. I hope a motion to recommit w!ll be adopted.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
consideration of this amendment is a preview of what we are going to do on section 10, the patent section. This amendment offered by my distinguished colleague from Ohio [Mr. ELSTON] leaves
in the statement of policy the assurance
of common defense and security, and
then permits and encourages "dissemination of scientific and technical information relating to atomic energy."
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr. Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. I yield.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I have an
amendment at the desk to strike out subsection (bl, on page 31, which is entitled
"Dissemination."
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. There is no
amendment pending now to strike out
the provision for dissemination of scientific and technical information.
PROTECTION OF OUR PATENT SYSTEM

The provision that would be stricken
out by the present amendment is a provision for the dissemination of information with respect to the use of atomic
energy for industrial purposes. The most
important information about any industrial process or any industrial gadget
is, under our way of life, contained in
patents. It is provided by section 10, as
the bill is now written, that this Commission is to have a monopoly on all
former patentable information remotely
connected with atomic energy, and unless this present. section is stricken out,
the Commission is to have the right, subject to military requirements, to pass
out industrial information to all the
world that would otherwise. be subject
to patents.
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REAL ISSUE-DISARMAMENT
There is another reason why I think
this language should be stricken out.
This section provides for sharing information on industrial uses of atomic energy when the Congress declares by joint
resolution that effective and enforcible
international safeguards against the use
of such energy for destructive purposes
have been established. Thus we are asking international safeguards only against
2.tomic weapons, and saying nothing
about other weapons. There is not only
confusion in this HJJUse, but there is confusion at New Yo1'k in the United. Nations on this subject. We have,gotten
ourselves so fascinated and .horrified by
atomic energy that we are forgetting
about some of the other forms of destruction. We gain nothing for our own
security, or for world peace, when we
outlaw the one weapon in which we excel,
in order to enter an international armament race in all other forms of destruction. By the above language we would
bind ourselves to furnish the industrial
know-how to other nations for them to
use atomic energy in the manufacture
of other weapons, V-2 bombs, rockets,
after the atomic bomb itself has been
outlawed.
We should not forget that the most
destructive force, up to the present time,
including the atomic bomb, is mass armies. We have in Japan a unique case of
a nation that succumbed without invasio11, but you ask them in China or
Poland or Germany or Russia about mass
armies, and they will tell you they are
more destructive to life and property
than anything that has ever been invented. Up to date the Roman broadsword is the deadliest weapon ever invented, based upon actual records of
killed and wounded. Total conscription
is a comparatively new weapon in history and has been developed by Germany, Japan, and Russia to a superstate
of efficiency and destructiveness. Total
conscription, which drafts part of the
population for fighting and the rest for
labor in industry and agriculture, requires complete regimentation, complete
surrender of individual freedom. We do
not like it. We will not be good at it.
Are we going to outlaw the one weapon
in which we excel in. order to compete
with the rest of the world in the one
weapon in which we do not ex,cel and
do not want to excel?
The U. s. s. R. now has a population
of about 170,000,000 and the population
of the countries it has taken over since
1939 is, in Europe, 118,000,000 and in
Asia 130,000,000. Thus the Soviets have
a manpower pool of 418,000,000 people.
The birth rate in Soviet Russian is so high
compared with ours that in 1970, 24 years
from now, they will have approximately
100,000,000 more population than the
United States. In 9 years the Soviets
will have 36,900,000 men between the
ages of 15 and 34. If we eliminate all
other weapons, except conscripted mass
armies, what nation in the world will be
unquestionably the greatest m!litary
power?
Let me quote some sentences from the
Baruch report.
Let us not deceive ourselves: We must elect
world peace or world destruction,
THE

Only in the wlll of manlclnd lies the answer.
But before a country ls ready to relinquish
any winning weapons it must have more than
words to reassure It. It must have a guaranty
of safety not, only against the offenders in
the atomic area but against the illegal users
of other weapons--bacteriolog!cal, biological,
gas, perhaps, wlty not? against war Itself.
In the elimination of war lies our solution,
. for only then wlll nations cease to compete
with one another In the production and use
of dread secret weapons which are evaluated
solely by tl1elr capacity to kill. This devilish
program takes us back not 'merely to the
Darlc Ages but from cosmos to chaos.
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or the most baneful foes of republican government. · • • • Europe bas a set of primary Interests which to us have none, or a
very remote relation, Hence she must be
engaged in frequent controversies the causes
of which are essentially foreign to our concerns. Hence, therefore, it must be unwise
in us to implicate ourselves by artificial ties
in the oridinary vicissitudes of her politics,
or the ordinary combinations and colllsions
of her friendships or enmities • • •
Why forego the advantages of so peculiar a
situation? Why quit our own to stancl upon
foreign· ground? Why, by interweaving our
destiny with that of any part of Europe,
entangle our peace and prosperity in the tons
of European ambition, rivalship, Interest, or
caprice?

Yet in spite of these eloquent, penetrating words of wisdom in the Baruch
report, Mr. Baruch and our leaders in
the United Nations seem to be striving
Does the number of wars since 1800 to
the present day· hold out to suffering
solely for international outlawry of
mankind the prospect of an era of uniatomic warfare. We rhould face the
fact that only by total war against all versa! peace? Let us look at the record:
warfare can we secure peace for the
TIME-TABLE OF EUROPE'S wAns
· world and security for ourselves.
1801: The old German Empire breaks up,
I had hoped that some part of this bill
and all territory on the left bank of the
would be devoted to this subject. In- Rhine ls ceded to F1:ance.
·
·
· stea,l, I find that this bill keeps so far
1802: French aggressions in Holland, Italy,
and Switzerland.
away from it that I have been unal)!e to
1805: England declares war on· Spain.
devise an amendment on the subject that France fights Austria.
would be in order. I can only express
1606: Napoleon 'enters Berlin.
here the hope that our leaders will do
1807: Napoleon defeats Russia.
som'1thing on the international front
1808: Napoleon Invades Spain.
about total disarmament before they
1810: France annexes Holland, Turks
commit us on outlawing the atomic bomb
driven out of Balkans.
,
and sharing industrial uses of atomic
1812: War starts between United States·
·
and England.
energy, Adoption of the Elston amend· 1012: Napoleon declares wa1· on Russia.
ment would be at least a congressional
1814: France invaded from all sides. Na~
gesture In the right direction.
poleon to Elba, British seize ancl burn Wash..:
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
lngton..
gentleman from Ohio has expired.
1815: Napoleon leaves Elba, ls defeated by
The Chair .recognizes the gentleman
British and Germans at Waterloo, then sent
from New York, [Mr. REED],
to St. Helena for life,
1816: Holland annexes Belgium.
Mr. REED Of New York. Mr. Chair1817: British wars in India.
man, the problem of the atomic bomb
1822: Greeks and Turks at war. Civil war
ought to be decided in the light of hisin Spain.
tory. We all want peace, pray for peace,
1823: French army enters Spain,
yet there is no peace. What does history
1824: British battle for Burma.
disclose? J. Novicow, vice w-esident of
1825: Russia wars on Turkey.
the International Institute of Sociology,
1826: Russia invades Persia.
1827: Turks driven from Greece.
points out that: "From the year 1496
1828: Russia overruns Rumania.
B. C. to A. D. 1861, in 3,358 years, there
1829: England and Austria intervene
were 227 years of peace and 3,130 years
against Russia.
of war, or 13 years of war to every year of
1830: Revolution in Poland and France.
peace. Within the last three centuries," Belgium revolts from Holland.
so the author reminds us, "there have
1831: Prussia and Austria aid Russia
been 286 wars in Europe." Even more
against Poland.
significant, now that peace negotiations
1832: Egypt revolts against Turlcey.
are being conducted, Mr. Valbert says:
1838: French bombard Mexican ports,
Debt ool!ection, old style.
"From the year 1500 B. C. to A. D. 1860
1839: Britain wars on China.
more than 8,000 treaties of peace meant
1846: War between United States and
to remain in force forever were concludMexlgo,
ed. The average time they remained in
1848: Schleswig-Holstein fights Danish
force Is 2 years."
annexation.
I know that a person is guilty of Iese
1849: Danish-Russian war.
majesty to quote George Washington in
1850: Britain blockades Greece. Prussia
and Austria war.
these days of so-called brotherly love,
1854: France and England war against
the good neighbor era, the share-theRussia.
wealth program, the share-the-raw- . - 1856: British war1 on China and Persia.
material and share-the-atomic-bomb1861: Civil War in United States. Britsecrets in the new warless age of interlsh blockade runners supply South.
national affection and good will. George
1864: Germans defeat Danes.
Washington uttered these prophetic
1866: War between several German states.
words with full knowledge of the bloody Austria wars 011 Italy.
1868: Britain invades Abyssinia. Spana nd almost constant wars throughout the
ish revolution.
world prior to A. D. 1790. I quote from
1870: Franco-German Wai'.
Washington's Farewell Address of Sep·1871: Alsace-Lorraine goes to Germany,
tember 17, 1796, as follows:
Back to France In 1918 and back to Germany
Against the insidious w!les of foreign In- in 1940.
fiuence, I conjure you to believe me, fellow
1874: Spanish clv!l war.
citizens, the jealousy of a free people ought
1876: Balkan wars.
to be constantly awake, since history and
1877: Civ!l war in Japan. Russia wars on
experience prove that_ ftlreign Influence is o~e
Turks,
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1879:
1880:
1881:
1882:
1884:
1885:
1887:
sinia.
1894:
1895:
1898:
1899:
1900:
returns
1904:
1910:
1012:

British war on Zulus.
Boers and British battle,
France wars on Tunis.
Britain wars on Egypt.
Japan wars on Korea.
Russia wars on Afghanistan.
Balkan wars. Italy wars on Abys-

Japan wars on China.
Belgium seizes Congo state.
Spanish-American War,
Britain wars on Boers.
Boxer War in China, United States
Boxer indemnities.
Russian-Japanese War.
Japan tr.kes Korea.
Balkan wars.
1914-1918: Russia, France, Britain, Italy,
United States, Japan, Rumania, Serbia, Belgium, Greece, Portugal and Montenegro, 12
nations, battle Germany, Austria-Hungary,
Turlrny and Bulgaria.
1917-1918: The United States of America
participated In the World War.
1920 to 1930: A breathing spell and period
of disarmament conferences, which obviously
disarmed no nation except the United States.
European and Asiatic powers destroy League
of Nations !deal.
1931: Japan seizes Mancliukuo.
1932-33: Europe repudiates all World War
debts to United States ($12,000,000,000),
1934: Italy takes Abyssinia,
· 1937: Japan develops an "Incident" in ·
China.
1938-1939: Germany takes Austria, Czecho•
slovakia and Poland. Russia Invades Poland.
France and England declare war on Germany.
1940: Russia takes part of Finland. Germany seizes Denmark and defeats Norway,
Holland, Belgium and France. Italy joins
war against England.
1941: Germany and England at war. Russia, Italy, Rumanla and Japan, against Germany in 1914, like the figures of . the year,
have reversed their positions and are with
her In 1941. Bulgaria, Turkey, Greece, and
Jugoslavla Involved In conflagration. Starvatlbn general throughout all Europe.
1941 to VJ-day: United States stlll at war.

The acrimonious battle of words now
going on between the peace delegates of
the respective nations still technically at
war is no time to share military secrets
with totalitarian or other foreign nations. The fewer persons in possession
of the secret of this instrumentality of
wholesale human slaughter, the safer
mankind will be until a better understanding between nations has been attained.
I regard this legislation as premature,
unwise, and not in keeping with our
national safety.
[From the Washington Evening Star of July
19, 1946]
THE GREAT GAME OF POLITICS

(By Frank R. Kent)
BULLITT'S BOOK DEFLATES OPTIMISM OF SOVIET
COLLABORATION FOR PEACE

In a recent summary of William C. Bul!1tt•s
just-published book, The Great Globe Itself,
a farewor<i. says that "unquestionably It will
become a major topic of discussion."· To
even a casual reader this will appear an
understatement.
If the considerable number of extremely
artlcula te persons in this country who Insist
that sympathetic understanding and friend•
ship with Russia is the only means by which
we can promote peace In the world and lnterna tional cooperation become a reallty do
more than discuss Mr. Bullltt's book, It will,
indeed, be remarkable. For as trenchant,
documented, and convincing an lndlc.tment
XCII--597
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of the Russian leaders, their methods, and
"The most legltlmate use of force on
their purposes has not before been made.
earth," says Mr. Bullltt, ''ls to gain time to
Great weight ls given the Bullitt charges,
permit the growth of moral ideas. It wl!l
first, because they·come from·a man who not .take some tinie for moral Ideas to grow in
only knows well modern Russia and the men
the Soviet Union. There Is no way to prewho run that country, but who ls a student
vent It from conquering non-Communist
of Russian history and an admirer of the
states during that time except the harcl way
Russian '!)eople; second, because the author
of keeping it constantly confronted by superior force."
was the first American Ambasaador to RusIt ls interesting that the series of articles
sia after our long delayed recognl tlon in 1934.
recently appearing in the New York Times
He went to Moscow openly friendly to the
by Brooks Atkinson, just returned after a
Soviet experiment, ·
year as Times correspondent In Moscow, fully
Disillusioned in Russia
sustains Mr. Bullltt's view that friendship
His dls!lluslonment came whlle he was
with Russia Is impossible and that for us to
there-the result of close personal con tact
hope for mutual, sympathetic understanding
with the operations of the Rurnian system
Is to delude ourselves. It ls also interesting
and personal experience with the Russian
that the appearance nf the Bullltt book coin·
rulers. It has been greatly· Increased by
cldes with th . recent attack by Attorney
· their ruthless and aggressive pollcles-ln
General Clark on Communists in this coun•
try and his reference to a vicious plot to declear violation of the Atlantic Charter, which
stroy our Government. For these remarlrn,
Stalin lndorsed-followlng the end of the
the lawyers' guild-which has a heavy Com•
war and by their general course In every
munlst
flavor-passed denunclatory resoluinternational gathering from the Yalta Contions condemning Mr. Clark as a Red baiter.
ference on clown to the recent meeting in
Paris. The chronology of the acts and attiThe .CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
tude here presented seem an unassailable
from South Dakota [Mr. CASE] is recog•
basis for Mr. Bullltt's views.
nized for 4 minutes.
In effect, he charges that the period after
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
a war for the Soviet Government ls ncit a
Chairman, I offer an amendment:
period to make peace but to prepare for war;
The Clerk read as follows:
that the primary, compelling, and unchangeAmendment offered by Mr. CASE of South
able motive of the government Is the spread
of communism throughout the world; that It
Dakota:
On page 30, line 18, strike out "should"
conceives Its own safety Is involved in this
and insert "may."
as It Is convinced that Russian communism
In l!ne 18 strike out "as soon as" and Insert
cannot survive for long by the side of the
"only after .
capitalistic countries: that it Is unalterably
hostile to foreigners; that It signs treaties
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr. Chair·
and makes agreements not with any Idea of
man-lceeplng them but only because they appear
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, wlll the
expedient at the time; that Stalin grossly
deceived Mr. Roosevelt when he pledged himgentleman yield?
self not to promote communism In this counMr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield to
try; that the Soviet word Is not good, that
the gentleman from Kentucky.
the Russian rulers regard everything, IncludMr. MAY. Is the gentleman's amending fraud, deceit, and murder as justifiable
ment offered as a substitute for or a
to perpetuate their own power and promote
modification of the pending amendment?
the Communist purpose.
Mr. · CASE of South Dakota. My
Warfare always
amendment is offered as a perfecting
"In the eyes of the Soviet Goverment,"
amendment to the language in the bill.
writes Mr. - Bullitt, "the soviet Union Is
Mr. Chairman, I think I share with every
always engaged In warfare, open or concealed,
Member of the House the feeling that
with the non-Communist states of the world,
once in a while we get sort of punch·
.And where It embraces In friendship a non•
drunk on words and it becomes difficult
Communist government, it is always with the
and
perhaps wearying to try to follow the
ultimate Intention of driving a dagger in Its
technical language of a bill. Ii,;;verthe·
back. That Is why Stalin Is unappeasable.
less, we try. And I shall try to be brief
That ls why Mr. Roosevelt's 'great design' was
foredoomed to failure. That Is why, for our
and direct in my remarks.
own self-preservation, we must face the fact
The gentleman from Ohio [Mr.
that Stalin, like Hitler, will not stop but can
ELSTON] is to be congratulated for havonly be stopped."
·
ing drawn attention to the importance of
These are terrific charges-particularly at
this section on the control of informathis stage when such great-though appar•
tion; but I would raise a question as to
ently futile-efforts are being made to get
whether or not the entire elimination of
Russia to cooperate wholeheartedly In the
this paragraph may not have the reverse
cause of peace and In the complete control
effect of that intended. If this paragraph
of atomic energy,. Certainly, it Is true that
be lifted from the b!ll just what restricfar greater progress toward these goals would
have been made In the past year but for the
tion remains in the b!ll to restrain the
obstructions offered by the Soviet representCommission from doing the very thing
atives. Mr. Bullitt Is neither an lrrespon•
he 'fears?·
sible nor a reckless man. He presents facts
The chairman of 'the committee, the
to mpport his contentions. He is a de•
gentleman from Kentucky [Mr. MAYl,
tached man without a grievance and no
and the gentleman from Louisiana [Mr.
cause to serve other than the truth. Such
BROOKS] have said in defense of keeping
a book by such a man cannot easily be passed
this subparagraph of the bill that it
over.
would permit the Commission to exSuperior force necessai·y
change this Information 011 a· reciprocal
Undoubtedly, he wlll be denounced by
basis "only after" Congress passes a joint
those who resent any re!lectlon on the honor · resolution, but actually that is not what
and purity of the Russian leaders. Never•
the language in the blll says, The lantheless, the book ls well calculated to inguage in the blll is a directive and not a
crease the number of those who believe as
limitation. The language In the bill says
Mr. Bul!ltt believes, that the only way to
that as soon as Congress passes a joint
deal with the Soviet rulers ts by confronting
resolution the Commission "should"
them with superior force,
11
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share this information. rn other words,
it gives an affirmative directive to the
Commission. If it be intended that this
be a safeguard and that this information
may be :;:hared with other nations on a
reciprocal. basis only after Congress has
passed a joint resolution, then the language in the bill should clearly ·say that.
That is what my amendment proposes to
do by striking out the word "should" in
li.ne 18, and inserting in lieu thereof the
word "may'', ancl striking out the words
"as soon as'' in line 19, and inserting in
lieu thereof "only ·after". The language
then becomes a limitation upon the Commission rather than a directive.
Mr. VORYS of Ohio. Mr. Chairman,
wUI the gentleman yield?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield.
:rvrr. VORYS of Ohio. Is It not true
that the gentleman's amendment if
adopted would still leave in this bill an
advance promise of Congress to have this
Commission furnish industrial information much of which up to now has been
contained in patents?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. No; I
think that Is not quite true, because with
this section out of the bill you would
have no restriction on the Commission,
and it could release the industrial information at any time. To express the intent Members have voiced, a restriction
should be clearly written in the bill saying that the Commission may dispense
this information only after Congress, by
a joint resolution, has said that adequate
safeguards have been established, and
the joint resolution has been signed by
the President.
I hope my amendment will be adopted.
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. Mr.
Chairman, wlll the gentleman from
South Dakota yield?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield.
Mrs. ROGERS of Massachusetts. It Is
true, is it not, that the President did not
share this secret with Russia dw·ing the
war?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I do not
know.
Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentleman yield?
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I yield.
Mr. McDONOUGH. Does the gentleman mean only after Congress declares
by joint resolution that adequate and
enforceable International safeguards
have been put into effect, or only after
the Congress by joint resolution declares
that the war is over? There are two considerations ·there. These international
safeguards could be declared before the
period of the war has ceased.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Well, that
would depend on Congress. Congress
would have to use Its own judgment as to
whether effective international safeguards had been established. I doubt
that the Congress would find that proper
international safeguards had been established unless the war had been declared at an end.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from South Dakota has expired.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman
from Wisconsin' [Mr. BIEMILLER].

Mr: BIEMILLER. Mr. Chairman,
there have been times In this debate that
I have been wondering if we were discussing s. 1717 or if there has been some
substitute bill introduced here which has
not been made.available to all the Members. I have heard Members on this floor
spealc constantly about a bill that is
going to immediately share the secrets
of the atomic bomb with other nations:
I have thoroughly read this bill a good
many times, I have read the report of
the Senate, I have read the report of
the House committee and I can find absolutely nothing in the bill or in the reports about the immediate sharing of the
present technological secrets of the
atomic bomb with other nations. I think
we ought to recognize that fact and not
be discussing extraneous issues at this
stage of the game.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
Chairman, wm the gentleman yield?
Mr. BIEMILLER. I yield to the gentleman from South Dakota.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Will the
gentleman read the paragraph under
consideration for that certainly uses the
words "shall be shared."
Mr. BIEMILLER. Yes, but the bill
further reads "As soon as the Congress
declares by joint resolution that effective
and enforceable international safeguards
against the use of such energy for destructive purposes has been established.!'
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. That is a
directive that as soon as that is done it
should be shared. The amendment
which I have offered simply said that it
is only after those safeguards have been
created that the Congress might do that.
Mr. BIEMILLER. I think that is
quibbling over language. Furthermore,
that section, as the gentleman from
South Dakota well knows, refers only to
tlie use of atomic energy for indust1'ial
purposes. It says absolutely nothing
about sharing the technological processes
of the atomic bomb.
Why are we trying to confuse the issue
here? Actually, if we are going to follow
the policy that some Members of this
House have been suggesting, what we
will do is put an effective stop to further
experimentation on the part of American scientists. You have been told repeatedly on this floor, and I know 'it is
correct, that almost all of the scientists
who were working for the Manhattan
district have left that project. There
is no real experimentation going on there
today. The Army as such did not do the
experimenting during the war. All of the
technological processes that resulted in
the atomic bomb we.ce. done by civilian
scientists and directed by civilian scientists.
Why should we take this great chance
you are asking us to take? The Manhattan project will not result in any further
experimentation. Secretary Patterson
has asked that the Army be relieved of
this responsibility. The establishment of
an Atomic Energy Commission in the
form proposed by the McMahon bill when
it left the Senate will give us a chance to
perfect our knowledge of atomic energy,
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
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Mr. BIEMILLER. I yield to the gentleman from Texas.
Mr. LANHAM. If section 11 should be
stricken from the bill or remain in the
bill as It is, unless my amendment to that
section is adopted, would not this provision in the bill give the Commission
the right. to transfer patent rights · in
America without any registration or authorization of them in foreign countric.,s
to foreign countries?
Mr. BIEMILLER. On the contrary,
what I am afraid of is that if the amendment of the gentleman from Texas is
adopted what we will do is make available the secrets of the atomic bomb.
The gentleman's amendment would permit private individuals to patent atomic
weapons. All such patents must carry r.
full description which would be available
to the public. Any smart secretary or
technician would then have all the information he would need. I hope we
can ·discuss that at more length when
that particular amendment is before us.
Mr. LANHAM. They can under this
provision in the bill certainly transfer
our patent rights at will.
Mr. BIEMILLER. While I do not
share the gentleman's point of view I
ain sure he woUld not claim that the bill
would make the bomb processes public.
The point I want to make specifically is
that there is nothing In this bill as it
now stands which if passed will result
tomorrow morning in making the secrets
of the atomic bomb available to any othei'
nation on the face of this earth; yet that
is the charge that speaker after speaker
has .thrown on this floor, the most recent being the. gentleman from Michigan
[Mr. DoNDERoJ. There is nothing in the
bill of that kind. The bill is purely an
effort to systematize in an intelligent
manner further research in this country
into the problem of atomic energy.
That research is badly needed. If this
bill is recommitted we will not have it.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from North Carolina
[Mr. FOLGER].
Mr. FOLGER. Mr. Chairman, I was
about to become so impatient as to decide that if this part of the bill were eliminated, I would not vote for the bill at
all. It is unthinkable to me that we In
this country, who have the atomic energy
secret so far as the manufacture of bombs
is concerned, should become so isolated
in our disposition and spirit as to be
afraid to allow other countries of the
world to take such portion of this developed energy as might be used for industrial purposes only.
I think it would be a great mistake to
hold ourselves as possessing any such attitude toward the world as to be unwilling
to share the industrial part· of this discovery with other nations of the world.
It should be the policy of the Commission
to control the dissemination of restricted
data; in such a manner as to assure the
common defense and security. That
means we can hope, I suppose, that it
will allay the suspicion or the expectation of anyone that by permitting this
dissemination of knowledge as to industrial purposes we might let out something
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that would be capable of baing used for ments of the Senate to the bill (H, R.
4590) entitled "An act to authorize the
the destruction of mankind.
The gentleman from South Dakota, I use by industry of silver held or owned
think, is in error in undertaking to sub- , by the United States."
stitute the word "may" for "should." USE BY INDUSTRY OF SILVER HELD OR
This is no more than a declaration of
OWNED BY THE UNITED.STATES
policy, "consistent with such policy" that
Mr. SPENCE submitted the following
is, the security of the United States, "the
Commission shall be guided by the fol- conference report and statement on the
lowing principles." It does not say they bill (H. R. 4590) to authorlze the use by
industry of silver held or owned by the
shall do it or they shall not do it.
Then they say they will be guided United States:
generally by the following principles:
CONFERENCE REPORT
"That information with respect to the
The committee of conference on the disuse of atomic energy for industrial purposes should be" not may be, not will be, agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill (H. R.
but should be "shared with other na- 4590)
to authorize the use by industry of
tions."
silver held or owned by the United States,
That means that it is an exemplifica- having met, after full and free conference,
tion of a spirit of worldwide under- have agreed to recommend and do recomstanding and willingness to help to con- mend to their respective _Houses as follows:
tribute to the welfare of other people in · That the House recede from its disagreethis world in order that we may lay the ment to the amendments of the Senate numfoundation of a permanent peace, and bered l and 4, and the amendment of the
Senate to the title of the bill, and agree to
not rest our security altogether on arm- the
same.
ament or atomic bombs for the destrucAmendment numbered 2: That the House
tion of human lives.
recede from !ts disagreement to the amendMr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I move that ment of the Senate numbered 2, and agree to
the Committee do now rise.
the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and by the Senate amendment insert the followthe Speaker havini:; resumed the chair, ing: "90.5"; and the Senate agree to the
Mr. JOHN J. DELANEY, Chairman of the same.
Amendment numbered 3: That the House
Committee of the Whole House on the recede
from its disagreement to the amendState of the Union, reported that that ment of the Senate numbered 3, and agree to
Committee, having had under considera- the same with an amendment as follows:
tion the bill CS. 1717) for. the develop- In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
ment and control of atomic energy, had by the Senate amendment Insert the following:": Provided further, That hereafter each
come to no resolution thereon.
:FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE SENATL!

A further message from the Senate, by
Mr. Koerber, its assistant enrolling clerk,
announced that the Senate had passed
without amendment a bill of the House
of the following title:
H. R. 7052. An act to amend the Internal
Revenue Code, and for other purposes,

The message also announced that the
Senate had passed, with an amendment
in which the concurrence of the House
is requested, a bill of the House of the
following title:
H. R. 6983. An act conferring jurisdiction
upon the Court of Claims to hear, examine,
adjudicate, and render judgment in any and
all claims which the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes of Indians of the Flathead
Reservation in Montana, or any tribe or band
thereof, may have against the United States,
and for, other purposes.

The message also announced that the
Senate disagrees to the amendments of
the House to the bill (S. 1236) entitled
"An act to amend the Mineral Leasing
Act of February 25, 1920, as amended, in
order to promote the development of oil
and gas on the public domain, and for
other purposes; requests a conference
with the House on the disagreeing votes
of the two Houses thereon, and appoints
Mr. O'MAHONEY, Mr. WAGNER, Mr. MUR•
RAY, Mr. GURNEY, and Mr. ROBERTSON to

be the conferees on the part of the Sen•
ate.
The message also announced that the
Senate agrees to the repart Of the committee of conference on the disagreeinfl
votes of the two Houses on the amend•

United States coinage mint shall receive for
coinage sllver mined after July 1, 1946, from
natural deposits !n the United States or any
place subject to the jurisdiction thereof, as
provided in the Act of July 6, 1939 (Public
Law 165, Seventy-sixth Congress), and tendered to such mint within one year after the
month in which the ore from which it 1s
derived was mined, except that the seigniorage to be deducted shall be 30 per centum
instead of 45 per centum as provided in section 4 (b) of said Act"; and the Senate
agree ta the same.
BRENT SPENCE,
PAUL BROWN,
\"{RIGHT PATMAN,
JESSE P, WOLCOTT,
Managers on the Part of the House.
ROBERT F. WAGNER,
ALBEN W, BARKLEY,
ABE MURDOCK,
R. A. TAFT,
E. D. MILLIKIN,
Managers on the Part of the Senate.

STATEMENT
The managers on the part of the House at
the conference on the disagreeing votes ot
the two Houses on the amendments of the
St:nate to the b111 (H. R. 4590) to authorize
the use by industry of silver held or owned
by the United States, submit the following
statement in explanation of the effect of the
aci;ion agreed upon by the conferees anr.l
recommended in the accompanying coni~rence report:
Amendment No, 11 Tbls is a technical
ame!ldment inserting the word "bereafterll
and is related to amendment No, 4 which
&lt.tnlnates the proV.ision for e,n expiration
date contained In the House bl!!, The House
recedes.

Amendment No, 111 ll'h1s amendmen~
changed the l'.n!ninlUil'l. price ai; which 'I'reMJo
'111'1 ,mvel' may be 1101d under the bill tro~
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the 71.11 cents per ounce provided in the
House bill to 90.3 cents per ounce. 'II1e
House recedes with an amendment mal,lng
the figure 90.5 cents per ounce. 'I'his change
in the Senate figure ls a technical change ·
to make the figure conform with the policy
agreed upon In connection with amendment
No. 3.
Amendment No. 3: This amendment added
a provision. to the effect that in the case of
a!lver mined after July 1, 1946; from natural
deposits in the United States or any place
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, and received by any United States coinage mint
for coinage under the act of July 6, 1939
(Public Law 165, 79th Cong.), the seigniorage
to be deducted under section 4 of said act
shall be 30 percent Instead of 45 percent as
provide« in such section 4. The House recedes with an amendment which restricts
the application of this provision so that it
wlll not apply unless the silver in question
is tendered to the mint within one year
after the month in which the ore from which
the silver is derived was mined.
Amendment No. 4: This amendment struck
out section 2 of the House bill, which provided that the act should expire two years
after the date of its enactment. The House
recedes.
The House recedes from !ts' disagreement
to the amendment of the Senate to the title
of the bill.
BRENT SPENCE,
PAUL BROWN,
WRIGHT PATMAN,
JESSE P, WOLCO'IT,
Managers on the Part of the Hous~.

Mr. SPENCE. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent for the immediate
consideration of the conference report
on the bill (H. R. 4590) to authorize the
use by industry of silver held or owned
by the United States.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?
There was no objection.
Mr. SPENCE. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that the statement
be read in lieu of the report.
The SPEAKER. Is their objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the statement.
The conference report was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table,
AMENDMENT OF FEDERAL CREDIT
UNION ACT

Mr. SPENCE. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent to take from the
Speaker's table the bill (H. R. 6372) to
amend the Federal Credit Union Act,
with a Senate amendment thereto, and
concur in the Senate amendment.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The Clerk read the Senate amendment, as follows:
:Page 3, after line 20, Insert:
"SEC, 8. Subsection (b) of section 16 ot
such Act is amended to read as follows:
"'(b) (1) The Governor may suspend or
revoke the charter of any Federal credit
Union, or place the same In Involuntary llqu!'1.a.tion and appoint a liquidating agent therefor, upon his finding that the organization ls
bankrupt or insolvent or has violated any
provisions of Its charter, Its bylaws, or of this
bhanter, or of any regulations issued there\me!er,
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~~,~-~.r·~:,~·:},,- :·~·;.~::·>~-- ·(, :, ·. ,' .. ·.':.; ;>~ .;,;· ',--;·;~-::-:,·,::-~;..~~~~~-~ ,.,,,,. "' r ',;-~~,.,> ·:\ffij
Governor, throµgh sucli:.personsi·, ;beeri;)nade· ,and·:that'llqutdation .has·, ~en··1 through this organization that the War
. slgnate, may examine atiy Fed~'c' /'completed/as provided heieln,;the Governor. Department has thus created that this
' 'ionA1{ voluntary· itqutdatlon './sliall,ca'ncel .the charter.of such Federall:cre~~ ··
'if.
}~.' fuid,lng, that! tmch. v,olut?,tary }(Wcunlon:: Provided, ·Tllat ,th,e .. corpora:te,·.ex~, i tremendous weapon with all of its power
a:
'not'being :conducted in ·an,or- ·'\,lstence of the.Federal credit union shall .con- J has been fully developed.
Mr. Chairman, I do not blame the
or:efflcient nianner,or·Jn.the best .in,, .:- .. t1nue,ior a period of s·years•from the.date of '/
ot, tts,m:emliers,. may .. terminate, su·cli .' ·,fsuch,cancellatton of.its charter, during which House for being in confusion. Over a
iaij liquidatloii',and place·such.'organl~ / ';period the)lq1,1ldatlng agent, or his. duly ii.p- period of 3 days we have been discussing
. itn:;. t'nvoluntr.ry · liquidation·: and· ap~ c:,,,:poi'nted, successor;.,or: such ·persons· as. the
this bill. Already several amendments
tli "utd!l,tlng)igerit,:therefor.· ';. '< ;.... 'i<(:Gover~or. shall desl~ate, may act on b.ehalf have been offered and agreed to. There
c,h,, liquidating .agent. shall,. have,,;t;ot .the,.Fed~ral:.~redJ,t..:u,nto~ for the purpose.
...•~rl~y; ;fl]lb-j~!)t,.to 1th!)·,cop..~r.ol_1: .'<?!'.\payi~g,; J!atlsfytng, \and· discharging ,any . seems to be a complete misunderstandll\iOf ·.th.e•Go.verp,or'. and :under,><i{exlstlng UaJ)llltlf/S Rr,.pbllgatlons, collecting .. ing on the part of many of us as to how
:~·:regulatlons:ss,·the ..<l,ciyEimor,i-.,; ang·dlstributing its assets; and.doing,all other 1 far-reaching the provisions of this bill
e;"(i),:to rElceive:and ,take posses~r..:··acJ~ required to.adJust·and wind up ltsbusi-. are, and we should go slowly.
. ;bcioks/'records, 'assets, and ·.prop-7 :Lness: and affairs, az:id It may. sue and. be: sued.
Let me read briefly a report placed in
;of'eyery;descrlptlon ot·the Federal'credit,,,.\!,n Its ·corpor.ate. name.,
.
.
the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD yesterday by
niln';liq~datlon,·,to:.sell, .. enforce callee- t,,,; ...",'.(b)' After. the·exp!ratlon of 5 years,from. the gentleman from Ohio [Mr. BENDER].
;:aiid)J,.iqu.tdat.e all, su.ch assets.: and:t.r'.tli,e date of can.cells.ti on. of, th.e, charter ·of
It is an article given to the press by Mr .
. · ClOmpound all, bad ..·or :.doubtful?·<:.Federal credit .union the ,Governor may, in
.(to·:s,ie.. Ip.: hl,s O\Ylli?J,all:le<or 1ri, theLff,his,idiscre~ion·, destroy.any, 0~ a,11 books ;and;' Paul Bellamy, editor of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer, who was one of those ed,El'll'e<;l,el'.S,l;cred1t:un1onJn: llqu~da·.:;.!J;r!lco,rds o.r. such,F'e.derf!I ·.cr~dlt u111on•. tn·;.hls
:detllnd,.. such. actlons,•as;. may. ·.be.:···,p,ossesslori or u11der:hls con~rol.',"·
itors of American papers who visited
aga.lnst>·ll~m· as -llqulda~ing· agen.t:or J',...,,: ,, . ,. ·
... . .
,
.
Europe at the request of the War De'.the: F_edera,1 ·credlt.,11i;iton; .. (1l),:to re.~,,: t .· The. SPE,i\KER•. Is there objection to
;:;'eX8Jl,l1ne, .and, ,p_ass,:upqn .. all ·.clnims,· ..,. ~he;request of the gentleman fr<?m Ken- 1l partment to make a first-hand, on-thejob inspection of what is going on there.
t.:the •FederaVcredlt ·: union ln·liquida- ,.:'.1;ucky?
He said:
mc1uc1~ ~~atni!l:ot,meipt>e_i:s on sliares:;":, · .,.,Ther~· ,was no ·objection.
I have just returned from a trip to hell.
to .mak~.;.e;Ilstrlbutlon .and ,payment t.o·,,.:,,>.The Senate amendment was agreed to .
.. ..... , rs,.?Jild me.mbers as the!, inte~ests.111ay ,,·"' .: A:·moticin to reconsider was laid·. on Would that I had the tongue of men and of
,,,appear; .andjiv) ..to execute s~'<h. documet1ts;,. · · ... 'bl .... , ·v
. .
·.
··· " , ..
angels to describe what I saw.
'ftl'icHia~era•a,nct.~o d¢>,'!11chto~he(ac~s;·and'!"~the.ta e . - - - - - · ~ • '"
Dante should return and rewrite his de1}:t.fliµgs·;,;whlcl?,,he~m·ay,·deem liecessary•pr,d~~,1· DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC
scription of tlle inferno.
~;'!~le to..d~l,J.arge !:).ls dutles.he;:euncier.. · :· .·.,
ENERGY
By hell I mean postwar Germany and gen~l)i'.;!}(4) '. SubJect;to .;he C!)IJ:trol · and,:.supervt~ :.I
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I move eral concl1tions In central Europe.
/.'eton,:of, ,the':Governor·.and'under . suc,h rules·J
· ,regutatlbns. as :the Governor. may ·pre- .' that the House resolve itself into the
Then he went on to speak about the
.,,:the',119utc1at1ng·,agent. or:,·a .Federal,] Committee of the Whole House on the Russians not cooperating. He said:
It. uliion· 1n involunta.ry.,!lquidatlon· shall• 1 State of the Union for the further conI believe the Russian problem is para'...Ul$8 'nottce -to: be; given "to credltors "and i sideration of the bill (S. 1717) for the de- mount
in Europe. Everywhere one turns he
bers,to'.presei:iti:the~:c1a1ms ,ani:\ 'make! velopment and control of atomic energy. finds that
our commanding officers In the
. . l'Qof·.tli'tmiof;-''·j/hl~h; nc:itice:shall:,be.''
various zones, regions, and even county and
The motion was agreed to.
i,ct·once"a .week .In each .of tliree:.suc~ ~
Accordingly the House resolved itself municipal governments, have to keep an eye
\?ll.'.''l\'.eeks:tn a. IleWspap.ir Of general. Cir~ .1
on the Russians. Everything we do has to
tion tn:each' county In :which, the. Federal,.i into the Committee of the Whole House be
measured a little bit by its effect on the
lt:~union' Ix( llquldation:;matn.tal.ned,,,an l on the State of the Union for the further
ever-present Russian influence in Europe.
offlce':or, brancli,.for the. transaction ...of. bus!-·] consideration of the bill S. 1717, with Mr.
And the Russians are not cooperating, not a
:i;ie!\l!;:~21,:tM date ·tt. ceas~ ·unr~str1cte~ op.er:;1 JOHN J. DELANEY in the chair.
single whit, with the other occupying powers
s :c'Provided; .That .. :whenever, the ,aggre-.:,
in
Germany. They are running their own
The
Clerk
read
the
title
of
the
bill.
book value,cif the assets"and property of;
show blithely and confidently and sometimes
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog.
'credit: union •1ri"1nvoluntary ,llqui-j
''les1i'.,tllan $1,000\ ,u)1iess, the G,ov1irJ nizes the gentleman from Massachusetts in an openly insulting manner.
Ctiii'd that·'lts ocioks ,and'.:recorcls:do: [Mr. BATES].
Mr. Chairman, they are not cooperat". 0 ..
"in.:a..true 'anilaccurate record,of.'its'l
Mr. BATES of Massachusetts.
Mr.
ing in any other part of the world. They
')1e,:b,tii.~1e~;·he "shall declare. s11c:li:l"edera.fcred-1 Chairman, I rise in support of the
are operating behind the iron door in
1t;-gnloh,'.ln <liquidation to .be ,a ·".no pu~\!ca-·;
tlOil"~liq~datlon, · and p11bUcatlon: of .. 11:otfoe1 amendment offered by the gentleman Central Europe where no one is permitted to visit the area under their contors•.and. members 'shall' not: be. re~l from Ohio [Mr. ELSTON].
trol. They are operating secretly and
As I stated yesterday on the floor of
".sucli 'case;. (1,1) fro.in'tl.~ei ~ #nie;;
atable•dtvlliend oii,call .sucli claims1 the House, under the conditions existing conniving in Korea. We know the diffiavefbeen proved. to' lils,satlsfaction1 throughout the· world today things are
culty that is existing in the Manchuria
'd .in. a ·court'of ·coihpetent Jur!s~'i
uncertain to permit the changing of . area, where there is no cooperation and
,:and;• after the 'assets,.pt, sucb:O'.orga:nl;;i too
n,11a:ve been 11qutdated,.•shan make::tur~·, the present status and control of the no mutual understanding and where civil
:liivideiidfl .on all,clalnis previously, proved: administration of the atomic bomb and war continues between the Chinese Na'cijudtcatei:I; .and. the ~lquidat~bg .~ge1:1:tl everything connected with nuclear tionalist troops and the Chinese Commuaccept'in:lleu of a formaFproof·of'.clatml energy. I think we ought to give the
nists who are aided and supported by
.elialf ,of('.any: ·creditor,;. 6~' :memlieri'.tl),e1 United Nations an opportunity to hold the Russians.
'Xllerit of.Ji.ny :amOUJ?,t -.du.e.: to.'sucll.:.cr.e..!llto.lij their peace parley the latter part of this
There should be no haste in chang· ber., as· shown on ·the '.boolcs, and., rec;.
J:t.fle''C:;-et11t, unn)n: J•r§viaejg:,.Tli~t, aw month and see if we cannot. find some ing the ·status of control of the atom
bomb or nuclear energy while the world
no1;;:flled,1before ..payµi!)nt· Qf:,the'.,ftilatj way by which we can establish a basis for
l!.;s~ll·.b1i)barred and,·.~al,!lls ~ej~ctedj• a permanent peace in the world. Surely is still in an upheaval. No one can definitely forecast whether there will be furwed:':by.:thll:llquldatl!).g•agent,shall. with the unsettled conditions existing
·:::barred '..unless·' sult''.pe':irist~tutedi today, this is no time for us to dissemther trouble ahead or whether the states'ereon·'wtthln 3: months. afteri notice, of, re~l inate information of any kind on the
men of the world will finally see the light,
'i!ctlon';o'Fdlsallov,ance; (111):, µf." a;'~'no 'pµb11::,: atomic front or nuclear energy. In toand find some way to establish perma• t16n).•.:1, }iquldatlon, ',d,eterm1ne .'. rrci,ri;i: ·'.~!l! day's paper we read of the War De- nent and lasting peace.
available'ti>, lilm, and"\vithlii'the:,llm~.
The War Department and the scien. . a'ple'::f'iinds :o( tll.e ,.F.!)dtira~;,cred,lt partment firing five physicists from the
.l:.li!ll9Uri~ d:ue.;1~0;,'.C.!~\~g/:'li);,.!i~d: Aberdeen Proving Ground, where they tists of the country are working very
were employed in very responsible posi" ir:i1fter 60 days shall liave. elapsed
closely together in fwther research on
ate:'of' his' appotntment,':'sifoli dls'i tions, it is said that they were discharged atomic energy. Today papers inform us
'fUnds.of, the F.iidera'i- cred1t:i.in1on: on the ground that they were carrying that a huge atomic research center is
• \·and'.'members•:r'atably:,,anc1:
on subversive activities. Yet, by this bill
being planned by the War Department
, . 'tnteii3sta.Jl'.l.0:Y appeSf,:\:~·;:·:i,i::/,:'.''.) we are building up another organization, and
that nine major universities are co';,;;:;. ,1{:l(!i)lUru>!t.~~.;tµi,c;at!.oA:liY.1t,lle, Uqulcjatlng
taking the control away from the War
operating in a project, the projected size
agent'1nthe case of an involuntary liquidaDepartment which is now working very
of which can be seen in the board of
tion, and upon such proof as shall be satisfactory to the Governor In the case of a volclosely with our scientists and has been
regents', Columbia University, statement
untary liquidation, that distribution has
over the period of the war years. It 1s that the estimated expenditure may ex-
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ceed $5,000,000 a year. Such a statement
assures us that research work on .the
development of nuclear physics is c.ontinuing with speed and is now in good
hands.
Let us keep things in this field of activity just as they are, and until things become more settled throughout the world.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
B11:rEs] has expired.
All time has expired.
The question recurs on the perfecting
amendment offered by the gentleman
from South Dakota [Mr. CllsEl.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that
the amendment may again be reported.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection,
the Clerk will again report the amendment.
There being no objection, the Clerk
again reported the amendment offered
by the gentleman from South Dakota
[Mr. CIISE].
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. 'Mr.
Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will
state it.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I would
lilce to have the Chair advise the House
if this perfecting amendment is adopted,
then the vote would recur on the amendment oITered by the gentleman from
Ohio [Mr. ELSTON] to strike out the section?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is
correct.
The question is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from South Dakota [Mr. CASE].
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. CASE of South Dakota) there were-ayes 66, noes 57.
·so the amendment was agreed .to.
The CHAIRl\1:AN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Ohio [Mr. ELSTON].
The question was taken; and the Chair
being in doubt, on a division there wereayes 79, noes 70.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
demand tellers.
.
Tellers were ordered, and the Chair appointed as tellers Mr. ELSTON and Mr.
THOMASON.
The Committee again divided; and the
tellers reported that there were-ayes
99, noes 94.
So the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr.
Chairman, I offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. HARNESS of Indiana: On page 31, lines 4 to 8, inclusive,
strike out all of subsection (b) of section 10.

Mr. HARNESS of Indiana.
Mr.
Chairman, the amendment I have offered
seeks to strike from the bill the following language on page 31:
Dissemination. The Commission is authorized and directed to establish such information services, publications, libraries,
and other registers of available information
ns it may deem necessary or desirable to provide for tl1e dissemination of information in
nccordance with subsection (a),

That language would authorize and direct the Commission to set up the biggest propaganda agency ever created

by· the Congi·ess. It could become a
super OWI 'and I do not thinlc that is
necessary in carrying out the policies
enumerated in subsection (a), I hope
my amendment will be agreed to.
Mr. JENNINGS. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I yield to
the gentleman from Tennessee.
Mr. JENNINGS. Under that p1;ovision could they not set l.\p a bureau far
broader, nationally and internationally,
than anything to date and load the Federal pay roll down with crackpots and
people who are in favor of giving this
country away and turning over its means
of defense to the enemies of our country?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Of course,
if they set up this agency, under the
authority and direction of this bill, it
could become one of the most dangerous
agencies ever created by law. In fact,
I know of no precedent for such action ..
Subsection (b) of section 7 requires the
Commission to report to the President
and Congress any industrial, commercial, or nonmilitary uses of fissionable
material or atomic energy, This provision should be adequate for providing
pertinent information to the country.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I yield to
the gentleman from California.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. How is
this any different than the dissemination of information by the State bureau
of health, like we have in our State,
telling how to avoid diseases, how to
guard against communicable diseases,
and all those things?
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I do not
think the gentleman or this Congress
is ready to set up an agency that would
have such tremendous and the sweeping powers that this Commission would
have, to establish libraries, information
services, publications, and to disseminate
information some of which might be
only remotely connected with the subject of atomic energy, The cost of such
a bureau would be staggering. I hope
the Committee will adopt this amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Indiana has expired.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I am sure everybody
here including those on my side of the
aisle will agree that I have not been
profligate in voting for amendments to
this bill. I have consistently voted
against all amendments, except the Case
perfecting amendment to the paragraph
just voted out of the bill. But I am going to vote for this amendment because
I cannot see any possible reason or useful
pm·pose to be served by this subsection.
Any information with respect to atomic
energy which this Commission can properly and rightfully release will be eagerly
and instantly gobbled up and published
by all the scientific journals in our country and in the world. To direct the
Commission to establish publications
and libraries and propaganda agencies
to make this information available to
the people seems to me utterly unnecessary, when .there are already thousands
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of journals and publications, scientific
and industrial and popular, able· and
eager to do the job. We cannot justify
this provision when it is not necessary
and sets up one additional Government
propaganda agency,
Therefore, I hope the amendment will
be adopted.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. JUDD. I yield to the gentleman
from Indiana.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I am glad
that the gentleman emphasized that this
is not only an authorization but a direction in law.
Mr. JUDD. That is right.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
rise in ovposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to the
amendment offered by the gentleman
from Indiana, but I am very frank to
say that I think it is sort of a futile
thing for me or anybody. else to oppose
it in view of the adoption of the amendment offered by the gentleman from
Ohio [Mr. ELSTON], Judging from the
last vote, it looks like isolationism is
again in the saddle. I take it that most
of you want no part in our international
problems. Paragraph 1 of section 10
specifically provides that nothing shall
be done in connection with the dissemination of scientific and technical information unless and until Congress, the
representatives of the people, if you
please, by resolution had declared that
effective and enforcible international
safeguards against · the use of such
energy for destructive purposes had been
established. That is a condition precedent. That has to be done before we
make a single move. But after the
American people, the owners and possessors of the atomic bomb, through
their representatives in Congress and
after due deliberation, say that the
secret of the atomic bomb has been properly safeguarded, to then say to the people all over the world who are crying out
for medical aid, calling out for this great
marvelous discovery that will bring happiness and prosperity and, I hope, peace
to the countless people of the world-to
then say to them that we will not give
it to them for that purpose, that we will
just draw ourselves into a shell and say,
"No, we are not going to share that even
for industrial purposes; we will not help
to reclaim the stricken lands of Europe
and Asia; we will not share our medical
secrets and the discovery of a remedy fo1·
cancer," and all of these other aids to
mankind is beyond my comprehension.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the gentleman from Indiana ..
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. I would
like to know if the gentleman does not
agree with me whether under subsection
(b) of section 7 on page 25, which requires the Commission to make a report
to the President and to the Congress of
all the information with respect to industrial, commercial, or nonmilitary use
of atomic energy, it would not be sumcient, without setting up this agency and
directing them to establish libraries and
so forth.
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Mrs. LUCE. You would have to strike· ment which, to quote the bill, will give
Mr. THOMASON. I do not know about
that, but I certainly do not want, by my out sub.section (2) before you could "enforceable international safeguards
vote, to sny that I refuse to give nonmili- make it possible for us t<i prevent giving against the use of. such energy for destructive purposes."
.
tary aid to the other peoples of the world. it away.
Mr. THOMASON. That is right. It
'l'he official position of the United
·we are no g-iving away the atomic bomb
is
mott
unfortunate
that
.
the
Elston
States Government as to how that can
secret, a bomb that destroyed a whole
cit.y, and another bomb in the hands of amendment was adopted, if we are to try . be accomplished is contained in the
to
make
some
contribution
here
today
Baruch proposal to the United Nations
somebody else could destroy this Capital
and the whole beautiful city of Washing- to the cause of world peace. That is the Atomic Energy Commission. What does
way
I
feel
about
it.
I
hope
there
will
be
that proposal contain? The proposals it
km and the great city of New Yorlc. We
contains are the conditions under which
have harnessed it and we should put it a roll can on that amendment.
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, will the America would share the peacetime beneia safe custody through some kind of
fits of atomic energy with other nations
a commission. Certainly we have got to gentleman yield?
Mr. 'THOMASON. I yield to the gen- under the terms of this bill Imel the
tal~e care of it from a domestic standElston amendment not been adopted or
point before we reach into the ihter- tleman from Minnesota.
rn,tional field. Everybody !mows that the
Mr. JUDD. I agree with the gentle- should that language go back in the bill.
Germans were on their W'i'!,Y to perfect it. man in the hope there will be a roll call Perhaps as the gentlewoman from Conl'he gentleman from Missouri [Mr. on the Elston amendment and that it necticut suggests this would be the case
SuonT], who was with me when we visited
will be defea,ted. I think it was most under the bill anyway, but certainly it
the atrocity camps in Germap.y, knows unfortunate that it was adopted, espe_. would be far better to restore the lanthat they were then in those underground cially after modification by the Case guage stricken by the Elston amendment
factories working diligently to perfect amendment. However, the gentleman's so as to make America's position quite
ti1e atomic bomb as soon as possible. remarks here have been against the clear and to make it accord with the
We know that Russia and other coun- Elston amendment rather than the clear vision expressed by the gentleman
tries are well on the way. We have to Harness amendment. I still fe.el · that from North Carolina a short time ago.
take care of the bomb domestically first. the Harness amendment is good and '!'he terms of the Baruch proposal laid
After we do that, surely some kind of will not have any of the terrible effects down the conditions under .which America would say, "Yes, so far as the peaceinternational atomic commission can be the gentleman has portrayed.
set up to take care of the entire problem.
Mr. THOMASON. I have great re- time benefits of atomic energy are conWhen that is done, if we are to live in a spect fox the opinion of my distin- cerned, we intend to share those peacepeaceful world, our delegates to Paris guished friend from Minnesota. I know time benefits on a reciprocal basis with
on the 29th day of this month must be how he feels about this bill, because he other nations." 'I'he conditions that the
able to take back some hope to the people has spent a good· many years abroad. Baruch proposal laid down are briefly as
who perhaps thinlc, "'l'he United States He knows what the suffering and what follows: That the nations cf the worldare the only people that have the bomb, the turmoil is in Asia and perhaps in the other nations of the world as wen as
and they are experimenting with it out Europe. I hope we go back to the Elston ours-shall agree that. an international
in the Pacific now and nre going to have amendment. I repeat that as· far as I authority in which this Nation as well as
some more experiments. There is not am concerned, I do not think it is very other nations shall have full participamuch use in trying to arrive at peace materia.l if this amendment is adopted. tion, shall have the police power to enter
terms, because they can blow us up any I have made these remarks to try to every nation on this globe to see whether
time they want to." We are not going to convey to you my own conviction on the or not in that nation there are being posdo s,nything of that kind, but that is what · subject and express the hope that we sessed any atomic weapons or any fissome people probably think.
will have a roll call in the House and sionable material or whether there is
Speaking for myself, from the depths defeat the Elston amendment.
any plant manufacturing fissionable maof a sincere conviction, I say that just
terial or whether there is in that nation
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
as soon-and I pray that that day is quite Chairman, I move to strike out the last any plant for .the production of such
soon-as we place under control the word.
materials as could produce atomic weapatomic bomb, we then can release this
Mr. Chairman, I agree heartily with ons. More than that, America proposes
wonderful new discovery to the sick and what the gentleman from 'l'exas has just that such an authority shall control and
the impoverished people of the world.
said, both as to the fact that the Harness own any such fissionable material or
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the amendment is not of great significance facilities for the production of fissionable
gentleman from Texas has expired.
and as to the fact that the action of the material which could be used-to produce
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I House with regard to the Elston amend- such .weapons anywhere on this globe,
ask unanimous consent to proceed for ment is, in my judgment, very regretta- including that dictatorship which now
two additional minutes.
ble indeed.
lives behind that iron curtain. Those are
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
Mr. FOLGER. Mr. Chairman, will the the conditions and the only conditions
to the request of the gentleman from gentleman yield?
under which America proposes that there
~exas?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I yield shall be any dissemination of this knowlThere was no objection.
to the gentleman from North Carolina. edge. But can we here say-and still
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
pretend to be for peace-that even if
Mr. FOLGER. I eall the attention
gentleman yield?
·
of the gentleman to the fact that subsec- such conditions for enforceable interMr. THOMASON. I yield to the tioI). (bl says that that shall be done in national safeguards against the possesg,r,11tlewoman from Connecticut.
accordance· with subsection <a> , which sion of atomic weapons or the means of
Mrs. LUCE. I also voted against No. protects against divulging any military making them are achieved, still America
1 under section 10, but does not the genwill refuse to share the knowledge not of
secrets.
tleman feel that even though that secMr. VOORHIS of California. Pre- atomic weapons but,of possible medical
tion is stricken this b111 contains provi- cisely. What I want to address myself to or industrial benefits of atomic energy?
sions for our integrating the whole com- is the very realistic situation under which No. We cannot take such a position.
mission with an international commis- we al'e legislating today. I know that to
Mrs. LUCE. Does the gentleman besion when it is formed, so that the very base our !J,ction on hope that the so- . lieve that if this world authority is
purpose of this section, although it is called secret of the atomic bomb may brought into being that they wi!l be able
stricken, will nevertheless be fulfilled be protecti.o.n for Americ:1;1 for longer than to capture materials used for chemical
the minute the world is able to establish a few brief Y!!ars is to practice self-decep- and biological warfare and take them out,
adequate safeguards?
tion aind deception of the people. Dur- too, and will it also provide a way of
Mr. THOMASON. The gentlewoman ing that brief period while America re- getting the battleships and B-29's and
is absolutely correct because we have tains her preeminence in this field~and B-17's?
left in subsection (2) that the dissemi- I shall vote to prolong that period as long
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I am
nation of scientific and technical infor- as we can-America has an opportunity very much obliged to the gentlewoman
mation relating to atomic energy shall to take leadership for the harnessing of for asking the question. I want to anbe permitted.
this teri;iple force by international agree- swer it. I will say to the gentlewoman
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from Connecticut, it might well be that
having once established the supremacy
of a law of peace over the right of any
11ati011 to possess one kind of weapon of
mass destruction, we will have· taken a
,,tep ,,•l1ich might open the gateway
through which we could march to reach
peace along the very lines that she suggests.
LUCE. If i\ can be done, I am

fotI{t

....

The CHAffiMAN. '!'he time of the
gentleman from New Yorlc [Mr. TABER],
has expired.
All time has expired.
'!'he question is on the amendment
offered by·, the gentleman from Indiana
[Mr. HARNESS],
The question was talcen; and on a division (demanded by Mr. HARNESS of Indiana) there were-ayes 80, noes G8.
So the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Chairman, I offer· an amendment.
. The Cleric reacl as follows:

Mr. VOORHIS of California.. I know
that, of course.
I b~Iieve it quite important that we
recognize that the problem of peace is
Amendment offered by Mr. SMITH of Virnot confined to atomic weapons by any . ginia: Page 33 after, line 6, insert a new sub•
manner of means, if the nations would section as follows:
agree, but in controlling atomic weapons
"(5) The Commission shall maim no conin the manner suggested by the United trnct under sections 3 or 4; shall issue no
license
to any person nor employ any person
States the first step in all history toward
enforceable means to peace will have until the Federal Bureau of Investigation
been taken and, other necessary steps shall have first made an Investigation of the
character aml associations or such person
will become infinitely easier.
ancl certified that the character of such conMr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unan- tractor licensee or employee ls such as not
imous consent that all debate on this to endanger the common defense or sec11rity."
amendment close in 5 minutes.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Chair-,
The, CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from man, I think this amendment spealrn for
itself. All the discussion here has hinged
Kentucky?
around the tremendously dangerous
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog- forces which are involved in this bill,
nizes the gentleman from Ne'iv York [Mr. and the necessity for seeing that our
secrets are kept.
:I'.ABER].
This amendment, which I hope the
Mr. TABER. Mr. Chairman, I have
committee will accept, will provide that
not spoken on this bill up to now, but I
have been terribly distressed about it. no one shall be employed by the CommisI think the passage of this bill Is the sion and no license shall be granted by
greatest menace that could possibly be the Commission to manufacture these
set up against the success of a peace dangerous engines until the FBI has cerconference. Unless we leave this situ- tified that such persons have been invesation in the hands of the military until tigated and are of such character as not
after the June 29 conference, we are giv- to endanger the welfare or ·security of
ing up and turning over to a civilian the United States.
M1·. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
commission a set-up where they can do
a lot of things that would be out of con- gentleman yield?
Mr. SMI'rH of Virginia. I yield.
,trol. This particular provision which is
Mr. SHORT. This side of the Comthe subject of. this amendment is a very
mittee will accept the gentleman's
dangerous thing.
One does not have to be an interna- amendment.
Mr. MAY. The Committee of course
tionalist or an isolationist to understand
those things, but one has to be an Amer- cannot accept that amendment. Under
ican, and has to think, and not be led that amendment they would never emastray by false prophets. The idea of ploy anybody unless the Bureau of Insetting up this kind of an infom1ation vestigation were expanded to a hun;;ervice and establishing all sorts of dred thousand men to investigate them.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I have noth- ·
libraries and registers and all that sort
of thing to get the stuff out before we ing further to say on that amendment,
have a definite, positive agreement on but I have 5 minutes' time and I should
the part of the other countries to permit like to devote the remainder of it to a
us to do the inspecting that we need to discussion of an amendment I intend to
do to find out whether or not they are offer following the. fate of this one.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
l'eady to comply with whatever agreement that may be made, that is necessary Chairman, will the gentleman Yield?
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Not at this
if we are going to have peace in the
world in the days to come. We are not moment.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. On the
going to have peace unless we protect
ourselves right here, and unless we let present amendment?
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. If I can get
those people who represent us go into
that conference with something to talk some more time, but I want to discuss
the next amendment I wish to ofier for
about.
.
fear I may not have sufficient time when
I wish this House, instead of being led
astray by false statements as to what it is ofiered.
Mr, i V.QOR,HIS of C.alifornia. Mr.
folks are who take one position or another, would think this thing· out and Chairman, I ask unanimpus consent that
the gentleman :from Virginia may pronot go off half-cocked. That is what I
am afraid those who are supporting this
ceed for two additional minutes.
legislation are doing, I wish we would
The CHAIRMAN. •r11e gentleman's
think about it and not do something time bas not expired. That request
that is. going to interfere with a lasting would not be In orde.r until his time had
expired,
and stable peace.
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Mr. SMITH of Virginia. You will note
on page 32 the provision for the punishment that shall be imposed for the vio~
lation of the terms of this act when it
is done for the purpose of injuring the
U)1ited States. That punishment is
totally inadequate. If you will read
those lines you will find that a person
can divulge these secrets and be guilty
of treasonable conduct and escape with a
fine of $10. That is possible under this
act.
\ ·
I p1.;opose to offer amendments
throughout which will place a minimum-a minimum-of a fine of not more
than $20,000 and imprisonment for not
less than 10 nor more than 20 years.
I hope the committee will agree to
it so we may have some protection
against the violation of this act when
it is done for tre:::.sonable purposes.
Mr. JENNINGS. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yielci?
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I yield.
Mr. JENNINGS. That would not be
punishment enough for a man, be he
red, pink, or punk, who would undertake
to betray this country,
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I yield.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I just
want to say that I think the gentleman's
amendment with regard to the FBI investigation is well taken. I also agree
with the amendment he proposes to cirrer
fixing minimum punishment.
Mr. CHELF. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I Yield to the
gentleman from Kentucky,
Mr. CHELF. Does not the gentleman
feel that if anyone would divulge the
secrets of this atomic energy that the
minimum penalty ought to be death?
For instance, we have had here in a short·
time past during the war 1,700 documents
classified "Secret" and "Top Secret"
stolen from the office of the Secretary of
State. What did they do? They did not
even prosecute them.
Mr. SMIT}! of Virginia. I do not yield
further ..
I may say to the gentleman from Kentucky that I believe we ought not to pass
a bill of this magnitude and let anybody
guilty of ·treasonable conduct get away
with a $10 fine, which he may do as the
blll now stands.
Mr. KEFAUVER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman Yield?
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I yield.
Mr. KEFAUVER. I am in sympathy
with the gentleman's amendment regard-·
ing the FBI investigation, but suppose the
FBI for some CB,prlcious reason which we
cannot understand, of course--but suppose that should happen-Mr. SiyHTH of Virginia. I will answer
the gentleman's question.
Mr. KEFAUVER. Let me finish the
question.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I think the
gentleman has finished it. The FBI does
not have the reputation of acting capriciously and I am sure no such instance
would occur.
Mr. KEFAUVER. May I finish my inquiry? I do not think they have that
reputation; I do not think they woulcl.
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Mr. SMITH of Virginia. What Is the.
question?
·
Mr. KEFAUVER. The question is: If
anyone wanted to appeal from the ruling
of the FBI could they appeal under the
Admin:3~nitive Procedure Act?
Mr. SWIITH of Virginia. No; I do not
think they could.
Mr. KEFAUVER. The
gentleman
thinks there would be no appeal?
M1·. })MITH of Virginia. Under the
i'\:-,:endmcnt of this language they could
no(;,
Tlle CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Virginia has expired.
The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Virginia.
The mi1endment was agreed to.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Chairman, I offer a further amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. If the Chair may
suggest to the gentleman from Virginia,
the gentleman from Texas [Mr. SUMNm:s] has asked the Chair to recognize
him to offer an amendment after the
words the gentleman has just suggested.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I yield to the
gentleman from Texas.
Tl1e CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will read
the amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
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Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. I will say to ·
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the gentleman that I have no objection the amendment offered by the gentleman
to that. If this amendment ls agreed to from Texas [Mr. SUMNERS].
that detail can be worlced out. I thinlc
The amendment was agreed to.
this whole penalty provision ought to be
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman,
reworked and I assume it will be in con- I offer an amendment.
ference if my amendment is agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
If my amendment is agreed to then if a
Amendment offered by Mr. MhRTIN of Iowa:
person does a minor thing he could be On page 31, line 14, after the word "comfined or imprisoned, according to the mission", insert the words "by unanimous
degree of his offense, and it would malce vote."
it possible for a person who betrays his
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman,
country, does a thing with regard to the my only purpose in offering this amendatomic bomb for the purpose oI hmting ment ls to add to the safeguard against
his nation or give advantage to another the release of data from tl1e classificanation, to be executed. Without this tion "restricted data" that is covered in
amendment it would be possible for a this section. I do not believe anyone
traitor possessed of the knowledge to would have any serious objection to remake it possible by his betrayal for this quiring the unanimous vote of the ComCapitol to be destroyed by a bomb, and mission to remove data from the "reall we could do under these circum- stricted data" classification.
stances would be to give him 20 years as
Mr. Chairman, I have no desire to offer
the maximum.
any further argument in regard to the
Mr. JENNINGS. Mr. Chairman, will matter.
·
the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. I yield to those of us on this side do not oppose
the gentleman from Tennessee.
the amendment.
Mr. JENNINGS. Does not the gentleThe CHAIRMAN. The question is on
man think he ought to adopt the sug- the amendment offered by the gentleman
gestion offered by the gentleman from from Iowa.
Virginia, because it is entirely possible
The amendment was agreed to.
that a jury might be composed of RusAmendment offered by Mr. SUMNERS of
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Chairsian subversives or Russian sympathiz- man, I offer an amendment. ,
Texas: Page 32, line 2, after the words "pun1shed by", insert the word "death or by."
ers. I do not know what happened out
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. Mr. Chair- on the coast, but out there they acquitted
Amendment offered by Mr. SMITH of Vira
Russian
spy.
man, I would like to have the attention
ginia: Page 32, llne 3, after the word "not",
Mr. SUl\lINERS of Texas. Yes. But insert the words "less than 10 years or."
of the members of the committee to this
this
must
be
considered.
If
you
put
a
proposed amendment. It is very imporMr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, in
minimum that is too high where the act
tant, as I see it, from a number of angles. ought
view of the adoption of the other amend- .
not
to
be
excused,
but
a
jury
Under the head of "Restrictions" the remight not want to be instrumental in the ment, those of us on this side have no
strictions include data concerning the giving
of a long prison term; the jury objection.
manufacture or utilization of atomic might not
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
convict at all .. You have no
weapons. Then it is provided that if a
the amendment offered by the gentleman
way
to.
compel
a
jury
to
render
a
verdict
person who possesses knowledge of this
guilty. That is what you are up from Virginia.
matter in reference to atomic weapons of
The amendment was agreed to.
against.
I agree that there should be
communicates, transmits, or discloses the
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Chairno
spirit
of
tolerance
or
indulgence
same to any individual or person, or at- where a person possessed of information man, I move to strike out the last word.,
tempts or conspires to do any of the fore- imparts
Mr. Chairman, this language occurs
that information with the purgoing with intent to injure the United pose of injuring
his country and imperil- probably 12 or 15 times throughout this
States or with intent to secure advantage ing the people, in fact the existence of bill, and It should be changed to conto any foreign nation, he shall be pun- whole cities. I am concerned about that form to the amendment offered by the
fohed by a fine of not more than $20,000 type
of criminal who would betray his gentleman from Texas and the amendor not more than 20 years in the peniten- country for money, perhaps imperil his ment I offered as we go along. I wonder
tiary or both. That is the penalty,
nation for pay. Besiqes the psycholog- if that could not be done by unanimous
Now here is a person who possesses in- ical effect of this small general penalty consent?
foi·mation with reference to these atomic would be bad. There is too much loose
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, it
bombs, the sort of thing we know about, tallc and loose acting with regard to this is agreeable to those of us on this side.
these deadly things. If that person un- mightiest of all the agencies of destrucMr. SHORT. We have no objection.
der this provision takes the information tion which at the moment we hold with- Mr. Chairman.
and gives it or sells it to an enemy of this in the confines of our own knowledge.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Chaircountry, then all we do to him is say There are too many people doing their man, I ask unanimous consent that
"naughty, naughty" relatively. The best to turn it loose, or what amounts to wherever that language occurs later on
maximum penalty which could be given the same thirig, attempt to deliver it into in the bill that it may be changed to conhim is 20 years in the penitentiary and a · the custody of a so-called world govern- form to the amendment offered by the
fine of $20,000. I propose a maximum ment, nonexistent except on paper.
gentleman from Texa,s and the amendpenalty of death.
I do not know of any generation in ment offered by myself.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Mr. Chair- all history which has brought upon itself
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, reservman, will the gentleman yield?
a greater responsibility, a greater danger, ing the right to object, does the gentleMr. SUMNERS of Texas. I yield to· a greater duty, than that which ls now man mean in this section or throughout
the gentleman from Virginia.
ours by reason of our having liberated the entire bill?
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. I call the this dynamic power, and now are In
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. Throughout
gentleman's attention to the fact that danger of being responsible for its being the entire bill.
still under the amendment he has offered, turned loose in a psychopathic world.
Mr. ELSTON. This section·deals with
a person could do all of those things
Whatever ls done should be the re- offenses against the security of the counand yet escape with a fine of $10. The sult of deliberate, advised, cautious judg- try, There may be other places where
reason I interrupt the gentleman is to· ment. Whoever, to liurt this country or the security of the Nation is not involved;
ask if he will not change his amendment to aid its enemies, would turn loose this it may be only offenses by reason of some
so as to make that punishment in the thing against his people should not be regulation of .. the Commission.
penitentiary a minimum of 10 years-not permHted to live. There is no punishMr. SMITH of Virginia. What I am
ment severe enough for such a person.
Jess than 10 years or more. than 20?
speaking of is where this identical Ian-
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guage occurs throughout the bill, where
it says that the act is done for the purpose of injuring the United States, That
is the only place I have in mind.
Mr. SAVAGE. Mr. Chairman, further
reserving the right to object, would the
gentleman explain how this is going to
read after it is engrossed? There are
two or three amendments on this question.
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. It will read:
Upon conviction thereof, shall be punished
by n fine of not more than $20,000 or Imprisonment for not less than 10 years or
more than 20 years, or both.

,:Tapan, who warned his soldiers that the
increasing misconduct by American
troops in their teens had reached the
point of "endangering the mission of the
occupation" and must be ·stopped at
once. I quote from this special dispatch:
The release of General Eichelberger's letter
officially confirmed what most correspond•
ents have !mown for some time, that the new
young draftee In Japan has exhibltecl qua!!-,
ties of juvenile delinquency and vandalism
never demonstrated by the combat troops
who fought the Southwest Pacific war.
Most o! the crimes are committed by
youthful soldiers-the average age of the
army of occupation Is 20.3 years old.
Conditions probably are aggravated by the
fact that Japanese hesitate to make complaints against Americans and also because
most mllltary policemen who suppress such
actions are green youngsters.

Mr. SAVAGE. Is ·not the language
"more than $20,000" stricken out?
Mr. SMITH of Virginia. No; that remains.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
General Eichelberger concluded:
Virginia?
This condition, a result of assault, crime,
There was no objection.
and retaliation, ls endangering the mission
Mr. DWORSHAK. Mr. Chairman, I
of the occupation and must be stopped at
move to strike out the last two words.
once.
Mr. Chairman, before we leave this
Mr. Chairman, while we are discusssection dealing with information about
atomic energy, I should like to direct ing this important problem of prot.ectyour attention to some information ing the people of our country and the
which may have a more realistic aspect entire world from the potential ravages
now. You will recall that, several weeks of atomic energy and atomic bombs, is
ago when the extension of the draft bill it not pertinent at this time to pause
was b8fore this body, the Members who , and consider whether the responsibility
were in favor of exempting the 18- and. devolves not only upon the military authorities, but likewise upon this Con19-year-old boys from the draft were assailed and condemned by many news- gress, to determine whether this scourge
papers because we were told that exemp- of disease and crime shall destroy the
tion would destroy the entire military youth of America?
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Chairman, will the
program. You probably have read some
of the dispatches appearing in the pub- gentleman yield?
Mr. DWORSHAK. I yield to the genlications and newspapers of our country
tleman from Missouri.
during the past week.
Mr. SHORT. A few weeks ago I said
I have here a page from the New York
daily, PM, dated July 16. As I recall, in essence what the gentleman has
that was one of the publications which quoted here, only to have opprobrium
contended a few weeks ago that 18- and heaped upon my head, and abuse even
19-year-old boys should be sent abroad from some of the Members of this body.
as members of our armies of occupation. I am placing in the RECORD tonight other
Let me read you a brief excerpt from quotations from military authorities, not
the editorial captioned "The betrayal of only General Eichelberger but General
McNarney.
·
youth," appearing in PM Tuesday:
Only a few days ago I asked General
At the end of the war In Europe the
Eisenhower how the volunteer system
venereal disease rate among American solwas coming along. This morning I rediers wns seven and a hnlf percent a year.
At the encl of Aprll 1946 It had risen to
ceived a letter from Major Gen·eral
over 20 percent. By the middle of June It
Person, the chief liaison officer between
had renched 26 percent-perhaps the highest
our committee and the War Department,
in American military history. It ls still ris•
informing me that the number of voluning. In some areas In Germany the rate Is
teers had jumped from 10,000 the first
more than twice the present average-that Is
week of last month to more than 25,000
to say, close to 55 percent.
the last weelc of last month, and that
I continue to quote from that editorial:
more than 62,000 young men volunteered
, The new troop replacements we have been
in the month of June.
sending for the armies of occupation are
Mr. DWORSHAK. I thank the genyoungsters given the task of policing a beaten
tleman. I am presenting this informapeople without having first had the disciplintion at this time to emphasize the imporing task of winning the victory. They are
tance not only of seeking to protect the
kids who have not yet cut their eye-teeth in
people of the entire world, but to recogthe experience of living, and whom we sendraw and morally unprepared-Into a situanize our primary responsibility, We
tion where they are the lords of the earth,
should realize that while we apparently
Is it a great wonder, then, that they show
won a military victory over the Axis Powthemselves Incapable of resisting either the
ers, to.day we are confronted with the
Nazi doctrines or the rampant diseases?
serious situation of protecting these
The influential New York Times- teen.-agers qi our country.
which generally supported a teen-age
Almost daily we receive reports of
draft-on July 14 published a dispatc.h courts martial of young American solfrom Lindesay Parrott dated Yoko- diers in occupied zones. It is obvious
hama. It refers to the order issued by there has been a complete break-down
Lt. Gen. Robert L. Eiche.lberger, com- of our military discipline, which probmander of .Allied ground forces in ably is aggravated by too much leisure
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time available to our armed forces.
P.ossibly this is the result of having more
personnel. for this assignment than is
i1ecessary to do an efficient job.
Mr. Chairman, the American people
are cooperating In bringing order out of
chaos in the Pacific occupied areas and
in Germany. They have been told by
the military authorities that it was necessary to draft in peacetime 18- and 19year-old boys to maintain our armed
forces at required strength. Congress
did compromise this issue by demanding
that 18-year-olds be exempted and, notwithstanding the assurances which were
given during the debate on the peacetime draft bill, the military authorities
are sending youngsters abroad for foreign service, although it is apparent older
and more mature personnel should be
utilized. It is difficult to justify such
policies when it is recognized that voluntary enlistments have reached 847,220
in the Army and 265,230 in the Navy, in
addition to several thousands in the
Marine Corps, since VJ-day,
It is a terrible indictment of our military program that we must jeopardize
the health and the morals of our youth
to satisfy the demands of those who
police the occupied areas. Is Congress
going to evade its responsibilities in
meeting this challenge, or wlll this legislative body demand that our military
leaders discharge their duties in a more
efficient manner?
Some encouragement is provided in
the belated recognition of many newspapers that there is justification for
exempting teen-agers from the peacetime draft. If we are to maintain a
strong military establishment, it will be
necessary to give immediate consideration to the problems called to our attention by General Eichelberger in Japan
and General McNarney as head of our
occupation forces in Germany.
It should be possible to protect the
welfare of American youth In this postwar era if we make the maximum use of
a professional army. I have advocated,
for many months, that pay scales in the
military branch be increased to stimulate volunteer recruitment. Atomic
energy constitutes a real menace to mankind, but so does the prevalence of disease and crime among our occupation
forces. We must demand greater efficiency on the part of our military leadership.
The Clerk read as follows:
PATENTS AND INVENTIONS

SEC, 11. (a) Production and mllltary utilization:
( 1) No patent shall hereafter be granted
for any Invention or dls,Povery which Is useful solely in the production of fissionable material or In the utlllzatlon of fissionable material or atomic energy for a military weapon.
Any patent granted for any such Invention
or discovery Is hereby revoked and just compensation shall be made. therefor.
(2) No patent hereafter granted shall confer any rights with respect to any Invention
or discovery to the extent that such Invention or discovery Is used In the production of
fissionable material or In the utl!lzatlon of
fissionable material or atomic energy for a
military weapon. Any rights conferred by
any patent heretofore granted for any invention or discovery are hereby revoked to the
extent that such Invention or discovery ls so
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requisition, or condemn, and mnke just com•
used, and Just compensation shall be made
pensation for, (1) any invention or discovery
therefor.
which ls useful in the production of fission(3) Any person who has. mnde or hereafter
able material or In the ut!llzat!on of fissionmakes any invention or discovery useful in
able material or atomic energy for a ml!lthe production of fissionable material or 1n
tary weapon, or which utllizes or Is essen tlal
the utilization of fissionable material or
in the ut111zatlon of. fissionable material or
atomic energy for a military weapon shall file
atomic energy, or (2) any patent or patent
witll the Commission a report containing a
complete description thereof, unless such inapplication covering any such Invention or
vention or discovery ls described In an npplldiscovery. The Commissioner of Patents
catl01i for a patent filed in the Patent Office
shall notify the Commission of all applicaby such person within the time required for
tions for patents heretofore or hereafter filed
tile filing of such report. The report covering
Which in his opinion disclose such invenany such Invention or discovery shall be filed
tions or discoveries and shall provide the
on or before whichever of the following Is
Commission access to all such applications.
the latest: (A) The sixtieth day after the
(e) Compensation awards; an.d royalties:
date of enactment of this act; (B) the six(1) Patent compensation board: The Comtieth day after the completion of such invenmission shall designate a Patent Compensation or discovery; or (C) the sixtieth day
tion Board, consisting of two or more emafter such person first discovers or first has
ployees of the Commission, to consider apreason to believe that such Invention or displications under this subsection.
cove17 Is useful In such production or uti(2) Eligibility:
lization.
(A) Any owner of a patent licensed un(b) Use of Inventions for research: No
der subsection ( c) ( 2) or any licensee therepatent hereafter granted shall confer any
under may make application to the Conimisrights with respect to any invention or disslon for the determination of a reasonable
covery to the extent that such invention or
royalty fee in accordance with such prodiscovery ls used In the conduct of research
cedures as it by regulation may establish.
or development activities In the fields speci(B) Any person seeking to obtain the just
fied in section 3. Any 1·lghts conferred by any
compensation provided in subsection (a),
patent heretofore granted for any invention
(b), or (d) shall make application therefor
or discovery are hereby revoked to the extent
to the Commission in accords.nee with such
that such invention or discovery Is so used,
procedures as it may by regulation establish.
and just compensation shall be made there(C) Any person making any invention or
for.
·
discovery useful in the production of fission(c) Nonmilitary utilization:
able material or in the utilization of fission(1) It shall be the duty of the Commisable material or atomic energy for a military
sion to declare any patent to be affected
weapon who is not entitled to compensation
with the publlc Interest If (A) the inventherefor under subsection (a) and who has
tion or discovery covered by the patent
complied with subsection (a) (3) above may
utilizes or is essential In the ut!llzatlon of
malte application to the Commission for, and
fissionable material or atomic energy;· and
the Commission may grant an award.
(B) the licensing of such invention or dis(D) Any person making application uncovery under this subsection Is necessary to
der this ·subsection shall have the right to
effectuate the pollcles and purposes of this
be re presented by counsel.
act.
(3) Standards:
(2) Whenever any patent has been de(A) In determining such reasonable royclared, pursuant to paragraph (1), to be
alty fee, the Commission shall take into
affected with the public interestconsideration any defense, general or spe(A) The Commission ls hereby licensed
cial, that might be pleaded by a defendant
to use the Invention or discovery covered
in an action for Infringement, the extent
by such patent 111 performing any of Its
to which, if any, such patent was developed
powers under this act; and
through federally financed research, the degree of utility, novelty, and importance of
(B) Any person to whom a license has been
the invention or d:scovery, and may consider
issued under section 7 is hereby licensed
the cost to the owner of the patent of deto use the invention or discovery covered
velopin,i; such invention or discovery or acby such patent to the extent such invention
quiring such patent.
or discovery is used by him in carrying on
(B) In determining what constitutes just
the activities authorized by his license uncompensation under subsection (a), (b). or
der section 7.
(d) above, the Cominf.ssion shall take Into
The owner of the patent shall be entitled
account tlie considerations set fort11 in parnto a reasonable royalty fee for any use of
graph (A) above, and the actual use of such
an Invention or discovery licensed by this
invention or discovery, and may determine
subsection. Such royalty fee may be agreed
that such compensation be paid in periodic
upon by such owner and the licensee, or In
payments
or in a lump sum.
the absence of such agreement shall be
(C) In determining the amount of any
determined by the Commission.
award under paragraph (2) (C) of this sub(3) No court shall have jurisdiction or
section, the Commission shall take Into acpower to stay, restrain, or otherwise encount the considerations set forth in parajoin the use of any invention or discovery
graph (A) above, and the actual use of such
by a licensee, to the extent that such use
invention or discovery. Awards so made
ls licensed by paragraph (2) above, on the
may be paid by the Commission in periodic
ground of infringement of any patent. If
payments or in a lump sum.
in any action for infringement against such
(4) Judicial review: Any person aggrieved
licensee the court shall determine that the
by any determination of the Commission
defendant Is exercising such J!cense, the
of an award or of a reasonable royalty fee
measure of damages shall be the royalty fee
may obtain a review of such determination
determined pursuant to this section, together
In the Court of Appeals for the District of
with such costs, interest, and reasonable atColumbia by filing In such court, within 30
torney's fees as may be fixed by the court.
days after notice of such determination, a
If no royalty fee has been determined, the
written petition praying that such detercourt shall stay the proceeding until the
nunation be set aside. A copy of such petiroyalty fee Is determined pursuant to this
tion shall be forthwith served upon the
section. If any such licensee shall fall to
Commission and thereupon the Commission
pay such royalty fee, the patentee may bring
shall file with the court a certified transcript
an action In any court of competent jurisof the entire record in the proceeding, lndiction for such royalty fee, together with
·cludlng the findings and conclusions upon
such.costs, Interest, and reasonable attorney's
which the determination was based. Upon
fees as may be fixed by the court.
(d) Acquisition of patents: The Commis- · the filing of such transcript the court shall
have ·exclusive jurisdiction upon the record
sion ls authorized to purchase, or to take,
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certified to It to affirm the determination
in its entirety or set. it aside and remand
It to the Commission for further proceedings. The findings of the Commission as to
the facts, If supported by substantial evidence, shall be conclusive. The court's
judgment shall be final, subject, however,
to review by the Supreme Court of the United
States upon writ of certiorari on. petition
therefor under section 240 of the Judicial
Code (U. S. C., title 28, sec. 347), by the
Commission or any party to the court proceeding.

Mr. ELSTON. Mi·. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. ELSTON:
page 34, strike out section 11.

On

Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield for a parliamentary inquiry?
Mr. ELSTON. I yield.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, a parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAffiMAN. The gentleman will
state it.
.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, I have
an amendment in the nature of a substitute for section 11 which, of course, is
a perfecting amendment. It is my understanding that the amendment could
be offered and voted upon as a perfecting
amendment before a vote is taken on the
motion to strilce out the section.
The ·CHAIRMAN. It can be, if the
gentleman desires to offer such an
amendment. ·
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, I have
the amendment at the Clerk's desk.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. ELSTON. I am glad. to yield to
the gentleman.
Mr. THOMASON. May I ask the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. ARENDS] and
the gentleman from Missouri [Mr.
SHORT] whether we cannot reach some
fair agreement as to a limitation of time
on this section.
Mr. SHORT. The gentleman will find
us both cooperative, sir.
Mr. THOMASON. Then, Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that debate on this section and all amendments
thereto close in 30 minutes.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, reserving the· right to object, it will be recalled
that I spoke in general debate at some
length with reference to what I conceive
to be the effects of section 11. In presenting the substitute amendment for section 11, I should probably like to have a
little more than 5 minutes in order to
make a proper presentation. I would
like probably 10 minutes.
Mr. THOMASON. May I say I am
certainly not· disposed toward cutting
anyone off from having a fair amount
of time.
Mr. LANHAM. I would like to have 10
minutes, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THOMASON. If I amend my request to limit debate to 40 minutes, that
will probably give the gentleman an extra
5 minutes. We are just trying to save
time.

Mr. SHORT. None of us have any purpose or desire to limit debate unduly so
far as anyon!l is concerned. But since
· the gentleman from Texas spoke on this
section the day before yesterday and the
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gentleman from Illinois spoke yesterday, Henry, who for 17 years was the chief
(137 U. S. 342, 346), in which the Court
it seems to me they covered the ground examiner of patent applications in the said:
pretty thoroughly at that time. I hope Un}ted States Patent Office, and for 5
The Government has no more power to apwe can set a limit on debate.
years was Assistant United States Patent propriate a man's property invested in a patMr. LANHAM. May I say to the gen- ~ommissioner. In his appearance before ent than It has to take his property invested
tleman that I did not speak, however, in our comiliittee, Mr. Henry represented the , in "real estate.
explanation of the details of the amend- American Bar Association and the House
As a revolutionary departure from the
ment I am going to offer as a substitute, Committee on Patents, being a member
present patent system, the bill provides
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr, of the committee's National Advisory in section 11 that inventions and discovChairman, reservil:).g the right to object, Committee. As Assistant Commissioner eries in the following fields shall not in
and I shall not object, in glancing around of Patents during the war, Mr. Henry the future be patentable:
the Chamber I wonder whether I may issued a large part of the security orders
First. The production of fissionable
'be the only Member who is going to spealc . which were Issued under the law in ap- material;
in defense of the provisions of the bill plication for patents.
Second. The utilization of fissionable
Mr. PRICE of Illinois. Will Lhe geni unless members of the committee intend
tleman tell us who Mr. Henry was em- material or atomic energy for a military
, to do so.
weapon;
Mr. THOMASON. No; the gentleman ployed by?
Third. Inventions to the extent used
Mr. ELSTON. You can read the hearfrom California will not be the only one.
in the conduct of research or developMr. Chairman, I aslc unanimous con- ings and find that out.
You will note from his testimony that ment activities In the fields specified in
sent that debate on this section and all
amendments thereto close in 45 minutes hundreds of inventions used on the Man- section 3 of the bill.
With respect to each of the foregoing
,and that the acting chairman of the hattan project were made by private inventors. Yet the security of the Nation three fields any patent that has already
committee have the last 5 minutes.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, reserv- and the interests of the Government were been granted would be revoked in whole
ing the right to object, is it the under- fully safeguarded. Notwithstanding this or in part, that is to the extent that any
standing that I will have 10 minutes to demonstration of the adequacy of our such invention or discovery is so used in
piake an explanation of the substitute present laws from the standpoint of se- these fields. Section 11 also provides,
curity, we are asked to scrap a system that in the future no patent shall be
for the section?
Mr. THOMASON. If the gentleman upon which a great part of our indus- granted for those three fields.
For removing patent protection in the
from Texas asks unanimous consent to trial economy has been created. In its
be given that addHional time, I certainly place it is urged that we adopt a system field of the production of fissionable mashall not object. I hope it would not be which is paralleled only by the patent terial and in the field of utilization of
laws of Soviet Russia. About the only fissionable material or atomic energy for
setting a precedent.
di!Ierence is that in Soviet Russia an in- military weapon, the report of the Senate
Mr. LANHAM. I may not use all of it
but I would like to have that understand-' ventor may have his name placed in the committee gives the following reasons:
Labor Book, which gives him a priority
The committee concluded that private
ing connected with the request.
Mr. THOMASON. May I say to my for a position as a scientific worker. Un- patents can play no role in the field of
der this bill the inventor would receive activity reserved exclusively for the Governcolleague I would not object.
For this reason and to eliminate rislt
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection whatever royalty fee might be awarded ment.
of disclosure of restricted Information, rislt
to the request of the gentleman from by the Patent Compensation Board con- which
would
be certain to arise untler norTexas that debate on this section and sisting of two or more employees of the mal patent procedure, the bill provides that
all amendments thereto close in 45 Commission. In making application for invention and discovery In these fields shall
his royalty fee. the sponsors of this un- not be patentable matter.
minutes?
Mr. RANDOLPH. Reserving the right American system have magnanimously
Heretofore inventions useful solely or
to object, Mr. Chairman, I do so to re- provided that an applicant for a patent
quest of the committee if it is thought 'may be represented by counsel. I have largely fer governmental purposes, as,
possible to finish the bill tonight. Are examined the hearings before the Senate for example, military weapons, have been
committee, which our committee was the subject matter of patents. Some of
you driving to nnish tonight?
Mr. THOMASON. We certainly will told need not be supplemented. and while the most important of such inventions
I
find that such persons as Mr. Harold have been developed by independent indrive as fast as we can. I cannot commit the House or the Committee on that. L. Ickes, Mr. Henry Wallace, a radio ventors. It would be unwise to change
Mr. Chairman, I move that all debate commentator, and various and sundry a practice which for approximately 150
on this , section and all amendments professors and scientists were called as years has proven to be advantageous to
thereto be limited to 45 minutes, with witnesses, only one person presuming to the Government as well as to private inthe acting chairman, or somebody whom know anything about our patent laws ap- ventors.
As to the reason for removing these in•
he may designate, to have the last 5 pears to have testified. He made the
statement thatventions from the field of patentable subminutes.
'l'he provision of our Constitution for the
ject matter given by the committee's reThe question was taken, and the mogranting of exclusive rights, which has served
port; namely, to eliminate risk of distion was agreed to.
so admirably in the past, should ]Je conclosure of restricted information such
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, a par- tinued
with respect to this new art, In order
removal of the inventions from patentliamentary inquiry.
that the development thereof may not be
able subject matter is an inadequate and
The' CHAIRMAN. The gentleman will hampered.
an ineffectual means for effectuating that
state it.
";[
Mr. Chairman, I submit that section purpose. The present law does that much
Mr. HINSHAW. The time being limited to 45 minutes does not include the 11 of this bill violates both the spirit and more effectively, I refer to the act of
time of the gentleman from Ohio [Mr, the letter of the Constitution, as ex- October 6, 1917 (40 Stat. 934, U. S. C., title
pressed in its due-process-of-law provi- 35, sec. 42), which provides as follows:
ELSTON], does it?
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman is sion, as well as in article I, section 8,
Whenever the publication or disclosure of
clause 8, which provides:
an invention by the granting of a patent
correct. It does not include the time.
might,
!n the opinion of the Commissioner
The
Congress
shall
have
o
•
•
power
Each Member will be recognized for
to promote the program of science and useof Patents, be detrimental to the publlc safe3 minutes.
The gentleman from Ohio [Mr. EL- ful arts by securing for limited times for ty or defense he may order that the Invention
authors cmd Inventors the excl\tslve right to
be kept secret and withhold the grant of
STON] is recognized for 5 minutes.
their 1·espect!ve writings and discoveries.
a patent for such period or periods as In his
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, if secopinion the national In tel'Cst requires: ProIn
the
mino1·ity
views
o!
the
committee
tion 11 is permitted to remain in this bill,
Vided, That the Invention disclosed !n the
it ..ym completely void our existing paten~ we have cited 11, tiV:1111}.0l' of Sµpreme
application for said patent may be held
system. The only testimon,y presented to Com.·t d.eclsions intl;)b;>reting tl~ese con... abandoned upon It being established before
stitutio1i,al
provisions,
Let
me
quote
the Military Affairs Committee on this
or by the Commissioner that In violation of
phase of the bill was by Mr, Conde1· O, :from Just one of them, S0lomo1i'o v. U, S, said order said invention has been published
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or disclosed or that an application for a patent therefor has been flied In a forelg11
country by the Inventor or his assigns 01·
legal representatives, without the consent or
approval of the Commissioner of Patents.
When an appl!cant whose patent ls withheld ns herein provided and who faithfully
obeys the orde1· of the Commissioner of Patents above referred to shall tender his ill•
vention to the Government of the United
States for its use,. he shall, If and when he
ultimately receives a patent, have the right
~o sue for compensation to begin from the
daie of the use of the Invention by the Government: Provided, That the Secretary of ,var
or the Secretary of the Navy or the chief off.cer· of any established defense agency of
the United States, as the case may be, ls
authorized to enter into an agreement with
the saicl appl!cant in full settlement and
compromise for the damage accruing to him
by reason of the order of secrecy, and for the
use of the invention by the Government.

It would be far better and more equitable
to allow the grant of the patent and leave
to the future the determination of the
amount of compensation to which the inventor is justly entitled. That is, let
the Government, as at present, exercise
eminent domain and pay just compensation for what it actually talrns; and
not engage in speculation as to whet11er
the invention is or is not valuable, and
if so, to what extent.
No good reason is seen for departing
from bur present patent system and
adopting an "award" system akin to the
practice in Russia. Such award would
not be as satisfactory an incentive as
the present patent grant and all too
frequently would result in an award given
wl1ere it is not deserved and being withheld where it ls actually due.
The other field which section 11 would
remove from patent protection is that
of research. As to this section 11 (b)
provides-

It is trne that section 2 of the above
quoted act makes no provision for secrecy during the times of peace, since it
merely provides that the act "shall reNo patent hereafter granted shall confer
main in force during the time when the any
rights with respect to any invention
United States is at war." It would seem or discovery to the extent that such invenfar more effective, if it is desired to pre- tion or discovery is used In the conduct of
vent premature disclosure, to do so by researcl1 or development activities in the
making the.above qttoted act effective at fields specified in section 3. Any rights conall times so far as the production of fis- ferred by any patent heretofore granted for
sionable material and of the utilization any invention or discovery are hereby revoked to the extent that such invention or
of fissionable material for military weap- discovery
is so used, and just compensation
ons is concerned.
shall be made therefor.
Section 11, in addition to providing as
The fields specified in section 3 in
above stated, that patents already issued
which no patents will be granted for use
in these fields shall be revoked, further
provides that where the invention has of inventions in the conduct of research
not been already patented, the inventor and development are as follows:
(a) Nuclear processes;
"shall file with the Commission a re(b) The theory of production of atomic
port containing a complete description
thereof unless such invention i.s described energy including processes, materials,
in an application filed in the Patent Office and devices related to such production;
(c) Utilization of fissionable and raby the inventor." It still further provides that, in case the report shall be dio-active materials for medical, biologfiled within a specified time, the inventor ical, health, or military purposes or utilmay make application to the Commission ization of fissionable or radio-active
for an award for his invention. Pro- materials and process entailed in the provision is made for a Patent Compensation duction of such material for all other
Board to determine what such award purposes, including industrial uses; and
(d) The protection oI health during
shall be.
Such provision for an award would research and production activities.
throw an almost insufferable burden upIn view of the fact that atomic energy
on the Patent Compensation Board. A is defined to mean "all forms of energy
person thinking he has possibly made released in the course of or as a restilt of
an invention could disclose the same to nuclear fission or nuclear transformathe Board and seek an award without tion," the fields above specified pr:,,cbeing under any expense in so doing, tically include, In language at least,
The Commission would, therefore, un- everything in the universe. As stated in
doubtedly have a large number of im- the Secretary of State's report on the Inpractical schemes submitted to it for ternational Control of Atomic Energy
consideration. The person submitting "almost all sources of the energy used on
his alleged invention would have nothing earth come to us from the sunlight which
to lose in case his invention is turned this great atomic energy plant provides."
down. Moreover, past experience has Even if these fields are limited to manshown that failure to appreciate an in- made production of atomic energy, t11e
vention at the time it is made, or at any provisions of the bill are entirely too
time soon thereafter, is quite likely to sweeping.
happen. The vast importance of such
As is well known, many important ininventions as the telephone and the dustries are engaged in the manufacture
modern vacuum tube went without prop- and sale of research instruments which
er appreciation until long experience and are useful only, or to a large extent, in
development activities by private enter- the conduct of research and development
prise demonstrated their importance.
activities. The bill would provide that
If a Patent Compensation Board has
no patents would be granted in the fuhad to pass upon these and other inven- ture for such inventions and that patent
tions of major importance, such Board . protection already granted therefore
would undoubtedly have failed to recom- would be revoked. No provision is made
mend the very considerable awards which even for an award for inventions in these
should have been due to the inventors, fields. .The bill would thus place these
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highly important kinds of invention
without the pale of patent protection
without any protection whatsoever in
the future; and would destroy the incentive of inventors and industry to
spend time and money in the development; and commercialization of instrumentalities indispensable in research and
development worlc
I wish to emphasize the fact that the
taking away from patent owners the
rights they riow possess in the field of research and development and giving them
to private enterprise, even to competitive
enterprises, Is not the Government's exercise of eminent domain for which just
compensation should be made. On the
contrary, it ·is depriving a person of his
property without due process of law.
The CHAIRMAN, The time of the
gentleman from Ohio has expired.
The gentleman from Iowa [Mr. MAR·
TIN] is recognized.
PATENT LEGISLATION SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED
AT PRESENT IN ATOMIC ENERGY CONTROL ACT

Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman,
the patent provisions in section 11 of the
McMahon bill, S. 1717, reprei·ent a complete departure from the fundamental
and basic principles of the United States
patent system. Such changes could be
defended only on the grounds that the
present system ls unable to cope with
the future. Such fears would appear to
be groundless since other provisions of
the bill are ample to protect the national
safety and the public interest.
The fundamental or basic principles
of our patent laws are grounded in the
constitutional provision giving Congress
the power to promote the progress of
science and the useful arts and granting
to inventors exclusive rights to their inventions for a limited time. Those basic
principles have been almost universally
recognized as of great importance, and
have been emphasized by the Supreme
Court in numerous decisions during the
last 100 years. They were restated by
the United States Supreme Court on January 8, 1945, in the Glass Industry Case
(323 U. S. 415). Among those basic principles are:
First. The exclusive right granted by
a patent for a limited time is merely the
right to exclude others from making,
using, or selling the patented Invention.
The patent gives no right to make, use,
or sell the invention and any such right
that the patentee may have is a common-law right in nowise dependent upon
the patent laws. The rig"11t to exclude
others is the exclusive right provided
for by the Constitution and is distinctive of our patent system.
Second. Patents ,are property. Since
patents are property they should receive
the same protection asJs given to other
forms of property and any provision
for compulsory sharing of that property with others, such as by compulsory
licensing, is inimical to our system of
private enterprise.
·
In considering proposals for revising
our patent system such as 'is provided in
section 11 of this bill, it ls especially important that these two basic fundamental principles be borne in mind in
order that, not even unwittingly, shall
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these distinct and beneficent features
of our patent system be destroyed. ,
During the last 12 years the;re have
been three major committees qr comm.ls;
sions appointed under .Government ~u.;
thorttY to make reports with 1:espect to ·
our patent system; namely, the Scien~e
Advisory Board Committee, which maQe
its report in 1935; the Temporary National Economic Committee, which ma~
its final report in 1941; and the Nat.iq.µal
:pate1it Planning Commissiori.; wl::\icl;:i
made the first of its reports in 1943.,
Each of these committees isi:;ued warnings ,and made strong recommend.atim;1s
against any revolutionary changes in tlle
patent system.
'·
To.e Science Advisory Board Comnµttee stated:

, '.Patent provisions should not be introduced il~· the bill· unless there is an extr~1:ne ui·gency for so doing. Especially
prn:vision~ which are of. a revolutionary
ch.ai:a<;tJ~r st1ot1lcl. not l:Je considered except !J,{tet ample .o).)portunity has been
giv,en .for th.eir ca.reful consideration.
.!;;,,gch di:asJ;ic ].Jo.tent legislation should,
9f courstl, be r~erred to the congressioiJ.aJ .cotn:mJttees OJ:l pa.tents, which are
especially g.u&lW.ed to evaluate such
m;ov!sions.
.Other provisions of tI,e bill by which
the. Comm.ission is given authority to
contr:ol all uses of fi.sslonable materia),
inclur;Ung use not merely for military
tJJlrPoses, a,nd for research and industrial
).?.Urposes a.,s well, rep.der any further
coutroJ through patent§ absolutely unne.ce:,sary,
Modifications sho1.1ld be cnt,ered 1.1p9n c,µ._re.
;For e::i:.ample, secti.on 5, pantgraph 2,
fully without destroying any vital :part of
vests .in the .Government owner.ship of all
the structure,
:fission.able materials.
And further thatSection 5,.~_aragr,aph 4, authorizes an,d
Tho patent system in the past has been
directs· the Co:mmj.s..sion to distribute fisone of the primary influences 111 shaping
sJona.bJe m.:;i,te:rlal or ,atomic energy exAmerican industrial life, and it has assl&ted •Cl;?Pt un£ler .and in accordance wi~i1 the
enormously in the development of the POl\ll•
lic~se 1§:~.ui;:d by the Cornmii:;sion authortry • • •. Radical changes In sµch a ,izj,_ng sue:µ .manufsicturt:, production, exsystem should, of course, not be underta~eu
port or 1J.tilization.
without serious and careful conslderatloll.
Se~Uori. '7 . <c) espe.Q!.,ally proviJ;les
, The Temporary National Economic wh~e ac.tivities under any license might
Committee in its final report state(:!.:
ser.ve tp mai:µtain or to ;foster the growth
of mo:oppoly, restraint of trade, \UJ.lawThe Temporary National Economic Com•
ful competition, or other trade position
mittee rejoices in the endless march of dl.S·
covery, invention, and innovation wh!ch has
inimical, to the -entry of new, freely commade possible the relatively high level of
pel;Jtive enterprises in the field, the
living enjoyed in the United States,
Commission is authorized and directed
The chairman of the Committee, Sen- to retuse to issue such licenses or to esator O'MAHONEY, gave out a statemefrt; tablish su,ch conditions to prevent these
results as the Commission, in consultawhich he said:
tion with t.he Attgrney General, may
(1) .•·
• inventors and b1.1slness st111
determine, The Commission shall reneed the protection and stimulation pf
port prowptly to the Attorney General
patents.
any infgrmation it may have with re•
spect to any utilization of fissionable
(7) There was practically unanimous agreematerials or atomic energy which apment among the witnesses that Congress, by
pears ·to have these results, Under
the enactment of the patent law, has given
tl:lese pro:visions the Commission is not
this country a system far superior to that
merely aµtborized but it is directed to
which exists In any other country.
pre:vent any monopolistic practices in
The National Patent Planning Com- this art by refusing or revoking licenses
mission in its report stated:
to enter this field, even for industrial
This system has accompllshed all that the
purposes by those abusing the license
framers of the Constitution intended. It ls
rights, Even the license, if granted, is
the only provision of the Government for
limited to 1 year. Certainly it clearly
the promotion of invention and discovery
appears, therefore, that any necessity
and is the basis upon which our entire in·
for specl;tl patent provisions is unnecesdus.trial civlllzation rests.
sary.
It further stated that~_specia!JY should no ;J,tte1npt be made
to 'incorpprat.e patmt provisions in a Jaw
The basic principles of the ;present system
sl).ould be preserved.
' to fqrther govern to.e use of atomic ener,gy in •the fields of re,sea.rch o~· of tiie
In Apr_il 1945, President Truman as!{ed, utilization o! fissioo.able or racUo-active
the Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Wall.ace, materials f.or ine.i;licf!.l, biological, or
to undertake a study of the oper!!,tion .o.the1· indlJSttial 1Jlles. Sucl1 uses are not
and effectiveness of the patent laws arid ws1teriallY •'1-UI.ere.nt in,. kind from uses
their relation to the purposes of the ij!;lc.!,er rtit~t~ in-anted nowadays for
antitrust laws and postwar economy; qt~,r cl$.Sses ;pf: ,inventions. There is
and to submit rcommendations respec,t• · :tjo, :l:}ece~eyit:y fo.r P,fl..tent Jegislation di~
ing legislative proposals. A patent S"lit-- " re~e<;J. again.st 'tlJ..e -d.eveJqpment of in· vey committee appointed for that pur,~ · :VeJ:.).Uons, ii;i., ttli.$ n.e.w tl,!;)Jd of ato1nic
pose has since then been busily eng.a.ied. :en.e.rs.Y.i :I! $J.ibe,eq:uent e~perience in.diin undertaking the work lald out for 1t e.ates need, In t.ll:i§ ;u.eld :tor fipecial treatwhicli,, of course, embrac.es a consii:Ie;a .. mfillt op_Mr ·,Ji_bap, ei.s.ewliere .provlded in
tion of propqsa.Is such as are Xoun~: i»., t,!;!.? b.i,11~.'~0.P,/tXJ:SS wjjl l,W jn. a far tietter
section 11 of the· present bill. No reaso.n.. P.!}§iUcu1\to llP.f.\.Ct l~gwJatjon thf,tn it is
is apparent meanwhile for hast.Y actiqn , now:will'llJ{tJ.t lJ?S.tM mucl.J.-is Pi+re specuby Corigress upon the vital patep.t qu~s.,.\ li;ttlon, a& ,to any prqbable J1ecessity
tions involved.
·
tb~;-'l'l,!Qr,

in
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The CHAIRMAN, The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
LANHAM].

Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an .amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mr. LANHAM: Pages
Strike out all cf the
patent provisions commencing with l!ne 5
on page 34 down to and including l!ne 18 on
page 40 and substitute In lieu thereof the
following:
"SEC. 11. (a) The Commission ls authorized
to purchase, for the inanufacture or use by
or for the ·United States Government, any
and all rights In and to any invention or discovery, or application for patent or patents
thereon, relating to research on or the production of fissionable material or t11e utilization of fissionable material or atomic energy.
"(b) The Commission ls authorized to condemn, and to determine and make Just compensation for, any and all rights in and to any
invention or discovery relating to research
on or the production of fissionable materials
or the utlllzatlon of fissionable materials or
atomic energy that affects the national defense and security: Provided, however, Tha·t
upon the determination by the Commission
that the national defense or security is no
101,ger Involved, any and all rights in and to
such Invention or discovery shall revert to
the owner, subject to a nonexclusive, Irrevocable and nontransferable license In favor
of the Government,
"(c) When any person who has made an
invention or discovery relating to research
on or the production of fissionable material,
or the utilization of fissionable materials or
atomic energy and shall have flied an application for a patent thereon and shall have tendered his Invention or discovery to the Government of the United States for Its use, ha
shall, if and when he ultimately receives a
paten£, have the right to sue for compensation as provided for In this section, such
1·lght to compensation to begin from the elate
of any use of the Invention by the Government: Provided, That the Commission ls au·
thorized to enter into and effect an agreement with said applicant in full settlement
and compromise for the use of his invention
by the Government.
"(d) If any person Is dissatisfied with the
determination of the Commission as to just
compensation, he may have his remedy by
filing a suit in the United States District
Court for the District of Columbia, If fl!ed
within O months after such determination;
and such court, on notice to the Commission and other d1./e procedures had, may
thereupon determine the amount of the compensation to be paid such person, as the facts
in the case may appear: Provided, That In any
such suit the United States may avail Itself
of any and all de!~nses, general and special,
that might be pleaded by a defendant in an
action for infringement, as set forth in title
60 of the revised statutes, or otherwise, Any
final judgment rendered against the Commission under any provision of this section shall
have like force and effect as a money Judgment rendered against the United States by
the Court of Claims in"R suit in respect of
which the United States has expressly agreed
to be sued; and the amount of any such final
judgment shall be paid out of any appropriation applicable to the case, if any such
there be: and when no such appropriation
ex:Ists, said judgment shall be paid In the
same manner as judgments rendered by the
Court of Claims In cases under its general
Jurisdiction.
" ( e) Any party aggrieved b·y any final
judgment in a proceeding under this section may appeal therefrom to the Court of
Appeals of the District of Columbia, and upon
such appeal said court shall have power to
revl,ew said judgment and affirm, revoke, or
34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40.
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1nodlfy the same as upon appeals in other .
He writes as follows:
nctions at law,
THE NEW YoaK
"(f) Attorneys appointed· by the· Comm.ls•
PATENT LAW ASSOCIATION,
slon may appear for and represent .the Com•
July 17, 1946,
mission before any Government agency or
Hon. Farrz G. LANHAM,
judicial tribunal with respect to any and all
·
House Office Building,
invention, patent, and research matters in
Washington, D. C.
which the Commission Is involved,
Re: McMahon atomic energy bill.
· "(g) Any person who has made, or. here•
DEAR SIR: It ls generally believed that tne
after makes, any invention or discovery utilfield of atomic energy Is destined to be. one
izing fissionable materials or ato~ic energy
of great commercial and Industrial Importdesigned or specially adapted for use as or in
ance, possibly competing with or supplanto. military weapon, shall file .. with the ComIng coal, oil, gas or water power, in addimission a report containing a complete detion to !ts obvious military and international
scription thereof. The· report covering any
aspects.
.
such Invention or discovery shall ·be filed on
It Is of fundamental Importance that the
or before whichever of the following Is tho
Incentives to Invention and practical de"iatest: (1) The sixtieth day after the date or
velopment prnv!ded by our patent system
enactment of this act; (2) The sixtieth day
should not be jettisoned in this new indusafter completion of such Invention or distrial field. Yet the pending McMahon blll,
covery; or (3) the sixtieth day after such
S. 1717, and its companion, H. R. 6179, which
person first discovers, or first has reason to
have never had the benefit of consideration
belleve that sucl1 invention or discovery is
by the Patents Committee of either the Senspecially useful as or In such· a_ weapon."
ate or the House, would virtually abolish the
patent syst".lm In this new fi.eld.
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman,
It Is not commonly appreciated that these
will the gentleman yield?
bills go far beyond the military and Inter. Mr. LANHAM. I yield to the gentle- national aspects of atomic energy and Include the entire lnc!ustrial field-section 1 on
man from Iowa.
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Chairman, po!Jcy includes &11 industrial and commercial
phases
of Improving the public welfare and
I am very anxious to hear a more com- Increasing
the standard of living; section
plete discussion by the gentleman from 7 giving the Government licensing power,
Texas than he can give in his allotted covers all uses of atomic energy whether for
time. I ask unanimous consent that my mil! tary or for industrial purposes; the bill
remarks may be inserted immediately throughout refers not only to fissionable mafollowing the remarks of the gentleman terial such as used In the atomic bomb but
from Ohio [Mr. ELSTON], and that I may also to atomic energy broadly, even though
solely for Industrial purposes.
yield my time to the gentleman _from usable
Similarly the patent provisions limiting or
Texas [Mr. LANHAM].
abolishing patent rights are drawn to cover
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection all aspects of atomic energy-section lla reto the request of the gentleman from. lates to production nnd military ut!llzatlon;
section llb refers to research; section llc
Iowa?
refers to nonmll!tary utilization.
There was no object.Ion.
1. In the military field (where, under exMr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, I am
and time-tested law, there is no quesjust as much opposed to section 11 as the isting
tion that patents could not interfere with
gentleman from Ohio who offered an the activities of the Government or Its conamendment to strike it out. I spoke in tractors) the important Incentives provided
general debate citing reasons why the by patents are abolished by prohibiting the
adoption of section 11 as it appears in grant of all patent rights and substituting
the bill would abolish our patent system a system of awards to be made by . a specreated Government board. This board,
upon which the progress of this country cially
acting In advance of the event, would have
has depended.
no basis for determining value as cloes the
The reason I am offering my amend- Court of Claims which makes an award after
ment rather than supporting the one the event; nor would this boarcl have any
striking out the section ls that if this basis for determining priority among rival
bill should pass and go to the conference claimants, as does the Patent Office under the
committee, that committee probably patent system.
2. In the research and commercial fields
would reinsert section 11; then we would Important
incentives of patents are abolished
have no option upon its return to this by the Institution
of a system of compul•
body except to vote for or against section sory llcensing. The Congress has consistently
11.
and for many years rejected effort.s to esMr. Chairman, may I say that the tablish compulsory llcenslng of patents. The
amendment which I have offered has the public interest underlying this policy Is well
approval of the gentleman who has been understood by the Patent Committees of
the adviser in patent matters in con• both the Senate and the House and applies
all industrial fields Including that of
nection with atomic energy from the very to
atomic energy.
beginning; it has the approval of the
I urge on all the Membei·s of the Congress
National Patent Council, the small man- that the patent provisions (sec. 11) of this
ufacturers of this country; It has the bill should be deleted before its passage.
Very truly yours,
approval of the patent section of the
R. MORTON ADAMS,
American Bar Association; It has the ap-

proval of the American Patent Law Association, and it will not in any way injure
our patent system and its protection and
promotion. It will give to this Commission in all fairness every right which it
should receive.
In addition to the approval of those
whom I have mentioned, I received on
·yesterday this letter from the president
of the New York Patent Law Assocla•
tion.

President.

Mr. Chairman, I repeat that this
amendment which I have offered as a
substitute has the approval of those who
are interested in our patent laws and our
patent system and in the preservation of
the privileges rightfully granted to inventors in the Constitution and that
have been preserved by the legislative
bodies of this Government since our Republic first began.
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·What does this amendme11t do that I
have offered? It allows this Commission
by purchase or by condemnation to acquire any patent that it needs er any application for patent or any invention that
it needs. It provides that in case it acquires a patent and discovers after n
while that it is not useful with reference
to atomic energy, it can retain a nonexclusive, nontransferable license for the
use of it and transfer the patent baci.: to
the owner.. It is impossible to conceive,
when a patent is first issued or first applied for, what the ramifications of its
use and success may- be during the 17
years that the patent e:cists. Certainly,
the patent owner should not be forever
deprived of the advantages of his patent
in industry and in the activities of civil
life, and there is no reason for the Commission to keep It beyond the time that
it is useful for the purposes set forth in
this bill.
It provides that, if the compensation
that is awarded by the Commission is not
adequate in the judgment of the patent
owner, he may have his day in court to
determine that, and that he may have, in
the case of dissatisfaction, an appeal to
the Court of Appeals in order that his
proper compensation for the time his
patent is used may be fixed. Surely, all
that. we want to do is to give this Commission the right to the use of the patents that it needs and the patents that it
can make of service in the promotion of
atomic energy,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Texas has expired.
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, my
name is on the list for time. I ask unanimous consent that my time be given to
the gentleman from Texas, who is so well
acquainted and so conversant with the
matter of patents.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Illinois?
There was no objection.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, this
amendment gives the Commission the
right to acquire any patent that it may
need, and it also preserves our patent
system and does not permit compulsory
licensing and the undermining and the
abolishment of the incentives to American ingenuity and inventive genius upon
which the prosperity of our country has
been founded.
Mr. SPRINGER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. LANHAM. I yield to the gentleman from Indiana.
·
Mr. SPRINGER. Under. the gentleman's amendment, is there a provision
that permits voluntary licensing?
Mr. LANHAM. The Government may
acquire any patent. It may acquire by
negotiation voluntary licensing from the
patent owner, if that is what it wishes,
or it may acquire his patent ownership
outright, with the provision that for
proper compensation it can use his patent while it is effective for the purposes
of the act, and when no longer effective
in that way in the opinion· of the Commission· it reverts to the owner in order
that he may get the use that he should
get, with a license retained by the Government.·
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Mr. JENNINGS.· Mr. Chairman, will
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman, we are
the gentleman yield?
·
dealing with one of the fundamental
Mr. LANHAM. I yield to the gentle- principles -of our Government, the adman from Tennessee.
·
vancement of science. Anybody who reMr. JENNINGS. It is fortunate, I views the history of the United States
thinlc, for the House that we have among cannot fail .to be impressed with what
us a man with the ability and thorough the advancement of science through the
and comprehensive knowledge of the national patents policy has done for this
patent laws of this country that the dis- country, If I were asked to state which
tinguished gentleman who is now ad- building in this country houses the most
dressing us has. I feel that we ought important office of the Government, the
to go along with him on this amendment. office that is more responsible for the
Mr. LANHAM. I thank the gentle- preeminent position attained by our
man.
Government among world powers, I
This ls a detalled and technical matter. would Po.int to the Patent Office. I would
I have been on the Committee on Patents go back to the invention of the cotton
for more than 20 years. This section gin, the steamboat, steel, and all the inhas been handled by a committee not ventions that have placed us in that prefamiliar with it. You may take my word eminent position abreast of and ahead
for it that, unless you want to abolish of the rest of the world. I subscribe to
our patent system, unless you want to everything said by the gentleman from
cripple and destroy the incentive for Texas who preceded me.
Let me read from a release from the
American Ingenuity to give expression to
itself in inventions that will promote the National Patent Council, sent to the ofprogress of our country, you should adopt fice of every Congressman:
this amendment, which the people inter"The McMahon atomic energy bill (S. 1717)
ested in patents approve, and preserve reflects the blind arrogance of bureaucracy
this fundamental system of our Nation. gone mad," declared John w. Anderson,
Mr. JUDD. Mr. Chairman, :wm tlJ,e spokesman for small business, today. "The
bill would drive American inventive diligence
gentleman yield?
underground. It would create a vast blaclc
Mr. LANHAM. I yield to the gentle- market
in dangerous atomic inventions. Seman from Minnesota.
cret agents of foreign governments would
Mr. JUDD. All the patents when they find. united States Inventors cringing from
are granted are made avail..'l.ble for per- the harsh treatment threatened by their own
sons to come and inspect. Under the Government. Fear and resentment would
gentleman's· amendment would patents lead to secret deals In which alien agents
that were held by the Commission be would get the Inventions for blaclc cash."
open for public inspection and knowlI read further from this release:
edge?
"The patent provisions of this bill," he
Mr. LANHAM. Provision is made for said, "are so totally un-Amerlcan and unkeeping secret those that are primarily constitutional that all Industry was amazed
useful for national defense. As a matter and arou,;ed last week to learn that the
of fact, I am the author of the law that House Committee on Military Affairs had reported It out favorably In tha face of violent
provides that. The War Department
and the Navy Department have their protests from Industry and others."
own research counsel with reference to
If there is anything we should be
patents; who work with the Patent Com- jealous of and 'if there is anything we
missioner and his office, and whatever should protect, it is the right of the inthey discover is kept secret if it dividual citizen of this country to be reshould be. ·
warded for his inventive genius. We
Mr. JUDD. Those provisions would should foster the advancement of sciapply under the gentleman's amend- ence by protecting the right of patentment?
ing inventions.
Mr. LANHAM. Those provisions would
Mr. Chairman, I am in favor of the
apply.
amendment.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recogChairman, will the gentleman yield?
nizes the gentleman from California [Mr.
.
Mr. LANHAM. I yield to the gentle- HINSHAW].
man from California.
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, in the
Mr. VOORHIS of California. But the event the amendment of the gentleman
holder of a patent or the person who from Texas [Mr. LANHAM] is not agreed
applies for a patent would have to reg- to, I have at the Clerk's deslc an amendister that patent, would he not?
ment at line 11, page 35, which adds the
Mr. LANHAM. The Commission under words b.efore the period "and just comthis amendment may even take an appli- pensation shall be made therefor." In
cation for a patent before the patent is items Nos. 1 and 2 on page 34, it is proever granted. The Commission has the vided in each case that just compensation
right to get an invention before it has ·shall be made. In item 3, however, which
ever reached the patent stage, from the cJ,oes not refer to a patent but to a mere
standpoint of applications, or it may get invention or discovery useful in the proinventions for which patents have not duction of fissionable material, the diseven been applied for.
coverer or inventor is required to report
· Let us preserve our patent system an.cl to the Comm.ission within 00 days giving
not adopt a section devised by some one a full des,cdption thereof but no reward
unknown that would destroy and abolislJ. whatsoever is provided itl the text of the
the fundamental basis of our progress. · bllt It seem:; tp me that must have been
,. The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog,. an oversight on the part· of the Senate
11izes the gentleman from Idaho [Mr. committee or on th.e part or the House
WmTEJ,
committee. I trust that in the event
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the amendment proposed by the gentle- ·
man from Texas is not agreed to, the
committee will agree to the insertion of
the language I propose. I do not exactly
see how you can, by law, force any man
wl10 has made a discovery or invention
for which no patent application has been
made, to disclose his discovery to the
Commission if he does not want to, until
he should perhaps attempt to put his discovery or invention into practice. Certainly, to attempt by law to force him to
make disclosure without reward is carrying things pretty far into the nebulous
realms. I wonder what starry-eyed
dreamer wrote this provision in subsection (3).
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recog.
nizes the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. FOLGER].
Mr. FOLGER. Mr. Chairman, it is
rather difficult, in .fact, impossible, to
analyze the substitute amendment offered by the gentleman from Texas. I
have felt in reading the provisions of section 11 that the ultimate purpose of all
the provisions of that section were not to
discourage inventive genius or to destroy
patent provisions, but to recognize them
as having a legitimate place in our economy and in the world as well and that
that very provision is to encourage discovery and inventive genius and provide
that compensation might be made, I apprehend that the framers of this section
feel about the matter as I feel, that this
is not something set up to be exploited by
men in order to create discoveries and
inventions which they may consider to be
commercially advantageous to themselves. It is not a money-making proposition. It is something that is not going
to be cornered by a few men. If atomic
energy outside its military value amounts
to as much as many of our people think
it Will, it is largely something that has
been discovered and paid for by the people of the United States of America. I
cannot understand why it is thought that
the handling of this subject as it is handled in section 11 of the bill would have
any effect upon the patent laws and
rights of men in discoveries and inventions in this country. ·
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Washington
[Mr. SAVAGE],
Mr. SAVAGE. Mr. Chairman, the
Constitution says that "the Congress has
the right, to promote the progress of science and useful arts by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the
exclusive right to their respective writings and discoveries."
I, like the gentleman from North Carolina [Mr. FOLGER], w~nt to point out that
it was the American people who spent
about $2,000,000,000 for the discovery of
atomic energy, I think the people have
as much right to the control of this dangerous entity as any private corporation.
I do not see that it affects our patent
laws. This is an exception to the patent
laws.
I also want to point out that many cor~
porations in the United States are now
destroying initiative when they hire
workers. Before you can go on the pay
roll you have to sign a statement that the
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. patent on anything you invent while
working for that company shall be the
property of the corporation, and the man·
gets no compensation of any kind for the
invention. They are destroying initiative themselves.
I think that may very well apply to
atomic energy, A corporation that requires Hs employees to sign over to the
corporation all patent rights on anything the employee might invent or discover will also require scientists in their
employ to sign a waiver, then what becomes of your incentive? There is more
incentive in the bill as it now is than
there will be if either amendment is
adopted. The bill as is would compensate an inventor, but if amended there
will be no compensation for the inventor
from anybody. If it is incentive you are
after yo\\ had better kill these amend-.
ments.
I am opposed to both of the pending
amendments, the one offered by the gen'tleman from Texas [Mr. LANHAM] and
also the amendment to strike out the
entire section 11. I think it is too dangerous to make public the records of
atomic energy. I do not believe there is
anything wrong with holding these
secrets. If they are going to be kept
secrets, let us not make public records
in the Patent Office of inventions regai·ding atomic energy.
We, by our votes on these amendments,
are going to place the control of these
vital patents in the hands of the Government or in the hands of corporations.
We cannot trust corporations with such
vital secrets. I can still remember, and
so can you, that Standard Oil, just prior
to the war, made a deal with Hitler that
if Hitler would keep the patents for synthetic gasoline out of this country Standard Oil would attempt to prevent the
development of synthetic rubber in the
United States. Hitler believed that if he
could deprive us of rubber tires it would
mean our defeat. You know how crucial
the rubber situation became during the
war and it is not entirely cleared up yet.
Was the Standard Oil Co. thinking of
the welfare of the country or was it
thinking of a monopoly in the oil business? You know the answer to that one.
Furthermore this happened at a time
when the country's supply of crude oil
was running low with less than a 20-year
supply remaining.
What about the Anaconda Copper Co.
whose officials were convicted of producing inferior copper wire for the American
soldiers to use on the battle fronts? How
many men did that company kill? How
would you like to turn the atomic bomb
secrets over to that Garsson outfit which
the Senate now I1as on the carpet? Too
many people in Congress have profitltis.
They want some outfit to make a profit
on everything but those same Members
can seldom see the need for anything for
the people.
Tl1is Seventy-ninth Congress Is really
doing a job for the country, this atomic
bomb control bill is butchered up now
about as bad as the OPA bill.
I hope these amendments will be defeated. I hope all the amendments that
have been adopted here in the Committee of the Whole will be defeated when
we report the bill back to the House. . I
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do not want to see the control of atomic 1nventions· ha'\'e:all come from individenergy turned over to the Army nor to uals, many of. them obscure, some of
the corporations. I want to see the bill .them even regarded as craclc-pots;· none
passed substantially as it came from the of them subsidized.
Senate.
The sad fact seems to be that a GovThe CHAIRMAN. The time of the ernment is more likely to prosecute than
gentleman from Washington has expired. it is to promote the geniuses of discovery
The Chair recognizes the gentleman and invention. Mr. DeForest, the invenfrom New York [Mr. GWINN] for 3 tor of radio in America, was tried for 30
minutes.
days in an effort to convict him for using
Mr. GWINN of New York. Mr. Cha,ir- the malls to sell stoclc on the representaman, the debate has made clear that so tion that he had invented a machine to
long as we are at war or threatened with talk without the use of wires.
war the military secret of atomic bombIt is entirely contrary to experience to
ing should remain e~actly where It is.
expect that Government commissions
The armed forces are better guardians shoul~ be wise enough to own, explore,
of military .secrets than any political experiment, manufacture, promote, incommission. Treasonable conduct re- vent, subsidize and make scientific ad- ·
garding a military secret Is subject to vances like Edison, Ford, Wright, Deimmediate court martial. This need for Forest, Blake, McCormick, Whitney, 01·
top military secrecy talces precedence, the inventors of radar and electronics
therefore, for the time being over any accompiished.
To sum up, the industrial development
consideration of peacetime use of atomi.c
energy for industrial development. We of this great Nation and the conversion
hope that the tense international situa- of its industrial plants to war are so comtion will change in 6 months. Until then, pletely dependent upon the untrammeled
this bill should be recommitted to the exercise of the free mind and imaginaMilitary Affairs Committee for further tion of our citizens that we dare not depart from our traditional ways of doing
study.
·
Wl1en this atomic discovery is no longer · things. · American progress and world
a secret, and peace and international power are built upon the social and inorder are assured, and the nations of dustrial benefits which a free nation has
the world together turn to industrial, derived from inventors and workers not
agricultural, and medical developments, controlled by Government.
Thus, both for the sake of peace and
there will be no need for a huge and intricate atomic commission like the one for the sake of defense, we must stancl
firm in favor of freedom of action in the
contemplated in S. 1717.
Government must probably register development even of this new device, if
and license the use of atomic energy in we are .to be sure of maintaining our
the same way dangerous materials are course in national development and. In
licensed in many fields. For such a pur- security of world affairs.
So, I shall vote to recommit the Mcpose there is no use for such a commisMahon blll, S. 1717, for these reasons:
sion as proposed.
First, because the present status of
When the time comes for the industrial
and agricultural and humanitarian uses world affairs does not warrant any action
on
behalf of the United States which
of this energy, the accumulated knowledge should be made freely available to would deprive this Nation of its supreme
the mind and imagination of the in- weapon of war. The guardianship of our
ventive geniuses of our country. From secret war weapon must not be moved
these men will come the inventions and or disturbed.
Second, when peace and international
discoveries In the application of atomic
energy·in the next 20 years as the theo- order.come, the outlawing entirely of the
retical and technological ,discovery of it use of atomic weapons and the enforceall came from them during the last 20 ment of the law by international police
years. All this happened without Gov- is the prerogative of the United Nations
ernment control, supervision, or direc- Security Council. ·
FLnally, and above all, becalliie I reject
tion by such commissions as here prothe very idea that any governmental or
posed.
The Government could not have se- International commission shall have
lected or subsidized or even guessed who power to hamper, control or censor free
the discoverers of this energy would be. men and their free science beyond the
Nor is it likely that a mere Government mere licensing required in the use of such
commission in the next 20 years will con- dangerous materials.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
tribute the most creative ideas in the
further development of the scientific use gentleman from New York has expired,
. The Chair recognizes the gentleman
of this energy. That Impossible task is
contemplated in this bill. It Is totali- from California [Mr. DOYLE].
PROPOSED AMENDMENT ENDANGERS NATIONAL
tarianism. It is a rejection of our basic
SECURITY
faith in the free human nilnd.
By comparison, government and its
Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Chairman, lest the
commissions and employees do not in- House get the idea that all American invent and discover. They suffer from a dustry Is in favor of the gentleman's
kind of Intellectual sterility and bureau- amendment, may I call attention to the
cratic incapacity for creative work of fact that on yesterday I read two letters
this ldnd. Why, then, should it be given from the National Association of Mam1control over what it cannot understand? facturers, one dated June 27 and one
Even from the War and Navy Depart- July 16, from their Patent Division.
I call your attention to the RECORD of
ments, having the greatest war plants in
all the world, not one invention decisive yesterday, page 9359.
I repeat, you can read it. They there
1n the success of modern warfare has
come. The truly great discoveries and claim that while private enterprise
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should have more availability to this
atomic energy, they admit that private
cmte1'prise is ·safeguarded by adequate
licensing provisions by the Commission.
In other words, that Nation-wide group
of manufacturers recognizes that adequate licensing by the Commission ls
sound and necessary in the interests of
national security and safety.
J.Vii·. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, . will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. DOYLE. No. I am sorry, I have
only a few minutes; the gentleman lias
had 15:
·
Mr. Chairman, I wish to call attention to the fact that if you· adopt this
amendment you strike out all control by
the United States Government of this
most dangerous substance, for military
purposes, unless it is acquired from the
inventors by purchase or condemnation,
afte1~ a military weapon is invented 01·
patented. You wipe out all exclusive
control at the source of this material
by the United States Government, and
turn it over to private speculation and
control. You turn over to private parties
the control of the source of this energy and control of the ·development of
military weapons in the first instanc.e.
Yet we have already this day by other
actions recognized it to be the most powerful element in history for destruction
or foi· progress. ·
I am absolutely opposed to my Government being placed in second place, on
account of any factor. Passing as we
did a.minute ago an amendment carrying the death penalty for revealing any
of tl1ese secrets of this terrific atomic
energy to a foreign government--yet we
now propose by this amendment, to turn
it over to the genius and the greed too, of
all those elements in our population, to
use and develop and produce as they
wish, for purposes of monopoly and
money profit, without the Federal Government's having any proper control or
jurisdiction over it, even for war purposes unless it buys it. I say, that is
fundamentally dangerous to our national
security and safet3·.
Section 11 as now written in the bill
and as passed by the Senate requires a
lfoense from the United States to use any
invention or discovery which is useful
solely for military purposes. Is not this
in the interests of our national security
and safety? Yet the proposed amendment by the gentleman from Texas
would leave wide open the field Of inventing and developing milltary weapons
with the atomic energy in them in private hands and control and force our
Government to condemn by court action
if necessary their acquisition for our own
national defense.
If this statement by me is not a fact,
then I invite you to call attention to
where in the proposed amendment there
is anything to the contrary.
· Yes, we have spent over $2,000,000,000
as taxpayers to.develop it for our national
security and safety-it won for us that
very freedom-and now we propose by
this amendment to turn it over t9 whosoever will to develop military weapons ,
with, and then. require our taxpayers to
again spend millions to acqUire these
military machine inventions.
XCII--598

I 1·epeat, that I invite the gentleman to
point out if his amendment provides any
sort of a limitation on tl:ie utmost freedom
to develop atomic .military weapons, or
even bombs, without even- the Government having a word to say, unless H conqernns or"otherwise acquil•es tl1e invention ·or patent.
This amendment proposes to make billions of money for private gain at the expense of. some of our .national security
and safety. It does it in effect, even
though no Member of this House so intends, of course.
· As for me on this far reaching issue of
private gain versus maximum national
safety and maximum progress of the
human race, I choose to vote in favor of
my Nation's welfare and security first,
and leave money profit for monopolies
out: ·We must this date make this choice.
No justification has yet been offered by
proponents of the amendment as relates
to the development of military weapons
with atomic energy, They know there is
no justification for leaving the invention
and production of military weapons with
atomic energy in private hands, so they
stress that the Government can acquire
by condemnation, through court action
if necessary, any such development.
Nor does the amendment of the gentleman prohibit a private party inventing a military weapon with atomic ener-·
gy from selling it to a foreign nation. It
does authorize the United States Government to acquire it, but it does not
undertake to compel an American inventor to offer to sell it to the United
States first or at all. Under subclivlsion
(g) of the proposed amendment it
requires an Inventor to disclose his invention to the Government the sixtieth
day after he makes up his mind that his
invention or discovery is especially useful as a military weapon. So, B,gain, it
places our Nation under tl1e handicap of
waiting upon an Inventor to be willing
to admit that he concludes he has a
military weapon. It does not even give
the Government a first option or right
to purchase or acquire such invention
for our national security.
Nor are any penalties proposed in the
amendment of the gentleman. I can
readily understand why, I think. It is
because the requirements upon any inventor under this amendment, even in
the field of the invention of military
weapons with atomic energy, are so indefinite and uncertain that no penalty
clause would have much chance of application in a court of last resort.
Yes, an inventor in America, under the
gentleman's proposal, could invent a ·
military weapon with the atomic energy
factor even more destructive than the
Hiroshima bomb, he could legally sell it
to a foreign nation who might then be a
potential or actual enemy to our national
security; he could still file a report within
the 60 days' period as provided in the
gentleman's amendment; he could pocket
his filthy monetary gain tlrn,s had; and he·
would still be acting within the requirements of the gentleman's amendment as
far as military weapons are concerned.
Remember, gentlemen, this amendment does not reserve. unto the Government any prior option to purchase, nor
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does it require the inventor to first offer
it to ·the United States Government be-

fore lie does to anybody else-foreign na.tions included.
So; under the gentleman's amendment
we could easily have an invention in the
military field, with a sale to an international cartel or a foreign nation by
the inventor prior to the date he files
his 60-day report with the United States
Government, after he makes up his mind
it ls worth millions to him as a military
weapon. So also, it leaves the field of
military weapons wide open for foreign
spies and agents to deal and trade with
the few in our nation who might place
greed for gold above patriotism. Yes,
an American could invent a most destructive military weapon, he could sell
and transfer it to a foreign nation
through a foreign agent in this country;
the invention could be removed to foreign shores and the American then file
his 60-day report as required, and the
inventor not have violated any provision
of the proposed amendment. But, as
long as the amendment is designed to
allow freedom and free enterprise in the
field of atomic energy for military weapons, we certainly could not then complain if the American inventor got all the
gold he could for it. This is the sort of
freedom of action this amendment would
allow, regardless of our national safety
and security. I am opposed to it.
Now, the field of industrial purposes
I have not discussed for others have already done so.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of the
gentleman from California has expired.
The gentleman from Illinois [Mr.
PRICE] is recognized for 3 minutes.
Mr, PRICE of Illinois. Mr. Chairman,
t11e only witness we had before our committee during the consideration of section 11 of this bill was Mr. Henry, former
Commissioner of Patents, who appeared
in opposition to the· amendment. Mr.
·Henry at the present time, however, is
privately employed as patent attorney
for the Radio Corp. of America.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. PRICE of TI!lnols, I yield to the
gentleman from Texas.
Mr. LANHAM. He is also one of the
advisory council to the House Committee
on Patents and went before the gentleman's committee at the express wish
and request of the Committee on Patents.
Mr. PRICE of Illinois. I recall, l1owever, that Mr. Henry was very confused
when we asked him whether he was
appearing as a representative of the
Committee on Patents.
· The present Commissioner of Patents
not only ha.s approved this section of the
bill but participated 1n the drafting of
parts of the section. The patent provisions are included in order to give special
treatment to carry out other provisions
of the bill, The atomic energy patents
with which this section will deal are
divided into two groups.
Group 1 consists of patents on the production of fissionable material and
atomic weapons.· The bill completely removes these subjects from the patent
field. Since the production of fissionable
material and atomic weapons are a Government monopoly, there seemed no
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point in having private patents for acitivUies which could not be privately conclucted .. If this proviEion were not made,
the Government would have to flle fol'
patents on the bomb and all secret processes and equipment to prevent private
patents on these inventions. By eliminating patents in this field
exclusive
Government activity, important secrets
will be more closely guarded than if it
were necessary for them to go through
the Patent Office. Financial incentives
for inventions in these fields are never•
theless retained through awards to be
made by the Commission. Express provi;don is made for judicial review if the
inventor is dissatisfied with the award.
The second group is limited to patents
covering devices utilizing atomic energy, for example, atomic power plants,
atomic-propelled ships, and so forth.
Here, patents are applied for and issued
in the usual way to private inventors.
The only new provision is that if a paten tee refuses to license an important
patent, the Commission is authorized
to require a license to be issued in
return for a reasonable royalty to the
patentee. This provision carries out
the intent of the bill that the benefits
of atomic energy be made generally
available, and is specifically warranted
by the fact that all development patents in the atomic energy field will necessarily be founded upon the work done
in the Government's $2,000,000,000 project. Since the public has paid for a major part of these inventions the bill
assures the public that the benefits of the
inventions will be made generally available. If the patent holder is dissatisfied
with the royalty, he is expressly granted
judicial review. These provisions, as l
stated at the beginning of my remarks,
were approved by and in part drafted
by the Commissioner of Patents.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Arizona [Mr.

of

MUllDOCK].

Mr. MURDOCK.

Mr. Chairman, in

1937 one of the leading Members of this

House rose solemnly in this well and deciared that we ought to have a holiday
on inventions. I think that in order
to enforce such a holiday he meant to
close the Patent Office. I took issue with
him at the time, because I felt that you
cannot put a damper on human Ingenuity
and the inventive spirit. However, I am
going to take a slightly different attitude now because . of changes occuring
during the last 10 years. At that time
the gentleman thought man had created some things he could not control.
I do not know whether today he is sure
of that fact or not, but I am afraid of
it right now.
In reference to the matter of inventions that pertain to atomic weapons and
the use of atomic energy, I feel we have
something that is far too dangerous to
leave too freely in human hands. For
that reason I favor the provision in section 11 in this bill, and I am opposed to
striking it out.
Mr. BIEMILLER. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. MURDOCK. I yield to the gentleman from Wisconsin,
Mr. BIEMILLER. As I understand
section 11 in S. 1717, it only prevents the

functioning of the normal patent system
on two items of development; that is
fissionable material and atomic weapons. I am incllned to ask the question·
of this House: Are you sincere in talk•
ing about secrecy with reference to
atomic weapons or do you want profits?
If you are going to permit private indi•
viduals to get patents on atomic weapons,
a complete description must be filed in
the Patent Office. It is there available
to anyone who waqts to look at it. Any
intelligent scientists or technologist will
have the secret of every atomic weapon.
As far as I am concerned, I am for keeping secrecy above profits.
Mr. MURDOCK. I thank the gentle•
man and agree with him. I favor safeguarding property rights, yet I want to
remind you that we have already denied
the prospector, the man who goes ·out
into the West and finds uranium, the
1·ight to establish a claim on that property
having the material which may be converted into atomic energy, I think we
ought to do very much the same thing
for the protection of our national security, the same thing in regard to personal
property in ideas covering this dangerous
material as well as the mineral that is
in the g1·ound from which the material
can be made. For that reason, I am opposed to the amendment which would
strike section 11 from this bill.
I have not only read the extensive hearings of the Senate Committee on Atomic
Energy, but I attended some of the sessions and heard the statements made. I
was Impressed with the seriousness of the
attitude of the scientists. They appeared
to me to have a deep sense of social responsibility. They were fearful of the terribly destructive power of the thing which
they have produced, but they were also
conscious of the great benefits which it
might afford humanity. Yet practically
all of them emphasized that when you·
produce atomic energy fo;: peace you are
at least 75 percent along the road of having it for war. That terribly significant
fact makes it Imperative that we must
not permit atomic energy uncontrolled in
private hands.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, I am as susceptible as any
Member of the House to an appeal for
freedom, but the general purpose of this
bill, if I understand it correctly, Is to
say that until we know what atomic
energy is and will do, until we have established sufficient controls so as to
enable mankind to live with it with
safety, until we know the answer to some
of the questions posed by the gentleman
from Minnesota, Dr. Juno, we cannot
safely permit every private individual in
the country to exercise unlimited freedom in handling, possessing, or patenting atomic energy,
The point.has already been made that
as soon as we permit anyone to patent
fissionable material or weapons depend•
ing on atomic energy, the patent has to
be registered and the description has to
be given in such clear, exact, full, complete, and concise language that any person versed in the arts and professions
can understand H. Those are the words
of the patent law. Will that promote
security?
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Under the amendment ·offered by the
gentleman from Texas, anyone could
patent fissionable material itself and it
would then be incumbent upon the commission to go out and recapture the patent after it had been issued if the Com•
mission believed it important to security,
It is impossible for the Commission to
guess what is going to happen all over
the country with regard to such development. I think it quite evident that to
plead foi.• national security on the one
hand and to say that private Individuals
might patent atomic energy on the other,
is utterly inconsistent. So if either of
these amendments Is adopted, the safety
provisions of the bill, the control over the
terrible dangers inherent in misuse of
this energy, will be largely lost.
Now as to my second point, I recall
that the gentleman from Ohio himself
the other day inserted an amendment In
order that he might be sui·e that any
· person applying for the use of some of
this material for industrial purposes in
the future might be guaranteed his opportunity to get it. The gentleman appealed for his amendment on the ground
that denial by the Commission of the
use of radioactive material might at
some future time deprive a man of the
opportunity to remain in business.
Please bear in mind that argument as
we consider the far more serious possibility of some single private corporation
gaining a patent on some absolutely vital
key device for the application of atomic
energy, Such a corporation, if protected by a patent, could quite conceivably
control and deny access to whole segments of the business life of America
to everyone else.
We are dealing with a power here before the House today which may well
transform the entire economy of the
United States, and I have no fear of taking my stand on these grounds: First, I
think the bill as written is quite right in
1·efusing to allow the patentability of
atomic energy itself, the very energy of
the sun, for the development of which the
American people as a whole have paid
$2,000,000,000 and which, by every principle, must always belong to all the people. Second, I think the bill is also altogether correct in charging the Commission with this duty, that If in the future a
patent is taken on some application of
atomic energy-If it happens that such
an Invention is made that would, for example, deprive every company or agency
of this country that now furnishes power
or heat or light to the people of the very
foundation of Its business-then, under
those circumstances, the Commission
should exercise its power to require compulsory licensing, at a fair royalty, of
such a patent. Unltlss this provision is
retained, there is every likelihood of
more complete monopolistic power than
the world has ever seen being built on the
basis of patents on this basic energy,
To adopt either of these .amendments Is
to risk the taking over of the whole economy of America and put it In monopolistic hands, of one or two great corporations. I furthermore plead for this understanding, that in recent years it has
not been necessarily true that patents
have advanced the science!:, and the arts,
and the industrial progress, but some-
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times they have hampered it, and we
have evidence of that in the cartel agreements based on some patents that have
been during the war period so inimical to
national defense.
Would the House want some private
agency to hold a patent on the air we
breathe? I believe not. But who is to
say the basic energy of every piece of
matter in this universe is any more a fit
subject for private patent than the air?
No, Mr. Chairman; these amendments
are wrong, fundamentally wrong. I am
against them. I support the patent sections of the Senate bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Tbe Chair recognizes the gentleman from Texas [Mr.
THOMASON].

Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman,
my remarks will necessarily be very
brief. I just want to make this observation. I am strong for the patent laws of
this country, and I have great respect
for the judgment of my colleague the
gentleman from Texas [Mr. LANHAM].
But I have studied the provisions of this
bill, and we are not dealing with ordinary patents. We are dealing with an
extraordinary discovery. This Government has spent more than $2,000,000,000
already on the discovery of atomic energy. It has untold millions of dollars
invested in the Manhattan project and
the Oak Ridge project, and only today
they are having another big experiment
out near where I live, in the white sands
of New Mexico. We are dealing with
the most destructive thing that has ever
been known since the Supreme Architect of the Universe threw this old world
together.
As I understand this bill, ordinary
and usual patents are not affected.
This Government, Uncle Sam, owns this
discovery.·· It is our bomb. It is our
secret, and when the Commission wants
to take over any patent, revoke any patent, take charge of any patent, they
have to pay for it. There is to be just
compensation just as if they were invoking condemnation proceedings for
any other kind of property. It is a
most unusual situation, the way I view
it. If we were not dealing with this destructive agent, I would be in sympathy
with the views of my colleague from
Texas. This terrible weapon is and.
must be, at least for a time, a Government monopoly.
That is all I have to say. It is Uncle
Sam's secret. It is Uncle Sam's property now. The United States Government, acting through the Commission or
the Army or the Navy, must control it.
Of course, private industry would like to
have a part in it, and they can under
proper conditions. The provisions of
the bill place no improper restrictions
on private enterprise. If the bomb is to
be kept a secret and if atomic energy is
later to be developed for medical and
industrial use, patents at least for the
present should be kept exclusively in
Government hands. We must take no
chances. This amendment should be
defeated.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Texas [Mr. LANHAM].

and section 11 of the act of March 1, 1919
(40 Stat. 1270; U.S. C., ~ltle 44, sec. 111); and
(9) without regard to the provisions o! the
Surplus Property Act of 1944 or any other law,
make such disposition as it may deem desirable of (A) radioactive materials, and (B)
any other property th<special disposition of
which Is, 1n the opinion of the Commission,
in the Interest of the national security.
(b) Security: The President may, In advarice, exempt any specific action of. the
Commission In a particular matter from the
provisions of law relating to contracts whenever ·he determines ttlat such action ls essential !n the Interest of the common defense
and security.
(c) Adv!Sory committees: The members of
the General Advisory Committee established
pursuant to section 2 (b) and the members
of advisory boards established pursuant to
subsection (a) (i) of this section may serve
as such without 1 regard to the provisions of
sections 109 and 113 of the Criminal Code ( 18
U. S. c., secs. 198 and 203) or section 19 ( e)
of the Contract Settlement Act of 1944, except Insofar as such sections may prohibit
any such member from receiving compensation in respect of any particular matter
whicl). directly Involves the Commission or in
which the Commission ls directly Interested.

The question was taken; and the Chair
being in doubt, the Committee divided,
and there were-ayes 121, noes 57.
So the amendment was agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:
GENERAL AUTHORITY

. SEC. 12. (a) In the performance of !ts
functions the Commission ls authorized to( l) establish advisory boards to advise
with and make recommendations to the
Commission on legislation, policies, administration, research, and other matters;
(2) establish by regulation or order such
standards and Instructions to govern the
possession and use of fissionable and byproduct materials as the Commission may
deem necessary or desirable to protect health
or to minimize danger from explosions and
other hazards to life or property;
(3) make such studies and Investigations,
obtain such Information, and hold such
hearings as the Commission may deem necessary or proper to assist It In exercising any
authority provided !Ii this act, or !n the
adminlstra tlon or enforcement of this act,
or any regulations or orders Issued thereunder. For, such purposes the Commission
ts authorized to administer oatl1s and
affirmations, and by subpena to require any
person to appear and testify, or to appear
and produce documents, or both, at any designated place. No person shall be excused
from complying with any requirements under
this paragraph because of his privilege
against self-Incrimination, but the Immunity provisions of the Compulsory Te~tlmony Act of February 11, 1893 (U. s. C.,
title 49, sec. 46), shall apply with respect to
any individual who specifically claims such
pr!v!lege. Witnesses subpenaed under this
subsection shall be paid the same fees and
m!leage as are paid witnesses !n the district
courts of the United States;
(4) appoint and fix the compensation of
such officers and employees as may be necessary to carry out the functions of the Commission. Such officers and employees shall
be appointed in accordance with the civ!lservice laws and their compensation fixed
In accordance with the Classificaticin Act of
1923, as amended, except that to the extent
the Commission deems such action necessary
to the discharge of !ts responsibilities, personnel may be employed and their compensation fixed without regard to such laws. Attorneys appointed under this paragraph may
appear for and represent the Commission !n
any case in any court. The Commission shall
malce adequate provision for administrative
review of any determlna tlon to dismiss any
employee;
(5) acquire such materials, property, equipment, and facilities, establish or construct
such buildings and faci!!ties, and modify
such buildings and facilities from time to
time as !t may deem necessary, and construct,
acquire, provide, or arrange for such facilities
and services (at project sites where such
faci!!ties and services are not available) for
the housing, health, safety, welfare, and recreation of personnel employed by the Commission as it may deem necessary;
(6) with the consent of the agency concerned, uti.llze or employ the services or personnel of any Government agency or any
State or local government, or voluntary or
uncompensated personnel, to perform such
functions on !ts behalf as may appear desirable;
(7) acquire, purchase, lease, and hold real
and personal property as agent of and on behalf of the United States and to sell, lease,
grant, and dispose of such real and personal
property as provided In this act;
(8) contract for the expenditure of funds
for the purposes specified In section 10 (b)
without regard to the provisions of section 87
of the act of January 12, 1895 (28 Stat. 622),
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Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Chairman, I
move that the Committee do now rise.
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
the Speaker having resumed the Chair,
Mr. GORE, Chairman of the Committee
of the Whole F,[ouse on the State of the
Union, reported that that Committee,
having had under consideration the bill
(S. 1717) for the development and control of atomic energy, had come to no
resolution thereon.
jTREjl.SURY AND" POST OFFICE ~EPARr:::;;
I
MENTS APPROPRIATION BILL, 1947

l

·,'.Mro O'NEAL submitted the following
: conference report and statement on the
i bill (H. R. 5452) malting appropriations
ifor the Treasury and Post Office Depart; rnents for, the fiscal year ending June
30, 1947, and for other purposes:

i
I

,

CON.FERENCE REPORT
·
. The committee of conference .on the disagreeing votes .of the two Houses· on th.a
, amendment of the Senate numbered 7 to the
j bill (H. ,lL 5452) . making appropriations for
the Treasury and Post Office Departments
\ for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1947, _and
'1 for other purposes, having met, after full
: and fr~e conference, have agreed to. recom1mend ·and do recommend to their respective
I Houses as follows:
·
, '. Amendment numbered 7: That the House
f recede from !ts disagreement to the amendment of,the Senate numbered 7, and agree to
th~ same with an amendment, as follows:
1
: Omit the matter stricken out and Inserted by
I said amendment; and the.Senate agree to th"
same.
·
1
EMMET O'NEAL,
I "
HERMAN P. KOPPLEMANN;
CLARENCE CANNON,
THOMAS D'ALF.SANDRO, Jr.,
JOHN TABER,
GORDON CANFIELD,

I
I

Managers on the Part of 'the House; ·

1·

I'

.KENNETH MCKELLAR,
PAT McCARRAN,
CARL· HAYDEN,
THEODORE FRANCIS GREEN,
WALLAcE·H. ViHITE,.Jr., ·
CHAN GUl!NEY,
CLYDE M. REED,

J't!':..71112.~rs on tlfe _f!a~~

9L.

'

Senate.

I
·1
I
·-1·.'
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provide · lor the dispositfun' 6f 'c~in
record.s_. of the United. States Government," for-· the disposition of . executive '
j>~pers in the following departments and ·.
agencies: .
. . ..
.
'.
' .. 1. Department of Agriculture.
":, ~2. De·partment of the Interior. · ·
.~3. Department of the Navy.
.:,,-1. ·Department of the Treasury.
5. Department of War.
/, s; Post Office Department.
' }1. Alien Property Custodian.
:?, Federal .Communications Commis-

sion.,

~" 9,.; Federal Security Agency,
. 10. ·Federal Works Agency.

!:}l. Natipnal Archives.

· EXTENSION OF REMARKS

'·>Mr. ROBERTSON of Virginia asked
and was given permission to extend his ·
i:emarks in the· RECORD and include
therewith a brief statement by Mr. Fred
:P,.; Myers, .of the Sons of Confedera.te
Veterans. ·
·
··Mr., LANE. asked and.was given per-·
mission to. extend his remarks in the .
~ECORD.
. .
.
· Mr. JOHNSON of'California asked and
vas given permission to extend his remarks· in the Appendix of the· RECORD
'and include an edltorial.
:Mr. PLOESER asked· and was· given:
permission to extend his own remarks
iri the Appendix of the'RECORD:
: . Mr. BUTLER.asked and was given permission to extend his remarks in ..the AP- ·
pendiX of the RECORD and include an
address he made last Sunday.
: .
·Mr. MUNDT asked'and'was given permission to· extend his remarks .in the
!Appendix of the RECORD and inciude an ;
editorial from the Evening Star of iast'
night ~deali;ng with the scuttHng of t!J.e · ..
Ereemployment Investigating Service ·or
the.'.United States Civil Service. . ·
.
,".Mr. RICH. Mr. Speaker, I ask unan •.
'mous'consent to insert in the Appendix .
of the RECORD an article from this morning's· Po~t .entitled, "Seventy-eight Miles _.
per Hour Speed in 'Auto Costs Woinan,
$I,75," and add my remarks. thereto.
.
1
·The SPEAKER. Is there objection to,
t}l·e· reques~ (Jf t]:Je. gentleman fro!ll. renn-:- ;
ylvania? · ·
,
· ·· · .
it.ITlier.e-w.as,_no.;_obiec.tion..;_._,.~--_._.

l
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Mr. MAY. Mr. Speaker, I move that
the House resolve itself into the .Committee of the Whole House on the State
of the Union for the further consideration of the bill (S. 1717) for the development and control of atomic energy,
The motion was agreed to.
Accordingly the House resolved itself
into the committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union for the further
consideration of the bill S. 1717, with Mr.
MILLS in the chair.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Committee amendment: On page 42, line
9, after the period, strike out the balance
of the line, down to and including the period
on line 12.

The committee
agreed to.

amendment

was

The Clerk read as follows:
COMPENSATION FOR PRIVATE PROPERTY ACQUIRED

SEC, 13. (a) The United States shall make
just compensation for any property or in•
terests therein taken or requisitioned pursuant to sections 5 and 11. The Commission
shall determine such compensation. If the
compensation so determined Is unsatisfactory to the person entitled thereto, such person shall be paid 50 percent of the amount
so determined, and shall be entitled to sue
the United States In the Court of Claims or
In any district court of the United States
In the manner provided by sections 24 (20)
and 145 of the Judicial Code to recover such
further sum as added to said 50 percent will
make up such amount as will be just compensation.
(b) In the exercise of the rights of eminent
domain and condemnation, procedings may
be instituted under the act of August 1, 1888
(U. s. C., title 40, sec. 257) , or any other applicable Federal statute. Upon or after the
filing of the condemnation petition, lmmedia te possession may be taken and the prop·erty may be occupied, used, and improved
for the purposes of this act, notwithstanding
any other law. Real property acquired by
purchase, donation, or other means of transfer may also be occupied, used, and improved
for the purposes of this act, prior to approval
of ti tie by the Attorney General.

The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
On page 45, line 12, Insert:
"JUDICIAL REVIEW AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

"SEc. 14. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 12 of the Administrative
Procedure Act (Public Law 404, 79th Cong.,
approved June 11, 1946), which provide, when
such act shall take effect, section 10 of such
act (relating to judicial review) shall be
applicable, upon the e_nactment of this act,
to any agency action under the authority
of this act or by any agency created by or
under the· provisions of this act.
"(b) Except as provided In subsection (a) ,
no provision of this act shall be held to supersede or modify the provisions of the
Administrative Procedure Act.
" ( c) As used In this section the terms
•agency action' and 'agency' shall have the
same meaning as is assigned to such terms
In the Administrative Procedure Act."

The committee amendment was agreed
to.
The Clerk read as follows:

9545

of Represen ta ti ves shall from time to time
report to the House, by bill or otherwise,
their recommendations with respect to matters within the jurisdiction of their respective Houses which are (1) referred to the
joint committee or (2) otherwise within the
jurisdiction of the joint committee.
(c) Vacancies In the membership of the
joint committee shall not affect the power
of the remaining members to execute the
functions of the joint committee, and shall
be filled In the same manner as In the case
of the original selection. The joint committee shall select a chairman and a vice
chairman from among !ts members.
(d) The joint committee, or any duly authorized subcommittee thereof, ls authorized to hold such hearings, to sit and act at
such pla9es and times, to require, by subpena
or otherwise, the attendance of such witnesses and the production of such books,
papers, and documents, to administer such
oaths, to take such testimony, to procure
such printing and binding, and to make
such expenditures as lt deems advisable. The
cost of stenographic services to report such
hearings shall not be ln excess of 25 cents
per hundred words. The provisions of sections 102 to 104, lncluslve, of the Revised
Statutes shall apply In case of any failure
of any witness to comply with a subpena or
to testify when summoned under authority
of this section.
·
(e) The Joint committee is empowered to
appoint and fix the compensation of such
experts, consultants, technicians, and clerical and stenographic assistants as It deems
necessary and advisable, but the compensation so fixed shall not exceed the compensation prescribed under the Classification Act
of 1923, as amended, for comparable duties.
The committee Is authorized to utilize the
services, information, facll!tles, and personnel of the departments and establishments of the Government.
Committee amendments: Page 46, llne 5,
strike out "14" and insert "15."
Page 46, line 6, strike out "nine" and
insert "eleven.'-'
Page 46, · line 8, strike out "nine" and
insert "eleven."
Page 46, line 10, strike out "five" and
insert "six."

The committee amendments
agreed to.
The Clerk read as follows:

were

ENFORCEMENT

SEC. 15. (a) Whoever wilfully violates, attempts to violate, or conspires to violate, any
provision of sections 4 (b), 4 (e), 5 (a) (3),
or 6 (b) shall, upon conviction thereof, be
JOINT COMMITI'EE ON ATOMIC ENERGY
punished by a fine of not more than $10,000
SEC. 14. (a) There Is hereby established a
or by imprisonment for not more than 5
Joint Committee on Atomic Energy to be
years, or both, except that whoever commits
composed of nine Members of the Senate to
such an offense with intent to injure the
be appointed by the President of the Senate,
United States or with Intent to secure an ·advantage to any foreign nation shall, upon
and nine Members of the House of Repreconviction thereof, be punished by a fine of
sentatives to be appointed by the Speaker
not more than $20,000 or by imprisonment
of the House of Representatives. In each
for not more than 20 years, or both.
Instance not more than five members shall
be members of the same political party.
(b) Whoever wilfully violates, attempts to
violate, or conspires to violate, any provision
(b) The joint committee shall make conof this act other than those specified In subtinuing studies of the activities of the Atomic
section (a) and other than section 10 ( c) ,
Energy Commission and of problems relating
or of any regulation or order prescribed or
to the development, use, and control of
issued under sections 5 (b) (4), 10 (d), or
atomic energy. The Commission shall keep
the joint committee fully and currently In- . 12 (a) (2), shall, upon conviction thereof,
be punished by a fine of not more than $5,000
formed with respect to the Commission's
activities. All bills, resolutions, and other
or by Imprisonment for not more than 2
matters in the Senate or the House of Repreyears, or both, except that whoever commits
sentatives relating primarily to the Com:such an offense with Intent to injure the
mission or to the development, use, or conUnited States or with Intent to secure an adtrol of atomic energy shall be referred to
vantage to any foreign nation shall, upon
the joint committee, The members of the
conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of
not more than $20,000 or by Imprisonment
joint committee who are Members of the
Senate shall from time to time report to
for not more than 20 years, or both.
the Senate, and the members of the joint
(c) Whenever in the judgment of the Comcommittee who are Members of the House
mission any person has engaged or Is about
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to eng(lge ln any acts 01· practices which constitute 01· wlll constit-uta a violation of any
provision of this act, or any, regulation or
orde1· lssuecl thereunclcr, it may make application to tlic appropriate court for an order
enjoining such acts 'or practices, or for aµ .
order enforcing compliance with such provision, and upon a sl1ow1ng· by, the Commission thnt such person has engaged or Is about
to engnge in any such acts or practices a
permanent or temporary injunction, restraining orde1·, or other order shall be granted
without bond.
( d) In ca'se of failure or refusal to obey a
subpena served upon any person pursuant
to section 12 (a) (3), the district court f9r
nny district In which such person Is faunµ
or resides or transacts busines~. upon applfcntlon by the Commission, shall µave Juris•
diction to issue an order requiring such per-·
son to appear and give testimony or to ap•
pear and produce documents, or both, In ai:icordance with the subpena; and any fa!luro
to obey such order of the court may be punished by such court as a contempt thereof.
Committee amendment: Page 48, line 9,
strilrn out "15" and Insert "16."

JULY·20

Mr. JOHNSON of California. Mi·.. be used against some othe1· nation. If
om· Army retains them, then no others
Cliairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr. need to have them. They cannot harm
any other· nation.- That seems to me to
Chairmap, will the gentleman yield?
· Mr. RICH. Not for the moment. I .be just plain common sense. I shall vote
w;iJ1t to -~\JrnPlete. my statement because to recommit the bill to the committee
SOllJ.e of tl1e fellows around this Chamber if g1ve1i an opportunity.
For the best interests of the world in
see;tp. to tl1ink they know · something
about tbe atomic bomb. I !mow very general and the United States in parlittle about it and tl1e more I hear you ticular at this time, July 20, 1946, put
f()llows talk the less I kn.ow. Some men . the bill in committee, there to rest for
in the H.ouse know so much about the. a time, or else vote down the bill from
atomic bomb and the rest of us !mow so passage at this time.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
littl.e !!,bout the atomic bomb that we are
pot qualilled to vote for this bill. You gentleman from Pennsylvania has exJiad therefore better send it back to the pired ..
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, a point
committee where there will be an opportunity for tbe people of tllis country and of order. The Members ought to be here
to hear this debate ancl I make the point .
the Members of the House to study it.
This world is in a terrible state of of order th~re is not a quorum present.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair will
af)'airs. We a;re having uprisings, we
al"e having revolutions, we have had count.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, I withwars. ·:Who i~ fit to have destructive ·
v.:e.apons. more deadly th,m p,oison? This draw my point of order.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
The committee amendment was agreed is s1,1ppos.e£1 to be the most deadly weapon
to. ·
· · that has ever been pre:,ented to the Army Chairman, I move to strike out the last
two words.
of the Unite4 States, n.n!;l no one is supThe Clerk read as follows:
Mr. Chairma11, as a result of the
po.sed
to•'lu:low
anythin..g
about
it
but
our
Committee amendment: Page 49, line 16,
own Arrpy, The secrets are all sup- amendments that have been agreed to
strike out "shall" and insert "may"; anq
posed to )Je within our own Army, and here in the last 2 days some of our friends
strike out the words "without bond."
that is tl:le pla.ce where we ought to keep in the world, If we can call them friends,
The committee amendment was agreed them. We :;;hould let' the secrets remah1 and I hope we can, are beginning to give·
to.
in tbe hands of our Army until we know us some sugar-coated propaganda.
The Clerk read as follows:
We read in the paper this morning
more about it, and until the Anny is
Committee amendment: Page 50, add a new
willing to convey information to us as to that Andrei Gromyko, Soviet delegate,
paragraph as follows:
what the atomic bomb really is and what told the Atomic Energy Commission's
"(e) All violations of this act shall be Init
will do, because they are experiment- scientists yesterday that nobody is askvestigated by the Federal Bureau of Invest!•
ing with it and they are trying to find ing for secrets; that.what Russia wants
gation of the Department of Justice."
out just exactly what it will do. Cer- now is a method of exchange of scientific
The committee amendment was agreed tainly we sb,ould not give these deadly data for the peaceful use of atomic ento.
bombs to every nation to destroy other ergy. The chairman of that committee
Mr. RICH. Mr. Chairman, I move to 1,ations. If you had a deadly poison in was Prof. Hendrik A. Kramers, of the
your possession, you would not put it Netherlands, The good professor hacl
strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, I have listened to the where it might harm another person. this to say:
With. me~ories of 6 years under Nazi ocdebate on this bill on atomic energy and No, you would hide it so no one could get
cupation, we are no longer Idealists, we are
have read a great deal of what I did not it. Let us do that with the bomb.
realists.
Mr. GAVIN. Mr. Chairman, will the
sit here and listen to during the past 3
or 4 days. I have never been so bewil- gentleman yield?
That is just exactly what we want to
dered in my life or so disillusioned as I
Mr. RICH. I yield to the gentleman be, realists. Irrespective of all the
am about this legislation. I cannot find from Pennsylvania.
amendments that we have passed, I
in my own mind why the bill has ever
Mr. GAVIN. We have faith 111 the think we would be taki11g a tremendous
been brought here. I do not believe the War Department.
That Department risk if we permitted this bill to go .to
ones who are sponsoring this legislation has handled this in a very satisfactory conference, because if the bill does go
are for the legislation.
manner ancl until we find what direction to conference we run the risk of having
Mr. REED of New York. Mr. Chair- World affairs are going to follow, we most of our amendments thrown out,
ought to mind our own business and opening the door for doing the very
man, will the gentleman yield?
\
Mr. RICH. I yield to the gentlem·au keep this in the War Department. It be- thing that we are trying to prevent'; that
lo~gs there. I agree with the gentleman is, opening t11e door to letting vital de~
from New York.
Mr. REED of New York. Was not the from Pennsylvania that the proper thing fense secrets go out to other nations of
gentleman astounded when he heard the to do is to recommit this bill and leave· the world.
gentleman from Ohio [Mr. ELSl'ON] say this matter lie for the time being.
So, I say, irrespective of what amendMr. l?,;J:CH. I agree with the gentle- ments have been passed, let us not take
that the provision relating to patents was
not in accord with our patent laws but ;m;:i,n frqm PennsylvaJ1ia and I admire a chance. Let us recommit this bill and
was in accord with the Russian patent lwn bec_,i,us.e he and I t.hink pretty much put it in the ·safe of the Committee 011
aJike in-.iroos.t things, When I find that Military Affairs until such time as that
laws?
Mr. RICH. I was not so much sur- one tl}Jn,J{s as I_ po I c.annot help but committee feels we have peace in the
prised at that statement because of t,li~ taJi:!l. lllY lJ.!],t o:fl: to, l;J.i!n )Jecause a great world, so that there will be no chance of
fact that the legislation has be~n brought· m.any IIX.em,!Jeys o.f C.o.Il/,I~·ess do not be- the use of our vital secrets for war purlieve th.at I am ,rigl1.t .all t.he time, due poses.
in here Without anybody wishing to
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, I
the father of it. No one wants to assume to tbe fact they do nob vote like I do.
the responsibility for the blll. Where did When it comes to this legislation, when offer an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
it come from? Who wrote the legi.§lp.,- .I s.ee tJ1e colldJ.tlous.1 th.at eXii'\t !;1 the
tion? Who is back of it now?
Amendment offered by Mr. DONDERO: Page
'\XOi:.ld 1;..oJ:Ja:Y, g,nd wh.en l rell,lize tliat the
There is something rotten in Penma1:~, blJ.m}:) ailQ, it.s se.crets ·ll,,e i1eld witll\n our 60, line 1, as a substitute amendment for the
committee amendment, Insert the following:
1f I !mow anythirrn about it. W).w _1;.b,~ inv.p. ArlJ.l.Y, tn. ·t11:Y opii:iion.., we ought to
"All persons associated In any capacl ty
membership of the Ho.use woul.d ~pol}~_gJ' leli,Ye tMilt ,tl11u~e': m:itU .,we ln1,ow more with
development and control of ato.mic
legislation that so few Members !~now, :;\C,GU.rat.eJY WUat W,e a.z:e (loing. :Oo ,not energytheunder
the Commission and all vioanything about is the most perple..i~_\ng giv\i.ll1e l;lombs t_o aJJY- n:J,tion tliat might lations of· this act shall be Investigated by
thing ~ have seen since I have bee.n' iJ., use t.hem against us. Do n_ot give th?m the Federal Bureau of Investigation of tho
Member of Congress.
to any r;itheJ natiqn for fear they may llepartment-of Justice,"

be
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Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, the
amendment which has just been read at
the Clerk's desk perhaps speaks louder
than anything I could say from the floor,
The bill as written provides that the Federal Bureau of Investigation shall investigate all violations under this act, The
purpose of the amendment is that not
only all violations should be investigated
by the FBI, but that all personnel employed on this particular subject dealing
with atomic energy shall have a fair and
reasonable screening so that we will
know that only Americans are on guard
or interested in this mystic power, The
national defense is involved in this legislation.
Mr. THOJ.VT..ASON. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. DONDERO. I yield to the gentleman from Texas.
Mr. THOMASON. Does not the gentleman from Michigan think that the
amendment ofiered yesterday by the gentleman from Virginia [Mr. SMITH], and
adopted, covers the entire field?
Mr. DONDERO. I think that amendment covers the field fairly well. I examined tl1e amendment offered by the
gentleman from Virginia again this
morning, and the word omitted is the
word "loyalty." It does speak of character; it does speak of association, and
I think the amendment is fairly broad
and to a very large degree would do what
my amendment intends to do, with that
one exception.
·
Mr. THOMASON. I supported the
Smith amendment and I did it in the belief that you could surely trust the FBI
about it. We give the FBI wide latitude
to examine all personnel.
Mr. DONDERO. I have a very profound respect for the FBI, and I know
that they do their work well .. My purpose
in offering the amendment is as I have
stated. I desire to strengthen the hands
of this agency. Of course, it was on the
Clerk's desk before the amendment of
the gentleman from Virginia was offered
and adopted. This amendment would
protect our Government and the secrets
reiated to this awesome and strange
power.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the Chair understand the gentleman to withdraw his
amendment?
Mr . .DONDERO. Not for the present;
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, of course, I do not think
that any amendments are going to help
this bill. All the ·perfumes of Arabia
would not sweeten it to where I could
vote for it.
But if you are going to adopt any
amendment at all, you should adopt the
amendment offered by the gentleman
frJm Miclligan. If you are not going to
test the loyalty of these men, how are
.you going to get rid of the traitors who
are spying in every department of the
Government? Look at what they caught
out here at Aberdeen day before yesterday? What were they there for? stealing military secrets to give to oui· enemies. If you are not going to test their
loyalty, you might as well wipe out the
Smith amendment.

' Mr. VOORHIS of Callfornia. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. RANKIN. ·I yield to the gentleman from California.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. We have
already provided for that in the amendment adopted yesterday.
Mr. RANKIN. I do not believe you
did. Not only that, it is not provided for
elsewhere. Everybody knows that when
You permitted tl1e commissioning of
Communists you packed them into the
War Department over the protest of our
military leaders. They are packed into
every department of this Government,
if you want to know the truth of it,
and the Committee on Un-American
Activities knows it. Let us get rid of
these subversive elements that are trying to undermine and destroy America.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, wlll the
gentleman yield?
Mr. RANKIN. I yield to the gentleman from Ohio.
Mr. ELSTON. Does not the gentleman feel that it is just as essential that
there be the strictest kind of supervision as it is to punish after the crime is
committed?
Mr. RANKIN. Certainly, The way
to prevent crime is to keep the criminals
out.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. RANKIN. I yield to the gentleman from Kentucky,
Mr. MAY. I call the attention oI the
gentleman from Mississippi to the fact
that the House Committee on Military
Affairs participated in the investigaLion
of those things, too, with good results.
Mr. RANKIN. Yes, and the House
Committee on Military Affairs has been
here all the time these subversive elements have been packed into the War
Department. I am not criticizing the
members of that committee, but our officials have not been on the alert as they
should have been or they would not
have had those subversive elements
packed into the various departments of
this Government.
Mr. MUNDT. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. RANKIN. I yield to the gentleman from South Dakota.
Mr. MUNDT; Does the gentleman
agree· with me that it is equally important to set up a suitable screening process to prevent those engaged in unAmerican activities from being employed
in the first instance?
Mr. RANKIN. It is infinitely more so.
What good did it do to arrest John
Wilkes Booth after he had shot the
President?
Mr. MUNDT. That is correct. For
that reason, I called to the attention of
the House this week tiie fact that the
Budget Bureau has literally scuUled the
whole preemployment investigative service of the United States· Civil Service
Commission. I think before we adjourn
the Congress should take steps to set up
that investigative service again.
Mr. ;R.IC.H, Mr. Chairman, will the
gentle1mm yield?
Mr. RANIIDT. I yield to the gentle•
man from Pennsylvania.
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Mr. RICH. The gentleman saw in the
papers yesterday that five people were
flred at the Aberdeen Proving Ground.
Mr. RANKIN. Yes; I spoke of that on
the floor. I read the names into the
RECORD. Not one of them is a real American.
Mr. RICH. If they are Communists,
the War Department did the right thing
in getting them out.
Mr. RANKIN. I understand, but the
thing is they should not have been there
in the first place. There has been too
much laxity in permitting these subversive elements to crowd into the various departments. That is what I am
ldcking about. Just as sure as you leave
any opening at all they will crowd in,
and you will find that they will betray
the American people, and the first thing
you !mow if they have their way our people will be blown to pieces with this
atomic bomb.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. RANKIN. I yield to the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. DONDERO. The amendment I
lmve offered is simply intended to
strengthen the enforcement provisions
of this blll.
Mr. RANKIN. I know that.
Mr. DONDERO. It seems to me that
no harm can be done by adopting it.
Mr, RANKIN. Certainly not.
Mr. Chairman, you have just l1ad an
example. If there is a man in this House
that does not know that communism is
the enemy of everything for which
America stands, he ought to drop over
to St. Elizabeths and get a mental examination.
If there is a human being in this House
that does not know by this time that
communism is dedicated to the destruction of our form of government, our eco.
nomlc system, and our American way of
life, as well as Christianity itself, then
he ought to go over to St. Ellzabeths
and get a mental examination.
Just the other day one of the greatest
crimes in all the history of mankind was
perpetrated in Yugoslavia. They murdered Mihailovich. I have a picture here
of the American airmen picketing the
Yugoslav consulate. That is a picket
line of which I approve.
It shows there that they were the ones
that were saved by this man that the
Communists murdered. And that is the
gang that wants to get their hands on
tht! atomic bomb.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Mississippi has expired.
ATOMIC ENERGY INVESTIGATION SHOULD NOT DE
LIMITED TO GOVERNM!j;.NT EMPLOYEES ONLY

Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, on yesterday we turned
back to any individual in this Nation the
right to purchase secretly or acquire and
control atomic energy at its source without regard to our national safety and
also the right to manufacture military
weapons for private gain. That naturally means that individuals in this country, and. companies and corporations,
and possibly Communists in this country have' been given the right by your
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vote on yesterday in adopting the substitute on the section 11 to manufacture atomic energy for military weapons
without prior disclosure to the United
States Government. In fact, you opened
the door by your deletion on yesterday
of the patent section of the bill S. 1717
as it came from the Senate to subversive
persons who do not wish to disclose their
invention to the United States Government, of inventions for military purposes
in the field of atomic energy, I challenge
anyone to read the amendment you
adopted in place of original section 11
as of yesterday, and show if my statement just now made is erroneous in any
particular. I estimate that on yesterday, 90 percent of the Members of the
House never had previously read the
amendment or the substitute on which
you voted relating to section 11 because
there were not enough copies on the
floor so that we could all read them.
And, I know you cannot well contradict
me when I say th~t the substitute of
over 2 pages was a complete reversal of
the policy of the original bill. My point
is this: Why do you people keep talking
about subversive elements only in the
lists of Government employees when
on yesterday you turned this over to any
one, any place, and at any time to acquire, use, or produce-outside of the
United States Government? Why do
you not apply the amendment proposed
by the gentleman from Michigan to the
employees of private industry too?
Wily do you assume that there will be
no subversive or unpatriotic influences
in employment in private industry and
let all who have anything to do with
atomic energy outside Government go
wiU10ut being checked by the FBI? Do
. you not suppose that some private per\ sons in and out of private industry may
\possibly be subversive or unpatriotic in
their secret and undisclosed use of
atomic energy for the purpose of making
money? This proposed amendment to
have the FBI only investigate employees
of the Commission is entirely inadequate.
I say to you, if you are going to turn over
the control of the manufacture of military weapons as you yesterday voted to
do to private industry for the purpose of
making money out of war, then you are
also under an obligation.to have all who
work in private industry with atomic
power likewise investigated by the FBI.
Can anyone tell me why It is sound to
apply it to Government employees only?
Mr. RICH. · Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
' Mr. DOYLE. I yield.
Mr. RICH. Do you think for a minute that any employer in the U.nited
States would employ a Communist if he
knew he was a Communist? There certainly is not an employer in the whole
United States who would do that.
Mr. DOYLE. I will say to the gentleman I think there are people in America who would employ most any tactics
to make piles of money, Yes, they certainly might.
·
Mr. RICH. That fellow then is not an
American.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr,
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?..

Mr. DOYLE. I yield to the gentleman
from New Jersey, a member of the committee.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, I as~
sume from what the gentleman from
California says that he does not approve
of the bill. Therefore, are you going to
vote to recommit the bill?
Mr. DOYLE. I am not going to vote
to recommit the bill even if the patent
section is left out of the bill, the way it
was originally. I am saying that I am
opposed to any subversive Influences in
Government or in our American life any
place. I am opposed to the sabotaging of
any part of our American form of government. I am absolutely opposed to
un-American activities of any kind anywhere, by anybody. But why do you
men limit the FBI investigation for
loyalty to Government business relative
to atomic energy? You and I know-I
know-I have practiced law for 25
years-that some men are said to have
been subversive and unpatriotic enough
for the purpose of making millions of
dollars who have not been Government
employees either. Why did you put in
the death penalty yesterday if you did
not think it was fundamentally necessary
to protect all the people of our beloved
Nation from unpatriotic treason in the
matter of atomic energy? It is necessary to protect the American people
against subversive activities regarding
this atomic energy, in industry, as it is to
protect against it in the departments of
Government, when you turn the manufacture of military weapons out of atomic
energy over for the purpose of making
money. Yes, you voted yesterday to
make it so American industry can make
more money profits out of war. So
thereby it encouraged war .
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. DOYLE. I yield.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. We have
already seen instances where the patents
themselves were the principal elements
in cartel agreements whereby we know
there was an exchange of information between big corporations.
Mr. DOYLE. Certainly. In other
words, by yesterday's vote we turned the
manufacture of military weapons, with
the element of atomic energy in them,
over to the purpose of making money
profit, so that they could be manufactured without let or. hindrance by anybody supject to the Government buying
them rt fabulous prices by condemnation
or qtherwise. By yesterday's vote, the
only time that you require disclosure by
a man who has invented a military
weapon tl).at uses atomic energy, is 60
days after he makes up his mind that it
has some military value and then he is
only required to me a repo1·t with the
United States Government. The Govermnent does not even have an exclusive
option to acqui.l'e the atomic weapon;
no, not even for a day,
The Crl..<\IRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from California b~ expired.
Mr. CASE of Soutl~ Dakota. Mr.
Chairman, I rise in opposition to the pro
forma amendment.
M.r. Chairman, I would like to ask the
gentleman from California if he is so con-
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cemed about the character of the people to be employed by private industry
if. he would support an amendment to
the Wagner Act to give the private em•
ployer a chance to have a little discre•
Wm concerning the charact~r of the
people he employs.
Mr. DOYLE. I think the gentleman
is going far afield in trying to here ,at•
tack the Wagner Act. I do not think it
is pertinent to this matter at all.
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. I am not
going far afield. I know that that is one
great problem that private industry is
faced with in trying to eliminate subversive employees.
Mr. DOYLE. I will answer the gen•
tleman that I am so concerned with the
protection of this atomic energy for my
beloved Nation in its need for control of
it for military purposes, at least, that I
am willing, I am anxious, I am insisting,
if you please, that if you are going to
investigate anybody that is concerned
with the· manufacture of atomic energy
for military purposes, you investigate
everybody by the FBI who is involved or
associated with development of atomic
energy, What are you afraid of? Surely
no responsible manufacturer or patriotic
businessman is afraid to be himself or
have his employees all checked up.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from South Dakota [Mr.
CASE] has expired.
Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Mr.
Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word, and I ask unanimous consent to
revise and extend my remarks.
The CHAffiMAN. Without objedion,
it is so ordered.
There was no objection.
Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. Mr.
Chairman, the purpose is to say to the
gentleman from California [Mr. DoYLE]
that under the ruling of the National
Labor Relations Board in interpreting
the National Labor Relations Act, all
through the war employers engaged in
the manufacture of munitions were violating that act if they even questioned
the loyalty or called attention to the
criminal or·subversive record of any employee who was working for them. Will
the gentleman go far enough to support
an amendment ·to ·the Wagner Act to
make it possible for an employer to ex. pose :the traitorous activities of his
employees?
Mr. DOYLE. Why are you trying to
sidetrack the issue in this debate today?
Wby do you not stick to the subject?
Mr. HOFFM:AN of Michigan. I am
not try1ng to sidetraclr it. You mentioned the specific instance of the manufacturer of atomic energy, Why do you
not include the manufacturers of munitions of war, submarines, and all the rest
of the things needed in war? Why do
you not go the whole length? Why not
protect the Nation from traitors in any
and all factories? Are you just trying to
1·aise a smoke screen?
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan. I yield
to the gentleman from Mississippi.
Mr. RANKIN. I am of the opinion
that the gentleman from California is
supporting this crazy FEPC, that would
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close the mouth of every businessmim
when they would go to investigate their
employees.
Mr. HOFFMAN of Michigan, T~
point I am making, and tbe only point J;
am making, is this: The gentleman from
California [Mr. DOYLE] is deeply con..
cerned, and rightly so, if I understand
him correctly, by a condition whi_cb be
believes exists where employees of private individuals who might be engaged
in som.e phase of work looking toward
the construction of the atomic bomb may-be disloyal or engaged in subversive ac•
tivities and might carry on their disloyal
schemes without in any way being ame~
nable under this act.
But the danger is not limited to the
employees of those who. may be engaged
on some phase of the work looking toward the production of the atomic bomb.
Let me repeat, under the National Labor Relations Act, as interpreted and administered by the National Labor Relations Board, an employer is guilty of µn
unfair labor practice if he calls attention
to the fact that an. employee, or an organizer of the union seeking to organiZe
his employees, or a bargaining agent chosen by the union, is or has been a traitor
to our Government; has in the past or is
at the moment engaged in disloyal .or
subversive activities.
Ten years ago attention was called to
this situation; to the necess~ty · of
amending the National Labor R.elatlons
Act. · But the Congress, either because of
lack of courage or inclination, has re ..
fused to accept amendments which I
have offered and which would have corrected this dangerous and outrageous
situation.
The idea that a convict, a criminal, a
man engaged in preventing ind1,1Str.iaJ
production, a man representing an organization seeking-not the good of th.e
worker, not the welfare of the union or
of the country, but endeavoring to put
over a scheme whereby he may force
workers to pay tribute for the exercise
of their constitutional right to work :tior
a livelihood, is so pre'posterous that dt
never wouid have been accepted had it
been clearly understood by our people.
In my opinion, it would never have
been permitted to exist and continue if
the Members of Congress realized the
situation and used their best judgment,
The denial of the right of the employer
to tell the truth about one who is carry.
ing on subversive activities, to expose lltl
organizer who has a criminal record, is
even 1nore absurd.
.
·some day the Congress will be for.ced
by public sentiment to rewrite the Na,,
tional Labor Relations Act. Such leg!s~
lation was offered by me in 1939, and an,..
other bill looking toward the same pur.. pose will be introduced by me in t!J..e
_opening days of the next session of COil•
gress, if I am reelected.
It is my purpose to push amendm.ent.l\
to this act as vigorously as lies wlli!UJ;Ji
my power.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the r~!Wl:s
der of my time.
·
The CHAIRMAN. '.!'he question is Olli
the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Michigan.

Mr. PHU.LIPS. Mr. Chairman, I ask
·u.nant1rw,us consent that· the amend.ment
again b~ 're:pol'ted,
. 'J;'b.e Qij:,.A.lR~•.. WHh9ut objection,
,tl.w Gler.k wJ)I agaJn rwort the ame.ndment oiierecl by the gentleman from
Michigan.
The.i1e be!J;lg no objection, the Clerk
again _:reported t.he amendment offered
by the gentleman from. J.14.ichigan [Mr.
J;),QNDEIIP].

Tb.e C:-llAIRMAN, Tbe question recurs an the amendment o,!Iered by the
gentleman from Michigan [Mr; DoNDEROJ,

The amendment was agreed, to.
'.l'b.e CHAIRMAN. The question recurs on the committee amendment, as
amended.
The committee amendment, as
amended., was agreed to.
J,\lrr. E.l!STON. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment, which is at the Clerk's
desk.
'.!'he Clerk read as follows:
.tunenctm_ent offered by .Mr. ELSTON: On
page 48, line. 22; llofte..r the deslgnatlol). "C",
strike out the remalnde.r of lino 22, and all
of line 23 prececUng tlle word usllall."

Mr. E:WSTON. Mr. Chai.rman, I do not
know of anything that has· been the subject of more complaint in this country
during t):J.e past few years than the practic.e of Government agencies in making
1·egulations, and then acting as judge,
jury, and executioner with respect to
t)J.elr .enforcement. Congress has been
largely to blame, because Congress has
c:gnsist~tly given to these Government
agencies the power and the authority to
make such regulations an.d to enforce
them. :!;n a great manY cases the agencies have exc.eed.e.d the power extended
by Cong·r~ss, and in t).}at respect, of
course, Congress i,s not t.o blame, but we
will be at fault if we enact section 16 in
its present form. If -we do so, we will
confer on the Atomic Energy Commissicin the power to make any kind of order
or regulation it sees flt, within the sections of the bill referred to in this section.
In subse_ction (b) of section 15 - it is
provided.:
Whoever wlUfully violates, attempts to violate, or consp!J·es to violate • • • any
regulation or order prescribed or issued
under sections 5 (b) (4), 10 (d), or 12 (a)
(2), shall., up.on conviction thereof, be punished by a One of not more than $5,000 or
by impr.lsonment !or not more than 2 years,
gx both.

· If the o.ct is commit.ted with intent to

Jnjw:e th.e Vnite.d StaJ;es tile :pe~lty is

much

heavier.
'l'llis section, in my jJJ.dgme_nt, is uncom;titu.tlonal, bec.ause the Supreme
Co.url7 o:f tJle Pnited States very defl•
;nitely !lec,ided in tbe case of {J,chechter v.
U, s.. (~!!5 U. s. 49.5), tb.at Congress does
:ri..ot have the power to delegate to any
:il,gency wt the Oo:verQ.ment lawmaking
.Prov.er unless C!!ll$Jess ,sJ;leG!fically lays
4Ql\Ul the p.olicies .a.u.d fi.~es tbe ~tl!Jld.ards
\\UlJl_ex wbiQh the'reITT!lti,lions i:p.ay be issu~d. We JJ;we n_o.t eve~.tem_pted to do
tbA.t, We &l,µiply .give to-:tlii1,1 agen,cy tlle
J?ower t.9
rezJJlations or ordexs unde1· certain sections o:f t.he bill a11!1 then
provide tllat there may be pro.si:cution

~w
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and punishment for the violation of
those orders. It is not even specified
that the orders have to be in writing,
Any kind of order that the Commission
may make, within the authority of the
sections mentioned, if violated, would
subject the alleged offender to punishment. So if we pass this bill in its present form we will witness an extension of
that much-criticized and un-American
policy of charging American citizens
with the violation of orders that they
perchance never heard of. This section
is a violation of the Constitution if the
law as laid down by the Supreme Court
of the United States in the Schechter
case is· still the law of the land.
The fact that we have not laid down ·
the policies and established the standards requisite to conferring lawmaking
authority upon the agency ·is just another reason why this bill should be recommitted to the Committee on Military
Affairs for further study, Later on, after
fµll consideration, if we want to confer
on any agency the power to- punish persons for violations of regulations and orders, we should fix the standards under
which those prosecutions can be carried on. This will avoid such criticism
as has been incident to prosecutions
carried on by OPA and some other governmental agencies for a number of
years.
The Military Affairs Committee did
not have the time or the opportunity to
set up any standards such as would be
required if we were to make this act constitutional. This bill came to us from
· the other body and we were urged to
report it out immediately, We were told
to read the hearings before the committee. In other words, we were to place a
rubber stamp on the bill and bring it to
the House for consideration without
amendment of any kind· arid without
hearings, Some on the committee insisted that we at least read the bill
for amendment. Had that not been insisted upon, there would have been no
amendments. I am not criticizing our
chairman because he permitted the bill
to be read. What I am seeking to point
out is that we did not have the opportunity to give this bill the consideration
it deserves. If we recommit it, it
have that consideration.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Ohio has expired.
Mr. THOMASON, Mr. Chairman, I
rise in opposition to the amendment.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Texas is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. THOMASON. -Mr. Chairman,
this amendment ought not to be adopted
unless it is just a part of the general
plan to kill or recommit the bill or wreck
it with crippling amendments.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield,
Mr. ELSTON. I do not believe the
gentleman wants to be unfair. There
is no such idea as that in mind. We
have offered amendments that have
been adopted on the floor of the House
time after time and the amendments that
have been adopted were adopted because

will
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11 majority of the members of the commHtee voted for them.
Mr. THOMASON. I do not want
to be unfair, but I am taking the gen-.
tleman at his own word, because after
he offered his amendment he said the
thing to do is to recommit the bill. In
other words, the big objective on the part
of some seems to be to recommit the
bill. That is all we hear. It seems to
me, when it was admitted by those opposed to the bill at the beginning of
the debate that it is perhaps the most
important bill that has come up during
this session of Congress or during the
session of any Congress, because it involves the life and death of peoples of
the world. It is our .duty to meet this
issue squarely. We have a solemn duty
and should face it.
Mr. BROOKS. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the gen~·
tleman from Louisiana.
Mr. BROOKS. The gentleman is a
lawyer and a scholar, too. There is no
law on the statute books at the present
time regulating the handling of atomic
energy, Does the gentleman feel no law·
is better for handling this matter than
some law?
Mr. THOMASON.
I disagree with
what I am sure is the sincere conviction
of my friends, especially those on the left,
who want to recommit this bill. I certainly hope that does not happen. This
bill ought to go to conference.
I do not know why the Congress of
the United States, the House of Representatives and Senate, should not work
its will and try to pass adequate legislation on this subject. You do not have
to adopt any conference report if one
should happen to come back here later.
I do not thin\c we should leave a power
as tremendous as atomic energy in the
hands of a few Army people when we
are going to have a peace conference
meeting in a few days, when we are having all these experiments out in the Pacific and we i,,re going to have some more.
We want to try to get the atomic-energy
proposition developed for peacetime pursuit,s, for the development of electrical
energy, power, and medical research.
~tJ say that we will not give it some kind
of study and make an effort to get some
kind of bill into conference is beyond
my comprehension.
Mr. Chairman, the gentleman from
Ohio is not quite accurate as to what
happened in the committee. I am certain that I am well within the truth when
I say that for 6 weeks last fall we had
hearings on the original so-called MayJohnson bill covering the entire field of
atomic energy. Of course, it is a new
subject, it is a great subject; nobody
knows very much about it. When t!1e
Senate bill came to us a month ago, I
must admit there was a deliberate filibuster in the committee, but even so,
the filibuster succeeded until there developed a quorum. Every line in this
bill was read. Amendment after amendment was offered to the bill. The gentleman from Ohio [Mr. ELSTON] and
the gentleman from New Jersey [Mr.
THOMAS] were always present demand~
ing a _quorum and when we lacked a

quorum, a point of order was raised. So,
nobody can say it has not had full and
fair consideration.
.The amendment now pending, offered
by the gentleman from Ohio, ·would say
that you set UP. a Commission, yet you
will not give that Commission any power
to issue regulations or to enforce its
orders. I challenge you to go back into·
the history of this Government and find
any department, whether it is the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Treasury Department, the Internal Revenue
Department, the Commerce Department, Civil Aeronautics Authority, and
many others that does not have the
power to issue its own regulations and,
also, the law carries with it the power
of enforcement; otherwise there is no
use having it for the simple reason you
cannot write all details into the act itself.
Mr. Chairman, I sincerely hope the
pending amendment will be defeated
and that this bill will not be recommitted.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Texas has expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that all debate on
this amendment and all amendments
thereto do now close.
The CHAIRMAN. Is them objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, Mr.
Chairman, I object.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent that all debate on
the pending amendment and all amendments thereto close in 5 minutes, to be
equally divided between the gentleman
from New Jersey [Mr. THOMAS] and myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?
There was no objection.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New Jersey
[Mr. THOMAS].
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, I think at the present time
there is a movement on foot to malrn
certain that this bill will go to conference. If it goes to conference, there will
be a tremendous difference of opinion
between the Senate bill and the House
version, and one of two or three things
will take place. One is that the conferees
will continue to sit almost indefinitely
and the adjournment of the House will
be delayed probably at least a week, because it is my guess that the Senate conferees, particularly one of them, would
never agree to these things in the House
vei'sion, and that some of the House conferees would never agree to some of the
things in the Senate version.
So the only thing to do, as the gentleman stated, is to recommit this bill to
the Committee on Military Affairs for
continued study and to make certain
also that we keep the bill locked up until such time as we see what the world
peace picture will be lilte.
The CHAIRMAN. The. Chair recognizes the gentleman from Kentucky [Mr.
MAY],

Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I do not
care to discuss what 1:1 conference may_ do
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with respect· to this -legislation. But I
would like to point out in defense of myself and my committee that we held 2
weeks of executive sessions, and I ultimately called a night session for.the purpose -of trying to get this legislation to
the floor of the House, and that session
was broken up by a filibuster.
What I want to say about the pending
amendment is that section 5 (4) CB),
section 10 (D), and section 12 (a) (2)
refer to the question of reports relating
to source material. They refer to records
of activities of the Commission relating
to civilian use of atomic energy, They
relate to health and safety regulations.
If those are not subjects on which the
Commission ought to be permitted to
write regulations, then the bill ought not
to be passed, or anything at all in connection with it, because this is merely a
simple, plain authorization of the Commission to do things that every other
commission in the Government does
without regard to the seriousness of the
topic under consideration.
Mr. ELSTON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. MAY. I yield to the gentleman
from Ohio.
Mr. ELSTON. I know the chairman
wants to be fair- in referring to the night
session he has in mind, in which he said
a filibuster -occurred. Is not this the
fact, that the chairman set the meeting
at 7 o'clock and nobody made any move
to even make a point of order that a
quorum was not present until the time
fixed by the chairman? The chairman
indicated he would wait until 7:30, and
the committee graciously -waited until
that time, and it was not until that time
that the point of order was made that a
quorum was not present, and a quorum
was not present; is that not correct?
Mr. MAY. We were Jacking one member of having a quorum, and about 1 minute before the gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs. LucEl entered the room
certain members of the committee got up
and walked out. .
Mr. ELSTON. There was no assurance that we would have a quorum.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from Kentucky has expired.
All time·has expired.
The question is on the amendment
offered by the gentleman from Ohio.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. ELSTON) there
were-ayes 62, noes 45.
So the amendment was agreed to.
Mr. MICHENER. I move to strike out
the last word.
Mr. Chairman, this debate has resulted
in confusion worse confounded. I thinlc
everybody in the House, on the committee and off the comni'ittee, know less today about the bill than they thought
they knew when debate began. It is a
sad condition.
I have l1eard no one on or off the committee reporting the bill who is satisfied
with it. Without any desire to be critical,
I do not recall that any member of the
committee has attempted to explain all
its provisions. The debate has been
illuminating but not .clarifying. The
close attention I have given to the debate has not helped much.
·
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The McMahon bill has been widely
. The Clerk read as.follows:
propagandized. The average citizen
Amendment offered by Mr. LANHAM: On
knows little about it other than that it . page 48, line 11, after the figure "(3) ", strike .
has the approval of certain persons and out "ol'", and after "6 (b)" insert "or 11 (g) ." ·
certain groups, and that it was intended
Mr. LANE.AM. Mr. Chairman, I am
to assure civilian control, rather than
military control, pf atomic energy, I sure the1·e will be no con!lict about this
believe that most of the people in the amendment.
Mr. MAY. No; we have no objection
country prefei· civilian control. I am not
unmindful of the fact that many of those to that ~mendment.
Mr. LANE.AM. It ·sipiply makes the
addressing us within the last few days
are convfoced that for the present mm.; enforcement provisions appllcable to the
pertinent paragraph of the patent sectary control is preferable.
The fact that the Secretary of War and tion.
The CHAffiMAN. The question ls on
the military authorities appeared before
the Military Affairs Committee and en- the amendment offered by the gentledorsed the McMahon bill as it came from man from Texas.
The amendment was agreed to.
the Senate is, significant and persuasive,
The Clerk read as follows:
although in no sense conclusive.
It would appear that the longer the
REPOR'l"S
debate continues, the greater the uncerSEC. 16. The Commission shall submit to
tainty and the doubts arising in the the Congress, in January and July of each
minds of sincere, conscientious Members ye11r, a report concerning the activities of
who want to do that which is best for our the Commission. The Commission shall incountry in this crucial matter. Indeed, clude In such report, and shall at such other
there is a growing sentiment in the times ns It deems desirable submit to the
Cqngr.ess, such recommendations for: addiHouse that the bill should be recom- tional
legislation as the Commission· deems
mitted. In this case, as a practical mat- necessary
or desirable.
ter, that means kill it now. There should
be more consideration before the bill as
Wlth the following committee amendreported, or the bill as amended, Is placed ment:
on the statute books. That consideration
Page 50, line 5, strike out "16" and Incan only be had in the Military Affairs sert 17."
Committee or in a conference commitThe committee amendment was agreed
tee composed of Members of the Military
Affairs Committee of the House and the to.
The Clerk read as follows:
Military Affairs Committee of the Senate.
DEFINITIONS
This Is the usual and the orderly procedure; that is, if this bill passes the
SEC. 17. As used in this act-·
House it will then go to conference for
(a) The term "atomic energy" shall be
this needed reconsideration and 1·e- construed to mean all forms of energy 1·eleased
In the course of or as a result of nuwriting. I usually favor such a course
unless I want to kill a bill absolutely and clear fission or nuclear transformation.
(b) The term "Government agency" means
put an end to its study,
any executive department, commission, IndeI shall therefore vote to. send the bill pendent
establishment, corporation wholly
on to conference. It would seem that or partly owned
by the United States which ls
the debate has furnished abundant evi- an instrumentality of· the United States,
dence that we will be doing an idle thing board, bureau, division, ser&>lce, office, officer,
if we recominit the bill and have any
authority, administration, or other estabserious expectation that it will 'come back lishment, In the 'executive branch of the
Government.
to us in more acceptable form.
(c) The term "person" means any lndlMr. Chairman, it has been forcibly
urged that time is not of the essence in vldual, corporation, partnership, firm, assodisposing of this measure, and that Inas- ciation, trust, estate, public or private lnstltutlon, group, the United States or any
much as there is so much confusion the agency
thereof, any government other than
wise course Is to kill the bill and start all the
United States, any polltical subdivision
over again at some later date. If one is of any
such government, and any legal sucor that opinion, then a vote against thf:l cessor, representative, agent, or agency of the
bill will make his position definite and fo1·egolng, or other entity, but shall not inundersta~dable. The fact that a special clude the Commission or officers or employees
committee in the Senate has worked of t11e Commission in the exercise of duly au·
long weeks all' the Senate bill, that the thorized functions. ·
(d) The term '"United States," when used
House committee has done likewise, and
that the Senate as a whole and the House In a geographical sense, Includes all Terriin Committee of the Whole have freely tories and po~sesslons of the United States,
(e) The term "research e.nd development"
changed and amended the bill, should
t,heoretlcal analysis, exploration, and
have some weight in determining tile means
exp.erin1e$tiw1, and the extension of lµvescourse we are to pursue.
· tiga ti ve flru!J.ngs all$! tlleories of a sclen tlfic
In these circumstances I am con- or tiichnlcal nat,ire l;o_to practical 11ppllcatlon
strained to vote to pass the bill on to coll~ ~or experimental all.ti demonstration purference and against killing it. The fine.I poses, lnctu.dlpg the ,e.xperlmental production
vote will then be on the conference re~ l'\nd t.estlng of m,;idel~, devlc.es, equipment,
port; that is, an opportunity will be given . 1:i;int~,;la).s, and proqe~ses,
(f) Tl,le term "equipment or device utlllzto vote for or against any bill which r.ePi
/.llg fl,ss(P.1;E1ble n:iateJ.:lal or atomic energy"
resents the result of an effort to comnos~ ru;iall
,be construed ~o mean any equipment
the differences between the Hpuse bil). Qt device
capable of malqng use o! fisslonand the Senate bill. There are maP,y .1.lJJl.e m.a.tex!.al or J?e.cU)..larly atlnpted for µialcdifferences and they are vital. There is 1ng use of atllmlc Q.nergy and any Important
argument either way.
· poropoJ1ent part especially designed !or such
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, I offer equipmen,.t or devices, 11s determined by· the
c.cunml.,s~ioJ:1.,
an amendment.
11
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, (g) The teri:n "facllltles ror the production
of fissionab.le material" shall be construed to
niean any equipment or device capable o! .
such production and any Important component part especially · designed !or such
equipment or devices, as determined by the
Commission.

With the following committee amendments:
Pngo:i 50, line 13, strike out "17" and Insert
''18."

Page 51, line 10, after "States" Insert "and
the Canal Zone."

The committee amendments were
agreed to.
. The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk will report the next committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 53, line 2, after "device", Insert "peculiarly adapted for and." .

Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, I move to strike otit the last
word, in order to ask a question of the
chairman of the committee.
If I read the text correctly, if the committee amendment on line 2 of page 52 is
adopted, facilities for the production of
fissionable material will have to be both
capable of production of fissionable material and peculiarly adapted for that
purpose. In other words, unless I am
mistaken-and if I am, I want to be told
so-the definition, if the committee
amendment is adopted, would not cover ·
a device which was capable of the production of fissionable material but which
was not peculiarly adapted for such purpose. I wonder whether the committee did not really mean to say "peculiarly
adapted for or capable of such production"? It seems to me that would make
for good sense, but as it is, with the word
"and" in there, it would not.
Mr. MAY. The committee felt that
when it used the language. "peculiarly
adapted for and capable of such production" that would cover any equipment
that was necessary to be used.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I am
afraid it will not.
Mr. MAY. It would not take away
from a business concern something that
might be made that could possibly be
used for that purpose when it Is not being
so used.
,
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I think
the gentleman is correct in what he just
said, that It would not cover some method
of producing .fissionable material which
was not peculiarly adapted for that purpose, but which might have been devised for some other purpose and later
found to be capable of producing fissionable material.
Mr. MAY. The committee thought
that it did not make al)Y difference at all
whether the word "and" was used or the
word "or."
Mr. VOORHIS of California. I think
it makes a great deal of difference, and
I am therefore against the amendment.
Mr. McCORMACK. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike out the last two words.
Mr. Chairman, my purpose in rising is
to urge that the bill be not recommitted,
but that it be sent to conference. The
passage of legislation in relation to the
control of atomic energy Is a matter of
vital concern to our country, This .bill
is taking the: regular legislative course

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-HOUSEthat all legislation takes. It has been their conscience. We ougl1t to follow the
passed by the other body. It is now be- ·regular ordinary course with reference to
ing considered by us and a large number this bilL
of amendments have been put in the
Every one of us is in agreement' that
bill as a result of the exercise of the
something should be. passed. I hope the
judgment of the majority of the Members !Jill will not 'be· ,recommitted.
of the Committee of the Whole. Of
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
course, that is as it should be, under our gentleman yield?
;form of government. No one can object
Mr; McCORMACI{. I yield.
to that procedure ·Whether they agree
Mr. COOLEY. I would like the gentlewith the amendments or not. That is the man to tell us some sound reason why it
will of the majority. This is a bill not should not be recommitted.
only of vital interest to the country but
Mr. McCORMACK. That is 1wt the
with far-reaching effects throughout the question.
world. I hope the Members will not vote
Mr. COOLEY. That is exactly the
to recommit the bill but will send it to question.
conference. I have refrained from sayMr. McCORMACK. That is not the
ing much on the bill because I realized question. Can the gentleman give me
there were a lot of honest differences of any sound reasons why it should be reopinion with respect to many aspects of committed?
the bill and with reference to many of
Mr. COOLEY. Yes .
.the amendments that have been offered.
Mr. McCORMACK. Wl1at are they?
I want to talk on what I consider to be the
Mr. COOLEY. If I had the time I
basic proposition involved here, which to could give you a hundred reasons.
me is the most important thing. We
Mr. McCORMACK. You could give
must think logically about the situation. me a hundred emotional reasons, but
This matter has been considered by the the fact is the country needs this legisCommittee on Military Affairs for many lation.
months. There were several weeks of
Mr. COOLEY. Why?
hearings on the M;ay-Jolmson bill.
Mr. McCORMACK. Why? It is of
When that was reported out I can testify vital importance.
as majority leader of the House that
Mr. COOLEY. Why?
every e!Iort was made to have the bill
Mr. McCORMACK. Oh, why. There
programmed at once. I would not agree are a hundred reasons why it is of vital
to that. My friend, the gentleman from importance. Oh, it is easy to sit there
Kentucky, in carrying out the instruc- and ask the question "Why?" I am
tions of his committee, did everything he surprised at the gentleman from North
could. But I felt that this was a matter Carolina who ordinarily has better judgon which we had better hold back a ment than that. The important fact is
little. I said, "Let us look into it fur- that this bill has been considered by
ther. A special committee has been ap- this committee for several days. It has
pointed by the Senate and they have had been considered by the Military Afiairs
extensive hearings on it."
Committee for weeks. It is a matter of
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the - vital importance to send it along to the
gentleman yield?
conference committee.
Mr. McCORMACK. I yield..
Is the · gentleman opposed to some
Mr. MAY. If the bill goes to confer- legislation to control atomic energy?
ence, the House will still have another
Mr. COOLEY.• At this time; yes.
opportunity to pass · on it if a conferMr. McCORMACK. Are you opposed
ence report comes back?
to it at any time?
Mr. McCORMACK. Absolutely.
Mr. COOLEY. No; not at any time.
I urge the membership not to recomMr. McCORMACK. The gentleman
mit the bill. It would be an unwise step admits that legislation is necessary.
to take. It would be construed as the The gentleman can take his own reclef eat of the bill. Technically, of course, sponsibility.
we know that that is not so, but actually
Mr. COOLEY. That is exactly what
you and I know when a bill is recom- I am doing.
·
mitted, so far as any bill is concerned and
Mr. McCORMACK. The gentleman
so far as this bill is concerned, it is de- can take his own responsibility. The
feated. The passage of the bill is de- fact remains that if this bill is recomifeated. This bill has taken the ordinary mitted, as far as the country is concourse through legislative processes. It cerned they will consider it a defeat of
has passed the Senate. It is about to be the bill, and the people of tile country
acted upon in the House with a number are justified in considering that if the
of amendments. We all agree that some~ bill is recommitted, the bill has been
thing should be done. We are all in defeated.
agreement on that basic proposition.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
Certainly, we must have confidence in gentleman from Massachusetts has exthe members of the conference commit- pired.
The question is on the· committee
tee on this blll the same as we have in
the members of conference committees amendment.
The committee amendment was agreed
on other bills. All they can do is their
best.
They are representing both to.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, I move to
branches of the Congress. Whether I
agree with a conference report or not, I strike out the last word.
have confidence in the men who repreMr. Chairman, it seems perfectly plain
sent the legislative body of which I am a to everyone in this House and in the
Member and of the other body, They are Nation that there is confusion here
doing the best they can. They are fol- about how to vote on this legislation.
lowing the dictates of their judgment and In passing_Lhave bee_n reading the news-
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papers · in the past 3 or 4 days, with
close attention: to their opinions ancl
reporting of this subject, and I have yet
to find anything in t).1e papers which
clarified the Congress' mind about this
legislation, and much calculated further
to confuse them.
Mr. RIVERS. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield.
Mr. RIVERS. Will you please give
the House the benefit of some of the
reasons.whereby-you think it is so necessary at this time to pass this legislation?
Mrs. LUCE, I shall come to them
later, although I have given them repeatedly during the course o! this debate.
Now the majority of the newspapers and
their columnists, just like the Members,
are often for or against this legislation,
it seems to me in many instances, for
altogether wrong reasons.
For example, there is one school that
seems largely to advocate this bill as a
peacetime measure for the cure of cancer and leukemia. Now, there happens
to be a bill, H. R. 4502, on cancer research which has just been reported out
of the Committee on Foreign Affairs of
this House and I hope will be on the
floor of this House today for our consideration, appropriating· $100,000,000
for experiments and research in cancer.
The bill concerns an effort wholly devoted to the search to defeat the dread
disease. I intend to vote for it, and I
hope with all my heart that everyone
else will vote for it. But the bill before
us is not a medical therapy bill. II its
passage does eventually result in further
beneficial research in cancer, it will
only do so incidentally. The main reason for this bill is the defense of our
Nation, and for no other reason should
it be considered as urgent.
I intend at the proper place in the
bill to offer an amendment providing
that this act shall expire at the end of 7
years. Seven years, I believe, is a most
generous length of time in which to find
out whether this bill wlll work or
whether it will not; whether we need it
or whether we do not; whether it will
fulfill all the promises for welfare that
are made in its name for science; or,
most important of all, whether it will
operate in a free country in peacetime
without constricting both scientific research and our political and economic
liberties.
Mr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield with great pleasure to our most distinguished colleague.
Mr. EATON, Will the lady please give
us her judgment of w.hat will become of
the atomic bomb during the 7 years?
Who will be in control of it?
Mrs. LUCE. I have first been asked by
the gentleman from south Carolina to
try to give some reasons for the urgency
for the passage of this bill. I would feel
in a weak position indeed if all I could
say when asked that question was, Why
that should be perfectly apparent; anybody ought to see why plainly. I believe
that many· Members of this House sincerely do not see why it is necessary. I
will tell you why I think it is of great
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importance- that we should pass a civil-· is that we can buy the materials under·
ian-control bill now, although some pro- the law we have on the statute boolts at
visions of the Senate bill have· beeri the present time, the Strategic Material
stricken out that I would have left in and Stock Pile Act; the other is that if the
some put in that I would have left out, :main purpose of this bill is defense-but the reason I think it is important to
r,frs. LUCE. That is what I conceive
pass this bill is that, first, we must main- is· its proper purpose-defense; and I
tain and acquire complete control of the want an expiration date to it when there
raw materials for making atomic bombs. is genuine peace in the world.
Secondly, that control must be necesMr. THOMAS of New Jersey, II the
sarily civilian, because civilian scientists main purpose is defense, then 7 years
and others who will be needed in a long• is too long.
·
range atomic research and experiment
Mr; VOORHIS of California, Mr.
plan just will not work in a brass-hat
Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?
atmosphere. You can like it or not, but
Mrs. LUCE. I yield.
they will not work under such conditions.
Mr. VOORIDS of California. There is
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr. a great deal of difference between the
Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?· Government being able to buy enough
Mrs. LUCE. I yield.
fissionable material to make bombs with
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Will the on the one hand, and having a commisgentlewoman tell me why we cannot now sion able to prevent somebody from posobtain the materials for the manufac- sessing fissionable material that may
ture of the atomic bomb just as well as if prove very dangerous, on the other hand.
we had this legislation?
Is it not the second reason, even more
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the than the first one, with which we should
gentlewoman from Connecticut has be concerned?
expired.
Mrs. LUCE. That is quite correct.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, I ask There must be a consistent, intelligent,
unanimous consent to proceed for three coherent control over the export, owneradditional minutes and to revise and ship, and acquisition of fissionable maextend my remarks,
terial, and there also must be freedom to
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection the scientists. I think there are proto the request of the gentlewoman from visions in this bill which are definitely
Connecticut?
socialistic in character. I consider that
There was no objection.
my position on this bill, that H Is n~cesMrs. LUCE. The gentleman's ques- sary to vote for it, while at the same time,
tion was why can we not have Govern• I am concerned to point out Its dangers
ment control of raw materials?
in order to guard against them, is conMr. HARNESS of Indiana. No; that sistent.
was not what I asked. Under the pres•
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
ent emergency legislation, war emer- gentlewoman
from Connecticut has again
gency legislation, we are in a position expired.
now to get all the materials necessary
Mr. BULWINKLE. Mr. Chairman, I
to manufacture the bomb.
Mrs. LUCE. There are a great many rise in opposition to the pro forma
corporations, companies, and businesses amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I have heard during the
which have materials to sell, or·,mine, in
the atomic field. For example, ·thorium debate here much talk about confusion
happens to be fissionable material. To• and I have also heard much talk about
day the people producing thorium do not recommitting the bill. The question was
know whether to continue their opera- asked just a short time ago, Why the
tions or to stop them; they do not know necessity for this bill?
May I not refer those who wish to know
whether to make contracts with the
Army, or to wait and make contracts of the necessity for this bill to the hearwith some civilian authority, or whether ings, and particularly Secretary of War
they should make them under the old Patterson whose evidence is on page i7:
free-enterprise system; in fact, everyIn May 1945, In anticipation of the probbody who has fissionable material, able success of the atomic bomb ancl of the
plants, structures, or anything whatso- prospect of an early end of the war, the
ever to do with atomic energy is exactly Secretary, with approval of tlie President,
in the same position the country is in took steps to Initiate a long-range policy on
about OPA now. There is confusion in atomic energy. He appointed the following
the entire field owing to uncertainty special committee to survey the subject ancl
to submit It a program: Secretary Stimson,
about 'this legislation.
James F, Byrnes (then a private
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. That is chairman;
Will Clayton, Assistant Secretary
because of the poHcy of the admlnls• citizen);
of State; Ralph Barcl, Uncler Secretary of
tration trying to force this bill through · Navy; George Harrison, Special Assistant to
Congress at this time. If they adopted Secretary of War; Dr. Vannevar Bush, Chaira definite policy I do not know why they man of the Office of Scientific Research and
could not get it. It must be min~d in Development; Dr. Karl Compton, president,
order to provide the material necessary Massachusetts Institute of Technology; Dr,
for the manufacture of atomic bombs. James Conant, president, Harvard University,
The special committee was assisted by a
We did it in war. We are still at war.
Mrs. LUCE. Yes; but the war acts scientific panel drawn from the most eminent scientists working on the atomic energy
must one day expire.
Dr. J. R, Opper,he!mer, Dr. E. a.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr. project:
Lawi·ence, Di·. Arthur H. Compton, Dr. Enrico
Chairman, wm the gentlewoman yield?
Fermi.
Mrs. LUCE. I yield.
This special committee made findings
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, I wish
to make twa short observations. On~ that are worthy of the attention of any
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man, the last one,· No. 6, I should like
to call your attention to, quoting:
The· activitfes of the commission to be
consistent with foreign policy and national
defense as communicated to the commission
by the President;

Are we, merely by a cursory view or
reading of this bill and the hearings,
going to stand before the country today
and say that we will put up our puny
minds on this subject against the great
scientists of this country? Are we, who
have not studied this problem, for polit·
ical or other purposes going to stand here
today and say that with a matter involV·
ing as much as this we will disregard everything that has been said by those who
know and cast it all away, and then say
we do not need this legislation?
Ah, my colleagues, before you come to
your conclusion, let me pray in behalf of
this country of ours that we all love that
you give serious consideration to the
work of the Senate committee, the House
committee, and the scientists of this
country,
Mrs. DOUGLAS of Illinois. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BULWINKLE. I yield to the gen.
tlewoman from Illinois.
Mrs. DOUGLAS of Illinois. Is not
one reason why we need at once a long.
term program the retention of top-flight
scientists and research workers? I had
the privilege of visiting Oak Ridge in
January, and the officers in charge insisted that the imperative need was to
get at once a long-range program, because they were daily losing competent
men on their staff, and without a plan
they could not keep them.
Mr. 'BULWINKLE. Certainly, the
lady is correct in her statement.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, I offer
an amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offerd by Mr. LANHAM: Page
50, l!ne 16, Insert a new ·subsection, as follows:
"The term 'nuclear fission' shall be con•
strued to mean that process which talces
place in nuclei wherein the nucleus Is spl!t
into fragments, at least two of which contain a substantial fraction of the mass o!
the or)ginal nucleus."

Mr. LANHAM. Mr. Chairman, nu•
clear fission is referred to all through
the bill, and I think there should be a
definition of it. This definition is prob·
ably correct; if not,.lt could be changed:.
but it certainly has the approval of a
very distinguished gentleman who from
the .very beginning has been connected
with all of the operations with reference
to atomic energy,
Does not the chaµ-man think that
there should be some definition of it,
since you are giving definitions of the
various other terms mentioned in the
bill?
Mr. MAY. I have no objection what•
soever to defining the term; and if it is
not properly defined in the gentleman's
amendment, that is another reason why
it ought to go to conference, where we
can sit down deliberately and see what
the exact, proper definition Is or whether
this is proper or not.
Mr. LANHAM. But the conference
would have no authority unless there wa ,;·
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somr.thlng in the bill by W&Y of defini- tricate machinery that goes into the international character.· Can the gention.
.
production of atomic bombs. But it tleman give us the benefit of his wisdom
:W.u:. MAY. I think that is possibly does seem to me that with the peace as to the immediate need for passing this
true, and this will certainly give them· conference to be held next weelc there legislation?
an opportunity to do it.
perhaps is no hurry about passing this
Mr. EATON. I am not profoundly acMr. Chairman, I have no objection to particular at01nic-energy bill. What quainted with the reasons to be presented
the amendment.
·
harm is there in waiting until the thing in answer to that question, but I can con. The CHAIRMAN. The question is on has had time to boil down and simmer ceive of no immediate urgency from the
the amendment offered by the gentlea bit. Perhaps in 6 months we will be point of view of the international organ..:
man from Texas [Mr. LANHAM].
wiser and confusion. will subside. The ization at this time.
more
you think about the unknown the
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WADSWORTH. Mr. Chairman,
Mr. MILLER of Nebraska. Mr. Chair- Jess fearful you become about the un- will the gentleman yield?
man, I move to strike out the last word. known. If the bill is not recommitted
Mr. EATON. I yield.
Mr. Chairman, mankind has always for further study, I shall join with the
Mr. WADSWORTH. Speaking of the
been afraid of the unknown. Mankind majority and trust that, under the bill, alleged immediate urgency, the gentlewas afraid of influenza when it st1·uck science may march on and the powers man will recall that the War Departthis country during the last war. · It and benefits of atomic energy will bring ment is now entering into contracts with
has been afraid of all diseases until a great benefits to the world.
universities for further research in this
remedy has been found. Mankind is toMr. EATON. Mr. Chairman, I move field so that research will not cease.
day afraid of cancer. Why? Because to strike out the last word.
Mr. EATON. So you understand,
Mr. Chairman, I have been sitting here then, that the urgency is not immediate?
its cause is unknown. Its cure is not
certain.
through every hour of this debate. I do
Mr. 'WADSWORTH. It is not immeI think a great deal of the confusion not claim to have as much intellectual diate; that is correct.
in this House over atomic energy can be equipment or scientific knowledge as
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. Chairman, will
placed directly at the door of the un- many of my colleagues, but I have man- the gentleman yield?
known quantity. Research is nothing aged through the past 22 years once in
Mr. EATON.. I yield.
more than reaching out into the un- a while to vote intelligently, That privMr. CHURCH.
The gentlewoman
known, taking something that we have ilege is going to be denied me today.
from Connecticut has said that there
not known about and bringing it down
I have three convictions as a result of was much of the socialistic in this bill.
to practical application. The scientists these weary days: First, we have created ·Does the gentleman not believe that in
in this age have reached out and tapped the atomic bomb. It was done with our the next year there will be less of that
the field of atomic energy and the many money and our scientists under military trend in the then membership ancl in
problems involving it. It seems to me control at the time. That is our respon- the country and that it is better to delay
that this House ought to do the thing sibility as a people and a government, legislation on this question?
that will take atomic energy and then the gravest responsibility that has ever
Mr. EATON. I do not see any immeuse it for the benefit of mankind. How rested upon a nation in the history of diate urgency for the passage of the bill.
that is going to be done, I do not know, the world.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanand I do not thinlt this House knows.
Second, I am convinced that it is· a
There are many unknown roads to travel serious m:istake to have kept this legis- imous consent that all debate on this secbefore we reach the ultimate end of what lation until the dying hours of this ses- tion and all amendments thereto do now
will happen with atomic energy. That is sion of Congress, when we are harassed close;
Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, I object.
one cause of the confusion today. We to death with a thousand claims and
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I move that
cannot pull back the curtain of tomor- calls and are looking to get away from
row and see just what is to happen with here, and are unable to give the atten- the debate on this section and all amendments thereto· do now close.
this new-found force. It is a great de- tion and time to it that we ought to.
The motion was agreed to.
structive power. It should be harnessed
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the
The Clerk read as follows:
for the benefit of mankind.
gentleman yield?
APPROPRIATIONS
I wish the bill could have more study,
Mr. EATON. I yield to the gentleman
SEC. 18. (a) There are hereby authorized
but I will not stand in the way of prog- from Kentucky.
ress represented by this great new disMr. MAY. I call the attention of my to be appropriated such sums as may be
covery. .
friend, when he says it was a mistake to necessary and appropriate to carry out the
and purposes of this act. The
As Members of Congress we ought to keep the legislation back to this late provisions
appropriating such sums may approapproach this problem with open minds, hour, to the fact that the House Commit- acts
priate specified portions thereof to be acwith the hope of going clown a road that tee on Military Affairs reported a bill on counted for upon the certlflcatlon of the
wi!l eventually talce this great .secret the subject the 7th day of last Novem- Commission only. Funds appropriated to
that scientists have reached out and ber and urged its early consideration. I the Commission shall, If obligated by conbrought down to us and use it for the
do not think we ought to be blamed for tract during the fiscal year for which appro.
benefit of the world. Perhaps we could what has happened, in view of the fact priated, remain available for expenditure for
outla,v atomic bombs in future wars. that the Senate bill came to us, and we 4 years following the expiration of the fiscal
year for which appropriated. After such
That would be ideal. Whether it can commenced hearings on it immediately. 4-year
period, the unexpended balances of
be done or not I do not know.
Mr. EATON. I am not blaming any- appropriations shall be carried to the surplus
I heard the gentlewoman from Con- one, I am just stating a fact.
fund and covered Into the Treasury.
necticut say that scientists would not
Lastly, I join with the very brilliant
(b) Such part ns the President may deterwork with the brass hats, or something and beautiful lady from Connecticut, if mine of the unexpended balances of approlike that, but I do· not agree. Of course, she will allow me to join with her, in priations, allocations, or other funds availscientific knowledge goes on rngardless being completely confused. When a able for expenditure In connection with the
of this bill. I am not worried about niind such as ~he possesses is confused, Manhattan Englneei;, District are hereby
transferred to the Commission and shall be
whether cancer research will continue if what can you expect of a mere man?
for expenditure for the purpose of
we do not pass this bill. Scientists work,
So I say today that no matter how I available
carrying out the provisions of this act.
and have been working for years, on vote I have not the slightest idea whethMr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
what causes cancer. Some day we may er I am voting wisely or· unwisely, I am
find out what causes c:;tncer, we may inclined to cut the Gordian knot by vot- Chairman, I make a point of order
find a cure for it. Neither do I think · ing to recommit this bill to the com- ·against subparagraph Cb) on page 52,
lines 18 to 23, inclusive, on the ground
tl1e knowledge of the atomic bomb will mittee.
stay here in America. Science marches
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, will that it constitutes an appropriation and
may npt be reported by the Committee
on and this knowledge of atomic energy the gentleman yield?
on Military Affairs, which is without
will be universal. Scientists the world
Mr. EATON. I yield.
over are thinking along the lines of what
Mr. HINSHAW. The gentleman has jurisdiction to report appropriations. I
atomic energy can do today. Other na- been a very distinguished representative am constrained to make this point of
tions will have it, although they may of this body at the San Francisco Con- order; Mr. Chairman, for two or three
have some difficulty in getting that in- ference and at other conferences of an reasorts. · The appropriations now car-
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rled in the War Depart111ent appropriation blll for $375,000,000 were made in a
larger amount than would have been
made for 1 year only because the Budget
request was for only $200,000,000. The
additional $175,000,000 was added· in·
place of contractual authorizations .for
obligations to mature in fiscal 1948. The
total appropriation was made for the
military features of the atomic service.
It is now proposed that these appropriations be transferred for the purpose of
carrying out the provisions of this act,
· which is much broader, providing for
loans, providing for the development of
civilian production and licensing, and
many other features not contemplated
in the appropriations for the Military
Establishment. Consequently, this paragraph constitutes an appropriation, and
I make the point of order that it may
not be reported in this bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman from Kentucky desire to be heard
on the point.of order?
Mr. MAY. I do not, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN <Mr. MILLS), The
Chair is ready to rule. In the opinion
of the Chair, the language referred to by
the gentleman from South Dakota, beginning on line 18, page 52, and extending through line 23, is in violation of
clause 4 of rule 21. Therefore, the Chair
sustains the point of order.
Mr. MATHEWS. Mr.. Chairman, a
parliamentary inquiry.
The CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
will state it.
Mr. MATHEWS. What was the correct number of the section just read by
the Clerk?
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk had
completed the reading of the bill through
line 23 on page 52.
Mr. MATHEWS. But what is the correct number of the section just read?
The CHAIRMAN. The Clerk has not
yet reported the committee amendment.
The Clerk will now report the committee amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Page 62, line 16, strike out "18" and In~
sert "19."

The committee amendment was agreed
to.
.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. Mr.
Chairman, I move to strike out the last
word.
, Mr. Chairman, as most Members know,
I have opposed the amendments, with
one or two exceptions, which have been
adopted to this bill.
I rise at this time, none the less, to beg
the House not to recommit it. The confusion that has been referred to is largely confusion that has been .created-I
shall not say deliberately-in the course
of debate. The conception of the bill as
it came to us from the Senate is absolutely clear-to anyone who really wants
to understand it.
It was almost a year ago that·the first
atomic bomb was dropped. .A Member
of this body, responsible for the welfare
of the Nation, who, 1 year· after that
greatest event since the .birth of Christ
himself upon this earth, is willing to tell
his constituents that he does not understand the over-all problems of it well

enough to legislate upon tllem, strikes a·
blow at democratic Government itself.··
We must be able to deal with this our
greatest proble1i:J. if we are to prove that
clemocrntic parllamentary legislative·
Government can justify its continuance
in the new and admittedly dynamic and
in some respect fearsome age in which
we live.
The question ls, Do we have the com·age to face the world as it is; not as we
would like it, but as it is? A vote to
recommit this bill means that domestic
control over fissionable material and
atomic energy will not be adopted at
least until the Congress meets next year ..
Such a vote will be tantamount of cause
to defeating the bill and will mean that
sporadic possession and sporadic use of
this most dangerous element ever to face
mankind can go on. Such a vote will
mean a repudiation, in eITect, of the official position of this Government as laid
before the other nations of the world
in the Baruch Proposal for the international control of atomic energy, because,
unless we here establish domestic control first, we cannot expect other nations to agree with us for international
control. And unless that international
control be established during the period
of America's unquestioned pre-eminence in this field, our chance to get that
international control will be minimized
immeasurably, and a continuing atomic
race becomes inevitable.
Furthermore, the choice and alternative that we face is briefly this, if this legislation is recommitted, this House puts
its stamp of approval on a continued
armament dee in atomic weapons. We
would be resting the fate of this Nation
in some miraculous stopping of the minds
of scientists in every other nation in the
world. For we would fail to make provision, as every bit of competent evi~
dence tells us we must, for the continuance of atomic energy development at
home. In ot11er words, if we recommit
this bill, we fail to say that we will do
everything within the power of this
House to stop an armament race in
atomic weapons, and we will be saying
instead that this House will have no part
in what other agency of this Government has attempted and is striving to do,
namely to get control in the hands of
men over this engine of destruction,
which otherwise will destroy him.
For my part, I am not willing to sell
:the future safety of my children and
yours for any cheap poliUcal eITort to
save myself in the next few years. This
is a matter for the ages. This House
cannot tlll'n this legislation down, Mr.
Chairman, ancl be true to oUl' duty.
.
For if we raise our sights even for a
moment above the level of secrets that
elementary reason teaches w!ll be secret
for only a moment of time, above the
ievel of political slogans, about the level
of the desires of some forces in this
country for private profit-if we will raise
our sights to the great stark facts we face
we shall see beyond them but two visions;
one is a vision of the four horsemen more
terrible in mien than ever a World War I
author. could possibly paint them .. The
other is a vision of the stars themselves
and the .universe whence atomic energy
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has come, which of these visions will constitute the actual fact of our children
ancl children's children, depends, believe
me, on what we do in this solemn hour.
I cannot blame Members in the slightest for feeling this. Is most difficult; indeed, I cannot even blame them personally for wishing, as by their votes and
spee'ches· many of them have indicated
th!;!Y wished that atomic energy had
never been released. But I can, and do.
most earnestly, beg them not to continue
to co1timit their coimtry's course on such
a wish which they know is contrary to the
basic facts of our life.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, I move
to strike out the last word.
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
·
Mr. COOLEY. I Yield.
Mr. HINSHAW. Will the gentleman
tell me if any other nation of the world
has transferred its atomic-energy p-r:ogram to the domestic field?
Mr. COOLEY. Not that I know of.
Mr. FOLGER. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLl!"TY. Very briefly,
Mr. FOLGER. What other nation has
the atomic bomb besides this Nation?
Mr. COOLEY. I do not know of any.
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. Mr.
Chairman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLEY. I yield.
Mrs. DOUGLAS of California. The
question was asked if any countries had
transferred· their atomic-energy pro~
gram underneath civilian control. The
English have their entire program underi1eath civilian control, and the Army or
the Navy does not appear anywhere in
their program.
Mr. COOLEY. I hope the· lady's answei· is satisfactory to the gentleman
who propounded the question.
: I asked the majority leader to give the
House one sound reason why this bill
should not be recommitted. I did not do
that with the idea of bringing about any
embarrassing situation to him because
he had the floor. In the hours and hours
of debate I have listened for some sound
reasons to. be given by someone as to
why it was not wise to recommit this bill.
. Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLEY. I do not know whether
the gentleman can give us any sound
reason or not, but if he can, I am very
glad to yield to him.
.
Mr. WILSON. The chairman of the
committee just.a few moments ago mado
the statement that this bill was reported
out of the C,ommlttee 9n Military Affairs
8 months ago and had not been acted
upqn. Can . anyone tell me now why
there should be such haste to act upon
It, when 5 months from now we will be
bacl~ in session again?
Mr. COOLEY. I agree with the gentleman.
. Mr. BLOOM. Mr. Chairman, ·w111 the
gentleman yield?
. Mr. COOLEY. I yield.
Mr. BLOOM. I merely want to say
that the very Interesting speech made
by the . ·gentleman from California, I
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think, gives more than one reason why
this bill should not be recommitted. ·
Mr. COOLEY. No, it does not. The
gentleman from California did not give
any reason except-Mr. VOORHIS of California, Mr.
Cl1airman, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLEY. I yield.
Mr. VOORHIS of California. The
first reason is to make sure that America continues to get fissionable material
in the future.
The second reason is to prevent that
fissionable material from getting scattered all over the Nation with people
using it for all sorts of purposes.
The third reason is to establish a continuous centralized control in the hands
of this Commission to prevent that thing
from happening.
The fourth reason is that if you are
going to talk at all about getting that
international control then the first thing
you have got first to do Is to have do•
mestic control.
The first reason is that the most distinguished people who studied this question, the scientists, the economists, the
chiefs of staff, the President of the
United States, the State Department,
and everybody else who knows anything
about it has told you that it was necessary to act now.
Mr. COOLEY. Now, to sum Up the
reasons that have just been given by the
gentleman from California, he apparently is very much afraid at the present
time that the secrets of the atomic bomb
are being given away or that research
in the field is being retarded or will soon
be abandoned and that all of the scientists will cease to work on this newly
discovered, mysterious, and most terrific
of all powers. He recites the fact that
others have been giving thought and
consideration to the matter, that great
scientists have worked on it, that the
Military Affairs Committee members
have considered it. I. believe, and I
hope he will agree, that the secret is
now being safely guarded; research is
continuing and will not be impeded and
will not be abandoned.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLEY, I yield to the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. DINGELL. The gentleman has
asked why we should pass this? Will the
gentleman state precisely why he is opposed to favorable action at this time?
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to proceed for five
additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
North Carolina?
There was no objection.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, I will
be very glad to tell the gentleman why
I am opposed to it. The secret now is
adequately safeguarded, it shoUld be
safeguarded, and should remain as a
military secret until peace documents
have been written and signed. We
should hold this weapon of war.
I do not believe it has been recognized
or established as a cure for cancer. The
gentleman from Minnesota, Dr. JUDD, has
not yet established his theory of mutat-

ing the species by radioactivity, on which
the charming lady from Connecticut
commented yesterday,
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLEY. I yield to the gentlewoman from Connecticut.
Mrs. LUCE. I had not at that time
read Dr. JUDD'S exceedingly brilliant explanation of the processes of mutation
as they appear In yesterday's RECORD,
You will find there a complete description
as to radioactivity In this field and how
it may have brought about the creation
of dinosaurs and other monsters in prehistoric times.
I want to say also that I welcome this
opportunity to say that my own remarks
on the subject were a humorous attempt
to focus attention on the incredible potentialities of radioactive energy. If we
do not control the bomb, it might be a
good thing for someone to mutate the
species, so we could all escape from it,
and change us into groundhogs or moles
or, better still, provide us with wings,
because I am sure it would be nice to
have them here. If we do not stop devising weapons of slaughter, we are 110t
likely to have wings in the hereafter,
that is certain.
What is much to be preferred to the
mutation of the species is that we should
all begin to use the gray matter and the
brains with which the Lord so abundantly provided us many millio!llS of
years ago. If we will use our brains on
this matter, we need not worry about
mutation of the species, because we will
not take any risks with human life, and
we wlll send this blll to conference.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. COOLEY. I want to answer the
gentleman's question.
Mr. DINGELL. 'fhe gentleman stated
that he feared the possible disclosure of
secrets if this Is placed in the hands of
a commission. Is there anything in the
b!ll that threatens any such possibility?
Mr. COOLEY. I do not think we need
to take any others in with us to help
share the secrets of the atomic bomb. I
regard the atomic bomb as one of the
greatest instrumentalities of death ever
devised by the genius of man. You do
not have to guess about it. All you have
to do is to go to Nagasaki and Hiroshima
and see the results of it there. If we are
going to remain strong, if this is an in•
strumentality of defense, then pray tell
me why sl1ould we give It up?
Mr. DINGELL. We are not giving It
up.
Mr. COOLEY. Why should we be so
anxious to let Russia or any other nation
on earth !mow the secrets of this deadly
weapon that we have in our hands? I
would lilce to ask a question of the gentleman from California. Does the gentleman believe that if the situation were
reversed and Russia had possession of
this secret that she would give us full
information about It?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. No; and
I do not believe that there is a line or
a dot in this bill tha.t proposes to give
it to anybody, and If there were, I would
be against the bill. Wl1at there is in this
bill Is the establishment of the kind of
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control in the hands of a comm1ss1011
that, will make It clear and to prevent
that happening until such time as we
have International control over it.
Mr. COOLEY. What is the gentleman's objection to the present method of
control? What Is the gentleman's objection to guarding it with soldiers and controlling It as it is now being controlled?
Mr. VOORHIS of California. The
present method of control does not extend at all to development throughout
the country. The present method of
control, as I explained over and again
in the debate, does not reach fissionable
material in the hands of any Tom, Dick,
and Harry in this Nation. It does not
prevent the development of production
of any weapon that anybody may want to
produce.
Mr. COOLEY. My friend seems to be
alarmed over the possibility that fissionable material may fall into the hands of
individuals or private corporations and
that such individuals or corporations
might make greater strides in development and production than will be made
under our present set-up, and he seems
to be under ths.impression that this newly created Commission will guard more
carefully both the material and its development. This Is about the frankest expression that I have heard in support of
the bill, Technically, we are still at war,
and certainly, no Individual or corporation would dare attempt to seize upon fissionable material or undertake experiments which would clash with the plans
and programs of the armed forces. This
is a deadly instrumentality, and it should
be dealt with In deadly fashion. The
atomic bomb was the Weapon that ended,
suddenly, the world's greatest conflict.
While it destroyed human life, it likewise
saved human life, because it ended the
war. It was a climax to cruelty. Certainly it it not unreasonable to argue
that atomic energy as a weapon of war
or defense should be perfected before
diverting our attention and the attention
of scientists to a discovery of other
peacetime uses in which It may be developed.
Is this blll an act of appeasement?
Are we being forced by diplomatic pressure to surrender "the big sticlc," the
atomic bomb, before even our allies will
discuss the terms of peace? This country is tired of appeasement. This country is tired of pussyfooting, We should
be more determined and insist upon free,
frank, and open discussions. What do
we know about Russia's postwar programs, demobilization plans, or experi~
ments in the field of atomic energy?
Will the passage of this bill cause Russia
and other nations t~ abandon all experiments and discharge all scientists and
abandon their exploratory efforts or even
to submit to international control the
information which they have obtained
thus far? Why, Russia will not even permit American military men or civilians
into Korea or into certain sections of
Manchuria. It Is not even safe for
Members of this Congress to fly over territory which is now occupied by the Russians. They have not accorded us even
the privileges of cooperation and understanding. There is constantly a tense
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feeling in CWna, and especially in the required or ru1y act .prohibited, which 11.. and corner all the fissionable material in
north em portion of that poverty-striclcen cense cannot be procured or which act can- the country and then hold it for a fabnation. In China we seem to be playing not reasonably ue clo11e or refrained from ulous price from the Government.
the reason that the Commission ls not
both ends against the middle. We are for
Mr. MATHEWS. That does not anfully organlzecl, stnlied, ancl funct!onlng,
told that we are equipping and supplying then such license shall not bo necessary, or swer the question I have raised. What
both .armies-the army of the Central such act required or prohlbltecl until the about legitimate people who are now
Government and the army of the Com- Prcslclent, by proclamation, shall declare that using this in their business and who will
munlsts. Our men are still wondering the Commission 1s fully organized, staffed, continue to use it for the benefit of inanwhy they are in China. They know that and functioning."
kind? What about the situation spoken
And renumber the last section to be section
the war is over and ·they want to Jmow
of by the gentleman from New Yorlc, the
22
accordingly.
why they are not permitted to return
investigation and the posi;3ssion of these
home. General Marshall has been given
materials in the meantime under conMr. MATHEWS. Mr. Chairman, I
the world's greatest and most difficult conceive this to be a most important and
tract with the Government? Yet this
diplomatic assignment, but I venture the practical amendment. It takes care of act, passed later than any other act,
assertion that there are areas with whicb, the situation whicll I endeavored to point says they cannot do it without the aphe is dealing into which he would not out to this committee day before yes- proval of or a license from a commission
even be permitted to travel in search of terday, that the moment you pass the which does not exist and will not exist
pertinent information. . What ldnd of act and the President signs ii;, no one for some time. You will create the
partnership is this? With what kind of can do certain acts, possess certain ma- greatest legal difficulties I ever saw, in
ally are we dealing? Not even the mem• terials or facilities without either tlle my opinion, unless you adopt this
bers of. our great Military Affairs Com- approval of, or a license issued by, the amendment.
Mr. WHITE. Mr. Chairman, will the
mittee lmow anything at all about Rus- Commission. I pointed out at that time
sia's postwar programs, and yet we are and I repeat emphatically that by the gentleman yield?
Mr. MATHEWS. I yield to the genabout fo run the risk of surrendering the time the President appoints this Comgreatest military secret of all times and mission and it is confirmed by the Sen- tleman from Idaho.
Mr. WHITE. I wonder if the chair•,
even before the terms of peace have been ate, and additionally, as I suggested the
agreed upon. Yes; I am for control of day before yesterday and as you lmve man of the committee knows that anall the secrets of the atomic bomb and now put into this bill by. amendment, other committee of the House has rewill continue to be for the control of such there might properly be and now must ported out a bill to take possession of
secrets until the terms of peace have been be an investigation by the FBI of all the tlie ores in the ground wherever they
agreed upon and adequate international proposed personnel to be put in this exist?
Mr. MATHEWS. I would not know,
machinery has been provided for the fu- . bureau, it will be months and months
ture control of all phases of the develop- or a year, perhaps, before this Commis- but that might or might not be a pracment in the field of atomic energy, ·
sion is functioning and can give its ap- tical proposition.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Chairman,
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the proval to anything or issue its license
gentleman from North Carolina has for anything, What happens in the I rise in opposition to the amendment
e:mired.
meantime to the people who have pro- and ask unanimous consent to revise and
Mr.MAY. Mr.Chairman,Imovethat duced this atomic bomb and who are extend my remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
all debate on this section and all amend~ working on this thing?
ments thereto do now close.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, will the to the request of the · gentleman from
Connecticut?
gentleman yield?
The motion was agreed to,
There was no objection.
Mr. MATHEWS. As soon as I have
Mr. CASE of South Dakota. Mr.
Mr. KOPPLEMANN. Mr. Chairman,
explained the amendment.
Chairman, I offer an amendment.
Mr. MAY. The gentleman asked if I may have the attention of the genThe Clerk read as follows:
what happens in the meantime. I want . tleman from North Carolina, I would lil::e
Amendment offered.by Mr. CASE of South
to give an answer to Ws question. At the
to tell him what will happen.
Dakota:
.
Page 52, line 13, strike out "four years"
Mr. MATHEWS. As soon as I finish same time, may I say that I am opposed
and insert "one year."
my statement I will be glad to yield to to the amendment that was offered.
Pago 52, ·line 13, strike out "four-year"
Any future inventions will be patthe chairman of the committee.
and insert "one-year."
How can thes.e people proceed in an terned on the preliminary work already
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on orderly fashion to keep abreast of the done in the field of atomic research,
tl1e amendment offered by the gentle- development of the uses of these·things which has been paid for by about $3,000,in industry, which is for the good of man- 000,000 of the public's money. The
man from South Dakota.
kind, as explained by the proponents of situation is,different than if all the work
The amendment was rejected.
The CHAffiMAN. The Clerk will the blll, if t11ey have to have a license done so far, all the inventions made, and
from a commission wWch does not exist the applications used, had been develread.
or the approval of a commission which oped by private industry, private reThe Clerk read as follows:
does not exist, to continue that very work searchers and inventors, using their own
SEPARABILITY OF PROVISIONS
which H is our purpose to lceep u,., so funds. The Government sponsored all
SEC. 19. If any provision of this act, or the
that we may lceep abreast of ancl, in fact, atomic research and inventions, paid for
application of such provision to any person
it, assigned the personnel to do the work.
ahead of the rest of the world?
or circumstances, ls held invalid, the rePerhaps the chairman has an answer, There is no reason under the sun why
mainder of this act or the appl!cation of
such provlslo11 to persons or circumstances
but to my mind if this bill is passed private individuals and corporations
other than those as to which it is held inwithout such an amendment as this you should now get control through talting
valid, shall not be effected thereby.
are not only going to throw the industry advantage of discoveries and research
With the following committee amend- engaged in this work into tenible con- made possible by vast sums of money
fusion, so that they will not know what paid out by the taXP!J,Yers.
ment:
The bill provides just and adequate
they can do or cannot do, but you will
Page 53, line 2, strike out "19" and inhave subjected them to the punishment compensation for any development
sert "20."
· ·· ·
of fine and imprisonment for violatiou which may be contributed through PriThe committee amendment was of the act. I think an amendment of vate resources, but we want the public
agreed to.
this kind ought to and must be adopted protected against such development beMr. MATHEWS. Mr. Chairman, I of- if you are to save the very people who ing monopolized and withheld from pubfer an amendment.
are developing this industry for you.
lic use until the individual or corporation
The Clerk read as follows:
Now I yield to the chairman of the responsible for the discovery decides it
Amendment offered by Mr. MATHEWS: On
committee to answer that question.
may be released and just how it may be
page 63, after section 20, insert the followMr. MAY.· The answer to the ques- released.
·
ing new section :
tion is that iv. the interim covered by the
I. cannot stress too strongly that since
"PERFORMA'"NCE OF CERTAIN ACTS
gentleman's amendment it may be pos- any future invention will be based on
sible for lame industries or small indus- work which has already been done by
"5Ec. 21. Whenever ·by the provisions of
this act any license is necessary, any act
tries or anybody in the world to buy up the taxpayers' money that we are fully
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justified in demanding that the public's
rights be fully protected.
Do not forget that no small company is
ever going to be able to afford the research necessary for ·further development and application of atomic energy,
Only the largest corporations with their
untold funds will be able to indulge in
this research. Unless we are very careful we are !lkely to encourage the development of private monopo!les in
atomic application just as we have permitted private monopoly in the development of and use of other public utlllties.
Of course private industi"y wants complete control of the patents, and when I
say private industry, I mean large private
industry-not the small fry. For years
there has been agitation to change our
patent laws so that new devices and inventions can be made available to the
public more readily, This fight over the
patents brings to the front the real fight
over this whole atomic energy issue .. The
insistence on military control under the
guise that our secrets must be kept is
merely a front for this fight on who will
control the patents-private interests or.
the Government. If the private interests
fail in this patent fight, they will depend
on the military control angle, and the re.strlction of atomic energy development
for mllltary purposes only, in the hope
that the development of atomic energy
for civilian purposes will be postponed
until such time as a more responsive Congress may enact legislation more sUitable
to their prime purpose of getting control
of all new inventions and uses through
the power of controlling the patents.
This Congress has. a wonderful opportunity to see that this new power is really
developed for and. by the people. We
were not mature enough as a nation to
understand the potentialities of other
God-given resources when we permitted
private interests to step In and take control. The issue is, Will the atom be used
for the profit and benefit of the people or
will the benefits to the people be subordinate to the profits of private interests?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman has expired.
IV!)·. KOPPLEMANN. Mr, Chairman, I
ask unanimous consent to proceed for two
additional minutes.
Mr: ARENDS. Mr. Chairman, I object.
Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Chairman, I
move to strike out the last five words.
Mr. Chairman, I have refrained from
speaking on the bill during the time
that we have debated it because there is
evidently a great deal of confusion in
the minds of many here as to the advisability of this legislation at all. . On the
other hand, there is no question about
the fact that science is going to stop its
experiments and research whether this
legislation is passed or not.. I am inclined to believe the Senate certainly
must have had in mind the protection
of the Nation and its natural resources
and the dangers of this atomic energy
if it were released promiscuously, when
they passed this bill. On the contrary,
we have amended the bill to such an
extent that it is now in such a state that
it ls doubtful whether we all believe the
things that we have added to the bill.

One of the.amendments which I am par. tlcularly concerned about which was
adopted here a few moments ago on a
voice vote, was the definition or nuclear
fission. The gentleman who offered the
amendment may have been sincere in his
intentions, but the definition of nuclear
fission in a bill passed by the Congress
will carry a great deal of authority. If
it is not properly defined, it is going to
be a matter of ridiculousness in the
minds of the public, or it is going to be
looked upon as the correct definition of
nuclear· fission, whether it is correct or
not. I recommend that this bill go to
conference and that the conferees consider the definition of nuclear fission as
defined In the Smythe report which is
much more scientifically correct, if there
is going to be any definition of nuclear
fission In the bill at all.
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. McDONOUGH. I yield.
Mr. HINSHAW. I think the House
should understand that my distinguished colleague from California is a chemical engineer. His words are of value
at this time.
Mr. McDONOUGH. I thank the
gentleman. I have spent years in
chemistry, in metallurgy, in the manu.facture of steel and aluminum, and in
explosives In the manufacture of nitroglycerin, nitro-starch, and tetra-nitroanilin before entering public service
when atomic energy was revealed as an
explosive. I became vitally interested in
and have done considerable study on the
subject. It is a highly scientific subject. It is difficult to legislate on.
Scientific research and development
should not be curtailed by legislation.
It is an inherent characteristic of men
and women of science to use their talent
for the good of mankind, not for destructive purposes. Most of the prog1·ess we have made in extending life and
making . living more comfortable has
come from scientific research and
development.
I do not want to appear as an expert
on atomic energy, although I appreciate
the reference of my colleague because,
although the revolution of atomic energy
is new, in science it is as old as the hills.
We have only discovered the uses of it.
The defense that we are trying to protect against here is a defense for and
from destructive purposes. We certainly
should do nothing by legislation that
.would interfere with the development research and uses of atomic energy for the
industries, the arts, and sciences.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. McDONOUGH. I yield.
Mr. COOLEY. The gentleman from
Texas [Mr. LANHAM], in ofierlng the
amendment, confessed that he was not
convinced that the definition was accurate, but he merely put It in the bill
so that the conferees could discuss it
later.
,
Mr. McDONOUGH. I appreciate that.
I am only adding my contribution to it
so that the conferees may have it before
them. I believe the' definition in the
Smythe report is as accurate as you can
define it. I think we have the frame-
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work of a good bill here and I do not
think it should be thrown out altogether.
It should go to conference. I doubt very
much if the secret about which we are
all talki!}g-as a matter of fact there is
no secret in the creation and formation
of atomic energy, There is a secret with
reference to the specific destructive force
that it produces. No private corporation will get hold of that. · They will not
spend the amount of money necessary to
develop iffor that purpose. We are protecting that secret with as much security
as we have in the Army and Navy and
the FBI.
Mr. DINGELL. Mr. Chairman, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. McDONOUGH. I yield.
Mr. DINGELL. The gentleman's idea
of the Smythe suggestion is an excellent
one, but let me ask the gentleman this
question: Is there anything in this bill
that will disclose the secret to anyone
outside of these United States?
Mr. McDONOUGH. I may say to tloe
gentleman, I am concerned about the
broad powers that are given to the Commission, and the added personnel that
would be developed under the Commission, and the fact that if you allow these
things to go through too many minds,
they are likely to leak out and get into
the wrong channels. As it is now, I have
every .confidence the Army is protecting
the secret.
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that all debate oil this
section and all amendments thereto close
in 10 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Kentucky?
There was no objection.
Mr. TIBBOTT. Mr; Chairman, I ask
unanimous consent to extend my remarks.
The CHAIRMAN. . Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Pennsylvania?
There was no objection.
Mr. TIBBO'IT. Mr. Chairman, from
the standpoint of my duty as a Member
of this body and to justify my position on
this bill, it is my conscientious belief
that this measure should be returned to
the committee for further study and
consideration. While I realize that there
are many who believe that the committee's bill on atomic energy should be
adopted now, nevertheless, it seems to
me that we are acting in too much haste.
I have arrived at this conclusion after
listening carefully to the arguments both
·for and against the bill. As the situation stands I cannot.give the bill my sup. port as there are so many confusing provisions in it that, to my way of believing,
do not give our country the protection to
which we are entitled. For the time
being and until peace is restored
throughout the world, I am of the firm
belief that the secrets of the atomic bomb
should be kept entirely within the confines of our own Nation. Until such
time as the committee brings in additional evidence in support of their position, I am compelled to vote against the
· passage of the bill before us.

"1946.

The . CHAIRMAN. The gentleman
from Kentucky [Mr. RoBsioNl is recognized.
Mr. ROBSION of Kentucky.. Mr.
Chairman; we have all watched with
interest the· efforts of our country to
build a Just and lasti1ig peace and to
set up an organization that would prevent aggression and the horrors and
burden of wars in the future/' ·But in
that effort backed by our admihistration
and the heart, soul, and mind of the
American people we have seen our efforts
frustrated from time to time so that we
were unable to write a workable charter
ahd we have been unable to bring the
countries together to write or agree upon
a·treaty of peace. The country that has
obstructed all the way, all the time, has
been Russia. It has created a spirit of
alarm in this country and we are continuing to draft teen-agers and keep and
maintain 1,600,000 of our boys in foreign
lands and in camps here. and on th~
seven seas of the world, at great expense
to our Nation. This year with a deficit
facing the country the Congress has already voted the enormous sum of $12,000,000,000 for the Army and the Navy.
This is one-half of the cost of World
War I. The administration says all this
necessary. Why? They claim that
there is danger. Russia is the threat.
Now, if it is so necessary to draf.t our
teen-agers and keep large armed forces
thi·oughout the world and spend $12,~
000,000,000 this year to strengthen our
military and naval power, we must guard
zealously our atomic secret today. We
must not, while the world is in, turmoil,
make it possible for any potential enemy
to obtain this war secret, the most powerful aggressive and defensive ~eapon
the American people have? I have
heard throughout this debate expressions of doubt as to how far we should
go. The bill has been greatly amended
'and I think improved. But it is still not
clear what type of men will be appointed
on that Commission or the persons who
will make up the large number. of personnel. There could be a leak. Now,
without a peace treaty, with a world
still technically at war, shall we give
away this mighty secret weapon? I am
in favor of recommitting this bill and
giving more time for study.
Russia is not surrendering any of her
military secrets; she has rejected all
pl.ans submitted by us and other peaceloving nations. This secret-knowhow-of the atomic bomb is in the safekeeping of our military with other
secrets. This is the most priceless of
all. We know and the world knows we
are a peace-loving Nation and will not
use it except in our own defense and to
preserve the peace of the world, but what
will happen if some other nations get
possession of this secret before a treaty
of peace is signed and there is still discord througl1out the world.
This bill as amended sets up a Commission of civilians and one military
man. They do not have the right to
give away our atomic bomb secret. The
Congress and the American people
should be vigilant. Some delay until
congress meets next January would give
time to determine if the world's prqblems can be solved in a peaceful way,

is

and we can know more about Russia's
attitude.
The CHAIRMAN. The .time of tlle
gentleman from KentUi:ky has expired.
The gentleman from ·North Carolina
[Mr. For,GERJ Ji;; recognized for 6 minutes . ._
,
Mr; ;FOLGER. Mr. Chairman, I can
hardly understand what Is going on in
the House. It is the strangest situation
from any point of view· that the mind
can conceive, if one has a mind, as to
why a concerted, apparently well-developed campaign should be put on in
this body to• destroy this legislation. Is,
it politics? I would not make that accusation. I do not wish even to think
tbat even in the Inmost private recesses
of my soul.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, will the
gentleman Yield?
Mr. FOLGER. I yield.
Mrs. LUCE. I do not think anybody
in this House would dream of accusing
anybody in this House of jeopardizing
mlllions of !Ives and perhaps civllization
itself for polltical reasons. There Is not
a man that low In this House. If there
were he should be shot.
Mr. FOLGER. The gentlewoman has
stated about what I have stated, that
not in the inmost recesses of my soul
would I think such a thing. Then, is it
due to the fact that many of us have
failed to inform ourselves on this sub-·
ject, when the President of the United
States, the Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy, the State Department, the scientists who discovered
atomic energy have asked for this legislation? It was not an invention, it was
a discovery, for nuclear energy has been
here all the time. We just have discovered it and made ourselves able to apply it.
I want to read you a fine statement,
and, as my opinion, the following:
The carefully considered measure for
control of atomic energy passed by tl1e
senate has now been warped beyond all
recognition. The chance we may have if
we subscribe to that view is that in the
conference we may unwarp some of these
things that have been, in my opinion,
thoughtlessly injected into this legislation.
On the pretext of preserving secrecy,
the House has voted to void the principle
of civilian rule, as though Americans are
not to be trusted simply because they do
not wear a uniform. And then, by way
of making ludicrous even .its own pretenses, the House voted to make secrecy ·
impossible by eliminating the Senate provision for a Government monopoly in the
atomic field and provicling, instead, for
private patents to develop the most potent
force the world has ever known. This
vital legislation must not now be killed.
The House has a positive obligation to
act, however inadequately. If H does so,
perhaps something that makes sense can
be worked out In conference with the
Senate. It It fails to act the Army will
be left in the stultifying control which
has already driven the men of science
from the field. Wliat is at stake is far
too urgent, far too vital to the Nation
and to the world, to be settled by craven
default.
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It'is admitted that In this bill it is not
expected we can pass a perfect piece of
legislation and we may under necessity,
;from time to .time, to offer and adopt
ame,1dments to it; but I suggest to t11e
Members of the House that this bill, a$
it comes to us. from the Senate, is as
11early a perfect answer to the obllgation
of the United States, to Its own citizens
and the rest of the world, as the mind of
man can · conceive under the, circumstances. A postponement of this would
be a llkely disaster to the Nat!on and
probably to the world. Men and women,
I Plead that you may not scuttle this important bill.
The CHAffiMAN. The time of th~
gentleman from North Carolina has expired.
The question Is on the amendment offered by the gentleman from New Jersey
[Mr. MATHEWS).
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. MATHEWS) there
were-ayes 32, noes 67.
So the amendment was rejected.
The Clerk read as follows:
SHORT TITLE

SEc. 20. This act may be cited ns the

"Atomic Energy Act of 1946."

With the following committee amendment:
·
Page 68, line 9, strike out "20" and insert

,.21,"

The committee amendment was agreed
to.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, I oiler an
amendment.
The Clerk read as follows:
Amendment offered by Mrs. LUCE: On page
53, after line 10, Insert the following: ·
11

DURATI0N OF ACT

"SEC. 22. (a) Except as provided In subsec-

tion (b), the provisions of this act shall
expire 7 years after the date of enactment
of this act.
"(b) (1) The provisions of this section
shall have no force or effect If, at the expiration of the 7-year period referred to In subsection (a) , the United States Is then engaged
In war with any other nation.
"(2) One day prior to the expiration of
this act all property owned by the Commission and.described In paragraphs (1) and (2)
of section 9 (a) shall be transferred to such
agency of the Government as may be designated by act of Congress, and after such
transfer no such property shall be disposed
of by the agency so designated except pursuant to provisions of law enacted after the
date of enactment of this act specifically
authorizing such disposition."

Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, it seems
to me that there is little confusion about
the character of the Senate bill before
amendment. But many are confused
about whether or not,we should vote for
it. We are torn between a distaste for
the vast dictatorial domestic powers it
confers on the five-man commission, and
our fears that without it we shall endanger our national security in a
troubled world.
When scientists read the debate on
this floor they will no doubt be appalled
by our ignorance of the subject of nuclear energy, and the silly unscientific
things we have said about it. But when
we read some of the things scientists say
about th.e purpose and effect of domestic
legislation, they also sound a little silly
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to us. We are· ignoramuses 111 their ·our hopes for peace are well founded, or
field, but they are not exactly Daniel whether war is inevitable.
Websters in ours. If the world were at
Yes; I :,,gree with all those who have
peace we could each stick to our own last. said during this debate that they favor a
But it is not, unhappih•. The threat of large measure·. of civilian control while
war has combined in this bill the scien- there is the threat of war, and even a
tists' field and ours. I apologize to the certain measure of civilian control even
scientists for any of my scientific errnrs in times of peace to guard against serior malapropisms in this debate, which ous accidents in the industrial use of
natural ignorance of the subject occa- fissionable materials. We must have
sioned. But none of us owe any apology civilian control, so long as there is any
to the scientists for telling them that possible threat of war, of raw materials,
this bill is pure socialism. , Indeed they over-all production of facilities, and the
should thank us for it, for of all men means to induce scientists to continue
American scientists passionately love research; and in peace we must prevent
liberty. It is the liberty they have en- disastrous accidents to our people. But
joyed in the past which has enabled us if the dangers of such wide legislation as
to grow great as a scientific nation. It is this in peacetime are now clearly seen
the business of a legislator to point out by this House, as the result of this deto them, and all the people, just what bate, then let us give ourselves a chance
effect this law may have on their liber- to get the atomic commissariat we have
ties, when peace comes. Moreover, I created, because of our fears about a
do not see why any Member should be third world war, off our necks, if those
criticized for stating a fact which the fears should mercifully cease to mateable Senator from Connecticut, a man rialize and peace should come.
of intellectual integrity, stated himself
Let us not, because of our temporary
several times-that this bill is unprec- fears of foreign totalitarianism, plunk
edented, unique, and that it should for permanent domestic totalitarianism
never set a precedent for any other legis- ourselves, when those fears are passed.
lation. So, in saying that its unique
We shall regret it if we wed ourselves
and unprecedented aspect is precisely permanently to this vast and mysterious
its totalitarian aspect, I am only repeat- socialistic enterprise.
ing what Senator McMAHON and his
Again, please remember why we are
committee developed in their hearings, passing this biII-it is as a defense measand in the few hours of debate the Senate ure in a troubled world. When the world
had on t11e matter.
subsides into a creative peace we will not
Is it wrong for a legislator to be honest need it.
with the people? I have ,been honest,
To lrnep it permanently on our books
in any case, about what I thought this is to despair of peace in the next decade.
bill signified for the Nation's future, if
Have we no hope for the future? Do
it stays on the books when the long we really believe that war between ourinternational crisis that brought it into selves and Russia is inevitable? Are we
being is past. I have been equally hon- certain, beyond any hope, that the
est in saying that I agree with the Sen- peoples of the world will all be Imrling
ators, and I agree with our Members atomic bombs at one another in 5 or 10
who think that although this is very bad years? Are we despairful of the efiorts
medicine-socialistic medicine-indeed, of our statesmen ever to make the UN a
the strongest dose of it that this Con- going concern, to achieve world control
gress has ever been asked to take, for of armaments, or better still, a world in
the world's ills and our own sins, we which no nation will desire armaments
must nevertheless take it.
because they are free, contented, and
But I am now offering an amendment prosperous?
to this bill which will let it expire at the
Are we really committed in our hearts
end of 7 years, in the event that we do and minds to an unending bomb race?
not find ourselves in a war at that time Do we really believe that there is no way
with any foreign power.
out of the dreadful stalemate and imMr. Chairman, we need this bill, not passe we find ourselves in but annihilato advance scientific research in time of tion between the nations?
peace, for we could continue to advance
If we do believe all these things, if we
science as we have done during our whole can see nothing but certainty of war as
history without it, under a free system. a solution for the international problems
Remember, our scientists produced nu- that confront us, then there is a real exclear fission without any such bill as this. cuse for making this legislation permaThe reason we need the blll now, if we nent. But if that is our belief, what you
will be honest with ourselves, is that we and I do here will not be long rememare afraid of dangers from abroad, and bered, it will be soon forgotten. The
need to safeguard and develop our su- very archives in which we place this bill,
premacy in atomic weapons until that and this building itself will be destroyed
fear is passed.
in an atomic war. No, it will not much
Seven years is a very long time. In matter then what we say or do here
7 years all of the questions that concern today, Then those who have shined on
me, and have concerned the gentleman this floor will shine in the Milky Way,
from California [Mr. VooRHISJ, whose And none of us will be able to say to the
reasons for accepting this legislation are other, "I told you so." For we will all
the same as I have repeatedly given- be atomized.
But, if there is a hope for peace-and
~vill be answered. We wiII know the answer to whether or not we will have a :C dare to belleve there is a hope-then
let
us support this amendment, which
world authority to control atomic weapons, for example. We will know whether would cross this measure ofI our books in
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peacetime and allow· our people to return to the free development of all om·
energies, including our atomic energy,
Tile CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentlewoman from Connecticut has
expired.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Chairman, I aslc
unanimous consent to proceed for three
additional minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection
to the request of the gentlewoman from
Connecticut?
· There was no objection.
Mr. McDONOUGH. Mr. Chairman,
will the gentlewoman yield?
Mrs. LUCE. I yield to the gentleman
from California.
.
Mr. McDONOUGH. Does the gentlewoman believe that if atomic energy had
been revealed to the world not as a destructive force there would be any necessity for this legislation?
Mrs. LUCE. I doubt if this legislation
would ever have been ,proposed if this
form of energy, which can be so very
beneficial to humanity had been released
in a nondestructive or industrial fori;n.
This legislation is the result of atomic
energy having first been released before
the public in the form of a decisive weapon and because, until our relations with
Soviet Russia are free of mutual suspicions, we must take every precaution to
safeguard that weapon, and, if need be,
develop it.
Mr. McDONOUGH. And we wish to
protect ourselves against the use of it on
us for destructive purposes.
Mrs. LUCE. That is correct. We are
scared of being destroyed by it if other
nations get ahead of us in the development of it. The urgent need to prevent
that is why I am for this bill.
Mr. McDONOUGH. The gentlewoman
believes tlmt Is the principal need for this
legislation?
Mrs. LUCE. That is the principal need
for the bill. And when we are no longer
faced with the threat of war, we will not
need this biII. War with Russia is not in·evltable. If we use half the brains that
God gave us we wiII not have a war with
Russia. We do not want a war with
Russia. What the nations need is not
so much atomic control as self-control.
We would not need to worry over the destructive potentialities of nuclear fission
if we all worried a little more over the
destructive and evil ideas released by the
minds and hearts of men. In the final
analysis, if the peoples of the Nation will
not seek the answers to atomic energy
by consulting the authority of God, no
world authority will ever be able to pre·
vent its use for the mutual annihilation
of nations. But I refuse to despair of the
wisdom or piety of-' our statesmen. I
refuse to despair of what may yet be
done in the field of atomic and other disarmament in the United Nations organization, based on the achievement of a
peace with justice. So, because I do not
believe in the inevitabil!ty of war, and I
do believe in the possibility of peace, I
want to see an expiration date in this act.
Mr. DURHAM. Mr. Chairman, I rise
in opposition to the amendment.
Mr. Chairman, I do not exactly understand the ·gentlewoman's position in of-
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fering this amendment .. , She states that
it is bad legislation, very· bad. Still, she
is offering an amendment here to make
this legislation effective for· seven long
years. If this is bad legislation, it should
not last for 7 years.
In tl1is blll is a provision for a Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy, with 11
nembers from this body and 11 memers from the body at the other end of
he Capitol. All matters pertaining to
ssionable material, nuclear fission, and
verythlng else that has to do with the
manufacture of atomic energy, has to be
referred to this-committee for conside.ratlon. This committee can Initiate legislation at any time it wants to. Congress
is in session or will be in session every
2 :rears, for how long, we do not know. I
feel it is unwise to enact this legislation
for seven long years. The first part of
the amendment I think is already the
law. This spells it out, and there is no
objection to It. But the latter part of It
setting up the act for seven long years ls
What I object to.
Miss SUMNER of Illinois. How long
does it last under the bill?
Mr. DURHAM. There is no limit to
it. The Congress always has the authority to repeal any act It sets up here at any
time if they care to repeal it. The gentlewoman says that anyone who Is opposed to this amendment either believes
in war or believes in some kind of socialistic state. I think my record here will
show that I voted for the security of my
country on every measure affecting our
security. I do not believe in a socialistic
state. I hope we do not have a war.
That Is the reason I am here at the present time and why all during the consideration of this bill I have fought for it as
the gentleman from California clearly
str-ted a few minutes ago. I think he.has
. presented one of the best reasons for
adopting this measure and sending It to
conference than any man who has taken
the floor. There is not just one reason,
gentlemen, for this measure. I do not
Jilce all features of this bill. You never
get everything you like in these matters,
but it is ahsolutely necessary, in my opinion. It is one of the ingredient,s of the
prescription that we must hand out to
the world in order to come to an agreement and peace. You are not going to
get anywhere in the negotiations, in the
United l'Tations organization or the Security Council, until we adopt some domestic program in regard to the atomic
energy, I hope the House will send this
bl!l to conference.
·
. The CHAIRMAN. The time of the
gentleman has expired.
Mr. MAY. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that all debate on this
section, and all amendments thereto
close in 5 minutes, the last minute to be
reserved for myself.
Mr. JUDD and Mr. LAFOLLETTE objected.
.
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, I move to
strike out the last word.
Mr. Chairman, the gentlewoman from
Connecticut needs no defense at my
hands, but when it was pleasantly stated
a while ago that she is confused it seems
to me that statement does not conform

~
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The CHAIRMAN. The question ls on
to the nature. of the debate in the last
2 or 3 days. I think the gentlewoman
the amendment offered by the gentlefrom ConnecL!cut has made it very clear woman from Connecticut [Mrs. LUCE].
that sl1e. entertains a strong conviction
The question was taken; and on a dion this question of our defense being vision (demanded by Mr. MAR:r!N of
involved in an assertion of policy at this Massachusetts) there were-ayes 49,
critical hour. I follow her logical argunoes 108.
ments.- I am sorry she has emphasized
· So the amendment was rejected.
the word "socialism" in referring to the .· By unanimous consent, the pro forma
amendments were withdrawn.
b!ll, but that ls incidental. I doubt it
can be supported. But the gentlewoman
The CHAIRMAN. Under the rule, the
from Connecticut ls absolutely right when Committee rises.
Accordingly the Committee rose; and
she implies and states in fact that it ls
an attitude of defeatism if we refuse to the Speaker having resumed tl1e chair,
do anything at all about this tremendous Mr. MILLS, Chairman of the Committee
new power that has been turned loose in of the Whole House on the State of the
Union, reported that that Committee
the world. I, for one, am not going to
having had under consideration the bill
have less faith in the scientists who un(S. 1717) for the development a11d concovered this new force than they llad in
us when they said it was a good thing- trol of atomic energy, pursuant to House
weigh these words-that the thousands Resolution 708, he reported the same
of people lost their lives at Hiroshima back to the House with sundry amendif as a result of that dramatic happening ments adopted in the Committee of the
the people of America in their position Whole.
The SPEAKER. Under the rule, the
of leadership would realize that action
is necessary to' keep this tremendous new previous question is ordered.
Mr. THOMAS. Mr. Speaker, I make
power under control and thus save millions of lives. The scientists said they the point of order that a quorum is not
· had faith in the people acting through present.
The SPEAKER. The Chair will count.
their representatives to declare a policy
[After counting.] Two hundred and
on this question. Now, we do not declare
a policy and we accomplish nothing if we sildy-five Members are present, a
leave it uncontrolled with no declaration quorum.
Is a separate vote demanded on any
at all on this question. If we believe that
amendment?
the military with no mandate from us
Mr. BRADLEY of Pennsylvania. Mr.
are going to exercise some control over
the holding or fissionable material, we Speaker, I demand a separate vote on the
are in my jud·gment deluding ourselves. so-called Lanham amendment dealing
with the section regarding patents.
The fil·st announcement of the discovThe SPEAKER. Is a separate vote deery was made in an institution in this
manded on any other amendment? If
city, George Washington University,
not
the Chair will put them en grosse.
Except for the fact that a war followed
The question is on the amendments.
in a short time after that, we would not
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Speaker,
be discussing this problem, and it would
on that I demand the yeas and nays.
be a matter of concern only to those of
The yeas and nays were refused .
high technical training.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Speaker, I
I wonder If in all history a thing like
that has happened; if contemporane- demand a division.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana.· Mr.
ously with the discovery of a dangerous
Speaker, a parliamentary inquiry.
force the people were advised of the terThe SPEAKER. The gentleman will
ror that its use involved.
So the point Is, beginning here in state it.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. What are
George Washington University and then
we voting on now?
terminating by the destruction of 60,000
The SPEAKER. The Chair stated
people, the question is, Will the Congress
assert a policy and say that that power twice that we are voting on the amendmust be put to use for peace and indus- ments en grosse except the Lanham
amendment.
trial needs, and that they have faith in
The question was taken; and on a
the scientists who will be appointed undivision (demanded by Mr. MARCANTONIO)
der this bill to properly use that power?
The CHAIRMAN. The time of the there were--ayes 116, noes 114.
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Speaker,
gentleman from Arkansas has expired.
Mr.' MAY. Mr. Chairman, I move I demand tellers.
Tellers were refused .
that all debate on this section and all
So the amendments were agreed to.
amendments thereto do now close.
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will reThe motion was agreed to.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on port the amendment upon which a septhe amendment offered by the gentle- arate vote has been demanded.
,The Clerk read as follows:
woman from Connecticut [Mrs LUCE].
Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Chairman, may · Amendment offered by Mr. LANHAM: Pages
34,
85, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40. Strike out all of tho
we again have the amendment reported?
patent provisions commencing with line 6
The CHAIRMAN. Without objec- on page 84 down to and including line 18 on
tion, the Cleric w!ll again report the page 40 and substitute· In lieu thereof the
ioJlowlng:
nmendment.
"SEC. 11. (a) The Commission ls authorized
There being no objection, the Clerk
to purchase, for the manufacture or use by
again reported the amendment oliered or for the United States Government, any
by the gentlewoman from Co11nect1cut and nil rights in and to any Invention or dis[Mrs. LUCE].
covery, or application £or patent or patents
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thereon, relating to research on or the production of :fissionable material or the utilization of fissionable material or atomic energy.
"(b) The Commission Is authorized to con.
dcmn, and to determine and mnke just cofopensa tion for,.any and all rights In nnd to any
invention or discovery relating to research
on or the production of :fissionable materials
or the uti!lzatlon of fissionable materials or
atomic energy that affects the national defense and security: Provided, however, That
upon the determination by the Commission
that the nntlonal defense or security Is no
longer Involved, any nnd all rights in and to
such Invention or discovery shall revert to
the owner, subject to a nonexclusive, irrevocable and nontransferable license in favor
of the Government.
"(c) When nny person who hns made ari
Invention or discovery relating to research
on 01· the production of fissionable material1
or tile utilization of fissionable materials or
atomic energy and shall have filed an applicas
tlon for a patent thereon and shall have tendered his Invention or discovery to the Government of the United States for Its use, he
shall, If nnd when he ultimately receives a
patent, have the right to sue for compensation as provided for In this section, such
right to compensation to begin from the date
of any use of the Invention by the Government: Provided, That the Commission is authorized to enter into and effect an agreement with said applicant In full settlement
and compromise for the use of his Invention
by the Government.
"(d) If any person Is dissatisfied with the
determination of the Commission ns to Just
compensation, he may have his remedy by
filing a suit In the United States District
Court for tile District of Columbia, i! filed
within 6 months after such determination;
and such court, on notice to the Commission and other due procedures hnd, may
thereupon determine the amount of the compensn tlon to be paid such person, as the facts
in the case may appear: Provided, That In any
such suit the United States may avail Itself
of any and all defenses, general and special,
that might be pleaded by a defendant In an
action for infringement, as set forth In title
60 of the revised statutes, or othetwlse. Any
finnl judgment rendered against the Commission under any provision of this section shall
have like force and effect as a money Judgment rendered against the United States by
the Court of Claims In a suit in respect of
which the United States has expressly agreed
to be sued; and the amount of any such final
Judgment shall be paid out of any appropriation applicable to the case, If any such
there be; nnd when no such appropriation
exists, said Judgment shall be paid ln tho
same mnnner as judgments rendered by the
Court of Claims In cases under its general
Jurisdiction.
" ( e) Any party aggrieved by any final
judgment In a proceeding under this section may appeal therefrom to the Court of
Appeals of the District of Columbia, and upon
such appeal said court shall have power to
review said Judgment and affirm, revoke, or
modify the same as upon appeals in other
actions at law.
"(f) Attorneys appointed by the Commis•
alon may appear for and represent the Commission before any Government agency or
Judicial tribunal with respect to any and all
Invention, patent, and research matters in
which the Commission Is involved.
"(g) Any person who has made, or here•
after makes any invention or discovery utilizing fissionable materials or atomic energy
designed or specially adapted for use ns or In
a military weapon, shall file with the Com•
mission a report containing a complete description thereof. Tile report covering any
such Invention or discovery shall be filed on
or before whichever of the following la tho
latest: (1) The sixtieth day after the date of
enactment of this act; (2) The sixtieth daY.

after completion o! such invention or dis•
covery; or (3) the alxtle t:h day after such
person first discovers, or first has reason to
believe tlmt such Invention or discovery ls
specially useful as 01· In such a weapon."

Mr. LANHAM (interrupting reading,
of the amendment). Mr. Speaker, this
is the amendment with reference to the
patent provisions of this b!ll. It has been
spoken on, it has been printed two different times in the RECORD, it is a rather
lengthy amendment, and I therefore ask
unanimous consent that further reading
of the amendment be dispensed with.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection
to the request of the gentleman from
Texas?
There .was no objection.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
the amendment.
The question was taken; and on a division (demanded by Mr. BRADLEY of
Pennsylvania) there were-ayes 151,
noes 90.
. Mr. BRADLEY of Pennsylvania. Mr.
Speaker, I ask for the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were refused.
So the amendment was agreed to.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
,the engrossment and third reading of
the bill.
The bill was ordered to be engrossed
and read a third time, and was read the
third time.
Mr. SHORT: Mr. Speaker, I offer a
motion to recommit.
The SPEAKER. Is the gentleman
opposed to the bill?
Mr. SHORT. At this time I am, Mr.
Speaker.
'
The SPEAKER. The Clerk will report the motion to recommit.
The Clerk read as follows:
Mr. SHORT moves to recommit the bill (S.
1717) to the Committee on Military Affairs

for further study,

·

The SPEAKER. Without objection,
the previous question is ordered.
There was no objection.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
the motion to recommit.
Mr. SHORT. Mr. Speaker, on that I
demand the yeas and nays.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and there
were-Yeas 146, nays 195, not voting 88,
as follows:
[Roll No. 228)
YEAS-146
Abernethy
Allen, Ill.
Andersen,

H. Carl

Andresen,

AugustH.
Arends
Arnold
Darden
Bates, Mass.

Beall
Dennett, Mo.
Bishop
l3laclmey
Dolton
Brehn1

Drown,Ohlo
Brumbaugh
Duffett
Butler
Campbell
Carlson

case, s. Dak,

Chenoweth
Chlperfield

Church
Clevenger

Cllppluger
Cole,Mo.
Cole,N. Y.
Cooley
Corbett
Cunningham
Curtis
D'Ewart
Dondero

Dworshak
Eaton
Elliott
Ellis
Ellsworth
Elston
Fellows
Fenton
Fulton

Gathings
Gavin
Gearhart
Gerlach
GHiord
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Simpson, Pa.
Smlth,Ohio

Hinshaw

Resa

James J,
Dingell
Dirksen

Richards
Hobbs
Riley
Hoch
Robertson, Va.
Hook
Rogers, Fla.
Hope
Rogers, N. Y.
Huber
Rooney
Hull
Rowan
Jackson
Russell
Jarman
Johnson, Calif. Ryter
Sabath
Judd
Sadowsld
ICearney
Sasscer
Kee
Savage
Keefe
Sheppard
Kefauver
Kelley, Pa,
Sll:es
Smith, Maine
King
Smith, Va.
Kopplemann
Smith, Wis.
LaFollette

Dolllver

Lane

Somers, N. Y.
Spence

Jones
Jonkman
Kean
Kelly; m.
Kinzer
Knutson
Kunkel
Landis

Graham

Grant, Ind.
Griffiths
Gross

GWlnn,N.Y.
Gwynne, Iowa

Hagen
Halleck
Hancock

Harness, Ind.

Hess
Hoeven

Hollman, Mich.
lioITmnn, Pa.
Holmes, Mass.

Horan
Howell
Jenkins

Jennings
Jensen
Johnson, ru.

Johnson, Inll,

Springer

Stefan
Stockman
Sumner, Ill.
Sundstrom
Taber
Tulle
Lanham
Taylor
Latham
Thomas, N. J.
LeFevre
Robertson,
'I'lbbott
Lemke
N.Dak.
Vursell
Lewis
Robslon, Ky.
Wadsworth
McConnell
Welchel
Rockwell
Mccowen
White
Rodgers, Pa.
McKenzie
Whitten
Martin, Mass .. Roe,Md.
Rogers, Mass. Wigglesworth
Merrow
Schwabe, Mo. Wilson
Miller, Nebr.
Schwabe, Okla. Winstead
Mundt
Winter
Murray, Tenn. Scrivner
Wolcott
Shafer
Norblad
Wolverton, N. J.
Sharp
O'Hnra
Woodruff
Short
Pace
Simpson, Ill.
Philbin
NAYS-195
Mllls
Almond
Gamble
Monroney
Andrews, Ala. Gardner
Morgan
Angell
Gary
Morrison
Auchlncloss
Geelan
Murdoclc
Baldwin, N. Y. Gordon
Murray, Wis.
Barrett, Pa.
Gore
Neely
Barrett, Wyo. Gorski
Norrell
Barry
Granahan
O'Brien, Ill
Bell
Granger
O'Brien, Mich,
Dender
Grant, Ala.
O'Neal
Biemll!er
Gieen ·
Outland
l3land
Gregory
Patman
Bloom
Hale
Patterson
Bonner
Hall,
Bradley, Pa.
Leonard W. Peterson, Fla.
Poage
Brooks
Hand
Pratt
Brown, Ga.
Harris
Price, Fla.
Bryson
Ha venner
Price, Ill.
Buchanan
Hays
Qulnn,N. Y.
Duclc
Healy
Rabaut
Buckley
Hedrick
Rabin
Bulwinkle
Heffernan
Rains
Byrne, N. Y.
Henry
Ramey
Camp
Herter
Randolph
Canfield
Heselton
Rayfiel
Cannon, Mo.
Hlll
Carnahan

Case, N. J.
Cell er
Chapman
Chet!
Clark
Clason
Clements

Cole, Kans.
Colmer
Combs
Crosser

D'Alesandro
Davis
Dawson
Delaney,

Doughton, N. C. Lea
Doug!as. Calif. Lecompte
Douglas, Ill.
Lesinski
Doyle
Link
Drewry
Durham

Luce
Lylo

Elsaesser

McCormack

Eberlrnrter

Gillette
G!llie
· Goodwin
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Phillips
Pickett
Pittenger
Plumley
Rankin
Reed, Ill,
Reed,N.Y•.
Rees, Kans.
Rich
Rivers
Rlzley

Engle, Calif.
Ervin
Fallon

Lynch
McDonough
McGllnchey
McGregor

Feighan
Fernandez
Plsher

McMl!len, Ill.
Madden
Maloney

Flannagan

Manasco_..,.

Starkey

Stevenson

Stigler
Sullivan

Sumners, Tex.

Thom

Thomas, Tex.
Thomason

Towe
Trimble
Voorhis, Calif.
Vorys, Ohio
Wasielewski
Weaver

Whittington
Marcantonio
Woodhouse
Martin, Iowa
Worley
Ma thews
Zimmerman
May
Michener
NOT VOTING--88
Cravens
Adams
Boykin
Allen, La.
Bradley, Mich, Crawford
Curley
Anderson, Calif. Bunker
Daughton, Va.
Andrews, N. Y, Byrnes, Wis.
De Lacy
Balley
Cannon, Fla.
Delaney,
Baldwin, Md.
Cochran
JohnJ.
Dates, Ky,
Coffee
Domengeaux
Beckworth
Cooper
Earthman
Dennet, N. Y, Courtney
Engel, Mich,
Boren
cox

Flood
Fogarty
Folger
Forand
Gallagher
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Puller
Kirwan
Gibson
Klein
Gillespie
Larcade
Gossett
Ludlow
Ball,
McGehee
Edwin Arthur McMillan, S. C.
Bare
Mahon
Harless, Ariz.
Mankin
Bart
Mansfield,
Hartley
Mont.
Hebert
Mansfield, Tex,
Hendricks
Mason
Rollfield
Miller, Cal!!.
Holmes, Wash. Norton
Izac
O'Konskl
Johnson, Okla. O'Toole
Johnson, Tex. Patrick
Keogh
Peterson, Ga.
Kerr
Pfeifer
Kilburn
Ploeser
Kilday
Powell

Priest
Reece, Tenn.
Robinson, Utah
Roe, N. Y.
Sheridan
Slaughter
Sparkman
Stewart
Talbot
Tarver
Tolan
Torrens
Traynor
Vinson
Walter
Welch
West
Wickersham
Wolfenden, Pa.
Wood

So the motion to recommit was rejected.
The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On this vote:
Mr. Ploeser for, with Mr. Bennet of New
York against.
Mr. Fuller for, with Mr. Byrnes of Wisconsin against.
Mr. Mason for, with Mr. Johnson of Texas
against.
Mr. Domengeaux for, with Mr. Walter
against.
Mr. Kilburn for, with Mr. Balley against,
Mr. Bradle) of Michigan for, with Mr.
Klein against.
Mr. Hartley for, with Mr. John J. Delaney
against.

General pairs until further notice:
Mr. Hart with Mr. Talbot.
Mr. Keogh with Mr. Holmes of Washington.
Mr. Sheridan with Mr. Adams.
Mr. Hebert with Mr. Edwin Arthur Hall.
Mr. Pfeifer with Mr. Anderson of California.
Mr. Priest with Mr. G1Ilesple.
Mr. Izac with Mr. Engel of Michigan.
Mr. Holifield with Mr. Andrews of New
York.
Mr. Coffee with Mr. Crawford.
Mrs. Norton with Mr. O'Konsk!.
Mr. Vinson with Mr. Reece of Tennessee.
Mr. Curley with Mr. Welch.
Mr. O'Toole with Mr. Wolfenden of Pennsylvania.

Mr.

BUFFETT

changed his vote from

"nay'' to "yea."

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
The SPEAKER. The question is on the
passage of the bill.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, on
that I demand the yeas and nays,
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The question was taken; and there
were-yeas 265, nays 79, not voting 8.6, as
follows:
(Roll No. 229]
YEAS-266
Brown, Ga.
Allen, Ill.
Brown.Ohio
Almond
Andrews, Ala. Brumbaugh
Bryson
Angell
Buchanan
Arends
Buck
Auchlncloss
Baldwin, N. Y, Buckley
Bulwinkle
Barrett, Pa.
Barrett, Wyo. Butler
Byme,N.Y.
Barry
Camp
Beall
Canfield
Bell
Cannon.Mo.
Bender
Carlson
Blem!ller
Carnahan
Blackney
case, N. J.
Bland
Case, S. Dak.
Bloom
Celler
Bolton
Bonner
Chapman
Bradley, Pa.
Che!!
Brooks
Chenoweth

Clark
Clason
Clements
Cole,Kans.
Colmer
Combs
Corbett
Crosser
Cunningham
Curtis
D'Alesandro
Davis
Dawson
Delaney,
JamesJ,
Dingell
Dirksen
DoJl!ver
DomengeaUlC
Dondero
Doughton, N. O.

Douglas, Calif. Horan
Douglas, Ill,
Howell
Doyle
Huber
Drewry
Hull
Durham
Jackson
Eaton
Jarman
Eberharter
. Jennings
EJI!ott
Jensen
Ellsworth
Johnson, Calif.
Elsaesser
Judd
Engle, Cal!f.
Kearney
Ervin
Kee
Fallon
Keefe
Feighan
Kefauver
Fernandez
Kelley, Pa.
Fisher
King
Flannagan
Kopplemann
Flood
Kunkel
Fogarty
LaFollette
Folger
Lane
Forand
Latham
Fulton
Lea
Gallagher
Lecompte
Gamble
LeFevre
Gardner
Lesinski
Gary
Link
Gathings
Luce
Gearhart
Lyle
Geelan
Lynch
Gerlach
McConnell
Gifford
McCormack
Gillette
McDonough
Goodwin
McGllnchey
Gordon
McGregor
Gore
McKenzie
Gorski
McMlllen, Ill.
Graham
Madden
Granahan
Maloney
Granger
Manasco
Grant, Ala.
Marcantonio
Green
MBl'tin, Iowa
Gregory
Martin, Mass.
Gwinn, N. Y.
Mathews
Gwynne, Iowa May
Hale
Merrow
Hall,
Michener
Edwin Arthur Miller, Nebr.
Ball,
Mllls
Leonard W. Monroney
Halleck
Morgan
Hand
Morrison
Harris
Mundt
Havenner
Murdock
Hays
Murray, Wis.
Healy
Neely
Hedrick
Norrell
Heffernan
O'Brien, Ill.
Henry
O'Brien, Mich.
Herter
O'Hara.
Heselton
O'Neal
H!ll
Outland
Hinshaw
Patman
Bobbs
Patterson
Boch
Peterson, Fla.
Hoeven
Philbin
Hoffman, Pa.
Plumley
Holmes, Mass. Poage
Hook
Pratt
Hope
Price, Fla.

Price, ID.
Qulnn,N.Y.
Rabaut
Rabin
Rains
Ramey
Randolph
Rayfiel
Rees, Kans.
Resa
Richards
Riley
Robertson,
N.Dak,
Robertson, Va.
Robslon, Ky,
Rockwell
Rodgers, Pa.
Roe.Md.
Rogers, Fla.
Rogers, N. Y.
Rooney
Rowan
Russell
Ryter
Sabath
Sadowski
Sasscer
Savage
Sharp
Sheppard
Sheridan
Short
Sikes
Smith, Maine
Smith, Va.
Smith, Wis.
Somers, N. Y.
Spence
Starkey
Stefan
Stevenson
Stigler
Stockman
Sulllvan
Sumners, Tex.
Talle
Taylor
Thom
Thomas, Tex.
Thomason
Tibbott
Towe
Trimble
Voorhis, Calif,
Vorys, Ohio
Vursell
Wadsworth
Wasielewski
Weaver
White
Whittington
Wigglesworth
Wolcott
Wolverton, N. J.
Woodhouse
Worley
Zimmerman

NAYS--79

Glllle
Pickett
Grant, Ind,
Pittenger
Griffiths
Rankin
Gross
Reed, Ill.
Hagen
Reed, N. Y.
Hancock
Rich
Barness, Ind.
Rivers
Hess
Rlzley
Hoffman, Mich. Rogers, Mass.
Jenkins
Schwabe, Mo.
Johnson, Ill.
Schwabe, Okla.
Johnson, Ind. Scrivner
Jones
Shafer
Jonkman
Simpson, Ill.
Kean
Simpson, Pa,
Kelly, Ill,
Smith, Ohio
Kinzer
Springer
Knutson
Sumner, DI.
Landis
Sundstrom
Lanham
Taber
.Lemke
Thomas, N. J,
Lewis
W'elchel
Mccowen
Whitten
Murray, Tenn. Wilson
Norblad
Winstead
Pace
Winter
Phillips
Woodruff
NOT VOTING-,116
Adams
Balley
Bennet, N. Y.
Allen, La.
Baldwin, Md.
Boren
Anderson, Calif. Bates, Ky.
Boykin
Andrews, N. Y. Beckworth
Bradley, Mich..

Abernethy
Andersen,
H. Carl
Andresen,
AugustH.
Arnold
Barden
Bates, Mass.
Bennett, Mo.
Bishop
Brehm
Buffett
Campbell
Chlperfield
Church
Clevenger
Clippinger
Cole,Mo.
Cole,N.Y.
Cooley
D'Ewart
Dworshak
Ellls
Elston
Fellows
Fenton
Gavin
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Bunker
Byrnes, Wis.
Cannon, Fla.
Cochran
Coffee
Cooper
Courtney
Cox
Cravens
Crawford
Curley
Daughton, Va.
De Lacy
Delaney,
JohnJ.
Earthman
Engel, Mich.
Fuller
Gibson
Gillespie
Gossett
Hare
Harless, Ariz.
Hart
Hartley
Hebert

Hendricks
Patrlcle
Holifield
Peterson, Ga.
Holmes, W&sh. Pfeifer
Ploeser
Izac
Johnson, Okla, Powell
Johnson, Tex. Priest
Keogh
Reece, Tenn.
Kerr
Robinson, Utah
Kilburn
Roe,N. Y,
Kilday
Slaughter
Kirwan
Sparkman
Klein
Stewart
Larcade
Talbot
Ludlow
Tarver
McGehee
Tolan
McMillan, 8. C. Torrens
Mahon
Traynor
Mankin
Vmson
Mansfield,
Walter
Mont.
Welch
Mansfield, Tex. West
Mason
Wickersham
Miller, Cal!f.
Wolfenden, Pa.
Norton
Wood
O'Konskl
O'Toole

So the bill was passed.
The Clerk announced the following
pairs:
On this vote:
Mr. Bennet of New York for, with Mr,
Ploeser against.
Mr. Byrnes of Wisconsin for, with Mr.
Fuller against.
Mr. Johnson of Texas for with Mr. Mason
against.
Mr. Balley for, with Mr. K!lburn against.
Mr. Keogh !or, with Mr. Bradley of Michl•
gan against.
Mr. Pfeifer for, with Mr. Hartley against.

Additional general pairs:
Mr. Bart with Mr. Holmes of Washington.
Mr. Walter with Mr. Adams.
Mr. Hebert With Mr. Gillespie.
Mr. Izac with Mr. Anderson of California.
Mr. Wood with Mr. Engel of Michigan.
Mr. John J. Delaney with Mr. Crawford.
Mr. Vinson with Mr. Andrews of New York.
Mrs. Norton With Mr. O'Konskl.
Mr .. Allen of Louisiana with Mr. Reece of
Tennessee.
Mr. Klein with Mr. Welch.
Mr. Curley with Mr. Talbot.
Mr. Bunker with Mr. Wolfenden of Pennsylvania.

Mr. KNuTsoN changed his vote from
"yea" to "nay."
Mr. CHURCH changed his vote from
''yea" to "nay."

Mr.

LATHAM

changed his vote from

"nay" to "yea."

The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that the Clerk in engrossing the amendments be instructed
to make the necessary corrections in section and subsection numbers and letters,
and in cross-references, and on page 43
strike out lines 8 to 13, inclusive.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from
Texas?
There was no objection.
GENERAL LEAVE TO EXTEND

'~o

Mi''1

..a

er,. ~-

.animous consent tnat' all ,Members
ay have five' legislative, days in which
: 6 revise and extend their' ,remarks: on·
iJ;ie bill,just ,pass!ld.
,"
.
,, .The ~AK]l:R. Is there objection
the request of tlie ,gentleman :'fro
Texas? ,
." ,
,
, ' ,:

to:

~Ii'h~l'.!(,v.a~ .n,o j:iliJ~<?~Pn, "'

,
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.; H. R. 3099. A bill
relief of Coy C,
Brown; without amendment (Rept. No.
1785):
H. R. 4341. A bill for the relief of James B.
• cGoldrick; without amendment (Rept. No.
11786);
H. R. 5368. A blll for the relief of W. G.
,Magruder: without amendment (Rept. No.
1787);
H. R. 5414. A bill for the relief of Marie
Gorak; without amendment (Rept. No. 1788);
and
H. R. 6307. A b!ll for the relief of Francesco
D'Emilio; without amendment (Rept. No.
11789).
By Mr. McMAHON, from the Committee on
Claims;
H. R. 1351. A bill for the relief of the estate
;or Estelle Daniel Boyle, deceased, and E. B.
fRosegarten; without amendment (Rept. No.
/1790);
l H. R. 3197. A bill for the relief of William
F. Patchell, Jr.; without amendment (Rept.
No. 1791); and
f H. R. 6503. A bill for the relief of Milton A.
!Johnson, and for other purposes; without
iamendment (Rept. No. 1792).
i By Mr. MORSE, from the Committee on
Claims:
H. R. 3742. A bill for the relief of Burgess
C. Moore, as administrator of the estate of
!Lela May Tomlinson, deceased, and as legal
!guardian of Kay Tomlinson and Larry Max
!Tomlinson, minors; without s.mendment
(Rept. No. 1793);
H. R. 4375. A bill for the relief of Charles
Martin; without amendment (Rept. No.
1794);
1
H. R. 5372. A bill for the relief of Jessie
IWolfington; without amendment (Rept. No.
11795); and ·
I H. R. 5874. A bill for the relief of Joseph
\Maezer; without amendment (Rept. No.
/1796).
r By Mr. WILSON, from the Committee·on
,Claims:
f H. R. 1631. A blll for the relief William
l'l'olar Smith; without amendment (Rept. No.
11797);
.
· H. R. 2850. A bill for the relief of Felix
'.Napiorkowski; without amendment (Rept.
!No. 1798);
I H. R. 4947. A bill for the relief of Ethel
!Guenther; without amendment (Rept. No.
11799);
I H. R. 5725. A b!ll for the relief of Sadie
!Frey and the estate of Marie Hviding; without amendment (Rept. No. 1800);
. H. R. 6231. A bill for the relie-f of Frank A.
Gorman; without amendment (Rept. No.
11801); and
H. R. 6536. A bill for the relief of South•eastern Sand & Gravel Co.; without amendment (Rept. No. 1802).
I By Mr. BILBO, from the Committee on
'the District of Columbia:
t S. 2408. A bill to amend the act of Feb:ruary 9, 1907, as amended, with respect to
!certain fees; without amendment (Rept.
1No. 1803);
H. R. 4410. A bill to amend the act enti\tled "An act to authorize the Commissioniers of the District of Columbia to make reg\Ulations to prevent and control the spread
•of communicable and preventable diseases,"
'approved August 11, 1939; without amend!ment (Rept. No. 1804);
H. R. 5928, A bill to name the bridge located on New Hampshire Avenue, Washing•
!ton, D. C., over the Baltimore & Ohio RailIroad tracks the Charles A. Langley Bridge;
wlthout amendment (Rept. No. 1805);
1
, H. R. 5970. A bill to permit the members
:·and stockholders of charitable, educational,
I and religious associations incorporated in
'th District of Columbia to vote by proxy or
mail; without amendment (Rept, No.
62_; _~~:1 - -- ·-

I

l

H. R. 6859. A blll to amend section 121 of
the act entitled "An act to establish a code
of law for the District of Columbia," approved March 3, 1901, as amended, to authorize the appointment of three additional deputies for the register of wills; without
amendment (Rept. No. 1807).
By Mr. TUNNELL, from the Committee on
Pensions:
H. R. 3908. A bill to provide increased pensions to members of the Regular Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard who become
disabled by reason of their service therein
during other than a period of war; without
amendment (Rept. No. 1808); and
H. R. 6900. A bill to grant increased service pensions in certain Spanish-American
War cases not included in recent legislation
providing increases to other Spanish-American War veterans and their dependents, and
for other purposes; without amendment
(Rept. No. 1809),

!

I.
!

l
!
i

I

I

i

PARTICIPATION BY UNITED STATES IN
UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC, AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate a message from the
House of Representatives announcing its
disagreement to the amendments of the
Senate to the joint resolution (H. J, Res.
305) providing for membership and participation by the United States in the
United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization, and authorizing an appropriation therefor, and requesting a conference with the Senate
on the disagreeing votes of the two
Houses thereon.
Mr. MURRAY. I move that the Senate insist upon its amendments, agree
to the :,equest of the House for a conference, and that the Chair appoint the
conferees on the part of the Senate.
The motion was agreed to; and the
President pro tempore appointed Mr.
MURRAY, Mr. 'TUNNELL, and Mr. BRIDGES
conferees on the part of the Senate.

BILL AND JOINT RESOLUTION
INTRODUCED

I

A bill and a joint resolution were introduced, read the first time, and, by
unanimous consent, the second time, and
referred as follows:
By Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado:
S. 2467. A bill to amend the National Housing Act, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Banking and currency.
By Mr. GEORGE:
S. J, Res. 180. Joint resolution granting
permission to Thomas Parran, Surgeon General of the Public Health Service; Rolla E.
Dyer, Assistant Surgeon General, Public
Health Service; Howard F. Smith, Assistant
Surgeon General, Public Health Service; Herbert A. Spencer, medical director, Public
Health Service; Vance B. Murray, medical
director, Public Health Service; and Gilbert
L. Dunnahoo, medical director, Public Health
Service, to accept and wear certain decorations bestowed upon them by France, Cuba,
Mexico, Chile, Finland, and Luang-Prabang;
to the Committee on Finance.
EXTENSION OF MATURITY FOR MORTGAGES OF PROPERTY OF WORLD WAR
II VETERANS UNDER NATIONAL HOUSING ACT-AMENDMENT

Mr. PEPPER submitted an amendment intended to be proposed by him to
the bill (S. 2459) to extend the maturity
for mortgages under the National Housing Act in the. case of property owned
by veterans of World War II, which was
referred to the Committee on Banking
and Currency and ordered to be printed.
HOUSE BILLS REFERRED OR ORDERED TO
BE PLACED ON THE CALENDAR

The following bills were severally read
twice by their titles and referred or ordered to be placed on the calendar, as
indicated:
H. R. ~982. An act to enable the Department of State more effectively to carry out
its responsibilities in the foreign field by
means of (a) public dissemination abroad of
information about the United States, its
people and its policies, and (b) promotion
of the interchange of persons, knowledge,
and skills between the people of the United
States and the peoples of other countries;
and

H. R. 6967. An act to improve, strengthen,
and expand the Foreign Service of the United
States and to consolidate and revise the laws
relating to its administration; ordered to be
placed on the calendar,
H. R. 6646. An act to establish the Office
of Under Secretary of State for Economic
Affairs; to the Committee on Foreign Relations,
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DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC
ENERGY

I
II

1

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid before the Senate the amendments of the
House of Representatives to the bill
CS. 1717) for the development and control of atomic energy, which were, on
page 3, line rn, after the word "members"
where it occurs the first time, to insert a
comma and "at least one of whom shall
be a member of the armed forces"; on
page 5, line 23, after "annum.", insert
"The Director of the Division of Military
Application shall be a member of the
armed forces."; on page 8, after line 2,
to insert:
"(d) Appointment of Army and Navy officers: Notwithstanding the provisions of section 1222 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
1940 edition, title 10, sec. 576), section 212 of
the act entitled "An act making appropriations for the Legislative Branch of the Government for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1933, and for other purposes," approved June
30, 1932, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition,
title 5, sec. 59a), section 2 of the act entitled
"An act making appropriations for the legislative, executive, and judicial expenses of the
Government for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1895, and for other purposes," approved
July 31, 1894, as amended (U.S. C., 1940 edition, title 5, sec. 62), or any other law, not
to exceed two active or retired officers of
the Army or the Navy may serve at the same
time as members of the Commission, and
any active or retired officer of the Army or
the Navy may serve as Director of the Division of Military Application established by
subsection (a) (4) (B) of this section, without prejudice to their commissioned status
as such officers. Any such officer serving as a
member of the Commission or as Director
of the Division of Military Application shall
receive, in addition to his pay from the
United States as such officer, an amount
equal to the difference between such pay
and the compensation prescribed in paragraph (2) or (4) (B), as the case may be, of
subsection (a) of this section."

On page 8, line 12, to strike out
"grants-in-aid,"; on page 10, line 16,
after "Commission", insert a comma and
"as agent of and on behalf of the United
States,"; on page 11, line 18, after "contract", to insert "except as authorized by

,-
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( e) Any party aggrieved by nny final Judgthe Commission,''; on page 12, llne 17, than ten yeaw or"; on page 31, to strike
in a proceeding under this section may
strike out "is" and insert "and persons out lines 12 to 15, inclusive, and insert: ment
appeal therefrom to the Court of Appeals of
lawfully producing or uti1izing fission(5) Tne Col'.l",mlsslon shall mal,e rio contlie District of Columbia, and upon such apable material are"; on page 14, line 20, tract under sections 3 or 4; shall Issue no peal said court shall have power to review
after "material", to insert "owned by license to any person nor employ any person said judgment and affirm, revolre, or modify
it"; qn page 16, line 21, to strike out all until the Federal Bureau of Investigation the same ns upon appeals In other actions
have first made an Investigation of the
at law.
·
after "deliver" down to and including shall
c11aracter and associations .of such person ·
(f)· Attorneys appointed by the Commie"to" in line 22, and insert a comma and and
certified that the character of such conmay appear for and represent the Com"receive possession of or title to, or ex- tractor licensee or employee Is. such as not slon
before any Government agency or
,:ort from the United States"; on page to endanger_ the common defense or security. mission
judicial tribunal with respect to any and all
18, line 25, to strike out all after "States"
Invention, patent, and research matters in
Ori page 31, line 20, to strike out "(dl" which the Commission is Involved.
over to and including "enjoy" in line 5
of page 19, and insert "subject to valid and insert "(cl"; on page 32, to strike
(g) Any person who has made, or hereclaims existing on the date of the enact- out all after line 8 over to and including after makes, any Invention or discovery
utilizing
fissionable materials or . atomic
line
25
on
page
38
and
insert:
ment of this act"; on page 19, line 6, to
energy designed or especially adapted for use
SEC. 11. (a) The Commission ls authorized
strike out "person" and insert "inns or In a mil!tary weapon, shall file with
dividual"; on page 19, line 10, to strike to purchase, for the manufacture or use by the
Commission a report containing a cornow; "person" and insert "individual"; on or for the United States Government, any plet•f description thereof. 'I'hc report coverand
all
rights
In
and
to
any
invention
or
dispage 19, line 11, after "project", to in- covery, or application for patent or -patent Ing any such invention or discovery shall be
;;ert "unless first authorized so to do by therecn, relating to research on or the pro- filed on or before whichever of the following
the Commission"; on page 21, to strike duction of fissionable material or the utili- Is the latest: (1) The sixtieth clay after the
out lines 17 to 20, inclusive, and insert: zation of fissionable material or atomic date of enactment of this act; (2) the sixtieth
day after completion of such Invention or disenergy.
(l) The Comm!ss!on shall notcovery; or (8) t11e sixtieth day after such
(b) The Commission Is authorized to con(A) Distribute any fissionable material to
person first discovers, or first has reason to
demn, and to determine and malte Just com(I) any person for a use which Is not under
believe
that such invention or discovery is
pensation for, any and all rights in and to
er within the ,jurisdiction of the United
specially useful as or In such a weapon,
any Invention or discovery relating to reState's, (Ii) any foreign government, or (II!)
search on or the production of fissionable
any person within tl1e United States If, 1n
On page 40, line 16, to strike out all
materials or the utilization of fissionable
the opinion of the Commission, the distribuafter "laws." down to and including
materials or atomic energy that affects the
tion of such fissionable ma terlal to such per"court." in line 19; on page 41, line 14
national d~fense and security: Provided, howson would be inimical to the common defense
to strike out all after "this" down to and
ever, That 1Jpon the determination by the
and security,
including all of llne 20, and insert "Act;
Co=ission that the national defense or se(B) License any person to transfer or deand''; on page 41, line 21, to strike out
curity Is no longer Involved, any and all
liver, receive possession of or title to, or exrights in and to such Invention or discovery
"(9)" and insert "(8) "; on page 43 after
port from the United States any source mashall
revert
to
the
owner,
subject
to
a
nonline 18 to insert:
'
terial !f, in the opinion of the Commission,
the issuance of a license to such person for . exclusive, irrevocable, and nontransferable
JUDICIAL REVIEW AND ADMINISTRATIVE
license in favor of the Government.
such purpose would be inimical to the comPROCEDURE
(c) When any person who has made an Inmon defense and security,
SEc.14. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions
vention or disco•,ery relating to research on
of
section
12
of
the
Administrative ProcedureOn page 21, to strike out all after line or the production of fissionable material, or
Act (Public Law 404, 79th Cong., approved
20, over to and· including line 5 on page the utilization of fissionable materials or June
1946) which provide when such net
22; ou page 22, line 20, after "Commis- atomic energy, and shall have filed an appli- shall 11,
take effect, section 10 of such act (resion", to insert "(ll "; on page 22, line 21, cation for a patent thereon and shall have lating to Judicial review) shall be applicable,
his Invention or discovery to the
after ''of", to insert "fissionable materials tendered
upon the enactment of this act, to any agency
Government of the United States for its use,
or"; on page 22, line 23, after "defense" he shall, if and when he ultimately receives action under the authority of th!s act or by
to insert "or (2) to authorize the armed a patent, have the right to sue for compensa- any agency created by or under the proviforces to manufacture, produce, or ac- tion as provided for in subsections ( d) and sions of this act.
(b) Except as provided !n subsection (a),
(e) of sect!cn 11 hereof, such right to comquire any equipment or device utilizing
no provision of this act shall be held to
fissionable material or atomic energy as pensation to begin from the date o! any use supersede or modify the provisions of the
cf the ·Invention by the Government: Proa military weapon"; on page 22, lines 24 vfdea,
Administrative Procedure Act.
That the Ccmmlssion Is authorized to
( c) As used In this section the terms
and 25, after "person" to insert a comma enter into and effect an agreement with said.
and "except as provided in section 6 (al"; applicant In full settlement and compromise "agency action" and "agency" shall have the
meaning as Is assigned to such terms
on page 25, line 12, to strike out "to for the use of his Invention by the Gov- same
In the .ll.dmln\stratlve Procedure Act,
exceed"· and insert ''less t11an"; on page ernment.
(d) U any person Is dissatisfied with the
On page 43, line 20, to strike out "14"
26, line 4, to strike out "States .or" and
of the Commission as to Just
and insert ''15"; on page 43, line 21, to
insert "States,"; on page 26, lines 4 and determination
compensation, he may have hls remedy by
5, after "government" to insert a comma filing a suit In the United States District strike out "nine" and insert "eleven"; on
and "or to any person within the United court. for the District of Columbia, 'if filed page 43, line 23, to strike out "nine" and
States if, in the opinion of the Commis- within 6 months after such determination; insert "eleven"; on page 44, line l, to
sion, the issuance of a license to such and suc11 court, on notice to the Commission strike out "five" and insert "six"· on
persop. would be inimical to the common and other due procedures had, may there- page 46, line 2, to strike out "15" 'and
upon determine the amount of the compeninsert "16"; on page 46, line 4, to strike
defense and security"; on page 26, line sation
to be paid such person, as the facts
14, after "agreement" to insert "here- 1n the case may appear: Provided, That in . out "or 6 Cb)" and insert "6 (bl, or
after"; on page 28, to strike out all after any such suit ·the United States may avail 11 (g) "; on page 46, line 10, after "by"
line 22 over to and including line 4 on itself of any and all defenses, general and where it appears the first time to inpage 29; on page 29, line 5, to strike out special, that might be pleaded by a defendant sert "death or by"; on page 46, line 11,
"not" to insert "less than ten years
"(2) "; on page 29, strike out lines 10 to in an action for infringement, as set forth In after
or"; on page 46, line 15, to strike out
14, inclusive; on page 29, line 15, to strike title 60 of the Revised Statutes, or otherwise. "(c)" and insert "(b)"; on page 46, line
Any final Judgment rendered against the
out "Cc)" and insert "Cb)"; on page 29, co=iss!on
under any provision of this sec15, to strike out all after "Cc)" down to
line 20, after "Commission" to insert "by tion shall have like force and effect as a and including "(2)" in line 16; on page
unanimous vote"; on page 30, line 8, money judgment rendered against the United 46, line 22, after "by" to insert "death, after "by" to insert ''death, or by"; on States by the Court of Claims In a suit In or by"; on page 46, line 23, after "not"
page 30, line 9, after "not" to insert "less respect of which the United States ·has ex- to insert "less than ten years or"; on
than ten years or"; on page 30, line 23, pressly agreed to be sued; and the amount of page 47, line 9, strike out "shall" and
after "by" to insert "death, or by"; on any such final judgment shall be paid out of insert "may"; on page 47, line 9, to strike
appropriation applicable to the case, If
page 30, line 23, after "not" where it oc- any
out "without bond"; on page 47, after line
any such there be; and when no such approcurs the second time to insert "less than priation exists sl),ld Judgment shall be paid 18, to insert:
ten years or"; on page 31, line 10, after In the same manner as judgments rendered
(e) All persons associated In any capacity,
"by" to insert "death, or by"; on page by the Court .of Claims in cases under 1ts with the development and control of atomic
general
jurisdlction.
·
energy,
under the commission and all viola31,. line 11, after "not" to insert "less
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ca

tions of this act, shall be Investigated by the ·tsloVed son 6f' arylana, Wits
edto'fihal
Federal Bureau of Investigation of the De- · rest. Bill Stanley, as he was affectionpartment of Justice.

ley;• Thefr firm l:i.as become one of the
leading law firms of the country. .
ately known, had the priceless· gift of
And now in the prime of his life, Bil
On page 47, line 20, to strike out "16" friendship. His splendid family is today Stanley has left us. His wife and chiland insert "17"; on page 48, line 4, to joined by hundreds of people, high and dren and his partners and asscciates will
strike out "17'' and insert "18''; on page · low, in mourning his passing,
be joined by his ex-fellow workers in thej
48, after line 7, insert:
I first met Bill Stanley when I went Dep!].rtment of Justice and his lmndreds
of friends, leaders in the Nation's busiJ1
(b) The term "nuclear fission" shall be .. to work for the Department of Justice in
construed to mean that process which takes · 1933. I became his assistant. His was
ness and political life, in grief because o~·.
place in nuclei wherein the nucleus is split · the strong right arm of a great Attorney
his untimely death.
into fr&gments, at least two of which contain
Generai; Homer Cummings, in the reor• · His was a life illuminated by kindnes ·
a substantial fraction of the mass of the
ganization of the Department of Justice to his fellow men and service to hi
original nucleus.
during the exciting years 1933-1935. The country.
On page 48, line 8, to strike out "(b)" Department at that time was suddenly
May his soul rest in peace.
and insert "(c) "; on page 48, line 15, to called upon to meet the changed condiMr. RADCLIFFE. Mr. President,
strike out "(c)" and insert "(d) "; on tions of the times, and no one gave more have listened with a feeling of deep ap'i
page 43, line 24, to strike out "(d)" and valiant and valuable service to his imme- preciation to the eloquent tribute paidi
insert "<e) "; on page 49, line 2, after diate superior, the Attorney General, by the Senator from Connecticut [Ml'l
"States" to insert "and the Canal Zone"; and to the President, in that·work than McMAHON) to a very distinguished Maryi
on page 49, line 3, to strike out "(e)" and Mr. Stanley in the post of the Assistant lander, Mr. William Stanley, whose
friendship I enjoyed throughout his lifeJ
insert "(f) "; on page 49, line 10, to strike to the Attorney General.
out "(f)" and insert "(g) "; on page 49,
Mr. President, we are now inclined Mr. Stanley's years. were all too few in!
line 17, to strike out "(g)" and insert to forget that prior to 1933 the Federal number, but they were busy, useful ones I
''(h) "; on page 49, line 19, after "device", Bureau· of Investigation was a compara- He succeeded in accomplishing in a bril~
to insert "peculiarly adapted for and"; tively small and unknown division bf the liant manner many things which wer
on page 49, line 23, to strike out "18. (a)" Department of Justice. Its agents· did · most assuredly worth while. The com 1
and insert "19."; on page 50, to strike out not have the power of arrest nor the manding Nation-wide position which he
lines 11 to 16, inclusive; on page 50, line right to bear arms, and until the Con- held at the bar and in the confidence an~
affections of people of our country was
18, to strike out "19" and insert "20"; and gress defined, at the request of Mr. Cumon page 51, line 2, to strike out "20" and m!ngs, an entirely new area of Federal in natural recognition of his integrityj
jurisdiction over criminals who plied his ability, and of the important an~
insert "21".
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, I their trade across State lines, the Nation highly constructive role which he playe~
move that the Senate disagree to the · was sorely beset with gangs of kidnapers, in the State of Maryland and in th,
amendments of the House; ask a confer- bank robbers, and bandits who roamed Nation. His loss is indeed· a v~ry seriou
ence with the House on the disagreeing : the country, looting and ·murdering It one.
votes of tl::\e two Houses thereon, and that seemed almost at will. These were the GENERAL EISENHOWER'S REVIEW oFj
the Chair appoint the conferees on the days of the Dillingers and the Van
ACTION OF SUPREME HEADQUARTER~
part of the Senate.
Meters, of the Baby Face Nelsons and
SUSPENDING PRESS CREDENTIAL OFJ
The motion was agreed to; and the the Pretty Boy Fioyds, and dozens of
EDWARD KENNEDY .
I
President pro tempore appointed Mr. others of like Ilk.
Mr. DOWNEY. Mr. President, ll
McMAHON, Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado, Mr.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation, should like to make a matter of recor'ci
RUSSELL, Mr. VANDENBERG, and Mr. under the efficient and intelligent direc- the latest developments in a ca,se which:
AusTIN conferees on the part of the Sen- tion of its leader, Mr. J. Edgar Hoover,,
t ,
brought these criminals to book after the has been a subject of great interes t°i
ate at the conference.
·Attorney
General
had
so
brilliantly
the
public
and
especially
to
the
news-,
Mr. McMAHON subsequently said: Mr.
paper world. I refer to an Associated
President, earlier in the day the Chair marked and laid out the course and after Press dispatch sent from France by Ed~
appointed the Senator from Vermont Bill Stanley had acted· as the liaison of- ward. Kennedy on May 7, 1945, whicl:l
[Mr. AUSTIN] as one of the conferees on fleer with the Congress In securing the gave the American people the news of
Senate bill 1717. I am informed that the necessary legislative authority. Tl;lis the unconditional surrender of GermanyJ
Senator from Vermont [Mr. AUSTIN] will great unit of the Department of Justice,
1
· I requested General Eisenhower to rei
find it impossible to be present tomor- as did all other units of the Department
of
Justice,
functioned,
well
under
the
view
the
action
of
Supreme
Headquar
1
row and Wednesday. In view of the
exigencies of the situation and the neces- skilled supervision of Mr. Stanley, and ters in suspending the press credential
Mr. Kennedy, which was done on th~
sity for speedy action, I desire to obtain the results so splendidly achieved will of
grounds that he dispatched this news
unanimous consent to have the Senator forever stand as a monument to his before
its sending was authorized. Gen~
from Colorado [Mr. MILLIKIN] appointed memory.
eral Eisenhowe.r agreed to do so and I
as one of the conferees, in place of the
The Assistant to the Attorney General am now happy to have the opportunitYj
Senator from Vermont.
fills a most responsible post. His is the to announce that he has removed any
The PRESIDENT pro tempore. Is post of general superintendent of the bar which might prevent Mr. Kenned~
there objection to the unanimous-con-I. Department of Justice, answerable only from working with the war Departmeni;
sent request of the Senator from Con- · to the Attorney General. His is the :reand the Army in his profession as. q
necticut to have the Senator from Colo- sponsibility for maintaining liaison with writer.
,
.
1
rado [Mr. MILLIKIN] substituted for the . the Congress. It was because of this
General Eisenhower's action, as I
Senator from '/ermont [Mr. AusTIN] as! part of his duties that he came into such understand it,. does not rescind the dei
one of the conferees on the part of the · close and intimate contact with so many cision of Supreme Headquarters in th.e
Senate in regard to the measure per- . Members of this body who learned to recase, which the War Department still be4
taining to the control of atomic energy? " spect his ability, fairness, and integrity. Jieves was justified, :but, nevertheless, rei
The Chair hears none, and, without obnature and capacity for stores to Mr. Kennedy the opportunitY,
jection, it is so ordered.
r · His friendly
to his country won him the af- of resuming, without prejudice, his work
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, I also· service
ask unanimous consent to have the bill . fection of scores of the Members of the as a military correspondent should h~
desire to do so in the future. General
printed showing the House amendments Senate.
In 1935 he resigned from the Depart~
Eisenhower ,also has .told me that .h~
1
numbered.
1
. I
The PRESIDENT pro temp ore. With- i ment of Justice to resume the· practice wishes Mr. Kennedy every success.
of his profession here in Washington.
To further clarify the case, I w-:iul4
out objection, it is so ordered.
1 His fine ·talents inevitably drew a large like to submit for the RECORD several
r;J>EATH OF WILLiAM STANLEY, .FORMER
clientele. After his beloved chief retired documents some of which have not beei:I.
ASSISTANT TO THE ATTORNEY GENin 1939 as Attorney General it was en- previously made public. These are:
j
'
ERAL OF THE UNITED STATES'
tirely appropriate and natural that they
First. The text of. the official Germai,l
Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, on should form a partnership, which they announcement of the unconditional
LSJtturday laJ;tWilliallLfilanle~ a be- did under the nam,e ofEUmmings & Stan-.__ surrender,_ broadcast publicly .. bY... tn~

J

1

f,

l,.
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lessened by th/sacrifices they made to let us first give consid~ratloti to- those struc~r for th~ high-school.cadets of Wash..i
win it.
young men and young .women who' have lngton, District of Columbia," approved Jun&;
1
BiIIion·s for Britain; biIIions· for Rus- returned either with mind affected or 4• 193 5, is hereby repealed.
sia; billions for. France and Chln~for :physically handicapped.
·
Mr. HEALY. Mr. Speaker, at thJ
FURTHER MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE ,present time instruction in the high!
1 every nation and every cause that may
be suggested. by the internationa.lists-.
schools of the District of Columbia in!
but a strange lassitude . and inaction
A further message from the Senate by m1Iitary science is being given by teach-j
when it comes to taking care of Amer!- Mr. Koerber,· its assistant enrolling ers in the high-school system. In the
cans here at home wh'ci were so fortunate .clerk, announced ~hat the Senate insists colored schools as well as in the white!
I as to return; who were so unfortunate
upon its amendments to the joint reso- schools one teacher is acting as head ofj
1
as to have left behind in foreign lands' lution <H. J. Res. 305) entitled "Joint the department of military science· and,
1 a limb or a part of a. limb, the loss of
resolution providing for membership and receiving no additional pay therefor.I
1
I which prevents them from competing participation by the United States in the This bill provides for the establishment
f with the rest ofus upon an equal footing. United Nations Educational, Scientific, of a department of military science and
: It is my hope that the internationalists and Cultural Organization; and authorlz- tactics in the high schools and creates
I and, the "one world". advocates who al- in.ll,' an app_ropriation therefor," dis- two positions, each with the title of head
ways remind us we are dependent upon agreed to by the House; agrees to the of that department. This would mean
Britain; who are always telllng us that conference asked by the House on the that the ,teacher, who is given the reEngland is our.first line of defense; who disagreeing votes of the two Houses sponsib,ility for formulating and directalways insist that without England we. thereon, and appoints Mr: MURRAY, Mr., Ing the program, would receive compenf as a Nation would be wiped out, turn TuNNELL, and Mr. BRIDGES to be the con- satlon comparable to, that received by
. their attention, now that the real fight- ferees on ·the part -of"the- Senatea· ...- -, heads of other departments In the school
The message also announced that the system.
1ing is over, just fOI'. a moment from their !
I international schemes and do justice to , Senate disagrees to the amendments of
The bill meets with the approval of the
these young men whose representatives ' the House to the bill (S. 1717) entitled iocal board of education as well ·as the
District Commissioners. The Committee
1 appeared here yesterday, and to the,• "An act for the development and control
other young men and women who served · · of atomic energy," requests a conference on the District of Columbia unanimously
us so faithfully, so courageously, and at , with the House on the disagreeing votes recommenas its adoption.
such tremendous sacrifice in the war : of the two Houses thereon, and appoints
Mr. O'HARA. Mr. Speaker, will the
which saved the British Empire from·! Mr. McMAHON, Mr. JOHNSON of Colo- gentleman yield? ·
destruction.
'
,
'
; rado, Mr. RUSSELL, Mr. VANDENBERG, and '
Mr. HEALY. I yield.
war was the goal of the internation- 1 Mr. Ausrrn to be the conferees on the : Mr. O'HARA. Is there anything com. alists. They have had it. Now let them ; part of the Senate.
pulsory about the military training?
come forth and assist in passing legis- :
ATOMIC ENERGY ACT OF 1946
1
Mr. HEALY. This ·does not change·
I Iation which will, in part at least but :
Mr. MAY. Mr. Speaker, I ask unani- I the features of the military-training pro-;
in very small part, meet the needs of_ : mous consent to take from the Speaker's ; gram in the high schools. It merely pro-.'
those who assisted in winning that war. ' table the bill (S. 1717 ) for the develop-! vides for the creation of a. :pepartment
I was one of. those who had faith in
of Military Science:arld, two ~department
America and in l;ter ability to defend ; ment and control of atomic energy, with i heads. .
.,.yf,, .,, : :. ,, ,,.
.
House amendments thereto, insist on the ,
·
herself and her institutions from any I House amendments, and agree to the 1 Mr. O'~ARA~fll3·.th~..niilitary training
enemy from any combination of ene- ; conference asked by the Senate.
optional with the students?
' ·mies. 'r am one of those who today beCI k
d th t'tl
f th b'll
Mr. HEALY. That is left the way it is
I
O
1
The er rea
e
e
e
•
now. I am not acquainted with whether
lieve that the interests of America ,and :
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
her people should be given first con- • the request of the gentleman from Ken- it is optional or compulsory .
. sideration and, had I my way, I would,, tucky? [After a pause.] The Chair , . The bill was ordered to be i'e!l,d a third
have our country first take care of every · hears none and appoints the following titµe, was read the .th.ird time, and passed,
unfortunate, needy American before conferees: Messrs. MAY, THOMASON, 1 an,d a motion to ·V(lconsider was laid on
alining ourselves with the group which
· the table.
·;,,
1
in the Old,World is playing power po!i- BROOKS, CLASON, and THOMAS of New! INCREASING,SALARIES OF EMPLOYEES 1
tics· establishing once more a balance- •_Jersey. __.··-_,, ___ ·-- ___ .. __________
· OF BOARD OF EDUCATION
of-power alinement.
·
PUBLIC SCHOO~t.~~~-nISTRIC1' oF,
Mr. HEALY. Mr. Speaker, I call up
The gift of approximately $4,000,000,- · ,
the bill (S. 2352) to authorize increases
000 to Great.Britain means either that
Mr. HEALY. Mr. Speaker, by-direc- in the salary rates of teachers, school!
we take our place by her side as her tion of the Committee on the District of " officers, , and other employees of the
ally, join her in every quarrel and every· Columbia, I call up the biil (S. 2142) to Board of Education of the Distrh::t of
· war in which she may become involved pro'7ide for two heads of departments of . Columbia whose pay is fixed and regu. or that, if we intend to hold ourselves military science and tactics in the pub- lated by the District·of Columbia Teachout as fair and impartial, we give pro- lie schools of the District of Columbia, ers' Salary Act of 1945, as amended, and.
portionate sums to Russia, France, and ask unanimous consent that the bill ask unanimous consent that the bill be
china-to every other country which be considered · in the House as in the considered in the House as in,. commitmay -be persuaded to as~ us for aid. Committee of the Whole.
tee of the Whole.
·
Either course means a surrender of a
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
The Clerk read the title of the bill.
'part of our sovereignty, a loss of our
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
The SPEAKER. Is' there objection to
freedom; of national independence and the request of the gentleman from Cali- the request of the gentleman from Cali-I
action; a partnership and military alli- fornia?
fornia?
·
ance with the British Empire; committed
There was no objection.
· There was no objection,
to follow her in all her imperialistic poliThe Clerk read the bill, as follows:
The Clerk read the bill, as follows:
cies or if she so decides, give support to
Be it enaotect, etc., That the Board of EduBe it enactect, etc., That for the fiscal
her socialistic schemes.
cation ls hereby authorized to establish in year commencing July 1, 1946, all employees·
Why not -retain our own form of gov- the publ!c schools of the District of Colum- of the Board of Education whose salaries are
· ernment; our own independence in in- bla two positions, each with a title "head fixed and regulated by the District of Coternational affairs; keep ourselves in- of department of m!l!tary science and tac- lumbia Teachers' Salary Act of 1945, as
vincible; maintain ourselves in a position tics." Persons shall be appointed or pro• amended, except the Superintendent of,
where as the most powerful Nation we mated to such positions In accordance with· Schools, shall receive, In addition to the
.can determine -the course of world events the provisions of the District of Columbia. , compensation already provided for .under
· by our ability to decide world Issues Teachers' Salary Act of 1945, as amended, such act, as amended, additional compensa-'
and shall ·be· entitled to receive salaries at tion at the rate of $450 per annum.
· which concern us by calling the atten- the same rate as heads of departments· asSEC. 2. There ls authorized to be appro.:.
· tion of would-be aggressor nations to signed to salary class 17 of the salary sched-' prlated, out,of any moneys in the Treasury:
our power.
Ules set :forth In title I of said act.
of the ·united states to the credit of the
Here at home let us first take care of
siro'. 2. That the act entitled "An act to District of Columbia not otherwise appro..:
oU:r·own-and-;-"When~caring--for-our"OWn-,-'provlde-"for-the-payment-of-a-mmtary-ln..---propr!ated;-sucJ:t-sums ·as-may ·be-necessa

.
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[ The bilI was ordered to be read aJ,hird:'I
!time, was read the third time, and.,
1,passed, and a motion to reconsider was '
'
llaid on the table.
.J
! A similar House bill (H. R. 6993) was I
'!laid on the table.
j
isETTLEMEJi!T OF CLAIMS FOR DAMAGE TO ;
,
,
I PROPERTY UNDER THE JURISDICTION ,
OF THE NAVY DEPARTMENT
The Clerk calied the bill (H. R. 6994) J
to permit the Secretary of the Navy to I
delegate the authority to compromise ,

has been called out of the city. He is ;cerned any evidence withfn the possession of 1
or..~ rf the conferees on the bill s. 1717, ·· such claimant bearing upon the matters rethe atomic energy bill. Due to his en- I ferred to in subsection (a) of this section.
·
!
SEC. 3. Claims for losses shall not be con- :
forced absence, I ask unanimous consent
sldered unless filed with the department or i
that he be excused from se.rving as a
agency concerned within 6 months after the,
conferee and that the Speaker appoint
date of approval of this act, and shall be llmsome other Member in his place.
ited to losses with respect to which a written
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
request for rellef was filed with such depart-,
the request of the gentleman from
ment or agency on or before August 14, 1945, :
Texas?
i but a previous settlement u11de1· the First
There was no objection
1 War Powers Act, 1941, or the Contract SettleTh SPEAKER Th Ch .
. t I ment Act of 1944 shall no~ operate to pre-:
.e
·
e
air '.3-PPO!Il s I elude further relief otherwise allowable u.n-,
·
J the gentleman from North Carolma [Mr. r der this act.
i
and settle claims ~or d~mages to prop- .I DURHAM] as a conferee; and the Sen- I., SEC. 4. Appropi·lations or funds available i
erty under the jurisdiction of the Navy
.a·t. e wil.l be notified. of this action.. .· for work, supplies, or services of the ch.arDepartment, and for other purposes. · ·~- .. . , .. ' < : J O ~ ~ ·acter Involved In the respective claims at the i
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
· ·
·
time of settlement thereof shall be available
the present consideration of the bill?
' WAR CONTRACT HARDSHIP CLAIMS
for payment of the settlements: Provided,,1
i There was no objection.
The Clerk can d th bill (S 1477 ) to
That where n~ such appropriations are avail~,
M · MADDEN M
s k
I
k
.
. ~
e .
·
·
able appropriations for payment of such .
I:
·
r. pe:i, er,
. as
authorize rehef m certam cases where
settiements are hereby authorized.
·
Iunan_1mous consent to substitute a s1mi- work, supplies, or services have been furSEO. 5. Each department and agency shall :
,Jar bill, S. 2349.
.
nls d for the Government under conreport to the congress quarterly the name of
, The Clerk read the title of the Senate
tracts during the war
each claimant to wl1om relief has been grant- ·
ibill.
The Clerk read the 'title of the bill.
ed under this act, together with the amount .
I The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
of sueh relief and a brief statem~I:t of the
; the request of the gentleman from Inthe present consideration of the bill?
facts and the administrative dec1S1011.
.
tdiana?
Th
b ·
b" ti
th CJ
SEC. 6. Whenever any claimant under this
I
·
. .
ere emg no ·0 Jee on,
e
erk
act is dissatisfied with the action of a deThere was no ObJectwn.
read the bllI, as follows:
partment or agency of the Government In,
The Clerk read as foHows:
Be it enacted, etc., That where work, supeither granting or denying his claim, ~uch
, Be it enacted, etc., That the act of Decem•
pl!es, or services have been furnished between claimant shall have the right within 6 ,
'.ber 5, 1945 (Public Law 246, 79th Cong.) is
December 7, 1941, and August 14, 1945, under
months to file a petition with any Federal
Ihereby amended by adding another section a contract or subcontract, for any ·depart- district court of competent Jurisdiction, ask- ·
1 thereto as follows:
ment or agency of the Govemment which
Ing a determination by the court of the equi"SEC. 4. Where the net amount received in
prior to the latter date was authorized to
ties involved In such claim, and upon the
1
settlement does not exceed $1,000, the auenter into contracts and amendments or
filing of such a petition, the court, sitting as '
1
i thority of the Secretary of the Navy as set modifications of contracts under section 201 a court of equity, shall have Jurisdiction to
Iforth in section 1 may be exercised by such of the First war Powers Act, 1941 (50 u. s. c., determine the amount, If any, to which such
!person or persons as he may designate."
Supp. IV, app., sec, 611), such departments
claimant and petitioner may be equitably.
I The bill was ordered to be read a third and
agencies are hereby author!Zed, In acentitled (not exceeding the amount which
cordance with regUlations to be prescribed by
might have been allowed by the department
!time, was read the third time, and the President within 60 days after the date or agency concerned under the terms of this
:passed, and a motion to reconsider was of approval of this act, to consider, adjust, act) and to enter an order directing such
I, laid on the table.
and settle equitable claims of contractors,
department or agency to settle the claim In
1
A similar House bill (H. R. 6994) was
including subcontractors and materialmen
accordance with the finding of the court; and
laid on the table.
performing work or furnishing supplies or
thereafter either party may appeal from the
i AMENDING SECTION 304 OF THE NAVAL services to the contractor or another subcon- decision of the court as in other equity cases.
tractor, for losses (not including diminution
·tt
d
;
RESERVE ACT OF 1938
of anticipated profits; incurred between DeWith the following commi ee amen •
I The Clerk called the bill (H. R. 7039)
cember 7, 1941, and August 14, 1945, without ment:
I
fault or negligence on their part in the perPage 1, line 4, strike out "December 7, 1941" .
f to further amend section 304 of the Naval
formance of such contracts or subcontracts.
and insert "September 16, 1940."
. Reserve Act of 1938, as amended, so as
1
1
Sett ement or such c alms shall be made or
The committee amendment was agreed
, to grant certain benefits to naval perapproved 111 each case by the head of the det
: sonnel engaged in training duty prior
partment or agency concerned or 'by a ceno.
. d
Ito official termination of World War II.
tral authority therein designated by such
The bill was ordered to be read a th1r
i The Clerk read the title of the bill.
head.
time, was read the third time, and passed,
i The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
SEC. 2. (a) In arriving at a fair and equiand a motion to reconsider was. laid on
!the present consideration. of the bill?
table settlement of claims under this act, the
the table.
! There being no objection, the Clerk · respective departments and agencies shall
AMENDING THE FUGITIVE FELON ACT
,
.
not allow any amount In excess of the
'read the b11I, as foliows:
amount of the net loss (less the amount of
The Clerk called the bllI (S. 496) to
i Be it enacted, etc., That section 804 of the any rellef granted subsequent to the estab- make it a criminal offense for certain
INaval Reserve Act of 1938, as amended, Is
lishment of such loss) on all contracts and
escaped convicts to travel from one State
I hereby further amended as follows:
subcontracts held by the claimant under
to another.
I
Insert the following new ·proviso Immewhich work, supplies, or services were furj
1•
cliately before the final proviso of the said
nished for the Government between DecemThere being no ob ection, the C1ern.,
,section: "Provided further, That any member
ber 7, 1941, and August 14, 1945, and shall
read the bill, as follows:
of the Naval Reserve performing active duty
consider with respect to such contracts and
Be it enacted, etc., That the act entitled.
with or without pay for periods of 30 days
subcontracts (1) action taken und~ the Re•
"An act making It unlawful for any person
i or less, training duty with or without pay, negotiation Act (50 U. S. 0., Supp. IV, app., to flee from one State to another for the
ldrills, equivalent Instruction or duty, appro- sec. 1191), the Contract Settlement Act of purpose of avoiding prosecution or the giV•
\prlate duty, or prescribed duty, or while per1944 (41 U. S. 0., Supp. IV, sec. 101-125), or
Ing of testimony in certain cases", approved
i :forming authorized travel to or from such
similar legislation; (2) relief granted under
May 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 782; 18 U. s. C. 408e),
I duties, prior to the official termination of
section 201 of the First War Powers Act, 1941,
be, and It hereby is, amended to read as ,
World War II, shall be entitled to an the
or otherwise; and (3) relief proposed to be
follows:
'I benefits provided by this section to members
granted by any other department or agency
"That It shall be unlawful for any person 1
, or the Naval Reserve In time of peace."
under this act. Wherever a department or
to move or travel In interstate or foreign i
! SEc. 2. This amendment shall be effective agency considering a claim under this act commerce from any State, Territory, or pos• 1
}as of December 1, 1945.
finds that losses under any such contract or
session of the United States, or the District
'1' The biII was ordered to be engrossed
subcontract affected the computation of the
of Columbia, with intent either (1) to avoid.
amount of excessive profits determined In a
prosecution, or custody or confinement after
and reftd a third time, was read the third
renegotiation agreement or order, !Uld to the
conviction for murder, kidnaping, burglary,
· time, and passed, and a motion to reextent that the department or agency finds
robbery, mayhem, rape, assault with a dan!oonsi4er was, Iai_d _on Jhe_J_al?l_~ ___: ___.___:,__ such amount was thereby reduced, claims
gerous weapon, or extortion accompanied by
ATOMIC ENERGY CONFEREES
for such losses shall not be allowed under
threats of violence, or attempt to commit
i this act.
any or the foregoing, under the laws of the

i
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~Vounsel of'the AssocfatioiiofAmeff;"""~~= act to authofuie~:i'use of tne
leilil:':ongress, anaI l'e'ques
,: cati Railroads, as set forth on page 159 funds of any tribe of Indians for insurance consideration.
!'.>of the hearings:
premiums;
There being no objection, the cont.
,
8, 1477, An act to authorize relief In cerresolution was considered and
f: · This bill would provide !or total taxes In taln cases where work supplies or services current
·
f.·· the rallro1ul industry of 15\.', percent of the have been turn!shed 'ror the Government agreed to, as follows:
t , pay roll for that purpose. ,Is there any reaunder contracts during the war;
:Resolved by the House of Representatives.
(the Senate concurring), That there shall be,
! son to, think that Congress ls ready :to set
8. l549. An act for the relief of the legal
compiled and printed, with lllustrations, as
f", social
aside any such percent as that for general
guardian o: Duane N. Thompson·
security purposes, or that the people
·
'
a House document, In such style and form
j'.. 1n this country are ready to do so? Cer" S. 1561. An act to amen~. the act entitled as may be directed by, the Joint Committee
f,,.talnly there has been no indication that they
Co.mpensatton for injury, death, or detenPrinting, a .revised edition of the Blo
l\· are Congres11 refused ·as late as last De- tlon o!, employees of contractors wlth the on
graphical Directory of the American Con
United States outside the United·States," as
:., cem~er, t!). raise. the general ...so,cl.al.-i;iecurlty" ·amended, for·the purpose of making the 100• . gress up to and Including the Eightieth Con~
gress (1774-1948) : and that 3,500 additional
,.•. pay _roll tax of l percent. on each .employer. percent earning provisions effective as of
copies shall be printed, of which 2,300 copies
i;· and employee to 2 percent: and yet here.you
January 1 1942 .
I. are asked to force upon the ra!lroads a sys. '
'
shall be for the use of the House of· Repre. tern which would require according to these
S.1673. An act.i-0r the relief of James H.
sentatives, BOO copies for the use of the
·r estimates, 15 y. percent. 'And there ls every Wilkinson;
Senate, and 400 copies for the use of the Joint:
reason to think that the estimates are much
S.1640. An act to provide for the acquistCommittee on Printing.
' too low and that the cost· would run way up
tlon by the United States of certain real
PRINTING AND PREPARATION OF SENATE
r • above 15\.', percent, perhaps up to 20 percent, property !n the District of Columbia;
RULES AND MANUAL FOR EIGHTIETH
f I do not bel!e.ve this Congress Is ready to
S. 1674. An act for tJi_e relief of Michael
CONGRESS
do that. The thinking of the peope 'isn't Joseph Bennett, a m!nor,
, ready tor that. Nothing could be more "pre8. 1731. An act for the· relief of Lester A.
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, from
· mature" than the measure before you, to use
Dessez;
the Committee on Printing, I ask unani. the language which Mr. M!ller used in his
S.1751. An act for the relief of Wayne
mous consent to report favorably withtestimony. You are dealing with a profound Parker;
out amendment Senate Resolution 285,
subject, and you are asked to dispose of !t , S. 188.0. An act for the relief of the Crosby
providing for the preparation and printf, !n a few days and ·with respect to Just a few
Yacht Building & Storage Co., lnc.;
ing of the Senate Rules and Manual for·
~. people. Nothing can bring worse confusion
S. 1910. An act for the relief of George D,
the Eightieth Congress, submitted by the ,
in this country than such an approach to a
King;
Senator from Virginia [Mr. BYRD] on
i problem of such magnitude.
S. 2036. An act granting the consent of
I,
Congress to the State of Rhode Island to
June 13, 1946, and I request its present.
l · I conclude with only one comment. construct, maintain, and operate a free high- consideration.
·
'· The reference which has been made to
way bridge across the Sakonnet River beThere being no objection, the resolu\ tl1is b!ll as being one which deals with tween the towns of Tiverton and Portsmouth
tion was considered and agreed to, as
: general social-security purposes is perIn Newport County, R. I.:
[ fectly justified, because we have des. 2247. An act to permit the Secretary ot follows:
I parted from the original design of industhe Navy to delegate :the authority to com:Resolved, that the Committee on Rules be, ·
trial protection of all and gone into the 1>rc:nlse and settle claims against the United
and 1t Is hereby, directed to prepare a revised
[ remote field of providing benefits for
~~:t:a;:~~~~v~~ v~;s~~r 0 0 !!:ti;7sa~~e.~~
°;f
~~~\!efhul~~n~~s~i:~a~J~~ ··
t:· those who are not at all connected
services to such vessels and for other pur1,500 additional copies shall be printed and
f. directly with industry and for the family poses;
'
bound, of which 1,000 coples she.II be for the
(' generally.
s. 2263. An act to further amend the act Senate, 200 copies for the use of the Com•
Mr. WHEELER. I wish to say that of January 16, 1936, as amended, cmtitled "An
mittee on Rules, and the tema!nlng 300
' the Senator is entirely mistaken. 1 agree act to provide for the retirement and retirecopies shall be bound In full morocco and
t with him when. he says that the railroads mt enhtl annult
ttfies otftchiViluianitmdemsbettrs oNf thel 1~g~~~!!.io c~~~e~~~:1i~t!~llvered as may
I opposed this bill. What I said was that
eac ng 5 a a
e n e
a es ava
..
·_______ ,, ___ _
'· th
.
d
t hi h h
b
ff d
Academy and the Postgraduate School, r DEVEWPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC
r .e amen men w c as een o ere United states Naval Academy";
I
, with reference to the reduction of pays. 2259 . An act to amend the Philippine !
ENERGY-CONFERENCE REPORT
f· ments was never discussed by the com• Rehabilitation Act of 1946, for the purpose of
Mr. McMAHON submitted the follow;, ni.ittee at any time in the last 24 years
making a clerical correction;
I 1ng report:
I•, during which I have been a member of
s. 2260. An act for the relief of Roy M.
the committee, nor since the bill was Davidson;
,
The committee of conference on the dis'·adopted· originally
S, 2349. An act to permit the Secretary o:r. I agreeing votes of the two Houses on the
;
'
the Navy to delegate the authority to comamendments of the House to the bill (S.
,
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
promise and settle claims for damages to 1717) for the development and control of
. A .message from the House of Repreproperty under the Jurisdiction of the Navy
atomic energy, having met, after full and
:
.
Department, and for other purposes;
free conference, have agreed to recommend
''. sent~tives, by Mr. Maurer, one of its
s. 2369. An act for the relief of Col. s. v. and do recommend to their respective Houses
treading clerks, announced that the House
Constant, General staff corps; and
as follows:
"had agreed to the report of the comS, 2405. An act to define the area of the
That the House recede from its amendmittee of conference on the disagreeing
United States Capitol Grounds, to, regulate
men ts numbered 1, 19, 25, 28, 30, 32, 34, 37,
·Votes of the two Houses on the amendthe use thereof, and for other purposes.
43, 44, 45, 47, 49, 52, 53, 56, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64,
65
6
:ments of the House to ~he bill (S. 1717)
HOUSE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION
~~nate recede from its disagree.for the development and control of
REFERRED
ment to the amendments of the House num''atomic energy,
\
H'.
bered 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18,
~· The message also anonunced that the
The163)
concurrent
resolution
< • Con.
Res
authorizing
the printing
of a
21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 46,
,House had agreed to a concurrent resolu...:. d d!ti
f th B'
h' 1 n·1
50, 54, 55, 57, 58, 63, 68, 69, 70, and 71, and
·t1on (H. Con. Res. 163) authorizing the
revwe e
on
e iograp ica
•
agree to the same.
rectory of the ·American Congress up to
Amendment numbered 3: That the Senate
' ·.printing of a revised edition of the Biographical Directory of the American Conand including the Eightieth Congress, recede from its disagreement to the amend·
. gress up to and including the Eightieth
was read twice by its title and· referred ment of the House numbered 3 and agree to
ngress, in which it requested the conto the Committee on Printing.
the same with an amendment as follows:
PRINTIN
REVI
E
In lieu of the matter proposed to be in•currence of the Senate,
G OF
SED
DITION OF
serted by the House amendment insert the
:, The message further announced that
BIOGRAPIDCAL DIRECTORY OF THE following:
'r~he Speaker had affixed his signature to
AMERICAN. CONGRESS
"(d) Appointment of Army and Navy oil!•
~.the following enrolled bills, and they
Mr. HAYDEN. Mr. President, from
cers: Notwithstanding the provisfons of sec··.:.Were signed by the President pro tempore:
the Committee on Prin.ting I ask unani•
tlon 1222 of the Revised Statutes (U. s. c.,
194' 0 edition, title lO, sec. 576) · section 212
., s.102. An act for the relief ·of Walter s.
mous consent to report favorably House
"
th .
of the Act entitled ·"An Act making appro•
C oncurrent Resol Uti O:l, 1 63, a~ or1Zing priat!ons for the Legislative Branch of the
, Faulkner;
·... B. 496. An act to make It a criminal offense
the printing of a revised. edition of the
Government for the fiscal year ending June
tor certain escaped convicts to travel from Biographical Directory of .the American 30, 1933, and for other purposes," approved
·. .
. _,. :
· Co~~:ess up, to
?icludin~ the El,ght-_ J June 30, 1932, as amended (U. S. O., 1940
~1~~?,~;ate to a1:other;..
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edition, title 5, sec, 69a), section 2 of the
Act entitled 'An Act making appropriations
for the legislative, executive, and judicial expenses of the Government for the fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
ninety five, and for other purposes", approved
July 31, 1894, as amended (U. s. c., 1940 edition, title 5, sec. 62), or any other law, any
active or retired offiqer of the Army or the
Navy may serve as Director of the Division
of Military Application established by subsection (a) (4) (B) of this section, without
prejudice to his commissioned status as such
officer. Any such officer serving as Director
of the Division of Mll.ltary Application shall
receive, in addition to his pay from the United
States as such officer, an amount equal to
the difference between such pay and the compensation prescribed in subsection (a) ( 4)
(B) of this section.
And the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 10: That the Senate recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 10 and
agree to the same with an amendme,;_t as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the House amendment Insert the
fo!lowlng: "~ubject to valid claims, rights, or
privileges existing on the date of the enactment of this Act"; and the House agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 13: That the Senate
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 13, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the House amendment insert the following: ", If such inC:ividual, corporation, partnership, or association, by reason of having
had such part in the development of the
atomic bomb project, acquired confidential
official information as to the existence of deposits of such usanium, thorium, or other
materials in tJ-e specific lands upon which
such location, entry, or settlement is made,
and subsequeI\,t to the date of the enactment
of this Act made such location, entry, or settlement or caused the same to be made for
his, its, or their beLefit"; and the House agree
to the same.
Amendment numbered 14: That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 14, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: Iri lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the House amendment insert the
following:
"The Commission shall not" ( 1)" Distribute any fissionable material to
(A) any person for a use which Is not under
or within the jurisdiction of the, United
States, (B) any foreign government, or (C)
any person within the United States if, in
the opinion of the Commission, the distribution of such fissionable material to such person would be inimical to the common defense
and security.
"(2) License any person to transfer or
deliver, receive possession of or title to, or
export from the United States any source
material if, in the opinion of the Commission, the issuance of a license to such person
for such purpose would be inimical to the
common defense and security."
And the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 20: That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 20, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the House amendment
strike out in the Senate engrossed bill on
page 25, line 12, the following: "not to exceed
one year,"; and the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 24: That the Senate
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 24, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the House amendment insert the following:

resolution that effective and enforceable international safeguards agali;,.st the use of
atomic energy for destructive purposes have
been established, there shall be no exchange
of information with other nations with respect to the use of a tomlc energy for industrial purposes; and."
And the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 29: That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 29, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the House amendment Insert the
following: "death or Imprisonment for life
(but the penalty of death or Imprisonment
for life may be Imposed only upon recommenda tlon of the Jury and only in cases
where the offense was committed with Intent
to injure the United States); or by"; and the
House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 31: That the Senate recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the 'House numbered 31, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the House amendment Insert the
following: "death or Imprisonment .for life
(but the penalty of death or Imprisonment
for life may be Imposed only upon recommendation of the Jury and only In cases
where the offense was committed with Intent
to Injure the United States); or by"; and the
House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 33: That the Senate recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 33, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
Inserted by the House amendment insert the
following: "death or Imprisonment for life
(but the penalty of death or Imprisonment
for life may be imposed only upon recommendation of the Jury and only In cases
where the offense was committed with Intent
to Injure the United States); or by"; and
the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 35: That the Senate
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 35, and agree
to the same with an amendment a-s follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the House amendment insert the following:
"(5) (A) No person shall be prosecuted for
any violation under this section unless and
until the Attorney General of the United
States has advised the Commission with respect to such prosecution and no such prosecution shall be commenced except upon the
express direction of the Attorney General of
the United States.
"(B) (I) No arrangement shall be made
under section 3, no contract shall be made
or continued in effect under section 4, and
no license shall be Issued under section 4
(e) or 7, unless the person with whom such
arrangement Is made, the contractor or prospective contractor, or the prospective licensee
agrees in writing not to permit any Individual
to have access to restricted data until the
Federal Bureau of In vestiga tlon shall have
made an Investigation and report to the Commission on the character, assocla tlons, and
loyalty of such individual and the Commission shall have determined that permitting
such person to have access to restricted data
wm not endanger the common defense or
security.
"(Ii) Except as authorized by the Commission In case of emergency, no_ individual shall·
be employed by the Commission until the
Federal Bureau of Investigation shall have
made an investigation and report to the Commission on the character, associations, and
loyalty of such individual.
" (iii) Notwithstanding the provisions of
subparagraphs (1) and (II), during such
period of time afte.r the enactment of this
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Act as may be necessary to make the investigation; report, and determination required by
such paragraphs, (a) any Individual who was
permitted access to restricted data by the
Manhattan Engineer District may be permitted access to restricted data and (b) the
Commission may employ any individual who
was employed by the Manhattan Engineer
District.
"(iv) To protect against the unlawful dissemination of restricted data and to safeguard facilities, equipment,· materials, and
other property of the Commission, the President shall have authority to utilize the services of any Government agency to the extent
he may deem necessary or desirable.
"(C) All violations of this Act shall be Investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation of the Department of Justice."
And the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 48: That the Senate recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 48, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the House amendment insert the
following: "death or imprisonment for life
(but the penalty of death or imprisonment
for life may be Imposed only upon recommendation of the jury and only In cases where
the offense was committed with intent to
Injure the United States); or by"; and the
House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 51: That the Senate
recede from Its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 51, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the House amendment Insert the following: ", or of any regula tlon or order prescribed or Issued under sections 5 (b) (4),
10 (c), or 12 (a) (2) ,"; and the House agree
to the same.

"(l) That until Congress declares by joint

BRIEN McMAHON,
ED C. JOHNSON,
RICHARD RUSSELL,

ARTHUR VANDENBERG,
E. D. MILLIKIN,

Managers on the Part of the Senctte.
/y. J. MAY,
R. EWING THOMASON,
CARL T. DURHAM,
CHARLES R. CLASON,

Managers on the Part of the House.

Mr. McMAHON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent for the immediate
consideration and adoption of the conference report.
There being no objection, the report
was considered and agreed to.
ESTATE OF WILLI'AM•...;Ec,..D_W_A_R_D~.·o-~A-'I'-E-S-~.:,...,
.

[

CONFERENCE'REPORT

Mr. O'DANIEL ·submitted the followng-report:,
.
·

· The committee of conference on the 'dis-·
agreeing ·votes of· the two Houses on the·
amendment of the. House. to the bill (S, 78)
entitled "An Act foi the .relief of the estate '
William: Edward Oates," having met, after
i'uir and free ··conference, have a·greed to ..
fecommenti and do recommend to their re-·
spectlve:;Houses :as follows:
·
· That··the Senate recede from its dlsagree'inent .to the amendment ·or the House, and
agree to the same 'with an amendment as
f'.ollows: Iii Heu of the sum passed by the
House/Insert "$5,953''; and the House· agree
:to the.same. ·
W,, LEE O'DANIEL,·,
,
.
. , GEo.
w1LsoN,.

of

a:

Managers on the Part

..

>

J.

M.

.of the

Senate.

COMBS,
E. H:· HEDRICK,
W, A. PIT'.l'ENGER,

'.
•

.
Miz,:i~ge}s on the. Part o( the IJ01ue.

,

:1·
:

'~\.~e'.~eport \yas.~~~.~-·-·-·-· _\
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entitled "Hard Facts: Cancer Kills .... ':Mi"JENS,EN: Mr. Speak~r; like manyl
20 an Hour." ·
.
· . Members of Congress, .I rather dislike thej
The SPEAKER. Is there oojection to
discharge-petition route of bringing a
1
; the request of.the gentleman from Michbill to the floor. Howeve1'., I felt entirely1
'igan?
· :
:
justified in signing the ·petition to dis-· 1
I There was no objection.
·
charge the committee· and bring before·i
(Th. e article referrea to follows. : )
.
the · House for consideration the . b11l
THE HARo FACTs: CANCER· KILLS 20 AN HOUR
which would give an autonio~lle to am-.!
WASHINGTON, July 23.-0ne American dies
puteeS, I feel that by, 1/0 doing. We can1
, of cancer ·every 3 minutes, .20 every bour.
at leas~ in.a small degree:show O¥r,gratl·,1
I.or the 135,ooo;ooo ·Americans now !lving, ,, tude .and ,appreciation t? thqse, fin~,
L500,ooo have cancer and 17,000,000 eventually · American boys who have given S!J. mµch. 1
!will.die of it. Whic. b means: l.9f e.very 8, in·.the . d· efense qf the c.ount.ry t.hey love,j
I Americans living now will die. of canc~r.
I hope enough signatures wqI .be !j,dded,11
' Cancer deaths 'are increasing. I~ moo
to the' petiUon to ,bring the .bill before,!
I ~ance.r was ninth on the list of killers. Now the House for consideratiori •and 'adop•J
,tis second;, Only heart disease kl1Js more
t. · ·b f
dj ·
'nt
' l
people. About 175,000 people in this country . ion e o~e a. ournme ·
,
,1
; die of cancer yearly.
,
The primary purpose of every good,
In worlci war II about'273,000 Amerlcans
veterans' organization is to see to i~ thatJ.J
died in action. In the years 1942 through
their disabled buddies:. and th!) widows
1944 about 500,000 Americans died of cancer,
and orphans of their ·deceased ,buddies.)
! · These figures come from sponsors of a. receive their just dues in. every respec.t. :J
bill, now in Congress, to have the GovernMr. Speaker, as you and all other Mem- J
ment P!lt up $100,0oo,ooo to fight cancer by
b
f th! House know I have vigor-1
1searching
for its cause and cure. Tbe money
ers O
s .
.
.
•
·
th
would be spent over a number of years.
ously opposed,. with so~e success,
e,J
i The bill does not mention any organizaneedless spendmg of millions-yes, bil- ·
/ tlon-.private or governmental-as th. e one
lions of dollars-z:equested by the great 1
.
to receive the money and do the Job. It
bureaucratic ,spenders and wasters•. bu,t 1
l ::vould
Jet President Truman set up a prono one will ever have cause to say I
· (gram for tbe cancer fight by calling on the .practiced economy on our· disabled
, world's cancer experts tor help.
, ·-•-·I
Congressional committees approved the .Y~_a.ps. ---- ··-·-----,
-'
bill. Now it Is up to the full House and SenDEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL OF ATOMIC
ate to act;
.
ENERGY-CONFERENCE REPORT
' The biJI was introduced In the House by
. Representative NEELY (Democrat West VirMr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I call
ginia). A duplicate bill was ·off;red in tbe
up the conference report on the bill (S.
' Senate.
,
.
, 1717) for the development and control
j Sponsors of the bill emphasize that· when I of atomic energy and ask unanimous
I this country wanted to find an atomic bomb consent that the statement be read in
·, it_ pooled _its sc. ientlfic brains and cam.e up
lieu of the report.
with a quick answer.'
SPEAKER I th
bJ·ection to
So they .think this country's best brains
The
·
S ere o
1 should be pooled, with Government help, to
the request of the gentleman from
t·l!ck cancer. But they warn that finding the
Texas?
.
There was no object10n.
1 cause of cancer wlJI be a vastly harder job
!·than creating an atomic bomb.
.
The Clerk read the statement.
E.XTENSION OF.REMARKS
.
The confere?ce report and statement
I, · Mr. IZAC (at the request of Mr. HAVare as follows.
: ENNER) was given permission to ·extend I
CONFERENCE REPORT
[ his remarks in the Appendix of the I
The committee of conference on tbe dis'! RECORD and include a digest of veterans' I agreeing votes or the two Houses on the
legislation. '
'
·
I amendments of tbe House to the bUl (S.
Mr. KEARNEY asked and was given! 1717) for the development and control or
1
1permission to revise and extend his re• ! atomic energy, having met, after full and
marks. .
.
·
,j free conference, have agreed to recommend
1
and do recommend to their respective Houses
f' ' MRS. AGNES H. HARTMAN ,
1 as follows:
/: Mr. ELLIOTT. Mr. Speaker, I sub- :
That the House recede from Its amendmit a privileged resolution (H. Res. 744)) ments numbered 1, 19, 25, 28, 30, 32, 34, 37,
1 from the Committee on Accounts and 1 43, 44, 45, 47, 49, 52, 53, 56, 59, 60, 61, 62, 64,
65
· ask for its consideration.
'
':
T~:·t ~~~ ~!~ate recede from Its disagreeThe Clerk read as follows:
I ment to the amendments of the House numResolved, That th.ere shall be paid out or{ bered 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, B, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 18,
the contingent fund· of the House to Mrs, J 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 36, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 46, 50,
Agnes H. Hartman, mother of ,Martena R,, 54, 55, 57, 58, 63, 68, 69, 70, and 71, and agree
,Ambrose. ,1 late an employee of the H.o use, an\ to the same.
Amendment numbered 3: That the Senate
/ a,nount equal to 6 months' sala~y·atJ;he rate,
! she was receiving at the time of her ·death;
recede from its disagreement to the amend·, 'and an additional' amount not to exceed
ment of the House numbered 3, and agree
$250, toward defraying the funeral expenses
to the same with an amendment as follows:
,,of the said Martena R; Ambrose.
j In J!eu of the matter proposed to be inserted
The resolution was agreed to.
A ~,ig}be House amendment insert the follow-

!·
I
I,

f

I
I

I
I

I

,
!

II

l·

!·

r

I

I

A motion to reconsider was laid on the l
"(d) Appointment of Army and Navy Of' table. ·
i ficers.-Notwlthstanding tbe provisions of
1
, ,. .
CARS FOR. AMPUTEES
j section 1222 of the Revised Statutes (U. S. C.,
I · Mr. JENSEN. Mr. Speaker; I ask·• 1940 edition, title 10, sec. 576), section 212
unanimous consent to address the·House
of the Act entitled 'An act making appropri'for 1 minute.
. .
:., ations for the Legislative Branch of the Gov' ernmen t for the fiscal year ending June 30,
'I'.h.e SPEAKER. Is there. objection to l 1933, and for other purposes', approved June
the request of the., gentleman fromi 30, 1932, as amended (U. s. c., 1940 edition,
, Iowa?
· · ·
· ;
'
title 5, sec. 59a), section 2 of the Act entitled
(. There was no.objection.
'An Act making appropriations for the leg•

,
Il ·,

!

f

ff.,_,

-'

-~ -·
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-
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lslatlve, executive, and judicial expenses or
the Government for the fiscal year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and ninetyfive, and for· other purposes', approved July
31, 1894, as amended (U. S. C., 1940 edition,
title 5, sec. 62), or any other law, any active
or retired officer or the Army or tbe Navy
may serve as Director of the Division or Mlli•
tary Application established by subsection
(a) (4) (B) or this section, without prejudice
to his commissioned status as sucb officer.
Any such officer serving as Director or the
Division of Military Application shall receive,.!n addition to bis pay from the United
States as such officer, an amount equal to
the difference between such pay and the
compensation prescribed In subsection (a)
(4) (B) of this section."
And the House agree to tbe same.
Amendment numbered 10: That the Senate recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 10, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In Jleu of the matter proposed to be
inserted by the House amendment Insert the
following: "subject to valid claims, rights,
or prlvlleges existing on the date of the enactment of this Act"; and the House agree to the
same.
Amendment numbered 13: That the Senate
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 13, and agree to
the same with an amendment as follows: In
lleu of the matter proposed to ·be Inserted by
the House amendment Insert the following:
", if such individual, corporation, partnership,
or association, by reason of having had such•
part in the development of the atom!c bomb
project, acquired confidential official Information as to the existence of deposits of such
uranium, thorium, or other materials in the
specific lands upon which such location,
entry, or settlement Is made, and subsequent
to the date of the enactment of this Act
made such location, entry, or settlement or
caused the same to be made for his, Its,
or their benefit"; and the House agree to
the same.
Amendment numbered 14: That the Senate recede from Its disagreement' to the
amendment of the House numbered 14, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In Heu of the matter proposed to
be Inserted by the ,House amendment insert
the following:
"The Commission shall not" ( 1) Distribute any fissionable material to
(A) any person for a use which Is not under
or within the jurisdiction of the United
States, (B) any foreign government, or (C)
any person within the United States If, In
the opinion of the Commission, tbe distribution of such fissionable material to such person would be Inimical to the common defense
and security.
"(2) License any person to transfer or de!lver, receive possession of or title to, or
export from the United States any source
material if, in the opinion of the Commission, the Issuance of a Jlcense to such person for such purpose would be Inimical to
the common defense and security."
And the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 20: That the Senate recede from its disagreement to tbe
amendment of tbe House numbered 20, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the House amendment
strike out In the Senate engrossed blll on
page 25, line 12, the following: "not to exceed one year,"; and the House agree to tbe
same.
Amendment numbered 24: That tbe Senate recede from its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 24, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: Iri lieu of the matter proposed to
be stricken out by the House amendment
insert the following:
"(l) That untll Congress declares.by Joint
resolution that effective and enforceable in•·
ternatlonal safeguards against the use of
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ntomlc energy for destructive purposes have
been established, there shall be no exchange
of Information with other nations with respect to the use of atomic energy for Industrial purposes; and"
And the House agree to· the same.
.
Amendment numbered 29: Thnt the senate recede from Its dlsngreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 29, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
be inserted by the House amendment Insert
the foilowlng: "death or Imprisonment for
life (but the penalty of death or Imprisonment for life may be Imposed only· upon
1·ccommenda tlon of the jw·y and only In
cases where the offense was committed with
intent to Injure the United States); or Jly";
an,1 the House agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 31: That the Senate recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 31, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In lieu of the matter proposed to
be Inserted by the House amendment Insert
the following: "death or Imprisonment for
life (but the penalty of death or Imprisonment for life may be Imposed only upon
recommenda tlon of the jury and only In cases
where the offense was committed with Intent
to injure the United states): or by"; and the
House agree. to the same.
Amendment numbered 33: That the Senate
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 33, and agree to
the snme with an nmendmen t as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be inserted
by the House amendment Insert the following: "death or imprisonment for life (but
the penalty of death or Imprisonment for
life may be Imposed only upon recommendation of the jury und only in cases where the
offense was committed with Intent to Injure
the United States); or by"; and the House
agree to the same.
Amendment numbered 35: That the Senate
recede from its disagreement to the amendment of the House numbered 35, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be Inserted
by the House amendment Insert the following:
"(5) (A) No person shall be prosecuted for
any violation under this section unless and
Until the Attorney General of the United
States has ad,.lsed the Commission with respect to such prosecution and no such prosecution shall be commenced except upon the
express direction of tlie Attorney General of
the United States.
"(B) (i) No arrangement shall be made
under section 3, no contract shall be made
or continued In effect under section 4, and
no license shall be Issued under section 4 (e)
or 7, unless the person with whom such
arrangement Is made, the contractor or
prospective contractor, or the prospective
licensee agrees in writing not to permit any
inctiviclnal to have access to restricted data
until the Federal Bureau of Investigation
shall have made an investigation and report
to the Commission on the character, associations, and loyalty of such Individual and the
Commission shall have determined that permitting such person to have access to re~
strlcted data will not endanger the common
defense or security,
"(11) Except as authorized by the Commission in case of emergency, no individual shall
be employed by the Commission until tho
Federal Bureau of Investigation shall have
made an Investigation and report to the Commission on the character, associations, and
loyalty of such individual,
"(iii) Notwithstanding the provisions of
subparagraphs (I) and (Ii), during such
period of time after the enactment of this
Act as may be necessary. to make the Investigation, report, and determination required by
such paragraphs, (a) any Individual who was
permi,ted access to restricted data by the
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terlal. This amendment Inserts after the
word "Commission" the words "as agent of
and on behalf of the United States." The
Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 6: This amendment would
permit tho Commission to authorize Its
contractors to enter Into subcontracts. The
Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 7: Under this amendment It Is made clear that persons lawfully
producing or utilizing fissionable material
may expose materials of any kind to tho
radiation Incident to the processes of producing or utilizing fissionable material. The
Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 8: This amendment makes
It clear that tho authority of the Commission
to distribute fissionable material 1·elates to
material owned by It. The Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 9: This amendment 1nakes
It clear that ilcenses are required for the
exportation of source material from the
United States. The Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 10: This amendment
struck out the Senate language which excepted existing or Inchoate rights and privileges from the reservation for the use of
the United States of source materials In deposits In the public lands, and substituted
a provision that such reservation should be
subject to valid claims existing on the date
·of the enactment of the act. The Senate
recedes with an amendment which modifies
the House provision so as to provide that
the reservation for the use of the United
States shall be subject to valid claims, rights,
or privileges existing on the date of enactment of the act.Amendments Nos. 11 and 12: These are
A. J. MAY,
technical amendments substituting the word
R. EWING THOMASON,
"individual" for the word 11 perso11", and tl1e
CARL T, DURHAM,
Senate recedes.
CHARLES R. CLASON,
Amendment No. 13: The Senate bill proManagers on the Part of the House.
vided that no person, corporation, partnerBRIEN MCMAHON,
ship, or association which had· any part In
ED C. JOHNSON,
the development of the atomic-bomb project
RICHARD RUSSELL,
may benefit by any location, entry, or setARTHUR VANDENBERG,
tlement upon the public domain made after
E. D. MILLIKIN,
having taken such~part In such project.
Managers on the Part of tile Senate.
This amendment of the House modified this
prohibition so as to make it Inapplicable if
STATEMENT
the benefit was authorized by t11e Commission, The Senate recedes with an amendThe managers on the part of the House at
ment which provides that the prohibition
the conference on the disagreeing votes of
will apply only In cases where, by reason of
the two houses on the amendments of the
having taken part In the atomic-bomb projHouse to the bill (0. 1717) for the developect, confidential official Information was acment and control of atomic energy, subquired as to the existence of deposits of
mit the following statement In explanation
source materials In the specific lands upon
of the effect of the action agreed upon by the
which
the location, entry, or settlement Is
conferees and recommended in the accommade, and only In cases where the location,
panying conference report:
'
entry, or settlemen~ Is made subsequent to
Amendment No. 1: The House amendment
the date of the enactment of this act.
required at least one member of the Atomic
Energy Commission to be a member of the
Amendment No. 14: This amendment has
three purposes. First, to prohibit the Comarmed forces. The House recedes.
Amendment No. 2: The House amendment
mission from distributing any fissionable
requires that the Director of the Division of
material to any person within the United
Military Application be a member of the
States If, In the opinion of the Commission,
armed forces. The Senate recedes.
tl1e distribution of such fissionable material
Amendment No. 3: This amendment would
to such person would be Inimical to the
permit not to exceed two active or retired
common defense and security. Second, to
officers of the Army or Navy to serve at any · clarify the Commission's authority with reone time as members of the Commission, and
spect to source material. Third, to prohibit
one such officer to serve as the Director of
the Commission from licensing any person
to transfer or deliver, receive possession of
the Division of Military Application, without
prejudice to their status as such officers.
or title to, or export fr<m1 the United States
Tl1e Senato recedes with an amendment
any source material If, In the opinion of the
which limits the application of this provision
Commission, the Issuance of a license to
to t11e officer serving as Director of the
such person for such purpose would be Inimical to the common defense and security.
Division of Military Application.
The Senate recedes with an amendment to
Amendment No. 4: The Senate bill aucorrect the numbering and lettering of the
thorized and directed the Commission to
mal<e arrangements (Including contracts,· subsection.
agreements, grants-In-aid, and loans) for the
Amendment No. 16: This amendment
conduct of research and development ac•
strikes out provisions requiring the Commisilvltles. This amendment strikes out the
sion to establish by regulation a procedure
words "grants-In-aid." The Senate recedes.
by which any person who Is dissatisfied with
Amendment No. 5: The bill as It passed
the distribution or refusal to distribute to
him, or the recall from him, of any fissionthe Senate provided tlrnt the Commission
almll be the exclusive owner of certain facilable or byproduct materials or with the Issuance, refusal, or revocation of ·a llr.ense to
ities for tl1e production of fissionable ma•

Manhattan Engineer DlBtrlct may be per•
mltted access to restricted data and (b) the
Commission may employ any Individual who
was employed ·by the Manhattan Engineer'
District,
"(Iv) To protect against the unlawful dissemination of restricted data nnd to safe•
guard facilities, equipment, materials, and
other property of the Commission, the President shall have authority to utilize the services of any Government agency to· the extent
he may deem necessary or desirable.
"(C) All violations of this Act shall be Investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investi·
gation of the Department oJ Justice."
And the House agree to the same.
Amendment·numbered 48: That the Sen•
ato recede from Its disagreement to the
amendment of the House numbered 48, and
agree to the same with an amendment as
follows: In llel.l of the matter proposed to be
Inserted by the House amendment insert the
following: "death or Imprisonment for life
(but the penalty of death or Imprisonment
for life may be Imposed only upon recom·
mendation of the jury and only In , cases
where the offense was committed with In·
tent to Injure the United States); or by";
and the House agree to the same.·
Amendment numbered 51: Tlmt the Senate
recede from Its disagreement to the .amendment of the House numbered 51, and agree
to the same with an amendment as follows:
In lieu of the matter proposed to be stricken
out by the House amendment Insert the fols
lowing: ", or of any regulation or order prescribed or Issued under sections 5 (b) (4),
10 (c), or 12 (a) (2) ,"; and the House agree
to the same.
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Aili.endm.ent No. 27: Thia amendment rehim for tl1e transfer or receipt of. source
lates to the lettering of a subsection. The
materials may obtain a review of such deterSenate recedes.
·
mination by a board of appeal consisting of
Amepdment No. 28: This nmendment
three members appointed by the Commis'WOUid have required a unanimous vote of the
sion. The Senate recedes.
Commission for -It to determine that any
Amendment No. 16: This Is a clerlc11l
data could be published without adversely
amendment. The Senate recedes.
Rffectlng the common defense and security,
Amendment No. 17: Under thla amend1nent the President from time to time may · The House recedes.
Amendments Nos. 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 48,
direct the Commission to deliver such quanand 49: These amendments provided that the
tities of fissionable materials to the armed
forces for such use as he d~ems necessary Ill'. iu,ath penalty might b.e Imposed upon persons
<ionvlct¢ of Violating certain provisions of
the Interest of national" defet1se. Th~ Senate
the act, with Intent to Injure the United
recedes.
States qr with Intent to secure an advantage
Amendment No. 18: Under this amendto any fa.reign nation, and provided that the
ment the President from time to time may
minimum term of Imprisonment for persons
direct the co,nmlsslon to authorize the
convicted of such violations should be 10
armed forces to manufacture, produce, or acyears
.. 'l'he cpnference agreement provides
quire any equipment or device utilizing fisthat the pen!Uty of death or Imprisonment
sionable material or atomic energy as a mil!•
· for life may Ile Imposed, but only upon the
tary weapon. The Senate recedes.
recomm~ndat(on of the Jury and only In the
Amendment No. 19: This amendment e.xcase of otrenses committed with Intent to
cepted activities authorized by the CommlsInjure .tlte United States. The provisions for
sl\)n under section 6 (a) from the prohlbl•
mlnlmu~ terms of Imprisonment of 10 years
tlon contained In section 6 (b) against manuare eliminated.
facturing, producing, transferring, or acquirAmendment No. 35: The bill as It _passed
ing equipment or devices ut!llzlng fissionthe Senate provided that no person shall be
able material or atomic energy as a m!l1tary
prose.cuted for any violation of the proviweapon. Since the Senate bill already- exsions relating to restricted· data unless and
cepts from this prohibition all actl:vltles
until the Attorney General has advised and
authorized- by the Commission, this amendconsulted with the Commission with respect
ment merely duplicated In part the excepto such prqsecutlon,
tion In the Senate bill and, consequently, Is
The ,House amendment struck out the Senunnecessary. The House reQedes.
ate pro.-lsion and provided that the ComAmendment No. 20: This amendment, as
miss.ton shall make no contract .tinder secagreed to In conference, provides that ll• . ,tlon 3 or 4,. Issue no license to any person,
censes authorizing certalli actlv!Ues With renor employ any peri;_on until the Federal Buspect to fissionable material or atomic energy
reau of Investigation, shall have first made
shall be Issued for a specified perlocl, shall be
an ln\'eiltlgatlon of the character and assorevocable at nny time by the Commiss\pn In
ciations of such person and certified that
accordance with such procedures ao the 'Camthe chru,acter of such contractor, licensee, or
mlsslon may establish, and may be renewed
employee ls such as not to endanger the
upon expiration of such period. The bill as
camman defense or security.
It passed the Senate provided that licenses
The Senate recedes with art amendment
could not be Issued for a period to exceed !
which provlclcs that (;() .no person shall be
year. The House amendment provided. thllt
prosecuted .for any vli!Jatlon under this secsuch licenses could not be Issued fo;t: a p~ll!IJ
.tlon unless and until tjle Attorney General of
of Jess than 1 year.
the Unit.Jld States has' advised the CommisAmendment No. 21: This Is a cletlca~
slon wl Ul respect to tuch prosecution and
amendment. The Senate recedes.
no sucl1 prosecution sllall be commenced exAmendment No. 22: This amemlment ptocept upon tl)e express <llrection of the A ttorvldes that no license relating to the utilizaney General of the United States; (2) no
tion of atomic energy may be given to any
arrangement shall be inade under section 3,
person within the United States If, ln ,the
no contract shall be made or continued In
opinion of the Commission, tl1e Issuance of
effect under section 4, and no license shall be
a license to such person would be Inimical
Issued under section 4 (e) or 7, unless the
to common defense and security. The Senate
person dealing with the Commission agrees
recedes.
In writing not to permit any Individual to
have access to restricted dntn until the FedAmenclment No. · 23: This amendment
eral Bureau of Investigation shall have made
mnkes clear that the definition of "Internaan Investigation and report to the Commistional arrangement" Includes only an Intersion
on the character, associations, and loynational agreement approved by the Conalty of such individual and the Commission
gress after the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 beshall have determined that permitting such
comes law. The Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 24: This amendment, as. person to have access to restricted data will
not· endanger the common defense or secuagreed to In conference, Is a statement of
rl ty; (3) except as authorized by the Com_principle to be followed by the Commission
mission
in case of emergency, no Individual
that until Congress declares by joint resoshall be -employed by the Commission until
lution that effective and enforceable Interthe Federal Bureau of Investigation shall
national safeguards against the use of atomic
have made an Investigation and report to the
energy for destructive purposes have· been
Commission
on the character, associations,
established there shall be no exchange of Inand
loyalty of such Individual; (4) during
formation with other nations with respect
such
pe,tiod
of
time after the enactment of
to the use of atomic energy for Industrial
this act as may be necessary to make such
purposes. The House amendment proposed
Investigation,
report,
and determination, into strike out the statement of principle In
dividuals who w-0re permitted access to rethe b!IJ as It passed the Senate that such
stricted datil by t11e Man'tlattan Engineer
Information should be shared with other naDistrict may be permitted access to restricted
tions on a reciprocal basis as soon as the
data and the Commission may employ IndiCongress declares by joint resolution that
viduals who were employed by the Manhattan
such safeguards have been established.
Engineer District; ( 5) to protect against the
Amendment No. 25: This ·amendment reunlawful dl~senlinatlon of restricted data and
lates to the numbering of a paragraph, and
ta safeguard !acllltles, equipment, materials,
the House recedes:
nnd otl,liµ- property of the Commission, the
Amendment No. 26: 'l;'hls amendment
President &llall hav.e authority to utilize the
struck out the provision of the Senate bill
services qf any Qo:,zernment agency to the
which specifically authorized and directed
eltteIJt lle may dEl!llil necessary or desirable,
the Commission to establish Information
and (6) all violations of this act shall be lnservices, publications, libraries, and other
vestlgated by the Federal Bureau of Investl•
gatlon
of the Department of Justice.
registers of Information. The Senate recedes.
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·Amendment No. 86: This Is a clerical
amendment and the Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 37: The Senate bill provided that no patent should be granted after
the date of enactment of the act for any Invention or discovery which Is useful solely
In the production of fissionable material or
In tho utilization of fissionable material or
atomic energy for a mll!tary weapon and provided for the revocation_ of any patent previously Issued for any such Invention or discovery and payment of just compensation to
the owner of the patent. 'I11e Senate bill
further provided (1) that no patent granted
after the date of enactment of the act should
confer any rights with respect to any Invention or discovery to the extent that It Is used
-in the production of fissionable_ material,
the utilization of fissionable material or
atomic energy for a mll!tary weapon, or the
conduct of research or development activities
In the atomic energy field; and (2) that any
rights conferred by any patent previously
Issued should be rpvoked to the extent that
the Invention or discovery should be so used
and that just co"mpensatlon should be made
for the revocation of rights. The House
amendment contained no provisions comparable to the above-described provisions of
the Senate bill.
· ·
·
The Senate bill provided that any person
who has made or may make an Invention or
discovery useful In the production of fissionable material or In the utll!zatlon of fission•
able material or atomic energy for a military
weapon should make a report to the Commission within a limited period of time describing such Invention or discovery, unless
It ls described In an application for patent
filed in the Patent Office within such period of time. The House amendment contained a similar provision requiring reports
to the Commission with respect to Inventions and discoveries, but such provision was
applicable only to Inventions or discoveries
"utilizing fissionable materials or atomic energy designed or especially adapted for use
as or In a military weapon."
The Senate bill placed a duty on the Commission to declare any patent to be affected
with the public Interest if (1) the Invention
or discovery covered by the patent utilizes
or Is essential In the utilization of fissionable material or atomic energy, and (2) the
use of such 'tn.ventlon or discovery by persons having licenses for the utilization of
atomic energy Is necessary to effectuate the
policies and purposes of the act. In any
case In which a patent should be declared to
be affected with the public Interest the Commission would be licensed to use the Invention or discovery and persons . having licenses from the Commission for the ut!llzatlon of atomic energy would be licensed to
use It to the extent necessary In carrying on
their activities licensed by the Commission.
The owner of _the patent would be entitled
to a reasonable royalty fee for the use of
the Invention or discovery, the fee to be
agreed upon by the owner and the licensee or
to be fixed by the Commission In the absence of an agreement. The Senate bill contained appropriate provisions preventing
court proceedings to.stay, restrain, or enjoin
the use of In ventlons or discoveries licensed
under the provisions of the bill and to provide for the collection through court proceedings of royalty fees for the use of Inventions or discoveries so licensed. The House
amendment contained no provisions comparable to those described In this paragraph.
The Senate bill authorized the Commission
to purchase, or to take, requisition, or condemn, and make just compensation for (1)
any Invention or discovery which Is useful In
the production of fissionable material or In
the utilization of fissionable material or
atomic energy for a military weapon, or which
utilizes or Is essential In the utilization of
fissionable material or atomic energy, or (2)
any patent or patent application covering
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The bill
required the Commissioner of Patents to
notify the Commission of, and to provide It
access to, all applications for patents which
In his opinion · disclose such Inventions or
discoveries. The House amendment authorized the Commission to purchase, for the
manufacture or use by or for the United
States Government, any and all rights in and
to any Invention or discovery, or appllcatlon
for patent,or patent thereon, relating to re•
search on or the production of fissionable
material or the utlllzat!on of fissionable material or atomic energy. The House amend•
ment authorized the Commission to condemn
any or all rights to any such Invention or
discovery which affects the national defense
and security, but provided that whenever the
Commission determined that the national
defense or security were no longer Involved
any and all rights In such Invention or discovery would revert to the owner, subject to
a nonexclusive, Irrevocable, and nontransferable license in favor of the Government.
The House amendment provided that any
person making an Invention or discovery relating to research on or, the production of
fissionable material or the utlllzatlon of
fissionable material or atomic energy should,
upon fillng an application for a patent thereon and tendering the Invention or discovery
to the United States for !ts use, have the
right to sue the United States for compensation for the use of such invention or discovery In the event he should ultimately
receive a patent thereon. The Commission
was authorized to make an agreement with
the inventor In settlement for the use of his
Invention by the Government, The Senate
blll contained no comparable provisions to
those described In this paragraph,
The Senate b!ll provided for the designation by the Commission of a Patent Compensation Board, consisting of two or more
employees of the Commission, to consider
appllcatlons tlled with the Commission for
(1) the determination of reasonable royalty
fees ln connection with patents declared to
be affected with the public interest and
licensed for use by persons having atomic
energy utlllzatlon licenses from the Commls•
slon, (2) the payment of Just compensation
for patents and patent rights revoked under
the Senate bill, and (3) the grant of awards
by the Commission to persons making inventions or discoveries useful solely, or among
other purposes, for the production of fissionable material or the utilization of fissionable
material or atomic energy for a mllltary
weapon. The bill provided that In fixing
royalty fees the Commission should take into
consideration any defense, general or special,
that might be pleaded by a defendant In an
action for infringement, the extent to which,
If any, the patent was developed through
federally financed research, the degree of
utility, novelty, and Importance of the Invention or discovery, and might take Into consideration the cost to the owner of the patent
of developing the Invention or discovery or
acquiring the patent. The blll provided that
the Commission, In connection with applications for Just compensation· and awards,
should take Into account the same factors
considered by It In fixing royalty fees, and
also the actual use of the Invention or discovery. The Senate blll provided that any
person aggrieved by a Commission determination upon an application for an award
or the fixing of a reasonable royalty fee
might obtain a review thereof In the Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia. The
House amendment contained no provisions
with respect to the fixing of royalty fees or
the payment of awards to Inventors,
The House amendment provided that persons dissatisfied with Commission determinations as to Just compensation for Inventions
or discoveries condemned, or tendered to and
used, by the Commission should have the
right to maintain suit In the United States

District Court for the District of Columbia
for the purpose of determining the just compensation to be paid. 'l'he amendment further provided for an appeal to the Court of
Appeals of the District of Columbia from the
decision of the district court. The section
of the Senate bill relating to patents contained no specific provisions with respect to
judicial determination of Just compensation
for patents and patent rights revoked by the
section or taken, requisitioned, or condemned
by the Commission. Section 11 of the Senate
blll provided, however, for suit In the Court
of Claims In the even~ the person entitled
to just compensation should be dissatisfied
with the determination of the Commission.
The House recedes on this amendment,
Amendment No. 38: This amendment
struck out the provision authorizing attor•
neys appointed by the Commission to appear
for and represent the Commission In any
case In any court. The Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 39: This amendment
struck out the provisions which waived certain general restrictions of law In the expend! ture of funds for the purposes specified In section 10 (b). Since amendment No,
26 struck out section 10 (b) , this provision
Is no longer appropriate, The Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 40: This Is a clerical
amendment and the Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 41: This amendment provides that section 10 of the Administrative
Procedure Act should be applicable with respect to agency actions of the Commission
Immediately upon the enactment of this act
and provided that this act should not be held
to supersede or modify the Administrative
Procedure Act. The Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 42: This Is a clerical
amendment and the Senate recedes.
Amendments Nos, 43, 44, and 45: These
amendments Increased from 9 to 11 the number of Members from each House who would
be members of the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, and lncreased,.from 6 to 6
the number of Members from each House
Who might be members of the same political
party. The House recedes.
Amendment No. 46: This Is a clerical
amendment, and the Senate recedes,
Amendment No. 47: This amendment made
the heavier criminal penalties provided In
subsection (a) of the enforcement section,
rather than the lighter penalties under subsection (b), appllcable In the case of violations of the act arising out of the failure to
report certain Inventions and discoveries to
the Commission. The House recedes.
Amendment No. 50: This Is a clerical
amendment, and the Senate recedes.
Amendment No. 51: This amendment ellm•
inated from the bill the provisions which
would have provided criminal penalties for
violations of regulations or orders Issued
under specified sections of the act. The Senate recedes with an amendment which restores the provision with . a clerical change
· correcting a cross reference.
Amendments Nos. 52 and 53: These
amendments, like some of those referred to
above, provided that the death penalty might
be Imposed upon persons convicted of vlolat•
Ing certain provisions of the act, with the
Intent to Injure the United States or to secure an advantage to any foreign nation, and
provided that the minimum term of Imprisonment for persons convicted of such viola•
tlons should be 10 years, As the offenses to
Which these amendments were applicable are
likely to be of a less serious nature than the
other offenses to which the heavy penalties
were made applicable, these penalties were
deemed to be excessive In these cases and the
House recedes.
Amendments Nos, 54 and 55: These
amendments modified the provision relating
to enjoining violations of the act or regula-

tions or orders thereunder, so that Instead
of providing, as dl.d the Senate bill, that
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upon a showing by the Commission that a.
person has engaged or Is about to engage in
such a violation an Injunction, restraining
order, 01· other order shall be granted without bond, It will provide that upon such a.
showing an Injunction, restraining order, or
other order may be granted, The Senate
recedes.
Amendment No. 66: This amendment
provided that all persons associated In any
capacity with the control and development of
atomic energy unde1· the Commission, and
all violations of this act, should be Investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. As the subject matter of this amendment Is dealt with In connection wltll
amenclment No. 35, the House recedes on
this amendment.
Amendments Nos. 57 and 58: These are
clerical amendments, and the Senate rececles,
Amendment No. 69: The amendment inserted a definition of the term "nuclear fis·
slon", The House recedes.
Amendments Nos. 60, 61, and 62: These
are clerical amendments, and the House
recedes.
Amendment No. 63: This Is a technical
amendment, and the Senate 1·ecedes.
Amendments Nos, 64, 65, and 66: These
are clerical amendments and the House
recedes.
Amendment No, 67: The bill as !t passed
the Senate defined the term "facilities for
the production of fissionable material" so as
to Include any equipment or device capable
of such production. This amendment limited the term to any equipment or device
peculiarly adopted for and capable of such
production. The House recedes.
Amendment No. 68: This Is a clerical
amendment and the Senate recedes,
Amendment No, 69: This amendment
struck out a provision transferring funds
available for expenditure In connection with
the Manhattan Engineer District to the
Commission for expenditure for the purpose
of carrying out the provisions of the act.
The Senate recedes.
Amendments Nos. 70 and 71: These are
clerical amendments, and the Senate recedes,
A. J, MAY,
R, EWING THOMASON,
CARL T. DURHAM,
CHARLES R. CLASON,

Managers on the Part of the House.

··•· ···

. CALL OF,THE.1HOUSE' ·

)Mr; ·THOMAS of

New Jersey. Mr.
Speaker, I·make the point of order that

a quorumJs·not. present.

.

.

.'.", The SPEAKER. ·Evidently no quorum
is .pres~nt. . . • . "

j

I\1:r. McCORMACK•.. I move. a call of

tpe.: House. .· · ·
.
' A can of the Hou.se· was ordered.
. .'rhe. Clerk called the roll, and .the fol'-

16wirig Mem'6efs f,ailed ~o answer to.their
names: · •
· .
·
" •
'
[Roll No, 238]
Adams
l3ulfett
Eaton
Allen, m.
Bunker
Elston
!'Allen, La.
-Butler'
Engel, Mich.
A1111ond .
., Cannop, Mo.. Fellows
An.·
derson,
Call.f.Carlson•
..
·
,
GaryAndrews, N. Y, Chenoweth
·Gathings
Balley ·
· Olements
Gillespie
Baldwin, Md. Clippinger • Gossett ..
'Baldwlil, N. Y;: ·:cochran
·•Halleck.
J3arry·, · ., / ' : Coffee ,
' Hare ··
·Ky; . ·coie;Kans.
Hart
Mass; .,, Combs . ,
Hebert
ckworth ;·:. ,,,.;cooper: ·
Heffernan:
ell . , <.
JyCourtneY..
Hendricks
ender·
·Cox
Hess
j
Bennet;N,Y. cravens .
· Hill
·
Bland .
· ,Crawford
·Holifield •
,Boren .
· Curley
Izac .
l
jBoyklri'
.' · Daughton, Vil, Jennings .
,
yBradle~, .Ml.ch. '.Dawson
. ·Johnson, DI.
!
f)3rooks:
.. Delaney,
Johnson, Okla, 11
[Bryson . · '
John J,
· Johnson, Tex. I

1

I

l
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try just as soon as possible. Congress
in all its history never had to deal with
a more important problem. About it
hinges the question of war or peace, and
also the matter of destruction or survival. If put to proper and peacetime
>;
.McGehee . , .. , Reece, Tenn. .. Tolan_, . · .. _
use, atomic energy, I predict, will be,McKenzle .· "'" :Rees ·Kans, ,., · -·Torrens ,.. , · ,· ,
come the greatest boon to humanity ih
Mc Mlllan; 8. c: Robertson, Va., Wasiele.wskl ',
all history.
,Mahon::.~;-. -. Roblnson,'Utah Weaver··
·,.
.Mal\mey ; '"; ?iRobslon, Ky,: .' .Welchel
i
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield.
!Mll.nsfield ·Tex':'Ryter:•.;·•;,,J; %>''.<• Winter-. ·lii ·,'{··-~
Mr. ARENDS. Is It not true that on
two major provisions In this bill the
House receded to the Senate? One was
having a military man on the Commis~,-.:''.'tne . SPEAKER .. pro tempore . <Mr.
the other was the patents provision.
~SHEPPARD) . . On ,this roll call,305·Mem..! sion,
Mr. THOMASON. I will explain that
b_~rs ·hav'e'_-' ~p~_were_ci ;to. J_heir ~ naim.··. e_f• ~ as fully as I can. The first one, of course,
t.quorum.: · ,.··· . · . .,,.
·.... · · J is this very controversial question as to
By unaniinous',conserit/: fmther, prl)~ whether or not anybody from the armed
should be on the Commission
~~~~~n,gs -r~~l~e -~~~ ~~r~' dis~e~s_j forces
proper. It will be recalled that the
ATOMIC ENERGS: ACT OF 1946
amendment that was adopted in the
The SPEAKER. The gentleman from House provided that there must be at
least one, and that two were permissible.
Texas [Mr. THOMASON] is recognized.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, in my If you will recall, a little later in the
judgment your conferees have brought same military section of the bill there is
back to you a very splendid report. It a provision that the Director of Military
bears the signature of all of the Sen- Application should be a member of the
ators and of all the House conferees ex- armed forces. That amendment was
cept my distinguished friend the gentle- offered in the House and adopted by the
man from New Jersey [Mr. THOMAS]. Senate.
The compromise-and that is why we
The conference was in session for the
greater part of 3 days and every section have conference committees-was that
of both the Senate and the House b!Ils the Senate was willing to accept the
was given very careful and I may say amendment that the Director of Military
judicious consideration. I think it is Application, the man who is going to
the almost unanimous opinion oJ the make the bombs if any are to be made,
conferees that the subject is so big and or to put atomic energy to military purso important that legislation, provided poses if that is to be done, should be a
it is reasonable in its terms, is absolutely member of the armed forces. That, as
necessary, in view of our national and I tried to say the other day, I think is in
keeping with our tradition, because the
international situation.
It should not be forgotten that the Director of Military Application is not
President urged some legislation on this going to be a policy maker. The Senate
subject just as soon as possible. It should stood firm, however, and opposed, as did
not be forgotten that the Secretary of three of the House conferees, that there
State urged action in view of our pro- should be an Army or Navy man on this
posed international agreements. It is my policy-making committee, the Commisopinion that there must be some solution sion itself. There would be just as good
to the domestic control of atomic energy argument to have a general Secretary
before we can move into the interna- of War or an admiral as Secretary of the
Navy, or that the man in the White
tional field.
What I shall say will be very brief, and House is not to be a civilian, because
then I will yield to members of the com- that has been the policy of our Govern·
mittee who desire time. To get right ment from the beginning.
And I might say in this connection
down to the report, I may say that with
the exception of two big questions, the that after we met last evening on the re.
Senate receded on practically every, port and after it was drafted and put
amendment. If you will look at the re- into final form, in order to make assurport you will find amendment after ance doubly sure and to bring some kind
amendment, which was adopted by the of definite information back to this
House, readily accepted by the Senate House, I had this report submitted early
this morning to none other than the Chief
conferees.
I may say that the conferees on the of Staff, General Eisenhower, and asked
part of the Senate, composed of the Sen- him to read it over and give me his frank
ator from Connecticut [Mr. McMAHON], opinion so I would have it for my own
the Senator from Michigan [Mr. VANDEN· satisfaction and to transmit to you if you
BERG], the very able and, in my judgment were interested. About 2 hours after I
after hearing him, the great lawyer, the had submitted the report General EisenSenator from Colorado [Mr. MILLiKIN], hower called me in person over the phone
the Senator from Colorado [Mr. JOHN• and t'old me what he had already told
soN], and the Senator from Georgia Senator VANDENBERG, and that was that
[Mr. RussELL], had the same objective the Army did not want a member of the
as all of us, and that is to do something armed forces on the Commission; and
to get this fissionable material that we that in view of the Vandenberg amendhear so much about, and the things that ment he and the War Department were
go into making not only atomic bombs · entirely satisfied with the conclusions
but the things we hope will go into peace- reached by the conferees and he hoped
time articles under control in this coun- for the adoption of the conference re~l'KetaUV!!l'.717:C1':Norton•~:f:~7Sl,\Ol't~q-

f tlteogh. ,s, .. " .. ,O'Konskl, .·, ···. S!mpso11;,Pa•..
l,, Kerr:: f. ,;., .··:·,.Patrick·. ,. ·,. , '.,Slaughter, :.c, ',
fHOlburn ·.• ,;::Peterson, Ga: . 'Somers:N. y,.. :
1, Kilday >- ,k· Pfeifer ,..,.. :. :.;,sparkman_
t,,Landls- : .. ·
· Powell,
Starkey ·
Latham::·:< -'<',.Priest'
Stewart ·
,;Ludl,o:w: .'... ,:1 Rayfiel , :: ,, Sto!)kma!;l...,
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port. So now the Director of Military
Application remains an Army officer and
the Vandenberg amendment provides
that any representative of the War or
Navy Departments, even the Chief of
Staff, the Secretary of War, or the Secretary of the Navy or any military persons
whom they delegate, shall attend thesessions of the Commission and keep in
close touch and be fully informed of
everything that goes on in the sessions
of the Commission and lf they are not
satisfied they file their protests with the
Secretary of War and the Secretary of
the Navy. If they are still dissatisfied
they appeal to the Commander in Chief
of the United States Army, who is none
other than the President. You have got
to trust somebody, and all of us· have
confidence in, the honesty and patriotism
of these high officials.
I only wish I had the ability and facility of expression so that I could repeat to
you the argument Senator VANDENBERG,
made in support of this report. He said
in view of the military liaison amendment that he had insisted on he felt this
arrangement was the best that could
possibly be worl!:ed out, not only to protect the secrecy of the bomb but also to
give us the best national security. I
might also add that it was his statement
that in the beginning of the consideration of this legislation he stood firm that
the armed forces must be represented.
I would like for you to look at the personnel of that committee again. I just
do not believe you could have a greater
committee appointed to consider a matter of this great importance than the
Members that constituted the special
Atomic Energy Committee, because there
were men on it like Senator McMAHON, Senator MILLIKIN, and Senator
VANDENBERG. There was also Senator
HART, formerly an admiral in. the Navy
for many years and with a distinguished
record. After 5 months of hearings,
comprising four printed volumes and the
examination of 110 of the outstanding
scientists, military men and industrialists
of this Nation that committee unanimously reached the conclusion that it
did on this important legislation.
Mr. DONDERO. Mr. Speaker, will
the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the gentleman from Michigan.
Mr. DONDERO. What was done by
the conferees in regard to the amendment which provided for screening by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation of
the personnel?
·
Mr. THOMASON. I will come to that.
Before we get down to the last and
perhaps the biggest controversial issue
left in the bill, may I say that after we
compromised this issue on whether it
was necessary to have a member of the
armed forces on the Commission, which
is p.urely a civilian affair. we did provide that there must be a member of the
armed forces as director of military application. We then got down to such
problems as mentioned by the gentleman
from Michigan regarding invest1gation
of all these men by the FBI.
A careful analysis of the report will
disclose that the House amendment is
still in the bill substantially in the same
form it left the House except for one
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thing, The FBI screens all of these em-· patents have
do with all fissionable
ployces, especially those having to do material wherever it ls. I think, per~
with what might be termed the secrets haps, With one exception, it was the
and those having anything to do with opinion of the conferees that for the
critical material, but the FBI does· not. time being, at least until we know what
do the certifying, The unanimous con- we are going to do with this terrible weaclusion of the conferees, I think, was pon and this tremendous secret disthat while the FBI does a very splendid covery, that there is nothing in the world
and valuable work in matters of investi- to do except to give the Government the
gation and things of that sort, yet we do monopoly that it must have. But in
not want to set the Bureau up as a kind that connection let me say that whenever
of employment agency where they have it takes over an existing patent or does
to certify employees. However, you will anything else in connection with existing
find in the report where there must be a patents or inventions that are later disfull and complete investigation by the covered, they must make adequate comFBI and they, in turn, submit the facts pensation for the taking of it and also
to the Commission. The conferees pay a royalty. So, nobody, whose princithought, therefore, that if the FBI fur- pal interest is in connection with this
nishes the facts to the Commission that bomb, can find any fault about that until.
would be sufficient and, of course, we we settle down and determine what is
must assume that the President is going the best tl1ing for our country and for
to appoint some outstanding men on this the peace of the ,vorld.
Mr. KUNKEL. Mr. Speaker, will the
Commission. He must accompany their
nominations with their qualifications to gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the genthe Senate before confirmation. · We
direct that FBI must investigate, but we tleman from Pennsylvania.
Mr. KUNKEL. Then you have adoptdo not give them the authority to cer-·
tify the names of the people who should ed practi/;aily in identical form the Senate
amet\'!j!ment on patents?
be employed.
Another thing in that same connecMr. TIOMASON. That is correct.
Mr. m' NKEL." There are no material
tion, is this matter of the death Penalty,
That, like the FBI amendment, is sub- chang·es! n it at all?
Mr. THOMASON. That is correct.
sfantially retained in the report, except
Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. Mr. Speakthe committee thought just as a matter
of justice and also in trying to be prac- er, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the g·entical that where you Impose the death
penalty it should only apply to men who tleman from Texas.
Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. Do I underhave disclosed secrets to foreign enemies
or foreign governments, or betrayed stand the gentleman to say that when
their country, and that the death pen- we come to deal with patents and the
alty should only be imposed by a jury. necessity to protect the secrecy in regard
Otherwise the death-penalty provision to the bomb, that you let the patents
ls retained in there in substantially the suffer, if I may put it that way, rather
than take a chance on revealing the sesame form as it left the House.
In conclusion, let me make brief refer- crets o( the bomb?
Mr. THOMASON. The gentleman is
ence to the last and perhaps most controversial issue in the report, the matter exactly right. This is something that we
cannot
gamble with or take the slightest
of patents. That is a big subject in
itself. Frankly, I share the views of a chance. The secret at present is the imgreat many men in this House, especia!Jy portant thing. When a man thinks he
my distinguished colleague from Texas has an invention, he r.as to file his appli[Mr. LANHAM] in saying that I do not {:ation down here in the Patent Office,
want the Government in private bus!- . and that becomes not only known to
ness. I have great respect for our pres- every Tom, Dick, and Harry who wants to
ent patent laws. I want to encourage look at it, but any citizen who wants to
individual enterprise and inventive go down to the Patent Office can look at
genius. Nevertheless, we are dealing the application.
As the Senator from Colorado [Mr.
here with a very unusual situation, we
are dealing with a very grave and dan- MILLIKIN] so ably pointed out, you just
gerous instrumentality that might mean cannot take a chance with a thing like
the life or death of the human race. this. We are dealing with the most terThere was never anything like it in rible device that has ever been discovered
history. The Government has spent in the history of mankind.
Mr. HINSHAW. Mr. Speaker, will the
$3,000,000,000 to develop atomic energy.
It belongs to Uncle Sam. It is in its gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the genverY nature a monopoly. It has to be
kept that way, at least for a time, if we tleman from California.
Mr. HINSHAW. If the Lanham
are to keep the secret. There is no use
for the Government to take over all amendment had not been agreed to in
fissionable material If we do not also the House, I had a provision to add to
have all the patents to process this dan- section 3 of the patent provision which
related to inventions and discoveries that
gerous element.
I want to be frank with you as relates had not been patented, but must be
turned
over to the Commission within 60
to this whole report. Every member had
one big objective and that was to tie up days and provide that just compensation
the secret of the atomic bomb. You should be niade for turning over the
cannot do it without also controlling all information, but we did not reach that
patents. Perhaps those restrictions can point.
I would like to know, if a man 11,1akes
be lifted later, but th.ls is certainly no
time to take a chance, Because these an invention or discovery for which 110
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patent.application ls made; how you can
pay compensation under that section by
tuvning it over to the Commission?
Mr. THOMASON. The Commission
Itself is authorized to make fair and just
compensation.
Mr. HINSHAW. You will find under
section 3 that no such language was contained, and it was covered In the first two
sections relat!ng·to patents.
Mr. THOMASON. I cannot answer
that technical question.
Mr. CHELF. Mr, Speaker, will the
gentleman yield? ·
.
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the gentleman from Kentucky.
Mr. CHELF. I might say to the gentleman that the bulk of the patent laws
that we are now operating under were
·enacted back in 1870.
If we were dealing with just an ordinary thing and this were just a normal
situation there would be much force, I
think, to the argument that has been
made that we should not invade the
present patent law field, but I need not.
tell the Members of this House, in view
of what happened at Bikini the other day
and what happened at Hiroshima, what
this means to the peace of the world.
It was the opinion, I think, of the conferees, I know it was of most of us, that
it is something you cannot trifle with at
present. This bill does set up a monopoly, It has to be. If you are going
to take over all the fissionable material
in the United States, which you do in
the bill, certainly you are going to have
to take over for the time being everything connected with it including pa.tents.
Mr. SUMNERS of Texas. I am afraid
the gentleman misunderstood me. My
point was that in dealing with the patents and in protecting the secret you go
to the side of protecting the secret, You
do not take a chance on letting the secret
get loose in order to give some fellow a
patent.
Mr. THOMASON. My friend from
Texas is absolutely right. Patents and
everything else must be subordinated to
keeping our great secret. In view of
what Is going on in some parts of the
world today, I am not willing to take
the slightest chance. We have tried to
tie this thing up with the strongest language that can be written.
lVIr. SUMNERS of Texas. Of course.
Mr. THOMASON. Congress is going
to be in session after this law goes into
effect and after we have, perhaps, an international atomic commission of some
sort that will put this thing to peaceful
purposes rather than to destructive purposes, so then there will be time to make
changes if necessary. But it Is the opinion, I think, of everybpdy on the committee, or nearly so, that for the present
we cannot do any gambling.
Mr. COLMER. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the gentleman from Mississippi.
Mr. COLMER. As I understand, under
the House bill the appointment of a military representative was compulsory, but
under the conference report that would
be optional.
Mr. THOMASON. No. I do not want
to mislead the gentleman as to the Com-
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mission. They will all be civilians, with
a military liaison committee sitting In
session with them. · · However, the only
member of the armed forces proper who
will be in the organization will be the
Director of Military Application ..
Mr. COLMER. Under the House version of the bill, was not provision made
for a mllltary· representative?
Mr. THOMASON. -.Yes.

Mr. COLMER. But that has been
changed?
Mr. THOMASON. It was made comimlsory that there should be one member of the armed forces, and It was permissive to have two.
Mr. COLMER. Would not the gentleman think the armed forces should be
represented on this Commission?
Mr. THOMASON. No; I do not thlnk
so, and General Eisenhower does not
think so, and Secretary Patterson does
not think so, and Secretary Forrestal does
not think so. In view of the -existence
of the military liaison committee, Secretary Patterson and the Under Secretary
of the Navy testified before our committee that they felt. there was ample and
full protection under . the Vandenberg
amendment, which was the basis on
which . the Senator from · Michigan
changed from the position the gentleman
from Mississippi now has and offered the
liaison committee amendment, which Is
how part of the conference report.
Mr. COLMER. Of course, I differ with
that.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMASON. I yield to the gentleman from North Carolina.
Mr. COOLEY. When the gentleman
addressed the House recently on this
proposition, he seemed to emphasize the
necessity and desirability of developing
atomic energy for Industrial or peaceful
purposes. I compliment the gentleman
on emphasizing today the necessity for
secrecy. Does the gentleman now think
that under the bill that has been agreed
upon by the conferees the secret is being
just as carefully guarded as it possibly
can be?
\
Mr. THOMASON. I will be frank
with my friend from North Carolina. I
think the bill Is stronger than it was
when It left the House Insofar as the
guarding of the secret of the atomic bomb
is concerned, because, under the section
relating to giving information to other
countries, that can only be done after
the Congress by a Joint resolution has
said that all safeguards have been invoked that are necessary for the guarding of the atomic bomb as a military
weapon.
Another reason why I am now fully
convinced that for the present the Government must control the patents on all
matters .affecting atomic energy Is this.
Let me call my friend's attention to this
statement, and I hope he will read all of
it, that as to this monopoly on patents
the law uses the word "solely." No other
patents of an'y kind are touched or In any
way affected. It cannot invade any other
field. It has to do solely with the atomic
energy problem itself and the atomic
bomb.
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Mr. COOLEY. I have no objection to the armed services. That being so, we
the monopoly features of the bill. I have have- a much closer and much more imno ·objection to the Government having portant connection with atomic research
a monopoly .on all the patents. The in the future. Therefore, I feel even
thlng tllat I am most interested In Is though the House did not get all they
that we should agree to keep this secret would like to have had under the amendat the present time.
ments 1, 2, and 3, they did obtain a big
Mr. THOMASON. I thinlc the bill 'as advantage over the original Senate bill.
reported back to the House is Just as I feel that the Army and Navy are fully
strong as it can be. I think It is a protected, while we have established
splendid report. I hope for its adoption. civilian control of our national policy
Mr. Speaker, I yield 5 minutes to the on atomic _energy,
gentleman from Massachusetts [Mr.
SQ far as the patent laws are conCLASON],
cerned, the conferees called In the dis. Mr. CLASON. Mr. Speaker, as one of tinguished gentleman from Texas [Mr •
the conferees on the McMahon atomic LANHAM], who explained fully to them
energy bill I can say that the matters the difference between the patent secwhich were in dispute were thoroughly tions of the Senate bill and the House
discussed by the conferees. We had bill. Many of the membe1·s of the consome -very strong arguments on the dif- ference committee are lawYers and each
ferent amendments which were under of them had his own idea of what was
discussion. The two main amendments, meant ln the Senate and House versions.
of course, were those which had to do On a divided vote· the majority of the
with whether or not- a military man conferees of each House voted for the
should be placed upon the Commission, provisions of the Senate bill. If they
and the one dealing with patent law, al- prove inadequate for our national prothough there were disputes on other tection, I am sure the Commission will
amendments adopted by the House. request such changes as are necessary,
This conference report will be of great
Further than that, I think I should say
that the position of the conferees was value in two important avenues: First,
not unanimous on any of the important it will ald our representatives in the
amendments which were in dispute. United Nations and in any peace conNevertheless, I think we have brought ference to secure International coopzraback a very fine conference report. I say tion and lasting peace; second, it will esthat because General Eisenhower, Secre- tablish a much needed organization to
tary Forrestal, and Secretary Patterson facflltate research .and development of
atomic energy, not only for military purall indicated that they felt even if the
bill had not had as much protection in it poses, but for medical, domestic, municiand had not had the provisions in it pal, and industriai'purposes. I urge that
which the conferees have finally brought the conference report be adopted.
The question canie right down to the
back to you, they still would have felt
and believed that the bill ought to be proposition, Did the McMahon bill proadopted and that they were satisfied with vide as much protection as was necessary
it. The question of whether or not there and was actually needed in order to preshould be a military man upon the Com- vent dissemination of knowledge In remission was covered under amendments gard to atomic energy, which we ought
to have to protect our people? We have
1, 2, and 3. The first one, as you probably will recall, had directly to do with the know-how, we have the Inventions
whether or not a military man should be and the patents. Should they be proappointed to the Commission; the second tected to the extent of the provisions of
one had to do with the question of the the l\foMahon blll?
The SPEAKER. The time of the gendirector of military application, and the
third had to do with the law which would tleman from Massachusetts [Mr. CLASON]
permit at least one and not more than has expired.
two military men to qirnllfy to serve on
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I
the Commission at the same time. In yield the gentleman two additional minconnection with that, we had consider- utes.
able argument. I have been delighted
Mr. CLASON .. As I see It, It came
today to hear the distinguished gentle- down to the question of whether or not
man from Texas quote so often from the we receive more protection for the United
two distinguished Republican Senators states under the McMahon version or
on the conference committee. I almost · under the Lanham version. I do not
gain the impression that if either one of think It is proper for a conferee to state
them were -nominated for President he how he stood on any one thing, but there
would be assured a large Democratic fol- was not a unanimous vote on the particulowing, They certainly got it in the con- lar amendment. However, a majority
ference. I have no doubt they deserved did decide that they preferred the Mc-,
it. It Is my- opinion we are fully pro- Mahon provision to the Lanham provitected so far as the military ls con- sion. When the conference report was
cerned even though there may not be finally drawn, even though I personally
military men on the Commission itself. did not agree with some of the provisions,
We have the military liaison committee I felt strongly It was necessary to have
which General Eisenhower stated was all legislation on this subject at this time,
he felt was necessary in order for the and I therefore signed the report. I feel
armed services to be fully protected In that the conference report added to the
connection with atomic research in_ the legislation which was before you and has
future. However, the House added the resulted in satisfactory legislation and
amendment which did put the Director very valuable legislation. I will vote for
of Military Application directly into the the conference report; and I hope the rest
armed services-he must be a member of of you will see it as I see it. I knO\v you
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will be In disagreement on certain
amendments, but on the whole Wll have
good legislation. Otherwise we will not
get the benefits for domestic purposes
and .for industry from atomic energy
which we are entitled to obtain.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Massachusetts has again expired.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
North Carolina [Mr. DURHAM].
Mr. DURHAM. Mr.· Speaker, it has
been well explained to you what the conferees did. I think we brought out a
good conference report.
My position on this matter is pretty
well known with regard to the military
men on the Commission. I supported
the Lanham amendment when it was on
the floor of the House: After hearing
the discussion on this matter when the
conferees got together on it, I feel that
the Senate amendment is more workable and is a far better amendment than .
the amendment that was adopted in the
House.
There has been a little confusion
spread around the House In regard to
fissionable material. The rumor has
been spread that it exists in practically
everything. Steel is said to be fissionable material. I am not an authority on
fissionable material, but I have had some
chemistry, and I have some knowledge
of it. We feel that we are at the present
primarily dealing with only uranium and
thorium to produce this fissionable ma-·
terial and nuclear fission for this atomic·
weapon.
Looking at this patent provision, which
is section 11 and applies solely to fissionable material, that is what we are trying
to apply this patent provision to. If we
are going to control all of that material,
as this bill does, we are going to have
something like a man who has a book of
blank checks in his pocket and no money
in the bank, if he goes down here and
secures patents, because he has no material unless he secures It from the Government. Therefore, his patent becomes
useless.
Furthermore, these men who have been
serving at Oak Ridge and other plants
of the Manhattan project will be free
when they are discharged or released
from that plant. Those people are ambitious, they will apply for patents on
what they have already done. I therefore feel that we cannot open this thing
up to everybody,
What are the principal differences between Senate section 11 and the so-called
Lanham amendment?
The Senate patent provisions differ
from the House provisions in five major
respects:
First. The Senate makes patents on
the production of fissionable material
a.nd on atomic weapons nonpatentable;
the House permits private patents. Private patent rights in these two fields are
inconsistent with the national security
because patent litigation and procedures
may well result in disclosure of secrets.
It would be a rislc that one or two companies would control all patents affecting these vital national defense activities.

Second. The Senate bill requires that
all new inventions relating to the production .' of ·fissionable material be reported to the Conimlssion. The House
bill con talus no such provisions.
Third. The Senate bill automatically
authorizes the use of any patent In
atomic-energy research. The House, in
omitting this provision, may haniper
atomic research by refusal or patentees
to license their patents for reseai-ch.
Fourth. Tile Senate requires that the
patentee license at a reasonable royalty
the use of any nonmilitary device of
importance to the economy. The House,
in omitting this provision permits, for
example, one patent holder to take over
the entire power Industry through control of anY. atomic-power patents.
Fifth. The Senate bill gives the Commission full authority to condemn all
atomic-energy patents, including .production of fissionable material, utilization devices, research, and atomic weapons. The House bill confines the condemnation power to patents affecting
the national defense.
We must go all the way if we are
going to have control of this dreadful
weapon.
If this provision, section 11, In any
way hinders or affects the further development of our great industrial and
private enterprise system, I will be one
of the first to advocate doing away with
it, but I do feel for the present we cannot take a chance and hope the House
will accept the conference report.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Spealcer, I
yield 8 minutes to the gentleman from
New Jersey [Mr. THOMASl.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Spealcer, as one of the conferees, I did
not sign the report on S. 1717, and I did
not because I felt that the House was
giving up too much, that this conference
report was nothing more than a skimmilk version of the bill that passed in
the House; further, the House conferees
won all the skirmishes and the Senate
conferees won all the big battles, and
the two largest battles were: One,
whether or not the military would have
representation on the Commission; and
two, whether or not we were going to
take the House version of the patent provision.
Mr. ARENDS. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I yield.
Mr. ARENDS. Would the gentleman
say then that the conferees on the part
of the House capitulated completely to
the Senate in thOse two major Items?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I do
not like to criticize my good colleagues
on either the Democratic side or the Republican side, but I will say that the
House conferees clicl not carry out the
version of the House on those two questions.
A great deal has been said about security, that this bill will give us more security than we had in the bill that we
passed in the House. I just want to paint
this picture. Just as soon as this bill is
enacted into law and as soon as the
Army engineers have had a reasonable
time to get out of Oak Ridge they w'll
get out of there to a man, There will L~
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no more Army Intelllgence or Army engineers in Oak Ridge. Then we are going
to turn the plant and it secrets over to
whom? We are going to turn them over
to a lot of persons, and I will admit that
in time they will be investigated by the
FBI, but we are going to turn Oak Ridge
over to a lot of pel'Sons who may have
had no experience in security, Some of
them will be political patronage. Those
are the people who are going to guard
the a.torn bomb secrets down there in Oak
Ridge.
. That is the reason why I say that under
the provisions of S. 1717 where we turn
everything over· to civilian control we
may be taking steps that will do the
very thing that a potential aggressor or
a potential enemy of this country would
want us to do, .and that is to open the
door to the secrets that are so necessary
to guard at this time particularly,
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana.
Mr,
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, I yield
to the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. When the
conferees accepted the Senate version
of the patent feature they accepted what
the Socialists have been trying to do for
the last half century?
Mr. THOMAS. of New Jersey. No
doubt about that.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Completely socializing our patent system in
this Nation.
· Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. There
is no question about that.
Mr. HARNESS· of Indiana. When
they refused to permit the War Department, the Army, or the military to have
one single representative out of five they
assured the possibility of giving away
the secrets if any may be left in connection with this bomb?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Yes.
Mr. CURTIS. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. I yield
to the gentleman from Nebraska.
Mr. CURTIS. I favor the position of
the gentleman in regard to both the
patent feature and the military control.
This conference report should be turned
down. There is no more reason to take
the Army out of the atomic bomb business than to take it out of aviation,
artillery, or any other branch of our
defense.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey. Mr.
Chairman, it was said In conference that
the reason we should not have an Army
man as one of the commissioners is because It might be considered as a military veto and, In addition, that we were
overemphasizing the military. These
remarks were made,.,by one of the distinguished gentlemen whom our colleague from Texas referred to and I
am sure he Is going to vote for him
when he runs for President of the United
States. I would like to know how anybody could consider that by placing one
Army man on a commission of five it
would be a military veto. I would like
to know how it could be construed by
any nation in the world that we were
overemphasizing the military,
The reason that we want a military
man on there is so that he will be in
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. every conference, so that he wlii know
absolutely what ls going on, so that he
will be just as close to the picture as
possible. When we exclude the mllltary
we make them outcasts, something that
we are a little ashamed of. I think lt Is
just plain ridiculousness.
•
Mr. REED of New Yorlc. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey, I yield
to the gentleman from New York.
Mr. REED of New York. I ran across
something that startled me early in the
war. An Army officer came to my office
and Ile said, "I am somewhat distressed.
I do not care to go to the higher-ups,
but I know you, and I am going to talk
to you." He said, "Every single day my
men are getting communistic literature
under the frank of the Patent Office." I
have watched this thing very closely and
when I saw this patent provision in here
I could quickly understand why It was in
there.
Mr. THOMAS of New Jersey.. I want
to say just a word about the patent feature. We House conferees did not have
a chance. The cards were stacked
against us from the beginning. There
was never any time when we thought we
were going to gain our objectives.
I thinlc that the thing that amazed me
more about the conference we had in regard to patents was this, that it was admitted, by not one conferee but by more
than one, that the Senate sections on
·patents would do this thing above everything else, and that ls, bring about a
compulsory monopoly, and for the first
time in the history of the United States
we are now called upon to have a compulsory Industrial monopoly. Yet, all of
the authorities in the United States on
patents tell us that the X:.anhani features,
the sections put in by the ;Eiouse bill,
would not only protect the Atomic
Energy Commission and protect the
United States when it came to the ques·tion of atomic energy and the maldng
of the atomic bomb, but would protect
the Industry of the United States as well.
I disagree with. my colleague from
Connecticut that the Senate version on
patents would benefit private business.
I think under the Senate version of patents, private business, whether lt had
anything to do with atomic energy or
not, would be absolutely stifled; lt would
never get started, and If these features
had been in existence some 50 or 75 years
ago we would not have the Industrial life
in America that we enjoy today.
Mr. Speaker, after hearing all the debate In Committee and on the floor of the
House and ln conference, I am still resolved to oppose this legislation. I think
it the most dangerous we have ever considered-likewise the most Important.
For the safety of 135,000,000 of Americans we should delay further consideration until we have had more time for
study. 'l'he stakes are too high In the
gamble we are taking today.
Mr. 'l'HOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I
yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from
Texas [Mr. LANHAMl.
Mr. LANHAM. Mr.. Speaker, ln my
judgment this conference report Involves
most unfortunate legislation, and I certainly shall oppose it.

We have all seen ·the gradual growth
of centralization of power ln Washington, depriving the people of their rights
and leading them to neglect their responsibilities, and now we see a blow;at the
fundamental basis of our progres.s in our
patent system.
Here we have the recommendations of
the Committee on Military Affairs with
reference to patents. - Those recommendations, from the standpoint of knowledge or familiarity, might as well have
come from the Committee on Claims or
the Committee on the District of
Columbia.
The small businessmen of this country,
the American Bar Association, and the
gentleman from the Navy Department
who has been from the beginning the adviser with reference to atomic energy on
patent matters have all approved this.
House. provision. We voted for it over-·
whelmingly in this body, and the conferees have not even shown us the courtesy of bringing it back in disagreement
In order that we might express our views
again.
I wonder if we are beginning to sacrifice and surrender our American way of
life to appease those in this country and
abroad who have no fondness for our
governmental philosophy and principles.
What will happen if you support these
patent provisions in the conference report? 'l'here will be no incentive, outside
of those connected with this Commission
itself, to stimulate the inventive genius
of America to undertake to give us discoveries that wi!I be helpful with reference to atomic energy. Let me bring to
your attention the fact that patents,
wonderful inventions for our progress,
come in the main not from the Government, but from the rank and file who
make their research far from Washington, and unless we protect them, unless
we get rid of this compulsory licensing
which is going to turn our patent system
over to an unknown commission, we may
undermine and destroy this fundamental
basis of our progress and also the initiative and the incentive of the American
inventor.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Mr.
Speaker, will the gentleman yield?
Mr. LANHAM. I yield to the gentleman from Indiana.
Mr. HARNESS of Indiana. Under this
conference report, and under the Senate
blll the way it passed the House, the
Commission will be the arbitrary and sole
judge of what patents are connected
with the development of atomic energy,
Mr. LANHAM. Absolutely.
Mr, HARNESS of Indiana. And any
Invention that might remotely have any
connection with atomic energy will be
under the control of this Commission.
Mr. LANHAM. And consequently the
Inventors are not going to try to invent
things that will be helpful In reference
to atomic energy, There will be no incentive to do it.
Let me call your attention to the fact
that the House provision gives the Commission authority to get any Invention, ·
any patent, or any application for a patent, that lt can use ln carrying out its
purposes. Why go beyond that to take
away property rights from the citizens
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of this country, to:revoke their property

rights, and to asst.ire them 'that they can
have no further rights in their property,
because you are confiscating and taking
the property of the _individuals when you
undermine and abollsh the patent system <if this Nation of ours?
Mr. CHURCH. Mr. Speaker, will the
gentleman yield?
.
Mr. LANHAM.' I yi:ld to the gentleman from Illinois.
Mr. CHURCH. If the Lanham amendment were left In the bill, does the gentleman feel the secrecy or the knowhow would be endangered in any way?
Mr. LANHAM. Not in the least. As a
matter ·of fact, it would be protected. I
thlnlc this whole legislation Is a bit premature, and we are llkely to take steps
that will menace our security if we enact legislation of this kind In advance of
the agreement with reference to peace
treaties and the establishment of peace
in the world.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I yield
5 minutes to the gentlewoman from Connecticut [Mrs. LucEJ.
Mrs. LUCE. Mr. Speaker, the conference report seems to be about the best
legislation we are likely to get for this
vital problem. It was often noted during
the debate in this House that, while this
bill may open the front door . to merciful peace and international and national security, It does leave the back
door open to socialism. And that still
remains true of the conference report,
particularly in 1;efetence to the patent
sections, as the gentleman from Texas
[Mr. LANHAM] has, pointed out to you.
Nevertheless, Its socialistic features constitute a long-range danger. What· we
are confronted with today is the shortterm danger of not protecting our atomic
supremacy nciw, and the short-term
necessity of working for international
atomic control. I think we must trust in
the patriotism of the President, and we
must hope and believe that he will place
on the Commissio'n five men of integrity
and brains and truly American convlc- .
tions, who w!ll see that this legislation is
not abused In the patent field or any
other, to destroy our American free-·
enterprise system.
.
· There is a good deal of talk about this
legislation being premature in view of
the facts that International arrangements in atomic ·control, and peace
treaties are not signed. One of the reasons which make this precise legislation
necessary Is that we cannot get International arrangements ln atomic control
unless we do have this bill.
You have all read the newspapers.
You saw that the Russians have currently turned down the Baruch plan. There
w!ll be no incent!ve"'for them further to·
discuss the International control of
atomic energy unless we can fortify the
position of the Atomic Commission In
the UNO with this legislation, which provides domestic controls of the same nature as those proposed Internationally.
What we wlll not, or dare not, db ourselves, we cannot expect other nations
to do.
We must not forget that within from
5 to 15 years the Russians are going to
have all the atomic bombs they want.
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It will be 15 years if they have to do It
alone, because of their scientific, industrial, and technological backwardness,
but probably not more than 5 years if
tlley can communize Germany, or if
Germany itself becomes communized,
and alines itself as a satellite state of the
Soviet Union. Then German technicians, German scientists, German knowhow, German skill, all which we certainly
should have learned after two world
wars are not to be sneez.ed at, combined
with Russian aggressiveness and Russian manpower, would thus shorten the
time it would take Soviet Russia to get
the bomb. Our choice is between truly
international control-and an atom
bomb race after that, which would certainly end in atomic war.
In the meanwhile, this bill safeguards
our own national security, while allowing us to advance down the road to peace,
trying as best we can to persuade our
Russian friends that the cause of peace
and world prosperity would best be
served if they came in with us on an
international control plan which would
protect all the nations, great and small.
I know of nothing that will so strengthen
the hands of .our statesmen in Paris, and
of our United Nations Atomic Commission in New York, as the adoption of this
legislation, which will help us to control
fissionable materials and also give us
some control and direction over scientific
research in this field.
If you read the newspapers yesterday
you saw the story about the sudden inexplicable disappearance of uranium,
whicll is a fissionable material, in Brazil.
Nobody knows where it went, after it
was acquired by the Brazilians, apparently we do not know where that material has gone, or to what use it is currently being put. This is a bill which
will enable America to keep an eye on
the ownership and movement of fissionable material in all countries, including
our own.
The conferees were, it seems very
plain, men who understood very well
what it meant to split the atom. They
also being good Americans understand
what it is to split their differences. And
apart fr.nm the highly controversial paten!; st!ction the Senate receded in a good
many matters important to the House,
matters which do improve the legislation.
I, like others, am deeply alarmed by the
implications of the patent section. But
in the end, we dare not take any chances
on our atomic security In the next crucial
12 months. And let us remember, and
tab comfort of the fact that the joint
committee provided by the bill, of Senators and Representatives, can at all
times watch the Commission, review its
reports, and see that it is not abusing its
authority. They will be, and must be, the
custodians of our liberties, wherever they
may be threatened by this bill.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I yield
11'2 minutes to the gentleman from California [Mr. JOHNSON].
Mr. JOHNSON of California. The purpose of taking this minute is to ask a
question along this line: If we adopt the
conference report, will that mean that
in the field of patents every single unique
device that is developed, such as a device

to impi·ove a cyclotron, for instance, will
go into the hands of the Government? I
would like to have the gentleman from
North Carolina'answer that question.
Mr. DURHAM. It ls solely for the purpose of covering patents on fissionable
material and nuclear material. It says
in the bill that it is only for that purpose.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I know,
but some of us do not know just how
broad that is. Does it mean that it only
covers those materials from which bombs
can be made?
Mr. DURHAM. That ls correct, as I
understand it.
Mr. JOHNSON of California. For instance, out in California we have a cyclotron at the University of California that
cracks atoms, but that machine cannot
make bombs. Now, would any device to
.perfect that machine, which is patentable, be outside the scope of the provision
of this bill as reported back by the conferees? .
Mr. DURHAM. I would say if that
machine were capable of making fissionable material it would come under this
provis'.on.
Mr. JOHNS.ON of California. This machine only cracks atoms and does not
make bombs.
Mr. DURHAM. Then how are they
going to get the fissionable material?
Mr. JOHNSON of California. I do not
know.
Mr. DURHAM. They must get it
through the use of the equipment.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from California has expired.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I yield
1 % minutes to the gentleman from Iowa
[Mr. MARTIN].
Mr. MARTIN of Iowa. Mr. Speaker, I
am keenly disappointed in the results of
the conference on this legislation. I cannot give up, lying down, the importance
of the taking of an active part by a representative of the armed forces in a field
that involves one of the greatest potential weapons of all time. I cannot surrender completely the whole field of
atomic energy policy making to the
scientists or to the manufacturers, and
bar absolutely only one class of people,
namely, those who know something
about military application of any super
weapon such as the atomic bomb. In
spite of all you say about it, the tlme
has come when our Nation must not appease potential future enemies in that
fashion. This is no time to set the stage
for the first Munich of World War III.
That is exactly what you are doingexactly that and nothing else. When
the time comes when I can prove to you
that I am right, it will be too late. You
will then be led around by the nose by
foreign enemies who are laughing up
their sleeves at you now for appeasing
them and sticking your ostrich head
deeper below the sands than any isolationist that has ever been condemned by
the left-wing internationalists of this
Nation.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Iowa has e~plred.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I
yield the balance of the time to the gentleman from Minnesota [Mr. Juno],
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Mr. JUDD. Mr. Speaker, I do not believe anybody can accuse me of being an
appeaser of any of these countries which
have been mentioned as possible dangers to our security. I sµppcirt this conference report precisely because I want
us to do our utmost to assure the Nation's security.
The Bikini test was called Operations
Crossroads, because it was held ·at the
crossroads of the Pacific. It might well
have been called that because the unleashing of atomic energy is the crossroads of history. That ls where we are
this afternoon. We are deciding which
way our Nation and the world are to take
at the great crossroads:
There are about four possi~ilities.
One, we can ignore atomic energy, rest
on our past achlev~ments, fail to keep in
ti1e forefront of progress until somebody
blows us off the face of the earth or
covers our land with radioactive energy,
making life impossible.
Second, we can say that since we have
the secret now, we can beat other countries by building more and bigger and
better bombs than they; therefore ·we
have nothing to fear.
The trouble with that ai'gument Is that
a nation does not need to have any bigger
or better bombs than exist now. If, and
when other nations are able to build
them, as they will be in a relatively short
time, all they need ls a few hundred of
the present type delivered by. plane or
roclcet, to cripple us hopelessly.
Third, we could wipe out every possible
potential enemy right now while we alone
have the bomb. The trouble with that
course ls twofold: First, we could not do
it, because the President and the Army
do not have any such power, and I think
you will agree there would be quite a little
discussion before the Congress would do
it. The nation to be destroyed would
certainly be notified well in advance.
Second, we would not do it, because we
just are not the sort of people who carry
out sneak attacks like Pearl Harbor. We
simply would not start such a war. It
is unrealistic to Imagine we would.
Fourth, we can try to develop international control with rigid and complete
supervision of all fissionable materials,
factories, and armaments in every country by a real international organization
with no vetoes.
Bombs are now made In Tennessee, In
Washington, and New Mexico. I live
in Minnesota, but I am not scared.
Why? Because the use of the bombs
made in those three States ls controlled
by the United States Government on behalf of all the 48 States. They are for
the security, not of three States, but of
everybody.
I see no hope exc'ept in this fourth
course. I believe we should take the lead
in trying to unite in such a real organization all nations that will join. We
cannot make headway In that direction
unless we have unified control within our
own country of all ·atomic energy,
whether for military or for civ!llan purposes. That is why I support the conference report. We must have unified
civilian control so that we can keep our
present processes secret while doing
everything possible to improve those
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processes, to expand our knowledge of
atomic energy, and skill in handling it.
Let us not make a wrong decision today at operations crossroads.
The SPEAKER. The time of the gentleman from Minnesota has expired.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I
move the previous question.
The previous question was ordered.
The SPEAKER. The question is on
agreeing to the conference report.
The conference report was agreed to.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.
Mr. THOMASON. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that all Members
may have five legislative days in which
to revise and extend their remarks at
this point in the RECORD on the conference report just agreed to.
The SPEAKER. Is there objection to
the request of the gentleman from Texas?
There was no objection.
THE CONFEREES HAVE BROUGHT US A SOUND BILL
FOR ADOPTION

Mr. DOYLE. Mr. Speaker, a few days
ago when debate upon this vital subject
of the atomic-energy bill was in progress
· and it was known that the distinguished
gentleman from Texas [Mr. LANHAM]
was to offer an amendment to strike out
all the patent section of the committee
bill and to offer a substitute which would
make unnecessary the obtaining of a
license from the United States to obtain,
or use, or develop atomic energy, even
for military weapons, I naturally hesitated to speak in opposition to his proposals, for I know how deservedly his
proposals receive the cordial regard by
the Members of this House. However,
as a new member of your Patents Committee, I soon discovered that his industry and knowledge and natural "drive"
were all big factors In the functioning
of that important committee.
Yet, having studied the committee bill
at length and also having studied his
proposals also at length, I felt I had a
duty to speak out emphatically for the
patent section of the committee bill and
for its retention, as distinguished from
the proposals of the gentleman from
Texas.
The conferees have now put back the
patent section of the House bill for which
I spoke. I compliment the House conferees for agreeing to same. During the
debate here a few days ago I felt many
Members had not had opportunity to
carefully study the bill and so must have
voted under a mistaken idea of what it
did do and did not do.
True it is that this conferees' report as
to patents will place exclusive control of
atomic energy for military purposes In
the hands of Uncle Sam. But, my colleagues, why should it not be there? I
have previously argued that such control
would help take the profit out of war. I
do it again. What a man makes for sale
at a money profit, he is going to try to sell
at the most profit possible. And, he Is
not always too choosy about his customers, as Jong as the customer pays him his
price. So, it would be with the private
manufacture of atomic energy for military weapons. 'fhe Government retaining exclusive control of the source of material and its manufacture for war-
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~uc·t1on work shalt 11ot have been made.',
.The Federal Works Administrator (and the.
Postmaster General, where his.Department Is
Involved), shall select projects based upon·
reasonable geographical distribution and'
urgency of need. There 1s authorized to be .
appropriated $30,000,000 :ror 'the %orego1ng,
purposes ..
SEC. 2. The Federal Works Administrator '
ls hereby authorized under the provisions of
,the Public Buildings Act of May 25, 1926,
as aniende"d (40 u. S: C. 841-847), and as
hereby further ·amended, to provide for the:·
.following buildings in or near the District.
1.of Columbia and to establish the limits of
costs therefor:
·
(a) General Accounting Office: The proj-"
ect for a building for tbe General ·Accounting .
Office, as authorized In the First Supplemental Civil Functions Appropriation Act of
1941 (54 Stat. 1036), ls hereby revised to provide for an additional bu!ldlng on square 529
in the District of Columbia and a tunnel con- ,
nectlng the two buildings, and there ls hereby·~
·authorized to be appropriated $1,150,000 to
acquire square 529, .to prepar'i' drawings and .
specifications for the revised project, and for:
any costs incident thereto.
.
(b) Film-storage buildings: A building ·or"
buildings on Government-owned land for;.
the servicing and storing of film records for ·
"the National Archives and the Library of ..'.
.Congress, and there ls hereby authorized to;·
be appropriated ·$1,160,000 for the drawings,•
~and specifications for the whole project and~
for the construction of the first unit thereof.
(c) Office building, Suitland, Md.: For the
!preparation. of drawings and specifications·
,for an additional office building on Govern.ment-owned land'° $325,000.
,.
SEC. s. In carrying out the provisions of··
this title, the Federal works Administrator
··1s authorized to acquire lands, or interests in
lands, as sites; or additions to sites, by pur-:
chase, condemnation, donation, exchange, or.,
otherwise; and may prepare drawings and·,.
· specifications prior or subsequent to. the approval by the Attorney General of the .title.
to sites for selected projects.
· SEC. 4. Hereafter, when part of the cost of,
construction of a ·publ!c-bul!dlng project has··
bee1i appropriated by congress, the. Federal'·
· Works Administrator may enter .Into con-·
. tracts for construction work within the full
limit of cost fixed by Congress therefor.
SEc. 5. Whenever deemed by him desirable'
·or advantageous. the Federal Works Admin.istrator Is authorized to employ, by contract
·or otherwise.and.without regard to the Clas-.
slfication Act of 1923, as amended, or to the
civil-service laws, rules, and regulations, 'or·
to section 3709 of the ReviSed statutes, the ·
,services of established architectural or other.
. professional ·or technical corporations, firms,
or individuals, to such extent as be 1UaY re-:
. quire for any public-building project which·
~Srfii:·.·i~.C'®i$·I'·~;:Ai','D.· I>:i~i'!Wi'f"'Olii .
the Pub!lc Buildings Administration is au-,
FEDERAL ,BUILDINGS
,
thorized by Congress to construct, or for any
t·i··M···,.
AM'
· · · M. · . · ·
.. such project funds for which are transferred.·
.r: .
· •.,; , r. Speaker, I move ··by another agency to the Public Bulldings.·,
!to suspend .the rules ·:and pass the bill
R. 69··17·)·· to·. ·p··r.ovid'."e· ·for· 8·.rte·: a'cqui·s·i· _: Administration
for construction of the proJ- ·
~
ect, regardless of specific legislation govern- .j
ftion,
.design of Federal buildings, and, Ing such other agency: Provided, That this
ffor other purposes, as amended.
authorization ~hall not apply to the employ-.
~ The Clerk read the title of the bill.
' ment of such corporations, firms, or !ndivldu'.!'he Clerk .read th~ bill, as.follows:
als on a permanent basis, but their ser.vices
w B
t , , •
shall be limited to the Individual project for .
e !t ~nacted, e c.which employed.
:·
·
TrrLE I ·
SEc. 6. The provisions of sect.ion 322 of ·
f:iThat. t~e· Federal Works Adzriihistrator is
the act of June 30, 1932, as amended (40
!hereby' authorized, under the provisions of · U. S. C. 278a), shall not apply with respect .
~the Public Buildings Act 'of May 25 1926
to the rental of temporary quarters for hous-·
[as· amended" (40 U. S. c. 341-347), ~nd a; ing Federal activities during the replacement
!hereby further ainendea:
.
or remodeling of buildings by the Public
f",'F,.or prqj~cts outside ,the ,Dls.trict of CoBuildings Administration.
[lwnbla: To ,acquire ..sites, prepare drawings
SEC. 7. The Commissioner of Publlc Bulldtan,d _spei::i:(lcat!,ons·, · perform other worl, for
ings is authori?.ed to contract for seeding,
jt.li,Ei>a,cllomp;1s.nment·>th.ereof,• !fnd··e~tablish, planting, or 1andscnping the grounds of any
iliII?-.lts of t:ost Jor bu!lding-·projects notwith-· public buildh~g constructed by the Public ·
!~ndlng;U,le fa~t ~at ~appropriation~ !or.. con". _,Buildings_Admiuistrat!on in an. am~unt _no,L
weapon uses and purposes should make
it far more difficult for the development
of international cartels in the field of
munitions manufacture. And that is exactly what I said before and now repeat
as highly desirable. The less material
profit there is in war, the fewer wars we
will have.
Because these are unusually hazardous
times in the world's history, we must be
willing to step forth in unusual pathways to peace. We must dare to pioneer
in the field of essential legislation in this
field of atomic energy, as much as in
any field for world peace.
We must protect our field of free enterprise in patents in due fashion. But,
gentlemen, there is no soundness in immediately releasing this most dangerous
material to free enterprise to make
money profit out of, at the expense of,
our national safety and security. This
bill guarantees every inventor an adequate compensation for his invention in
this field. It assures an applicant for
patent the same. We do not yet know the
rudiments of need for our national security, and until we know what we need for
it, it is unsound and unsafe to let atomic
energy loose for promiscuous acquisition
and development.
Why the hurry? The war is not even
officially ended au yet.
Besides, our executive leaders must
know what they can and cannot do in
·
Th' ·
th e fl e Id of a t om1c
energy,
IS IS a
world neighhorhood problem now. It is
not merely whether or not American inVentors shall have full freedom to do as
they please immediately.
The problem before us filters into the
very fabric of international policy and
world peace from atomic warfare. We
must k eep our President and delegates to
Paris and other conferences where world
peace is involved, in a position of knowing to what extent America can control
atomic energy for war and peace purposes.
Therefore, any private control, without regard to our national security, of
an d f or th e purpose of war or military
weapons, is fundamentally incompatible
with our national welfare and security.
So I am pleased the conferees have
confirmed my humble words of several
days ago as also being their firm conviction and decision.
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act to ·prov@e forthe estab!isll· ment of a modern, adequate, and efficient·
hospital center in the District of Columbia;
·s. 1547'. An act to provide for the disposltlon ·of vessels, trophies, relics, and material
. of lllstorlcal Interest by the ·secretary of the
Navy, and for other purposes;
S.1717. An act for the development aud
control of atomic energy;
s. 2177. ··Aii: · act to provide for Increased
efficiency 'in tile leglslatl ve branch of the
Government; and·
S. 2210. An act ·to provide for the return
· of certain securities to the Ph!llppine Commonwealth Government.·

; of the Senat~"-to tne following !illf"and'' ~~S:'.2:f:37An
, joint resolution of the House:

1

I·

H, R. 5148. An act to provide for the payment of pension or other benefits withheld'
from persons for the period they were re- ·
siding in countries occupied by the enemy
forces during World War II; and
H.J. Res. 225. Joint resolution to ·quiet the
titles of the respective States, and others, to
lands beneath tidewaters and lands beneath
navigable waters within the boundaries of
such States and to prevent further clouding
o! such titles.

+he message also announced that the
ENROLLED BILLS PRESENTED
House had passed the following bills, in
which it requested the concurrence of·
The Secretary of the Senate reported
the Senate:
· that on July 27, 1946, he presented to the
President .of the United States the folH. R. 613. An act to amend the Nationlowing enrolled bills:
ality Act of 1940 to preserve the residence

for naturallzatlon purposes of certain aliens
who serve ·In the m!lltary or naval forces of
one of tile All!ed countries during the Second
World War or otherwise assist ln the Allied
war effort, and for other purposes;
H. R. 1471. Ail act for the relief of Nicholas
Sevaljevlck, now known as Nicholas Hornacky:
H. R. 6303. An act to amend the provisions
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act relating
to marketing agreements and orders;
H. R. ·6346. An act providing for th~ exten,
slon of the time llmltations under which
patents were issued In the case of persons who
: served In the military or naval forces of the
United States during World War II;
H. R. 6995. An act to amend the Nationality Act of 1940 to preserve the nationality
of citizens residing abroad;
H. R. 7020. An act to provide for the
quisition by exchange of non-Federal property within the Glacier National Park;
H. R. 7046. An act to revive and reenact
the act entitled "An act granting the consent of .Congress to the State Highway Com'mlsslon, Commonwealth ot Kentucky, to
construct, main taln, and operate a toll
bridge across the Cumberland River -at or
near BurkesvlUe, Cumberland County, Ky.,"
approved May 18, 1928;
·
H. R. 7101. An act to protect American
agriculture, llort!culture, livestock, and the
publlc health by prohibiting the unauthorized Importation Into, or the depositing in
the territorial waters of, the United States
·or f:arbage derived from products originating
outside of the continental United Statas,
and for other purposes;
H. R. 7109. An act to amend section 6 of
Public Law No. 616 of the Seventy-ninth
Congress, approved July 16, 1946;
H. R. 7126. An act to amend section 2 o!
the act of July 16, 1946 (Public Law 614, 79th
Cong.), relating to the establishment and
operation In tne District of Columbia of
nurseries and nursery scl1ools, so as to permit payment of compensation for services
rendered after June 30, 1946, and prior to
the en·actment of such act; and
H. R. 7147. An act to repeal certain statutes relating to the war .and emergencies.

ac-

ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED

The message further announced that
the Speaker had affixed his signature to
the following enrolled . bills, and they
were signed by the President pro
tempoi:e:

s. 78. An act for the relief of the. estate of
William Edward Oates;
s. 115. Ail act to modify sections 4 and 20
of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal Act,
1934, with reference to certain funds col. Jected In connection ·with the operation of
.Indian Service Irrigation projects, and for
l _c:~her_ l',urposes; . . .....

8. 162. · An act. for the relief of Walter 8.
.Faulkner;
8. 496.- An act to make it a criminal offense
for- certain escaped convicts to travel from
one State to another;
8. 1235. An act to authorize the use or the
funds of any tribe oi Indians for Insurance
premiums;·
·
s. 1477. An act to authorize relief in certain .cases where work, supplles, or services
have been furnished !or tl1e Government
under contracts during the war;·
' 8. 1549. An act for the rellef of the legal
guardian of Duane N. Thompson;
. 8. 1561. An act to amend the act entitled·
"Compensation ,for Injury, deatll, or detention of employees of contractors wltll the
United States outside the United States," as
amended, for the purpose of making the lCO
percent earning provisions effective ·as of
January l, 1942;
S. 1673. An act for the rellef of James H.
Wllklnson;
S. 1640. An act to provide for the acquisition by tile United States of certain real
property In the District of Columbia;
S. 1674. An act for the relief of Michael
Josepll Bennett, a minor:
S: 1731. An act for tile relief of Lester A.
Dessez;
S. 1751. An. act for the relief of Wayne
Parker;
S. 1880. An act for th~ relief of the Crosby
Yacht Building & Storage Co., Inc.;
S. 1910; An act for the relief of George D.
King;
S. 2036. An act granting the consent of
Congress to the State of Rhode Island to
construct, maintain, and operate a free highway bridge across the Sakonnet River between the towns of Tiverton and Portsmouth
In Newport County, R, I.;
8. 2247. An act to permit the Secretary of
the Navy to delegate the authority to compromise and settle claims against the United
States caused by vessels of the Navy or in
the naval service, or for towage or salvage
services to such vessels, and for other purposes;
s. 2253. An act.to further amend tile act of
January 16, 1936, as amended, entitled "An
act to provide for the retirement and retirement annuities of civilian members of the
teaching stall'. at the United States Naval
Academy and . the post-graduate school,
United States Naval Academy";
s. 2259. An act to amend tile Plllllpplne
:Rehab!lltation Act of 1946, for the purpose
of making a clerical correction;
s. 2260. An act for the relief of Roy M.
Davidson;
S, 2349. An act to permit the Secretary of
the Navy to delegate the authority to compromise and settle _claims for damages to
property under the Jurisdiction of the Navy
Department, and for other purposes; .
S, 2369. An act for the relief of Col. S. V•
Constan,t, ~!_:1er~..~:~ll'.. ~o~ -~n~
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s. 2405. An act to define the area Of the ,
United States Capitol Grounds, to regulate :
the use tllereof, and for otller purposes.
I
S
s
REPORT OF COMMITTEE

The following reports of committees
were submitted:·
By Mr. DOWNEY, from the Committee on
Civil Service:
S. 2000. A bill to amend tile Civil Service

Retirement Act, approved May 29, .1930, as
amended, so as to make such act applicable
to officers and employees of the Columbia
Institution for the Deaf; with an amend- ,
ment (Rept. No. 1863).
By Mr. MORSE, from the Committee on 1
Claims:
H. R. 2093. A bill for the relief of J.P. Kerr
and Robert P. Kerr; with an amendment
(Rept. No. 1864).
By Mr. EASTLAND, from the Committee
on Claims:
H. R. 2736. A b!ll for the relief of Norman
Abbott; without amendment (Rept. No.
1865); and
H. R. 3703. A b!ll for the relief of the city
and county of San Francisco; without
amendment (Rept, No. 1866).
By Mr. JOHNSTON of South Carolina, 1
from the Committee on Claims:
H. R. 935. A bill for the relief of Andreas
Andersen; without amendment (Rept. No.
1867);
H. R. 1357. A bill for the rellef of the
estate of Otto Frederick Gnospellus, deceased; without amendment (Rept. No.
1868);

H. R. 3855, A bill for the relief of Martin A.
Tucker and Emma M. Tucker; without
amendment (Rept, No. 1869);
H. R. 4860. A bill for the relief of Materials Handling Machinery Co., Inc.; without
amendment (Rept. No. 1870);
H. R. 5050. A bill for the relief of Minnie ,
P. Shorey; without amendment (Rept. No. l
1871);

'

H, R. 5031, A bill for the relief of Ernest
C, Heine and Harriet W. Heine; without
amendment (Rept. No. 1872);
H. R. 5287. A bill for the relief of Mrs.
Cecile W. McAfee, the legal guardian of Sarall
McAfee, a minor, and Haven H. McAfee; without amendment (Rept. No. 1873);
H. R. 6463, A bill for the relief of Hiram H. !
Wilson; without · amendment (Rept. No.
1874);
H. R. 5603. A bill for the relief of Wilford
B. Brown; without amendment (Rept. No.
1875); and
H. R. 6381. A bill for the relief of Tllomas
L. Brett; witll an amendment (Rept. No.
1876).

By Mr. O'DANIEL, from the Committee on
Claims:
H, R. 957, A bill fer the relief of Margaret
Dunn; without amendment (Rept. No.
1877);
H. R. 1004. A bill for the relief of the legal
guardian of Robert Olsen, a minor; without ,
amendment (Rept. No. 1878);
H. R. 1633, A bill for the relief of Raymond
Crosby; without amendment (Rept. No.
1879);
H. R. 3209. A bill for the relief of Edward
A, Mason; without amendment (Rept. No.
1880);

H. R. 3210. A b!ll for the relief of Clyde
0. Payne; wltllout amendment (Rept. No.

1881);
H. R. 8619. A b!ll for the rellef of Harry D.
Koons; wltl1out amendment (Rept. No.
1882);
H. R. 4374. A b!ll for the relief of the legal
guardian of :Rudolph K. Bartels, Jr., a
minor; without amendment (Rept. No.
1883);

.

H. R. 4924. A b!ll for the relief of Josepll A.
Brown; without amendment (Rept. No.
1884);
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f52iifr to exiiend temporarily the time for·-·'nrn1icii, !'a. -- ai~iiorr -- McrsnnTfie motion was agreed fo:·accord!nglyll

::1~~~

Jfil!ng applications for patents, for taking
::augh
g~~tha
i action m the United States Patent Office
Bryson
Hall,
Murray, Tenn.
· with respect thereto, for preventing proof . Buck
Edwin Arthur Norton
: of acts abroad with respect. to the mak~
~~~ci.
! ing of an invention, and for other pur- Butler
Hare
O'Toole
I. poses. ·
·
Byrne, N. Y.
Harless, Arlz. outland
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
· Onmp
Harness, Ind. Patrick
1' •
Cannon, Fla. Harris
Patterson
By· unanimous consent, leave of abCarlson
HMt
Peterson, Ga.
.:·sence was granted as follows•
Case, N. J,
~artley
Pfeifer
\
.
·
•
· ,
·
case, s. Dak.
Hebert .
Philbin
, · To Mr. GREGORY (at the request of Mr.
church
· Heffernan
Ploeser· .
CHAPMAN), indefinitely, on account. of
Clark
Hendricks
Plumley
rofficial business.·
· ·
· ·
. 21:::nts
::~
. To Mr. GRANT of Indiana (at the recl!pplnger
Hlll
Rabin
: quest of Mr. MICHENER), indefinitely, on· Cochran
Hoeven
Rains
Iaccount of official business
Cole, Kans.
Hoffman, Pa.
Rayfiel
' To Mr. BUCKLEY (at the ~equest of Mr.
gg~b~· Y.
fi~~;,_~d
:rih:~ienn.
i LYNCH), for July 29, on account of offi- · Cooley
Izac
Robertson, Va.
: clal business.
Cooper
Jennings
Robinson, Utah
To Mr. CLIPPINGER (at the request of
gg~tney
~g~:~~i Ky.
, Mr.·MARTIN), for 2 days, on account of ill
Cravens
Johnson, Tex. Roo, N. Y.
l health.
·
Crawford
Jones
Rogers, N. Y.
Curley
Jonkman
Russell
Daughton, Va. Kean
Ryter
, SENATE BILLS AND A JOINT RESOLUTION
Davis -.
Kee
Sabath
REFERRED
Dawson
Keefe
Shafer
Delaney,
Kefauver
Sheridan
Bills and a joint resolution of.the SenJohn J.
Keogh
Short
. ate of the following titles were taken
Dirksen
Kerr
Sikes
: from the Speaker's table and, under the
Dolliver
Kilburn
Slaughter
Domengeaux Kilday
Somers, N. Y.
. rule, referred as follows:
Douglas, DI.
Landis
Sparkman
S. 2147. An act for the relief of Howard
Durham
Lane
Stewart
'Yeager; to the Committee on Claims. .
Earthman
Larcade
Sumner, DI.
s. 2480. An act authorizing the appolnt- Eaton
Lea
Sumners, Tex.
Elsaesser
LeFevre
Tabor
i ment of Robert Sprague Beightler as permaElston
Ludlow
Tarver
; nent brigadier general of the llne o! the
Engel, Mich.
McConnell
Taylor
· Regtllar Army; to the Committee on Mtlltary
Feighan
McCormack
.Thomas, N. J,
Affairs.
Fellows
McGehee
Thomason
; s, J. Res. 166, Joint resolution to amend Flood
McGl!nchey
Tolan
Fogarty
McGregor
Torrens
. section 3126 of the Internal Revenue Code,
Fuller
McKenzie
Towe
: as amended, and for other purposes; to the
Gallagher
McM!llan,
S.
C.
Vorys,
Oblo
Committee on.Ways and Means.
Gary
Mahon
Wasielewski
Gathings
Maloney
Weaver
SENATE ENROLLED BILLS SIGNED
Gibson
Mankin
Welch
. The SPEAKER announced his signaGlfiord
Mansfield,
West
Glllespie
Mont.
Whlt0
: ture to enrolled bills of the Senate of the
Gossett
Mansfield,
Tex.
Wickersham
; following titles:
Granger
May
Winter
Grant, Ind.
Ml!ler, Call!.
Wolfenden, Pa..
/ · · S. 1547. An act to provide for the dlsposlGreen
Miller, Nebr.
Wood
' tlon of vessels, trophies, relics, and material
, o! historical Interest by the secretary o! the
The SPEAKER. On this roll call, 231
.·Navy, and for other purposes;
Members have answered to their names,
S. 1717. An act for the development and
a quorum.
¥.contr_ol of _atomic en.,rgy; and
_.
_
Mr. DE LACY. Mr. Speaker, I object
S. 2177. An act to provide for. irtcreased
efficiency In the legislative branch of the
to dispensing with furtlier proceedings
. Government.
under the call.
The SPEAKER. That motion has not
PROCEEDINGS AGAINST GEORGE
yet been made.
MARSHALL
Mr. MICHENER. Mr. Speaker, a par, . The SPEAKER. The Clerk will conliamentary inquiry.
: tinue reading the· privileged report.
The SPEAKER. The gentleman will
The Clerk -read ·as follows:
state it.
, of which the Honorable JOHN S. Wooos ls
Mr. MICHENER. If a motion is not
.chairman, and to bring with you all books,
made to dispense with further proceedrecords., documents, and correspondence-. ings under the call, we just sit here; is
CALL OF THE HOUSE
that right?
The SPEAKER.
Until the absent
.Mr. DE LACY. Mr. 'Speaker, I m~ke
Members come in and respond.
: a point of orcier that a quorum is not
·Mr.RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I move to
present.
dispense with further proceedings under
· The SPEAKER.· Evidently no quorum
the call.
.is present.
·
The question was taken; and on a di: 'Mr. RANKIN. Mr. Speaker, I. move a
vision (demanded by Mr. DE LACY) there
: call of the House.
were-ayes 85, noes 19.
;' . A call of the House was ordered.
Mr. DE LACY. Mr. Speaker, I object
'. · The Clerk called the roll, and the
to the vote on the grotmd that a quorum
kfollowing Members failed to answer to
is not present and make the point of or~th~ir; n.ames:,,
der that a quorum is not present.
2551
tJJf~:':(J/.J.:1!~~~o;
Bender ..· ··
ADJOURNMENT
:Alleni1_r.a.'J:<f,(,Bali:i.win.-M.d. , Bennet, N. Y,
Mr. ABERNETHY. Mr. Speaker, !
Alinond., ,r .,,,., Baldwin, N. Y. Blackney
move that the House do now adjourn.
[~d!!rsen/' ;, : Barrett, Pa.· ·• Bland ·
Mr. MARCANTONIO. Mr. Speaker, I
demand the yeas and nays;
~Andrews,.N;.:Y.:;Beckworth..,.. Bradley, Mich.
The yeas.and nays were refused.

~~f:l

g:~~~sltl ·

i

l

~~::r

Jg~:g~; 8'il~:

A:

rf:Efe.:\}·f ;:!::itd~::.:. !~at
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(at 4 o'::lock and 25 minutes p. m.) the'
House adjourned until tomorrow, Tues- '
day, July 30, 1946, at 12 o'clock noon.
EX'E:CUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.
Under clause 2 of rule XXIV, executive
communications were taken from the,
Speaker's table and referred as follows: ,
1506. A letter from the Acting Secretary'
of State, transmitting a draft of a proposed .
blll to authorize the President to appoint 1
Lt. Comdr. Paul A. Smith as United States·
representative to the Interim Council of the
Provisional International Civil Aviation OrganiZation, or as alterr,ate to the United .
States representative, without affecting hls
ntatus and perquisites as an officer of the
Coast ;md Geodetic Survey; to the Commit- ·
tee on the Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
1507. t. letter from the Secretary. of Commerca, transmitting a report on the activities I
of the Department of Commerce related to ,
those functions previously carried out by the
Smaller War Plants Corporation and transferred to the Department of Commerce. This :
1·eport covers the months of April and May 1
19'16 and ls the second report submitted under the provisions of Executive Order 9665;
to the Committee on Banking and Currency.,
1508. A letter from the Acting Secretary of 1
the Navy, transmitting a draft of a proposed
blll to extend dependency benefits to dependen ts of enlisted personnel of the armed
forces who enlist or reenllst prior to July 1, ·
1949; to the Committee on Mll!tary Affairs. ;
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON PUBLIC
BILLS §ND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 2 of rUle XIII, reports of
committees were delivered to the Clerk
for printing and reference to the proper
calendar, as follows:
Mr. CANNON of Missouri: Committee on
Appropriations. House Joint Resolution 390.
Joint resolution making additional appropriatlons for the fiscal year 1947, and for other
purposes; without amendment· (Rept. No.
2694). Referred to the Committee of the
Whole House on the State of the Union.
Mr. MAY: Committee on Military Affairs.
:a:. R. 7053. A blll to amend the act entitled
"An e,ct to prohibit the unaut':lorized wearing, manufacture, or sale of medals and
badges awarded by the War Department,"
as amended; with amendments (Rept. No.
2698). Referred to the Committee of the
V.Tnole House on the State of the Union.

.
,

:
·
r

'

i

PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 3 of rule XXII, public
bills and resolutions were introduced and '
severally referred as follows:
By Mr, LEA:
.
H. R. 7194. A bill to amend cerkin urovl- :
sions of the Securities Act of 1933, section '.
77 (f) of the Bankruptcy Act, and the Se- 1
curities Exchange Act or 1934; to the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce,
By Mr. WEICHEL:
H. R. 7195. A bill to authorize a special
investigation, examination, and complete ,
audit of the Maritime Commission and the ;
War Shipping Administration by the Comp- I
troller General; to the Committee on Ex- ,
penditures in the Executive Departments.
j
.By Mr. BLAND:
I
H. R. 7196, A bill to authorize the acqul- .!
sltion of land for addition to the Fredericks- I;
burg National Cemetery; to the Committee
on Mllitary Affairs.
'
By Mr. BLOOM:
H. R. 71S7. A bill to autl,orlze the Pres!- I
dent to appoint Lt. Comdr. Paul A. Smith as'
United States representative to the ln.terim_J
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r-Council of the Provisional International-Civil
I Aviation Organization, or as altel'nate to the
' United States representative, without affectIng Ills status and perquisites as an officer
1 of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey; to the
, Committee on the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries.
By Mr. JENKINS:
H. R. 7198. A bill to fix the rate of tax under tile Federal Insurance Contributions Act
on employers and employees for the calendar
year
1947; to the Committee on Ways and
1
Means.
By Mr. ROBERTSON of North Dakota:
H. Con. Res. 166. Concurrent resolution to
authorize tile Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation to secure from tile Treasury Department, and any other department
of the Government involved in studies of
taxation, a comprehensive summary of these
! studies and conclusions and file such summary with tlie Clerk of the House of Representatives and Secretary of the Senate; to
the Committee on Ways and Means.
PRIVATE BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS

Under clause 1 of rule XXII, private
bills and resolutions were introduced and
severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BROWN of Georgia:
H. R. 7199. A bill for the relief of Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Evans; to the Committee on
Claims.
By Mr. HAGEN:
H. R. 7200. A bill for the relief of Floyd A.
Fisher; to the Committee on Claims.
By Mr. O'BRIEN of Michigan:
H. R. 7201. A bill .for the rellef of Mary
Ftinogianis; to the Committee on Immigration and Na turallzation.
By Mr. RESA:
H. R. 7202. A bill for the relief of Mrs. Flora
Baruck; to the Committee on Claims.
By Mr. TOLAN:
.
H. R. 7203. A blll to provide for settling
certain indebtedness connected with Pershing Hall, a memorial in Paris, France; to
the Committee on Claims.

I
I

PETITIONS, ETC.

I

Un-.er clause 1 of rule XXII, petitions
'._ and papers were laid on the Clerk's desk
I and referred as follows:
i

,

'

1

,
1

·

2133. By Mr. LYNCH: Petitiop of Bronx
County Organization, American Legion, Captain Edward L. Grant Post, No. 1225, In
regard to Halloran Hospital, New. York; to
the Committee on World War Veterans• Legislation.
2134. Also, petition of Bronx County Organization, American Legion, urging termination of provision in Economy Act of
March 20, 1933, l!miting compensation of hospitalized veterans to $20 per month; to the
Committee on World War Veterans' Legisla•
tion.
2135. By Mr. VORYS of Ohio: Petition o!
18 persons for redress of alleged grievances;
to the Committee on the Judiciary,
2136. By the SPEAKER: Petition of the
Federation of the Employees of the Insular
.Government of Puerto Rico, petitioning consideration of their resolution with reference
to expressing satisfaction on the appointment of Jesus T. Pi:fl.ero as regular Governor
of the island; to the Committee on Insular
Affairs.
2137. Also, -petition of the Board of Supervisors of the County of Los Angeles, petttioning consideration of their resolution with
reference to endorsement of legislation to
prohibit gambl!ng vessels off the coast of
California; to the Committee on the Judiciary,

---·sENi\TE ·
TUESDAY, JULY

30, 194.6

(Legislative day of Monday,
July 29, 1946)

The Senate met at 11 o'clock a. m.,
on the expiration of the recess.
Rev. Byron W. John, of the Montgomery Methodist Church, Montgomery,
W. Va., offered the following prayer:
O God, our Heavenly Father, Thou
art the God of wisdom and light. In
ages past Thou hast blessed Thy people with understanding. We come,
therefore, at this time making known
our faith in Thee and" asking Thee for
Thy guidance in this hour and day. Let
the light of Thy countenance be upon us.
Give unto these elected representatives of our Nation a sustaining spirit
that shall enable them to stand firmly
for justice in a world of confusion.
Bless those who meet for peace conferences. Grant that fear and doubt shall
cease and that the spirit of the Prince
of Peace shall prevail in the hearts of
all the peoples of the earth.
Blot out our transgressions, national
and individual; have compassion upon
us; and give us strength to turn from
our proneness toward evil. Make us
more eager for the coming of Thy kingdom on earth as it is in heaven.
Grant us Thy favor In our supplications, we beseech Thee. Through Jesus
Christ our Lord. Amen.
THE JOURNAL

On request of Mr. GEORGE, and by
unanimous consent, the reading of the
Journal of the proceedings of the calendar day Monday, July 29, 1946, was
dispensed with, and the Journal was
approved.
MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

A message from the House of Representatives, by Mr. Swanson, one of its

reading. clerks, announced that the House
had agreed to the amendments of the
Senate to the bill CH. R. 6836) to establish and provide for the maintenance
and operation of a Veterans' Canteen
Service in the Veterans' Administration,
and for other ·purposes.
The message also announced that the
House had agreed to the report of the
committee of conference on the disagreeing votes of the two Hems.es on the
amendments of the Senate to the bill
(H. R. 4080) to amend section 476, Revised Statutes (U. S. C., title 35, sec. 2),
providing for officers and employees of
the Patent Office, and for other purposes.
The message further announced that
the House had passed a bill (H. R. 5692)
to relinquish the mineral rights of the
United States under certain lands in the
county of Santa Barbara, Calif., in
which it requested the concurrence of the
Senate.
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT, RESOLU-
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· tion, and-they were signed by the President pro tempore:
S. 619. An act to amend the act of June 8, ·
1936, relating to vocational education, so'as
to provide for the further development of
·vocational education in tile several States
and Terri tori es;
S. 1198. An act to authorize the Secret'ary ,
of Commerce to sell certain property in the
State of Michigan now occupied by the '
Weather Bureau and to. acquire land in the
State of Michigan for the erection of a'
Weather Bureau station;
S. 1602. An act to confirm title to certain
railroad-grant lands located in the county:
of Kern, State of California;
s. 1607. An act to provide for the naturalizatfon of Peter Kim;
S. 1636. An act to amend the Surplus'
Property Act of 1944 to designate tile Departmen of State as the disposal agency for sur- '
plus property outside the continental United'
States, its Territories and possessions, and,
for other purposes;
'
S. 1733. An act for the relief of Desmark
Wright; the estates of Alberta Wright, Des-,
mark Wright, Jr., and Harold Evans; and the
legal guardians of Bobby Dennis Wright and
Irvin Lee Wright, minors;
S. 1917. An act to enact certain provisions,
now Included In the Naval Appropriation
Act, 1946, and for other purposes;
,
S. 2310. An act to further extend the times;
for commencing and completing the construction of a bridge across the Mississippi!
River at or near Friar Point, Miss., and'
Helena, Ark.;
S. 2359. An act to close the office of the
Recorder· of Deeds on Saturdays;
S. 2376. An act to change the name of the'
Chemical Warfare Service to the Chemical:
Corps; and
H.J. Res. 225. Joint resolution to quiet the;
titles of the respective States, and others, to.,
lands beneath tidewaters and lands beneath,
navigable waters within the boundaries of',
such States and to prevent further clouding
of such titles.
ENROLLED BILLS PRESENTED

The Secretary of the Senate reported
that on July 29, 1946, he presented to the'.
President of the United States the following enrolled bills:

s. 78, An act for the relief of the estate
of W!lllam Edward Oates;
S. 115. An act to modify sections 4 and,
20 of the Permanent Appropriation Repeal
Act, 1934, with reference to certain funds:
collected in connection with the operation 1
of Indian Service irrigation projects, and,
for other purposes;
S. 223. An act to provide for the establisl1-;
ment of a modern, adequate, and efficient
hospital center in the District of Columbia;!
s. 1547. An act to provide for the dispo-,
sition of vessels, trophies, relics, and ma-:
terial of historical interest by tile Secretary"
of the Navy, and for other purposes;
'
S. 1717. An act for the development and'
control of atomic energy;
S. 2177. An .act to provide for lncrease<l.,
efficiency in the legislative branch of the:
Government; and
;
s. 2210. An act to provide for the return
of certain securities to the Philippine Com-,
monwealth Government.
EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS, ETC.

1

The PRESIDENT pro tempore laid i
before the Senate the following com-:
munications and letters, which were:
referred as indicated:

TION SIGNl!lD

SUPPLEMENTAL ESTIMATE, DEPARTMENT OF THE

The message also announced that the
Speaker had affixed bis signature to the
followini enrolled bills and joint resolu-

INTERIOR (S. Doc. No. 254)
·:
A communication from the President of:
the United States, transmitting a supple-;
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Y11"'"'-"7 ~-· --~----·-·. "- ··-· .
-- ..... --- .. ;- ····-·:--· -----··--·· ----· . . ··:; MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENTearnings to pay fixed charges, to effect e.
i _, ·
APPROVAL OF BILLS
readjustment of their financial structures;

to alter or niodlfy their financial obllgatlons,

:i···~Messages in writing from the President and for other purposes;
'1,·elf the United States were communicated.
S. 2020. An act granting a rlght-o!>way
·'to.the Senate by Mr. Miller, one of his at a revised location to the West Shore Rall'' secretaries, and he announced that on road co., the New York Central Railroad Co.,
1today, August 1, 1946, the President had lessee, across a portion o! the military reser· approved ·and signed the following acts:- . vation at West Point;
.' '".; B. 346. An act to amend section 21 of the'
, act of May 28; 1896 (29 Stat. 184; 28 u. s. c.,
597) prescribing fees of United States
· ·commissioners;
: .. .B. 619. An act to amend the act of June 8.
·: 1936, relating to vocational education, so as
,_ to provide for the further development of
, vocational education In the several States
and Territories;
S. 1466. An act autho1·lzlng rehabilitation
on the.island.of Guam;
S. 1549. An act for the relief of the legal
guardian of Duane N. Thompson; ·s. 1636. An act to amend the surplus Prop. erty Act of 1944 to designate the Department
p! State as the. disposal agency for surplus
, · property outside . the .continental United
'.!States. Its Terrl_torles· and possessions, and for
; ,other· purposes; · •
.
: ·:. S, 1674; An act,' for ·the· relier of Michael
~;"1osei,h.Benriett,.a minor; .
.
i'.: S.1717. An act for the development and
I:, con~roI_ of at.C?P,.i~ ~n,,erg:,;; an,d _ ..
f? 1S,.:;175r.;.Ari ..act "!or: the·' relief' of' Wayne
F~~~~~t
,r ~-: ,< : :,- ; . : ..
i , £ ;.·ME;SSAGE FROM THE HOUSE

-:' sec.

:_:

f· . '

'· •

~

.

.

s. 223€. An act providing for a medal for
service In the merchant marine during the
present war;
s. 2304. An act to provide for the training
of officers for the naval service; and for other
purposes;
s. 2318. An act to amend the act of May
11, 1938, for the conservation of the fishery
resources o! the Columbia .River and for
other purposes;
S. 2401. An act to amend the act of May 4,
1898 (30 Stat. 369), as amended, to authorize the President to appoint 250 acting
,assistant surgeons for temporary service;
s. 2419. An act to amend further the act
of April 6, 1938, as amended by the act of
July 9, 1941, entitled "An act authorizing the
Secretary of the Treasury to exchange sites
at Miami Beach, Dade County, Fla., for Coast
Guard purposes";
S. 2426. An act providing for the conveyance to the city of Canton, S. Dak., of
the Canton Insane Asylum, located in Lincoln County, s. Dak.;
H. R. 4051. An act to grant to personnel of
the armed forces equal treatment In the
matter of leave, and for other purposes; and
S. J. Res. 84. Joint resolution authorizing
the erection in the District of Columbia of a
statue of Nathar> Hale.
AMENDMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY ACT
AND INTERNAL REVENUE CODE

[-:I· A,message from the House of Repre_;,·jientatives, by Mr. Swanson, one. of its
·reading clerks, announced that the House
had disagreed to the amendments of the
. Senate to the bill (H. R. 7037) to amend
As in legislative session,
the Soclal·Security Act and the Internal
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. TuNRevenue Pode, and for other purposes;
asked a conference wfth the Senate on · NELL in the chair) laid before the Sen,. the disagreeing votes of the two Houses ate a message from the House of Repre('.th~reon, and that Mr. DOUGHTON of North sentatives announcing its disagreement
f<Cai:olina; .Mr. DINGELL, Mr. RoBERTSON of to the amendments of the Senate to the
,, Virginia, Mr. MILLS, Mr. KNUTSON, Mr. bill <H. R. 7037) to amend the Social
Security Act and the Internal Revenue
i REED of New York, and Mr. WOODRUFF
~ were appointed ·managers on the part of Code, and for other purposes, and requesting a conference with the Senate on
1: the House at the conference.
:.•; The message also announced that the the disagreeing votes of the two Houses
.
t,'House had disagreed to the amendments thereon.
Mr. JOHNSON of Colorado. I move
f-.:of the Senate. to the joint resolution <H.
that the Senate insist upon its amend~~ J .. Res. 390) making additional appro!'J priatlons for the fiscal year 1947, and for ments, agree to the request·or the House
t1 otl;ler purposes; agreed to the conference for a conference, and that the Chair appasked by the Senate on the disagreeing point the conferees on the part of the
1:tvotes of the two Houses thereon, and that Senate.
The motion was agreed to; and the
~:}Mr. CANNON of .Missouri, Mr. RABAUT,
fi'."Mr. THOMAs'of Texas, Mr. WIGGLESWORTH, Presiding Officer appointed Mr. GEORGE,
i·:·and ·Mr. DIRKSEN were appointed man- Mr. WALSH, Mr. BARKLEY, Mr. CONNALLY,
( agers on the part ·of the House at the Mr. LA FOLLETTE, Mr. VANDENBERG, and
Mr. TAFT conferees on the part of the
fl; ·conference.
!.,
The·message further announced that Senate.
11· 'the Speaker had affixed his signature to·
FEDERAL AID TO EDUCATION
!: 'the_ following enrolled bills and joint
As in legislative session,
• resolution, and they were signed by the
Mr. HILL. Mr. President, on June 13
[ President pro tempore:
last the Senate Committee on Educatio"n
: S. 191. An act to amend the Public Health
and Labor reported favorably Senate blll
)-~ Service Act to authorize grants to the States
181,. a Federal aid to education bill, intro, ."for surveying their hospitals and publlcduced by my two distinguished colleagues
1;."·health centers and for planning construction
l· ·of additional facilities, and to authorize. the senior Senator from· Utah [Mr.
~- _·grants to assist In such construction;
THOMAS] and the senior Senator from
f·
·s. 528. An act for the_rellef of Thaddeus C•. .Ohio [Mr. TAFT] and myself.
'O;Xnight;
It is to me a matter of profound regret
~--', . S. 881. ·An act authorizing the President
that the necessity for the consideration
!1,'.--0f the United States to award posthumously
~' 1n the name of Congress a Medal of Honor· by the Senate of urgent legislation for
·, reconversion from war to peace has made
,.. to Wllllam Mitchell; ·
·
It Impossible to bring the Federal aid bill
S. 1253. An act to enable debtor railroad
·;; corporations, whose properties during a _to the Senate floor for debate and pas~,;~erl?d of· 'l_, ~e.ars _haye .. provided ~Ulllclent . sar,;e. This regret is all the_ more pro-

I
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nounced m ffl!W of the strong. position'
taken on the bill by the Committee on
Education and Labor and in view of my
belief, with which others concur, that the
bill as reported by the committee has the
support of a substantial majority of the
Members of the United States Senate.
The bill undertakes to strengthen our
Nation where the most disturbing threat
to our national well-being now exists. I
refer to the education of American youth.
We have apprqximately 24,000,000 young
people enrolled in our public schools. As
the evidence before the Committee on
Education and Labor discloses, a large
proportion of America's children is enrolled in classrooms that are substandard
as a result of overcrowding, lack of facilities, and poorly qualified teachers. In
addition, more than 2,000,000 young people, children of school age, are not enrolled in any school. We are in the
midst of a far-reaching educational depression, not because it is. necessary or
inevitable but because we have failed to
come to grips w!th the problem and take
action to remedy the sitm1.tion.
Our experiences during the recent war,
like those in World War I, uncovered
startling conditions which must be car- ·
rected. During the recent war we rejected because of educational deficiencies
almost as many men as we deployed in
combat divisions throughout the Pacific.
We rejected more than 2,000,000 for
other deficiencies which for the most
part could have been prevented through
an adequately supported public-school
program. Our national wellbeing demands that the Federal Government,
through wise and comprehensive policies, assist the States in financing the
education of our young people. This it
must do if we are to keep our Nation
strong. As provided in the bill, such aid
must be extended to the States without
impairment of State control over education.
The Senate Committee on Education
and Labor has found that many of .our
States, after making great efforts to pro- ,
vide good schools, are unable to finance
the kind of educational opportunity
which the children of our Nation need.
The war has widened the gap between :
many of our States in their financial ·
ability to support education. The differences in educational opportunity among
the States today range as high as 60 to 1
when measured in terms of expenditures
per classroom unit. These differences
will increase in the days ·ahead unless the
Federal Government act~ to correct the
condition.
The extent to which our Nation will be
great in the years ahead will depend upon the intelligence and character we cultivate in our youth. Whether our Nation will lead or whether it will follow in
world affairs; whether it will be strong
or whether it will be weak will depend :
upon the education of our young people. ·
The Federal-aid-to-education bill is the .
unfinished business of the Congress. I
wish to pay tribute to the loyalty of the
hundreds of thousands of school teachers
In the Nation who, at great personal sacrifice to themselves, remained at their
important work ~uring the war years._ i
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